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Press Communiqu6. 

In accordance with a Press Communique issued in July last, 
the Indian Tariff Board now publishes the written evidence and' 
part of the oral evidence recorded in connection with the enquiry 
now proceeding into the MatcIi making· industry in India. The 
evidence consists of two volumes, Volume I containing the repre
sentations received by the Indian Tariff Board together with the 
questionnaire issued and the replies thereto and V ohune II con
taining the oral evidence recorded up to the 24th. June, 1927, by 
the Indian Tariff Board, and can be obtained from the Manager~ 
,Government of India Central Publication Branch, Calcutta, or all 
Provincial Government Book Depots and authorised booksellers, 
price Re. 2 or 3,. 6il. per volume. 

CALCUTTA! } 

Dated the 2tfkh January 1928. 

C. B. B. CLEE, 

Secretary, TariH Board. 
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No. 235-T. (14). 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

,DEPARTMENT OF CQMMERCE. 
. ...". -. - . ~. ' .. ,. , /' . ~ .-

Simla, the 21'/,4 Olftober 1926. 

" 

RESOLUTION . 
. , -,' '.. ;:,' '-

TARIFFS. ' 

.' Th~ preseI,lt'rate of. duty o~ matches importe'd ,from ~hroa,d is' 
Re. '1-8-0 per' gross, whichrepr~sEmt~a duty of more' than- 100 'per 
cent. ail valorem. The duty was raIsed to. the above figure, purely 
as, "revel;l.ue l)1~asu,r~ ... al'J.d; t~~ Gov~rnment.of Indi~ have con~ 
8i~te~t1y reject~«l req;uests from, D1:~nufactu~ers, in. India', that !he 
duty should be declared a protect.ve duty. Nevertheless, a high 
revenue duty naturally has a protective' e:I,Tect; and sinc& '.. 1922, 
when the present duty was imposed, numerous match factories have, 
been e,stablishtld in, India, some of them using indigenous woods, 
and others 'Wood imported in the lo~ from abroad. Concurrently, 
th,ere has been a pro~ressive decline In the customs revenue derived 
from matches.' This revenue amounted to Rs. 154 lakhs in 1922-23 
and Rs. 138 lakhs in 1923-24, but in 1925-26 it amounted (inclusive 
of the revenue from splints and veneers) only to, Rs. lIS lakhs. 
As the Indian factories overcome technical difficulties' and attain 
their full producti.on, the. decrease in. customs,. reVl!nue iB, likely 
to become more serIOUS. ' 

2. In these circumstances, the Government of India consider 
that the whole position requires investigation, and they have 
decided to entrust this task to the Tariff Board. The first point for 
enquiry is whether the. three conditions laid down in paragraph 
97 of the Report of Hie Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in 
the case of the match industry in India, and whether the industry , 
should be protected. If the answer to this question is in the. 
affirmative, the Tariff Board will report at what rate the' import 
duty should be fixed in order to give the industry the protection :it 
requires and whether alternative measures of proitection could 
suitably be adopted. If the answer is in the negative, the Govern
ment of Ind~a theor.etically will be free to lowez: the import duty; 
on matches m the mterests both of the consumer and their own 
J'evenue from this source, But the Tariff Board will report' to what, , 
extent vested interests have been created in India as the result 
of the present rate o! duty, how far those vested interestS require 
consideration and what prospect there is of the match industry in 
India establishing itself, if the present rate of duty is maintained. 
ilf the Tariff Board decides that consideration must be paid to the 



s 
industry brought into existence by the present rate of duty and that 
the duty should be maintained at the present figure, or approximate
ly at the present figure, it will further report whether the loss of 
customs revenue can be made up in whole or in part by any other 
appropriate form of taxation of the industry. In this connection, 
the attention of the Board is drawn to the remarks of the Honour
able Commerce Member on ,the ·24th March, 1924, in the Council of 
State. Generally the Tariff Board will investigate the whole 
question and make such recommendations as. seem germane to the 
subject. 

ORDER.-Ordered that a copy of the above Resolution be com
municated to all local Governments and Administrations, all 
Departments of the Government of India, the Director General of 
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, the Indian Trade Com
missioner in London and the Secretary, Tariff Board. 

ORDERED also that it -be published in the Gazette of Inaia. 

G .L. CORBETT, 
Secretary to the GoiJernment' of India. 
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Pres. Communiqd issued by the Tariff Board on the 29th Novemhet. 
1926. 

ln the Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce 
Department, No. 235·'r. (14), dated the 2nd October 1926, the 
Ill.dian Tariff Board was directed to investigate the question ot 
granting protection to the Match Industry in India. 

2. The l30ard has been instructed to examine the whole position 
of t~e industry but its attention has been specially drawn to the fol. 
lowmg points. Firstly, whether the three conditions laid down. in 
paragraph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are 
satisfied in the case of the Match Industry in India, and whether the 
industry should be protected. Secondly, if the industry satisfies 
these conditions and i~ to be protected, the amount of protection 
re<J.uired and the methods by which such protection should be given. 
ThIrdly, if the Board finds that the industry does not satisfy the 
conditions laid down in the Fiscal Commission's Report, whether it 
is necessary; in view of any vested interests which may have been 
created as a result of the present revenue duty, tq maintain the duty 
at the present figure or at approximately the present figure j and 
if so, whether the loss of customs revenue, which is likely to result 
from the expansion of the industry in India, can be made up in 
whole or in part by any other appropriate form of taxation of the 
industry. . 

3. Any persons or firms who desire to claim protection for the 
industry m India or who consider that the present rate of duty qua 
revenue duty should be maintained, are requested to submit to the 
Tariff Board a' full statement of the grounds on which they do so. 
Persons or firms who claim protection should state 'inter alia the 
grounds on which the industry can be considered to fulfil the condi· 
tions laid down by the Fiscal Commission, and whether any protec. 
tion which may be found necessary should be given by means of 
protective duties or in any other form. In the case of. those who 
desire that the present rate of duty should be maintained in view 
of any vested interests which may have been created, the nature 
and extent of such interests and their grounds for thinking that the 
match industry has a fair prOl;pect of establishing itself in India, 
should be fully set forth. 

4. All representations (with six spare copies) must be addressed 
to the Secretary and reach the office of the Board at No.1, Council 
House Street, Calcutta, not later than the 31st December, 1926. 
After their receipt, the Board will, if necessary, issue questionnaires. 
The representations, the 9.,uestionnaires and the replies thereto will 
then be printed and publIshed, and the opinions, in writinS', of 
those who wish to support or oppose the claims made will be inVIted. 
The dates for the oral examination of witnesses who wish to appear 
before the Board for that purpose will be subsequentl;)t fixed. 



Mr. M. N. Mehta Factorj, Calcutta. 

Representation, dated ~th December 1926. 

In response to the Press Communique issued by YOIl on 29th ultimo, we beg 
to give you below our reasons as to why the Match Industry in India should 
be protected. 

The Match Industry in India being just in its infancy requires whole-hearted 
support of the Indian Government by continuing the present protective duty 
on imported matches for a term of 15 years. In fact for the best development 
of this Rew industry, we would suggest the levying of more duty, say, Rs. 3 
per gross instead of Re. 1-8. This will surely enable the Match Industry here 
to stand on its own and to face the keen competition of foreign importation. 

We understand that the Government of India are under consideration all' 
to continuing the protective duty or abolishing it. To our opinion if the 
latter step be taken, then it would mean sheer loss to all parties concerned, 
who all rOl1nd India, in the impression of good faith for the development of 
this industry, have invested considerable sums of money 8:nd have wasted their 
energy. It would mean total ruin staring at them and thus make the demise 
of the Match Industry here as certain. It will thus of course give great 
stimulus to the foreign goods from Japan and Sweden at the expense of our 
industry here. We think our Government to be too benevolent in practice 
than to adopt ruining methods. 

Futher, we may mention that the levying of excise duty on the manufac
ture here at say one anna per gross would be quite adequate to meet the 
depreciation (If the customs duty caused by decrease in imports from foreign 
countries, chiefly J a.pan and Sweden. 

()ur daily _tput is 1,750 gross which would bring a daily revenue of, say, 
Rs. 109-6-0 frCHll us, illdded to thia the ineome derived from other factories will 
amount to a 81Ibstantial sum whicla would be ten times more than that of ours 
in Calcutta. This would be the best means of placing this trade on a pro
tective duty principle and by so doing we assure you that within the time 
that is passing, it is feasible and certain that this industry will be able to staud 
on its own. 

Calcutta Match Factory, Calcutta. 

Repl'6sootll.tion, dated 13th Deoembe1" 1926. 

With reference to the printed Press Communique which was sent to me 
aboUt the Match Industry in India I beg to send herewith my views on the 
subject. 

urant of protection to the Match Industry in India. 

My humble suggestion is that the Government· of India, before issuing 
instructions to the Indian Tariff Board to il!lvestigarte the question ,of graut-' 
ing protection to the Match Industry in India, ought to have asked the 
Director of Industries of every province to submit to the Tariff Board a state
ment showing how many match factories ha"e been started in each province 
and how much capital has been. invested in them and to ascertain from . them 
their difficulties and obstacles in: producing and selling the products of their 
respective concerns. iln Bengal fSeverll'1 faC'tari.es with large capital have beeu 
started and they are handicapped in ,secu.ring the right sort of <wood to deve
lop the industry, beca.use the Forest Department Iilf the Government of 



Bengal do not follow a progressive policy to help these concerns. There are 
plenty of suitable wood available in the Sundarban and other forests as well 
but the Forest Department will'not move in a progressive way and act accord
ing to the suggestion of the Director of Industries and help the factories situ
ated in Bengal. 

The import duty should be maintained at this present figure as the indus
tries are still in their infancy and will not be able to withstand competition 
with the imported matches if the duty is fixed at a lower rate and which will 
consequently make the present concerns to close their factories. The fac
tories have to import paper, chemicals and other ingredients for the manu
facture of matches and all these have to bear freight, duty and other trading 
charges and consequently these factories are paying certain duty to the Gov
ernment of India in a, roundabout way, and the Government could easily 
have ascertained this from the Custom Authorities. ' 

, Any other form of taxation'to make up the loss of revenue from the 
decreased import of matches will have the same effect as ablation of the duty 
and the industry which is in its infancy will not be able to hold its own against 
imported matches by paying this new tax. Sweden and Germany were the 
biggest importers of matches in pre-war days and during that period Japanese 
matches began to be imported in India and they used to sell them at a 
lo'wer price than any of the European matches. After the duty has been 
levied on the imported matches Sweden with the help of American capital and 
Japan supported by its Government started two match factories in and 
around Calcutta and I learn that Sweden have started one factory in Assam 
and another in Bombay and it is their intention to start all over India fac
tories like these and kill the factory started with indigenous capital and who 
have got no one to help them financially and' consequently these are small 
concerns in comparison with Swedish and Japanese concerns. They are sell
ing matches on credit and allowing even the petty dealers to pay them the 
price at their convenience and which have handicapped the indigenous con
cerns good deal. My humble suggestion is that these factories started with 
foreign capital ought to be taxed on their production so that the indigenous 
concerns may be saved and the Government will make good the loss which they 
are suffering. 

The Bengal Safety Match Works and Medical House Limited, 
Rungpur, Bengal. 

Representation, dated e5th Dec'ember 1926. 

With reference to the Resolution of the Government of India in the Com
merce Department, No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October 1926, remitting the 
match industry of this country to the Tariff Board for investigation as to 
whether it is entitled to claim any protection from the Government and in 
compliance with the Communique, dated the 29th November 1926, issued by 
the Board calling for statements, from persons or firms who desire to claim 
protection, of the grounds on which they do so, we beg to state 'as follows:-

From paragraph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission it will 
appear that an industry before it can claim, protection from the Governm .. nt 
will have to satisfy the following four conditions, 'Viz.:_ 

(1) That no industry, not already established on a commercial scale be 
granted any protection. ' 

(2) That an industry claiming protection should have natural advan
tages. 

(3) That it be found unable to develop at all, or as rapidly as is thought 
desirable, without protection. 

(4) That ultimately it should be able to Hourish without protection. 
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·It seeD1ll to us that an examiBation·of the points mentioned above will solve 
the· question at present at issue in the case of the match industry.ofthis 
country; 

(1) From the statistics in the possession of the Government it will appear 
that this iJ!dustry.is no longer an" assembling industry." Innumerable per
sons in the country have taken up this business and quite a large numb"rof 
hmiteli companies also have established themselves all over the . country and 
are doing excellent business. The low import of splints and veneers and the 
appreciable loss of customs revenue to the Government which has necessitated 
this investigation also go to show that the industry has already established 
itself on 1/ commercial scale and is gradually expanding in volume. Apart 
from the bigger factories there are a large number of smaller concerns also all 
over the country which are doing brisk business in this direction and the 
enormous increase in the value of certain imported materials necessary· for the 
manufacture of matches also lend support to the view that the industry has 
established itself on a commercial scale. . 

That the industry is no longer in its primitive stage will also appear from 
the fact that it haa affected the foreign trad,e in this respect with the result 
that there has been a strong combination on foot among the foreign capi
talists for crushing this indigenous industry. The Swedish Match Company· 
has even gone so far as to start a few companies in this country with the 
ulterior object of crushing the indigenous concerns. Consequently all these 
are eloquent of the fact that the industry has .already established itself on a 
decent commercial scale and will gradually expand in volume unless, of course, 
it be not crushed out of its existence by strong foreign combines of which. 
indications are not already wanting. 

(2) The second point that deserves consideration is iwhether the industry 
haa got natural advantages; on this point, we think, we may refer the Board 
to thll very excellent report submitted by Mr. A. P. Ghose on the investiga
tions into the possibilities of Match Industry in Bengal at the instance of 
the Department of Industries, Bengal. This report Ir.ay be treated as an 
annexure to this representation. 

From '!ihis report, it will appear that so far as Bengal is concerned natural 
advantages are not wanting in the case of this industry and that on the whole 
the match industry in this country has great and bright prospects. Two 
factors seem to be essentially necessary for these advantages, viz., labour 
and wood, and fortunately the country abounds in both these respects. 
Indian labour is proverbially cheap and plentiful and as far as Bengal is 
concerned it haa, in the language of Mr. Ghose, "forests the potentialities of 
whi"h are great from the point of view of the match industry. It has match 
wootl of fairly good quality and in abundance. The existence, sustenance and 
growth of the match industry will now very much depend on the Forest 
Department policy. Special royalty rates, conservation of particular species 
and forest areas and special facilities and help from the Forest Department 
are essentially needed." 

The climatic con:ditiona of the country also are not unfavourable to the 
growth of this industry except in those few places where rainfall, moisture, 
fog and storms are abnormal. 

From the above it will be perfectly clear that the industry has got all the 
natural advantages that are requisite for its growth. 

(3) 'rhe next point that requires examination is whether the industry in 
its present stage is unable to develop at all, or as rapidly as is thought 
.desirable without protection. . 

From what has been stated above in the discussion of the point as to 
whether the industry has established itself on a commercial scale it will appear 
that already Swedish manufacturers have combined with American Capi
·talists·ta crush this naScent industry and have even goul} SQ rar as to start a. 
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number of factories here and thus to monopmise the Match Industry of this 
country. On this point we beg to refer the Board to the Industrial and 
Trade Review for Asia, for October, 1925, a copy of which is annexed herewith 
for favour of the Board's perusal. From the above it will be clear that strong 
foroign combinations are already on foot to crush this industry which has 
not attained its full development as yet. Under the circumstances protection 
from the Government of the country in ,;:orne shape or other is essentially 
necessary for the growth of the industry and to prevent it from being crushed 
out. of its existence by these trusts. 

It is well known that in the face of powerful foreign combinations it is not 
possihle for an infant industry to grow without protection. Even free England 
did not hesitate to forge penal laws Itt the heginning of her cotton industry. 
The history of the German bounty-fed sugar industry is also not unknown to 
the members perhaps. Consequently, if in a free country like England or 
Germany protection plays so important a part in the case of an infant 
industry it is not difficult to' imagine how much more it is necessary in the 

, case of a na~cent industry in India which has to maintain its position and to 
grow against well-estahlished foreign competitions of colossal magnitude like 
the Swedish-American Trusts referred to above. 

From the Industrial and Trade Review for Asia already quoted it will 
appear that tbe principal object of the Trnst is to kill this indigenous in
dustry by fair means or foul and to monopolise the match trade of the world. 
Consequently, we beg to submit that all possible precautions ought to be taken 
by the Government of the country to frustrate this nefarious object of the 
Trust. We hope we may be permitted to submit that in furtherance of this 
object for the preservation aud growth of an important industry of the 
country liko the present by which thousands of her unemployed middle class 
ore earning their livelihood and will continue to do so as the industry will 
gradually expand in volume, the Government should grant protection not 
only by the imposition of adequate fiscal duties on all imported matches but 
also by refusing permission to bodies like the Swedish-American Trusts for 
~arting their own factories in this country unless three-fourths of the capital 
of any such company have heen subscribed by Indians. We venture to suggest 
that it is only in this way that the GO\-ernment can frustrate the unholy object 
cf these Trusts and confer real benefit on the teeming millions of the soil if, 
of course, it really desires to do so. 

(4) The last point that calls for our examination is whether ultimately the 
industry will be able to flourish without protection. 

It is no doubt true that in the case of business everything ought to be 
looked at from the point of view of pound, shilling and pence inasmuch as 
Government can't be expected to suffer the loss of its revenue indefinitely. 
But the present loss of custom duties which has necessitated this reference to 
the Board is, in our opinion, something more apparent than real inasmuch 
as the Government has left out of it" consideration the increased amount of 
duties it realises from the gradually increased imports of certain materials 
that Ilre necessary for the manufacture of matches_ If these be taken into 
account then we hope the deficit of revenue under this head will come down 
to an appreciable extent. That being so we do not think that any protection 
that may be Ultimately given to thi~ industry will have to be given to it 
indefinitely or will continue to be of ~uch a magnitude that the Government 
ought to feel any nervousness for it in view specially of the benefit that it will 
confer on the children of the ~oil by this measure. Consequently, if the Gov
ernment does not hesitate to adopt bold measures for the protection of this 
industry as suggested ahove and that only for a few years so that the industry 
may be able to develop in the meantime by overcoming its initial difficulties 
there is no reason to suppose that ultimately it will not be able to flourish 
without protection for the resources even of p~werful Trusts are not unlimited 
nnd they as business concerns nre not surely expected to incur heavy losses 
year after year in the hope that something will turn up to their advantage 
in ~he future. H i3 well known th!1t Indian capital is exceedingly shy. l!'or 
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aught we know it is not unlikely that this is one of the reasons why the country 
has not been studded with indigenous match factories up till now for the 
products of this industry are required for daily use by the high and the low 
alike. Consequently, we think we may reasonably hope that if the industry 
gets breathing time to develop itB!llf capital will flow in more abundantly and 
Government will be able to more 'than compensate its present loss by the 
increased customs duties that it will realise from the enhanced imports of 
l"arious commodities required for the industry. With the development of the 
industry the cost of production is also el!'Pected to come down and if some 
concessions be shown ,to it by the Railway authorities and the'Steamer Com
panies as in the case of the tea industry there is, in our opinion, no reason to 
think that ultimately it will not be able t9 ~ourish without protection like 
other industries. 

From what has been submitted above it is abundantly clear that the possi
bilities of match industry in this country are great and that its prospects are 
bright. We have also sh9wn that it satisfies the con(lit~ons laid down in the 
Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission for enabling an industry to claim 
protection and ·that the present is e~nllntly a 'case ",her\! protection ought 
to be granted by the Governmllnt. 

The next point for consideration, therefore, is as rllgards the amount of 
protection required and the methods by which sucp. prote<)tion should be'given. 
As to these we beg to suggest that. the Govllrnqtent can substal1tially help the 
industry in the following ways:- .. 

(1) By enabling it to obtain match wood from the Government.Reserved 
. . forests at reduced royalty rates; 

(:I) By the conservation of partic\11ar species ang forest areas and by 
the grant of special facilities and help in the m!J.tter of obtaining 
match wood from these forests as suggested by Mr. Ghose in his 
report referred to above; 

(3) By securing concessions on freights from tlte Railway and Ste!J.lIler 
Companies for raw materials and finished prodllcis; 

(4) By retaining tp.e duty on all iOIPorted matches, splints and veneflfs 
at the present figure and by not imposing any j;qx on tp.e manu
factures of concerns financlld purll1y by Indians; 

(5) By granting loans or subsidies in some shape to small industries 
and cottage industries; 

\6) By reducing the import duties on cbemi!lals and otber raw ll1n~ 
rials necessary for the manufacture of matches; 

17) 'By transferring t'/le duty on imported matches, splints and- vepeers 
frOItl the schedule Qf revenue .to that of wotective puty; 

(8) By not permitting foreign oOmpallies like the Swedish +\latch Com
pany to start factories here unless three-fourths of the capital 
of any suoh company have been subsoribed by Indians and are in 
the hands of Indians; 

(9) By the imposition of an eXllise duty of .annas eight per gr~ Qf 
!Datches on the putturus of factories finl!.llCedwholly by fQreign 
capital and in the case of factories financed by IIlixed capj tal by 
the ill1Positipn of a like djlty iJl propprtion to the foreign capit;il 
Ilmployed. . . 

We hope and trust that if the Government be really desirous of giving an 
impetuB to industries condllcted purely by Indians with the aid of Indian 
labo1ll' and capital and to the industrial education and advancement of ihe 
people of this couJltry it will not fail to sympathise with them by affording 
them protEction against foreign competitions in the matter of an important 
industry l~ke the present and thu~ h,elp th,eni hI. th.eir attempt at the ingus~ri41 
regll~!I.f!l1illcln Qf ~heir C{1U~t1"f' ' . 
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Enclosure. 

(Copy.) 

INDUSTRIAL 

AND 

TRADE REVIEW FOR ASIA. 

For promoting Asia's industrial development and foreign trade relations, 1925. 
Berlin, October (First Half). No. 19. 

THB FOREIGN DANGER TO INDIA'S MATOH INDUSTRY. 

The time is rapidly ceasing to be when India was solely a supplier of raw 
materials to foreign countries and buyer of manufactured articles. The coun
try is being industrialised, and foreign capitalists, whose only Fatherland is 
the land which provides the best opportunities for lucrative investment, are not 
slow in casting their greedy eyes upon the unexplored resources and cheap 
labour of the Indian l'ontinent. The problem has now become extremely acute 
and Indian opinion is rightly concerned about the alarming growth of foreign 
private .and joint stock companies which not only cause a large drain of 
India's wealth in the form of int-erest and dividends, but, what is far more 
serious, tend to transfer the key-industries of India into foreign hands as well 
as to prevent the growth or prosperity of a number of industries in which 
India could be self-dependent and self-supporting. 

To this latter category belongs the match industry. It was long believed 
that the Indian match industry was deemed to failure for want of suitable 

. timbers. But during the last few years it has been clearly proved that this 
is a fiction. India is one of the largest markets in the world for the con
sumption of matches and she is obliged to import enormous quantities from 
foreign countries. The most important of those is Sweden; the import from 
Austria, Hungary, Japan, Norway, Czechoslovakia or Finland is inconsider
able in comparison with Sweden. That country has, therefore, a very strong 
interest in preventing the growth of the match induRtry in India, for it would 
be a ",evere blow to Sweden's largest export trade if India should succeed in 
manufacturing matches on a sufficiently large sl'ale to satisfy the demands of 
the Indian market. 

The Swedes have, therefore, decided to start their own factories in Indir.
a fact that· has already aroused considerable indignation in national India 
circles. But the exact manoouvres of the Swedes still seem to be not clearly 
understood by the large majority of Indians and it will, therefore, be very 
instructive to them to read the following fal'ts that have been placed at our 
disposal by a German Match Expert who has recently returned from India 
after many years' stay there, who has set up match factories for a number of 
Indian Capitalists and who is sincerely and enthusiastil'slly interested in the 
development of the match industry in India. He says: "It is well known 
that India is to-day the best customer for' Swedish matches. This is solely 
due to India being unable to produce her own matches. And this again was 
and is still due to lack of enterprise and difficulties in obtaining timbers 
suitable for match manufacture. Lately, however, things have considerably 
improved. Since over two years the Indian match manufacturer has been 
protected by an import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross of boxes of matches. As the 
cost price of good matches made in India is somewhat below Re. 1-8 per gross it 
is ohvious that a good return for the capital outlay is assured and there is 'no 
doubt, a fair opening for the match industry in India. In fact, some of'the 
Indian businessmen are at present very keen on starting J;Ilatch factories in 
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India, and lately some well-equipped factories have been started. n is al~ost 
certain that, in course of time, India will be able to produce her own matches 
and then the import of foreign matches,' chiefly of Swedish make, will stop 
automatically. Sweden, or to be quite correct, the Swedish-American Match 
Combine, is watching this development with keen interest. They have already 
launched an offensive ,against. the Indian Match Industry on a large scale. 
They did this in such a cunning way that most of the Indians have been taken 
unawares. It is worth while to go a little further into the practice of the said 
combine. Above all one thing is certain, the real aim of the said Match Trust 
is to .monopolies the world's match trade. The means employed by the Trust to 
attain this end are numerous. According to circumstances they employ fair 
or foul means. To be just it must be admitted that they employ fair means 
first. If unsuccessful, they will use foul means unscrupulously. It is im
possible within the available space in this paper to depict the 'various ways 
and means employed by the Trust. Generally, the practice employed is as 
follows. After having undersold the matches manufactured in the country 
fOil a considerable time (the English call this dumping), they approach the 
factories with a proposal to buy the whole business: As a rule, the price offered 
is a decent one. Of course, the owner will be bound over not to do any more 
business in matches. Very often, after having' bought the. factory, it will be 
closed down. Then, of course, the import of matches must· commence again. 
Quite It number of match factories in Europe and elsewhere have come under 
the influence of the TrusfJ and a great number have been bought by the Trust. 

What means is the Trust now employing in India!' Before all it must lIe 
perfectly understood that the Trust is out for killing the existing match 
factories in India; in order to attain this end the Trust has started a factory 
in Ambarllath near Bombay and another one in Calcutta. Both these factori<lS 
are already working and an extensive underselling of Indian made matches 
has already begun. In addition, factories at Karachi and Madras are in 
course of construction. Moreover. two existing factories, one in Colombo and 
the other in Rangoon, have been bought by the Trust. Further, some of the 
important factories in India have received very favourable offers, fortunately 
RO far without success. They also have opened the Match Manufacturing 
Supply Company in Bombay. This Company, besides supplying paper. and 
chemicals for matC'h manufacture (mostly of Swedish make) is acting as Agent 
for Mt'~srs. Gerh. Arehn. Stockholm. The last named firm is supplying match 
making machinery but lost its independence some time ago, or in the other 
words it belongs to the Trust. The said supply Company comes as a wolf in 
sheep's clothing to the Jndian businessman. They offer materials cheaper than 
any Continental or English firm. Indeed, this Company undertakes to equip 
factories almost for nothing. They offer to take payment after years. Why!' 
Any man with a reasonable amourit of business brain wilI feel sure that there 
must be a "fly in the ointment" somewhere, or as the Indians say "Kuchh 
dal men kala hai " and so there is. If, for some reason.or other, the payment is 
not forthcoming after the agreed period, the Trust will take over this factory 
without much ado and thereby strengthen its position in India more and more. 
Most of thll readers of this paper will say there will be comparatively few 
Indians 'who will go into this trap. This is not so. It may be mentioned 
here that lately the Government of Bihar and Orissa has been trapped in the 
aforesaid way. There in Patna the Swedish-American Match Combine is erect
ing a smal1 demonstration factory on behalf of the Government. By al10wing 
that, the Government of Bihar and Orissa has assisted the Swedish Match Trust 
and has acted against the interests of the country and neople. It must be 
mentioned here, however, that the Government did not know at·the time that 
the Match Manufacturing Supply Company and the Swedish-American Match 
Combine are identical. Unfortunately, only a few Indians are acquainted 
with this fact. . 

During the last year, a few big factories have been started near Bombay 
by enterprising Indians. These factories import suitable wood in logs from 
Siberia. Their matches are finding a ready sale. The. Swedish factories in 
Ambarnath and Calcutta import wood in logs also. There is no import duty 
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on wood in logs. Now the Trust is feeling the competition of these factories 
and in order to get rid of them they urged Government to put a high duty on 
wood in logs also. They did not do this in a straightforward way but got 
behind some officials and other influential people. Fortunately the Bombay 
businessmen are wide-awake and the attempt of the Trust failed. If they hlld 
succeeded, the Indian factories hesides the Swedish factory near Bombay would 
have had to close down. As the above-mentioned, Indian factories are con
siderably larger than the Swedish factory, this would only mean that the 
'Trust is getting nearer its real aim, i.e., to govern the world's match trade. The 
last mentioned move of the Trust was a very clever one and quite a numher 
of Indians were unable to see the real object of the Trust. The Trust is 
keeping up its propaganda regardless of expenses. 

It will'be of interest to mention a few items about the Trust. The capital 
of the Combine is 180 million Swedish Kronan (ahout 15 crores of rupees). On 
the Board of Directors are names like Percy A. Rockefeller, Samuel F. Pryer, 
H. Havenmeyer, John McHugh of the Mechanical-Metal National Bank, F. L. 
Hi~gin80n of the Bank Lee Higginson & Co., New York. Chairman is the 
Swede, IvaI' Kreuger. 

There is no doubt that, if the Trust is able to monopolise the World's 
Match Trade, the consumer will have to suffer. Because after attaining their 
aim, they will fix the prices at such a level that th,ey will more than recover 
their former expenditure. Moreover, it is of no interest to Indians if their 
inqustries ttre organised solely with foreign capital. 

Let us hope that India will be IImong the countries where the Trust is 
unable to secure a footing. 

Now this same Mr. Kreuger, the Director of the Swedish Match Company. 
has been cl£'ver enough to publish a review of the world's match industry with 
the special object of throwing sand into the eyes of the Indian people. After 
~howing how Sweden has been able to overcome the difficulties caused by the 
War and to compete successfully in the world's market, he says: 

" It is easy to understand, however, that if the Swedish match industry is 
to retain its leading position, it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories, 
and for this reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to go 
in for a programme of taking lin interest in match factories abroad on a very 
large scale. We have now in operation two newly-built factories in India, ono 
in Bombay and one in Calcutta, and we are building two new ones, one in 
Karachi and one in Madras, and we have acquired two established match 
factories in Colombo and Rangoon. It is not our intention to try to mono
p.olise the Indian match trade, and we have decided to seek the co-operation 
of prominent Indians in Ollr Indian undertakings." 

We should like these utterances of the Swedish Director to be 
read in the light of the above statement of the German expert. It is 
highly importn.nt for Indians to know all the facts regarding the methods 
of the Swedish Match Company, as well as their innocent looking ramificatioM 
ahroad. It should be known t.o them t.hat the Norden Export Company of 
Sweden and the Nord-deutsche Mn,sohinen-Vertriebs Gesellschaft in Berlin 
are both alleged to have very intimate connections with the Swedish Tru~t 
and the main object of these so-('alled suppliers of match-making machinery 
is to monopolise India's match trade and make Indian factories impossihle 
except in Swedish hands. We warn all Indians against purchases of mnchi
nery on easy terms from suspicious firms. and we advise them to have dealings 
only with well established Germnn mnnufacturers of mntch-mnking machine,·y 
about whom there can be no doubt whatsoever. We shall be happy to supply 
1111 intendirJI,'! manufacturers with .the names of all the reliahle machine ik.l1S 
in Europe and we sincerely trust that Indian capitalists will organise them
~elves to establish and control match production in India and make .t i\l\~ 
possible for the Swedish Trust to obtain a footing there, ," 
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The Jalpaiguri Industries Limited. Bengal. 

Representation, dated 29th December 1926. 

With reference to the Press Communique, dated the 29th November, 1926, 
inviting opinions from those who desire to claim protection for the Match 
Industry in India, we have the honour to make the following representation:-

1. We consider that three condition~ laid down in paragraph 97 of the 
Report of Indian Fiscal Commission are fully satisfied in the case of Match 
Industry inasmuch as-

(a) The chief raw material for the industry is wood and this India possessee. 
in an abundant supply. Investigations undertaken by Mr. R.S. Troup, 
Imperial Forest Economist to the Government of India, the results of which 
were published so far back as 1910, conclusively proves that workable match 
wood can be obtained in sufficient quantity to run big factories in many parts 
of India. Coming to Bengal, investigations Qf Mr. A. P. Ghose at ~h(\ 
instance of Local Government also led him to report "that on the whole 
Match Industry in Bengal has great and bright prospects" (vide Bulletin 
No. 16, page 4, of Department pf Industries, Bengal). 

(b) Mechanical Power.-A match factory on account of the lightness of 
the machines requires much less power than perhaps any other factory employ
ing equal number of hands. In Calcutta or other big cities affording suitable 
bites for match factory electric power can be used and in fact is being used 
with great advantage. In mofussil centres where electric power is not avail
able, the erection of a modern crude oil engine will do j whereas if the 
factory is installed in the vicinity of forests, a steam engine using wood fuel 
and wood waste from match machine would serve equally well. 

(c) Labou.r.-In most parts of India labour can be obtained at much cheapbl 
rates than in European countries or in Japan. It may be said that Indian 
labour is unskilled and so is not really cheap j but much stress should not be 
laid on this point. hecause the works involved in match industry are very 
simple, and the skill already attained by Indian labour in Calcutta where 
several big factories are now being run by purely Indian labour are proof posi
tive of the fact that, given average training Indian labour would be quite 
efficient for running·the industry. 

(d) Home Market.-India is a very big match consuming country. 
Matches worth more than two crores of rupees were imported in 1921-22 
excluding Home production which was all internally consumed. The de
.mand for matches is so steady that in his book "Indian Forest Memoirs" 
published in 1910 Mr. R. S. Troup opined "if we take the average daily 
output of a future Indian match factory at seven hundred gross per diem, 
we find that if India were to manufacture all the matches she now imports, 
she would require fifty-six fairly large match factories in addition to the 
few factories already existing" (vide Indian Forest Memoirs, page 6). To 
this statement was added the very significant remark that the foregoing 
estimate was probably under the mark because it was based on an average 
(·onsumption of slightly over one match per head of population per diem, 
as against four to five matches per head in Europe. 

(e) The greatest advantage ·of match industry developed ill India is a 
combination of all the natural advantages previously referred to within one 
eompass j and in this respect India is in a much better position than the two 
countries which even now are having It lion's share in this particular trade 
with India, we mean Sweden and Japan. Both these countries have the 
natural advantages of having a large supply of match wood and efficient 
labour, but none of these has ·any large home market. Match industry iJ> 
_both -the countries derives sustenance from export trade. So that when 
tit!! Jll.anufactnres from these countries reach the Indian consumer many 
e~tJ1l. charges IJ,rl! 4eaped o~ t4e cost of production, viz., charges of the 
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foreign export Agent, Indian dealer at the seaport, ocean freight, excise at 
~ome and import d~ty at the consuming country, Railway freight for long 
Journey from the seaport town, cost of zinc-lined packing which is essential 
for ocean transport, etc. N9W, considering her big consumption, if India 
is divided into a .number of centres, and one or more match factory is set up 
within suitable radius of each such centre, most of the extra charges afore
mentioned will be eliminated. Thus Indian match factories, administering 
til only local needs (excluding possible export trade) have enough scope for 
development. 

2. Inspite of these possibilities to its favour the match industry, how
ever, at its present state is one which in our opinion is not likely to develop 
at all without the help of State Protection for a considerable number of 
years. This will be evident- if we trace the history of present state of this 
industry in India. Match industry has become a practical proposition since 
t.he imposition of import duty at Re. 1-8 per gross, i.e., more than 100 per 
cent., ad 'Valorem on all foreign matches. Before that Indian factories-we 
mean the very few that could at all stay on in the face of foreign 
competition-were leading a very precarious existence. Many attempts 
miserably failed, the causes of failure being:-

(a) want of sufficient capital outlay, 
(b) wrong choice of factory site, wrong selection of machine, diffi

culty of selecting suitable match wood, want of expert advice, 
inefficient labour and management, etc., 

(c) fastidiousness of consumers used to better finish of imported 
matches, lack of patriotic sentiment to support national indus
tries. 

The levying of import duty at the rate of Re 1-8 per gross has virtually 
given protection to match industry with the result that--

(d) capital has been forthcoming for the industry, 
(e) experiences gained by past failures have become safe guide for 

present attempts so that the causes enumerated in (b) are operat-
ing to lesser and lesser extent, . 

(I) fastidiousness of the consumers has been gradually decreasing by 
getting used to Indian matches owing to their lower price in 
comparison with foreign matches; mass national consciousness 
has been aroused an\'( this will be a great asset to the industry 
in the long run. 

Thus the imposition of this high import duty has afforded to the Indian 
match industrv the much-needed incentive to sustained effort. Indian 
capital is proverbially shy and the procuring of requisite capital for an 
up-to-date factory equipped with highly developed labour saving machinery 
has become extremely difficult if not impossible, especially after the many 
failures which bave attended this line in the past. Indian manufacturers 
have therefore even now have to take recourse to obsolete methods and cheap 
but laborious machines, and a considerable amount of hand labour resulting 
ultimately in a higher cost of production than their foreign competitors. It 
may bl\ pointed out as a fact that imported brands of Japanese and Swedish 
matches even paying the import duty at Re. 1-8 per gross are seIli:ag at 
Rs. 2-5 per gross while the best Indian match cannot lower its price below 
Rs. 2 per gross without causing loss to the manufacturers. If, however, 
the industry is protected for a further period of ten years, it can be con
fidently expected from the results already attained that the difficulties now 
encountered both financial and technical will be gradually overcome and 
Tl'dian industry will be established on a firm basis. It will then be able to 
benefit by the exceptional natural advantages to its favour and stand any 
am.ount of competition from foreign countries. 

3. As regards vested interests that have been created it may be said on 
a modest calculation that more than twenty lakhs of Indian capital have 
h<.>en invested ·in Bengal alone, let alone other provinces of India. A new 
line of industry has opened up to the young and unemployed youths of the 
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country, and many middle class families are being provided by piece works 
offered by this industry. India'must develop hEir industries if her sons are 
to live at all, and from this standpoint alone every effort should be made 
to establish this industry on a firm basis. 

4. There is another aspect of protection, however, which has been urging 
itself on Indian manufacturers. Swedish and Japanese Trusts have estab
lished big factOries in many parts of India to avoid the import duty and. 
incidentally to benefit by the protection. This aspect has already become a 
menace to Indian industry which is yet in an admittedly infant stage. 'Ihe 
protection is thus virtually acting to the detriment of. the very purpose for 
which it is intended and far from helping Indian enterprise it is serving the 
double purpose of depriving the Government of their Customs Revenue and 
killing Indian industry with the very weapon intended for the latter's de
fence. 

5. We therefore recominend that Indian match industry should be pro-
tected in the following manner: - . • 

(a) The present customs duty on imported matches should be retained. 
(b) Import duty on splints and veneers should be retained at its pre

sent level. 
(c) Import duty should be levied on match wood imported as logs in 

proportion to their splints and veneers manufacturing 
contents. 

(d) Excise should be levied on all match concerns established in India, 
financed fully or in part by foreign capital. 

(6) That the duties (a), (b), and (c) should be made protective. 
6. It may be contended that protection to match industry would mean 

higher cost for the consumers and loss of revenue to Government. . But, this 
higher price will at best be temporary as we are looking forward to a time 
when the industry will be able to stand on its own legs and dispense with 
protection. The loss of revenue due to the falling off of import of matches 
will be compensated by increased imports of match chemicals and match 
papers, of machinery and eventually by taxes paid by us. The excise on 
foreign financed concerns will also bring a substantial revenue. 

7. We hope we have established the claims of Indian match industry to be 
protected. We are firmly of opipion that this industry will be strangled by 
highly organised competition ftom Swedish and Japanese Trusts, if no 
protection is afforded to the industry in the lines we have recommended in 
paragraph 5. Finally no good can be achieved without sacrifice and any 
loss or hardship that has to be temporarily borne by the Governmnet or 
the people may reasonably be regarded as the price that must be paid for a 
permanent national asset, 'Viz., opening up of a new indigenous industry 
which will bestow everlasting benefit to our country and its people. 

The New .sunder-ban ~tch Factory Limited, Calcutta. 

Representation, dated 80th December 1926, 

With reference to your Press Communique, dated 29th November, 1926, 
regarding the protection of the Match Industry,we beg to submit. our views 
on the subject as follows:-

The three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report of the 
That the three condition. laid down in Indian Fiscal Commission relating to 

paragraph 97 of the . Indian Fiscal Cum· industries claiming protection are 
ml .. lon report are satisfied and thai the that.-
IndnatrJ abonld he protecled. • 

(1) The industry must be one possessing natural advantages such as-
(a) abundant supply of raw material, 
(b) cheap power, 
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(c) sufficient supply of labour, 
(d) large home market. 

(2) The industry must be one which without the help of protectiotJ 
either is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop 80 

rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country. 
(3)' The industry must be one which will eventually be able to face world 

competition without protection. 

(1) Applying these tests to the Match Industry we find with respect to 
No. (1), "natural advantages"-

(a) That in Bengal there are very large supplies of suitable wood in 
Sunderbans. In Assam there is also an ample supply of suitable 
wood. In Bihar and Orissa according to the report of the G1:Iv-. 
ernment Expert there is sufficient suitable wood, and a Govern
ment Model Factory has been started in Patna. The United 
Provinces, we know, abound in the supply of Simul wood. There 
are large quantities of Bluepine available in the Punjab and we 
know that even if the timber' is secured at market prices it is 
possible for the industry to develop. Poplar wood is also to be 
had in the Punjab and though the results with this timber 
hitherto have not been very satisfactory, yet with the improve
ment of the growth of these trees it may be expected to prove a 
very useful raw material obtainable at comparatively more 
economic rates. Mango wood is also to be had in the Punjab 
and its utility as a match wood may be said to have added to it<, 
importance in this province. In Madras Forests plenty of suit
able match timbe.- is available. In Kashmir there is 110 plentiful 
supply of suitable Poplar, Spruce, and Willow wood; and recent 
experiments and examination have shown that inspite of the 
disadvantages of distance to railhead, it could be possible to work 
economically with these timbers. 

(b) The question of cheapness of power will vary in different prodnces., 
but it may be obse.-ved generally thut in the exi&ting conditions 
the cost of power does not handicap the manufltCture of matches. 
In Western India, Tatas have launC'hed u.pon a large EleC'trifiaa.-. 
tion Scheme and are supplying power at very cheap rates. In 
the Punjab the Mendi Hydro-Electric Scheme guarantees po,,'er 
at cheap rates, while in Kashmir, electricity for commercial pur
poses Illay be had at under 6 pies per unit. Thus with the 
electrification which is in progress in different parts of the coun
try, power will be available at cheap rates. Moreover, India is 
a large coal producing country and Bunna abounds in Petroleum~ 

\c) As regards the supply of labour, there is no doubt that there is 
plenty of it in all provinces of India and that the sa.me may In! 
had at low rates. In fact the earning of an Indian is the lowest 
in the world. Our experience shows that they are quick at pick
ing up technical knowledge. It is evident that the cost on labour 
forms a very encouraging factor for the Indian Match Industry 
when compared with the labour costs in other countries, and with 
the rise of efficiency it will, after a time, form an important factor 
in enabling Indian Matches to withstand world competition. 

(d) /18 to market, it is well known that there is a large home market 
which is at present in the bands of foreign capitalist manu
facturers. 

(2) It is abundantly clear from a study of the history of tlle industrial 
deveiopm€>l'lt ·of India for" tile {last 

Th. Industry. I. on. whloh without the quarter of a century or so that inspite 
help of protection I. not likely to develop of various a ttelllpts made from time to 
at aU. time the mate-h industry hn,'! not been 
able to develop at all, and it has not been possible for this industry untillatcly, 
when the Government of India levied an import duty on foreign manufactured 
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matches imported into India, that the indigenous Indian enterpriser received 
an appreciable measure of encouragement to attempt developing the industry. 
The reason for this industry not being developed inspite of the fact that India 
possesses various kinds of timber suited for match manufacture is also 
apparent. Foreign countries have been masters of this industry and the 
trade connected therewith for a long time. They possess very large organiza
tion and facilities both natural and commercial. Theil' financial resources 
make it possible for them, after their llourishmg existence for scores of years, 
to reduce their working cost and profits to a minimum which though bringing 
them only a small return on their capital, ensure to them the control over the 
world market in which India furnishes a very large field. They are in a 
position to kill a new venture by even foregoing profits for a time or even 
drawing on their reserve and losing a little. Indian enterpriser in this indus
try has therefore naturally to combat against very powerful competitor.s; and 
it is therefore evident that unless he has some kind of support and protection 
from Government in its early stages of development, he has little or no chance 
of being fit to stand up to this keen competition. 

It is an. admitted fact that the match industry in India has been stimu
lated by the Re. 1-8 per gross duty; and that prior to this although various 
independent ventures were made, they did. not meet with any success, 
and the few that survived existed through sheer perseverance. It is instruct
ive to note that up till 1921 although the match industry had been in exist
ence for over a quarter of a century the manufacture from Indian wood hardly 
reached 1,500 gross per day; and that too of a very inferior quality as com
pared to the imported matches. Subsequent to the imposition of the duty, 
the manufacture from Indian wood received a. steady impetus, and in 1924-25 
the figure of production of matches in India rose to about 5,000 gross per day. 
Considering th.at there are certain factories' under construction, while many 
are under contemplation, the industry may be fairly claimed to be a progress
ive one with the help of the duty, which, although it was given effect to only 
liS fl l"e'V'enue measure, has acted simultaneously as a protective measure for 
the Indian match industry. It is hardly necessary in the peculiar circum
stances of the match industry to prove that without the help of protection 
the industry is not likely to develop. The unsuccessful ventures prior to the 
levy of th.e duty and the successful and progressive work subsequent to it, 
prove most conclusively that without the requisite protection the indigenous 
match industry in India cannot develop and must, if left alone,die in a short 
time. ' 

Appreciable as the effects of the duty were in 'Pro~ting the growth of the 
Indian Match Industry, the delay on the part of Government in imposing a 
special duty on imported match logs, inspite of the repeated representations 
of the indigmlous match manufacturers, has not only caused a fall in Govern
ment revenlte, but has adveC1!ely affected the indigenous match >manufacture. 
The duty therefore, although it has acted as a protective measure, has not met 
the aim and 'object for its imposition. It has been evaded by the foreign 
manufacturers by employing clever devices; and consequently the Indian manu
facturers who took up the enterprise in right earnest, laying their faith in 
the protection afforded by the levy of this duty, have had to encounter extreme 
difficulty and to meet a severe handicap in the actual working of their manu
factures. 

(3) To enable the indigenous match manufacturer to ultimately stand 
The industry promi .. s to be one which foreign competition he must effec

should be able eventually to face world tively-
competition without protection. 

(a) reduce the cost of production, and 
(11) enable his products to compare favourably with foreign imports. 

Considering that the first impetus received by the match industry in 
India was given only in 1922, a good bit of the iJast four years has gone in 
I?reiiminary enquiries, erection of factories,and preliminary arrangements 
Incidental 'IIo'manufacture and marketing. The cost of indigenous manu
facture is therefore still compM'atively high and the finished product less 
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attractive to the market. It is premature to gauge the extent to which cost 
of manufacture can be reduced and the quality of the finished product 
improved, though we cannot doubt that with economic and careful work 
results will be appreciable. It will be instructive to study the handicaps 
which affect the cost of matches manufactured in India from Indian timbers 
and to show the prospects that may be anticipated. 

(a) Chemicals and paper are at present very largely imported owing to 
the fact that India is not yet producing the paper nor the 
chemicals for the manufacture of matches. The chemical indus
try in India has a future before it and we may -reasonably hope 
that the increasing demands of the match industry during its 
course of proper development will afford an impetus to the manu
facture of superior chemicals in India. With the various 
attempts that are being made to manufacture paper in India 
on extensive and economic lines, the match industry may expect 
a certain economy in this item. The development of chemical 
industries and paper to an extent as to materially help the match 
industry is, however, a question of time j but we may assume 
that these will in due course form material factors in determining 

" a competitive cost of Indian matches for world competition. 
(b) Technical knowledge has to be obtained in the initial stages, at a 

considerable cost, but with the development of the industry in 
the country and with training being received by Indians, the 
expert technical knowledge will be obtainable at a much lower 
cost. With the experience, which is being gained of Indian 
conditions as applied to this industry, there is much that can be 
done to improve and organize the working with a view to economy 
and efficiency. • 

(c) Labour, of which India has more than plentiful, is- much cheaper 
than that available in other countries producing matches. 
Trained labour is of course essential for efficient and economic 
working. It is encouraging to note that Indian intelligence 
receives that training quite quickly. 

(d) The question of inland tariff for raw material and finished products 
is one which deserves a careful and sympathetic consideration of 
the Government of India, and is one which is worthy of being 
taken up by Government in the interests of the Indian indus
tries. Considering that the development of the match industry 
in the country, apart from transport of finished products, 
ensures to railways an additional" revenue on account of the 
transportation of all raw materials incidental to manufacture, 
the railways, by allowing concession freights to encourage the 
industry, would be helping their own revenue. There could be a 
material reduction of cost as soon as concession freights can be 
had, and a decided encouragement to the manufacturer dealing 
with Indian timber. 

(e) Timber which is of primary importance is abundant in India, and 
there is plenty that can be suitably employed for match manu
facture while most of it at present remains unutilized for want 
of "transport facilities. This is a severe handicap under which 
the Indian Match enterpriser is labouring at present. 

It will be observed that although the question of obtaining timber at pre
Bent at prices economic enough to withstand world competition is a difficult 
one yet the difficulty is not such as to be unsurmountable. There is, how
eve: another important feature connected with the cost of this raw material 
required for the manufacture of matches. In India the match enterpriser 
has to purchase it mostly from Government forests and in small quantities 
from third parties, and in both cases the Buppliers of raw material have no 
direct interest in the development of the industry and consequently no serious 
effort is made to reduce the cost to a possible minimum. • 



· we believe it should be practicable within 'a reasOnable time to cO-ordinate 
·the interests of Government and other timber suppliers with thoSe of the 
match maDufactUre to an extent as will ensure-

(a) the improvement of the growth of suitable. species; 
(b) the manipulation of supplies. to give timber in its most suitab~e 

condition; 
(c) the reduction of extraction costs to a possible minimum. 

In view of. considerations such as these it will be clear that altliough tlle 
match industry in India has every prospect of being able in course of time to 
face world competition, it is premature at present to calculate with any pre. 
cision the time this would take. Much depends upon the progress that cli.!\ 
be made in the next five yeats. 



(B) 

I!'rom a study of the figures given beloW' :-

Matches in 
Glrl'ernment AIatches terms of 

Year. Reveuue imported in daily 
in lakha. gross. produotion 

gross. 

1921-2~ 103 13,680,801 45,60J 

1922-23 154 11,285,740 37,619 

1923-24 . 138 11,243,7~ 37,479 

1924-25 . . 126 7,264,785 24,215 

1925-26 . . 118 7,928,522 26,428 

Va.lue ia Splints. Value 
rupees. lbs •. rupees. 

2,03,80,469 ... ... 

1,61,80,658 ... ... 

1,45,91,813 .. ... 

88,88,611 967,305 1,95,413 

93,45,036 25,521 4,809 

Veneer 
Ibs. 

. .. 

... 

. .. 

2,780,063 

, 

1,128,751 

Value 
rupees. 

... 

.. , 

. .. 

10,08,935 

1,86,910 

:t.:) 
o 
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we observe that since the duty of Re. 1-8 per gross was ievied on 
matches, the import of finished matches began to fall. The decline of revenue 
was noticed in the financial year 1923-24 and to counterbalance the decreased 
revenue the import of splints and veneers in place of the finished matches 
that accounted for the drop was also taxed. In the year 1924-25 there was a 
large import of splints and veneer, But in the year 1925-26 a decided fall in 
the import of splints and veneer was noticeable which undoubtedly indicated 
an extensive import of match logs. 

It is apparent that the first attempt to avoid the import duty consisted. in 
l'eplacing finished matches with splints and veneer, and when the latter were 
also included in the schedule of special duty, a fresh device was found to 
evade the duty by the importation of match logs, which has increased by 
leaps and bounds in the two years 1924-25 and 1925-26. It would be in keep
ing with the policy adopted by the Government of India in 1924, if they were 
to impose a special duty on match logs also to safeguard the interests of their 
revenue. 

The fall in Government revenue may be attributed to--
(I) the growth of the match industry based on Indian timber, 
(2) evasion of the duty by importation of match logs. 

The former as a matter of fact, if at all, ·can account only for a very small 
portion of the decrease, while the latter is mainly responsible. If a. special 
duty had been levied as was suggested at the time by the indigenous manu
facturers Government would have been saved, we venture to observe, the loss 
of revenue. We therefore strongly urge the expediency of taxing imported 
match logs further, in addition to the existing ad valorem duty. 

Another reason for the fall in Revenue is the suspected abuse of the right 
of transhipment of Native States. Matches are being imported to some of 
the Native States through their ports in a much larger quantity than the 
actual demand of those States and the excess quantities are sent to towns in 
British Territory a long way off from those States avoiding the customs duty 
legitimately due to the British Government • 

• 
(C) 

(a) Considerable capital has been sunk in the match industry during the 
. last five years or so. We are alive to 

The vested Interests created 88 a 1eSIl1t the fact that large investments have 
of this duty. been made in this direction by the 
Swedish American Trust who control important match factories in different 
parts· of the world and are therefore keenly interested in importing foreign 
matches into India. They are essentially out in India with a view to avOlu 
the Re. 1-8 duty and to exploit the country to. their own advantage. We 
cannot for a moment conceive that the Government of India-will tolerate 

. the idea of exploitation of the country by the fdreigners who are anxious in 
their own interests to kill the prospects of an indigenous Indian industry and 
are capable of bearing substantial temporary loss to ensure their ultimate 
gain. It would be a great catastrophe both for the ultimate revenull ttl Goy.. 
ernment and for the industrial benefits that could accrue to the people of 
India. We do not therefore consider that the investments contracted in 
India by foreign enterprisers, as opposed to the Indian interests, deserve any 
protective consideration whatsoever. At their best, the foreign investments 
were a . gamble undertaken to ensure the ruination of India's .indigenous 
intel'ests and should therefore be treated as such. 

(b) There are however certain Indian firms and individuals who have 
hithll1'to developed a business with the use of foreign timber. We however 
consider that. every in<lucement and facility should be offered to such Indian 
firms and individuals to employ their enterprise in the interests of Indian 
timber by which measure a substantial impetus will be afforded to the indi
genous .industry and a consequential gain to tha Forest and Railway Revenue, 

. . -' "_Q 
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and to a large am'Ount of labour that could be employed on works preceding 
the actual manufacture in a factory. 

(c) In addition to the factories already in existence and actually working 
with the Indian timber there are many fresh ventures either under construc
tion or contemplation. We have no doubt whatsoever that in addition to 
large investments actually made on these constructions considerable sums of 
money have been spent by Indian enterprisers on preliminary investigations 
and enquiries. 

(d) There has been a decided gain to the Indian Railway owing to the 
establishment of match factories using Indian wood. Factories based on 
imported wood, to thrive, must be located on or near seaports, and hence no 
freight on carriage of Match Timber, Chemicals, Paper, Fuel, and other 
imported stores, can normally accrue to the Railways from them. Factories 
using Indian timber must invariably be situated inland, and thus to ensure 
the delivery of various materials incidental to manufacture a decided Revenue 
accrues to the railway. With the growth of factories using indigenous timber 
the increased railway revenue will become an appreciably vested interest. 

(e) With the increase in the requirements of timber there is bound to be 
an increase in the labour employed on its extraction, and with the propaga
~ion of suitable species of match wood and their extraction, the increased 
employment of labour will be a material factor for consideration. Every 
endeavour is being made in various quarters to place on the ma.rket at econo
mic rates timbers which are suitable for match manufacture. We under
stand that there are in Northern India extensive plantations of suitable tim
bers in hand which in the course of 10 to 15 years would, it is hoped, be able 
to furnish timber of very superior quality to manufacture about 10,000 gross 
of matches a day. Undertakings of this kind will doubtless follow in quick 
succession in other provinces if only the Indian enterpriser has the guarantee 
of protection to see him successfully through the period of experiment and 
development. 

(I) With the fixation of the Re. 1-8 duty in the normal course there should 
have been a tendency. for the market rates to have risen. It is the Indian 
manufacturer that has ensurecl a further decrease in the price and has ensured 
to the consumer the rate of '1l pies per box. He has thus materially safe
guarded the interests of the consumer, which can by no means be considered 
to be a negligiblo factor in the interests of the country. 

(D) 

We have discussed in a previous paragraph the difficulty under which the 
present Indian manufacturer is labour

Whether the 1088 in revenue can be ing in selling his goods against those 
made, up by any ,other approprlate form of imported or manufactured with import-
taxatIon of the mdustry. , 

ed logs. It wlll not be out of place to 
mention here that the actual fall of revenue due to the import duty is not so 
high as it appears to be. Match manufacture in India has increased the 
import of Chemicals, Papers, and Wood, etc., and has increased the consump
tion of wood from Government forests. The increased revenue on these heads 
considered along with its apparent fall on matches would show the figurE 
much less. We do not consider it would rn the circumstimces be at all desir. 
able or justifiable, at such a stage, to contemplate the taxation of the indio 
genous match industry with a view to make up the actual shortage of Gov. 
ernment revenue. If our suggestions summarized at the close are agre4id to 
the Governmen~ will n<;»t only be safeguarding its own revenue, but ver~ 
largely protectlng the lllterests of the consumer. In the circumstances WE 

consider that the question of taxing the indigenous industry does not arise. 
. It is an acknowledged fact that matches are more or less an indispensablE 

necessity of life, and the match industry is of great economic importance il 
India is to be self-contained. We are aware that with the expansion of 'thE 
indigenous industry, there can be no danger of an undue rise in prices, &1 
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competitive conditions within the country will contribute to regulate, the 
minimum price. 

In addition to this, there is the important question of India being dev",
loped to be self-contained and self-dependent within the Empire. Want fOl 
this was prominently felt during the great war, and if on any grounds Great 
Britain is ever hereafter drawn into war with the match producing: countries 
or there is any disturbance in the waters sl'parating India from the foreign 
countries manufacturing: matches, the condition of India would be pitiable, 
unless she has developed her indigenous resources and is self-contained. We 
believe it should be accepted as a principle that where the questions of th", 
economic development of the internal resources of the Empire are concerned, 
and the conditions for the development of an industry are not unfavourable, 
the industry should as far as possible be adequately protected. There 'can be 
no gainsaying the fact that the indigenous match' industry is decidedly one 
which comes under this category, and' consequently any proposal for taxing it' 
would be most detrimental to the interests of the country and the Empire. 

The conclusions arrived at may be summed up thus: "-

I. That the three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 ~f the Indian 
Fiscal Commission Report are satisfied in regard to the match 
industry and that the industry should be protected.,. 

2. That the customs duty imposed at present on imported, finished 
matches, splints, and veneers, should be converted into a protect
ive duty on the same scale. ' 

3. That a suitable protective duty should be imposed on imported 
match logs. 

4. That a suitable excise duty of not less than 8 annas per gross should be 
imposed on the production of fjl,;'ories of which three-fourths of 
the capital and Directors are not Indian. 

S. That any fresh tax levied on the man,ufacturers :using indigenous 
timber would be ruinous in the interests of the country. 

6. That suitable measures should be adopted for increased facilities for 
Railway and Steamer transport of Indian match wood throughout 
the country. 

7. That the import of foreign matches throug:h Native States by tran
shipment methods requires very ,careful examination. 

(I) Rajfulbaria Match Factory. (2) The Bhowani Engineering and 
l'radin!l' Company, (~) Bang;a DiBsafai ,KarjaJoy, (4) National 
Match Factory, (5) Matangi Match WorLs, (6) Bhowmik'. Match 
Factf"ry, (7) Radheyshyam Match Works; (8) Prasanna Match 
Factory, (9) The Lucifer Limited, (10) Pioneer Match Factory, 
(11) Sukul Match Vl'orl!s, (12) Messrs. Bisbanath Prosad Mahadev 
Prosad, (13) The Bharirathi Match Factory, (14) Karimbhoy 
Match Manufacturing Company, (15) The Bengal Safety Match 
Works and Medical House Limited, and (16) The Bengal Match 
Works, Bengal. 

Representations of various 'dates. 

Referring to your PresR CommuDlque, dated the 29th November 1926, 
inviting opinions from those who desire to claim protection for the M'?'tch 
Industry in India, I have the honour to submit that the above COmmUDlQUe 
was considered at a Conference of Match Manuf"lcturers, held on the 13th 
De~mher last, when the following ResolutiQns, which have aIr~dy been pu1!.. 
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lished as· an Associated Press Message in the Press, were unanimo~sly 
passed:-

1. That the· present import duty on matches, splints and veneers be 
retained at its present level. 

2. That the above duty be made a protective one. 
3. That the excise on matches, manufactured by factories, financed fully 
. or in part by foreign capital,-:-as suggested by the Indian Match 

Manufacturers' Association,-is indispensable if the Indian 
Industry is to survive; several factories having already had to 
close owing to this foreign competition. 

The Conference, moreover, unanimously supported all the Resolutions 
passed by the Executive Committee of the Indian Match Manufacturers' 
Association, held on the 7th October last, as also the views expressed by them 
in their Secretary's letter No. 527, dated the 16th October last, to the Secre
tary to the Government of India, Department of Commerce. 

Dealing categorically with the questions contained in paragraph 3 of your 
Communique, we beg to state as follows:-

First, as to the grounds on which we consider that the present rate of duty 
should be maintained, we beg to submit that the industry arose only under 
the protection of this duty. Many attempts were made to establish the indus
try before the present duty was imposed, but failed. We would point out also 
that some Japanese matches, even paying this duty, are selling now at about 
Re. 2-5 per gross, whereas the first class indigenous product is selling at about 
Re. 2 per gross, so that it is apparent how small the margin is. 

Secondly, as regards the fulfilment by the industry of the conditions laid 
down by the Indiall Fiscal Commission, we beg to submit that:-

(a) It has already been established in this country on a commercial 
scale, as· will be seen by comparing the statistics of imports of 
matches for the last few years. 

(b) There arein·this country extensive tracts of land covered by fore<::t'l 
containing the essential raw material for this industry, namely, 
wood, suitable to be used for splints and veneers and these 
resources are capable of immense development. Labour, more
over, being both cheap and abundant, there are prospects for the 
expansion of the industry both on factory and on cottage scale. 

(c) The industry requires both a protective duty and a protective 
excise, as stated in the above Resolution, the former for about 
ten years. 

Tbirdly, as regards vested interests that have been created, we believe that 
it will be found that no less than twenty lakhs of Indian money have been 
invested in Calcutta alone in match manufacturing and, of course, many times 
that sum in India as a whole. 

Fourthly', as regards the nature of these interests middl~lasB families of 
small means have, to a great extent, subscribed this money in the hope of pro
viding employment for some of their members, and training them industrially, 
whilst getting reasonable interest for their investment, and capitalists have 
financed undertakings hoping to see an Indian Industry develop. (The num
ber of men earning their livelihood with this small industry cannot be ac
curately ascertained and we believe that no less than ten thousand people are 
eng!,ged in it in Calcutta and its suburbs only and many times the sum in 
India as a whole. As the manufacture of cc Bidis" has removed hooliganism 
to a I!'reat extent from big cities such as Calcutta, Delhi, etc., so we believe 
that the wrapping of match boxes alone may do the same. The Tariff Board 
may witness it if t·hey be pleased to have a walk through the suburbs of Cal
outta such as mtadane:a, Paikpara, etc. Thousands ·of poor men are earning 
their bread hv doing this part· of the business. The match Industry in this 
oountry has increased the import of Wood, Paper, Gum, Chlorate of Potash 
.and othe.r commercjaJ ohemica~ to a huge extent and the imllort and manu~ 
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facture of machineries alSo are developing day· by day. So the industry 
embraces various classes of business and the interest is public and wide-spread. 
In such hard times as these and in such days of unemployment hundreds' of 
young and educated gentlemen at the mere sight of the'Revenue Duty devoted' 
themselves to this industry and are earning their poor bread in an honest way 
though they all know that the industry still rests on uncertain basis. Now if 
the industry be crushed down; these people both educated and' illiterate will 
be rendered unemployed and unemployment in a well-governed country is not 
a good sign both for the rulers and the ruled.)-
. Fifthly, as regards the grounds for hoping·that the indUstry will develop, 

we beg to point out that India is a vast country with great regions, far from· 
Railways or even from good roads, and there is every reason for' people' in ,such 
localities to manufacture for themselves a.rticles 'of universal use, like. matches, 
It· may be pointed· out also that; as therinvestigations ·of the, Itoyal Commis
sion on Agriculture have'already emphasised, one of India's great. needs is 
industries in rural districts using materials that are, and could be, easily 
produced locally. 

Finally, we beg to point out that all these possibilities can materialise only 
if foreign competition in every form:is . effectively prevented from strangling 
the Indian industry. which. is. now struggling tG establish itself and overcome. 
its technical difficulties' which, of course, can be done only ·gradually. As has 
been'rightly insisted 'uponby the President of'the Indian Maich Manufac
turers'. Association in hie Address; delivered at the last Annual meeting, held. 
on the 13th of January, 1926, foreigncapitaIists are .. organised in a. way that. 
small Indian concerns cannot be,so ·that the latter are liable to be crushed by 
the former; as indeed has already happened in the case of many. (The 
foreigners, both Swedish and Japanese, have long-standing experience and 
huge capital behind .. their business and their average rate of sale per'gros. 
will remain at the same.Ievel with those.of the native manufacturers even after 
paying an Excise Duty;. as the~Technical difficulties of .the.latterarestiIl 
many in their infancy. So the Protective Excise is, we think, the only'remedy 
to remove our diffiCluHies (lDd to estabUsh. ourselves in the world .of industry.)'" 

Numerous examples can be given of steps taken by different. countries. to 
limit foreign-capitalised activities that threaten to be injuriGus to the interest 
of their people.. . . . . , 

We beg, ina word, to request that' the people of India should be' protected 
in the same way. This was the idea that inspired the Resolutions, mentioned 
in the beginniJlg of this}etter. . . , '. .' 

In .conclusion, .webeg to :refer )0' ihe fict th~ .thel~ss of· revenue •. due. to. 
the falling off of imports w matches,. is coinpensi.ted bY.incre;i.sed imports· of 
materials used for their manufacture, in this country, of machinery, and finally 
by taxes paid' by us. We might point out also that the excise, suggested .by 
us, would· be a !lource of· inllom~., . . ". '.. .' .. 

We C3nnUt ins[st';!;oo. etrongiy,that:'it ,is:impossible', for .this,industry,t01 
establish itself 'IInder·.modern conditions (if world-competition carried,!M these' 
Tt:nst&ehow.',byfcmligners inti. the· country itself, . without this new' form of 
protectioIf a;gainst the' new form of competition. 

The Puri Match Industries COmpany Limited, Purl,Bihar and Orisla. 

RepreBentation, dated 29th :pecember 19~6, . 

In reference to letter No. 16041-42, dated .Patn&; 20th December ]926,"of 
the Director· of'Industries, Bihar and.' Orissa, forwarding us a· copy of' the· 
Press Communique regarding the Match' Industry. in India, we· have the 
hODour to bring to your kind consideration the following among other facts:...,-

The Match Industries in India, ,as we have found from 'our experience of 
. ."! ." .', . "". . . • 

• A44itionS made i!!'the representatiou bt the Benl1;al Matc~ Wor~~; 
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these five years' certainly satisfies the three conditions mentioned in para
graph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Co=ission. 

The industry possesses natural advantages; match wood is very abundant 
in our parts of the country. The Government forest in Balugaon and 
Chandaka in the District of Puri can supply any amount of match wood, that 
can be consumed during the year. As a matter of fact, we are using these 
woods in our factory for the last five years. :Mr. A. P. Ghose, the Match 
Expert, employed by the Government of Bihar and Orissa to investigate into 
the possibility of successful Match Industry in this province, clearly testifies 
in his report submitted to the Government, that the Balugaon and Chandaka 
forests can supply match wood in any quantity and ours is the only Match 
Factory in the District of Puri. 

Mr. Hubback, the Commissioner of the Orissa Division, who kindly paid 
a visit to our factory, moved the Forest Department for having match 
wood cultivation in' one area and we are gratified to learn that the Forest 
Department have since begun such cultivation for our purposes. When that 
is accomplished, the supply of match wood to our factory will be satisfactorily 
solved. 

We now employ one oil engine of 6 H.P. for our purposes of producing 
20 gross of matches per diem and this power is even sufficient if the daily out
put becomes fourfold, as we intend to do very shortly when we get the Frame 
Emptying and Sawing Machines from Mr. A. Roller & Co., Berlin. Tbis 
engine consumes only half a tin of crude kerosene oil for working eight hours 
daily and managed by one of our workers getting Rs. 15 per month. This 
arrangement is very cheap and it will be cheaper still, when we increase our 
daily output. 

The labour we employ is more than sufficient for our purpose. Although 
the wages of manual labour has gone on high in recent years, the high caste 
people such as Brahmin and Karan middle class people are most reluctant 
and feel it beneath their dignity to serve on high wages. But they are eager 
to serve in a factory on a low salary varying from Rs. 7 to Rs. 12 a month 
and we are employing 16 such persons in our factory and many more are 
available whenever we want them. 

We are practically selling all our products in the local markets and some 
merchants of Cuttack and Balasore are also patronising our factory. We sell 
our finished matches at Re. 1-8 per gross and this is the lowest rate in the 
market. 

The Government of India was pleased in the year 1910 to enquire into the 
future prospects of the Match Industry in India and a report was consequently. 
submitted to the Government. That report is bold enough in its recom- . 
mendations that this industry has a very bright future before it. But as 
the big foreign match concerns of Sweden and Japan were practically sweep
ing the. Indian market, it was thought desirable in the interest of Indian 
Match Industry to protect it by imposing heavy Import duties. Ours is one 
of the indigenous match industries that cropped up in consequence of this 
import duty and is heading its way to success through vicissitudes of its career. 
In the report above referred to, we find that the prospects of Match Industry 
are so great, that we can very easily compete with foreigners and can export 
matches to foreign countries. If Sweden employing Siberian match wood 
brought from Siberia, a distance of 200 miles, could easily compete in the 
Indian market. it will be very easy for any Indian firm like ourselves employ
ing local match wood and cheap labour to face world competition and even
tually to be able to stand alone if· the present protection is given to the 
industry to grow in the meantime. 

We desire to claim protection for the industry in India and we also consider 
that the prl'lsent rate of duty qua revenue duty should be maintained. We 
hope. we have qatisfactorily shown above that our industry comes under the 
three conditions m!'ntioned in paragraph 97 of the Fiscal Commission Report. 

The GOf'prnment of India was pleased to impose an import duty which 
fos~ to its l'resen~ ex~alls(, oIl finishe~ i~ported matches onl~ \~ Qfder til 
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protect indigenous Match Industry. The foreign capitalists, .findingno way 
out, wanted to avoid the duty and instead of importing finished matches, im
ported splints and veneers to India and turned them into finished matches in 
this country and sold them at a cheap rate. The Government in order to 
check thi& method on the part of the foreigners, imposed another duty on the 
imported splints and veneers. In this way the foreign importation was effec
tively checked and indigenous ma.tch industry got a very fair field before it 
Rnd many factories cropped up being fortified by the protective duty. 

But the foreign capitalists were not idle in the meantime: they were 
planning altogether a new method by which they can safely avoid the duty 
and at the same time they can make enormous profit by their trade. They 
thus employed their capital in establishing various factories in India and thus 
avoided the duty and made enormous profits, whereas the indigenous firms 
I'ould not compete with them. Thus the very persons whom the Government 
wanted to check by the imposition of the protective duty and thereby to faci
litate the way for the indigenous match industry, go~ the better of it. at· the 
I'ost of the firms that employed local capital. 

An industry is truly called indigenous that employs indigenous (1) capi
tal, ~2) labour and (3) raw material. Judging from this standard the firms 
that have recently been established in this country with. foreign capital by 
any stress of imagination cannot be called .indigenous and our Government is 
in no way justified to protect them at our expense. 

In our humble opinion the match factories that are now working in India 
can be classed under two distinct heads, 'Viz., those that employ.foreign capital 
Rnd those that employ Indian capital. A statement showing the location of 
m.atch factories should be made under these two heads and the amount of 
c·aily output should also be stated against the name of each such firm. When 
that is done, the loss to Government revenue now made as a result of the 
imposition of the protective duty should be made up by taxing those factories 
that employ foreign capital by rateably distributing the amount of loss among 
these factories· in proportion to their daily output. The factories that are 
truly indigenous will thus be protected without any loss to the Government 
revenue and when after some years· the indigenous firms grow· in strength to 
face world competition, then,' and then only, there will be ail occasion . for the 
Government to consider whether the indigenous factories'will be taxed. 

As a special case, we beg to submit that we began our concern five.years 
ago with a very small capital and produced matches to· a very limited extent 
with a crude machine. Being emboldened by the protective duty and the 
sympathy that was evinced by the Department 'of IndustrieS of our province· 
we began to raise our capital by registering our company under the Indian 
Companies Act, 1913, and floating shares. We also approached the Govern
ment of Bihar arid Orissa for an aid under the Bihar and Orissa State Aid to . 
Industries Act, 1923, and our Government being fully satisfied by our work 
and the very fair prospects that lay ·before us was pleased to grant· us State 
Aid on the hire purchase system and thus . supplied us very useful machines 
from Mr. A. Roller, Berlin, Germany. Seeing our.daily . output ·and ·the 
interest the Government of the Province took in the ·matter local rich public 
subscribed many shares of our company. We built a commodious house for 
the location of the factory and began to establish our concern on a sound 
business basIs. Many high Government .officials such as the H;on'ble Minister, . 
the Accountant General, the Commissioner of the Orissa Division, so kindly 
and sympathetically visited our factory and were fully.satisfied with. our work
ing and promised all possible help .. 

We have already employed Rs. 20,000 in our business and our Government 
has again promised to supply us some machines from Mr. A. Roller, Berlin,.at 
a cost of Rs. 2,000. The Forest Department has undertaken. match. wood 
cultivation from this year and we find no difficulty now to procure local match 
wood at a very moderate price. 

We are now selling our matches at a very cheap rate in the local market. 
~\lt all this i~ dUll to the protectiv~ duty 110 kindly imposed. We hltve .'Qud.er. 
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taken ·this coiicezn only for a protective duty and if this duty is reduced or 
withdrawn\olir cOncern will be nowhere and we will be quite unable at this 
stage to . face w()rld competition and cannot fulfil our obligations with our 
Government. Wo see a very bright future for our industry at no distant date 
and so we press for the maintenance of the present protective duty at any 
cost. ' 

Under these considerations, we most respectfully beg to pray that you may 
be pleased to put our case before your Board for consideration. We are 
ready to send a representative to you for examination, if that is considered 
necessary. 

,., 
Messrs. Adamjee Hajee' Dawood and Compilny, Limited, R8ngoon~ 

Representation, dated 90th December 1926. 
With reference to the Resolution of Government of I~dia, C~mm~rce De

partment, No. 235 T., dated the 2nd October 1926, referring to the Indian 
Tariff Board the question of protective duty on imported matches and the 
various aspects of the Match industry of India, we beg to submit our views 
on the subject as under. 

The Government of India communique raises three distinctive issues in 
the reference as covered by paragraph 97 of the report of the Indian Fiscal 
Commission, which we categorically deal as under. 

Firstly. India possessing natural advantages, namely supply of raw 
material, labour, etc. 

As to the: raw material· we have got definite reason to believe ,from ,our 
own direct experience that both in India and Burma, and the latter'parti'; 
cularly, there is an 'abundance ·of wo()d suitable "for the ma.nufacture· of 
matches, although it is a fact ,that so' far as our own knowledge is concerned, 
that particular variety of wood ,from which splints' of attractive colour cali 
be 'made has not yet been' located: We have at ,the same time every reason 
to 'believe that if a proper research· work is carried' on under the direct· con
trol of Government and 'With an ,avowed object, it is not impossible to locate· 
a supply of that' particular species of wood. 

As to the supply ·of .cheap power we have also learnt ·from our own experi. 
ence that. no ,difficulty .·is to . be ,anticipated ,in :this . direction.· The; labour 
peculial'cto this .industry at-this'stage ot· its· development ·jnay not be called 
fully skilled, but there·is not the slightest aoubt about its being had in abund
ance aildnot very expensive' at that. During the short period . in .which 
faotorieS' have DeEm ·established in India and Burma they have made eminent:.'· 
ly satisfaotory progress towards. being· iJualified as skilled labour arid it :can 
safely be hoped and expected that provided the industry' is' encouraged· by' 
the foStering care of the Government, and if it does not perish in its infancy, . 
the labour will in no long time be fully qualified as to 'Skill. . 

There'is no question as to the findine; of.a home market' and this fa~t will 
be easily borne. out by the' statistics of the imports during the three years 
succeeding in which the duty a,ceording to the Government communique for 
the purpose of revenue was levied and that during the three years imme
dia.tely preceding .it. The difference is no doubt due to the perceptible 
growth of the industry. in India during this short period. .. . . 

As rega~ds the second point laid down by the' Indian Fiscal Commission, 
the only thing we could state is that the industry began to thrive only after 
the imposition of the import duty on foreign article levied even though ·it was 
ill tho interest of revenue. For a number of yl'a1'8 at least such a duty. in 
our opinion is absolutely necessary for the protection of vested interests 
already created as well as for according encouragement to more enterprises 
in the same direction. There is not the slightl'st apprehension about hurting 
~he consumer inasmuch as they are not yet CI\lled upon to pay' any' .higher . 
pri~ for tp!! artiel!! 1;l)ltn what they did priQr to the coming in to the markf;l\ 
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arising in the neal' future. On the contrary, if' foreign monopolist succeedS' 
in asserting himself, the chances are that he will make up fill' the lost oppor
tunities when he has the.field til himself, from the'consumer. 

Coming to the third point IIf the 'Indian Fiscal Commission, we 'are con
vinced that given the chance of consolidating its interests,the local industry 
must need thrive after a reasonable period and e"entually' stand on its own 
legs without protection and face open competition. 

With reference til paragraph 3 of the Press communique and in .regard 
til the creation of vested interests we have only to state that.ourselveS,alone 
have got a block of over B.s. 25 lakhs in that industry and that there are good 
many other concerns spread all over India and Burma of varying sizes and 
importance. It will not be difficult to understand ,that, these.ventures are 
the outcome of the imposition of the duty on the foreign article. If, there
fore, any revision is contemplated in this duty, at this. stage, the natural 
sequence will be the extinction at one blow of'all these vested interests which 
though may not total large amount, yet for the beginning of the industry 
does certainly represent fairly big ,capital investments in India., The revi
sion, if any,. should in our opinion be' for the enhancement of the existing 
scale of duty rather than reduction. 

Three years is but a short time to judge the reSults of a' new indUStry'. 
We say three years, not ignoring the attempts made prior to the imposition 
of the duty, because these failed in the face 'of strong competition. by' foreign 
imports and in the absence of 'any protective tariff at home; The"realepoch' 
of the industry therefore begins after the imposition of the' duty. It is 
natural that during this brief period'it has, had to face many .difficulties, 
particularb- those of a technical nature; .but ,we have every,reasonto hope 
and believe that in course of time all these difficulties will.disappear.We are 
therefore in a position to'state with all,the emphasis at o~command that it 
is in the best interest of the establishment of.a new industry iD:.the country 
that no change may be made in the present rates of duty oli imported matches, 
splints and veneers; and that the· same maybe declared .as protective' duty 
without attaching great importance til the consideration of the falling off' in 
t'he revenne. ' 

It is possibl~ til derive' some 'reve~ue 'from the import o{ various materials 
and chemicals necessary in the' manufacture of this article, and: the, revenue. 
also may benefit in the' direction of income tax if the industry is allowed :to 
prosper. It should also be' borne in mind that thiS industrY provides'means' 
of livelihood to several thousand labourers arid reduced unemployment even' 
though it may. be to an insignificant extent. The loss' in' revenue' mll-Y also 
be made up til a certain extent by the levy of a discriminating excise on. the 
products of facrories run or financed solely or' partly by foreign capital; .but 
on no account any imposition 'of taxation of anY,shape must be thought of at 
the present stage, at any rate, on factories run purely by Indian enterprise 
and capital., . 

We conceive it is the duty'oi the Govern~entt~ affo~d p~ot~tion ,to the 
home industry as against the foreip;n and to co-operate.:with the·,.pioneers in, 
every direction by carrying research. work and by removing from their path 
any difficulty that ,they may be faced with, particularly of raw . material ,and 
the transport ,of it and that of the manufactured article.. We shall.be pleased 
to furnish the Tariff Board with any further information at our disposal or ex
plaining any point arising out of this communication. 

The Amrit Match Fiu:tory, KOla, Central Provi~~es. 
Representation, ,dated 29th, December 19127. 

I have read' cOpi~ 'of1;he'Resolutilln'oftheGovernment of 'India in the 
Commerce Depl\rtm~llt, NQ. :l3S-T. (14), dateq the ~nd Octllbef 192.6, anq alsQ 
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the Press Communique issued by the Secretary of the Tariff Board, dated 
29th November 1926, and beg to submit my statement regarding the grant of 
protection to the Match Industry in India as follows:-

The match industry in India was first established about thirty years back 
but for nearly twenty-five years its position was very critical and by 1920 all 
those match factories which existed practically closed down. In March 1921, 
the Government of India imposed a duty of annas 12 per gross, which was 
raised to Re. 1-8 per gross in March :.,.22. These duties were imposed as a 
revenue measure, but naturally an import duty had also protective effed 
and since then match industry in India developed rapidly, and numer
ous match factories have been established. A number of people have also 
taken it up as cottage industry. 

The import figures of 1920-21 can be taken as the quantity of normal 
consumption of matches in India per year. This was the year immediately 
before the one in which the duty was imposed on matches and the year in 
which the quantity of matches manUfactured in India was the least. In 1920-
21 Indian imported nearly 12,150,000 gross of matches. The total maximum 
quantity of matches manufactured in India in that year would be under 
250,000 gross. Thus the total annual consumption of India can be taken 
at 124 lakhs gross. In 1925-26 India imported nearly 79 lakhs gross. 
From this figure I estimate that the quantity manufactured in India in 
1925-26 might be about 45 lakhs gross. 

This development of the match industry had its effect on Government 
Custom Revenue which fell from Rs. 154 lakhs in 1922-23 to Rs. 118 lakhs in 
1925-26. This decrease has drawn the attention of the Government of India 
and is the immediate cause of reference of match industry to the Tariff Board. 

I shall first consider whether the industry requires protection. It has 
been proved beyond doubt from the report and investigations carried on by 
the various match experts appointed by the Government and private agencies 
that the match industry in India possesses great natural advantages in the 
shape of abundant supply of raw materials: . There is a large variety of woods 
growing in Indian forests which are suitable for the purpose and which are 
available in large quantities. It requires only a reasonable period of security 
and a Bound forest policy to develop those resources. The power for the manu
facture of matches can be generated at a very small cost as the waste wood in 
the manufacture of matches can be utilized as fuel. Labour in India is plenti
ful. The fact that India is obliged to import enormous quantities of matches 
is a proof that she is one of the largest markets for the consumption of matches. 
This is an industry in which the advantages of large scale production can be 
achieved. i.e., the increased output would mean increased economy of produc
tion. Thus the match industry fulfils all the conditions laid down in para
grapQs 97 and 98 of the report of the Indian Fiscal Commission. 

If any further proof of the necessity of protecting this industry is needed 
it will be seen from the fact that before the year 1921 when the first instal
ment of import duty was levied the .match industry in India was in a very 
bad condition and many of the match industries had closed down. It was 
only after the imposition of the import duty that it began to show life. Since 
1922 numerous match factories have been established and in the year 1925-26, 
i.e., after the lapse of only three years, India was able to produce 45 lakhs 
gross or more than 36 per cent. of its total consumption. A period of three 
vears was very short and many of the factories were still under constructioJl 
and had not started work. If the present duty is maintained I am sure before 

. long India will be able to produce and meet the whole needs. of the country 
and the industry will be able to face world competition. 

The match industry has also got other potential value to the country. It 
will snpply the needs of India in matches. It will give employment to about 
30,000 persons directly and many more thousands indirectly engaged in alIied 
occupations. It will also create demand for the establishment of other indus
tries snch as the production of match paper and chemicals. It will offer a 
market for inferior forest timbers which are at present bringing no incllml) 
to the GovernmElnt, but art;! only rotting in the fQrest. ' -. .. .. 
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I shall also like to state that some of the foreign countries like Sweden and 
Japan who formerly supplied the bulk of the demand of India in matches, 
have a very strong interest in preventing the> growth of the match industry 
in India for it would be very severe blow to them if Indians succeed in manu
facturing matches to satisfy their own market. They, therefore, decided to 
get behind the Tariff wall created by the imposition of import duty as a 
revenue measure. They decided to start match factories in India in order to 
kill Indian match factories in their infancy. They have already set up match 
factories at Bombay, Calcutta, Colombo, Rangoon, Madras, Karachi and 
Assam. They have also started selling matches even below their cost price. 
'l.'hpy are producing a major portion of the matches manufactured iIi India, 
which has affected the Indian Government's Customs Revenue. We do not 
see any reason why the offensive against the Indian Match industry which 
the foreign people have already launched should he allowed to continue. In 
case they are allowed to succeed, it will lead not only to the total loss of the 
Government Customs Revenue from matches, but it will also ruin the real 
Indian industry, and ultimately the consumer will also suffer, because after 
attaining their object these foreign combinations will fix the price at such 
a level that they will more than· recover t,heir former expenditure. Thus i1; 
will not be in the interest of either the Government revenue, Indian Industry, 
or the consumer if these Foreign Combinations are allowed to exploit India. 
It will be a blind policy to encourage them to strangle Indian industry, when 
they deny equal treatment to Indians in their own country. They do not 
allow admission to Indians 'even in their factories in India. Indian match 
industry at present badly needs protection against these }'ol'eign Combina.
tions. I, therefore, urge that excise duty equal to the import duty on matche~ 
should be imposed on all factories financed wholly by foreign people and 
managed by foreigners, and that in the case of factories financed by mixed 
capital, the excise duty be in proportion to the foreign capital employed. 

At the same time I shall strongly oppose the levy of excise duty on fac
tories financed and managed entirely by Indians. In many places match fac
tories have been started on very small scale. Some people purchase ready 
made splints and veneers from bigger factories and prepare ready made 
matches at their homes without any machines. A general excise duty will 
press more heavily on such small producers than on large ones, The expenseD 
of collection will also be heavy. 

A general excise duty will also raise the retail price of Indian matches and 
will directly affect the consumer and specially the poor class of people. At 
present all Indian-made matches are sold in the ,market at Ol1e pice per match 
box, and if excise duty will be imposed the price will be raised to one and half 
pice per match box. A general excise duty will also directly affect the output 
of the Indian factories and some of them will even close down. With the 
decrease of output in India there will be a decrease in the yield of excise 
l'evenue to the Government as well. The rules and regulatIOns of the excise 
department will involve the producer in loss and hindrance of work and will 
press more heavily on small producers than on big factories. Thus the former 
will be practically ruined. On these grounds 1 strongly protest against a 
general ,excise duty on all Indian factories, but the impositlOn of excise duty 
on Foreign factories in ~ndia, for reasons already given, is 0. necessity. 

The matches can be sold in retail only at the rates of two boxes for one 
pic~, one box f,?r one pice, or ,one box for one and half pice. At present no 
IndIan or .Foreign matches can be sold. at the rate of two boxes for one pice 
because this works out below the cost price. All Indian-made matches are being 
sold at one match box per pice.. Hence the reduction of duty on Foreign 
matches cannot benefit the poor consumer in any way. It will only swell the 
profits of the middlemen. 

Lastly I come to Government revenue. Before the year 1921-22 the Gov
ernment Customs Revenue from matches was only about Rs. 1610.khs per year. 
In the year .1921-22 when a duty of annas 12 per gross was levied it was 104 
lakhs. In the year 1922-23 when the duty was raised to Re. 1-8 it was 154 
lakhs. The total consumption of matches in India per year is 124 lakhs 
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grosses. Now even if the whole Indian Match Industry is again killed and the 
'whole requirements of India are met .by import, a duty below.Re. 1 per gross 
can never lead to the increase of custom duty above the present figure very 
much. If the duty is reduced below Re. 1 per gross the custom revenue will 
be reduced proportionately .. In India already many people. have .invested 
their capital in .match factories, and they are likely to continue to work to 
some extent. I, therefore, believe that custom revenue from matches cannot 
be raised by'reducing the import duty. The maximum custom revenue from 

,this head can only be kept up by keeping maximum rate of import duty. The 
loss of revenue due to the increase of Indian match industry will be. partly 

. compensated from the increased income to the Government from other sources 
such as increase of forest l'evenu~ Income-tax, and. increased custom revenue 
on chemicals, papers, etc., .imported for the manufacture of matches. .As one 

. of the methods for increasing Government Revenue we should suggest the im
position of high custom duty on wood imported for the manufacture of 
matches. This .will encourage the use of wood from Indian forests, in place 
of .foreign wood, and will lead to the increased Government forest income. 

The Lakshmi Match Works, Bilaspur, Central Provinces. 

Representation, dated 80th December 1926. 

With reference to your Press iCo=unique, dated 29th November, 1926, 
regarding the protection of the Match Industry, we beg to submit our views 
on the subject as follows: ~ 

The three conditions laid down 
That the three conditions laid doWII in 

paragraph !Y1 of the Indian Fiscal Com
.mission report are satisfied and. that the 
industry should hQ protected. 

in paragraph 97 of the Report of the 
Indian Fiscal Commission relating to 
industries claiming protection are 
that:-

(1) The industry must be one possessing natural advantages such as-

(a) abundant supply of taw material, 
(b) cheap power, 
(c) sufficient supply of labour, 
(d) large home market. 

(2) The industry' must be one which without the help of protection 
either is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so 
rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the countr;1. 

(3) The industry must be one which will eventually be able to face world 
competition without protection. 

(1) Applying these tests to t~ Match Industry we find with' respect to 
No. (1), "natural advantages." 

(a) That in Bengal there are very large supplies of suitable wood in 
Sunderbans. In Assam there is also an ample supply of suit'lble 
wood. In Bihar and Orissa according to the report of the Gov
ernment Expert there is sufficient suitable wood and a Govern
ment Model Factory has been started in PatX:a. The United 
Provinces, we know abound in the supply of Simul wood. . There 
are large quantities of Bluepine available in the Punjab and we 
know that even if the timber is secured at market prices it is 
possible for the industry to develop. Poplar wood is also to be 
had in the Punjab and though the resubs with this timber 
hitherto have not been very satisfactory, yet with the improve
ment of the growth of these trees it may be expected to prove a 
very .useful raw material obtainable at comparatively more 
economic rates. Mango wood is also to be had in the Punjab 
and its utility as a match wood may .be said to have added to its 
importance in .this province. In Madras Forests plenty of suit-
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able match timber is available. In Kashmir there is a plentiful 
supply of suitable Popl~r, ~pruce,andWillow wo~d; ~nd, recent 
experiments and e~amlnatlOn h:ave sho,,:n that Insplte ~f the 
disadvantages of d18tance to raIl head, It could be p0881ble to 
work economically with these timbers. 

~b) The question of cheapness of power will vary in different provinces, 
but it may be observed generally that in the existing conditions 
the cost of power does not handicap the manufacture of ma~hes. 
In Western India, Tat&s have launched upon a large Electrifica
tion Scheme and are supplying power at very cheap rates. In 
,the Punjab the Mendi Hydro-};lectric Scheme guarantee~ power 
at cheap rates while in Kashmir, electricity for commerClal pur
poses may be' had at under 6 pies per unit. Thus with the 
electrification which is in progress in different parts of the C~lUI?-
try, power will be available at cheap rates. Mor~ver, IndIa IS 
a ~arge coal producing country and Burma abounds In Petroleum. 

(G) As regards the supply of labour, there is no doubt that there is 
, plenty of it in all provinces of India and that the same may be 

had at low rates. In fact the earning of an Indian is the lowest 
in the World. Our experience shows that they are quick at pick
ing up :technical knowledge. It is evident that the cost on labour 
forms a very ,encouraging factor for the Indian Match Industry 
when compared with the labour costs in other counhies, and with 
the rise of efficiency it will, after a time form an important factor 
in enabling Indian Matches to withstand world competition. 

(4) As to market, it is well known that there is a large ,home market 
, which is ,at present in the hands of foreign capitalist manu-

facturers. . 

(2) It is abundantly clear from a study of the history of the industrial 
development of India for the past 

The Indnstry. il .one which without the quarter of a century or so that inspite 
help of protectIon II not hkely to develop of various attempts made from time to 
at. all. time the match industryh~. not been 
able to develop at all, and it has not been possible for, this ,industry until 
lately, when the Government of India levied an import duty on foreign 
manufactured matches imported in India, that the indigenous Indian enter
priser received an appreciable measure of encouragement to attempt develop
ing the industry. ' The reason for this industry not being developed inspite 
ot the fact that India possesses various kinds of timber suited, for match 
manufacture is also apparent. ,Foreign countries have been masters of this 
industry and the trade Ilonnected therewith for a long tIme. They possess 
very large organization" and facilities both natural and com.mercial. Their 
financial resources make it possible for them, after their flourishing existence 
for IlCOres of years, to reduce their working cost and profits to a minimum 
which though bringing them only a small return on their capital, ensure to 
them the control over the world market in which India furnishes a very large 
field, They are in a position to kill a new venture by even foregoing profits 
for a time or even drawing on their reserve and losing' a little; Indian 
enterpriser in this industry has therefore naturally to combat against very 
powerful competitors; and it is therefore 'evident that 'unless he has some 
kind of support and 'protection from Government in its- 'early stages of 
development, he has lIttle or no chanlle of being fit to stand up to this 
keen cempetition. " 

It is an admitted fact that the match industry in India has been stimu
lated by the Re. 1-8 per gross duty; and that, prior to this although various 
independent· ventures were made, they did not meet with any success, 
and the few that survived existed through sheer perseverance. It is instruct
ive to note that up till 1921 although the match industry had been in exist.. 
ence for over a quarter of a century the manufacture from Indian wood hardly 
reached 1,500 groBS' 'per day; and that too of a very inferior quality as com. 
pared, to the~mpon:ed matc.hes, Subsequent to the., impOsition of the duty, 



the manufactuI:e. from Indian wood received a steady impetus, and in 19l14-ll~ 
the figure of production of matches in India rose to about 5,000 gross per day. 
L-ollBIderingthat there are certain factories under construction, while many 
Ule under contemplation, the industry may be fairly claimed to be a plo&reSH
Ive one with the help of the duty, which, although it was given effect to only 
as a revenue measure, has acted simultaneously as a protective measure for 
the Indian match industry. It is hardly necessary in the peculiar circum
stances of the match industry to prove that without the help of protection 
the industry is not likely to develop. The unsuccessful ventures prior to the 
levy of the duty and the successful and progressive work subsequent to it 
prove most conclusively that without the requisite protection the indigenou; 
match industry in India cannot develop and must if left alone, die in a short 
time. 

Appreciable as the effects of the duty weI'e'in protecting the growth of the 
Indian Match Industry, the delay on the part ot Government III imposing a 
special duty on imported match togs, insplte of the repeated representations 
of the indigenous match manufacturers, has not only caused ,a fall. in Govern
ment revenue, but has adversely affected the indigenous match manufacture. 
The duty therefore although it has acted as a protective measure, has not met 
the aim and object for its imposition. It has been evaded by the foreign 
manufacturers by employing clever devices; and consequently the Indian manu
facturers who took up the enterprise in right earnest, laying their faith ill 
the protection afforded by the levy of this duty, have had to encounter ex
treme difficulty and to. meet a severe handicap in the actual working of 
their, manufactures. .. 

(3) To. enable the indigenous match manufacturer to ultimately stand 
The industry promises to be one which foreign competition he must effectively 

should be able eventually to face world 
competition without proteotion. 

(a) reduce the cost of production, and 

(b) enable his products to cOmpare favourably with foreign imports. 

. Considering that the first impetus received by the match industry in 
India was given only in 1922, a good bit of the last four years has gone in 
preliminary enquiries, erection of factories, and preliminary arrangements 
incidental to manufacture and marketing. The cost of Indigenou~' manu
facture is therefore still comparatively high and the finished product leas 
attractive to the market. It is premature to gauge the extent to which cost 
of manufacture can be reduced and the quality of the finished product 
improved, though we' cannot doubt that with economic and careful work 
l'esults will be appreciable. It will be instructive to study the handicaps 
which affect the cost of matches manufactured in India from Indian timbers 
and to show the prospects that may be anticipated. 

(a) Chemicals and paper are at present very largely imported owing to 
the fact that India is not yet producing the Paper nor the 
chemicals for the manufacture of matches. The chemical indus
try in India has a future before it and we may reasonably hope 
that the increasing demands of the match industry during its 
course of proper development will afford an impetus to the manu
facture of superior chemicals in India. With the various 
attempts that are being made to manufacture paper in India 
on extensive and economic lines, the match industry may expect 
a certain economy in this item. The development of chemical 
industries and paper to an extent as to materially help the match 
industry is, however, a question of time; but we may assume' 
that these will in due course form material factors in determining 
a competitive cost of Indian matches for world competition. 

(b) Technical knowledge has to be obtained in the initial stages, at a 
considerable cost, but with the development of the industry in 
.the country .and with trainin.g being r~ceived by Indians, the 
expert technical knowledge WIll be ob1;amable at a much lower 
cost. With the experience, which is being gained of Indian 



oo~uI1tions as applied to this industry, there is much tha~ cal:.. b~ 
done to improve and organize the working with a view to 
economy and efficiency. 

(c) Labour of which India has more than plentiful, is' much, cheap~r 
than that available in other countries producing matches. 
Trained labour is of course essential for efficient and economic 
working. It IS encouraging to note that Indian intelligenCE! 
receives that training quite quickly. 

(d) The question of inland tariif for raw material and finished products 
is one which deserves a careful and sympathetic consideration 6f 
the Government of India, and is one which is worthy uf being 
taken up by Government in the interests of the Indian indW!
tries. (;onsidering that the development of the match industJ;y 
in the country, apart from transport of finished products, 
ensures to railways an additional revenue on account of the 
transportation of all raw materials incidental to manufacture; 
the railways by allowing concession freights to encourage the 
industry, would be helping their own revenue. There could be a 
material reduction of cost as soon as concession freights 'can jJe 
had, and a decided encouragement to the manufacturer dealing 
with Indian timber. 

(e) Timber which is of primary importa.nce is abundant in India, and 
there is plenty that can be suitably eplployed for match manu
facture while most of it at present remains unutilized for want 
of transport facilities. This is a severe handicap under which 

• the Indian Match enterpriser is labouring at present. 

It will be observed that although the question of obtaining timber at pre
Bent at prices economic enough to withstand world competitIOn is a difficult 
one, yet the difficulty is not such as to be unsurmountable. There is, how
ever, another important feature connected with the cost of this raw material 
required for the manufacture of matches. In India the match enterpriser 
has to purchase it mostly from Government forests and in small quantities 
from third parties, and in both cases the suppliers of raw material have no 
direct interest in the development of the industry and consequently no serious 
effort is made to reduce the cost to a possible minimum. 

We believe it should be practicable within a reasonable time to co-ordinate 
the interests of Government and other timber suppliers, with those of the 
match manufa.cture to an extent. as will ensure-- . 

(a) the improvement of 'the growth ,of suitable species; 
(b) the manipulation of supplies to give timber in its most suitable 

condition; 
(c) the reduction of extraction costs to a, possible minimum. 

In view of considerations such as these it will be clear that although the 
match industry in India has every prospect of being able in course of time to 
face world competition, it is premature at present to calculate with any pre
cision the time this would take. Much depends upon the progress that can 
Ibe made in the next five years. 
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From a study of the figures given below:-

Matches in 
Government Matches terms of Value in Splints. Value Veneer. Value 

Year. Revenue imported in daily rnpees. Ibs. rupees. Ibs. rupees. 
in lakhB. groBBel. produotion 

grosses. 

1921·22 · . 103 13,680,801 45,602 2,03,80,469 ... ... ... ... 

1922-23 · . 154 11,285,740 37,619 1,61,80,6;'8 ... ... ... ., . 

1923·24 . · . . ' 138 11,243,745 37,479 1,45,91,813 ... . .. ... ... 

1924-25 . . 126 7,26',785 24,215 88,88,611 967,305 1,95,413 2,780,063 10,08,935 

, 
1925·2S · ". 118 7,928,522 26,428 93,45,036 25,521 4,809 1,128,751 3,86,910 
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We observe that since the duty ·of Re. 1-8 per gross was· levied oli 
matches, the import of finished matches began to fall. The decline of revenue 
was noticed in the finanoial year 1923-24 and to counterbalance thedecreiilled 
revenue the import of splints and veneers in place of the finished matohes 
that accounted for the drop was also taxed. In the year· 1924-25 there was a 
large import of splints and veneer and presumably years also. But in 
1925-26 a decided fall in the import of splints .and veneer. was noticeable 
"hich undoubtedly indicated an extensive import of match logs. 

It is apparent that the first attempt to avoid the import duty consisted iii 
replacing finished matches with splints and veneer, and when the latter.were 
also included in the schedule of special duty, a fresh device WII8 found to 
evade the duty by the importation of match logs, which has increased by 
leaps and bounds in the two years 1924-25 and 1925-26. It would be in keep
ing with the policy adopted by the Government of India in 1924, if they were 
to impo~ a special duty on match logs also to safeguar!I lone interests of their 
r4\lvenue. 

The fall in. Government revenue may be attributed t«r-
(1) the growth of the match industry based on Indian timber. 
(2) evasion of the duty by importation of match logs. 

, The former as a matter of fact, if at all, can account only for a very small 
portion of the decrease, while. the latter is mainly responsible. If a special 
duty had been levied as was suggested at the time by the indigenous manu
facturers Government would have been saved, we venture to observe, the loss 
of revenue. We therefore strongly urge the expediency of taxing imported 
match logs further, in addition to the existing ad. 'Va!01'em duty. 

Another reason for the faU in Revenue is the suspected abuse of the right 
of transhipment of Native States. Matches are being imported to some of 
the Native States through their ports in a much 'larger quantity than the 
actual demand of those States and the excess quantities are sent to towns in 
British. Territory a long way off from those States avoiding the custom dut,. 
legitimately due to the British Government. . '. 

(C) 

(a) Considerable capital has been sunk in the match industry during the 
last five years or so. We are alive to 

The, vested intereeta created a8 a reeult the fact that large investments have 
of th.'B duty. been made in this direction by the 
Swedish American Trust who control important match factories in different 
parts of the world and· are therefore keeDly interested in .importing foreign 
matches into India. They are essentially out in India with a view to avoid 
the Re. 1-8 duty and to exploit the country to .their own advantl1ge. We 
cannot for a moment conceive that the Government of India' will tolera.te 
the idea of exploitation of the country by the foreigners who are anxious in 
their own interests to kill the prospects of an indigenous Indian industry and 
are capable of bearing substantial temporary loss to ensure their ultima~e 
gain. It would be a great catastrophy both for the ultimate revenue to. Gov
ernment and for the industrial benefits- that could accrue to the people of 
India. We do not therefore consider that the investments contracted iIi 
India by foreign enterprisers, as opposed to the Indian interests, deservl! any 
protective consideration whatsoever. At their best, the foreign investments 
were a.. gamble undertaken to ensure the ruination of India's indigenous 
interests and should therefore be treated as such. 

(b) There are however certain Indian firms and individuals who have 
hitherto developed a business with the use of foreign timber. We however 
consider that every inducement and facility 'should be offered to, such ~nd:an 
firms and individuals to employ their enterprise in the interests of India.1l 
timber,.by which measure a substantial impetus will be afforded to the indi
genous industry and a consequential gain to the Forest and Railway Revenue, 
and to. a large amount .of labour· that could be employed on works preceding 
the a.ctual manufacture in a. factory; 
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(c) In addition to the factories already in existence and actually workill~ 

with the Indian timber there are many fresh ventures either un,ler CtlUSUUo

tion, or contemplation. We have no doubt whatsoever that in adii!tlOn to 
large investme.tlts actually made on these constructions considerl\ble SllIlltI of 
money have been spent by Indian enterprisers on preliminary investigations 
and enquiries. . 

(d) There has been a decided gain to the Indian Railway o'~lllg to the 
establishment of match factories using Indian wood. Jfactol'ie~ based on 
i.mported wood, to thrive, must be located on or neal' seaports, and hence no 
freight on carriage of Match ~'imber, Chemicals, Paper, )fuel, and other 
imported stores, can normally accrue to the Railways trom them. Factori.s 
using Indian timber must invariably be situated inJand, and thus to ensuJ'e 
the delivery of various materials incidental to manufacture a decilled Revf.nue 
accrues to the railway. With the growth of factories using llldi~enou8 timber 
the increased railway revenue will become an appreciable vested mterest. 

(e) With the inCJ'ease in the requirements of timber there is bound to be 
an increase in the labour employed on its extraction, and with the propaga
tion of suitable species of match wood and their extraction, the increased 
employment of labour will be a material factor for consideration. Every 
endeavour is being made in various quarters to place on the market at econo
mic rates timbers which are suitable for match manufacture. We under
stand that there are in Northern India extensive plantations of suitable tim
bers in hand which in the course of 10 to 15 years would, it is hoped, be abie 
to furnish timber of very superior quality to manufacture about 10,000 gross 
of matches a day. Undertakings of this kind will doubtless follow in quick 
succession in other provinces if only the Indian enterpriser has the guara.ntee 
of protection to see him successfully through the period of experiment and 
development. 

(f) With the fixation of the Re. 1-8 duty in the normal course there should 
have been a tendency for the market rates to have risen. It is the Indian 
manufacturer that has ensured a further decrease in the price and has ensured 
to the consumer the rate of 3 pies per box. He has thus materially safe
guarded the interests of the consumer, which can by no means be considered 
to be a negligible factor in the interests of the country. 

(D) 

We have discussed iu a previous paragraph the difficulty under which the 
present Indian manufacturer is labour. 

Whether the lOBS in revenu~ c.an be iug in selling his goods against those 
made up by any other appropriate form· t d f d' h . 
of taxation of the industry. Impor e or m~nu acture Wit lmport-

ed logs. It Will not be out of place to 
mention here that the actual fall of revenue due to the import duty is not so 
high as it appears to be. Match manufacture in India has inci-eas(>d the 
import of Chemicals, Papers, and Wood, etc., and has increased the comuml'. 
tion of wood from Government forests. The increased revenue ou these heads 
considered along with its ~ppa~ent fall .on ma~hes would show the figure 
much less. We do not conSIder It would m the Clrcumst.ances be at all desir
able or justifiable, at such a stage, to contemplate the taxation of the indi
genous match industry with a view to make up the actual shortage of Gov
ernment revenue. If our suggestions summarized at the close are agreed to 
the Governme~t will n?t only be safeguarding its own revenue, but very 
largl,lly protectmg the .mterests .of the consumer. In the ciroumstanc€s we 
conSider that the question of taxmg the indigenous indu~try does not arise. 

It ~s an a~knowledged fact th~t match~ are more or less an indispensible 
nec~ssl~y of hfe, and th~ match mdustry IS Ilf great economic importance, if 
~nd~a IS to ~e self-contamed. We are aware that with .the eXI.anBion of the 
Indlge~0?8 l1ldus~r!, ther~ c.:an be no danger ~f an undue rise ill prices, as 
cO!llpetltlve ~ondltlOns wlthm the country wIll contribute to regulate the 
mlDlmum price. 

In addition to thi~, there is the important question of India being deve
loped to be self-contamed and seJf-dependent wit-hin the Empire. Want fot 
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this was prominently felt during the great war, and if on any grounds Great
Britain is ever hereafter drawn into war with the match producing countries 
or there is any disturbance in the waters separating India from the foreign 
countries manufacturing matches, the condition of India would be pitiable, 
unless she has developed her indigenous resources and is self-contained. We 
helieve it should be accepted as a principle that where the questions or the 
economic development of the internal resources of the Empire are concerned, 
and the conditions for the development of an industry are not unfavourable, 
the industry should as far as possible be adequately protected. There can be 
no gainsaying the fact that the indigenous match industry is decidedly one 
which comes under this category, and consequently any proposal for taxing it 
would be most detrimental to the interests of the country and the Empire. 

The conclusions arrived at may be summed up thus:-

1. That the three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission Report are satisfied in regard to the match 
industry and that the industry should be protected. 

2. That the custom duty imposed at present on imported, finished 
matches, splints, and veneers, should be converted into a protect
ive duty on the same scale. 

8. That a suitalile- protective duty should be imposed on il!!Ported 
match logs. 

4. That a suitable excise duty of not less than 8 annas per gross should 
be imposed on the production of factories of which three-fourthl!l 
9f the capital and Directors are not Indian. 

S. That any fresh tax levied on the manufacturers using indigenous 
timber would be ruinous in the interests of the country. 

6. That suitable measures should be adopted for inc;eased facilities for 
Railway and Steamer transport of Indian match wood through
out the country. 

7. That the import of foreign matches through Native States by tran
shipment methods requires very careful examination. 

The Malabar Match Manufacturing Company, Limited, Cochin, 
Madras Presidency. 

Representation, daied 16th. December 19126. 

We have received from"you a printed circular asking for objections to a 
possible decrease of import duty on matches, and would refer you to -our letter 
of the 2nd instant with which we enclosed a copy of our letter of the 29th 
October last to the Secretary, Finance Department, Central Board of Revenue, 
Delhi. 

In the above letter we emphasised two points which have an important 
bearing on the subject, and we cannot do more than lodge our protest against 
the possibility mentioned in our first paragraph. 

Opinion seems to be generally in favour of the duty being made a protec
tive one instead of it continuin/t to appear in the ordinary Revenue Schedule, 
but this is purely a matter for the Government to decide. It is obvious, how
ever, that to make any reduction in the existing duty would be tantamount_ 
to an attempt to destroy a home industry which has been fostered and has 
grown under the protection of the duty at present in force. 

It is certain that indigenous timbers are providing a /tood substitute for 
Hmbers /!:fown in countries where match making is one of the principal indus
tries, and in our own case we have gone to considerable expense and trouble 
in experimental work to make our own locally grown timbers of more use to 
us. The Company has been in existence for three years, and it is only now 
that WE! elln see II chance of success. W{lfl1 the duty on imported matches to 
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be reduced, so tha.t competition from Sweden and elsewhere became more 
dangerous than it is at present, it would merely mean that the success which 
we -anticipate would not materialise, and shareholders would be faced with 
a heavy loss instead of a reasonable profit on their investment-a possibility 
which we naturally wish to do our utmost to avoid. 

As 'our -own situation must approximate that of most other Indian Match 
Manufacturing Companies, it is reasonable to assume that legislation which 
would result in our factory ceasing operations would have a fatal effect on the 
Indian Match iridustry in general. 

. The Malabar Match Manufacturing Company, Limited. 

L~tter, dated 18th December 1926. 
Referring to the Press Communique issued on the 29th 'ultimo under the 

above title, we now enclose six spare copies of the two letters we have 
already written on the subject of the possibility of revision of the import duty 
on matches. 

We are endeavouring to procure a copy of the Report of thEi Indian Fiscal 
Commission referred to in the abovementioned communique, and if necessary 
0 .. receipt of the same, we will address you further. 

Enciosure -I. 

The Secretary, 

Sm, 

Finance Department, 
-Central Board of Revenue, 

Delhi. 

Cochin, 29th October 1926. 

P03sibility oJ-revising Import Duty on. JIatches. 

We refer you to the statement recently published to the effect that the 
question of import duty on matches has been referred to the Tariff Board lor 
their consideration and report. 

The-chMlfreason for instituting this enquiry appears to be a decrease in 
revenue Since the duty was fixed at the present rate and judging by press 
reports the opinion is held that this reduction in revenue is entirely due to a 
reduction in the quantity of matches, splints and veneers importcd. 

It is by no means certain that this is the case, for it is a fact that since 
the duty was raised, Foreign Exporters have increased the size of the box 
exported and increased the number of matches per box up to the limit 
prescribed by the Customs Schedule. It is probable that this process has been 
taking place gradual)y during the past three years and its effect would natu
rally be a reduction in the number of boxes of matches consumed. 

A similar movement has taken place in the splint, veneer or timber im
ported, in that Indian manufacturers, or foreign companies with factories in 
India using imported material, have reduced the size of box and mat('.h 
produced, and thus reduced the incidence of the duty. 

We bring the above two points to your notice as they have an important 
bearing on the subject and they present an aspect of the situation which this 
company', as representing vested interests in the Indian Match Industry using 
indigenous timbers, does not wish to be overlooked. 

We have the ·honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servants, 
THE MALABAR MATCH 

;MANUFACTURING CO., LTD. 
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Enciosure II. 

The Secretary to the Tariff Board, 
Calcutta. 

Cochin, 16th December 1926. 

Sm, 
We have received from you a printed circular making for objections to a 

possible decrease of Import Duty on Matches, and would refer 'you to our 
letter of the 2nd instant with which we enclosed a copy of our letter of the 
29th October last, to the Secretary, Finance Department, Central Board of 
Revenue, Delhi. 

In the above letter we emphasised two points which have an important 
bearing on the subject, and we cannot do more than lodge our protest against 
the possibility mentioned in our first paragraph. 

Opinion seems to be generally in favoUr of the Duty being made a pro-
tective one instead of it continuing to appear in the ordinary Revenue Sche
dule, but this is purely a matter for the Government to decide. It is obvious, 
however, that to make any reduction in the existing Duty would be tanta
mount to an attempt to destroy a home industry which has been fostered and 
has grown under the protection of the Duty at present in force . 

. It is certain that indigenous timbers are providing a good substitute for 
timbers grown in countries where match-making is one of the principal indus
tries, and ill our own case we have gone to considerable expense and trouble in 
experimental work to make our own locally grown timbers of more use to us. 
The Company has been in existence for three years, and it is only now that 
we can see a chance of success. Were the Duty on imported matches to be 
reduced so that competition from Sweden and elsewhere became more dangerous 
than it is at present, it would merely mean that the success which we anti
cipate would not materialise, and shareholders would be faced with a heavy 
loss instead of ~ reasonable profit on their investment--a possibility which we 
naturally wish to do our utmost to avoid. 

As our own situation must approximate that of most otner Indian Match 
Manufacturing Companies, it is reasonable to assume that legislation which 
would result in our factory ceasing operations would have a fatal effect on the 
T ndian Match Industry in general. 

We have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servants, 

THE MALABAR MATCa 

MANUFACTURING CO., LTD< .. 

The Malabar Match Works;PaJghai~ Madras Presidency. 
ReV·resentation. dated the 2"9rd December 1926. 

We the above match manufacturers beg to bring the following few)ines to 
your kind consideration. 

We have seen the advertisements' given in the newspaper both hy the 
Government of India and by tbe Tariff Board about the protection to the 
above industry. No doubt the first part (beginning) gives us pleasure to note, 
while. the points shown on conclusion are contrary. . 

Regarding downfall in Revenue. 

We surely can say, that the supposed downfall in Revenue is not due to 
this iudustry. But it is due to the reduction in' import duty on salt and 
other several things. Besides that various other industries have sprung u~ 
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~n India after the conclusion of war. As far as this industry is concerned it 
1S needless to state that a portion of import duty is levied by the importation 
of chemicals, wood and paper and the like which are used for the above 
industry. 

In conclusion when we try our level best to get freedom and free liberty 
in these days we request you to conclude this matter favourably to protect us 
from the difficulties. 

Under the circumstances above mentioned what all required is that the 
present import duty should be retained as a protective one. 

And we give you another suggestion i.e., a decent duty can be levied on 
big industries which produce as outputs of 50 gross of matches daily. And 
this thing will not in any case be difficult to them or neither affect them. 

Further we think it will be better to postpone the matter for at least one 
year to come. And we also hope that we will receive a favourable reply 
from you at your earliest convenience. Further it is a great sin if any 
hindrance will happen for cottage industry. ' 

Duty. 

We beg to state that the present import duty levied on the above is a 
protective one; and so it is impossible to do this industry without the present 
duty in the whole of India itself. Taking into consideration the above fact 
itself is a great protection, we have began this industry. And so if any 
changes were to be made ill the same, now it is sure and certain that the 
above industry will be ruined once for all. In India when there is not a pro
per industry in these days owing to the beginning of the various factories in 
the above industry not only millions of people live upon the same but alllo 
young boys who are idling away their time are easily brought forward to a 
prosperous condition. This industry will naturally induce t.he owner~ tQ 
conduct several other similar industries also. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

The New Madras Match Factory, Madras. 

Representation, dated tSrd December 1926. 

In reply to yours of the 7th instant, bearing No. 3J4B (Development D& 
partment), I have the pleasure to submit to you the following:-

It i& Bome years since the Government of India has been looking forward 
to develop industries in India, so much so large amounts of moneys have been 
~pent by her only for the development of this Art. And since the time of the 
increment in duty on imported matches "Match Industry" in India has 
found its way here, so that now India boasts of producing about 20 per cent. 
of the stuff consumed here. The progress no doubt is slow, but it is steady 
and sure increasing provided the 'Present Revenue duty ·is transformed into 
a permanent protective one. If there be change, i.e., reduction in the duty 
even to a slight extent, no doubt it will greatly affect the industry and will 
retard it and eventually annihilate it. Annihilation, of course, our benign 
Government hates. 

The slow progress has been owing to lack of capitalisation and imperfect 
education in this line. These two drawbacks are being made good; capitalis~ 
are coming forward, importation of experts does eventually prove beneficial 
to India. India is trodding towards perfection. Experts in India are as good 
though not better as foreign experts. 

In view of the present invested interests in this industry, i.e., the ex
penditure made by the Indians there is every necessity of retaining the full 
Revenue duty as protective. Even the very name of any reduction will 
break the back of the enterprising' class\lS, wh\) w~tl~ difficulty have s~ f!lf bee~ 
in fact B\lccesijful. " . . 



The CustOInll Revenue; which will no doubt, decrease if protective duty is 
made permanent, can be made good to.a great extent from the duty derived 
of raw materials and such as and more specially the future improvement of 
Indian forests, paper, chemicals, machinery, all of which will naturally in. 
crease in proportion as industry in India drives out foreign stuff. Again 
there are many other Revenues for the Government about which the Gavern
ment itself is better aware of, to make good the deficiency in income Qf the 
Customs, if any. . 

Apart· from these the unemployment question may be pushed out to some 
extent by means of the Government taking in people in Forest Department 
to look to the wood problem and by their employment in factories whi,ch afe 
to be started. 

In my opinlon, therefore, I shall recommend protection tariff, 

The South Indian Match Factory.Limited, Madras. 

Bepresll1/,tatio'll., dated t4tk December 19t6. 
With reference to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Press Communique, dated 

29th November 1926, on the Match Industry in India, I have the honour to 
submit the following representations of the South Indian Match Factory 
Limited, Madras, which desires to claim protection for the industry and bases 
its claim on the following grounds:-

(1) This Company's factory was started fo meet the local demand fOI' 
matches and is well.equipped. It is located in the midst of Travancore forests 
which abound with plentiful supply of suitable timbers and fire-wood required 
for the industry. There is also a sufficient supply of labour and it is too well.. 
known that there is a large home market for matches. The factory is capable 
of producing 700 gross a day and when it develops sufficiently the' output can 
be still further increased. 

(2) The industry is a nascent one and requires the help of protection with
out which it cannot develop to any satisfactory extent; particularly so, owing 
to the fact that Sweden, which has practically the sole monopoly of Match Trade 
in India, is upset by the indigenous enterprise in this direction and has 
already launched an offensive against the Indian Match Industry on a large 
scale, by creating" a Trust in India and starting factories in various centres in 
India. The object of the Trust is to kill the existing match factories in India 
in order to attain their real aim which is to govern the world's match trade. 
!J'o this fmd. a factory has already been started near Bombay and another in 
Calcutta and both these factories are already working and an extensive under
selling of Indiltn made matches has already begun. In addition to this, the 
construction of factories at Karachi and Madras is shortlv going to be taken 
in hand. Moreover, several factories in Colombo and· Rangoon have been 
hought by the Trust which has also onened a Match Manufacturing Supply 
Companv in Bombav. It is therefore highly necessary that the import dutv 
on matches should be maintained at its present level or even raised and all 
Trusts of foreign capitalists should be made to pay excise on their products 
~o as to make up for the loss of revenue to the Government. In fact. a duty 
should also he imnosed on import of foreign wood in logs to help the indi
genolls industrv. Otherwise. there is no doubt that the Trust will be enabled to 
monopolise India's match trade and the consum"l" will have to suffer. Because, 
after attaining their aim in killine; indigenous industries they will fix the 
prices at such a level that they will more than recover their former loss. In 
thi~ connection, a copy of " Industrial and Trade Review for Asia" is enclosed 
for information. . 

(3) The match industry is one which will eventually be able to face com
petition without protection; but it will ta,lre eome time I\nd, during thl't, time 
pl'otection is absolutely inevitable, 
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(4) lnaddition to' the import duty the grant of a bounty will accelerate the 
development. • 

Enclosure. 

INDUSTRIAL 

AND 

TRADE REVIEW FOR ASIA. 

For promoting Asia's industrial development and foreign trade relations, 1925 
Berlin, October (First Half). No. 19 

THE' FOREIGN DANGEB TO INDIA'S MATCH INDUSTRY. 

The timt' is rapidly ceasing to be when India was solely a supplier of raT". 
materials to foreign countries and buyer of manufactured articles. The COI1.'1-

try is being industrialised, and foreign capitalists, whose only Fatherland is 
the land which provides the best opportunities for lucrative investment, are not 
slow in casting their greedy eyes upon the unexplored resources and cheap 
labour of the Indian eontinent. The problem has now become extremely acute 
and Indian opinion is rightly concerned about the alarming growth of foreign· 
private and joint stock companies which not only cause a large drain of 
Tndia'lI wealth in the form of interest and dividends, but, what is far more 
serious, tend to transfer the key-industries of India into foreign hands as well 
as to prevent the growth or prosperity of a 'number of industries in which 
India could. be self-dependent and self-supporting. 

To this' latter eategory belongs the match industry. It was long believed 
that the Indian match industry was deemed to failure for want of suitable 
timbers. But during the last few years it has been clearly proved that this 
is a. fiction. India is one of the largest markets in the world for the con
sumption of ,matches and she is obliged to import enormous quantities from 
foreign countries. The most important of those is Sweden; the import from 
Austria, Hungary, Japan, Norway. Czechoslovalda or Finland is inconsider
able ill comparison with Sweden. That country has, therefore, a very strong 
interest in preventing the growth of the match industry in India, for it would 
be.a severe blow to Sweden's largest export trade if India should succeed in 
manufacturing matches on a sufficiently large scale to satisfy the demands of 
the. Indian market. 

The Swedes have, therefore, decided to start their own factories in India-'
a fact that has' already aroused considerable indignation in national India 
circles. But the exact manceuvres of the Swedes still seem to be not elearly 
understood by the large majority of Indians and it will, therefore be very 
instructive to them to read the following facts that have been plac~d at our 
disposal by a German Match Expert who has recently returned from India 
after·many years' stay there, who has set up match fadories for a number of 
Indian Capitalists and who is sincerely and enthusiastically interested in the 
development of ·the match industry in India. He says: "It is well-known 
that India. is t«?-day the best customer for Swedish matches. This is solely 
due to India bemg unable to produce her own matches. And this again was 
and is still due to lack of enterprise and difficulties in obtaining timbers 
suitable for match manufacture. Lately, however, things have considerably 
improved. Since over two years the Indiun match manufacturer has been 
protected by an ,import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross of boxes of matches. As the 
cost price of good matches mude in India is somewhat below Re. 1-8 pel" gross it 
is obvious that a good return for the capital outlay is assured and there is 'no 
doubt, a fair opening for the match industry in India. In faet some of' the 
Indian businessmen are at present very keen. on starting match falltories in 
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India, and lately some well-equipped faCtories have been started. It is al:iriost 
certain that, in course of time, India will be· able to produce her own matcheS 
lind then the import of foreign matches, chiefty of Swedish 'make, will stop 
automatically. Sweden, or to be quite correct, the Swedish-American Match 
Combine, i .. watching this development with keen interest. They have already 
munched an offensive against the Indian Match Industry on a large scale. 
'rhey did thi& in such a cunning way that most of the Indians have been taken 
unawares. It is worthwhile to go a little further into the practice of the said 
combine. Above all one thing is certain, the real. aim of the said Match Trust 
is to monopolise the world's match trade.. The means 'employed by ·the Trust 
tD attain this end are numerous. According to circumstances: they employ 
fair or foul means; To be just it ~ust ·be admitted that they employ fair 
means first. If unsuccessful, they wIll use foul means unscrupulously. It is 
Impossible within the available space in this paper to depict the various ways 
and means employed by the Trust. Generally, the practice employed is.88 
follows." After having· undersold the matches 'manufactured in the country 
for a f'.onsiderable· time (the' English call this dumping), th.ey approach the 
factories with a proposal to buy the whole business. As a rule, theprice offered 
is II decent one. Of C<'urse, the owner' will be bound over not to do any more 
business in matches. Very often, after having bought the factory, it will be 
closed dowll. Then, of course, the import of matches must commence agftiu. 
Quite a number of match factories in Europe and elsewhere have come under 
the inftuence of the Trust and a great number have been bough.t by the Trust. 

What· means is the Trust now employing in IndiaP Before all it must be 
perfectly understood that the Trust is' out for killing' the existing match 
factories in India; in order to attain their real aim, i.e., to govern the 
world's Match Trade. To attain this end the Trust has started a factory 
in Ambarnath near Bombay and another one in Calcutta. Both these factnries 
are already working and an extensive underselling of" Indian made 'matches 
has already begun. In addition, factories. a1l;Karachi and Madras are in 
course of construction. Moreover. two existing. factories,' one in Colombo and 
the other in Rangoon, have been bought by the Tr\ll!t. Further,' some of ·the 
important factories in India have .received very favourable offers, fortunately' 
so far without success. They also have opened the Match Manufacturing 
Supply Company in Bombay. This Company, besides supplying paper and' 
chemicals for match manufacture (mostly of Swedish' make) is 'acting as Agent 
for Messrs. Gerh. Arehn', Stockholm. The last named fum is supplying match 
making machinery but lost its independence 'some time ago, or in the other 
words, it belongs to the Trust. The said supply-Company comes as a wolf in 
sheep's clothing to the Indian businessman; They'offer materials' cheaper than 
any Continental or English firm. Indeed, this Company undertakes to equip 
factories almost for nothing. They offer·to take payment after years: Why? 
Any man with a reasonable amount· of business brains will feel sure that there 
must be a " fty in the ointment" somewhere, or as the Indianii say" Kuchh 
dal men kala hai." And so there is: If, for some reason· or other, the payment· 
is not forthcoming after the agreed period, the Trust will take over this factory 
without much ado and thereby strengthen its position in India more and more. 
Most of the readers of this paper will say there will be comparatively few 
Indians who will go. into this trap. This is not so. It may be mentioned 
here that lately the Government" of Biha~ and Orissa has been trapped in the 
aforesaid 'way. There in Patna, the Swedish-American Match Combine is 
erecting a small demonstration factory on behalf of the Government. By 
allowing that, the Government of Bihar a.nd Orissa has assisted the Swedish 
Match Trust and has acted against the interests of the country and people. 
It must be mentioned here, however, that the Government did not know at 
the time that the Match Manufacturing Supply Company and the Swedish
American Match Combine are identical. Unfortunately, only a few Indians 
are acquainted with this fact. 

During the last· year, a few big factories have been started near Bombay 
by enterprising Indians. These ·factories import· suitable wood' in logs from 
Siberia. Their matches .are finding' a ready sale. The Swedish factories in 



1mbarnath and Qalcutta import wood in logs also. There is no import duty 
m wood in log~. Now the Trust iq feelin~ the competition of these factories 
md in order to get rid .of tlH'm they urged Goyernment to -put a high duty on 
/Vood in logs also. They did not do this in a straightforward way hut got 
lehind some officials and other inBuential people. Fortunately the Bombay 
lUsinessmen are wide-awake and the attempt of the Trust failed. If they bad 
IUcceeded. the Indian factories hesides the Swedish factory near Bombay would 
lave had· to close down. As the above mentioned Indian factories are con
liderably lal'l!er than the Swedish factory, this would only mean that the 
rrust is getting nearer its real aim, i.e., to govern the world's match trade. 
rhe last mentioned move of the Trust was a very clever one and quite a 
lUmber of Indians were unable to see the real object of the Trust. The Trust 
s keeping up its propaganda regardless of expenses. 

It will be of illierest to mention a few items aliout the Trust. The capital 
)f the Combine is 180 million Swedish Kronan (about 15 crores of rupees). On 
che Board of Directors are names like Percy A. Rockefeller, Samuel F. Pryor, 
H. Havenmeyer, John McHugh of the Mechanical-Metal-National Bank, F. L. 
Eligginson or the Bank Lee ffigginson & Co., New York. Chairman is the 
;wede, Ivar Kreuger. 

There is no doubt that, if the Trust is able to monopolise the World's 
\{atch Trade the consumer will have to suffer. Because'Rfter attnining their 
lim, they will fix the prices at such a level that they will more than re("over 
·heir former expenditure. Moreover, it is of no interest to Indians if their 
ndustries are organised solely, with foreign capital. 

Let us hope thRt India will be among the countries where the Trust is 
mabIe to secure a footing. 

Now this same Mr. Kreuger, the Director of the Swedish Match Companv, 
IRS been clever enough to publish a review of the world's mRtC'h industry with 
;he special obiect of throwing sand into the eyes of the Indian people. After 
thowing how Sweden has been able to overcome the diffirulties caused by the 
War and to compete successfully in the world's market, he says: 

II It is easy to understand, however, that if the Swedish matrh industry is 
;0 retain its leading position. it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories. 
Lnd for thir, reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to go 
'n for a progrllmme of taking an interest in match factories abroad on a very 
arge scale. We have now in operation two newly-built factories in India. one 
n Bombay and one in Calcutta, and we are buildin!!; two new ones. one in 
Iraracbi and one in Madl'RS. and we have acquired two established match 
'actories in Colombo and Rangoon. It is not our intention to try to mono
~olise the Indian match trane. and we have decined to seek the co-operation 
)f promient. Indians in our Indian undertakings." 

We should like these utterances of the Swpdish Director to be 
read in the light of t.hp above statement of the German expert. It is 
~ie:hly important for Tndians to know all the fads regarding the methods 
)f the Swedish Mntrh Company. as well as their innocpnt-Iooking ramificationR 
~hroad. It should he known to t.hem toat t.he Norden Exnort Company of 
3werlen. and the Nord-deutsC'he Mnschinen-VE'rtrieos Ciesellsrhaft in Rerlin 
ue both allegpd to havp verv intimat.e C'onnections with the 8wedish Trllst. 
md the renin objprt. of thes~ so-caned sunpliel'li of match-roakin!!; machinel'V 
is to mononoli~E' India's makh trade and make Indian factories imnossihle, 
lxC'ept in Swedi~h l1ands. We warn nll Imlinns nO'llinst Tl\lrcha~e;; of maC'hi
'ery on ea,y terms from s\1~prcious firms. and we advise them t·n have deRlin~ 
mly with well-est,ahlisbpn German ml1nufncturE'rs nf Jl"1Rt"h-makiTlI!: machinerv 
,hout whom there eRn be no doubt whatsoever. We shall hI' happy to ~unTlI ... 
,11 intending manufacturprs with the nR.mps of n11 ill .. relinhle machine flrn{s 
n Europe anrl WI! sinrerely trust thnt Indian capitaH~t~ will organise th"'m
;elves to establish and control match produC'tion in India nnd mak!! it hn~ 
10ssihle for the Swedish Trust to obtain a footing theN!, 



Swan Match Works, Madras Presidency. 

Representation, dated 29th. December 192£i. 

With reference to your Press Communique in connection with the Match 
Industry in India I beg to offer the following observations:-

1. If Indian Government wants to safeguard the Match Factories of India, 
it will be 'highly advantageous if the tax on the imported matches increased. 

2. If protection is granted to this industry in India it will be helpful only 
to the foreign factories in India and also to Great Indian Capitalists. Under 
these circumstances the Cottage Industries will not in any way be benefited, but 
on the other hand will experience a great loss as a result of competition wit4 
bigger foreign and Indian factories. There are no chances in India for this 
industry to lIourish, but it is now getting on because of the increased duties 
on the imported goods. 

3. The Indian wood used for this industry is not quite suited and· to make 
ones matches popular onE! has to go in only for foreign wood which is mor4! 
attractive and strong. Many of the big factories in India get their supplies 
from Japan and Sweden. So the duty of the foreign imported wood might 
advantageously be increased. 

4. It is a fact that this has caused a great loss to the Goveriiment but 
because all the match materials are to be got from outside, the loss will be 
covered up by the consequent greater demand for the materials. The Govern
ment will also be getting a decent income from. the Indian forests as a result 
of the demand for Indian wood. 

5. This is a Cottage Industry in Japan and it can be profitably made so 
here also. If the Government is pleased to levy a super-tax on the large licalu 
match factories of India, the Cottage Industries will then be encourageq and 
it will be a source of additional income to the Government. 

6. If the Government is desirous of encouraging home industries without 
considering the loss in this source, it will do well to overlook the loss and 
~eorea.se the duties on imported match ma.terials (Wax, Glue, Paper and Chenii
cal drugs, etc.), and also grant free of cost the State forest wood for the 
manufacture of matches. 

7. India is thickly populated country where the question of unemployment 
is very keen. In other countries the help of machinery is sought, because 
of want of labour. This cannot hold good with India. So, if the Government 
l~ pleased to restrict the machinery in India there will be demand for labour 
and the question of unemployment will be no more heard. The Government 
then will not have to tackle the question of Indians in other Colonies. 

The Madras Swadesh Match Factory, Madras. 

Representation, without date. 

We the above match manufacturers beg to bring the following few lines 
~o your kind consideration. 

We have seen the advertisements given in the newspapers both by the 
Govern:.nont of India and by the Tariff Board about the protec.tion to the above 
industry. No doubt the first part (beginning) gives us pleasure to note, while 
~he poinw shown on conclusion are contrary. 

Dv.ty. 
We beg to state that the present import duty levied on the above is a pro

~ective one; and so it is impossible to do this industry without the present 
iluty in the whole of India itself. Taking into consideration the above fact 
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{tseif is a great protection we have begun this industry. And so it. any 
changes were to be made in the same now it is sure and certain that the above 
industry will be ruined once for all. In India when there is not a proper 
industry in these days owing to the beginning of the various factories in, the 
above industry not only millions of people live upon the same but also young 
boys who are idling away their time are easily b,rought forward to a prosper
ous condition. This industry will naturally induce the owners to conduct 
several other similar industries also. 

Regarding downfall in revenue. 
We surely can say, that the supposed downfall of revenue is not due to this 

industry. But it is due to the reduction in import duty on salt and other 
several things. Besides' that various other industries have sprung up in 
India after the conclusion of war. As far as this industry is concerned it. is 
needless to state that a portion of import duty is .levied by the importation 
of chemicals, wood and paper and the like which are used for the above 
industry. 

In conclusion when we try our level best to get freedom and free liberty in 
these days we request you to conclude .this matter favourably to protect us 
from the difficulties. ' 

'Under the circumstances above meni;ioned what .all required is that the 
present import duty should be retained as a protective one. 

And we give you anothersuggession, i.e., a decent duty can be levied on 
big industries which produce an output of 100 gross of matches daily. And 
this thing will' not in any way be difficult to them or neither affect them. 

Further we think it will be better to postpone the matter for at least one 
year to come. And we also hope that we will receive a favourable reply from 
you at your earliest convenience. Further it is a great sin if any hinderance 
will happen for the cottage industry. 

The Mysore Match Manufacturing. Company, Limited, Bangalore. 

Representation, ·without. dc.te. 

I have enclosed my views with regard to enquiry about the duty on Match 
Industry in India. 

Please put this matter before the Tariff Board and oblige. 

To 
The Secretary, 

Tariff Board, Calcutta. 

D&\R SIR, 

With regard to the notification of the Government of India regarding the 
enquiry of the Tariff Board about the duty on the imported matches, I am 
writing on this matter as one of the promoters and the Directors of the 
Mysore Match Manufacturing Company, Limited, with an issued capital of 
five lakhs. 1 can realise fully the difficulty to which the match industry in 
India will be put into, if there should be any change in the policy of the 
Government of India with regard to the present Quty which has been imposed 
on the imported matches. 
, 1 think the time is not yet ripe enough to remove the present duty which 

has been imposed on the imported matches at the rate of Re. 1-8 per gross; 
as it gives an impetus to the indigenous industry for its development.; this, 
was the only cause which gave a hope to the Indian capitalists, to start this 
industry in India as it was favourable to compete with the outside manufac
turers who have built up themselves strong for centuries to cripple any of their 
rivals in the whole of the world where thjs industry is not protected. It ill 



after the imposition of this duty that many enterprising men and firms tools; 
into their heads of finding out suitable woods which are suitable for the pur
pose in the Indian forests. This took them some years at least to hit at the 
proper soft woods, after great many experiments which cost them ·their time 
and money. Still they are in experimental stages and they ~re not yet away 
from many difficulties. Some have started their business, some have ordered 
their machinery and some are still contemplating of starting. At this short 
time the announcement of the present enquiry into it has discouraged many 
of them. So it will be a sheer waste of time and money on the part of many 
of these industrialists, if the duty is to be removed in: such a short time. 
All. the Indian capital will be sunk into the useless building materials and 
useless iron machinery which will be nothing but scrape iron. If at all the 
Government wants to see that this industry should flourish,. the .duty should 
be made permanent at least for twenty years before it could be fully deve
loped and could stand any competition ; and the Government should impose 
a duty of, at least 125 per cent. on the imported logs, for this purpose, which 
will induce the indigenous manufacturers to find out more species of woods 
suitable for the purpose; this is more essential than any other thing to give 
a full scope for the utilization of the local forest woods and to make the 
industry purely indigenous. 

Besides that the imposition of the duty does not affect the British manu
facturers as Britain is not at all supplying the requirements of India. It 
is solely either Swedish or J a'panese. The latter is out of the market as it 
cannot favourably sell their stuff in India, thus one can see very well what a 
salutory result this imposition has brought, and it has stopped the supplies 
from one country which was supplying for a long time. The only country 
which is now supplying the needs of India is Sweden and we are not much 
concerned whether the Swedish Industry is crippled 'by this duty or not; 
so the Indian Government is legally and morally bound to protect the interest 
of India by having a strong protective duty on the imported matches; so that 
even the Swedish stuff is removed from the Indian market and thus give a 
good impetus for the development' of the Indian match industry. So, one 
cannot see why this industry should not be fully protected. 

A question may arise, as to the difficul£y to which the general public is 
put to, as it has to pay a bit more for the matches the public uses; but as 
far as one can see the user is not at all complaining about the extra price 
which he is paying for his matches owing to this duty. He is quite used to 
it and he is most willing to pay the swelling price as long as he sees that duty 
is helping the springi.ng up of the Indian Match Industry and he never grudges 
to pay even if· it is enhanced and he is most willing to see that any of the 
Indian Industry is similarly protected which is a means of helping the develop
ment of any of the industries. 

M. ABDUL RASHID SAHEB, 

Director. 

The Mahalaksbmi Match Factory, Punjab. 
Representation, dated 30th December 19126. 

With reference to your Press Communique, dated 29th November, 1926, 
regarding the protection of the Match Industry, we beg to submit our views 
on the subject as follows: - . 

The three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report of the 
The three conditions laid down In Indian Fiscal Commission relating to 

paragraph !Y1 of the Indian Fiscal Com- industries claiming protection are 
mi .. ion report are aatisfted and that the that.-
industry should be protected. • 

(1) The industry must be one possessing natural advantagoJ 8uch .as--

(a) abundan~ supply of raw material, 



(b) cheap power, 
(0) sufficient supply of labour, 
(d) large home market. 

(2) The industry must be one which without the help of protectiol'l. 
either is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so 
rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country. 

(3) The industry must be one which will eventually be able to face world 
competition without protection. 

(1) Applying these tests to the Match Industry we find with respect to 
No. (1), "natural advantages." 

(a) That in Bengal there are very large supplies "f suitable wood in 
Sunder bans. In Assam there is also an ample supply of suitable 
wood. In Bihar and Orissa according to tne report of the Gov
ernment Expert there is sufficient suitable wood, and a Govern
ment Model Factory has been started in Patna. The lJnited 
Provinces, we know abound in the supply of Simul wood. There 
are large quantities of Bluepine available in the Punjab and we 
know that even if the timber is secured at market prices it i~ 
possible for the industry to develop. Poplar wood is also to be 
had in the Punjab and though the results with this timber 
hitherto have not been very satisfactory, yet with the improve
ment of the growth of these trees it may be expected to prove a 
very useful raw material obtainable at comparatively more 
economic rates. Mango wood is also to be had in the Punjab 
and its utility as a match wood may be said to ha\'e added to its 
importance in this province. In Madras Forests plenty of suit
able match timber is available. In Kashmir there is a plentIful 
supply of suitable Poplar, Spruce, and Willow wood; and recent 
experiments and examination have shown that inspite of the 
disadvantages of distance to rail head, it could be possible to 
work economically with these timbers. 

(b) The question of cheapness of power will vary in different provinces, 
but it may be observed generally that in the existing conditions 
the cost of power does not handicap the manufacture of matches. 
In Western India, Tatas have launched upon a large Electrifica
tion Scheme and are supplying power at very cheap rates. In 
the Punjab the Mendi Hydro-Electric Scheme guarantees power 
at cheap rates, while in Kashmir, electricity for commercial pur
poses may be had at under 6 pies per unit. Thus with the 
electrification which is in progress in different parts of the coun
try, power will be available at cheap rates. Moreover, India is 
a large coal producing country and Burma abounds in Petroleum. 

(c) As regards the supply of labour, there is no doubt that there is 
plenty of it in all provinces of India and that the same may be 
had at low rates. In fact the earning of an Indian is the lowest 
in the World. Our experience shows that they are quick at pick. 
ing up technical knowledge. It is evident that the cost on labour 
forms a very encouraging factor for the Indian Match Industry 
when compared with the labour costs in other countries, and with 
the rise of efficiency it will, after a time form an important factor 
in enabling Indian Matches to withstand world competition. 

(d) As to market, it is well known that there is a large home market 
which is at present in the hands of foreign capitalist manu
facturers. 

(2) It is abundantly clear from a study of the history of the industrial 
development of India for the past 

The Industry is one wh!oh without the quarter of a century or so that inspite 
help of proteotion la not likely to develop of various attempts made from time to 
.t all time the match industry has not been 
able to develop at all, and it has not been possible for this industry until 
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lately, when the Government of India levied an -import duty on foreign,," 
manufactured matches imported in India, that the' indigenous Indian entel1-
priser received an appreciaUie measure.of encouragement to attempt develop
lllg the industry, 'l'he reason for this industry not being developed insplte 
of the fact that India possesses various kinds of timbel' suited for match 
manufacture is also apparent. Foreign countries have been masters of this 
industry and the trade connected therewith for a long time. They possess 
very large organization, and fadlities both natural and commercial. Their 
linancial resources make it possible for them, after their flourishing existence 
for scores of years, to reduce their working cost and profits to a minimum 
which though bringing them only a small return on their capital, ensure to 
them the control over the world market in which India furnishes' a very large 
field, They are in a position to kill a new venture by even foregoing profits 
for a time or even drawing on .their reserve and losing a little. Indian 
enterpriser in this industry has therefore naturally to combat against very 
powerful.competitors; and it is therefore evident that unless he has some 
kind of support and protection from Government in its early stages. of 
development, he has lIttle or no chance of being fit to stand up' to this 
keen competition. 

It is an admitted fact that the match industry in India has been stimu
lated by the Re. 1-8 per gross duty; and that prior to this although various 
independent ventures were made, they did not meet with any success, 
and the few that survived existed through sheer perseverance. It is instruct

ive to note that up till 1921 although the match industry had been in exist
ence for over a quarter of a century the manufacture from Indian wood hardly 
reached 1,500 gross per day; and that too of a very inferior quality as com
pared, to the imported matchQS. Subsequent to the imposition of the duty, 
the manufacture from Indian wood received a steady impetus, and in 1924-25 
the figure of production of matches in India rose to about 5,000 gross per day. 
Vonsidering that there are certain factories under construction, while many 
are under contemplation, the industry may be fairly claimed to be a progreas
ive one with the help of the duty, which, although it was given effect to only 
as a revenue measure, has acted simultaneously as a protective measure for 
the Indian match industry, It is hardly necessary in the peculiar circum
stances of the match industry to prove that without the help of protection 
the industry is not likely to develop. The unsuccessful ventures prior to the 
levy of the duty and the successful and progressive work subsequent to it 
prove most conclusively that without the requisite protection the indigenous 
match industry in India cannot develop and must if left alone, die in a short 
time. 

Appreciable as the effects of the duty were in protecting the growth of the 
Indian Match Industry, the delay on the part of Government in imposing a 
special duty on imported match logs, inspite of the repeated representations 
of the indigenous match manufacturers, has not only caused a fall in Govern
ment revenue, but has adversely affected the indigenous match manufacture. 
The duty therefore although it has acted as a protective measure, has not met 
the aim and object for its imposition. It has been evaded by the foreign 
manufacturers by employing clever devices; and consequently the Indian manu
facturers who took up the enterprise in right earnest, laying their faith in 
the protection afforded by the levy of this duty, have had to encounter ex
treme difficulty and to meet a severe handicap in the actual .working of 
their manufactures. 

(3) To enable the indigenous match manufacturer to-' ultimately stand 
The industry promi .... to be one which foreign competition he must effectively 

ahould be able eventually to face world 
competition without protection. 

(a) reduce the cost of production, and 

(b) enable his products to compare favourably with foreign imports. 

Considering that the- first impetus received by the match indust~y in 
Indi.a was given only in 1922, a good bit of the last four years has gone in 
prelIminary enquiries, erection of factories, and preliminary arrangements 

• F 
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incidental to manufacture and marketing. The cost of Indigenous manu
facture is therefore still comparatively high and the finished product less 
attractive to the market. It is premature to gauge the extent to which cost 
of manufacture can be reduced and the quality of the finished product 
improved, though we cannot doubt that with economiC and careful work 
results will be appI:eciable. It will be instructive to study the handicaps 
which affect the cost of matches manufactured in India from Indian timbers 
and to show the prospects that may be anticipated. 

(a) Chemicals and paper are at present very largely imported owing to 
the fact that India is not yet producing the paper nor the 
chemicals for the manufacture of matches. The chemical indus
try in India has a future before it and we may reasonably hope 
that the increasing demands of the match industry during its 
course of proper development will afford an impetus to the manu
facture of superior chemicals in India. With the various 
attempts that are being made to manufacture paper in India 
on extensive and economic lines, the match industry may expect 
a certain economy in this item. The development of chemical 
industries and paper to an extent as to materially help the match 
industry is, however, a question of time; but we may assume 
that these will in due course form material factors in determining 
a competitive cost of Indian matches for' world competition. 

(b) Technical knowledge has to be obtained in the initial stages, at a 
considerable cost, but with 1he development of the industry in 
the country and with training being received by Indians, the 
expert technical knowledge will be obtainable at a much lower 
cost. With the experience, which is being gained of Indian 
conditions as applied to this industry, there is much that can be 
done to improve and organize the working with a view to 
economy and efficiency. 

(C) Labour of which India has more than plentiful, is much cheaper 
than that available in other countries producing 'matches. 
Trained labour is of course essential for ,efficient and economio 
working. It is encouraging to note that Indian intelligence 
receives that training quite quickly. 

(d) The question of inland tariff for raw material and finished products 
is one which deserves a careful and sympathetic consideration of 
the Government of India, and is one which is worthy of being 
taken up by Government in the interests of the Indian indus
tries. Considering that the development of the match industry 
in the country, apart from transport of finished products, 
ensures to railways an additional revenue on account of the 
transportation of all raw materials incidental to manufacture; 
the railways by allowing concession freights to encourage the 
industry, would be helping their own revenue. There could be a 
material reduction of cost as soon as concession freights can be 
had, and a decided encouragement to the manufacturer dealing 
with Indian timber. 

(e) Timber which is of primary importance is abundant in India, and 
there is plenty that can be suitably employed for match manu
facture while most of it at present remains unutilized for want 
of transport facilities. This is a severe handicap nnder which 
the Indian Match enterpriser is labouring at present. 

It will be observed that although the question of obtaining timber at pre
sent at prices economic enough to withstand world competition is a difficult 
one, yet the difficulty is not such as to be unsurmountable. There is, how
ever, another important feature eonnected with the cost of this raw material 
required for the manufacture of matches. In India the match enterpriser 
has to purchase it mostly from Government forests and in small quantities 
from third parties, and in both cases the suppliers of raw material have no 
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direct interest in the development of the industry and consequently no serious 
effort is made to reduce the cost to a possible minimum. 

We believe it should be practicable within a reasonable time to co-ordinate 
the interests of Government a.nd other timber suppliers, with those of the 
match manufacture to an extent as will ensure-

(a) the improvement of the growth of suitable species; 
(b) the manipulation of supplies to give timber in its most suitable 

condition; 
(c) the reduction of extraction costs to a possible minimum. 

In view of considerations such as these it will be clear that although the 
match industry in India has every prospect of being able in course of time to 
face world competition, it is premature at present to calculate with any pre
cision the time this would take. Much depends upon the progress that can 
be made in the next five years: 



B. 
From a study of the figures given below :-

/ 

Matohes in 
Government Ma.tches tenns of Value in Splints. Va.Jue Veneer. Valne Year. Revenue imported in daily rupees, Ibs. rupees. Ibs. rupees. in lp.kha. grosses. production 

grosses. 

1921-22 
, 

103 13,680,801 45,602 2,03,80,469 ... .w ... . . . ... 

1922-23 154 11,285,740 3i,619 1,61,80,658 ... ... . .. ... 

1923-24 138 11,243,745 37,479 1,45 91,813 ... ... . .. ... 

1924-25 126 7,264,785 2l,215 88,88,611 967,305 1,95,413 2,780,063 10,08,935 

1925-26 118 7,928,522 26,428 93,45,036 25,521 4,809 1,128,751 3,86,910 

0= 
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We observe that since the duty of Re. 1-8 per gross was levied on 
matches, the import of finished matches began to fall. The decline of revenue 
was noticed in the financial year 1923-24 and to counterbalance the decreased 
revenue the import of splints and veneers in place of the finished matches 
that accounted for the drop was also taxed. In the year 1924-25 there was a 
large import of splints and veneer and presumably years also. But in 
1925-26 a decided fall in the import of splints and veneer was noticeable 
which undoubtedly indicated an extensive import of match logs. 

It is apparent that the first attempt to avoid the import duty consisted in 
replacing finished matches with splints and veneer, and when the latter were 
also included in the schedule of special duty, a fresh device was found to 
evade the duty by the importation of ·match logs, which has increased by 
leaps and bounds in the two years 1924-25 and 1925-26. It would be in keep
ing with the policy adopted by the Government of India in 1924, if they were 
to impose a special duty on match logs also to safeguard the interests of their 
revenue. 

The fall in Government revenue may be attributed to--: 
(1) the growth of the match industry based on Indian tiinber, 
(2) evasion of the duty by importation of match logs. 

The former as a matter of fact, if at all, can account only for a very small 
portion of the decrease, while the latter ;s mainly responsible. If a special 
duty had been levied as was suggested at the time by the indigenous manu
facturers Government would have been saved, we venture to observe, the loss 
of revenue. We therefore strongly urge the expediency of taxing imported 
match logs further, in addition to the existing ad valorem duty. 

Another reason for the fall in Revenue is the suspected abuse of the right 
of transhipment of. Native States. Matches are being imported to some of 
the Native States through their ports in a much 18(ger quantity than the 
actual demand of those States and the excess quantities are sent to towns in 
British Territory a long ·way off from those States avoiding the custom duty 
legitimately due to the British Government. 

(0) 

(a) Considerable capital has been sunk in the match industry during the 
. last five years or so. We are alive to 

Tbe. vested Interests created as a result the fact that large investments have 
of tb.s duty. been made in this direction by the 
Swedish American Trust who control important match factories in different 
parts of the world and are therefore keenly fnterested in importing foreign 
matches into India. They are essentially out in India with a view to avoid 
the Re. 1-8 duty and to exploit the country to their own advantage. We 
cannot for a moment conceive that the Government of India will tolerate 
the idea of exploitation of the country by the foreigners who are anxious in 
their own interests to kill the prospects of an indigenous Indian industry and 
are capable of bearing substantial temporary loss to ensure their ultimate 
gain. It would be a great catastrophy both for the ultim~te revenue to Gov
ern~ent and for the industrial benefits that could accrue to the people of 
IndIa. We do not therefore consider that the investments contracted in 
India by foreign enterprisers, as opposed to the Indian interests, deserve g.ny 
protective consideration whatsoever. At their best, the foreign investmenLs 
were a gamble undertaken to ensure the ruination of India's indigenotls 
interests and should therefore be treated as such. 

(b) There are however certain Indian firms and individuals who have 
hith~rto developed a business .with the use of foreign timber. We however 
conSIder that every inducement and facility should be offered to such Ind"an 
firms and individuals to employ their enterprise in the interests of InOla'! 
timber by which measure a substantial impetus will be afforded to the indi
genous industry and a consequential gain to the Forest and Railwr..y Revenue, 
and to a large amount of labour that could be employed on works precedinll 
the actual manufacture in a "factory. 
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(c) In addition to the factories already in existence and acttlally working 
with the Indian timber there are many fresh ventures either under construc
tion, or contemplation_ We have no doubt whatsoever that in aduition to 
large investments actually made on these constructions considerable SIlIl.S .. f 
money have been spent by Indian enterprisers on preliminary investigations 
and enquiries. 

(d) There has been a decided gain to the Indian Railway owing, to the 
establishment of match factories using Indian wood_ Factori~s based on 
imported' wood, to thrive, must be located on or near seaports, and hence no 
freight on carriage of Match Timber, Chemicals, Pa.per, Fuel, alld other 
imported stores, can norma.lly accrue to the Railwa.ys from them. Factories 
using Indian timber must inva.ria.bly be situa.ted inla.nd, and thus to ensnre 
the delivery of various materials incidenta.l to manufa.cture a decided Revenue 
accrues to the railway. With the growth of factories using indigenous timber 
the increased railway revenue will become an appreciable veste,! interest. 

(e) With the increase in the requirements of timber there is bound to be 
an increase in the labour employed on its extraction, and with the propa.ga
tion of suita.ble species of match wood a.nd their extraction, the increased 
employment of labour will be a material factor for consideration. Every 
endea.vour is being made in variolls quarters to place on the market at econo
mic rates timbers which are suitable for match manufacture. We under
stand that there are in Northern India extensive plantations of suitable tim
bers in hand which in the course of 10 to 15 years would, it is hoped, be able 
to furnish timber of very superior quality to manufacture a.bout 10,000 gross 
of matches a. da.y. Undertakings of this kind will doubtless follow in quiCk 
succession in other provinces if only the Indian enterpriser ha.s the guarantee 
of protection to see him successfully through the period of experiment and 
development. 

(I) With the fixa.tidh of the Re. 1-8 duty in the norma.l course there should 
have been a tendency for the market rates to have risen. It is the Indian 
manufacturer that has ensured a. further decrease in the price a.nd has ensured 
to the consumer the rate of 3 pies per box. He ha.s thus materially safe
guarded the interests of the consumer, which can by no means be considered 
to be a negligible factor in the interests of the country_ 

CD) 

We have discussed in a. previous paragraph the difficulty under which the 
present Indian manufacturer is 13 bour

Whether the \oss in revenue oan be m~e ing in selling his goods aga.inst those 
:;r t~! ~:d,,:~:~roprlate form of tazat.on imported or m~nufactured with import-

ed logs. It will not be out of place to 
mention here that the actual faU of revenue due to the import duty is not so 
high as it appears to be. Match manufacture in India has increased the 
import of Chemicals, Papers, and Wood, etc., and has increased the consullIJ:
tioD of wood from Government forests. The increased revenue on these heads 
considered along with its apparent faU on matches would show the figure 
milch less. We do not consider it would in the circUlnstances be at all desir
able or justifiable, at such a stage, to contemplate the taxation of the indi
genous match industry with a view to make up the actual shortage of Gov
ernment revenue. If our suggestions summarized at the close a.re agreed to, 
the Government will not only be safeguarding its own revenue, but very 
largely protecting the interests of the consumer. In the circumstances we 
consider that the question of taxing the indigenous industry does not arise.; 

It is an acknowledged fact that matches are more or less an indispensibll' 
n('CeSSity of life, and the match industry is of great economic importance, if 
India is to be self-contained. We are aware that with the expansion of 1he 
indigenous industry, there can be no danger of aD undue rise in prices, as 
competitive conditions within the country will contribute to regulate the 
-minimum price. 
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Iu addition to this, there is the important question ot India being deve
loped to be self-contained and self-dependent within the Empire. Want for 
this was prominently felt during the great war, and if on any grounds Great 
Britain is ever hereafter drawn into war with the match producing countries 
or there is any disturbance in the waters separating India from the foreign 
countries manufacturing matches, the condition of India would be pitiable, 
unleBB she has developed her indigenous resources and is self-contained. We 
believe it should be accepted as a principle that where the questions 'Of the 
economic development of the internal resources of the Empire are concerned, 
and the conditions for the development of an industry are not unfavourable, 
the industry should as far as possible be adequately protected. There can be, 
no gainsaying the fact that the indigenous match industry is decidedly one 
which comes under this category, and consequently any proposal for taxing it 
would be most detrimental to the interests of the country and the Empire. 

The conclusions arrived at may be summed up thus:~ 

1. That the three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission Report are satisfied in regard to the match 
industry and that the industry should be protected. 

2. That the custom, duty imposed at present on imported, finished 
matches, splints, and veneers, should be converted into a protect
ive duty on' the same scale. 

3. That a suitable protective duty should be imposed on imported 
match logs. 

4. That a suitable excise duty of not less than 8 annas per gross should 
be imposed on the production of factories of which three-fourths 
of the capital and Directors are not Indian. 

5. That Itny fresh tax levied on the manufacturers using indigenous 
timber would be ruinous in the interests of the country. 

6. That suitable measures should be adopted for increased facilities for 
Railway and Steamer'transport of Indian match wood through
out the country. 

7. That the import of foreign matches ,through Native States by tran
shipment methods requires very careful examination. 

Questionnaire issued by the Tariff Board on the 7th March 19!IJ7. 

INTRODUOTORY. 

1. When was the firm which you represent established? Is it a public or 
private registered Company, or is it an unregistered firm? 

2. To what extent is the capital invested in your firm held by Indians? 
What is the total number of Directors and how many are Indians? How 
many Europeans are employed and in what capacitiesP 

3. Does your firm undertake the manufacture of splints and veneers oniy 
or of matches and match boxes from splints and veneers made elsewhere, or 
do you undertake the whole process of manufacture? 

4. At what date did the factory under the control of your firm commence 
to manufacture? 

,r 5. What is the full capacity of your factory as at present equipped for 
the manufacture of matches and boxes? • 

6. Please give the dimensions of the match boxes manufactured by you 
and the average number of matches in each? 

7. What has been the actual output of your factory for each of the last 
eight years? 

8. Where is your factory situated? Do you consider it is advantageously 
situated in respect of~ 

(a) vicinity to the areas from which your principal raw materials are 
drawn; 
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(b) vicinity o~ fuel supply or other sources of power; 
(c) vicinity to an important market; 
(d) other considerations such as the existence of an abundant labour 

supply? 

What do you consider the most important factor in selecting the site of a 
match factory in India? 

9. (a) It has been stated that Indian manufactured matches are inferior 
to imported matches? Do you agree with this view? If so, please state in 
what respects Indian matches fall short of the standard of imported matches? 

(b) Is there any prejudice apart from the question of quality against 
Indian matches either generally .01' in particular markets? 

(c) What difference in price in your opinion represents a fair measure
ment of the difference in quality or would be sufficient to overcome the 
prejudice against Indian matches? 

RAW MATERIALS. 

Wood. 

10. The principal raw material for the manufact,ure of matches and boxes 
is wood. Have you found it necessary to import wood for the manufacture 
of-

(a) splints; 
(b) veneers; 
(c) packing cases? 

If so, from what countries do you import and at what prices? 
If possible give-

(1) f.o.b. price per customary unit (in sterling); 
(2) port of importation; 
(3) freight, insurance, etc.; 
(4) landing charges; 
(5) transport charges to factC?ry; 
(6) duty. 

11. If Indian wood is used, please specify the kinds of wood used in the 
manufacture of-

(a) splints; 
(b) veneers; 
(c) packing cases. 
NOTE.-Both the botanical and the local names should be given. 

12. Have you found Indian wood as satisf:;ctory as imported wood 
for the manufacture of

(a) splints; 
(b) veneers; 
(c) packing cases? 

If not, in what respects do you consider it iuferior to imported wood? 
13. What are your annual requirt'llIellts of wood-

(a) according to your prt'sent rute of output whil'h should be stated? 
(b) according to the rate of output equivalent to the. full capacity of 

the plant P , , 

14. What quantity of wood is required for the manufacture of one hundred 
gross of boxes of finished matches? 

15. What is the standard size of the packing case used by you? What 
quantity of wood is required for one packing case and how many gross 
boxes of matches can lie vacked In each case? 
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16. From what area or areas does the factory draw its main supplies of 
wood and at what distance from the factory are they situated? If possible, 
a map should be given showing the site of the factory and the areas from 
which supplies are drawn. 

17. By what agency are the required trees felled and by what means are 
they transported from the forest to the factory? 

18. What royalty is paid to Government or private persons for the wood 
extracted? 

19. Please give the cost per 50 cubic feet delivered at the factory for 
the last four yearS" under the following heads:-

(1) Royalty. 
(2) Labour employed on extraction. 
(3) Freight to factory. 
(4) Miscellaneous charges. 

20. What are the terms of your concession (if any) for the extraction of 
wood? Do you consider these terms favourable? If not, in what respect 
do you consider them unfavourable? Please supply a copy of your license 
or concession. 

21. Have you found the supply of wood constant in respect of quality or 
have you noticed any deterioration? In the latter case, please explaiIi. the 
causes of deterioration. 

22. Has the supply of wood been found constant in respect of quantity or 
has it been found necessary to draw supplies from greater and greater 
distances as time goes on'? If so, do you consider the fact due to--

(d) an increase in the output of the factory; 
(b) the establishment of other match factories which compete for the 

supplies of the same raw material; 
(c) a gradual diminution of tpe supplies from the areas from which 

they are taken; 
(d) any other cause? 

23. If it has been found necessary to draw supplies from new areas, 
please state. the total quantity taken from each area for the last four years. 
If possible, the cost per 50 cubic feet delivered at the factory of the wood 
supplied from each area should be given for mch year. 

24. Do you consider that your factory is assured of a sufficient supply of 
suitable wood for a reasonably long period? What measures have been taken 
to secure this object? In particular, have steps been taken to plant trees 
of a kind suitable for the match-making industry within a reasonable distance 
of your factory? . 

25. Do you receive any special concession in the matter of freight by sea, 
river or rail for wood required in your factory? Do you considel' that you 
are at any disadvantage in this respect? 

Other raw materials. 

26. What raw materials othor than wood are required in your factory and 
what is the total requirement of each in one year? . 

27. What quantity of each of these materials is required per 100 gross of 
boxes of matches~ 

28. Which of these materials are-
A.-Imported from abroad. 
B.-Manufactured and purchased in India. 
C.-Manufactured by you from other materials? 

In case A, please give-
(a) country of origin, 



(b) f.o.h. price (in sterling), 
(c) port of importation, 
(d) freight, insurance, etc., 
(e) landing charges, 
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(/) transport charges to the factory, and 
(g) customs duty. 

In case B, please give-
(a) market price, and 
(b) transport and other charges, 

and state where and by whom the materials are manufactured. 
In case C, give particulars asked for under A or B for the materials 

purchased and the cost of manufacture by you according to the customary 
unit of production. 

29. Which of the materials mentioned in the answer to question No. 26, 
if not already manufactured in India, are--

(a) likely to be manufactured, 
(b) not likely to be manufactured. 

Please give reasons for your reply. 

LABoUR. 

30. Is there any difficulty in securing sufficient labour for the extraction? 
31. To what extent is the employment of skilled labour imported from 

abroad, necessary P 
32. What number of imported labourers do you employ and what is their 

pay? 
33. What progress has been made since the factory was established in 

the substitution of Indian for imported labour? What facilities are given 
to Indian workmen to acquire training in skilled work? 

34. What is the total number of Indian workmen employed; how many of 
them are women and children; and what are the average rates of wages of 
the different classes P 

35. Is the Indian labour drawn from the vicinity of the factory or from 
other parts of India? 

36. Has it been found that the Indian labourer improves with training? 
Have you any record of output in your various departments which would 
indicate such improvements P 

37. What arrangements have been made for housing your labour and for 
promoting its welfare in other directions? 

POWER. 

38. Is the power used in the factory derived from electricity or steam, or 
from some other source? 

39. If electric power is used, from what source is it obtained and what is 
the cost per unit? How does the cost compare with the rates obtained else
where in India and in other countries? 

40. If steam power is used, is cool the fuel employed? If not, what is the 
fuel P Is the latter available in sufficient quantities? 

41. What is the total quantity of fuel required per unit of output 
whether for power production or for the other purposes? 

If you purchase electric current from an outside supply, please give also 
the number of units required per unit of output in addition to the fuel used. 

42. From what distance is the fuel brought, and what is the free-on-truck 
price in the case of coal, and in the case of other fuel at the source of supply? 
And what is the cost of transport per ton in each caseP If fuel is' purchased 
locally, what is the price per ton delivered at the factory!' 
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43. If your fuel is wood, are you able to meet the whole of your require
ments from waste wood in your factory? If Ilot, have you obtained any 
concession from the Government or other person? What is the royalty pay
able, and what are the conditions of the concessions? (Supply a copy of 
your concession.) 

MARKET. 

"". If possible give an estimate of the total Indian demand for matches . 
.&5. 18 the demand likely to increase substantially in the near' future? If 

your answer is in the affirmative, please state your reasons. 
46. In what parts of India are your principal markets situated and wha1; 

are the distances which separate them from the factory? 
47. Are there any markets in India in which owing to their distance from 

the ports, you are more easily able to compete against the foreign manu· 
facture? If so, please state which tnese markets are and the approxlmate 
demand in each? 

48. (a) To what extent is the market served by imported matches distinct 
from that served by matches manufactured in India? 

(b) Have you any reason to suppose that there is any illicit importation 
of matches into India? 

COMPETITION. 

49. Which are the foreign countries from which competition in the Indian 
markets is keenest? 

50. With the existing duty do imported matches compete with Indian 
matches manufactured from indigenous woods or only with Indian matches 
manufactured from imported woods? 

51. Please state-

(1) the price at which imported matches entered the country and 
had been sold during each of the years 1918-22 and 1922-26; 

(2) the prices realized in the same years for your matches made from 
Indian wood; 

(3) the prices realilled for Indian matches manufactured from im
ported wood; 

If possible the f.o.b. price in sterling of imported matches sl-od,l ,(' 
given and the following items shown separately:-

U) freight; 
(2) insurance and trade charges; 
(3) customs duty; 
(4) landing charges. 

If this is not possible, then state the c.i.f. price plus customs duty and 
landing charges. 

52. From what sources is information obtainable as to the prices at 
which imported matches enter the country? 

53. Have you any reason to suppose that prices at which foreign producers 
sell for export to India (a) are unremunerative or (b) leave only a small 
margin of profit to the producer, or (e) are exported at a price below the 
lowest price current in the home market? If so, please state fully your 
reasons and the evidence on which you rely, 

5". Do you consider that as compared with the foreign manufacturer 
the Indian manufacturer is at Q disadvantage in all or any of the follow
ing points:-

(a) east of plant and machinery; 
(b) !Ost of expert labour; 
(e) ;!Ost and efficiency of ordinary labour; 
(d) the collection and transport of raw materials; 
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(e) cost of stores; 
(I) freights on finished goods; 
(g) maintenance of stocks of spare parts or of wood; 
(h) customs duty on imported materials; 
(i) the raising of capital? 

55. Which of the disadvantages mentioned in your answer to question 
No. 54 do you regard as permanfmt and which as temporary? For what 
period in your opinion are the temporary disadvantages likely to operate? 

EQUIPMENT. 

56. Do you consider that your mill is sufficiently large as an economic 
unit of production to ensure economy? What in your opinion is the smallest 
unit of production which can be operated economically under present day 
conditions. 

57. What percentage of your total capital outlay has been incurred on 
plant and machinery? 

58. (a) Give a brief de~cription of your plant and machinery, stating 
the number and makes of the principal machines operated, and the dates 
on which they were first brought into use. 

(b) If your machinery has been purchased under any special arrange
ments with foreign manufacturers, please ~tate in detail what these arrange-
ments are? . 

59. (a) Do you consider your machinery and other equipment sufficiently 
up-to-date and efficient to enal>le you to compete successfully against the 
foreign manufacturer? 

(b) What are the chief processes in the manufacture of matches and 
match boxes which are carried out· by manual labour in your factory? 
Please give, if possible, an estimate of the relative cost of carrying out these 
processes by hand and by machinery under present conditions? 

60. Do you contemplate either:-
(a) any important replacement of the existing plant in your mill, and 
(b) any extension of the plant by the addition of new machinery? 

If ISO, please give particulars? 
61. What parts of the machinery,. if any, are made in India? 

CAPITAL AOOOUNT. 

62. 'What is the block value of your property as stood in your books at 
the end of the last complete year for which figures are available, under the 
following heads:-

(a) Leases and concessions; 
(b) Lands; 
(c) Buildings j 
(d) Plant and machinery; 
(e) Other miscellaneous assets? 

63. Do the figures given in an~wer to quostion No. 62 represent the 
aetual cost of the various nssets, or their value after depreciation has been 
written off? In the latter case, please state the total. amount written off 
fOI· depreciation since manufacture commenced, and in the former case the 
total of the depreciation fund (if any) which has been accumulated. 

64. Apart from any question of an increase in the replacement cost of 
plant and machinery due to a general rise in the price level, are the SUulS 

actually set aside for depreciation since manufacture commenced equal to 
greater than, or less than, the sums which ought to have been Bet asid~ 
according to the rates of depreciation which you consider suitable? 
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65. What do you estimate would be the present-day cost under the heads 
(a) building and (b) plant and machinery, of erecting a factory having the 
same output as your present factory? How does the figure compare with 
the block value of your present factory under the same heads, and would. the 
operating cost of a new factory established now be greater or smaller than 
yourrir . 

66. Give brief particulars of the sums spent on th,e purchase of plaut nnd 
machinery in each of the years 1917 to 1926, and the rate of exchange at 
which funds were remitted. 

67. "'hat ,is the total (a) authorized, (b) subscribed, (c) paid-up, capital 
of the Company? How is it divided between Preference, Ordinary and 
Deiorred shal'es? ' 

68.· At what rate of interest is the dividend payable on tqe Preference 
shares? Are these shares entitled to cumulative dividends? If so, state 
the dates on which they were first entitled to rank for dividends and whether 
any dividends are in arrears? 

69. Under what conditions do the Deferred shares participate in the profits 
of ,the Company? ' 

70. Please prepare a statement showing for each year since the establish· 
ment of the Company:-

(a) the amount of the paid-up share ca.pital (Preference, Ordinary and 
Deferred) ranking for dividend; 

(b) the actual amounts distributed as dividends on each .class of capi
tal, and 

(c) the percentage on the paid-up share capital of each class which the 
dividend represented. 

71. What is the average rate of dividend on the Ordinary shares for 
the full period? 

72. What is the amount of the debenture loans (if any) raised by the 
Company? At·what dates were they issued, and what is the rate of interest 
payable? If any period has been fixed for the red~mption of the debenture 
loan, it should be stated. Similarly, if a debenture sinking fund has been 
established, the annual rate of contribution should be given. 

73. What is the amount of the Reserve Fund (if any) created by the 
Company? Has this ~mount been accumulated from surplus profits, or 
from other sources, B.g., by the issue of shares at a premium? 

74. What additional capital (if any) would it be necessary to raise in 
order to carry out any scheme of replacement or extension of plant which 
the Company contemplate? 

WORKS COST. 

75. Please fill up the two forms annexed to the questionnaire regarding 
works costs? 

NOTB.-The Board are anxious to have as full information as possible 
regarding the cost of production, but they recognise the difficulty which manu
facturers may feel in disclosing to the public the details of their practice and 
their works costs. Great stress was laid on the importance of pUblicity in 
paragraph 303 of the Fiscal Commission's Report, and the Board also have 
explained the views they hold in paragraph 41 of their Third Report on the 
Grant of Protection to the Steel Industry. It rests with the manufacturers 
themselves to decide what information can be given publicly, and nothing 
will be published which the witness desires to be treated as confidential.· At 
the. same time, the Board cannot base their recommendations merely on 
confidential information. The publication of the details of the works costs of 
each firm may not be essential because the Board may be able by comparison 
of the various figures submitted to arrive at a standard or average figure for 
each item. But it is very desirable that the total of the works costs should 
be disclosed in all cases. 
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76. Was the works 'cost increased in any of the years for which figures 
have been given owing to the fact that the factory was working at less than 
its full capacityi' If so, which were the items principally affected? To what 
extent would they probably have been reduced if a full output had been 
obtained? 

77. Have you adop~d a system of cost accounting? If so, will you place 
before the Board, for examination and return, your cost sheets for the last 
complete year for which they have been prepared P 

78. Are you in a position to furnish the Board with information as to 
the works cost of matches in any competing country for any year since the 
war? 

OVERHBAD CHARGES. 

(i) Dep'l'eeiatioo. 
79. What are the rates of depreciation allowed by the Income-tax authori

ties? Do you consider that, in calculating the cost of production of matches, 
these rates of depreciation are suitable? If not, what rates do you suggest, 
and why? 

80. What is the sum required annually for depreciation at Income-tax 
rates on the total block account--

(a) if the assets are valued at cost, 
(b) if the assets are taken at their value after deducting an deprecia.

tion written off up-to-date? 

(ii) Working Capital. 

81. What is the working capital which the Company requir_ 

(i) according to its present output; 
(ii) according to,the output equivalent to its full capacity? 

82. Is the Company able to provide all the working capital it requires 
from share and debenture capital, or is it necessary to borrow additional 
capital for this purposei' 

83. If additional working capital has to be borrowed, what is the amount 
borrowed and the rate of interest payablei' 

84. Compare the working capital with the cost ~f one month's output. 
(works cost only, excluding overhead charges). 

85. What is the average value of the stocks of finished goods held by the 
Companyi' What period normally elapses between production and paymenti' 

86. Do the Company find it neCe8sary to hold large stocks of coal or raw 
materials i' If so, the average value of the stocks held should be stated. 

(iii) Agents' Commission and. H.ead Office Expenses. 

87. Has the Company a head office other than the office of the local 
management? Is it under the control of a firm of Managing Agents i' 

88. If the answer to (a) is in the a.ftirmative, state-

(i) the annual amount of the head office expenses, 
(ii) the Agents' Commission, 

89. How is the amount of the Agent's commission determined? 
90. What is the amount of-

(i) Head office expenses, 
(ii) Agent's commission, 

per gross of finished matches according to
(i) the present output; 

(ii) the output equivalent to the full capacity of the plutP 
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MAlroPACTtJRU'S PBOFl'rS. 

91. What rate of dividend do you consider a fair return on ordinary and 
deferred shares I' 

92. If your Company contemplated the establishment of a new match 
factory, or the purchase of new machinery for the existing factory-whether 
by way of extension or replacement--what rates of interest' do you consider 
it would be necessary to offer on (a) Preference shares and (b) Debentures 
in order to attract capital, atsuming that the profits made in the industry 
showed a substantial margin after providing the interest on the existing 
shares or debentures? 

93. If it were decided to issue ordinary shares, what do' you consider 
would be minimum probable return which would be likely to attract investors? 

CLAIM FOB PBOTECTION. 

94. In paragraph 97 of their Report, the Fiscal Commission laid down 
three conditions which in ordinary cases ought to be satisfied by industries 
claiming protection. Do you consider that these conditions are satisfied in 
the case of the Match Industry? And in particular:-

A.-Do you claim that the industry possesses natural advantages, such 
as an abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour or a large home market? 

B.-Do you claim that, without the help of protection, the industry 
is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so 
rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country? 

C.-Do you claim that the industry will eventually be able to face 
world competition without protection? 

These conditions have been approved by the Government of India and 
by the Legislative Assembly, and it is therefore of great importance to 
ascertain whether they are satisfied. If you consider that the Match Industry 
fulfills these conditions the reasons for your opinion should be fully explained. 

95. Do you claim that the Match Industry satisfied either or both of the 
conditions mentioned in paragraph 98 of the Fiscal Commission's Report, 
'Viz.:-

(a) That the industry is one in which the advantages of large scale 
production can be achieved, and that increasing output would 
mean increasing economy of production. 

(b) That it is probable that in course of time the whole needs of the 
country could be supplied by the home production. 

96. Do you consider that there are .Iny features of the industry which 
make it peculhtrly suitable to Indian economic conditions? . . 

97. What is the amount of protection the industry receives at present 
owing to-

(a) the existing Customs duties, 

(b) transport charges between the country of production and the port 
of entry, i.e., freight, insurance, trade charges and landing 
charges? . 

98. What is the amount of the protection which you consider necessary P 

NOTB.-The reasons for proposing the particular rate recommended should 
be explained. . 

99. Do you recommend any form of assistance other than a protective 
duty P If so. your reasons should be stated. 
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FORM I.-Statement showing total expenditure on the production 01 Matches 
during the In.~t lour years. 

1. COAt of wood for ~plint~ 
and venl'ers. 

~. CORt of paper 

3. CORt af chemioals 

4. CORt of other raw mat.erial. 

5. Factory labonr • 

G. Power and fu!>1 

7. Ordinary current repairs 
and maintenance of 
buildings, plant and 
machinery. 

S. General Berviees, Aupervi
Rion and local office 
charges. 

9. Miscellaneons, e.g., rent, 
munioipal taxes, insnr
anoe, etc. 

10. CORt of paoking caRes 

Total 

Tot.eJ produotion of Matches 
for the year. 

(See question 75.) 

1923-24. 1924-25. 1935-26. 

• 



FORK II.-8tatement snowing works cost per gross 0/ Matcnes. 

(See question 75.) 

-- 1922-23. 1923-24. 1924-25. 1925·26. 

1. Cost of wood for splints 
and veneers. 

2. Cost of paper for labels and 
wrapper. 

3. Cost of chemioa.1s · 
4, Cost of other raw materials 

5. Factory labour ~ . 
8. Power and fuel · 
7. Ordinary ourreut repairs 

aud maintenanoe of 
buildings, 
machinery. 

plant aud 

8. General services, snpervi-
sion and looa.1 office 
charges. 

9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, 
municipal taxes, insur-
ance, etc. 

10. Cost of packing oaBes · 
Total 

Credit for materials recovered 
(if any). 

Net Total · 
Total production of Matches for 

the year. -. 
G 



The Assam Match Co. Ltd., Dhubri. 

, Letter dated the 2'*th March 1927. 

This merely serves to advise that your questionnaire has been forwarded 
to our Managing Director in Bombay with the request that he will kindly 
communicate. with-you direct in the matter. 

Jalpaiguri ~ndustries iimited, Bengal, Match Factory Department. 
I 

Letter dated 5th April 1927. 

We have the honour to submit the following replies to your questionnaire 
on the subjeei of protection to match industry, enclosed in your letter No. 209, 
dated Rango!m, the 7th March 1927. 

1. "Jalpaiguri Industries Limited" which we represent was established in 
1925. It is a registered public Limited Company. 

2. The share capital subscribed is entirely Indian. The total i'lUmber of 
Directors is seven, all of· them being Indians. No European is employed in 
any capacity, 

3. We undertake the. whole process of manufacture. We cut our own 
splints and ~eneers from local indigenous wood. 

4. The factory owned by this Company was established towards the later 
part of 1926'Iand the manufacture of matches commenced from January 1927. 

5. The cutting machines are sufficient to produce veneers and splints fol' 
two hundred gross of matches per day of eight hours, but the finishing 
machines calli cope with only forty gross of matches. 

6. Full sao match box. Dimensions 21"." X 1 i." X H" BO to 90 sticks per 
box. 

7. Does not arise. 
B. The factory is situated in the Town of Jalpaiguri, Bengal. It is 

advantageously situated in respect of (a), (b), (c), (d). The most important 
tactor in selecting the site of a match factory is the vicinity of, or easy and 
cheap, communications with the area from which match wood is to be drawn, 
such area containing sufficient match wood to give the factory a regular and 
uninterrupted supply. 

9. «(I.) Indian manufactured matches (\re inferior to foreign, particularl~' 
Swedish matches in so far as-

(i) Splints and veneers are of dark colour Imd are of an inferior finish 
to Swedish matches. . 

(ii) Sivedish matches are impregnated while Indian matches are not so. 
(iii) Slvedish matches ignite with silent explosion and maxim~m flame 

_____ _ ~hile Indian matches ignite with noisy explosion and rapid but 
Ilow flame. ' 

(b) We db not think that generally speaking at the present time there is 
aPi-Gther-prejudiceapart from quality (as enunwrated above) against Indian 
matches.' ' 

(c) We think a difference of annal! nine per gross or three pice per dozen 
would be 'Su~oient to Overcome the prejudice against Indian matches. 

10. (a), (b), (c). No. 
_ ".11, (q) SPuul (Bomba:c Malabaric'Um). 

Kadam (i4.nihocephalus Cada~ba). 
(b) Simul. . . 
(c) We are not making' any packfu.g cases just nOWj but in' casllneces.sitJ 

arises for such we propose to use Simul. . 
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12. We have not used imported wood, .but from matches turned' out b, 
Cal"utta ]<'actories using foreign wood, we are of opinion that imported wool 
is better than Indian wood in colour and strength. 

13. (a) 5,000 c.ft: of' wood. 
lb) 25,000 c.ft. of wood. 
14. About 40 c.ft. of wood. 
15. Does not arise as we have not been making any packing cases as yet. 
16. The principal areas from which supplies of wood are obtained are: ~ 
(a) Baikunthapu1' Forest.-At a distance of ten to thirty miles from the 

town of Jalpaiguri to the north and is connected with the latter by the river 
Teesta navigable throughout the year, as also by District Board Roads which 
can be used throughout the year up to a distance of 14 miles from the town. 

(b) Bc/'ubari J!'orest.-At a distance of 10 to 15 miles from the town of 
Jalpaiguri to the south and is connected with the latter by means of District 
Board Road which can be used throughout the year. 

17. At present we are usjng Berubari Forest. Contracts have been made 
with certain cal·tsmen of the locality for felling the trees and sending the 
same to the Factory in their carts. . . 

18. Royalty paid to private owners is annas five per c.ft. on the average. 
19. We can give only the rate at which we have been working for the last 

four months:-

Royalty for 50 c.ft. at annas five per c.ft .• 
Felling and extraction at Re. 0-1-6 per c.ft. 
Can hire, etc. at Re. 0-3-6 per c.ft. • 

or at annas 10 per c.ft. at the factory. 

Ita. A. P. 

15 10 0 
4110 

10 15 0 

31 4 0 

20. We gilt no concessional rate. The schedule of rates at the Baikuntha· 
pur Forest is already very high being on an average at annas 5 per c.ft. ex
cluding costs ot "elling and extractions, and so will act to our detriment in 
competing with big factories of Calcutta who get their wood at much cheaper 
rates. 

21, 22, 23. From our short experience we are not in a position to answer 
these questions. 

24. Yes. Baikunthapur Forests are' amply provided with /Suitable match 
wood. • 

(b) and (c). No steps have been taken. 
25. No. We do think that the present railway freight for W(le,.! is prohi

bitive. A big factory of an output of one thousand gross per day Ilan be run 
at Jalpaiguri, being fed by supplies from Government Forests of Jalpaiguri, 
Kurseong, and Kalimpong Divisions, provided concessional rates for carriage 
of match wood be granted by B. D. Railway, E. B. Railway and D. H. Railway. 

26. Other raw materials are paper, chemicals,glue, paraffin, coal and 
wood fuel. 

27. For 100 gross of matches:-

Paper for wrapping inner and outer boxes . (demy size' 
blue paper) . • • • • • .' • 

Paper for making dozen packets (black double demy 
paper) . . . • • • • • • 

Papel for making i gross packets (Kraft double royal 
paper) .. 

Chemicals fot tipping . 
Chemicals for side painting 
Glue 
Paraffin 
Coke . • • • 
Kerosine oil for the engine 

30 quir~. 

51 quires. 

21 quires. 
321bs. 

5 Ibs. 
41bs. 
41bs .. 

201bs. 
~ gallons •. 

G2 
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28. We buy these things generally from Calcutta market. 
ChemicalH. 

Rs. A. P. 
Potash Chlorate at 28 0 Opel' cwt . ..., 
Sulphur Powder at 12 8 0 I ,. " I Red Phospborus 2 0 0 " lb. 
Bychromate of potash 40 0 0 " cwt. I Railwayfreigbt f,:om :Cai-
FelTice Oxide at 14 0 0 " " cutta to Jalpalgutl at 
Manganese Dioxide at • 14 0 0 .. .. IRS. 1-12-1 per maund by 
Glass powder at • 9 8 0 

" .. goode train and Rs. lHi 

Lamp black at o 12 0 .. lb. J ,.. __ abyp."" "';b. 

Sulphide of antimony 42 0 0 " cwt. 
Glue at . 56 0 0 .. .. 
P al'affin at • 0 4 0 

" 
lb. 

Wl'Rpping paper • 0 6 0 " " 1 Railway freight an:.Ias lJ.-5 
per goode and l{s. 3-4 per 

Packing paper at 0 8 g .. " 
parcel train. 

All these are subject to further charges under headings forwarding, pack
ing, V. P. commission, postage, cartage, loading, and unloading at Calcutta 
and Jalpaiguri, etc., involving altogether annas four to the rupee over and 
above the Calcutta rates in reaching the Factory at Jalpaiguri. 

29. Considering the many industries which are establishing themselves in 
recent years in India we are very hopeful that papers, chemicals and other 
raw materials will be manufactured in India if a sufficient and continued 
demand for them be created by setting up an appreciable number of match 
factories within the country. 

30. No. 
31-32. None. 
33. Since the very beginning the labour employed has been entirely Indian 

and by gradual experience they are acquiring the requisite skill. 
34. There are 22 paid workmen in all. Of these 8 are boys. No women have 

been employed. Men are paid on an average Rs. 25 per month and boys 
Rs. 12 per month. 

35, Labour drawn entirely from the vicinity of the factory. 
36. Yes. 

, (b) Yes. Box wrapping, box filling, packetting, labelling all these, are 
done manual labour, and the workmen have shown distinct and marked im
provements, both as regards quality and quantity on practice. Other de
partments involving machine work give the same indications. 

37. Labour is partly residential. They have been supplied with free well 
ventilated, corrugated tin roofed houses, free fuel and medicines and good 
drinking water. 

38, We use one oil engine consuming kerosine oil. 
89. Does not arise. 
(b) We do not know. 
40. Does not arise. 
41. Oil fuel for the engine at ·12 lbe. per gross, coal fuel for other purposes 

at '2 lbs. per gross. 
42. Fuel purchased locally. Kerosine oil at Rs. 4-4 per tin of 4 gallon" 

at the factory. Coal (coke) at Re. 1-1 per maund at the factory. 
43. Does not arise. 
44. We do not know 'for certain. We presume it is nothing less than 

15,000,000 gross in ~e year. 
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45. We are not in a position to forecast this. 
46: O~ proepectiv!, m~rket i~t~e whole of Rajshahi pi~sion, particularly 

the d18trlcts of Jalpalgurl, DarJeehng, Rangpur and DlnaJPur, all within a 
distance of less than 100 miles by railway from the town of Jalpaiguri where 
the factory is situated. 

47. The places mentioned above are at a distance of more than 300 miles 
from Calcutta which is the nearest port where matches are imported or 
manufactured. The districts of Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling consume more 
than 6,000 gross of matches per month. 

48. (a) In these districts (Jalpaiguri, Darjeeling, Rangpur and Dinajpur) 
about 40 per cent. of total matches put up for sale are imported _ brands as 
distinct from matches- manufactured in India. 

(b) We have seen in newspaper reports that there is a strong rumour of 
matches and splints (in order to avoid duty) being smuggled -through ports 
belonging to Native States. Although for ourselves we have no informatioD 
about it. 

49. Sweden undoubtedly, and Japan to a certain extent. 
50. The competition is between imported matches and matches manufac

tured in India from imported woods on the one hand and Indian matches 
manufactured with indigenous wood on the other. 

51. (i) The prices of imported matches varied between Rs: 2-14 at the 
highest in 1922 per gross down to Rs. 2-7 at the lowest in 1926. 

(ii) In the same period Indian matches sold at Re. 1-14 at the highest down 
to Re. 1-8 at the lowest. 

(iii) Indian matches manufactured from imported wood varied from 
Rw. 2-14 at the highest down to Re. 1-12 at the lowest. 

52. Director General of Cdmmercial Intelligence. 
53. We have no information. 
54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) Yes, at present. 

(d) Yes, every raw material except wood is indented from foreign coun
tries to Calcutta and we get the same from Calcutta. to Jalpaiguri involving 
many extra. charges ov~r the original cost. 

(e) Yes. The same difficulty as in (a). 
(/) Yes. Freight by railway and steamer service is very high. 
(g) Yes. On acoount of laok of adequate finance. -
(fl) Yes. 
(i) Yes. This is the greatest difficulty as we have emphasised in our 

written statement paragraph 2 closing portion. 
55. (a) Temporary. Serviceable match machines are already being manu

footured in India and we may confidently look forward to a. not remote time 
when India will be in a position to make all her match machines. 

(b) and tc) Temporary. As labour both rank and file will improve with 
time and experience. 

(d), (e) and (I). Will be relieved to a very great extent if railway and 
steamer services introduce concessional rates for the industry, 

(g) and (i) If the existing or recently started factories can be run on suc
cessfully for a number of years so as to create the confidence of investing 
publio in the future of this industry as a sound oommercial proposition then 
difficulties about these items will surely be removed. 

(h) It is a matter for Government. 
It will take at least ten years if not more to overcome these difficulties as 

we have tried to provo ill thll concluding part; of :para~raph 2 of our writtell 
statement. . 
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56. Ours is a small concern run to a great extent, on cottage industry 
lines. In our' opinion a factory equipped with machinery and appliances 
sufficient for an ontput of 250 gross per day will be the smallest- unit for 
economical production under present day condition., 

57. Slightly over 50 per cent. of the total outlay has been-incurred in 
plant and machinery. 

58. (a) One 6 B. H. P. Kerosine oil engine. 
One Double Geer peeling Machine 
One Single Geer peeling Machine 
One Splint ,Chopper . 
One Veneer Chopper 
One Polishing Drum 

One Centrifugal Machine (for hll'aching) 
One Levelling Machine 
One Paraffin Hearth 
One Dipping apparatus 
One Splint cleaning machine 
On!, Frame fillin'g machine 
One Frame Emptying machine 

American. 
Indian. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Japanese. 
Do. 
Do. 

These have been brought into use since January 1927. 
(b) No. 
59. (a) No. Our machinery and equipment are too poor and we have to 

depend largely on expensive and untrained hand labour and plenty other 
drawbacks which increase our cost of Jlroduction. At present we cannot 
compete if thtl present duty is not maintained and an excise at at least annas 
nine per gross be not imposed on the products c;>f factories in India financed 
by foreign capital. 

(b) There are some machines used specially for drying, box filling, side 
painting, packetting, sawing. barking, inner and outer box pasting, etc., 
which owing to their prohibitive cost we have not been able to introduce in 
our factory. The operations involving these machines are therefore done by 
manual labour and so we are unable to state the comparative costs of these 
operations by hand and machine work. We are, however, giving below the' 
rates we are paying for manual work:-

Box wrapping 
Box labelling -
Box filling . 
Box side painting 
Box packetting 
Log sawing 

Rs. 1-4-0 per thousand. 
Re. 0-4-0 Do. 
Re. 1-0-0 Do. 

60. (a) No. 

Re. 0-0-6 per 
Re. 0-1-0 
Re. 0-1-0 per 

gross. 
Do. 

section. 

(ll) Yes. A machine saw for log cutting; one labelling machine; one splint 
selecting machine. 

61. None of the machines referred to above is made in India. 
62. (a), (b) None. 
(c) Building, B.s. 8,934-14-0. 
(d) Plant and machinery, Rs. 8,950-7-6. 
(e) Stores, furniture, implements, etc., B.s. 1,059-2-9. 
63. Actual cost. There has been no depreciation fund. 
64, 65, 66. Does not arise. 
67. (a) Authorised capital B.s. 50,000. 
(b) Subscribed capital Rs. 82,41Q. 



(e) faid up capital RI. ~6,037., 
All ordinary shares. 
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74. Does not arise. 
75. Follows on page 
76. Does' not arise. 
77., No. We, however, know how we stand by periodical stock. taking. 
78. We have no information. 
79. Facts not available. 
80. Does not arise. 
81. (a) Rs. 2,500. 
82. It is found ,necessary to borrow the working capital. 
83. The amount liorrowed up till now is Rs. 1,500 at 9 per cent. per annum. 
84. Working capital at Rs. 2.500 ~o works Qost ,at, Rs .. 800 per month or 

the former is about three times the latter. 
85. About Rs. 1,000; about three months after delivery. .. . 
86. Not cold. Wood to the average value of Rs. 200 has got to be kept in 

stock. 
87. Head Office and the office of local management are the same. 
(b) Yes. 
88. (i) Head office expenses Rs. 360 per annum. 
(ii) Managing Agent's commission Rs. 360 pel' annum. 
Selling Agents' commission at one anna 6 pies per gross., 
89. Managing Agent's remuneration has been fixed at Rs. 30 per month. 
90. (i) 6 pies to the gross. Head office expense. 
(ii) Two annas per gross. Managing and Selling Agents' commission per 

gross of finished matches according to the present rate of output. 
91. Te~ per cent. on ordinary shares. ., , . 
92. Does not arise. 
93. Does not arise, as the authorised share capital has not yet been sub

scribed in full. 
94. Yes. 
A, B, and C. Yes. We have explained these in' our written statements 

paragraphs 1 and 2. 
95. (a) and (b) Yes. 
96. Yes. Vide our written statement paragraph 1, sub-heading (e). 

, 97. (a) Re. i-a per gross on finished matches. Re. ()..4..6 per lb. of Bplints~ 
Re. 0-6-0 per lb. of veneer per boxes. 

(b) We do not know. We opine they are not at all excessive • 
. ' 98. :I.'he retention of the existing duty on matches, splints and veneers: 

Levying of import duty on wood imported as logs (if such duty is not already 
existent) in proportion to its splints and veneers manufacturing contents. 
For reasons vide our written ~tatement already Bubmitted as also the views 
expressed by the Indian Match Manufacturers, Association in their letter No. 
527. dated 16th October 1926 to the Commerce Department, GQvernmelit of 
India. 

99. (i) Excise at the rate of annas nine per gross on the products in India 
of factories financed by foreign capital. 

(ii) The existing freight on the carriage of matches, match chemicals, 
match papers, etc., and matchwood and other raw materials for the manu-· 
facture, is a great burden and the Railway and St('amship Company be moved· 
to grant facilities in this matter. ' . 

(iii) Everything should be done to prevent anything of the nature of 
mOno701y or cornering the market in the matter 'of wood. ' 
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75. Form I.-8howing total expenditure on the production of matohee 

during the months 01 January to March 1921. 

Item 1 
.. 2 
" 3 
.. 4, 6, 7, 9 
.. 5 and 8 

TOTAL 

Rs ... ; P. 

335 0 0 
210 0 0 
347 0 0 
345 0 0 
720 0 0 

1,957 0 0 

'l'otal production of matches in the three months-I,ISO gross. 
I 

75. Form n.-Statement showing works cost per gross of matohes. 

Rs. A. P. 

per gross. 
Item 1 0 4 0 

" 
2 0 3 0 

" 3 0 4 0 

" 
4 0 1 6 
5 011 0 

" 
6 0 1 0 

" 
7, 8 alld 9 0 2 6 

Net total 1 11 0 

Total production of matohes for the three months-l,I50 gross. 
q 
,I 

The Bhagiratbi Match Factory, Bengal, Calcutta. 

Letter, dated the 19th April 1927. 

We beg to submit herewith 7 sets of our answers to the questionnaire issuec 
by you in connection with the enquiry into the claims of the Indian matcl 
industry to protection which your Board is now engaged in. As we startec 
work only a few months ago it has not been possible for us to answer some 0; 

the questions. The particulars asked for under Table I of the appendix to th. 
questionnaire cannot for the same reason be furnished by us. 

In this connection we beg to submit that if required we shall be prepared t. 
give oral evidence on any points that may not have been made clear in OUI 

written statement and in the accompanying answers to your questionnaire. 

An3wers to questionnaire regarding Match. Industry. 

1. The firm was established in February 1926. It is a private firm. 
2. There is neither any foreign capital nor any European employee in' OUI 

factory. . 
3. The firm make complete matches from veneers and splints manufacture. 

in our own factory. 
4. The factory commenced manufacturing from the middle of Novembel 

1926. 
. 5. The present capacity of the factory is about 200 gross full silPled compleu 
matches per diem. 

6. Fullsiili{! w~tb a~ou~ 91,) Il!a~c;he~ ~~ each box. . 



1. About 500 cases during the last 0 months. 
8. 1, Jogen Bysack Road, Barnagore (24-Parganas). 
(a) No, as heavy cartage is being paid to draw raw materials from 

Calcutta. 
(b) Yes, in respect of electric power. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) No. Great difficulties are experienced in getting a good numbK of 

trained labour. 
9. Yes, mainly in splints and partly in box veneers. Regarding chemicals 

tbough we are improving it will still take sOlne years to reach the standard of 
foreign matches. There are difficulties also is securing good raw materials. 

(b) There are prejudices in favour of white splints against the dark ones. 
(c) People will pay Ii pice for a box of imported matches (with white 

splints) but a pice for the native matches. . 
10. Though we are not importing foreign timber, we are keenly feeling the 

need in view of the demand for white splints. 
11. We. generally use Gnwa (Excoccoria Agallocha) for all purposes. 
12. No. In strength, colour and quantity (one cubic foot of Aspen timber 

imported from Japan gives sufficient quantity of splints and veneers for about 
5 gross of full sized matches against 2 gross obtainable from Genwa wood of 
average girth). 

13. About 700 tons per year. 
14. 50 cubic feet: 
15. 2' l"x2' l"x3' 3' for 50 gross full sized matches. We generally buy 

ready made boxes from saw mills. 
16. We generally buy from Ultadingi market. The distance is about 4 miles 

from our factory. 
17. See above. 
18. We buy wood from Ultadingi market. We understand that a royalty 

of Rs. 4-11 is paid to Government for 100 m~und!l of wood. 
19. (3) About Rs. 8 per tori; (4) Abo.ut Rs. 2 per ton. 
20. As we buy wood from Calcutta market, the question does not arise. 
21. No. Match manufacturing· requires, green wood and wood generally 

keeps green up to a month from the date of felling; with longer delay it 
becomes dry and unsuitable. Owing to the difficulties of the waterways and 
dependence on wind, the wood is apt to arrive too dry. Power-driven boats 
and regular dredging are absolutely needed. 

22. No. Sometime scarcity of wood is felt for days together. 
(a) We do not know. 
(b) Partly trull. 
(c) We do not know. 
(d) Owing to its very large use for other purposes; 
23. We do not know. 
24. (a) We believe that if the Gnwa wood is reserved exclusively for manu

facturin~ matches, it may be assured of a sufficient supply for a considerably 
long perIod. 

B. and C. We do not know. 
25. (a) No. 
(b) Yes, we consider that the present freight charged by Railways ·and 

Steamship Companies for the carriage of wood to be excessive. 
26. Raw materials, besides wood and the total requirement of each per 

allnum is given below against each item. . 
(1) Chlorate of :potash • 10 tons. 
(2) Bichromate of l'ptash 1 toll. 



(3) Ferrie Oxide 
(4) Manganese Dioxide. 
(5) Sulphur ' 
(6) Lamp blaek 
(7) Glass powder 
(8) Sulphide of Antimony 
(9) Umber 

(10) Red Phosphorus 
(11) Zine Oxide 
(12) Gum 
(13) Glue 

Gellatine 
(14) Paraffin 
(15) (a) Inner pasting paper 

(b) Outer pasting paper 
(c) Dozen· paeking 
(d) Gross packing 

27; (1) to (15) (d). 

(1) Chlorate of Potash 
(2) Bichromate of Potash. 
(3) Ferric Oxide 
(4) Manganese dioxide 
(5) Sulphur 
(6) Lamp black 
(7) Glass Powder 
(8) Sulphide of Antimony 
(9) Umber 

(10) Red Phosphorus . 
(11) Zinc Oxide . 
(12) Gum 
(13) Gellatine 
(14) Paraffin 
(15) (a) Inner pasting paper 

(b) Outer pasting paper 
(c) Dozen packing paper 
(d) Gross packing paper 
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lhs. 

1 ton. 
4 tons. 

11 tons. 
.6 cwts. 

5 tons. 
11 tons. 
1 ton. 
1 ton. 
1 ton. 

.5 ewts. 

.5 cwts. 
3 tons. 

12 tons. 
31 tons. 
21 tons. 
6 ewts. 
3 tons. 

30 C. Rs. 25 per cwt. 
3 C. Rs. 56 per ewt. (powdered) 
5 C. Rs. 15 per cwt. 

12 C. Rs. 15 per ewt. 
4 C. Rs. 14 per cwt. 
1 C. Rs. 112 per cwt. 

14 C. Rs. 9 per cwt. 
4 C. Rs. 70 per ewt. , 
2 C. Rs. 56 per ewt,' 
3 C. Rs. 224 per cwt. 
2 C. Rs. 28 per ewt. 
2 C. Rs. 56 per cwt. 
8 C. Rs. 84 per cwt. 

25 C. Rs. 28 per cwt. 
14 C. Rs. 23-12 per ewt. 
8 C. Rs. 23-12 per ewt. 
2 C. Rs. 28 per ewt. 

10 C. Rs. 19-2 per ewt. 
N.B.-The above quantities are for 100 gross full sized matches; 

28. (A) All the materials are g~nerally purchased from Calcutta. 
(B) (a) Market prices have been quoted against each item on the previouH 

page. 
(b) Cartage, loading and unloading are paid at Rs. 6 per ton. 
29. We do not know. 
30. Vide our answer to question 16. 
31. We can hardly aff.ord to pay for foreign . labour. Indian' labour, if 

properly trained, becomes efficient. . 
32 and 33. We do not employ any imported labour and hence these questions 

do not occur. 
34. AboiIt 100 in all, out of which 50 are men, 35 women and 15 boys. Men 

at Re. 1 to Re. 1-8; women at 12 ann as to Re. 1; boys at 8 annas to 12 annal.! 
per head per diem. .,. . . - .. . .' - . 
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35. About 25 per cent. local and 75 per cent. from outside Bengal. 
36. Vide our answer to questiqn 31. 
(b) No. 
37. They generally make their own housing arrangement. 
38. Electric power. 
39. Current is supplied by the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, 

Limited. 
(b) The cost is 2 annas per unit. 
(c) We cannot say. 
40 and 41. Vide answer to question 39. 
42 and 43. Fuel is partly supplied by waste wood and partly by coal. Coal 

is generally purchased from Ultadingi at 10 annas per maund. 
44. We do not know. 
45. We are unable to forecast this. 
46. We generally sell our matches in Calcutta. 
47. Practically no. 
48. (a) and (b) We do not know. 
49. Japan and particularly Sweden. 
50. The serious competition is from Indian matches manufactured with im. 

ported wood. ' 
51. We do not know. 
52. The Government Commercial Intelligence Department may be consulted. 
53. We do not know. But this seems to be their trade secret. • 
54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. ' 
(c) Our labour is dear as estimated by its output. 
(e) Same disadvantage as in respect of machinery. 
(I) Yes. freight is one of our main cause of grievance. 
(g) Shortage of capital is commonly a difficulty in this respect. 
(h) Yes. 
(i) Our greatest difficulty. It may take some couple of decades to overcome 

these difficulties. -
55. (a) Temporary, ~ill we manufacture more in In:dia. 
(b) Temporary, till we train sufficient number'of labour. 
(c:) Ditto. 
(d) Temporary, till Railway and Steamship Companies give concessions. 
(e) Same as above. 
(I) Vide our answer to (d). 
(g) If suitable measures are adopted to establish confidence'in the future of 

the industry, this will improve. 
(h) This is a matter for Government. 
(i) See answer to question (g). 
A couple if decades may be . necessary' to overcome these' difficulties. 

56. No. A factory equipped with -up.to-date machinery and appliannces, 
sufficient to manufacture 1,000 gross of matches per diem, can in our opinion, 
be operated economically under present day conditions. 

57. About 45 per cent. 
58. (a) One peeling and chopping for splints (Japanese-Imafukur). 

(b) One water grinding stone (Japanese-Imafukur). 
(c) One peeling and chopping for outer boxes (Iudian-Bhowani Engineer-

ing and Trading, Calcutta). . 
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(d) On6 peeling ana: chopping for inner boxes (Indian-Bhowani Engineer-
ing and Trading, Calcutta). 

(e) One automatic grinder. 
(I) One Emery grinder. 
(g) One splint polishing drum. 
(h) Two exhausters and blowers for box drying. 
(i) One outer box pasting machine (Borrman-German). 
(j) Three inner box pasting (one by Borrman and 2 by Arhens, Sweden). 
(k) Two box labelling (one Kirao and one Maidzemi both of Japan). 
(l) Two splint selecting (Hiraw-Japan). 
(m) Two splint sieving (Bhowani Engineering and Trading Company, 

Calcutta, India). 
(n) Two splint labelling (Hirao-Japan). 
(0) Four frame filling (Hirao-Japan). 
(p) Two .emptying (Hirao-Japan). 
(q) PM'aBining apparatus (Mwidzeni-Japan; One heating apparatus

lndian). 
(r) Dipping (Bhowani Engineering and Trading Company, Calcutta, 

India). 
(3) Chemical mixing (Hirao-Japan). 
(t) Cone grinder (German). 
All the above machinery came to be used from when the factory was started. 
B •. Practically nothing. 
59. No. If the present duty is not maintained and an excise at 8 annas 

at least per gross be not imposed on the products of factOl'ies financed by 
foreign capital, it would be practically impossible for Indians to compete 
successfully with the foreign manufacturers in India • 

. (b) Side-painting; box filling, packettmg, dipping, paraffining; outer and 
inner box pasting. We can hardly obtain half the quantity of inner and outer 
boxes required by us by machine-the rest.is to be had by hand pasting. Tbe 
hand pasted boxes are badly finished and are much inferior to those done by 
machine. Moreover, .the hand process costs us more by Re. 0-1-6 per gross, 
but matches filled iIi. these boxes fetch us 2 annas less tban tbose boxed in 
machine pasted ones. Regarding the relative cost of other macbines we are 
unable to give any idea. 

60. (a) and (b) No. 
61. Vide our answl1r to question 58 (A). 
62. As our factory commenced manufacturing only 5 months ago it is diffi

cult to give quite accurate figures under all headings. Some works are still 
under construction. The figures given below are, however nearly accurate:-

Rs. 
(a) and (b) 1,000 

(c) 10,000 

(d) 85,000 

(e) 4,000 

63. The above figures do not represent the entire cost. We bave no provi. 
sion for any depreciation fund. . 

64. Vide our answer to question 63. 

65. Costs more owing to various requirements of the factory Inspection. 
Department having been lately enforced. 

Plant and Machinery.-Cost more owing' to a general rise in the prices of 
imported ones. In view of tbe general fllU in the prices Qf machines. through~ 



liut the whoie world, it is a puzzle to us as to why the prices of match machineS, 
specially those made in Sweden, should rise enormously if not to make it im
possible for Indian factories to be adequately equipped and to compete more 
advantageously with those established in India by the Swedish Trust. 

(Examp!e.-During the middle of April, 1926, the price quoted by a Swedish 
firm for an inner pasting machine was about Rs. 1,400, whereas to-day's 
quotation for the same machine is about Rs. 2,400. The German machine does 
not seem to be suitable for this country.) 

66. Vide our answer to question 62. 
61 to 14. Ours is a private concern as has been all-eady mentioned. 

15. Vide Appendix. 

16 and 18. No. 
19 to 80. Ours is a new concern and so we cannot say anything. 

81. Rs. 25,000. 
82. We are often required to borrow at a high rate of interest, exceeding 

in some cases, 24 per cent. The industry looks to Government for help in this 
matter through Co-operative Societies. 

83. Vide answer to the above. 

84. About Rs. 15,000. 

85. About Rs. 20,000 at present. About 90 days. 
86. Regarding coai-,-No. Regarding raw materials-about Rs. 35,000. 
87. Yes, undel' direct employment of the proprietors. 

88. (i) About Rs .• 1,2oo. 

89. 

90. About 2 llies. 
91. . As ours is a private concern we cannot say anything at present. 

92 and 93. No. 

Claims to Protection. 
94. (A), (B). and (C). Yes, we have already explained them in the written 

statement, already submitted. 

95. (A) and (B) Yes. 

96. We cannot say. 

91. (a) Re. 1-8 per gross on finished matches and Re. 0-4-6 on one lb. of 
splints and 6 annas on one lb. of veneers for boxes. . 

(b) We do not know but we think that they are very small items. 

98. The retention of the existing duty on imported matches, splints and 
veneers. The above duty should be transferred to the Protective head from 
that of Revenue. For reason vide our written statement already submitted as 
also the views expressed by the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association in 
their Secretary's letter No. 521, dated the 16th October 1926, to the Depart
ment of Commerce, Government of India. 

99. (a) An excise' at the rate of at least 8 annas per gross on the products 
of factories in India financed by foreign capital. 

(b) The existing freight especially on .tne carriage of matches, chemicals and 
wood causes great hardship and the Railway and Steamship Companies be 
directed to grant facilities in the matter. . 

(c) Everything should be dorie to prevent anything of the nature of mono
lloly or cornering the market in .wood. 
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APPENDIX. 

Fo-rm ll.-Statement showing works cost per gross 01 matches. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Last five months of 1925-26. 

A. P. 

6 0 
2 0 
4 0 
3 0 
4 0 
1 0 
1 0 
3 0 
o 6 

1 
l including cases, zinc 
! sheets, nails, etc. 

B.s. 1-8-6 J 

The Prasanna Match Factory, Dacca, Bengal. 

Letter, dated the 19th April 1927. 

We beg to enclose herewith the 6 copies of the answers as asked for in YOllr 
No. 209 of the 7th March 1927 for favour of your kind consideration and 
necessary action. 

We are the pioneer of the match manufacturer of the Eastern Bengal even 
our existence will not remain longer by the Calcutta Swedish factory ij proper 
protection be not given to this poor cottage industry at an early date by 
imposing tax'lS on those foreign factories established in India. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

1. (a) The firm which we represent is called the Prasanna Match Factory 
which is established in December 1921. 

(b) It is a private unregistered firm. 

2. (a) It is an Indian Factory, and the Capital invested in this factory 
by the sole proprietor Dabu R. K. Mojumder is about Rs. 5,000. 

(b) No Director. 

(c) No Europeans. 

3. Our Factory undertakes the whole process of manufacture, i.e., ';renears, 
Splints, Matches, Match Boxes, but we use to purchase foreign splints for OUr 

full size matches. 

4. In December, 1921. 

5. The machines can produce 100 gross complete veneers and splints of 
match boxes, but owing to the scarcity of wood the machines cannot work 
more than 3 days in each week, and the factory can produce 2(}-30 gross 
matches, but as the factory depends wholly to the labourers, owing to their 
constant irregularity the outturn differ. ' , 

6. We ,manufacture medium and full, size matches, the medium boxes 
contain 7Q--80 matches and full size contains 90-105. 
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8. The Factory is situated at 30 Becharam Dewry, Dacca. 

Gross. 
93 

2,520 
3,960' 
4,320 
5,400 
7,920 

(a) and (b) The site we have selected is most unsuitable for our Factors 
partly because it is far off from the forest which supplies us with wood, and 
partly it is far off from Calcutta. from where we purchase other raw materials. 

(c) Yes, from here we oan transport to the important market of the Eastern 
Bengal at a cheap rate. 

(d) Here labourers can be had at a. cheap rate up .to last Janmastamy 
festival, but after Hindu-Moslem riots that advantage is gone. In selecting 
the site, its proximity to forest supplying suitable wood at !L cheap 'price' with 
convenient means of communication and transport is considered as the mObt 
important factor. 
. 9. Yes, mainly in respect of splints and to some extent box veneers made of 
native wood,' regarding chemicals we have made considerable improvements: 

(b) Yes. There are strong prejudices in favour of white splints against the 
dark ones. . 

(c) People will pay Ii pice for a box of imported matches (with. white 
.~plints) but not more than 9 pice per dozen for the native article. 

RAW lIt:ArERIALS. 

Wood. 

10. If we can be supplied with an abundant quantity of native wood suitable 
(or the industry, we may dispense with the necessity of using foreign timber 
for articles mentioned under sub-heading (a), (b) and (c). 

11. We generally use Gnwa. (bot. name) wood for all purposes but some
times we purchase white foreign splints from Calcutta, and purchase" foreign 
packing cases from the local market. 

12. No. In respect of strength and colour and wastage of Gnwa wood is 
larger, but we have used a piece of nRtive wood which in respect of quality, 
colour and strength are not inierior. to foreign wllod, they can be had at 
Shillong;. but it is, very costly to ,get 1j.nlesij Govl'lrnm,ent qelp. 

13. (a) and (b),Average l80 tQns G.nwa ;wood.requ,ired ilnnually. 
14. 50 .cubic fellt of. Gn~a or .30 c\lbic feet Qf fOl;eign. wood (AsPlln) on an 

average. 
15. The measureme~t of packing c~se f~r full siz~d m~tches which contains 

50 gross is 24/1 height, '26" oreadth ari"d 40" length. . We use packing case for 
full sized '60 gross and 57 gross medium size~' . . 

16. Our factory draws its supply of wood from, Khepupara in'Sunderban 
where Government Forest Office is situated, it is about 400 miles· off from 
Dacca. . 

17 and 18. The. Gnwa wood are cut by the local forestmen, from forest the 
wood is carried by local boat up to Jhalakati (an important bazar of Bakher .. 
gunge district) and from where by large boats they are tran,sported to Dacca. 
It is for these loading and unloading at different places, the cost of wood goes 
higher and higher. We applied the- Rivers ·Steam Navigation and India 
General Navigation Company, Limited, for carrying these woods .from the 
l1eighb~ing Sundex:ban forest, but the charge is so exorbitant, that it is im
,possibill to carry any business with them. Above all they refuse to carry during 
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the rainy season, when they get more money in jute market so at that seQsoii 
we are absolutely helpless. 

19. The machines are set up in 1926 and logs are purchased piece by piece, 
and we do not keep any account separately. . 

20. We do not get any concession at the time of purchasing, people from 
various parts of Eastern Bengal go to cut Gnwa wood for fuel, consequently 
the price is gradually increasing. The Forest Office has not laid down any law 
that nobody except match factories will be entitled to out Gnwa wood. There 
is no reserve forest, so very soon it will be finished. 

21. No. Match manufacturing requires green wood and the wood keeps 
green up to a month from the date of felling, with longer delay wood becomes 
dry and unsuitable owing to the difficulties of the waterways and dependence 
on wind and weather, the wood is aft to arrive too dry. Power-driven boats 
and regular dredging are absolutely needed. 

22. No. Sometimes scarcity of wood is felt for days together. 
(a) No. 
(b) Partly true. 
(c) No. 
(d) Due to this wood being used largely for o.ther purposes. 
23. We do not know. 
24. We believe that if the Gnwa wood is reserved exclusively for the manu

facturer of matches, it may be assured of a sufficient supply for a reasonably 
long period. 

Not to our knowledge. No. 
25. (a) No. 
(b) Yes, we consider the present freight charged by Railway Steamship 

Companies for_ the carrying of wood to be excessive. Had we been favoured 
with a special rate by the Rivers Steam Navigation and India General Navi
gation Company, Limited, for carrying wood from the forest to Dacca. We 
could have worked our machines throughout the whole year round. 

OrREB RAW lIIUEBIALS. 

26. Raw materials, besides wood are (1) Chlorate of Potash, (2) Bichromate 
of Potash, (3) Ferric Oxide, (4) Manganese dioxide, (5) Sulphur, (6) Glass 
Powder, (7) Lamp Black, (8) Black Sulphide of Antimony, (9) Umber, (10) Red 
Phosphorus, (11) Oxide of Zinc, (12) Gum, Glue, Gelatine, (13) Paraffin, (14\ 
Paper for wrapping, (15) Paper for packing. ' 

27. 
No.1 
No.2 
No.8 
No.4 
No.5 
No.6 
No.7 
No.8 
No.9 
No. 10 
No. 11 
No. 12 
No. 13 
No. 14 
No. 15 

30 lb. 
3 .. 

2 " 
10 .. 
4 " 

10 " 
I" 
3" 
2 .. 
3" 
2 " 
4" 

20" 
5 .. of reels. 

• • 1" packing 
paper (dozen and gross) 
for full sized maoohes. 
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28. We buy them from Calcutta market. 
(b) 

Rs. A. 

(1) 28 o per cw~, 
(2) 56 0 

" (3) 15 0 
" (4) 18 0 
" (5) 12 8 
" (6) 9 0 
" (7) 90 0 
" (8) 68 0 
" (9) 290 0 
" (10) 15 0 
" (11) 82 0 u 

(12) 0 6 per lb. 
(13) 0 4 

" (14) 0 6 ;, 
(15) 0 8 ;, 

(c) In addition to these we have to pay average Rs. 1-6-6 per maund as 
steamer freight from Calcutta to Dacca Ghat and 14 annas for eacp. cart loaded 
goods from Dacca Steamer Ghat to our factory. 

29. We cannot forecast this. 

Labour. 

30. In spite of all disadvantages, we started our factory at Dacca, consi
dering labours were cheap here, but owing to the gradual increase of cost of 
living and specially after the Hindu-Moslem riots during last Puja festival 
the Moslem labourers who are the backbone of our factory not to work in our 
b.."ltory, most of the labourers have resumed to other lucrative works, for, we 
cannot increase the rate of wages of the labourers for foreign matches and 
Swedish matches manufactured in Calcutta have overfiooded the local' market 
at a cheaper rate, so we cannot but reduce our rate for matches but at the 
same time we are forced to increase the rate of labourers as asked and other 
raw materials--such difficulties we are facing. ' 

31. We can hardly afford to pay for foreign labour, Indian labour if pro
perly trained becomes efficient. 

32. We do not import any labourer .. 
33. Nothing. As we do not import? We personally train the labourers 

and teach them again and again until they are skilled in various department. 
34. About 25 in all, about i children and i men and women, children 4 

annas to 6 annas, women 6 annas to 10 annas, man 1 rupee to Re. 1-4 per day. 
35. Alliabour~rs are local. • 
36. We are too poor to pay for foreign labour, Indian labour if properly 

trAined becomes efficient. We have no record. 
37. This does not arise in our case, as all are local. 

Power. 

38. The power used in our factory derived from electricity. 
39. The motor we use is 7t horse-power, and the electricity supplied by the 

Dacca Electric Company, Limited. Cost per unit 3 annas 3 pies. We have 
not made any comparative study. 

40. No concern; . 
41. We ha~e not been able to calculate this. 
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42. We have no record. 
43. We have no idea. 

Market. 

44. We do not know. 
45. We are unable to forecast this. 
46. As OUT matches are not sold in the local market we are to send it ~o 

other markeu., and they are far off from 20 to 150 miles. 
47. Practically no. 
48. (a) All our products are sold, but at prices out to a ruinous extent. 
(b) There is a persistent rumour that matches are smuggled into ports 

belonging to Native States and brought into British India. 

Oompetition. 

49. Undoubtedly Sweden and Japan. 
50. The Berious competition is from Indian matches manufactured with im

ported wood. 
51. (1) We have no information on this head. 

\ (2) In-

" 1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 

(3) We cannot give you any idea. 
52. Commercial Intelligence Department. 

Rs. A. 

2 8 
2 6 
2 6 
2 0 
1 12 
1 8 

53. (a), (b) and (c) These seem to he a question ahout their trade secret. 
54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) O~r labour is dear estimated by its output. 
(d) Yes. It has to be brought overseas arid conveyed long distance by rail. 
(e) Same disadvantage as machinery. 
(f). Yes, freight is one of our main cause of grievance. 
(g) Shortage of capital is commonly a difficulty in this respect. 
(h) Yes. 
(i) Our greatest diffioulty. 
55. (a) Temporary till we manufacture more in India. 
(b) Temporary we have trained people. 
(c) Temporary we have trained people. 
55. (b) Temporary we haVE! trained people. 
(c) Temporary we have trained people. 
(d) Temporary till Railways and Steamship Companies give concessions. 
(e) Same as above. 
(I) Same as above. 
(g) If suitable measures are adopted to establish confidence in the future 

of the industry this will improve. . 
(h) This is a matte; for Government. 
(i) Shortage of Capital is commonly a difficulty in this respect. It may 

take a couple of decades to overcome this difficulties. 
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Equipm.~nt. 

56. Ours is a 'cottage industry. A factory equipped with machin~ and 
appliances sufficient to manufacture at least 500 gross a. day can, in our_ opi
nion, be operated economically under present day condition. . 

07. Half of our invested capital. 
58. (a) One peeling machine, one splint chooper, one veneer chopper, one 

polishing drum, one cleaning machin~. - . 
(b) We did not make any special arrangement. 
1>9. (a) No, we cannot, if the present duty is not maintained and an excise 

at leaSl; at 8 ailnBS per gross be not imposed on the products of factories in 
India financed by foreign capital. . -

(b) There are some machines used specially for drying; box filling, side 
painting, packetting, sawing, barking, outer and inner box 'pasting, etc., 
which owing to cost and difficulty of handling we have not been able'to intro
duce in our factory and this prevents us from giving .any estimate-of the 
relative cost. - -

60. (a) At present financial difficulties is standing on our way. 
(b) The same difficulty. . - -
61. Peeling; splint chopper; veneer chopper, frame emptying machines are 

manufactured in India. 

Capital Account. 

62. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) We do not keep any record. 
63. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) We do not keep any record. 
64. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) We do not keep any record. 
65. Building.-Cost more owing to various requirements of the factorj 

paying heavy rent for our factory. 
Plant ana machinery.-COIlt more owing to a general rise in the prices of 

imported ones. In v·iew of the general fall in the prices of machines 
throughout the whole world, it is a puzzle t.o us as to why the prices of 
match-,machines, especially tbose manufactured in Sweden should rise enor
mously if not to make it impossible for the Indian factories to be eqJlipped 
with up to date machinery so as to enable them to compete wit.h,matchea 
manufactured in India by the Swedish Trust. 

Example:-In the middle of May 1926 the price quoted by' a Swedish.finn.
for an inner pasting machine was about Rs. 1,400 whereas to-day's quotation 
for the.same is about. RH. 2,400. The German machine is not so suitable for 
Indian condition. . " 

66 to 74. Our is a private concern. We work with our own capital. 

Work coat. 

75. See Appendices A and B attached herewith. 
76. The working cost is increased in the following ways:-

(a) Machines cannot work owing to the scarcity of wood hence they are 
• lying idle. . 

77. No. 
78. We are unable _ to answer this. 

OVERHEAD CHARGES. 

(i) Depreciation. 

79. We are unable to answer this. 
80. We cannot say. 

lI2 



(ii) Working capitaZ. 

~ ... "81. Our working capital is abouut Rs. 5,000. 
{i}Our working capital is about Rs. 5,000. 
(ii) About Rs. 10,000. 
82 and 83. We are often required to borrow at a high rate of interest 

exceeding in some cases 24 per cent. The industry looks to the Government 
for help through Co-operative Society. . 

84. We cannot say. 
85. The tendency of the market is to pay 3 to 4 months after delivery. 

·86.· We hold large stock of raw materials, as we cannot buy them imme
diately from the local market when we want. 

87 and 88. No. 
89 to 93. Our factory is a private company. 

Claim for protection. 

94. A, B, C.Yes, we have explained them in the written statement already 
submitted. 

95. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. . 
96. In India we have more or"less isolated district, difficult of access, where 

there is cheap labour and where suitable could easily be produced. The agri
culturists not being occupied wholly of their time will work in an industry very 
cheaply such district ought to supply their own needs in the matter of matches. 
Besides the labour there are unemployed educated people in snch districts who 
being to live cheaply are satisfied with small earning . 

. 97. (a) Re. 1-8 per gross on finished matches and 4 annas 6 pies On one 
pound splints and 6 annas on one pound veneers for boxes . 

. (b) We do not know. But we think that they are a small item. 
98. The retention of the existing duty on matches, splints and veneers. 

For reason viae our written statement already submitted as also the views 
expressed by the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association, in their letter 
No. 527, dated the 16th October 1926, to the Commercial Department, Govern
ment of India. . 

99. (i) An excise at the rate of at least 8 ann as per gross on the products 
of factories in India financed by foreign capital. 

(ii) The existing freight specially on the carriage of chemicals, matches and 
wood causes great hardship, and the Railway and Steamship Companies be 
moved to grant us facilities in this matter. 

(iii) Evei-ything should be done to prevent anything of the nature of 
monopoly or cornering the market in wood. 

APPllNDIX B. FORll II. 

PER GROSS FOR DACCA. - , 
1922-23. 1923-24. 192U5. i 1925-26. 

I 
Rs A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

I 
Rs. A. P. 

1 · 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 
2 · · " 0 3 0 0 8 II 0 2 6 0 2 0 
8 · · 0 7 0 0 6 6 0 5 0 I 0 " 0 , · · · 010 0 0 9 0 0 8 0 ! 0 7 0 
6-10. · · 0 7 0 0 6 6 0 6 6 

I 
0 b 0 ., 
~ 

Total · 2 0 0 1 14 0 III 6 1 8 0 
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Calcutta Match Factory, Calcutta. 

Letter, dated the 19th April 1927. 

With reference to your letter No. 209, dated 7th March 1927, I beg toO 
enclose herewith the answers to the questionnaire enclosed with you-:- a1)o"l"(1 
letter. 

Answers to questionnaire. . . 
1. The factory was started in 1911 and it was closed down from 1914 to 

]921 and began working since 1922. It is an unregistered firm and I am its 
&ole proprietor. No European is engaged. 

2. My own capital is invested in it and there are no Directors, I being its 
sole proprietor. No European is engaged. 

3. My factory manufactures splints and veneers j match boxes and matches 
and whole process of manufacture is made in my place. ' 

4. Since 1925. 
o. 200 gross of finished matches per day. 
6. Mine is a !th size box of the size 52 x 37 x 17 mm. and used to hold 

55 to 60 sticks, and now I am making thinner sticks 1'8 mm. and it now 
('ontains 80 to 85 sticks. 

7. The output in 1925--5,000 gross, in 1926-4,000 gross. 

8. The factory is situated at 38/1, Russa Rood South, and it is advan
tageously situated in respect of (a), (b), (c) and (d). In my opinion ,a match 
factory ought to have two branches, one m the forest where good wood can 
be had and making splints and box veneers and send them down to a place near 
a big town with a Port like Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Karachi. 

9. (a) Matches manufactured in my factory are not inferior to, any imported 
matches except Swedish and they are not liked because the sticks are not pure 
white. ' 

(b) I think if white wood can be used in the manufacture of matches theu 
there will be no prejudice against Indian made m'atches. ' 

(c) It is very difficult for me to answer thiS question for I am myself a 
manufacturer of matches. There will be no prejudice against Indian matches 
if the stioks are white. 

Raw material. 

Wood. 

10. I have never imported for (a), (b) and (c). 
11. I have used the following Indian,wood

(1) Genwa, E:lJcrecaria agaZlocha, 
(2) Khanakpa, Evodia /ra:lJinijoZia, 
(3) Kapasi, Acer Campb'eZZi, 
(4) Sisi, Lindera puZcherrima, 
(5) Kharani, Symplocos sp., 

for (a) and (b). 
For (c) I purchase old packing cases from the market and do not make 

them. 
12. Except (1) Genwa, which becomes decomposed if it is allowed to remai;q 

a long time after felling; others are as good as 1;he im~or1;ed on(;lS, 

13. (a) 3,200 c.ft. 

(b) 37,000 c.ft, 
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14. 65 c.ft. for 100 gross. 
15. The standard size (inside measurement) of the packing case is 

83n x23" x24" and It c.ft. of wood is required for one case. 50 gross of lth 
size boxes can be packed in one cnse. 

16. From the Sunderbans which is about 100 miles from the factory and 
.they are purchased locally from the Canal side. 

17. The contracoors hire boats and fell the trees in the forest·and bring 
them by country boats to Belliaghata and Ultadingi and they are purchased 
by the shop-keepers or Aratdar8 and from them I purchase and bring them 
to the' factory by bullock carts. 

18. Cannot say. 
19. Cannot say. 
20. A copy of the lease which I got from the Government of Bengal and 

copies of the correspondence are enclosed. If the Government had made their 
forest policy a little progressive then Bengal would have been in a position to 
supply wood for manufacture .of matches to whole India. After the lease I 
asked the Forest Department to mark the trees but it was found that the 
quantity is not sufficient for my purpose and I found that the royalty for the 
same wood has been charged more than they were sold to thtl local public. I 
pointed this out to the Secretary, Revenue Department, and he asked me to 
give up the lease and the Forest Department will. mark out trees one year in 
advance in the forest and I will fell them by my agency. The royalty demanded 
is three times the royalty which is taken from the local contractors for· the 
l!Iame timber and I was asked to sign an agreement, from which I found that 
I will be allowed only in the area which was leased out to me and from which 
jt was found I could not get sufficient timber. I understood that I would be 
able to fell timber required by me from the whole forest which will 
be felled in the next year and which I ascertained it to be 150 acres or 
more in'that division. There was another clause in the agreement that I will 
be criminally prosecuted if my agents' or coolies fell any tree other thnn which 
has been marked for me. For the above reason I am purchasing local Genwa 
wood. . 

21. The quality of the local wood is not deteriorating . 
. 22. Quantity is increasing daily and most probably the contractors are 

felling them at a greater distance. 
~a), (b), (c) and (d). 

There was ·no demand for Genwa wood 25 yenrs ago and its price was 
Rs. 80 per 100 maunds, and now on account of the demand of the match factory 
and for making packing cases of all kinds its price has gone up to Rs. 125 
per 100 maunds. 

23. Cannot say. 

24. There is no assurance of any kind about the supply of wood from anyone 
for any period. As far as I know no . steps have been tnken for planting 
sufficient suitable trees at a reasonable distance of my factory. This can be 
done by Government alone. 

25. I received speciil.J concession from Ruilway Companies for bringing logs 
to my factory j probably-it has lapsed by this time. 

.. Other raw mate1-ials. 

26. The following are the other raw materials required for my factory
Papers, Chemioals. 

Paperll-
Packing paper for 15,000 gross-7 cwt. nearly. 
Roll paper for 15,000 gross-14 cwt. nearly. 

Chomicals for 15,000 gross-53 cwt. 2 qr. nearly. 
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27. Packing paper for 100 gross nearly 5 lbs. RolI paper for 100 grOSd 
1011bs. Labels for 100 gross 150,000. Chemicals 40 lbs. nearly. . 

28. AlI of them are imported .from Europe. Chemic~ls can be had at ,a 
cheaper price from Germany and papers from Sweden. 

29. Cannot say. 
Labour. 

30. Cannot understand. 
31. No skiiled labour need be. imported from al)road. 
32. None. 
33. Some of my labourers were trained by a G~rlllan expert. 
34. Total number is 22, of which boys 9, and no woman is employed. 
35. From the vicinity of the factory'. 
:36. There is no doubt of the Indian labourers improving· with training. 

There are records in my factory. . 
37. AlI of them live in their own huts at a distance of 3 miles .from the 

factory. ' . 

Power. 
38. Electricity. 
39. From the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation at 2 anuas per unit. 
40. Does not a,rise. But I use coal for my boiler for heating purpose' and it. 

can be had in abundance. . 
41. Cannot. definitely say. 
42. The price of coal delivered to the factory is Rs. 12 per ton. 
43. Does not arise. . 

Market. 

-44. Cannot say definitely. 
45. Cannot say. 
46. At a radius of 500 miles from Calcutta .• 
47. None. 
48. (a) Cannot say. 
(b) Cannot say. 
49. Sweden and Japan. 
50. Japanese matches are almost out of market. Small quantity of Swedish 

matches come to Calcutta. Cannot say the exact quantity. ' 
51. (i) The price of imported matches in 1922, 1923, 1924, 19~5 and i926 

cannot say. 
(ii) In 1925, Re. 1-10-0 and in 1926 Re. i~6~O. 
(iii) Cannot say. 
52. From importers. 
53. I hue no personal knowledge. on this 8ubiect. 
54. The foreign manufacturer has an advantage over the Indian manu

facturer about (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (/), (g) and (i). 
55. Excepting (c) alI the rest are permanent disadvantage. In 15 y"ars 

this temporary disadvantage will disappear, when the labourer will be fully 
trained and will be able to turn out finished articles by working the'machhieS. 

56. No. The smallest quantity which, can be turned out by a factory to 
make it pay is in my opinion 500 gross a day. 

57. Nearly 40 per cent. on plant and machinery. 
58. (a) It is difficult to answer this question briefly. I have got all up-to

date machinery purchased from Germany in ,different years and I humbly' 
invite the members to visit my place and see them and form their own opinion. 
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(b) They have bee~ purchased by paying cash and by no special arrange
ment. 

59. (a) My machil)ery and equipment are up-to-date and efficient and I am 
able to compete successfully with the foreign manufacturer on th~ present 
condition but I want some sort of protection against those foreigners who have 
established their factories in and around Calcutta and have come here with 
the ostensible purpose of killing these local industries. 

(b) I do all the processes by machinery except some portion of filling the 
boxes with sticks, putting labels on the boxes and packeting. 

60. (b) As soon as the unhealthy competition in the market ceases I will 
bring some more frames and box pasting machine to increase the output of 
my factory to 500 gross a day. 

61. None. 
CapitaZ Account. ' 

62. The block value is nearly rupees two lakhs and they are as follows:
Rs. 

~b) Lands 
(c) Building 
(d) Plant and Machineries 
(e) Other miscellaneous assets . 

44,445 
20,000 
80,000 
40,000 

63. Actual cost and no depreciation has been calculated and written ofl'. 
64. Cannot say. 
65. Cannot say. 
66. 

6th February 1924 
4th September 1925 
1st May 1925 
16th July 1925 
7th November 1926 

67. In my case it does not arise. 
68. In my case it does not arise. 
69. In my case it does not arise. 
70. In my case it does not arise. 
71. In my case it does not arise. 
72. In my case it does not arise. 
73. In my case it does not arise. 

£15 at Is. 4~. 
£75 at Is. 5 Wd. 
£185 at 1&. 5 Htl. 
£2-17-9 at Is. 5 iijd. 
£21-4-6 at Is. 5 Htl. 

74. A lakh of rupees will lie necessary for the extension of the plant. 

Works cost. 
75. The two forms have been filled and enclosed and they can be published. 
16. Factory did not work in its full capacity. 
77. Cannot supply any cost sheet as none has been preserved. 
78. No. 

Overheatl charges. 
79 to 93. No reply. 

Claim Jar protection.. 
94. As regards clai?D f,or protection, I have stated my views fully in reply 

to the Press Commumque, dated 29th November 1926, and I have submitted 
my views to the Secretary, Tarifl' Board, on 31st October 1926. 

A. Industry possesses abundant supply of raw materials in the shape of 
wood. cheap power and a sufficient supply of labour and a large home market. 
The chemicals and papers wi}l be manufactured in the country, if ther~ is 1\ 
regular demand for the same m the country, 
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B. It is known to everyone how many factories have been started in 
the country with Indian capital after this duty has been levied and if this 
protection continues for another 10 years then all these factories will be 
developed rapidly in the interest of the country. 

C. I am morally sure that the industry will be in a position to hold its own 
against the world competition and will be in a position to export the excess 
matches abroad. I have stated my reasons fully in my statement submitted 
on 31st December 1926. 

95. (a) I have shown in that increase in production will 
cause economy in proauction. 

(1)) It can be easily seen how mAnv ""'nss of matches are being turned out 
locally and in no distant futnr" Tndia will not import any of this article from 
abroad. . 

96. The principal raw material (wood) is available in this country. 
97. (a) Re. 1-8-0 per gross. 
(1)) Cannot say. 
98. The same as it is at present, viz.. Re. 1-8 per gross. The present 

Relling price of Indian made matches is below Re. 1-8 per gross, and if the 
duty remains at Re. 1-8 then the foreign matches cannot be imported in the 
country. 

99. The Swedish factory with American capital is out here to kill this 
industry of the ·country and then to sell their goods and derive enormous 
nrofit at the expense of consnmer. The Japanese have stArted one or two 
factories with Japanese ('~pital and they are selling at a credit in the market 
80 not a gross can be sold in cRsh SInd no husiness with a limited capital like 
the Indians can flourish side bv side amidst this unhealthy competition; ~o 
I request that a further duty of 8 to 12 annas per gross be levied on all the 
factories who are dependent op foreign capital and who have Il'ot some con
nection in one shape or other with the foreigners. I enclose herewith the 
cuttings from the " Times of India." 

Form I.-Statement sho1ln1lrT total e:r.pellditu.re on the production of matche.~ 
durill.rT the last four '!Iears. 

- 1925. 1926. 

R .•• A. P. R •. A. P. 
1. Coat of wood for splinta and veneers • . 1,971 6 0 66714 0 

B. Cost of paper . · 334 on 219 9 0 

S. COlt of ohemioals · · · . . 73911. 9 592 3 0 

4. Cost of other raw materials .' 482 8 0 sro 9 9 

5. Factory labonr · · 3.~93 l' 9 U05 3 0 

8. Power and fuel • · 1,476 14 9 863 6 3 

7. OrdinAry current repairs and maintenance of ... ... 
buildings, plant and machinery. 

8. General services, supervision and local office 500 0 0 500 0 0 
charges: 

9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, mnnicipal ta.'<es, insuT- 17812 0 178 ]2 0 
ane9, etc. 

10. Cost of packing cases · · . ... :.>16 4 0 
_. 

Total productIon of matches 5,000 gross 4,ODO gross 
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Form II.-Statement showing works cost per gross of matches." 

I. Cost of wood for splints a.nd veneers 

2. Cost of paper . 

3. CORt of chemicals 

4. Cost of other raw materials 

5. Fa.ctory labour 

6. Power a.nd fuel 

7. Ordinary ourrent repairs a.nd maintenance of buildings,plant and 
ma.chinery • 

·S. Genera.l services, supervision and loc .. l office charges 

9. Miscella.necus, e.g., rent, municipal taxes, insurance, eto. 

]0. Costof pMking ca.ses 

" TIMES OF INDIA." 

Dated 19th March 1925. 

Cost per gross 
calculated from a 

production of 
1,000 gross 

in one month. 

Rs. A. P. 

0 2 4 

0 0, 9 

0 G 

0 1 0 

0 6 3 

0 2 3 

010 

When the grant for the Industries Department came up for discussion ill 
the Bombay Legislative Council, the Minister-in-charge, Mr. B. V. Jadav, 
"ame in for severe criticism. Members, one after the other, accused the 
Minister of want of any knowledge in matters industrial, and a motion was 
brought forward for reducing the grant by a thousand rupeeS. Mr. Hoossan
bhai A. Lalji, who is an enterprising businessman, emphatically declared that 
the Minister did not know anything about the match or any other industry. 
He revealed Ii very serious state of things for the match industry in India. 
There were, he said, four match factories in the Bombay Presidency, one of 
which at Ahmedabad was struggling for existence for the last twenty years. 
They were importing into Bombay the logs of wood required. from Siberia, as 
it was found the steamer freight from Siberia to Bombay cost less than the' 
railway freight on wood from Northern India to Bombay. This was not all. 
An American Syndicate with a capital of about two crores sterling had started 
a big factory at Ambarnath, near Bombay, and were going to build factories 
at Karachi, cal~tta and Rangoon, not with a view, he declared', to supply 
India's needs bu for the purpose of killing the existing factories in India. 
:his Syndicate, e said, had already taken in hand the match industries of 
Sweden, Czechos ovakia and China, though they failed to secure a footing in 
Japan owing to the Japanese Government's resistance. This American Match 
Tl ust, he added, had cornered a chemical most essential for match manufac
ture, which could not be bought except through this Syndicate. They were 
also offering higher wages to experienced Indian workmen from the existing 
match factories. He urged for intervention by the Government of India. 
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Ericlosure No. i. 

Agreement, dated 10th. M·Q.rch. 19~5. 

A." AGRBBMBNT ,dated the Tenth day of March ()~e thousand nine hundred 
and twenty-five made BETWEBN. THE SECRETARY of STATB FOR INJ>IA IN OOl!NOP. 
(hereinafter, called" the Secretary of State ") of. th.e one part and SAILENDRA 
NATK MITRA carrying on business as Managing Proprietor o~ the Tc;>llygunge 
Match Factory in the city of Calcutta residing at No. 94, Bakulbagan ltoad, 
Calcutta (hereinafter called the .. Firm." which expression where the context 
80 admits or implies shan include his executors administrators and assigns) ·or 
the other part. . 

1. The Secretary of State with the object ·of . providing for the .manufacture 
in India {)f .matches hereby grants .to the Firm· liberty to enter UPPJI 1;hat 
portion of reserved. forest situated in the "l>arjeeling District and known as 
Block lIof Senchal Range of the Darjeeling Forest Division and. shown in 
the plan hereto attached and to cut and remove therefrom all trees in the 
manner and upon the conditions hereinafter prescribed. 

2. The Firm shall each year clear fell the annual coupe of the said Block 
which shall be laid out in advance py the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling, 
in accordance with, the prescriptions of .the working plan 'at that time infor(,le 
and shall work in a regular and systematic . manner to the satisfactiqn pf- the 
Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling. In the event of a shortage of . matcl;t
wood occurring in. the coupe. of the current yeap the Firm ,may, wjj;h thll per
mission of the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling,in writing fell and remove 
such trees as may be marked for that purpose by the Divisional For~st Officer, 
Darjee1ing, in the- coupe of. the subsequent 'year. 

·S. The Firm shall have the option ·of purchasing any timber and firewood 
marked in any" clear felling or selection felling·nr improvement felling or 
thinning" specified by the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling, within the 
area, of this. concession but without .the current annual coupe due· notice of 
which requirement shall be.given to the·Firm.in writing provided tha~ if the 
Firm fail to inform. the Divisional Forest· Officer·, Darjeeling, within three 
months of service of such 'n{)tice of its willingness to· purchase and further to 
remove such timber and firewood within twelve months the Divisional Forest 
Officer, Darjeeling, may dispose of such timber and firewood as ·he may think 
fit without hrther .reference to the Firm.. , 

.. 4. The Firm· shall fell all trees and cut all' brushwood in, the coupe or 
coupes from time to time specified by the Divisional Forest Officer; Darjeeling, 
as provided in clauses 2 and 3 work in which shall be undertaken by. the Firm 
'und shall fell everything as closll' to .tke ground as is practicable' in the opinion 
nf· the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling. The Firm may utilize.all such 
timber. matchwood and firewood as it thinks fit.subject to-the conditionfl of 
clause 5. 

5. The Firm shall remove the timber obtained from all trees felled under 
this Agreement to a depot or dep(itsthe sites of such depots to be determined 
by mutual agreement between the ConservO:tor~ of Forests, Bengal;' ahd the 
Firm. The Firm shall not remove ·the timber froni . such depots or fir&wood 
from the coupe until it has been measured and passed by an"Offioer ;of the 
Forest Department who shall fto' so with ·all· reasonable despatch and" until 
royalty thereon has been paid by the Firm subject to the provisions of clause 
10 hereafter. Except with the previous written permission of ·the Divisional 
Forest Officer, Darjeeling Division; no timber may' be split squared or oon~ 
varted until it has been measured and passed for royalty. Matchwood will' 
be measured on the cart as soon' as extracted. ' . 

6. The Firm shall commence work within three months from the date of this 
Agreement and complete its Factory and h~ve i:t in running order ,witljin two 
years .from the. date of this agreement failing which this agreeme11t shall .be 
null and void under the provisions of clause 16 hereafter. Provided that if ill 
the interests of the Firm a factory should not be necessary in Senchal II it 
shall then lodge with the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling, a security 
deposit of the value of Rupees five thousand in lieu theret'f. 



'T. The Firm shall pay to the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling, for the 
construction of u cart-road within the Reserved Forest in continuation of the 
Simkuna Rangbi road (In an alignment to be determined by mutual agreement 
between the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling, and the Firm from Rangbi 
to Sonada or Tung railway station a sum not exceeding Rupees One thousand 
flve hundred each year until the road is completed. ·The Divisional Forest 
Officer, Darjeeling, shall be at liberty to prohibit, the passage of carts of the 
Firm over the whole or part of any road or roads within Reserved Forests at 
any time if for any reason he deem it necessary. Provided that all means of 
exit for carts from the area to the Railway is not closed for a period exceeding 
two weeks in every three months excepting during the months of July, August 
and September when the road will be closed to all cart traffic. 

8, The Firm shall be entitled to such building stone road JUetal timber or 
other forest produce from reserved forest as it may require for the purpose of 
erecting buildings or aerinl ropeways or conRtruct.ing and maintaining roads 
necessary for its work royalty free. All forest produce required by the Firm 
~hall be first ~ele~ted and marked bv a Forest Officer and the Firm shall not 
fell or remove any such produce which is not so selected and marked. 

9. The Firm shan be allowed the free use of water from any stream within 
the reserved forest with the previous consent of the Divisional Forest Officer, 
Darjeeling, in writing provided that the use thereof is in no way prejudicial 
to any pre-establi&hed rights of any tea estate village or of any other persons 
Itnd provided that the water hahitunlly used by such persons be not polluted 
nnd that due precautions be ta.ken hy the Firm to prevent any water in any 
way polluted hy its maehinery or otherwise hy its act from polluting any 
regular water-supply of any person and provided thnt the Firm undertake to 
mnke all dams tnnks water channels and the like which may be necessary for 
the carrying out of its work in It secure Itnd proper mltnner so as to minimize 
the risk of their cRusing landslips flood or soil erosion and that if in the opinion 
of the Divisional Forest Officer, Dltrjeeling, all proper prel'autions are not at 
any time being taken to effect any or all of the said purpOSE'S the Divisional 
Forest Officer, na.rjeeling, mAy from time to time prohibit the 11se of such water 
by the Firm until s11C'h precAutions ShAll hAve been tAken and the Firm shall 
be bonnd by such prohihition. 

• ProvidE'd that nothing contained in this clanse shall permit the Firm to 
do any act specified in sub-section (b) of section 76 of the Bengal Embankment 
Act. 1882 (Bengal Act II of 1882) without the previous permission of the 
Deputy Commissioner. 

10. The Firm shall not erect any building nor clear sites for buildings or 
other purposes inside reserved forest without the previous consent of the Divi
~ional Forest Officer. Darjeeling, in writing. For all such ground as is made 
available for such purposes as Aforesaid ground rent at the rate of five rupees 
per acre per year shall be paid in advance hy the Firm to the Secretary of 
State. 

11. All wood extracted under this Agreement shall be C'lassified as "timber .. 
" matchwood" and " firewood" hy an offiC'er of the Forest nepartment. 

For the purposE'S of this clause" timber" shall mean pierI'S of wood suit
able for use otherwise than as fuel trees of girth exceeding 3' at 4' from the 
ground or logs exceeding 3' in girth at 3' from the thick end and "match
wood" shall mean pieces of wood which are honn fide intended for manufacture 
into match splints 01' mAtch hoxeR and ment.ioned hC'reRft.er. .. Firewood .. 
~hall mean niPl'es of wood not. in!'hlCled in thn description .. timber" or 
"matchwood." The Firm shall pn.y royalty on All t.imher matchwood and fire
wood so clAssified at the following rates:-

Timber. 
(a) Trees (girth exC'eeding 3 feet at 4 feet from the ground) or logs (girth 

exceeding 3 feet at 3 feet from the thick end). Rates vary according tQ 
.localities and accol'di~~ t,o ,special And these are arranged RR follows ;~ 

Localities. 
I, Singalila Range, except looality II, 



iI. The areas of Little Rangit and Tonglu closed to grazing. 
III. Bambong, Pashok, M~ngwa, Bim and Bureil. 
IV. Mim 3,4 and 5, Nagri 1, 4 and 5, Tasiding 3 and 4, Tu.kdah, 'l'akdah 

Cantonment Forests, Benchal 2, Bara Benchal, Chatakpur and Senchal 1 (c) 
(coupes 7 to 10). 

V. Senchall (b), Senchal 4 above old Military Road, Senchal3 (South of 
Kalikhola), Posambing 1 to 4, Mim 1 and 2, Nagri 2 and 3, Tasiding 2> Jor
pokri, Dungdungia, Riang and Badamtam. 

VI. Soom, Patlaybas, Senchal 1 (a), Senchall (c) (coupes 1 to 6), Senchal 3 
(North of Kalikhola), Senchal 4 below old Military Road, Senchal 5, Senchal 
Pasture, Tasiding 1 and 5 anq Posambing 5. 

Species. 

A. Safed Champ, Onlia Champ, Pipli, Toon (OedrBla microcarpa), Haluri 
Toon (Uearela toona), Walnut and Malagiri. 
. B. Buk, Phalat, Sungre Katus, Katus, Sampati, Dudleay Sampati (Arta-: 
carpu' chaplaBha) and Angare. 

C. Paieli, Onli!l Bali, Kawla, Sepcha Kawla, Dar, Maya, Kimbu, Arupate, 
Kainjal, Kala Biris, Gambari, Panisaj and Chickrassi. 

D. Phusre Champ, Tite Champ', Ghoghay Champ (Oryptomeria), Gobre, 
Dabdabe, Bisi, Chilauni Ulis, Chinde, Bhadrashi, Simul, Kadam, Sauer, 
Malatta Kappasi, Gokuldhup, Mowa, Maina Kat, Madani, Lapshi, Lisse,. 
Pakasaj and all other oaks and chestnuts, except those mentioned under " B ". 

I 

11 

1II 

IV 

V 

VI 

E. All other species . 

.Minimwm rates per cubic foot of timber in the Zogs. 

SPIIICIES. 

Loc .. lity. I 

I 
I I 

A. I B. C. D. t E. I 

I ---!---I I t 

I A. 

~ I 

A. P. A. 1'. A. 1'.1 A. 1'. 
t 3 2 0 1 6 0 6, I 0 3 

5 0 

I 
3 0 2 0 1 6 0 6 

7 0 4 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 

8 0 6 0 4 0 2 6 1 6 

9 0 7 0 5 0 3 0 2 0 

10 0 8 0 6 0 3 6 2 6 

Sa]. timber i~ Tista and Ranjit Vall.eys. 

Hadamtam and Riang . 
Sambong, Mangwa and Pashok 

Rs . .A •. 

1 0 
014 

RlIIlIIABKS. 

Simul from Pashok 
and Mangwa, 
.. nn .... 3percuNc 
foot. 

Sampati aud Dn-
dhay S .. mp .. ti 
from Ri .. ng and 
Ba.damtam, anna.s 
5 per, oubio foot. 

} per cubic foot. 

NOTE.-(a) A reduction of annas.4. per c.ft. m~y' ~e made for sal trees 4' 6" 
and under in girth at the discretIOn of the DIvISIonal Forest Officer. 

(b) Trees (girth not exceeding 3 feet at 4 .feet from the ground) or poles 
(girth not exceeding 3 feet at 3 feet from tlIe tlIlCk end). 
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Minimum ratea per pole. 

, I GIBTH MEASUBElIlIiNTS. 

LooaJity. 

I I 
Species. 

Up to Over ~2" Over 24'i 
12". to 24". toS6". 

~ 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P; 

.{ 0 4 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 Sal. 
Rangit and Tista Valleys , 

0 1 0 0 S 0 0 6 0 Other species. 

Other forests . 0 2 0 0 6 0 o l2 0 A 11 species. 

- NOTE.--Speciai rates to graziersunder rule 7 of the Darjeeling Division 
Grazing Rules, annas 4 per tree of less valuable kinds and under IS" in girth 
for construction and repairs of bathoms (dry fallen wood free). 

Firewood. 

Minimum mtes per 100 c.lt. stacked. 

Locality. Oaks. l1ixed. Soft woods. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. na. A. 

Singalila Range exoept the art'aB of Tongln 1 8 1 0 0 8 
and L!ttle B6ngit olosed to grazing, 

The a~eas of Tongln and Rangit closed to 9- 0 1 8 1 0 
grazmg. 

Senohal 2, Bara Senohal. Chatakpnr. Takda.h 4 0 S 0 2 0 
Sand 4, and Takda.h Cantonment Forest. 

Senohal S {South of Kalikhola}, Mim S to 5 4 8 3 8 2 8 
and Nagri 1; 4, and 5. 

Tasiding 3 and 4, J orpokri, Takdah 5, N agri 5 0 4 0 3 0 
2 and Sand Mim I and 2. 

Senohal Pasture. Senoha1 1 (below cart road), 5 8 4 8 S 8 
Senohal 4. Posambing I to 4, Dnngdungia 
and Tasiding 2. 

Soom. Patla;v-bas, Senohal 1 (above oart 6 0 Ii 8 5 0 
road), Senohal 5, Senohal S (N ortb of 
Kalikhola), Tasiding land 5 and Posa.m· 
bing 5. 

Looality. 
., 

Sal. Mi~~d. Soft woods. 

Re. A. Ra. A. Re. A. 

Rangit and Tista Valleys Sim . 2 0 1 8 1 0 

G~iile Coppioe and Badamtam . II 8 2 0 1 8 

Riang, MangWa, Pashok and Sambong • , . 2 0 1 4 0 8 



Sungre Katus (an oak) will be charged as oak charcoal burning and /!.it 
soft wood for split firewood billets. 

II Mixed" firewood may not consist of more than one half oak or sal. 
Firewood to be used for a making charcoal is assessed on stacked measure in 
the kiln before burning. 

Dry sticks including dry fallen wood 'and the branch wood of felled trees 
unsuitable for use as poles, of 3 inches in diameter or less, to be collected 
without the use of any cutting implement, are sold on the following terms:-

Per Cooly 
Monthly. 

Locality.. permit for Toa Garden 
load. one cooly . Cooli"s. 

~oad daily.~ 

. -.- , . 
AS. RS,'A. 

Senchall and S (aLove cart Road), Senchal 5, Senchal 2 S ,0 
Pasture, Tas'ding 1 and 5 POBl>mbiug, 800m and 
Patlay.bas. }.- . The rut of Senchal, tasiding, Mim Nagri and 2 2 0 per aCre 
Takdah. ,under ten. 

Rangit, Tista Valley. and Singa.lila 1 1 0 

Gentra' Note.-The above prices for timber and firewood are fixed on the 
assumption that purchasers will bear the cost of cutting, collection and re
moval: When trees are felled at the cost of the Forest Department, the 
following additional charges may be levied:-

For each tree, of which the whole or part is 
Bold for timber 

For each 100 cubic feet of stacked firewood 

Bamboo,. 

IChoya Bans. Mal. BRns. 

LOcality (range). 

Annas 6 to Rupee 1. 
Rupees 2. 

Small kinds. 

I Per 100. Per 100. Small lots. Per 100. Small lots. 

Rs. A. Re. ,AS. 

Boom and p .. tlaybas 12 S ... ... 8 1 anna per 
ten. 

Bingalila . ... ... .. , 
Tista Valley, 2 0 3 6 pies eaoh 6 1 pie eaoh. 

Others . . .. .. .. . 8 I anna per 
ten. 

Bamboo off.;ghoots at' Re. 'I per 100 in Senchal and Ghoompahar' Ranges. 
Special permits for making mats, baskets, ghooms,etc., in the forests may be 
granted at the following rates: - ' 

I. For the Little Rangit, Tonglu, Rilling and south Rimbick Blocks of 
the Singalila Forest at Re. 1-8 per man per month. 

II. For the other blocks in the Singalila Forest at Re; 1 per man per 
month. 

NOTEs.-Under rule 7 of the Darjeeling Division Grazing Rules, gr~ziers 
lire allowed bamboos and canes free of charge (on permit from Range Officer) 
for construction"and repairs of bathoms. " 
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~rovided that the 'Firm shall not ue required to pay royalty for a period of 

five years from the date of this Agreement on matchwood of the following 
species:-

Acer Campbelli 
Acer sikkimense 
Alnus nepaleusis 
Uaseari glomerata 
Echinocarpus Dasycarpus 
Elaeocarpus lanceaclolius 
Engelhardtia'spicata 
Eciobotrya petioalta 
Evodia fraxiuifolia 
Lindera pulcherrina 
Lindera assamica . 
Litsoea elongata • 
Macaranga spp.. . 
Macropanax undulatum 
Michelia Camp belli 
Erithoyna indica . 
Ostodes paniculatll: 

Symploc08sPP. 

Kapasi. 
Labara Kapasi. 
Utis. 
Barkholi. 
Gobnl. 
Bhadrasi. 
Mohua. 
Maya. 
Kanakpa. 
Sisi. 

. J Paielli. 
Mallata. 
Chinde. 
Ghogay champ. 
Phalida. 
Bepari. 

fKholme. 
·l,Kharain. 

Leucosceptuum canum . Gurupis. 
Eurya spp. . Jhingui. 

And provided that the Firm will be allowed a royalty free allowance of 
firewood of 50 c.ft. per person per mensem for a staff of fifteen persons only. 
At the expiration of the first five years of the said term the rates shall be 
fixed by the Government of Bengal from time to time. Such rates shall not 
exceed the Schedule rates fixed for residents of the Darjeeling district at the 
time on timber and firewood of species of similar classes and in the same 
localities. 

12. The Firm shall provide every person employed by it in the cutting and 
collection of timber and firewood with a suitable hadge for the purpose of 
identification. 

18. The Firm shall abide by and observe the Forest rules in force for the 
time being in the locality and should there be any neglect of the said rules 
by the Fi!'m or by any of its employees the Divisional Forest Officer, Dar
jeeling, shall have power at once to suspend for su('h time as he shall think fit 
-the work of the Firm or its employees in any su('h locality. The Firm shall 
not employ any person in any of the areas allotted under this Agreement who 
in the opinion of the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling, is not a fit and 
proper person to be so employed. 

14. Officers of the Forest Department in the discharge of their duties shall 
have at all times free access to the premises, factories,depots and godowns 
erected and maintained in pursuance of this Agreement. 

15. This Agreement shall suuject as in clause 16 mentioned remain in forcb 
for a period of thirty years from the date hereof, i.e., up to the Ninth day of 
March one thousand nine hundred and fifty-five. 

16. The Firm may before the expiratioll of the said period terminate this 
Agreement on the thirty-first day of March in any year by giving notice to 
that effect in writing to the Conservator of Forests, Bengal, on or before the 
first day of April of the year previous to that in which they desire to so termi
nate this Agreement. 

17. In the event of the Firm failing to comply with any of the terms of 
this Agreement or in the event of the Firlll not at any time carrying on the 
business of manufacturing mat('hes or in the event of the Firm becoming in
solvent or in the event of this Agreement being assigned to a Company and 
8uch Company going into liquidation it shall be lawful for the Secretary of 
State by notice in writing to the Firm under the hand of Secretary of the 
Government of Bengal in the Revenue Depal1tment to terminate this Agree~ 
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ment at any time without prejudice to any other right or remedy of the Secre>
tary of State hereunder. 

18. In the event of this Agreement being terminated under clause 16 or 
on the expiration of this Agreement on the ninth day of March one thousand 
nine hundred and fifty-five the Firm shall be entitled to remove within six 
months all machinery and other stores, tools and plant, buildings and timber, 
matchwood and firewood on which royalty has been paid in full. It shall also 
be entitled to remove within six months such timber and other forest produce 
with the exception of road metal obtained under clauses 7 and 8 of this Agree
ment on payment of the full Schedule rates thereof. On the expiry of the 
said period of six montlis it shall be lawful for the Secretary of State to appro
priate such machinery, stores, tools and plant, buildings, timber, matchwood 
and firewood as may remain in the said area or depots or god owns without pay
ment of any compensation to the Firm and such machinery and other property 
moveable and immoveable, shall become the property of the Secretary of State. 

19. In the event of this Agreement being terminated under clause 17 it 
shall be lawful for the Secretary of State to appropriate such machinery, 
stores, tools and plant, buildings, timber, matchwood and firewood as may in 
his opinion be necessary to cover loss and. damage incurred by him and for 
which the Firm shall be liable and to dispose of the same as his own property. 

20. On the expiry of the period specified in clause 15 above the Firm shall 
have the option of a renewal of this concession upon such similar terms as 
may then be agreed upon and for a further period of thirty years. 

21. The rights of the· Firm under this Agreement shall not be assigned 
transferred or disposed of to any other party without the previous sanction in 
writing of the Secretary of State under the hand of the Secretary to the 
Government of Bengal in the Revenue Department. If the Firm becomes 
Limited Liability Company sanction will not be withheld. 

22. In the event of any dispute arising with regard to the terms of these 
presents or the construction of meaning thereof or of any part thereof or as t" 
the performance of any act thereby required to be done or as to any other 
matter or thing in connection therewith the decision of the Governor of Bengal 
in Council upon the matter of such dispute shall be final and binding upon 
the parties hereto. • . 

IN WITNESS whereof the Secretary to the Government of Bengal in the 
. Revenue Department for and on behalf of His Excellency the Governor of 
Bengal in .Council acting in the premises for and on behalf of the Secretary of 
State for India in Council has hereunto set his hand and seal and the said 
Sailendra Nath Mitra has hereunto set his hand and seal the day and year 
first above written. 

Signed sealed and delivered by the Secretary t01 
the Government of Bengal in the Revenue Department 
for and on behalf of His Excellency the Governor of (Sd). W. S. HOPKYNS. 
Bengal in Council acting in the premises for and on 
behalf of the Secretary of State for India in Council inJ 
the presence· of. 

Witness: 
S. S. LATIF, 

Asst. Secy., Revenue Dept. 

Signed sealed and delivered by the 1 (Sd.) SAILENDRA NATH 
abovenamed Sailendra Nath Mitra in the .s MITRA. 
presence of 

(Sd.) SUDHINDRA NATH MUKERJEE, 
Pleader, JUdge's Oourt, AZipore, 

2~, Pudda Puker Road, 
Bhowanipore, Oalcutta. 

I 
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Enclosure No.2. 
Agreement, dated 22nd December 1926. 

AGREEMENT made this 22nd day .of December one thousand nine' hundred 
and twenty-six between the Divisional Forest Officer, Darjeeling Division (here
inafter called the Forest Officer) and Mr. Sailendra Nath Mitra of 94, Bokul 
Bagan Road, Calcutta (hereinafter called THE CONTRACTOR) to work in the 
coupe of 1928-29 of Senchal 2 of the Darjeeling Division for matchwood. 

W BEREAS the Forest Officer undertakes:-
(i) to layout the Annual Coupe of 1928-29, 

(ii) to mark the trees therein with the Forest Department marking 
hammer, 

(iii) to sell the trees of the following species available therein to the 
contractor at 1 anna per-c.ft. 

1. Sisi. 
2. Kharani. 
3. Kapasi. 
4. Khanakpa. 
5. Chinde. 
6. Ghogay Champ. 

\iv) to supply to the contractor the impression of the marking hammer 
and the list of trees mentioned in (iii) above before the 28th of 
February 1927, 

(v) to allow them to be felled, converted and extracted by the con
tractor before the 31st day of Decemlier 1927, 

(vi) to sale mark the trees after the royalty is paid. 

The said contractor ,eraby agrees so to supervise and direct the work of all 
coolies, workmen and servants employed by or under him that no unnecessary 
damage shall be done in the said Government Reserved Forests and in parti
cular the said contractor undertakes to see that no unmarked tree and no 
portion thereof, and no marked tree and no portion thereof other than the 
marked trees above specified in clause (iii) above as allotted to him and made 
over to the contractor shall be felled, cut, converted,.or removed. 

2. The contractor further undertakes that no portion of sawn timber shall 
be removed from the site of sawing until it shall have been marked with the 
Government sale mark. 

3. The contractor specifically undertakes that no part of the outturn of 
the trees specified in the schedule shall be disposed of in any other manner 
than for the sole use of manufacturing match sticks or boxes for which only 
the said trees have been supplied at this rate. 

4. If as a consequence of any neglect on nis part to control and direct the 
work of all the coolies, workmen and servants employed by or under him any 
unmarked tree or any marked tree not specified in the schedule hereto as 
shown and made over to the said contractor be felled,. cnt, converted or 
removed by any of the said coolies, workmen and servants he the said con
trlletor shall be liable to prosecution together with IIny or all of the said 
coolies, workmen or servants who may actually have felled, cut, converted or 
removed in contravention of section 25 of the Indian Forest Act, VII of 1878, 
any snch unmarked tree or such marked tree as shall not have been allotted 
to him or any portion thereof respectively. 

5. The contractor has deposited a sum of Rs. 250 (two hundred and fif.ty) as 
security for due observance and fulfilment of all the conditions of this agree
ment which sum or any part thel'eof shall be liable to forfeiture if any breach 
of these conditions is committed which forfeiture shall not debar the Divisional 
Forest Officer from taking criminal proceedings also as he may deem fit. 

6. The cost of the stamp, if any, on this agreement shall be borne by Govern
ment. 

IN WITNESS'WHEREOF the parties aforesaid have hereunto set their hand and 
seal. 
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To 

8m, 

The Revenue Secretary, 

Government of Bengal. 
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26th November i926. 

With reference to the Agreement, dated the 10th March 1925', regarding 
Senchal II Forest having an area of nearly 1,200 acres of which 40 acres nearly 
to be felled every year, I have the honour to make the following representa
tions as a result of my recent visit to the place. 

It has been agreed that I should pay a sum of Rs.· 1,500 a year in lieu 
of royalty for the extraction of matchwood from an area of about 40 acres every 
year. It has been found from the valuation of 3 lots with a total measurement 
of 16 acres made by the Local Ranger that only 4,631 c.ft. of matchwood 
would be available for extraction. At this rate, 40 acres would yield Il,577 
c.ft. which at the rate which they are sold to the public, viz., at Rs. 2 per 100 
c.ft. works out at Rs. 231 against which I would have to pay Rs. 1,500 yearly 
thereby causing a loss to me of Rs. 1,269 every year. 

On the above basis, I have been asked to deposit with the Conservator of 
Forests a sum of Rs. 5,000 according to paragraph 6 of the agreement in case 
I do not erect a factory at Darjeeling after two years. 

As Senchal II is situated far away into the forest and as the expenses of 
labour and carting run high, it would be difficult for me to complete with local 
contractors who work at more advantageous localities the following table will 
show:-

Cutting and 
Royalty per cauyiug -- charge to c.ft. Darjeeling 

per o.ft. 
I 

. 6.0. Rs. A. P. 

Chap 8 012 6 

Pipli .1 8 012 6 
I 

Bnp Phalat Kaine 

: I 
6 012 6 

Kowlaw La1\i 4 0'12 6 

Charcoal. 

13 bags of charcoal-130 c.ft. of wood. 

Royalty at Rs. 2 per c.ft. 
Cutting 
Carrying to Sisig Kusa . 
Cart hire to Darjeeling . 

I 

I 

I 

.. 

Cost per Seiling price 
c.ft. per c.ft. 

Ra. A. P. Ra. A. P • 

1 4 

1 4 

1 6 

1 0 

6 2 

6 1 

6 

I 
1 

6 1 

Rs. A. 1'. 

2 12 0 
580 
400 
400 

14 4 0 

0 0 

3 0 

3 (I 

1 p 

Selling price at Darjeeling varies from Rs. 14 to Rs. 16. Rs. 14 in the off 
Beason from November to March and Rs. 16 from April to October. 

It may be mentioned that felling in Senchal II is backward on account of 
its inaccessibility. • 

12 
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According to paragraph 5 of the agreement, I shall remove the timber froti\. 
all trees felled under this agreement to & depot or depOts and the measure
ments are to be made by the Forest Officer but from the contractors I learn 
that it is impossible for me.to remove those trees to the depots before they 
nre sawed. But they are to be sawn at the place of felling, and also charcoal 
has to be made inside the forest from the firewood. Hence, the standing 
trees are to be estimated according to the current forest rules. 

Under the circumstances I humbly beg that you may be pleased to grant 
ine the following prayers:-

(1) That I shall be exempted from paying Rs. 1,000 a year and be allow
ed to pay the actual royalty for the matchwood which I will 
extract. 

(2) That I shall be exempted from paying the security deposit of 
Rs. 5,000 mentioned in paragraph 6 of the agreement. 

(3) That the royalty be lowered fot (1) Plpli from 8 annas to 6 annas, 
(2) Buk, Phalat and Katus from 6 annas to 4 annas and (3) Kowla 
from 4 annas to 2 annas per c.ft. and for firewood (a) hardwood 
from Rs. 4 to Rs. 3-8, and (b) soft wood from Rs. 2 to Re. 1-8 
per 100 c.ft. 

(4) That standing trees are to be estimated according to the current 
forest rules and that the depots mentioned in paragraph 5 of the 
agreement be omitted. 

(5) That in case the Government are not willing to reduce the annual 
royalty for other timbers and firewood, I would be permitted to 
extract only matchwood by selection felling, that is to say, felling 
those trees which are suitable for .matches by my own agency and 
taking from me the royalty at the current rate. This is to conti
nue for 20 years until plantations suitable for matchwood are 
ready. 

(6) That pending the disposal of this representation, I may be exempted 
. from paying Rs. 1,500 which will fall due in March 1926. 

I have the honour to be, 

SIR, 
lour most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) SAILENDRANATH MITRA. 

~nctosure No.4. 

From 

'ro 

~IR, 

GOVERNMENT OF llENGAL. 
1l.EVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

FOREST BRANCH. 
No. 227-T. R. 

W. S. lIoPKYNs, Esq., O.B.E., J.C.S., 
Secretary to the Government 0/ Bengal, 

Babu SAU.ENDRA NATH MITRA, 
94, Bokulbagan Road, Calcutfa. 

Darieeling, Ule 15t1i. May 1926. 

I am directed to refer to your letter of the 20th March. 
Governrlent do not propose to make any claim against you for damage or 

c!ompensation on account of the cancellation of the lease. 
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With reference to the question of rates, it appears that under the presen\ 
scheduled rates, part of the wood which you would require for the manufactory 
of matohes would be classed as timber and part of firewood. As this would 
probably cause inconvenience to you as well as to the Forest Officers, the 
Conservator of Forests has arranged that there shall be a separate rate for 
matchwood taken from Senchal Block II; he liM fixed this for the present at 
one anna per cubic foot, and matchwood is defined as "pieces of wood of 
species classed " D " and " E " which are bona /ide intended for conversion 
into match splints and match boxes." If you remove timber or firewood not 
covered by this definition, you will be charged for them at the ordinary 
scheduled rates; but if you take only the matchwood, then any timber or 
firewood left by you will be sold by the Forest Officer to other persons. 

A copy of this letter is being sent to the Conservator of Forests, to whom 
:my further communication should be addressed. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sm, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) W. S. HOPKYNS,. 
Secretary to the Government 0/ BengaZ. 

Enclosure No.5. 

From 

To 

Sm, 

GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL. 
REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

FOREST BRANCH. 

No. 285-T. R. 

W. S. HoPXYNs, &!q., O.B.E., I.C.S., 

Secretary to the Government of Bengal, 

Babu SAILENDRA NATH MITRA, 
94, Bokulbagan Road, Calcutta. 

Darjeeling, the 26th Mail 19t.6. 

I am directed to refer to your letter of the 20th May 1926, in which you 
agree to the cancellation of the lease, dated the 10th March 1925. The Con
servator of Forests is being informed that the lease is cancelled. 

I think that you must be mistaken in stating that I asked the Divisional 
Forest Officer to chllfge firewood rates for the wood which you require. I do 
not remember making any such relluest to him and my letter No. 3136 of the 
19th March 1926 shows that it was agreed that royalty should be paid 'at the 
ordinary scheduled rates. If you are unable to pay the rate of one anna per 
cubic fODt, the proposed arrangement for the supply to you of matchwood must 
be dropped. As requested in my letter of the 15th May, any further com
munication which you may wish to make on tliis matter should be addressed tD 
the CQ~rvatQr of Forests p.nd not to J!l(l. 

I have the honour to be, 
SIR, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) W. S. HOPKYNS, 
Secretary to the Government o/Bengal. 
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Enclosure No.6. 

'1'0 

8m, 

The Divisional Forest Officer, 

Darjeeling Division, 

Darjecling. 

8th Januar'll1927. 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 1349-17-7 
of the 21st ultimo last enclosing two copies of the agreement. I am willing to 
deposit Rs. 250 as you have stated in your letter but I would request you to 
consider the clauses 3, 4 and 5 and to modify them as I am suggesting below: -

Clauss 8.-& all the portions of the trees will not be required for match 
sticks and boxes such as the branches and the portions which are with knots 
or which may be hollow so I will be permitted to BeU them locally to the persons 
who will require them for making charcoal and fuel. 

Clause ".-That if any of my agents fell any trees which are not m'lrked 
for me then I will be liable to pay to the Forest Department the price of the 
said tree and the Forest Department may prosecute the coolies, workmen or 
servants of mine criminally under section 25 of the Indian Forest Act, 7 of 
1878, . for in that case I can realise by fines the price which I will have to pay 
to the Forest Department. 

ClauslJ 5.-The whole of the security money may be forfeited if the price of 
such trees felled amounts to that amount and the Forest Officer shall not take 
any criminal proceedings against me for I will be far away in Calcutta when 
this felling will be done and I cannot be made respoqsible criminally for t.his. 

Kindly modify these three clauses accordingly and send them to me and I 
will duly execute it and send the same back to you with Rs. 250. 

In the last paragraph of my letter of the 2nd ultimo I requested to send 
me two pieces each 18" long and 3' or 4' in girth of the following species and 
if they are found to be suitable for matchsticks or boxes then kindly include 
them in the Agreement and they are to be marked as well with the other six 
kinds. 

1. Bhadrasi. 

2. Maya. 

S. Jhingi. 

4. Barkholi. 

6. Gobra. 

6. Mallata. 

I have the honour t.o Mil, 

Sm, 

Your most obeaient servant, 

(Sd.) SAILENDRANATH MITRA. 
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Enclosure No.7. 

GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, 

OFFICE of D. F. 0., DARJEELING DIVISION. 

From 

To 

Sm, 

S. CHAUDHURI, Esq., 

Divisional Forest Officer, 
Darjeeling Division, 

Mr. SAILENDRA NATH MITRA, 

94, Bakulbagan Road, Calcutta. 

FOREST DEPARTMENT, 

No. 92---17-12. 

Dated 19th/20th January 1927. 

With reference to your letter No. Nil, dated the 8th instant, received'in 
this office on the 13th instant I have the honour to send herewith the draft 
agreement in duplicate after modifying clause 3 to enable you to dispose off 
parts not sui'table for matchwood as fuel or charcoal. ,As it will not be paying 
for you to buy parts at 1 anna a c.ft. and sell them as fuel item (iii) of clause 
1 and line 2 of clause 2, have been modified according to the current schedule 
of rates of this Division. ' 

Referring your objections about clauses 4 and 5 please note all contractors 
of this Division have been working on those terms for all kinds of forest 
produce and they cannot be modified in your case. 

As for your request to send certain pieces for experiment please inform if 
you are prepared to pay the royalty at the rate of 5 annas per c.ft. for Maya 
and 3 annas per c.ft. for others and the cost of conversion and extraction up to 
the nearest railway station, May, at 5 snnas a c.ff. I shall only charge for 
parts despatched to you and not for the whole tree as it is for experiment. 
I do not think it will be advantageous to either side to indude these six 
species in the list for the current year. 

Please note' further that unless the security is deposited before the 31st of 
the currfnt month and the agreement executed, it will not be possible to mark 
the area and submit the list of available trees within the 28th of lfebruary 
1927. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sm, 
Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) S. CHAUDHURI. 
Divisional Forest Officer, 

Darjeelin(J Division. 
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Enclosure No.8. 

To 

fu, 

The Divisional Forest Officer, 

Darjeeling Division, 

Darjeeling. 

6th Feo1''UQ,T'lJ 1927. 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 92-17-12 
of the 20th ultimo enclosing a modified agreement which reached me on the 
24th, because I am now staying in the interior of the Midnapur District and 
hence the delay in my answering your letter. 

I beg to point out that the entir&' Senchal II Forest was leased out to me 
by the Government of Bengal but when the annual coupe of 40 acres was 
marked then it was found that the species required for matchwood are very 
small and I pointed this·out to Mr. Hopkins, the Secretary, Revenue Depart
ment of the Government of Bengal, and also other facts on the subject and he 
has very kindly asked me to give up the lease and ask the Divisional Forest 
Officer to allow me to fell the species which I want for match sticks and boxes 
from the whole of the Darjeeling Division Forest and which will be sold in the 
next year and which as far as I remember will be . nearly 150 acres or more. 
Kindly put the same in the top of the agreement. 

As regards the paragraph III of the agreement I beg to suggest that I will 
only pay one anna per cubic foot of the port. ion of the trees which I will take 
out and the remaining portion which will be unsuitable for my purpose will be 
left in the forest and the Forest Department will sell them. 

As regards paragraph IV, I beg to suggest that you shall not classify me in 
the same class of contractors who fell your forest for the purpose of making 
money by felling the timber and sellmg them in the locality. So kindly omit 
that clause about prosecuting me if my people fell any other trees than which 
are marked for me. 

I am willing to pay the royalty and cooly hire which the Forest Department 
will incur for sending the sample of the six species mentioned in my previous 
letter. Kindly arrange to mark them distinctly and send them with bark 
. on and the ends covered with cowdung or mud by Goods Train to Kalighat 
Station, Eastern Bengal Railway, and in the letter which will enclose the 
Railway Receipt the names of species will be mentioned against each number 
and enclose your Bill for this and the price will be sent by Money Order. 

I am at present staying in the interior of the Midnapur District and will 
return to Calcutta by the middle of this month, so you will kindly excuse me for 
the delay in sending you the amount and executing the agreement. 

I have the honour to be, 
SIR, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) SAILENDRA NATH MITRA. 
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Enclosure No.9. 

To 

GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL. 
OFFICE OJ!' THE DIVISIONAL FOREST OFFICER, 

DARJEELING DIVISION. 

FOREST DEPARTMENT. 

No. 256-17-12. 

Dated the 17th February 1927. 

Mr. SAILENDRA NATH MITRA, 

94, Bakulbagan Road, Calcutta. 

Memorandum. 

Your letter, dated the 6th February 1927. 

Re/erence.-Paragraphs 1 to 4 and 6 no further consideration can be made: 
and in case you propose to work you will please send the security money and 
the agreement without further delay. 

Re/e1'ence.-Paragraph 5, the specimen will be despatched when ready. 

(Sd.) S. CHAUDHURI, 
Divisional Forest Officer, 

DarieeZing Division. 

Mr. M. N. Mehta's, Factory, Calcutta. 

LetteT dated the 19th ApriZ 1927. 

In reply to your letter we herein enclose 6 copies duly replied to all the 
questions and shall be pleased to give our evidence before your Board whenever 
we are called for. 

The following are the replies of the Match Industry questionnaire;-
1. The firm of M. N. Mehta was established in the year lS79 by Mr. M. 

N. Mehta in pemon. The firm is a private one and a registered one. 
2. Rs. 5,00,000. Doing business in partnership. All are Indians (Parsees). 

Not a single European is employed by us. 
S. We manufacture the whole process of matches at our plant. 
4. The match factory was started on the 15th November 1925. 
5. The'full capacity of our daily output is 2,500 gross for the manufacture 

of complete mak-has and boxes. 
6. The dimensions of the match boxes, half size are 1£x1tx ~, and for 

the full size 2l x "§' I( t. The half size boxes· contain 60 to 70 sticks and 
the full size SO to 90. 

7. The actual output of Our firm in the year 1925.26 was 6,000 cases or 
8 lakhs grose. 

S. Our factory is situated at Nos. 104 and SO, Ultadingi Main Road, and 
we find advantageous under the items (a) Yes; (b) Yes; (0) Yes; and (d) Yes. 
We consider the most important factor in selecting the site of a match 
factory is the place where abundant matchwood and labour are available, 
together with transport facilities. 

9. (a) Yes. Indian matches fall short of the standard of imported matches, 
owing to inferior quality of local wood used at present, and the seeond .cause 
is that the industry is in its infancy. 
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(b) There is a prejudice against Indian-made matches for t~ present, 
owing to the importation of Japanese and Swedish matches. They are gain. 
ing in reputation in the market up till now. The Indian matches in rom· 
parison to two years before were inferior, but since the last two years all 
Indian match factories have been manufacturing matches under expert direc
tions, and hence there remains a likelihood to overcome the P!ejudice. 

(e) We consider the differenee of Re. 1-6·0 to Re. 1-8-0 in price per gross 
to be sufficient to overcome the prejudice against Indian matches. 

Raw materials. 

10. (a) Yes. A portion from Siber~a for keeping the standard of the quality 
with imported, matches. . 

(b) No. 
10. (e) No . 
. (1) C.i.f. rprice per ton is £9. 
(2) Kobe. 
(3) Do not know. 
(4) Rs. 6 per ton. 
(5) Rs. 4 per ton. 
(6) 15 per cent. 
11. Genanwa. 
12. The local wood is not as satisfactory as the imported Aspen. It is 

inferior in respect of colour and slightly in strength. 
We understand that best Indian wood is available, but on account of the 

heavy transfer charges, the business in Indian wood falls off. 
(a) No. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) No. 
13. (a) The annual requirement of wood according to thepresf'nt rate 

d output is 6,000 logs of Espen wood for making sticl<s. 
(II) Ac~ording to the rate of .output equivalent to the full capacity of the 

l)lant,. it should be 10,000 logs. With the above we buy local Genunwa and 
Jury woods for making boxes and splints. Monthly about 10,000 logs. 

14. ThE' quantity of wood required for thp rnanufadure of 100 gr088 hox~ of 
finished matches for sticks 121 cubic feet of Aspen and for hoxes 35 cubic 
fpet. 

15. The standard size of the packing case, full size is 40" x 26" x 27", and 
fnr half size 36"x31" x 20", and the quantity required we do not know. 
1i0 gross boxes can he pflckE'd for full size and 100 gross for half size. 

16. We buy the local wood from the canal situated very near our factory 
",hE'l't! thE' same comes in boats from the Sunderbands. We regret we arE' 
unable to produce a map showing the site of the footory and the areas from 
which supplies are drawn. 

17. We have no connection with agencies. 
18. We do not pay anything as we simply huy. 
19. As we do not extract the wood ourselves we are unable to answer the 

questions. 
20. Same reply as above. 
21. The looal wood has heen found to contain deterioration sometimes, 

but otherwiRe the supply has been O. K. The supply up to the present 
moment has been constant. 

22. As the supply hB8 heen found at present to be constant .nnd Doats 
alway.s ready, we have always been able to get our supplies without seekiD.f: 
gl:enter diRtances. 
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(a), (b), (0) and (d) do DOt require answers. 
23. Till late we have found unnecessary to draw supplies from new areas. 
24. The ff!.Ctory is short of its sufficient supply of suitable wood and no 

steps have been taken to plant trees suitable for the. match making industry 
within a reasonable distance of our factory. 

25. We have not yet extracted any wood. 

Other rOlW materials. 
26. Raw materials other than wood are:-

Chlorate of Potash, Emorphos Phosphorus, Glue, Zinc sheets, manga. 
nese, Rosin and. Paraffin. 

27. Chlorate of Potash 
Flour sulphur 
G lass powder 
Manganese 
Rosin 

12 lba. 
I lb. 6 oz. 
3 lbs. 

2 " 
1 lb. 

28. (a) All those stated in question 26 are imported from abroad. 
(b) Paraffin wax from India. 
(e) We do not manufacture. 
29. Manufactured in India:-

Chlorate of Potash, Manganese· oxide, Antimony-sulphide black. 

Labour. 
30. We are not extracting. 
31. It is necessary to some extent to get skilled labour from abroad, as 

the match industry is in its infancy. We have 5 experts at present. 
32. About 6 imported labourers. 
33. The Indian. workmen are being trained under skilled Japanese experts 

Ilnd are thereby conversant with the machines for -the match manufacture. 
34. The total number of Indian labourers employed by us are about 600; 

150 women, 200 bOYR and 250 men, and the average daily wages come to 
ahout Re. 1-8-0 a dny. 

35. Yes. All the workmen are drawn from the vicinity of the factory. 
36. Yes. The Indian labourers all seem to be improving with the train

ing. Owing to the lack of proficiency, the output was less when the· plant's 
capacity was milch more, hut now hy experience we are able to cope with the 
desired output iii! per the plant. 

37. No arrangements have been made for the housing of our labourers 
except the skilled workmen from Japan whereas all the Indian labourers being 
of the near vicinity live in their own houses. 

Power. 

38. All by electricity. 
39. From the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation. The cost per unit is 

2 pice, plu8 Rs. 5-4-0 per killowatt. 
We do not know the cost of oomparison between India and other countries. 
40. We use no steam and hence we have no necessity of fuel. 
41. One unit produces 18 gross of matches. 
42 and 43. Cannot answer. No arrangement of steam. 

Market. 

44. In India consumption of about 20 millions gross boxes per year, OIlt . 
of which Bengal alone consumes 6 millions gross boxes per year. 
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45. The demand frJr the matches will be the same. 
46. Our chief market is the whole province of Bengal. 
47. We are in por~. 
48. (a) Large importation of foreign matches in all the markets of India 

is from Sweden. 
(b) Yes. We have reason to suppose that there is illicit importation of 

foreign matches in India. Many Native States such as Jamnagar, Porbandar 
and other places, without paying the duty as is paid .. in British India, could 
successfully compete with Indian markets. 

Competition. 
49. From Japan and Sweden. 
50. Even with the existing duty the foreign made matches are still being 

imported owing to the prejudice for local matches, but in years to come, 
we are of opinion that we can stand on our own. 

51. (1) The price at which imported matches entered the country in the 
year 1925-26 was Rs. 2-6-0 per gross and sold at Rs. 2-10-0 and Rs. 2-12-0. 

(2) We established in 1925 and we are not using the Indian wood for 
splints, but at present we make them out of the Indian wood. We realise 
about Re. 1-8-0 per gross for Genwa. 

(3) The price realised from matches manufactured from imported wood 
when we established was Re. 1-15-0 and Re. 1-13-0. The c.i.f. price for 
imported matches comes to about annas ·14 to Re. 1, on which, if the landing 
and duty be ,added, it works out to about Rs. 2-6-0 to Rs. 2-8-0 per gross. 

52. From local merchants. 
53. (a) Yes. 

(b) No. 
(c) Yes. From our Japan friends. 

54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) Much higher. 
(d) As regards costs, it is higher on account of unskilled labour. 
(6) Much higher. 
(J) Same. 
(g) We import. 
(h) Should be abolished. 
(i) No. 

55. Items (a), (d) and (h) are permanent; and the rest are temporary, but 
will be alright as soon as the match industry is on its footing. We re<tuire 
the protection for 12 years. 

Equipme'nt8. 

56. Yes. The smallest unit of production should be about 1,250 gross d{l.ily. 
57. 50 per cent. outlay. . 
58. (a) 11 Veneering machines. 

3 Splints-chopping machines. 
4 Box-chopping machines. 

25 Box-making machines. 
25 Frame-filling machines. 
10 labelling machines. 
8 Emptying machines. 
1 Box-filling machine. 
1 DOJ!;en packetting machines. 
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t Paraffin machines. 
6 Splints-levelling machines. 
2 Circular saws. 
8 Side-painting machines. 
1 Compound-mixing machine. 
1 Gilletting machine, etc. 

(b ) Nothing special. 
59. (a) Are quite up to date and are C'&pable to successfully compete with 

imported matches. 
(b) Except the box-filling everything is done by machinery. 
60. (a) Nothing is at present necessary. 

(b) We cannot say anything de1inite. 
61. Almost all particulars of machinery can be made in India. 

62. (a) On lease. 
(b) On lease. 
(e) Rs. 54,000. 
(d) 2 Lakhs. 

(e) 1 Lakh. 

Capita~ Account. 

68. Actual cost 8 Lakhs. We have written off Rs. 6,000 as for depre-
. ciation last year. 

64. Depreciation ought to be &. 15,000. 
65. Would be the same. 
66. Have started only last year. 
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 78 and 74. Being private company requires no 

answers. 
Working COBt. 

75. (1) Cost of weod for splints and veneers 
(2) Cost of paper 

7 annas per gross. 

(8) Cost of chemicals· 
(4) Cost of other raw materials 
(1)1 Factory labour 
ttl) Power and fuel • 
(7) Ordinary current repairs and maintenance 

of buildings, plants and machinery 
(8) General semces, Bupervision and Ioeal 

office (lharges. . . . • • 
(9) Miscella.neous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes, 

insurance, etc. 
(10) Cost of packing cases 

Ii 
2i 
2 

" 7i " 1 
" 

Ii " 
1 

" 
1 

" 2 " 
TOTAL Rs. 1 11 0 

76 and 77. We have not adopted the cost-sheet system. 
78. Do not now. 

" " 
" " 

" 
" " 
" " 
" " 

" " 

" " 
" " 

79. 6! per cent. on the machinery and 2:l per cent. on building. We can. 
lider that the rates of depreciation should be 20 per ce~t. on !recount oj 
:1 apanese match-machines not being durable. 

80" Rs:6,000, for machinery and :!;ta. 1,500, for building • 

81. (1) 11 Lakhs. 
(2) 2 Lakhs. 

. W orking capital. 



82. Yes. 
83. Not borrowing. 

84. Rs_ 75,000 per month. 
85. (a) About Rs: 2,600 daily. 

(b) About 3 months. 
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86. The l-SW materials stored up to the average value of Rs. 1 lakh. 
87 to \lei. Being a private company have no agents. 

Manu/act1l1"8r'B profit. 

91, 92 and 93. Being a private company we have no need for all that. 

Claim for· protection. 
94. (a) The chief raw material in the manufacture of matches is wood, 

which is available in abundance in Burma as well as in India, and if some 
of the factories have to rely upon imported wood, it is because of the lack 
of proper development of forest resources rather than to the advance of 
suitable wood in sufficient quantities. 

As for chief power the industry has not experienced any difficulty. The 
supply of labour required for this industry is more than what it is required, 
and with India it will never be a question of anxiety. It has, for the present, 
to relay to some extent upon imported skilled technical labour but in a few 
years' time this kind of labour will also be available in sufficient number. 
The third advantage which India possesses naturally is an extensive home 
market at hand. 

(b) The industry must be one which, without the help of protection is 
lIot likely to develop at all, or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desired 
in the interests of the country. It was in 1922 that when the duty of 
Re. 1-8-0 was levied by the Government for revenne purposes, this high rate 
of duty served 11-<; a protective wea~ure to the match industry and now it 
promises to develop if t.here ill no interference from foreign competition. 
- (e) We confidently believe and claim that the match industry, if allowed 

to develop on the lines suggested above, will in a few years' time, be able 
to face the world competition without any protection from -the Government. 

95. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes_ 

90. Yes_ Large Indian labour is being utilised by this industry and what
ever profit is derived remains in India. 

97. (a) The existing duty is Re. 1-8-0 per gross. 
(b) The landing and other charges are annas 2 per gross. 

98. The amount of protection which we consider necessary is Rs. 3 per 
gross. It is the sole aim of the foreign manufacturers to cripple Indian 
industry which is still in its infancy. -

99. The following form of assistance, other than protective duty, is recom
mended :-

(a) That suitable wood which we believe exists in abundance in Indian 
forests and which is the chief raw material in the manufacture 
of matches, mnst be made available to the waich manufacturers 
by Government taking up the research work in all seriousness 
and by affording .every facility for its transport by cheap railway 
and steamer freights. 

(b) A special protection should be given against the foreign competi-' 
tion of the Syndicate, which is not a bona /ide concern and whose 
activities should not be allowed to be successful. It is, therefore, 
suggested that a discriminating excise duty on the products of 
the factories, financed wholly or mainly by foreign capital, should 
be levied, but under no circumstances should any burden be 
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imposed on the factories run purely by Indian capital and Indian 
enterprise. 

(e) That the present import duty of Re. 1-8-0 per gross should be 
raised to Rs. 3 and declared as a protective duty and should 
be maintained at the same rate, as this industry-if allowed to 
develop on right lines-will soon be in a position to get over the 
technical difficulties and that the industry will provide employ
ment to thousands of labourers. 

(ti) That proper control qhould be exercised on the imports of fflreign 
matches into Native States by transhipment methods which are 
likely to result in a deficit in the Custom duty by the tranship
ment right being abused. 

(e) That in course of time, if proper encouragement is given by the 
Government, it is believed that even all the chemicals and paper 
required in the manufacture of matches will be available in 
India and the match industry will be in a position to cope with 
the full demlilld of the country in a few years' time. So it 
should be allowed to develop on right lines and the industry be 
treated as a national industr'y as it supplies an every day's neces
sity of life. 

The Esavi Indill Match Manufacturing Company, Calcutta. 

Letter, dated 20th. April 1927. 

We beg to endose herewith our answers to your questions and sball thank 
you to acknowledge receipt. 

A nswers to questionnaire. 

1. The firm was eshblished in October 1923. It is a proprietory firm. 
2. Capital subscribed by Indians 70 per cent.; 30 per cent. held by Japanese, 

Under Indian control and management. No Europeans are employed. 
3. We undertake the whole process of manufacture. 
4. In December 1923. 
5. At present we produce about 4,000 gross of matches and boxes per day. 
6. The dimensions of match boxes are:-

Full size 21" x T'."X H" and contains about 80 to 90 splints. 
Half size 1!" x 11" X T"." and contains about 60 to 70 splints. 

7. Our output in the year 1924 33,650 gress, 
1925 600,500 

" 1926 864,500 
" 

8. At :;I6-A, Hogulkuria Gully and at 46/1/1, Muraripukur Road, Manick-
tola in the town of Calcutta. 

(a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
The most important factor in selecting the site of a match factory :is 

wbere wood is in abundance and all transport facilities cheap enough to 
compete with imported matches. 

9. (a) Yes, Indian matches fall short of the standard of imported matclies 
where local wood is used owing to the inferior quality of tbe wood. Second 
cause is its infancy. ' 

(b) There is, a prejudice against Indian'made matches for the present. 
Up to the present the market was held by Swedish and Japanese matcha! 
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bnly and what was manufactured here was much inferior in comparison and 
so they gained the reputation, but since the last 2/3 years, big factories have 
started under expert advice and there is every likelihood of getting over 
the prejudice. 

(c) We consider a difference of annas 12 to annas 14 in price per gross 
to be sufficient to overcome the prejudice against Indian matches. 

10. (a) Yes. A portion from Siberia to keep up. the standard of quality 
with imported matches. . 

(b) No. 
(c) No. 
We import Siberian wood from Japan. 
(1), (2),(3) C.I.F. price Rs. 120 per ton of 50 cubic feet. 
(4), (5) Rs. 10 per ton. 
(6) 15 per cent. 
11. (a), (b) and (c) Gangwa wood (Excoecaria Agallocha). 
l2. (a) The local Gangwa wood is not as satisfactory as the Aspen wood. 

It is inferior in respect of colour and slightly in strength. 
(b) and (c) Satisfactory. 
13. (a) Annual requirements of wood are 6,000 tons. Daily output is 

about 3,500 gross. 
(b) About 6,900 tons. . 
14. 35 cubic feet per 100 gross of boxes of finished matches of full size. 
15. Size 0/ the pac1cing cases.-Full size 40x26x27 inches containing 50 

gross of matches. Half size 36 x 31 x 28 inches containing 100 gross of matches. 
16. We purchase from local markets. . 
17. Wood is tran~ported by means of boats from the Sunderbands into the 

Canals at Manicktolla, Calcutta. 
18. We buy from the local dealers. 
:II? We make local purchases. 
~O. We ourselves do not extract wood from forests. We make local pur

chases. 
21. Fresh wood can always be had from local markets. 
22. At present the supply of wood is quite ample as long as it is used for 

making match boxes only, we may feel the scarcity as time goes on owing to 
a gradual diminution of the supplies from the areas from which they are 
taken. Suitable wood exists in abundance in Indian forests, and must be 
made available to the match manufacturers by the Government undertaking 
the research work and by affording every facility for its transport by cheap 
railway and steamer freight. Government should also take steps to replant 
these places from which trees have been cut down. . 

23. No necessity as yet has arisen to draw ~upplies from new areas. 
24. Yes, we are assured of a sufficient supply of suitable wood for a few 

years. No steps have been taken to plant trees of a kind suitable for the 
match making industry. 

25. We ourselves have not as yet extracted wood from forests. 
26. Other than wood, the following raw materials are required, namely:

Paper, Zinc Sheets, Glue, Amorphous Phosphorus, Chlorate of Potash, 
Dextrine and other Chemicals. 

Total amount 0/ mw material requirea in one year. 

Chlorate of Potash 
Iron Dioxide 
Iron Manganeea 

Ibs. 
259,350 

8,645 
6,484 



Infusorial earth 
Sulphur 
Glass powder 
Dextrine 
Bichromate, of Potash 
Glue 
Red Phosphorus 
Sulphuric Antimony 
Iron Oxide 
Soot 
Paraffin 
Paper 
Zinc sheets 
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100. 

4,322 
17,290 

1,080 
12,967 

8,645 
4,322 

17,290 
2,161 
2,882 
4,322 

86,450 
432,250 
134,400 

27. Quantity of materials required per hundred gross matches:
Ibs. 

Chlorate of Potash '. 35 
Iron Dioxide 1 
Iron Manganese ! 
Infusorial earth 1 
Bichromate of Potash 1 
Sulphur 2 
Glass powder i 
Dextrine Ii 
Glue i 
Red Phosphorus 2 
Sulphuric Antimony i 
Iron Oxide 1 
Paraffin 13 
Soot i 

, 

28. (a) All as stated in answer to question No. 26 are imported from abroad. 
(b) None. 
(e) None. 
Case-Cal Chlorate of Potash, Amorphous Phosphorus, Paper and Zinc are 

imported from the continent and other Chemicals from Japan. 
(b) Chlorate of Potash per ton £33 c.i.f. Amorphous Phosphorus per 

ton £220 c.i.f. Blue match paper £31 per ton c.i.f. Zinc sheets £50 per ton 
c.i.f. Green paper £24 per ton c.i.f. 

(e) Calcutta from Europe and Japan. 
(d) We buy c.i.f. 
(e) Rs. 3 per ton. 
(I) Rs. 7 per ton. 
(y) Customs duty 15 per cent. 
29. Chlorate of Potash, Manganese Dioxide, Sulphide black, Sulphuric 

Antimony are manufactured in India, but are not as yet up to the stand!l.rd. 
If the match industry is allowed to be developed, there is every hope that 
they will be improved and all the remaining chemicals will be ultimately 
manufactured in India. 

30. We are not extracting yet. 
31. Three or four experts are required during its infancy. 

Ii 
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32. We have no - imported labourers under our employment save the 
experts. 

33. The labourers are being trained by the said experts and the labourers 
personally do all works requiring skill under the directions and advice of the 
experts. The labourers are now working in every .branch of the factory. 

34. 1,500 workmen of whom about 700 are. women and children. A male 
worker gets from Re. 1-8-0. to Rs. 2 per day. Women and children get from 
annas 8 to Re. 1-4 per day. 

35. From the vicinity of the factory. 
36. Yes. They are impJ:.Qving gradually with training. 
37. Arrangements. for housing the labourers are not necessary because the 

labourers have got their own houses in the neighbourhood of the factory, 
38. Electricity and steam power. (Mostly electricity.) 
39. Electric supply by the Electric Supply Company, Limited, cost from 

i anna to Ii annas per unit. 
40. Coal and waste-wood are used as fuel. Available in sufficient quan

tities. 
41. Mostly electricity nsed. 1 unit of electricity produces about 20 gross 

of matches. 
42. Coal Rs. 13 per ton free factory delivery. 
43. Mostly electricity. 
44. About 14,000,000 gross boxes. 
45. We think the demand will increase with the necessary Government. 

protection. 
46. In Bengal. 
47. None, because we are in port and from where railway and steamer 

freight is the same for locally made and imported matches. 

48. (a) At present about Ird of the total consumption of matches in India 
is imported from abroad. 

(b) It is alleged that matches are being imported through the Native 
States into British territory thereby evading a certain portion of the duty with 
the r~sult that they successfully compete with Indian manufactured matches. 

49. Sweden and Japan. 

50. The competition is really coming from the matches made in India as 
against the matches mnde abroad. This is only possible as long as protective 
duties are imposed, during the early exploitation in local industry. 

51. Swedish matches were sold at the average rate of:-

In the year 1924 
1925 
1926 

Rs. 2 11 0 per gross. 
Rs. 2 11 0 
Rs. 2 11 0 

Japanese matches were sold at the average rate of:

.. 
" 

In the year 1924 Rs. 2 lOOper gross. 
1925 
1926 

Rs.2 8 0 
Rs. 2 6 0 

Our and Tndian matches were sold at the average rate of.:-

" .. 
In the year 1924 Rs. 2 4, o per gross. 

1925 Rs. 1 15 
1926 Rs. 1 11 

52. From local merchants. 
63. (a) Yes. 

o 
o " 

" 
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(b) No. 
(e) Yes. This is current knowledge in the local market. 

54. (a) The Indian manufacturer is at a disadvantage with regard to 
freight and duty. 

(b) Cost of ~xpert labour is much higher. 

(e) AB regards costs it is higher on account of inexperienced hands. As 
stated above, the ordinary labourers are inexperienced but they are improving 
daily under the directions of th experts and within a further eight years 
they will be efficient. 

(d), (e) and (j) We are not at a disadvantage. 

(g) We have to keep two months' extra stock. 
(h) Customs duty on imported materials should be abolished to protect 

match industry in India and to enable us to compete with imported matches. 

(i) Not at a disadvantage. 

55. With regard to items Nos. (a) and (h) disadvantages are permanent. 
The rest temporary and are likely to operate for a period of about 8 to 10 
years. 

56. Yes; The smallest unit of production should be about 1,500 gross per 
day. 

57. 60 l'er ce~t. 
58. (a) (i) 50 gross frame-filling machines. (ii) 15 frame-emptying ma~nes. 

(iii) 20 labelling machines. (i'll) 35 box-wrapping machines. ('II) 12 veneer
peeling machines. ('IIi) 10 splint-making machines. ('IIii) 2 grinding machines. 

(b) No special arrangement. 
59. (a) Our machinery and other equipment are quite up to date and 

efficient to compete successfully with imported matches. 
(b) Box-filling, box-painting, dipping, packing and a certain portion of 

box-wrapping are done by manua.J. labour. 
60. (a) No important replacement of the existing plant. in our factory is 

at present necessary. 
(b) We may extend. 
61. Any part of the machinery can be made in India. 
62. (a) and (b) 011 lease. Leasehold property. 
(e) The value of some buildings erecj;ed by us is about RB. 97,000. 
(d) Rs. 2,43,000. 
(8) RB. 1,25,000. 
63. The actual cost has been set out. Depreciation Rs. 15,000. 
64. Less than the sums which ought to have been set aside. RB. 39,000 

ought to be set aside on depreciation. 
65. The costs under the heads (a) and (b) would be the same: 
66. Sums spent on the purchase of plant and machinery:-

1924 
1925 
1926 

67. This is a Proprietory Company. 
68. This is a Proprietory Company. 
69. This is a Proprietory Company. 
70. This is a Proprietory Company. 
71. This is a Proprietory Company. 

RB. 
1,65,000 

84,000· 
91.000 

x2 
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72. This is a P:t.:oprietory Company. 
73. This is a Proprietory Company. 
74. No replacement and extension at present contemplated. 
75. Forms attached herewith. 
76. Works cost not increased. 
77. No. 
78. No. 
79. 61 per cent. on machinery. 21 per cent. on building. We suggest a 

depreciation of 15 per cent. on machinery as match-making machines are 
too delicate. 

80. (a) Rs. 17,612-8. 
(b) Rs. 16,675. 
81. (1) Rs. 2,50,000. 
(2) B.s. 3,50,000. 
82. Proprietory Company. Yes. 
83. Question does not arise. 
84. Costs of one month's output will be Rs. 1,35,000. 
85. B.s. 50,000. About a month. 
86. It is necessary to hold stocks of raw materials to sustain the factory 

for two months. Average value of the stocks held is B.s. 1,25,000. 
87. No. The company has no other head office except an office of local 

management. It is not under the control of a firm of managing agents. 
88, 89 and 90. We have no agents. 

91, 92 and 93. This is a Proprietory Company. 

94. (a) The most important raw material used in match manufacture is 
wood which is available in abundance in India and if some of the factories 
have to rely to a certain extent upon imported wood it is because of lack of 
proper development of forest resources in this country rather than to the 
absence of suitable wood in sufficient quantities. It is a known fact that 
India abounds in large forests which can yield sufficient quantities of wood for 
match manufacture, but the constant cutting out of woods suitable for manu
facture will within a space of time deplete the forests of such woods; so the 
Government of India Mould take steps to start plantations of match woods 
at once. It will also be highly disadvantageous and costly if the match manu
facturers have to extract match woods from far distant country when they 
can have it from nearer forests at less costs if the Gover~ment of India takes 
little pains to start plantations of match woods. 

As for cheap power, the industry has not experienced any difficulties. The 
supply of labourers re<J.uired for match industry is more than what is required 
and with India it wlll never be a question of anxiety. India will have 
constantly abundant supply of labour. As the said industry is in its infancy 
it has for the present to rely to some extent upon imported skilled technical 
labour but in a few years' time this class of labour ,will also be available in 
Bufficient number. That there is a large home market for matches can 

, hardly be disputed as they are an article of daily necessity even to the poorest 
of the population. 

(b) Prior to the year 1922 when the present rate of import duty, Vill., 
Re. 1-8-0 per gross was levied efforts made to start the industry in India 
were not successful and she' was entirely dependent on foreign matches but 
as soon as the rate of duty was raised to the present figure numerous match 
factories were established in India because the high rate of duty, though 
levied for revenue purposes, served as a protective duty. The fact that the 
match industry in India showed good progress only after the import duty on 

1 matches was raised to the present figure is sufficient indication to show that 
the match industry is one which is not likely to develop without ~he help of 
protection. 
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(c) During the brief period of its existence the industry has shown steady 
progress in spite of the many difficulties which a new industry has of necessity 
to face. We confidently believe that the match industry will in a few years' 
time be abe to stand on its own legs and face the world competition without 
any protection from the Government. 

We hope that what has been stated about will convince the Tariff Board 
that. the match industry fulfils all the conditions laid down by the Indian 
Fiscal Commission and is therefore fully entitled to be protected. 

95. (a) During the brief period of the existence of the industry the in
dustry has improved so much that one-third or perhaps more of the total 
consumption of matches in India is manufactured in India and we confidently 
believe that the industry is one in which the advantages of large scale pro
duction can be achieved and it is quite evident that increasing output would 
mean increasing economy of p,oduction. 

(b) We are sure that in course of time the whole needs of the country 
could be supplied by home production. A German match expert says ". It is 
well known that India is to-day the best customel' for Swedish matches_" trhis 
is solely due to lack of enterprise and difficulties in obtaining timbers suitable 
for match manufacture. Lately, however, things have considerably improved. 
In fact some of the Indian business men are at present very keen on starting 
match factories in India and lately some well equipped factories have been 
started. It is almost certain that in course of time India will be able to pro
duce her own matches and then the import of foreign matches chiefly of 
Swedish make will stop automatically. 

96. The most important feature which makes the industry peculiarly suit
able to Indian economic conditions is the employment of a large number of 
Indian .labourers. Hundreds of village women and' children also get their 
employment in the factories. Even hundreds of village women do work such 
8S pasting veneers at their homes during their leisure hours. During the 
last four years, numerous match factories have sprung up which are not only 
employing a large number of workmen as aforesaid in the factories but which 
have also created work for labourers in forests. 

97. (a) Re. 1-8 per gross. 
(b) Annas 2 per Itl'OS9. 

98. The present existing protection is sufficient. 

99. One of the most important considerations the Tariff Board should 
give, in considering tht' protection to be afforded to the growing match in
dustry of India, is to prevent the overriding power of foreign .Trusts in 
crushing the increasing efforts of Indians to produce matches in this country. 
By reason of the command of vast capital the Swedish Trust which h~ at its 
call 8' matter of about 25 cro1'es of rupees makes profits app,roximately of 12 
per cent. or three crores per annum; It accordingly can easdy afford to loose 
a matter of 50 lakhs per annum which can be spent in crushing out of exis
tence the Indian industry which is now in its infancy and with appreciably 
no material lass to the Trust. . 

The small capitalist has to go and the consequent interest .of the Indian 
investing public also has to go if the Trust is allowed to monopolisetbe Indian 
market. . !I ) '\. ..-;. 

At the present time they are underselling the Indian mimuI~Qt.lli:~B and 
the process of elimination has already begun. .-.- ..... 

There'is no question that. if protected the Indian industry can in>&' few 
years' time competc on favourable terms with ~oreign Trusts but. time, in
structions and confidence in the industry must be given to the Indian manu
facturers and investing public to enable this to be done. 

The materials to allow of this to be done are within the boundaries of India 
suitable wood is available as well as the other raw materials_ Ws would ac
cordingly recommend that Trust such as the Swedish one be taxed to 8 degree 
which will enable the Indisn industry to develop and stabilise. 
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Form I.--Btatement 8kowing totq,~ expenditure on ths prod'UCtion 01 matchs8 
du.ring ths last tkres years. 

, 
1924. 1925. 1926. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and 20,000 8,37,800 4,32,000 
veneers. 

2. Cost of paper · 6,300 93,800 1,21,500 

8. Cost of chemicals • . 1 8,400 1,12,500 1,48, .. 00 
4. Cost of other raw materials 

5. Faotory labour . · 19,000 2,72,000 3,37,500 

6. J'ower and fuel · " 7. Ordinary ourrent repairs and main- I tena.nce of bnildings, plant and 
machinery. 

2,44,000 2,711,000 
8. General services, supervision and 

r 
16,800 

local oftioe charges. 

9. MisoelIa.lleoUB, 8.g., rent, municipal 
taKes, insuranoe, eto. J 

H). Cost of packing oases 4,200 65,700 
I 
1 __ 9_~ 

TOTAL 74,700 lJ,25,SCO 14,04,000 
I 

Form II.--Btatement showing works cost per gTOS3 0/ matches. Full sizll. 

-- 1924. 1925. 1926. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Cos\ of wood for splints and 0 9 6 0 9 0 0 B 0 
veneers. 

2. Cost of paper for labsls and 0 3 0 0 2 6 0 2 3 
WJ."&ppsr. 

8. Cost of chemicals • · · . } 0 , 0 0 3 0 0 2 9 
,. cost of other raw materials 

5. Faotor;y labour · 0 9 0 0 7 3 0 6 3 

6. Power and fuel . · " 7. Ordinary ourrent repairs and ma.in-

I 
tenanoe of buildings, plant and 
maohiner;y. 

0 0 6 6 0 5 0 0 8 
B. General servioes. supervision· and 

100& oftioe oharges. . 

9. Misoellaneous, e.g., rent, Munioipal 
taxes, insnranoe, eto. J 

10. Cost of paoking oaees · 0 2 0 0 1 9 0 1 9 ------
TOTAL 2 3 6 114 0 110 0 
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The New Suoderbao Match Factory Limited, Calcutta. 

Letter, dated Us 21st April 192'1. 

Replies ta questionnaire, Letter, dated the 21st A.pril 192'1. 
With reference to your letter No. 288, dated 8th April 1927, we beg to 

submit our replies to questionnaire as put in by our Factory Expert and 
Manager Mr. P. C. ROy • 

. 411Bwers to tke questionnaire. 

INTRODUOTORY. 

1. The Sunderban Match Factory Limited, was floated in 1923 but 
B'lbsequently the Company went into voluntary liquidation in the year'192b 
with a view to reconstruction of the Company under the name of the N~w
Sunderban Match Factory Limited, and the Managing Agency was transf~rred 
to Messrs. Kar & Co. It is a public registered Company. ' 

2. About :i'oth of the Capital invested are held by Indians. The total 
number of Directors are eight, of which one only is a European. There is 
no European employee in any capacity. 

3. We undertake the whole process of manufacture. 
4. This factory st'lrted its work from February 1925. 
5. This factory is well equipped to manufacture splints and veneers for 

!,000 gross and finished matches for 500 gross daily. 
6. The dimension of the match box is 53 mm. l< 37 mm. x 17 mm. which 

is generally known in the market as the standard size for three quarter 
boxes. 

7. The average output of matches in the year 1925 was about 100 gross 
per diem. In the year 1926 the factory worked for jive months and the 
average daily production was 150 gross. IS"":' '", ", 

8. The factory is situated at Khulna which is about 110 miles south-ean 
from Calcutta. The position of the factory is almost an ideal in re~ect of 
the following points!-

(a) It is close to the Sunderbans from which we get our supplies of 
wood. 

(b) The place is not very far from Coal District. The waste wood
forms half of the fuel. 

(e) The place is connected by rail, steamer and boats witk almost all 
the towns of East and West Bengal. 

(d) The kind of labour we want for our factory b abundant in the 
neighhouring places and the humidity of the locality is favourable 
for match manufacture. 

The above cQnsiderations are the most important factors for selecting the 
site of a match factory in India. The advantage of a factory is appreciated 
in proportion to its distance from the port. . . 

9. (a) The Indian manufactured matches, if properly made, are in no way 
inferior to the imported matches excepting in colour and high class finish. 

(b) There is a prejudice against the Indian matches OD account 'of the 
colour of the splints and finish besides the general prejudice against India
made articles which is diminishing gradually. 

(c) The imported matches are sold in the market for one and half "ice 
per box while the' indigenous matches are sold at one pice per box. This 
difference in price I believe is sufficient to overcome the prejudice. 

Wood. 
10. I have never found it necessary to import wood for the manufac1ure 

of (a) Splints, (b) Veneers and (c) Packing cases. As we do not import 
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wood, I am unable to give any information regarding the f.o.b. price, etc .. 
of the imported wood. 

11. We use the following kinds of wood for the manufacture of:-
(a) Splints.-Excoecaria Agallocha {Gewan) principally also Trewia 

Nudiftora (Petuli) Anthoceptialus Cadumbu (Kadam). 
(b) Veneers.-Excoecaria Agallocha (Gewan) also Bombax malabaricum 

(Simul). 
(c) Packing cases.-Excoecaria Agallocha (Gewan). 

12. The Indian wood is as satisfactory as the imported wood for the manu
facture of (a) Splints, (b) Veneers, and (e) packing cases, excepting the facts 
that the outturn from our wood per cubic foot is much less than from the 
imported wood and that the colour of the products is not so fair as that of 
the imported wood. 

13. It is very difficult to give a'l. accurate quantity of wood required. 
We do not get selected logs under the present system of supply and so 
provision for a heavy wastage becomes necessary. We give the figure accord
ing to our present rate of consumption. 

(a) Our annual requirement of wood is 33,000 c.ft. against the present 
daily outturn of 200 gross. 

!l>\ 165,000 c.ft. of wood would be necessary per year for the full capacity 
of Ol1r machines at 1,000 gross per day. 

14. 50 c.ft. of wood are necessary for 100 gross of finished matches. 

15. The size of packing case is 2' x 2' x 3'. The wood required for the 
same is 21 c.ft. in the log form. One packing case contains 50 gross of 
matches. 

16. We get our supply of wood from the Sunderbans which is only 35 
miles off by river from the factory. 

17. The private people fell the t.rees on their own account and sell them 
in lots to the factory. The wood is transported to the factory by the river 
on their own boats. 

18. We do not pay any royalty direct to the Government. The people 
who fell the trees pay Rs. 6 only as royalty to Government for each !OO 
maunds of wood. 

19. We pay for the wood delivered at the factory including all expenses 
at Re. 1 per piece of 2 c.ft. roughly. 

20. We hold no concession. 

21. We have found the supply of wood constant in respect of quality. 
22. The supply of wood is also constant in respect of quantity. 

23. We found no necessity to get supply from different areas'. 

24. We consider that our factory is assured of a sufficient supply of 
suitable wood for a long period. In fact the Government wanted to demolish 
these trees in the year 1901 as they were encroaching upon new lands. The 
Forest Department spent a lot of money over the scheme but it was lit last 
abandoned as hopeless. But these trees are allowed to be felled down i!ldis
criminately for fuel and other purposes. If there is some restriction with 
regard to the felling of the trees below cert.ain girth the continual sUI>Ply 
of timber for fllctories to produce 20.000 gross a day is assured for a long time 
to come. No steps have yet been taken for the plantation of suitable trees 
near the factory, but the scheme for the same is awaiting the declaration 
oi the policy of the Government regarding the protection of this Industry. 

25. We do not get any special concession regarding freights, etc .. for 
wood. Ollr factor:v being !o(·at.,'d on a river bank at the close proxinlitv of 
the Sunderban~, our wood is brought by country boats and the exorbitant. 
railway freight for wood does not affect us, 
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Othel' raw materials. 

Other raw materials required by us are as follow:-
26. (a) Papers:-

(1) Blue pasting papen in reels. 
(2) Packeting papers. 
(3) Labels. 

(b) Chemicals:
Amorphous Phosphorus. 
Antimony Sulphide. 
Manganese Dioxide. 
Glass powder. 
Industrial earth. 
Chlorate of Potash. 
Bichromate of Potash. 
Sulphur. 
Zinc Oxide. 
Ferric Oxide. 
Chalk powder. 
Phosphate of Ammonia. 
Gum traganth. 
Gum Senegal. 
Gum Arabic. 
Glue. 
Dextrin. 
Arrowroot. 
Red lead. 
Paraffin Wax. 

The total annual requirement at the present rate of daily output of 2Li() 
gross for paper is 18,000 Ibs. and for chemical 30,000 lbs. 

27. For 100 gross production we require 30 lbs. of paper and 50 Ibs. of 
chemicals. 

28. A. All the above named chemicals and papers are imported trom 
abroad. 

B. None manufactured in India. 
C. None is manufactured by us. 

(a) All the chemicals are manufactured in Germany and the papers are 
made in Sweden generally. 

(b), (c),. (d), (e) and «(1) As we purchase them in the local market we are 
unable to give any detailed information in this connection as wanted. 

(f) Amorphous Phosphorus, Chlorate of Potash, Bichromate of Potash, 
and Sulphur are transported to the factory at a charge of Us. 1-8 per maund 
and the rest at a cost of Re. 1 per maund. , 

20. (n) Papers and all the chemicals excepting Sulphur, are likely to be 
manufactured in India as the raw materials are available-in the country. In 
case of Phosphorus the Swedish Trust holds the patent of pl'ocess of 'iuanu
facture but that I do not consider a permanent impediment. 

'Labour. 

30. As we purchase the timbers delivered at the factory I have DO direc! 
knowledge about the availability of labour for the extraction of wood, but 
I believe tbere ill DO difficulty in this respect. 
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81. It is not necessary to import any skilled labour from abroad. 

32. We have no imported labour in our factory. 
33. We generally employ people (Vadralogue class) to work at the 

machines. The work being of a light nature suits them admirably well. 
They pick it up quickly. Especially as they are suited to no hard work we 
get them cheap. We have a sort of night school where we give them 
mechanical training. 

34. We have got about 90 workmen; about 15 of them are boys under 15 
years of age. No women are employed. The boys get 6 annas per diem, 
the coolies get 12 annas per diem and the machinemen (the literate boys 
over 15) get 14 annas per diem on an average. 

35. The labour is dJ;"awn from the vicinity of the factory. 

36. 'rhe literate boys improve with training. We do not keep any record 
of work in different departments. 

37. We have given quarters to those "ho are willing to live in the 
factory compound. A library and a night school have been started for their 
general education. 

38. Power used in the factory is derived from steam. 

39. We do not use electric power. 

40. Coal and waste wood are used for generating power. Waste wood is 
sufficiently available in the factory on account of the rejected wood and 
wastage incidental to the processs of manufacture. 

41. About 21 seers of coal are required for one gross of matches. 

42. The coal is purchased locally at Rs. 1~ per ton, i.e., at 8 annas per 
maund delivered at the factory. 

43. We also use waste wood for fuel. We do not purchase it separately 
as it comes out as wastage out of the process of llIanufacture. Waste wood 
alone is not sufficient to generate the power we require. 

AIa'Tket. 

44. The total Indian demand for matches is abo'.lt 15,000,000 gross for a 
year. 

45. The demand for mat.ches is daily on the increase. This is due to the 
increasing railway and other transport facilities to all parts of India and 
the: gradual but ster..iy s):>read of civilisation in the country. 

46. The principal market for our matches is South Bengal, and our 
factory is also situated in South Bengal. 

47. As we are not far away from the ports we have no advantage over 
the imported matches on this account. 

48. (a) We have no definite information on this point. 

(b) We have reasons to believe that there is illicit importation of foreign 
matches into India but we have no direct information on the subject. 

Oompetition. 

49. Sweden and Japan are the two countries which not only compete with 
the Indian matches but compete between themselves. 

50. With the existing duty the imported matches compete keenly with 
the matches made from indigenous wood but the imported matches cannot 
compete with matches made from imported wood. 

51. (1) The price at which the imp!lrted matches entered tlle country in 
1918-22 or 1922-26, is not accurately known to us. 
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The price whIch the matches were sold is as follows:-'-
1918 Not known to us. 
1919 Do.' 
1920 Do. 
1921 Rs. 2-12 per gross .. 
1922 Re. 2-12 
192:3 RH. 2-12 

" 1924 RH. 2-10 
" 1925 Re. 2-10 
" 1926 Re. 2-10' 
" 

(2) Our matches were sold 
1925 . . at Re. 1-12 per gross (including Agents' CommissiOl1) • 
. 1926 . . at Re. 1-10 " " 
The present price Re. 1-8 " .. ~ 

(3) The price of the Indian matches from imported wood was as follows : .. 
1921 Re.2. 
1925 • Rs. 1-14. 
1926 . Rs. 1-12. 

52. The Commercial Intelligence Office is ·the only source from which the 
information wanted may be obtained. 

53. The imported matches were wId just before the Rs. 1-8 duty was 
imposed, at the rate of Rs. 2-12 per gross but now even after paying the 
duty they are selling at Re. 2-10. So we believe they are selling the matches 
st present .It a nomina! profit, whereas in pre-duty days, they had been 
profiteering heavily. In order to regain this lost advantage they have 
started factories in' India to avoid the custom duty. These factories are' the 
real enemies of Indian Manufacturers. 

54. The Indian manufacturers 'are at a great disadvantage in all the 
points enum .. rated except U) freights on finished goods. 

55. We consider (a), (b), (c), (e), and (u) are temporary. Regarding (d) and 
(h) it depends on the pelicy of the ·Government. Regarding (i) the raising 
of capital, I consider this also a temporary point. As soon as the protective 
policy of the Government is fixed, the capital we believe will not be difficult 
to raise. 

Equ.ipment. 
56. Our mill ill just sufficient as an economic unit of production to ensure 

economy. The smallest unit of production on an Ilconomic basis is ilOO 
gross. 

57. About 20 per cent of the capital has been invested towards plant and 
machinery. 

58. (a) We have got the following 
3 Peeling machines 
2 Chopping machines 
1 Drying machine '. 

machines:-
A Roller of Berlin. 
A Roller of Berlin. 
Baden Engineering work 

(Germany). 
1 Splint arranging machine A. Roller. 
1 Cleaning machine " 
5 Fram&-filling machines " 
15 Box-making machines " 
1 Box-filling machine ,. 
1 Painting machine II 

Ste..m Engine, Steam Pump, Shafts, Belts, Pipes, etc. 
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These machines wljre practically brought into use fOI' the last two years. 
(b) These machines were not purchased under any special arrangement. 

59. (a) Our machineries are sufficiently up-to-date. 

(b) All the process of the manufacture is done by machine. 

60. (a) If the protection is granted to this Industry, we contemplate to 
iustal one Automatic mll.chine to replace the present system of frame filling 
and dipping. 

(b) If th9 protection is granted we want to extend the plant by addition 
of machineries for double production. 

61. Almost all the parts of machines can be made in India but the cost . 
is high. • 

Oa.pita' Account. 
62. 1'he block vslue of the pl'Operty as it stood at the end of the last year is 

ItS follows:-

(a), (t,) and (c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Re. 
25,000 

41,000 

8,000 

63. The above figure>! represent tho value after depreciation. The total 
figure writtell off is Rs. 19,493-6-10. 

64. The sums set aside, we consider, represent proper figure. 

65. The present day cost for a silllJlar factory with present day output 
\\ ould be as follows:-

(a) 
(b) 

Rs. 
30,000 

60,000 

The oper'lting cost of a new factory would be smallel' than ours. 
66. The plant and. machinery were purchased in the year 1923 to the 

extent of Rs. 25,000 locally and in tho year 1924 to the extent of Rs. 35,493. 

67. 

(a) The authorised capital is 

The issued capital is . 

(b) The subSCI'ibed capital is 

(c) The paid up capital is 

Rs. 

5,00,000 

3,00,000 

85,500 

79,250 

All the shares of the Company are ordinary; there is no preference (>1' 

Defened shares. 
68. 'Ve have no preference shares. 

69. We have no Deferred shares. 
70. (a), (b) and (c) None. 

71. No dividend. 
72. We have no debenture 101lns. 
73. No reserve fund, as heavy depreciation has been adopted for plant 

and machinery. 
74. Up to 5 lakha which is authorised. 
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75. Works cost. 

Form I.-Statement showing totaZ expenditure on the production 01 matches 
during the Zast two years 1925-26. 

1925. 1926. 

Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers 3,025 0 0 3,937 S 0 

2. Cost of paper· .' 2,~6S 12 (l 3,093 12 0 

3. Cost of chemicals • 3,025 0 0 3,937 8 0 

4. Cost of other raw materials 378 2 0 562 8 0 

5. Factory labour 4,537 8 0 6,1.87 8 0 

6. Power and fnel . 756 4 0 1,125 0 0 

7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance of buildings, 567 3 
plant and machinery. 

0 1,125 0 0 

S. General services, supervision and local 'Office charges 3,7S1 4 0 4,781 4 0 

II. Miscellaneous. 6.g., rent, Municipal taxes, Insurance, etc. 1,134 6 0 1,406 4 0 

10. Cost of packing cases 756 4 0 1,125 0 0 
'--TOTAL 20,229 11 0 27,281 12 0 

Total production of matches for the year 12,100 gross. 18,000 gross. 

FOTm No. Il.-Statement showing works cost. peT gross of matches. 

1925. 1928. 

-
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Cost of wood for splints aud veueers 0 4 0 0 3 6 

2, Cost of paper for labels and wrapper 0 3 0 0 2 9 

3. Cost of ohemicals 0 4 0 0 3 6 

4. Cost of other raw materials • 0 0 6 0 0 6 

5. Factory labour 0 6 0 0 5 6 

6. Power and fnel .. 0 1 0 0 1 0 

7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance of bnildings, 0 0 9 0 1 0 
plants and machinery. • 

S. General services, snpervision and local office charges 0 5 0 0 4 3 

9. Miscellaneous, 6.g., rent, l\funicipal taxes, Insnrance, 0 1 6 0 1 3 
etc •. 

10. Cost of packing cases . 0 1 0 0 1 0 ----- -----
TOTAL 1 10 9 1 8 3 

NIH 'fOTAL 1 ]0 9 1 S 3 -----------
Total prodnction of matches for the year 12,100 gross. IS,OoO gross. 
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76. The works cos.t increased on account. of the production being low on 
the heads (8) General services, etc., and (9) miscellaneous such as rent, etc. 
If full output had been obtained the figures would have been for (8) Re. 0-1-6 
per gross and' (9) Re. 0-0-6 per gross. 

77. We have not yet adopted the cost accounting system, but are going 
to do so presently. 

78. I cannot furnish any information regarding the works cost of matches 
in any _ competing country. . 

OVERHEAD CHARGES. 

(i) Depreciatior. .. 

79. The rates of depreciation allowed by the Income-tax authorities is 
6i per cent. on machinery and 21 per cent. for the buildings. This I believe 
is fair. 

80. (a) For depreciation at Income-tax rates Rs. 4,416 are required annu
ally, if the assets are valued at cost, or (b) Rs. 3,387-8-0, if the assets are 
taken at their value after deducting all depreciations. 

(ii) Working Oapital: 

81. (i) Our Company requires Rs. 30,tJoO as working capital at the present 
OLitput, 

or (ii) Rs. 75,000 for the full capacity. 
82. As the Company has not· been fully reorgan.iJ.ed yet, we cannot answer 

the question at present. 
83. The Company has already borrowed Rs. 30,000. The rate of interest 

is 10 per cent. 
84. The monthly work eost is Rs. 5,000 and the working capital is 

Rs. 30,000 . 
. 85. Average value of the stock of finished goods held by the Company is 

about Rs. 6,000. It takes about 30 days between production and payment. 
86. No large stock of raw materials is required to be kept. 

(iii) Agent8' Commis8ion. 
'87. The !Company has got a head office. It is under the control of a 

firm of Managing Agents. 
88. (i) The annual amount for Head Office expenses is Rs. 6,000. 
(ii) The Agents' Commission is 10 per cent. of the net profits. 
89. The Agents' Commission is determined according to the amount of 

net profits. 
~O. (i) One anna and seven pies ·per gross for Head Offico expenses at 

the present output of 200 gross per day. 
(ii) About eight pies per gr:oss for Head Office expenses at full capacity 

of daily outturn of 500 gross. . 

. . lIfanufacturers' Profit: 
91. 12 per cent. dividend would be fair for ordinary or deferred shares. 
92. 9 per cent. would be an attractive rate of interest for debenture. 
93. Everything depends on the policy of the Government with regard 

t.o the protection of this Industry. If the Government dlll'ide otherwise we 
do not· issue any shares. 

94, 95, 97, 98, 99. In answer to these questions I beg to attach herewith 
a copy of my representation to the Tariff Board submitted on the 31st 
December, 1926.* 

* Printed separately, 
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96. This industry peculiarly suits the labour of the middle class. This 
industry if allowed to grow will solve to a great extent' the problem of un
employment in the country. 

This industry will help the growth of the other industries such as paper 
and chemical industries, the raw materials of which are abundant in the 
country. 

There are plenty of forests in India, the timbers of which may be best 
utilised for this purpose. 

India is full of waste lands. The plantation of' suitable woods may be 
started on them to the best advantage of the country. 

P. C. ROY, 

Factory Expert and Manager. 

Dated zoth April 19Z7, 

The Karimbhoy Match Manufacturing Company, Calcutta. 
We have the honour to submit the following answers to the Match Indus

try Questionnaire forwarded to ns. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

1. Ours <is an unregistered private company having been established in 
September 1925. 

2. The whole capital invested in our firm is held by Indians. We have 
no directors. No foreigners are employed in our factory in any capacity 
whatsoever. 

It is purely an Indian concern as regards capital, supervision, manage
ment and labour. 

3. We undertake the whole prooess of manufacture of matches and match 
boxes complete. ' 

4. In September 1925. 
5. 1,500 gross per diem. 
6. We manufacture full size match boxes containing 80 splints 'and haH 

size boxes containing 65 to 70 splints. 
7. The present output is 1,000 gross per day. V 
8. It is situated at 31-35, Canal West Road, Calcutta. 
(a), (b), (c) and (d) Yes. 
Cheap and sufficient wood supply, cheap and sufficient labour and cheap 

means of transportation should be the important factor in selecting the 
site of a match factory in India. 

9. (a) Indian matches are not inferior to imported Swedish matches ill 
quality though its outward appearance is not so refined on account of wood 
used by the Indian Match Manufacturers. ,Even the Indian matches arE 
not inferior in any way to the Japanese imported matches or to the matchel 
manufactured by the Swedish Trust in India. It may be added that somE 
of the Indian factories manufacture better quality matches than the 'Swedis~ 
Trust manufacturing in India. 

(b) It may be said in general that there is a prejudice against Indian 
manufactured matches amongst the aristocracy and the European Community: 
not as regards quality but for the splints made <if Siberian wood. It is fas1 
disappearing. 

(c) There should be no difference in price but the people pay H pice pel 
box of imported Swedish matches as against 1 pice per box 'of Indian madE 
matches due to the fancy they have for the wood of which the importeG 
Swedish splints are !Danufactured. This is also disappearing. 
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Raw Materials. 
10. (a), (b) and '(c) No. 
We do not import. We use Indian Genwa wood. 
11. (a), (b) and, (c) Genwa. 
12. (a), (b) and (c) Yes. But the transportation of the Indian wood is • 

problem with the Indian factory owners as it is cheaper and easier to trans
port wood from the vicinity of the North Pole to India than from 400 miles 
within India. 

13. (a) 4,000 tons. 
(b) 6,000 tons. 
14. 50 cubic feet of Genwa wood for 100 gross of boxes of finished matches. 
15. 50 gross case for full size matches 37l"x25"x26", 100 gross case for half 

size matches 35/1 x 29" X 29". One case takes about 4 cubic feet of Genwa wood. 
16. We buy our supply of wood in the local market close by. 
17. The villagers fell 'the wood in the Sundarbans -and transport the same 

by boat to the Calcutta market for sale which is their means of livelihood. It 
may be added that the Genwa wood used to be in demand for manufacture of 
packing cases hut with the birth and development of the match industry 
in Bengal the demand increased and found ,employment to thousands and is 
feeding 80 many. 

18. We understand that they pay 1 anna to 2 annas per maund as royalty 
to the Government. 

19. As we buy our supply of wood in the local market we are not in a position 
to say anything from personal experience on these points hut we are told 
the charges do not exceed 5 annas per c.ft. from the forest to the local market. 

20. Nil. 
21. We experienced no difficulty in having supply of wood constant in 

quality and have not noticed any deterioration in quality as well. _ 
22. As yet we have found the supply of wood constant in respect of quantity 

and would like to add tha~ ii til(' Government undertakes the" Couping" 
System for match wood there will he no difficulty for generations to come and 
we would not he required to draw our supplies of wood from inaccesible 
places. 

(a), (b), (c) and (d) Nil. 
23. Nil. 
24. Yes. 
We are prepared to plant match wood trees if facilities are afforded to us 

by the Government in the lease of lands on the navigable riversides. On en
quiry from Dehra Dun Fores~ Research Institution we learnt that Albizzia 
stipulata wood is known to grow 7 feet in girth within 7 years. This shows 
that there is ample room for extension of the supply of match wood and thus 
to reduce the cost of raw material and to cheapen the price of matches. 

25 .. None whatsoever. 

Other Raw Materials. 

26. Raw materials besides wood required for manufacture of matches are 
Potash Chlorate, Bichromate of Potash,- Ferric Oxide, Manganese Dioxide, 
lted Manganese, Red Lead, Sulphur, Glass Powder, Amber, Lampblack, Anti
mony, Red Phosphorus, Dextrine, Glue, Paraffin, Gelatine, Gum, Oxide of 
Zinc, Paper for wrapping and packing, Zinc sheets, etc. 

27. The cost per gross of the chemicals is about 21 annas. 
28. (a) Match chemicals are moStly now imported hut these chemicals 

eXl,ept Potash Chlorate can be manufactur':ld in India. 
(b) Paper and the following raw materials, Glass Powder, Rosin, Man

ganese Dioxide, Antimony, Sulphur, Red Lead, Flour, etc. 
(c) None. 
29. Refer to answer 28. 
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30. No. 
31. To no extent. 
32. Nil. 
33. Nil. Every fa(;ility is given to Indian workmen to acquire training 

in s)lilled laboar. 
34. About 500; 100 being women, 50 to 60 children, rest males. 
Male 12 annas to Re. 2-8 per diem. 
Female 8 Bnnas to Re. 1-4 per diem. 
Children 8 annas to Re. 1 pel: diem. 
85. From the vicinity of the factory. 
36. Yes, to a great extent. Yes. 
37. The labour being drawn from the vieinity of the factory, no housing 

facilities are necessary. 
Power. 

38. Electricity. 
39. Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Limited; 2 annas are tbe' cost 

per unit which is in our opinion rather high. The monopolist, Electric Sup
ply during the War time was permitted to charge for increase in price of 
coal in addition to the above unit charges. Most curiously the War is come 
and gone and the prices of coal have not only reached their pre-war level 
but are even less than that but the excess charge is still there to fill the 
pockets of the monopolist Corporation shareholders. Pity it is true and true 
it is pity in these days of tall talk of Industrial development in India on all 
sides. 

We have made no enquiry as under the plesent circumstances it would not 
avail us in any way. ' • 40. Nil. 

41. Nil. 
3 pice to 4 pice per gross; roughly half unit of electric current. 
42. Nil. 
43. Nil. 

Market. 

44. Refer to Government Statistics. 
45. Yes, because of cheapness in conformity with quality and also the 

material progress of the coilntry. 
46. Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, United Provinces, Central Provinces 'and 

Assam. 
47. Nil. 
48. (a) Refer to Government Statistics. 
(b) Yes, probably in Kathiawar ports. 

Competition. 

49. Sweden is the only competitor to be reckoned with at present. Japan, 
once the keenest and the most successful too, has lost completely the Indian 
market pari passu. with the growth of Indian Match Industry. 

50. Yes, with both. 
51. (1) We have no information. 
(2) In 1925 and Borne part of 1926 we used to get Rs. 2 per gross of full 

size and Re. 1-11 per gross of half size matches. . 
,(3)----
52. From Customs Manifest. 
53. (a) Yes, unremunerative in case of Japan. 
(b)----
(c) We do not know. 

L 
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04. (a) Yea. 
(b) Yes, because the Industry is old. 
(e) Yea. 
(d) to (i) Yes., 
55. All are temporary but we canllot forecast as we cannot control iteuJ. 

Nos. (d), (e), (j) a4d (h). 

Equipment. 

56. Yes, but with greater addition of plant and consequent greater 'out
turn at iii lower eost it would be a still more economic unit; all factories admit 
of expansion and expansion in the right direction means greater economic unit 
of production. 

500 gross per diem. 
57: 50 per cent. 
58. (a) See schedule attached herewith. 
(b) No special arrangements. 
59. (a) Yes. 
(b)--
60. (a) No. 
(b) Ce.rtainly, yes. Frame-filling, Frame-emptying, Stick-levelling, Box~ 

pasting machines, etc. 
61. All the match manufacturing machines except upper part of frame

filling machines, box-filling machines and packetin" machines. 

62 to 66. -_ ........... -
67 to 74. Do not arise. 

75. See Schedule. 

II 
Capital Account. 

Works Cost. 

76. Our factory being in its infancy, the qUel;tion does not arise. 
77. No. Does not arise. 
78. No. 

Depreciation. 
79,80. We do not know. 

Working Capital .. 

81. (1) Working capital about 1 lakh and a half. 
(2) About 2 lakhs and a half. 
82, 83. Do not arise. 
84. About 20 per cent. of the working capital. 
85. About 20 per cent. of the working capital. 
About \l months on an average. 
86. Not coal, but raw materials of about 20 per cent. of the wodung 

capital. 

Agents' COln'mission and Hea(t Office expenses. 
87. Nil. 
88. Seilling Agents' commission varies from 1 to 2 anuas per gross and 

the Head Office expenses 1 anne, per gross.. 
89. We pay per gross of sale. 
90. Please refer to 88 and 89. 
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Mallufacturers' profit. 

91 to 93. Do not arise. 

Claim lOT protecticm. 

94. (a) Yes. 
(b) Certainly. We do. claim without the help of protection the Industry 

cannot at all develoIl as is de~jrable in the interests of t~e country. 

·(c) Yes, with 10 years' protection the Industry would not only be able to 
face the World's competition, but find its own market in the World abroad 
after meeting the Home· demand. Both labour and wood can be had in 
nbunclance ",I; a competitive rate in India and the Indian market is one-fifth 
of the World's Match Market. Moreover, with the material development of 
the country, more matches are sure to be consumed. 1'he abolition of pro
tection would place the Industry at a disadvantage and crush the Industry 
as It is oven with prot.eetion; it has to face unfair competition from 
foreign capitalist caucus. Protection has given an impetus to the Industry 
and the Industry has devclopcd beyond expectation under Its wings inas
much as it has ousted the Japanese competitors from the Home market and 
now supplies more than half the consUl;nption of the Home demand. Its his
tory shows how wonderfully this Industry has grown up within such a short 
period as 4 years or so. Wi th this space of development the Industry will 
make Home market independent of all foreign imported matches and will 
meet the needs of the country within four or five years more and thereby 
iDcrease the wealth of the country by crores of rupees every year and find 
employment to thousands. No nascent Industry of any country has ever 
developed without protection. 

95. (a) Certainly. 

(b) Most certainly-not only will meet the Home demand but would find 
markets abroad as said before. 

96. Yes. WIth years of experience the comparatively cheap Indian labour 
would be really cheaper and with unlimited supply of wood, the cost of pro
duction would be minimised to such an extent by bringing in its trail the 
consequent birth of bigger factories and expansion of existing ones as to 
compete favourably with the foreign manufacturers. 

97. (a) and (b) The existing Customs duty of Re. 1-8 per gross gives pro
tection to the Indian Match Industry to the extent of Re. 1-2 per gross. 

98. We advocate the declaration of the present Import duty of Re. 1-8 
per gross as the protective du.ty. . 

(2) We want protection against invasion of the industry by foreign capital
ISts who backed by their unllmited capital of crores of rupees are come to nip 
the indigenous industry in the bud, viewing the development and growth of 
lndian Match Ir..dustry as a menace to their monopoly of the World's Match 
Market and are bent with determined intention to crush the same and to 
keep the Match Market as their preserve. 

(3) Transportation dilliculty "hould be removed to elluule the manufacturers 
to utilise the best match wood found in the Himalayas, Assam and in other 
parts of India by allowing concession rates a.s to freight through the interven
tion of the Railway Board. 

(4) Abolition or even reduction of Import duty on match machineries, 
match chemicals and papers would give the Indian manufacturers the fullest 
possible benelit of the existll1~ Import duty on imported foreign matches 
under the pres-ant condition of India. 

H9. Yes. Exci8e duty should be levied on all 'l'rusts and Foreign Corpora
tions as is done by Japan lately whose advent as a rival is calculated to stifid 
the Industry· in its infancy. 



Schedule showing thl! cost 

Wood fot si>lints and veneers 
Paper 
Chemical 
Raw materials 
Current repairs and maintenance, etc. • 
General Bupervision and local office charges • 
Rent, Municipal taxes, Insurance, etc. 
Cost of packing cases 
Labour expenses 

TOTAL 

Rs • .&.. P. 
o 6 b 
020 
026 
020 
010 
020 
010 
016 
063 
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Messrs. Dbaramsey and Company, Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 26th September 1927. 

We thank you for your letter No. 752, dated the 12th instant, and we are 
sending herewith six copies of our replie., to the Board;; questionnaire issued 
to match manufacturers, receipt of whic~ please acknowledge. 

Rl'plie.~ from Dhara.m.~e!l &: Co., to the Questionnaire of The Indian Tariff 
Board for Match Indlt.<t1'Y. 

1. Messrs. Dharamsey & Co., are a Private Firm. They are not a Limited 
Liability Company. There is a Partnl'rship Deed amongst the Partners. 

2. All the Capital invested is held hy Indians and all the Partners of the 
finll al'll Indians. No European is employed in any capacity by 1I1e!<sn.. 
llhat'masey & Co. 
, 3. We undertake the manufacture of the whole process of splints, veneers, 
Matches and Match boxes. 

4. We commenced work with the machines in the month of November 1920. 
5. Our present capactiy is 450 gross per day of 9 working hours. Four 

further machines have been shipped on our account which have just arrived. 
6. We manufacture full size match boxes the size of whieh is 2 t."" In.'' x -/i" 

and half size match boxes the size of which is l~';" x 1 ,>g" x g". The full sizll 
match box contains on an average 78-82 match\ls and the half size match box 
contains 00 an average 68-72 matches. 

7. Our present output is 4.50 gross per day, but within a fortnight our out
put will be 650 gro~s pel' day as new machines have arrived. 

8. Our factory is situated withio the premises of the American-Eastern 
Tobacco Corporation, Ltd., at 19, Dum DulO Road and 1/1, Umakanto Sen 
Lane, both the properties being adjoined together. 

8. (Ct) We are very near to the Calcutta canal from which all the Calcutta 
Match factories take the supply of wood. Though we are not actually facing 
the canal, yet we have the advantage. 

(b) We have High Tension Power supplied by The Calcutta EleC'tric Supply 
Cnrlhll'ntllln, Ltd., aod we draw our power from the Power Siation of American
Ea~tern Tobacco Corporation, Ltd., whose tenants we are. 

(c) Calcutta is an important market for matches and our factory being in 
Calcutta, we consider ourselves to be in the vicinity of a very important 
market in J ndia. 

(11) We have abundnnt labour around our factory which is also another 
consideration for the good situation of our factory. 
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9. (a) The Indian made matches are not considered to be inferior in respect 
of its either of its burning quality or of any fault in its chemicals. The Indian 
matches made of Indian wood fall short only in the whiteness of its splints. 
The fibre and the strength of the Indian wood is considerably less than that 
of the imported wood. 

(b) There is no prejudice against the Indian made matches in any respect 
whatsoever. 'l'he aristocracy wants better splints, such as those from imported 
Aspen wood. 

(c) The difference in price between Indian made matches of Indian wood 
and the imported matches ought to be at least Rs. 2 per gross. 

1(,. We have up till now not imported any wood for the manufacture 
l·f match boxes either for splints, veneers or for packing cases. We on1, 
ordered out a trial shipment of two tons of Aspen wood from Japan. the cost 
of which is as stated below:-

Per ton c.Lf., Calcutta 
Freight and Insurance 
Landing Charges and Rent about 
Transport Charges 
Duty, 15 per cent. • 

'Rs. A. P. 

96 8 0 

4 8 0 
2.8 0 

14 7 6 

11. We use only Indian wood for the manufacture of splints and veneers 
both of which we make from Gewa and as for packing cases we get them made 
from the Packing Case Department of the Tobacco Company, whose Managing 
Agents we are, who make these packing cases from Motor car cases the supply 
of which they get from the Motor car importers with whom they have con
tracts. They have a complete plant for the manufacture of such cases the 
cost of which comes practically the same as those made from Indian wood. 

12. The Indian wood is entirely satisfactory and could be .easily replaced 
for imported wood for veneers but for splints the strength of the fibre of 
Indian wood is much less, but as the Indian made matches are being sold 
owing to the indirect protection of the heavy duty on imported matches 
which costs more, we have up till now seen no prejudice from the public to 
use matches made of Indian wood, but we consider that it would be much 
preferable if the Government of India were to experiment and grow wood 
which would be suitable for splints. We hear that some wood from Andaman 
Coast is much' better in strength and colour than Gaon, but the supply of 
which is very scarce and if we were to get supplies of this wood regularly 
we think that it would help the manufacturers. 

13. (a) and (b) As we are manufacturing to the full strength and capacity 
of our plant and on this basis, our consumption of wood per year would be 
30,000 logs (and more as our output increases with the arrival of new 
machines). 

14. We require for full size 100 gross finished matches 32 logs and half 
size 100 gross finished matches 21J logs. 

15. Our 'standard size of packing case for full size matches to hold 50 
gross matches is 36" x 231" x 241H. To hold 100 gross half size matches it is 
;>9!" x 271" x 231" and 2711 x201" X 231 '1 to hold 50 gross half size matches. As 
'.ve are not making packing cases, we have no idea of wood it requires for 
making one packing case. _ 

16. The supply of wood comes from Sunderband. The wood is brought' 
from the Sunder band to Calcutta by the canal on the Canal Road from where 
we draw our supplies. The distance from Canal Road to our Factory is 
about a mile. ' 

17. We ourselves do not import wood from the forests of Calcutta. but we 
get our supplies from the villagers who obtain passes froIl! the OQVerrurl'l't 
to bring wood from the forests. 

18. We have no idea. 
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19. As we buy ollr wood locally we cannot give this information. 
20. As we are not bringing; the wood ourselves, we have not applied for 

any license for the extraction of wood. 
21. At present the wood supply is ample but during the hot months the 

~upply is scarce as also the quality of wood inferior as it is dried up and 
therefore considerable wastage occurs and consequently the cost of production 
increases.. Owing to heat the wood is dried up and the prices are exhorbitant. 

22. We hear from the boatmen who bring wood from the forests that at 
present the Government has closed up more areas of forests and therefore 
the supply will be less now and naturally the prices will rise. 

22. (a), (b), (c) There has not been any considerable increase in Match 
factories which would bring the price of wood high, but it is quite apparent 
that the gradual diminution of the areas of supplies from which the wood 
is brought is affecting the manufacturers seriously. . 

23. We have not brought any supplies from any new areas, but we under
stand that some factories have done so lately, but they say that the supply 
is so scarce that instead of helping, the work has suffered owing to inconsis
tent quality. 

24. We are absolutely in the dark if we could get sufficient supplies of 
woods for a reasonably long period or not. It is a matter for the. Govern
ment. The Government could only ask the Indian factories to take a perma
nent interest with the fundamental object of a permanent Match Industry in 
India after they give protection to the Industry, and offer facilities to grow 
wood. 

25. We receive no special concession in the matter of freight for either 
wood or anything else. If hetter facilities are granted, naturally it would 
help considerably this industry which is in its infant stage. 

26. Other raw materials required besides wood are Potash Chlorate, 
Bichromate of Potash, Ferric Oxide, Manganese Diaxide, Red Manganese. 
Red Lead, Sl\lphur, Glass powder, Amber, Lamp Black, Antimony, Red· 
Phosphorus, Dextrine. Glue. Paraffin, Gelfltine, GUID, Oxide of Zinc, paper 
for wrapper, labels, Zinc Sheets. 

27. Chemicals required for 100 gross Matches-

Potash Chloride 
Sulphur 
Manganese 
Lamp Black 
Glass Powder 
Rosin 
Potash Bichromate 
Ferri Oxide 
Glue 
Red Phosphorus 
Red Limd 
Antimony 
Paraffin 

28. Imported from Japan-

Glass Powder, per cwt. 
Black Manganese, per cwt. 
Antimony Sulphi1e, per cwt. 

(Duty on the above is 15 per 
work on~ to 2 per cent.) 

Ibs. 

25 
2 
5 

·1 
5 
1 
1 
3 
5 
11 
1 
It 
8 

Rs. A. 

6 0 1 Including du[y. umo' 
13 1\ iug and clearm'1 
35 0 cbal'gE's. 

cent., and duty and landing charges 
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5 cwts. glue, per cwt.. • 
Freight and Shipping, per cwt. . 
Duty, Clearing and Rent (Exchange 

Yen. 

33 1 
20·19 

1291) 

B.s. A. P. 

23912 0 

44 8 0 

284 4 0 

This has been imported by us only recently from Japan and works 
out to B.s. 65-13-7 per cwt. 

All other raw materials we purchase locally, but many of them are im-
ported the prices of which are controlled by local firms. . 

Paraffin, we purchase locally from Messrs. Shaw, Wallace & Co., and the 
price of which until recently As. 3-9 per lb., but during the last month it 
has been gradually reduced to As. 3 per lb. The market of this is very 
fluctuating. • 

Potash Ckloride, is imported froni Germany and Sweden the market of 
which is controlled by the Match Manufacturing Supply Co., Ltd., of the 
Swedish Match Co., and the last contract we made with. them is at Rs. 22 
per cwt. ex-god own at Calcutta. 

8ulpn,ur, we purchase this from Messrs. N. C. Daw & Co., of Calcutta 
at B.s. 8-8 per cwt. ex-Godown Calcutta. 

Lamp Black, Rosin, Potash Bichromate, Ferri Oxide, Red Lead, we pur
chase these locally from Mel<srs. Laxmidas Devidasl< & Co., Calcutta, .at the 
rate given below ex-godown Calcutta, but we hope to import these very sllon 
partly from Europe and partly from U. S. A. 

Lamp Black, per lb. 
Rosin, per' md. 
Potash Bichromate, per cwt. 
Ferri Oxide, per cwt. 

. Red Lead, per cwt. 

Rs. A. P. 

056 
0140 

30 0 0 
11 8 0 
33 0 0 

Red Phosphorus is being imported by the Match Manufacturing Supply 
Co., Ltd., the prices of which used to be very high, but recently it has been 
reduced and purchased by us during last week at Rs. 135 per case of 110 lbs. 
We recently approached a German Chemical Company who manufacture this 
article who replied back to us that at present they were unable to supply Red 
Phosphorus, which we think is due to the strong control whi'cb the Swedish 
Match Manufacturing Co. has upon the Chemical Manufacturers of the 
Continent. 

29. If attempts are made with Government help, .n 't!Ie chemicals could 
be possibly manufactured in India. 

30. We understand that there is sufficient labour for bringing wood'1'rom 
the wood areas. . 

31 and 32. We do not consider nor do we think of importing skilled labour. 
We are of opinion and we have found same in practice that the Indian labour 
is as good, if not better than imported labour. We do not employ an im

,Dorted labour. 
33. The question does not practically affect our factory. We have been 

always giving all facilities to Indian workmen to get training in all the 
processes ana we ourselves are training them. 

34. The total number of workmen employed by us about at present, Men-
100, Women-15 and Children-35 and the average rates are Rs. 1-3, As. 12 
and As. 12 respectively. 

35. All our Indian labour is drawn from the vicinity of our factOry. 
36. The Indian labourer undoubtedly improves by prop~r training lind 

gradually gives the full output of the machines. 
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37. We have not made any housing arrangements for our labour though 
we have arranged with the Tobacco Company where they have a certified 
Doctor who attends for 2 hours daily and all modern medicines are kept in 
good quantities and the workmen and their families are treated free of 
charge. We have also arranged with the shops in the vicinity of our factory 
for our labour to get cheap foodstuffs, which are visited by our Doctor. 

38 and 39. We use only Electrical power. 'Ve draw our main power .from 
the plant of American-Ea~tern Tobacco Corporation, Ltd., who take High 
TenSIOn Power from the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd. They 
charge 6 pies per unit and Rs. 6-8 per Kilowatt load. There is an agreement 
to consume 75 per cent. of 51 Kilowatts per month. Our share per month 
comes to about Rs. 125. . 

40. We do not use steam power, though very little steam is used for our 
Hot Rooms. The boiler is being worked half by Coal and half by the wast- . 
age of the wood of our factory. 

41. The cost of f'ower per gross to us is about 21 pies. As we draw our 
supply from the Tobacco Company, we cannot give the consumption of units 
per gross. 

42. See No. 38 and 39. 
43. We cannot use only wood for our boiler for steam purpo~es as the 

Indian wood gives considerably less amount of steam and ~o to make this up 
we have to use coal a~ stated in No. 40. Practically all our wastage of wood is 
consumed by our boiler. 

44. The total demand in India as es.timated by the Indian Chamber of 
Commerce 'is somewhere about 20 million gross matches per year. 

45. Yes, we think the demand should increase in the near future. As 
the people get educated they will be giving up the old method of ignition 
and matches would be in greater demand. 

46. Our chief markets are in Bengal, Bihar, Assam and a little in the 
Madras Presidency. 

47. We do not think that there is any factory which could compete with 
any market in India owing to the distance from the port, as the chief fac
tories which are situated in ports themselves have to bear the same cost of 
freight on the Indian made matches, as the foreign made matches, therefore 
no saving is made, but if preferential rate is given, it would help the match 
industry much. 

48. The imported matches are somewhere about 50 per cent. and 50 per 
cent. of India made matches are sold at present. 

(b) We do not suppose that there is any illicit importation of matches into, 
India on any big scale, but there was a rumour of such importation on the 
Akyab coast. 

49. Sweden and a little from Japan. 
50. The imported matches compete with both. 
51. (1) We have no information. 
(2) We reali~ed in 1926, Rs. 2 per gross for full size and Rs. 1-13-6 for 

half-size f.o.r., Calcutta. 
(3) We have no information. 
52. We think the information could be had from Customs House. 
53. (a) We have reason to believe that the price at which matches are 

imported from Japan are very unremunerative. 
Regarding (b) and (c) we are unable to say anything definite. ' 
54. (a) The cost of plant and machinery to the Indian manufacturer must 

be naturally higher. All the machines are practically to be imported though 
few of the machines are now being made in India, which are as good as, the 
imported, bll-t for the main machines we have still to depend on importation. 
The prices of some of thll :!ll~chines have been recently increased by the 
SWfldish Trust. 

(b) Yes ... li~t~e, 
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(e) The cost of efficiency of ordinary labour in the beginning is a little 
high. 

(d) We have to collect practically all the raw materials from outmarkets. 
(e) Yes. 
(f) Freights on finished products al'e, we consider, very high. 
(a) Yes, hut for wood it entirely depends on the Government and the faci

lities they grant. 
(h,) Customs duties on imported materials should be. decreased. 
(i) As for capital, the Indian public would heartily support the Indian 

Match Industry provided the protection is granted ttl the Industry. It 
would be risking their whole capital· if they were to find that the protection 
i.~ not granted and· the duty decreased on the imported matches. It 

would be very daring on the part of any manufacturer i~ such a state of 
financial market and uncertainty to go out and ask the public to subscribe 
for an industry which has no foundation. 

. 55. (a), (b), (c), (0), and (i) Are temporary disadvantages which ·would be 
overcome by the grant of protection. 

(I) and (h) Could be overcome if the Government of India took to heart to 
protect the match industry and if they were to reduce the duty and Railway 
freights. 

(d) and (e). We cannot control this but if the Government of India were 
to encourage the manufacture of chemicals in India, part of the disadvantage 
of raw materials would be overFome. 

56. Yes. But greater the outturn, cheaper the cost of production will be, 
and the expansion in the right direction is necessary. We think that a 
factory must produce 500 gross to be on an economic unit. 

57. 45 per cent., as on 31st August 1927. 
58. (a) See Schedule. 
(b) There is no spechtl arrangement. 
59. (a) Yes. 
(b) Practically everything is done by machines now-a-days. 
60. (a) No. 
(b) Yes, our machines are arriv.ing at convenient intervals, as well as we 

are erecting several ourselves. New machines, we contemplate importing 
are Frame Filling, Box Making )Iachine, Label Pasting Machine, Packeting 
Machine, etc., after the report of the Tariff Board is/published. Machines 
we can erect ourselves are Splint Chopping Machine, Veneer Chopping 
Machine, Peeling Machine, Levelling Machine, Selecting' Machine and Empty
ing Machine. 

61. See No. 60. 
62. (a), (b) and (c) We have no leases or concessions nor liave we any land 

or building of our own. (d). Rs. 17,691-6-0. (e). Rs. 21,164-14-8 as· on 31st 
August 1927.' . 

63. In {d) we have allowed 10 iler cent. depreciation and the amount 
shewn is after allowing depreciation. 

64. Our own idea is that Match machines are so very delicate that the 
total value of the Machinery account should be written off at least in 5 years 
if possible. We think the Income-tax Officer would obiect if such heavy 
depreciations are allowed. 

65. Our factory being new the question does not affect us. 
66. We had no factory during the period mentioned. . 
67. The question does not affect us. 

68 to 74. These .questions do not affect us. 

75. As we worked ·only about a month and a half in 1926, we have not 
filled· in the Schedule, but if the Board desires, we can make out monthly 
Schedules for this year and submit. 
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76. Qur factory baing .new the question does not affect us. 
77. Yes, but our year has not been complete so it would not help the 

Board, as also new machines arrived regularly therefore extra labour was 
employed as also production was affected. If the Board desires, we can show 
the cost of few months which is available. 

78. No. 
79. We understand that the rate of depreciation allowed by the Income-tax 

authorities is 5 per cent. on buildings and machineries. We do not consider 
that this rate is suitable in calculating the cost of production of matches. 
As stated previously we think that the machineries should be written off 
within 5 years and' the buildings also a little later than is allowed by the 
Income-tax authorities. 

80. At 10 per cent. depreciation on machineries per year, we would require 
Rs. 1,000 for depreciation according to our present investment, and at a 
5 per cent. depreciation on other assets, we would require Rs. 1,000. The 
Income-tax authoritie~ allow only 5 per cent. on Machineries and nothing 
on other assets. . 

81. We are working at full capacity and we require about half a lakh of 
Rupees at the present rate of output, but the capital would have been much 
higher if we had not a Banian who pays cash immediately the goods are deli
vered to the parties. 

82 and 83. These questions do not arise. 
84. 27 per cent. 
85. Luckily at present we have no finished stock as our days output are 

sold previously. But we think that 10 per cent. of the working capital will 
be required for finished goods. 

About 2 months elapse between production and payment. 
86. We hold stocks of raw materials to the extent of 20 per cent. of the 

working Capital. 
87. We have an office at the above address. 
88. (a) As Messrs. Dharamsey & Co. do many other businesses, only a 

part of their establishment could be taken into the account of matt-hes and 
as the year is incomplete we are unable to give the amount. 

(b) Qur Selling Agents' commission comes to about one anna per gross. 
89. We pay our Agents certain percentage on" the nett amount realized. 
90. Please refer to Nos. 88 (a) and (b.) 
91 and 93. These questions do not arise. 
94. (a) Yes. 
(b) We claim that without protection the Industry is not likely to develop 

at all and further whatever of the Industry that exists at present will he 
wiped out and the Indian public in general will never again have faith in 
this industry. This Industry suffered loss previously and if the Industry is 
again left aloof then the same fate awaits her now. • 

(c) With about 10 years protection the industry will be able to farE> 
world competition in the home market. 

95. (a) Yes. 
(b) In a short period it is quite probable that the industry will supply all 

the requirements of India and very probably supply outside markets. 
96. There is ample labour in India as well as ample wood which could be 

developed by this industry as also the demand in India of ~atches a~out,lts to 
practically one-fifth of the world's demand proves that the Industry 18 smtable 
for the economic conditions of the co~ntry. 

97. The protection which the industry receives indirectly owing to the exist
ing Customs Duties including the conditions of (b) works to practically some
where about Re. 1 to Re. 1-2 per gross on matches imported from Swef'd~n /Inti 
As, lO to As, 12 per gross matches imported from. Japan, 
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98. Japan competition is not so very great as in India 50 per. cent. of 
the Matches imported which are practically all from Sweden and therefore 
we ask for B.s. 2 per gross protection on all imported matches, our reason 
being as below:-

If the duty is put up at B.s. 2 per gross, the imported matches could not 
be sold at B.s. 3-4 per gross, which means that the retail price will 
have to be raised from H pice to 2 pice per box. This would give more 
protection tilan at present, but would at the same time enable and 
afford the Indian manufacturer to manufacture matches of the quality 
and standard of the matches imported from Sweden. The question of 
.Aspen wood would then come up and with the facilities and help of 
the Government, the manufacturers will be tempted to go in for experi
menting aKd 1Jr0wing suitable wood against Aspen wood. Thereby even
tually the balance of the 50 per cent. importations would cease and 
eventually the whole of India would be supplied with matches made ill 
the country. 

99. Besides the protection of lts. 2 per. gross the .Indian match' .manufac
turers must be protected against the foreign 'Syndicate which has opened 
out several factories in India lately.' We' endorse the views of the Indian 
Chamber of Commerce who expressed in their letter to the Board of the 
17th May 1927, and draw the attention of the Board to paragraph 12 in that 
letter and have to say that if this ·industry is not protected against this 
alien Syndicate, the match industry in a few years will pass out to their hands 
and the Indian puhlic will be entirely at the mercy of this foreign. Tr\lst. 
Already it is being tried to injure the sale and reputation of the Indian 
manufacturers. by rumours in the market .of a reduction in the import duty 
on Matches. Several dealers were informed before Au/!Ust not to purchase 
India made matches as the Duty would be. reduced in the month of August 
last. This had a very bad effect on 'the market and such inferior methods 
are being adopted wherever' possible. -We 'therefore request the Board wht'n 
SUbmitting their report. thev should prevail on the Government the necessity 
of publishing the report earlier, to stop repetition of such mischief. 

We believe, as suggested by the Indian Chamber of Commerce a.n excisp 
duty on factories manae-ed and controlled by those who are not residents of 
India is as essential as the grant of p.rotective duty on Imported Matches. 

We have also to bring to the notice of the Board that the Swedish Trust 
hesides having opened out factories in India are also trying to control the 
markets of chemicals and other raw materials and therefore granting of faci-
lities for the manufacture of these articles is also essential. . 

Schedule of Machineries as on Blst August 19!J7. 

S Frame Filling Machines of Hirao Iron Works. Japan. 
4 Emptving Machines of Bhowani Engineering and Trading Co .. 

Calcutta. . . 
1 Feeling Machine of Bhowani Engfneering and Trading Co.', Calcutta. 
2 Feeling Machines of Bengal Small· Industries, Calcutta. 
1 Levelling Machine of Bhowani Engineering and Trading Co., Calcutta. 
1 I.evelIin!" Machine. Home made. . 
2 Selecting Machines of Bhowani Engineering and Trading Co., Ca.I-

cutta. 
1 Selecting Machine of Hirao Iron Works', Japan. 
S Chemical Grinding Machines of Hirao Iron Works, Japan. 
1 Label Pasting Machine of Rirao Iron Works, Japan. 
Z Box Making Machines by Boreman, Germany. 
1 Paraffin Apparatus by Bhowani Engineering and Trading Co., Calcutta. 
1 Paraffin Apparatus. Home made. 
1 Splint Chopping Machine by Bhowllni F;n¢neering and Tl'ailil1g Co .. 

Calcutta. 
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1 Veneer Chopper Machine by Bhowani Engineering and Trading Co., 
Calcutta. 

1 Dipping Machine by Bhowani Engineering and Trading Co., Calcutta. 
1 Dipping Machine, Home made. 
About 4,500 Machine Frames from Japan. 
2()O calts and several trays, Home made. 
1 ero·ss Cut Saw Machine, Home made. 

FORM I.-Statement showing totaZ expenditure on the Production of 1llatches 
during January to September 1927. 

Rs. A. P. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . 12,377 6 0 
2. Cost of paper 3,45011 3 
3. Cost of chemicals 7,6901110 
4. Cost of other raw materials 
5. Factory labour 
6. Power and Fuel • 
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance 

of buildings, plant and machinery . 
8. General services, supervision and Local 

Office charges 
9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes, 

insurance, etc. 
10. Cost of packing cases 

TOTAL 

7,567 8 9 
25,807 5 9 

910 0 0 

2,884 8 0 

2,250 0 0 

1,420 0 0 
5,186 0 0 

. 69,544 3 7 

Total production of Matches for the above period, 50,347 gross. 

FORM H.-Statement showing works cost per gross of matches. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers 
2. Cost of paper for boxes and wrapper 
3. Cost of chemicals • 
4. Cost of other raw materials 
5. Factory labour 
6. Power and Fuel 
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance of 

buildings, plant and machinery 
8. General services, supervision and local Office 

charges 
9. Miscellaneous, B.g., rent, municipal taxes, insur

ance, etc. 
10. Cost of paoking cases 

TOTAL 

Credit of materials recovered (if aD1) • 

As. 
3'97 
1'09 
2'44 

·2'40 
8'20 
0'28 

0'91 

0·71 

0'45 
1-64 

22'09 

Nil. 



Government Demonstration Match Factory, Bihar and Orissa. 

Letter dated th,e 12th, May 1927. 

I have the honour to send herewith the replies to the Tariff Board's ques
tionnaire in seven copie~. I regret the delay in sending same which was 
unavoidable on our part. 

Introductory. 
"1. 'Ihe firm represented was established on ;t~th July 1925. It is the 

Demonstration Match Factory of the Government of Bihar and Orissa. 
2. The capital invested is entirely Bihar and Orissa Government's. There 

is no European employed in the Factory. 
3. The whole process of manufacture is going on in the factory. 
4. On the 8th January 1926. 
5. About 100 gross per day. 
6. The dimension of the match boxes manufactured is 21/1 x 1" x t" (1" 

size). 
Each box contains 63 matches average. 
7. Actual output is 2,000 gross per month average. V 
8. Gulzarbagh, Patna. 
(a) Not in vicinity. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
In selecting the site of a factory the most important factors to be con

sidered (Ife:-

1. Easy and sufficient supply of suitable wood in green state and at 
low cost of transport. 

2. Easy Railway or Steamer communication with some port city and 
market. 

3. Easy water supply. 
4. Availability of labour. 

9. (a) Yes, in neatness of splints and boxes the Indian manufactured 
matches with local wood falls far short of the standard of imported matches. 

(b) Apart from the question of quality, generally the markets are often 
prejudiced at the price cf Indian matches. General tendency is to get the 
cheapest matches. " 

(c) A difference of about Rs. 1-2 per gross might represent a fair measure
ment of the difference and a little further difference by one anna more 
would probably be sufficient to. overcome the prejudice against Indian matches, 
because the. consumer" pay 4"5 pies for a box of imported matches against 
3 pies for local article. 

Raw Materials. 
10. No. 
11. Wood used in the manufacture of-

(a) Splints is Trowia NudiHora and Bombax. 

(b) Veneers is Odina Wodier and Bombax. 

(c) Packing case not manufactured in the Factory. 
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12. The Indian .wood is not as satisfactory M imported wood. 'they are 
inferior to imported'wood in respect of-

(1) I?mooth and fineness of grains, 
(2) Strength" 
(3) Colour 

.' 

and (4) General growth. 'rhey are mostly uncared for and wild with knots, 
bends, cracks and hollows and scarcely grown or reared to suit 
particularly for manufacture of matches incurring high percen
tage of wastage. This will improve if the Forest Department 
will begin nursing growth of these wood. 

13. Annual requirement of wood is 12,000 cubic feet to 15,000 cubic feet. 
14. About 40· cubic feet of wood is required for manufacturing 100 gross. 
15. The dimension of the packing case used is 341" x 25" x 22" and contains 

50 gross. 2 cubic feet of planks are required to make one case. 
16. The factory draws its main supply of wood from Nepal Terai forest, 

Bagaha-which is about 150 miles away from the factory. A map is herewith 
sent showing the site of the factory and the forest area. 

17. The Bettiah State supplies the wood. From the forests the wood is 
carted to the river side and then made into raft and Hoated down. In case 
of wood which do not Hoat they are transported by slinging on either side 
of boats. 

18. Supplier is the owner and price includes everything-the rate includes 
a Royalty of annas . . 

19. We have no details under the heads referred ·to. The cost per 50 cubic 
feet at the factory is Rs. 35 (last year's average). 

20. We buy wood and the questions do not arise. 
21. No, the supply* in quality is often noticed. The deterioration of 

wood is generally due to storing after felling to assemble them in number 
sufficient for despatch at a batch for convenience and minimising the cost 
of transport. They are hardly available fresh after felling. 

22. No, the supply of wood is not yet found to be constant in respect of 
quantity. The supplier complains difficulty of felling in the forest due to 
Horse Hies during the rains and· Hood and rise of river interrupts regular 
transport throughout the year. 

(a) No. 
(b) No. 
(c) We do not know. 
23. We do not know. 
24. There is no definite assurance yet of ~ufficient ~upply for a very long 

period. Recently l·here has been some trial plantation of trees suitable for 
match manufacture by the 1forest Department of the Government of Biha:.· 
and Orissa. 

25. (i) No. 
(ii) Yes, if any concession is allowed by rails and steamers it will be of 

au vantage as that will be a facility for quick transport. 

Other raw materials. 

26 and 27. The toll owing raw materials (other than wood) are required in 
this factory:

Materials. 

Gum Arabic 
Gum Arabic 

Quantity 

lb. 
1 
1 

required for 100 gross. 

oz. 
11 
3 

Head Composition: 
~ide 

-{The supply of wood is not constant in respect of quantity but deterio
ration). 
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Materials. Quantity required for 100 grOBlt, 

lb. 
Gwn Tragacanth. 0 
Amorphous phosphorus 4 
Sulphide of antimony 0 
Sulphide of antimony 4 
Glass powder .. 6 
Glass powder 0 
Chalk 0 
Dextrine O· 
Glue .. 4 
Chlorate of potash . 27 
Bicbromate of potatih 1 
Sulphur 1 
Umber . . 4 
Infusorial earth 0 
Red ochre 0 
Red Lead 1 
Match wax 17 
Wheat Hour 0 
Wheat Hour 16 
Copper sulphate 1 
Outer Box paper 2 
Inner Box paper . 5 
Box label 14,400 
Dozen label. 1,200 
Gross label .. • 100 
Dozen packing paper 14,400 
Gross packing paper . 100 

oz. 
1 
o 
3 
o 
9 
6 
7 
3 
8 
o 
2 

11 
2 
9 
9 
2 
o 
9 
o 
4 

J Reels. 

J Side Compo.ition. 
Head 
Side 
Head 

lSiJe 

") 

tRoW 

1 J Fa.te. 

" 
" -

28. (a) and (b) We buS them from Indian market, bub nothing is directlJ' 
imported by us. 

29. The following chemicals can be manufactured in India :-Gwn Azabie, 
Glass powder, Chalk, Glue, Infusorial earth, Red ochre, Match wax, Wheat 
Hour and Copper sulphate. 

Labour. 

30. We buy wood and we have no knowledge. 
31. There has been no necessity of importing labour from abroad 'I'bough 

skilled labour is not locally available, the local labour is given training and 
they get !.killed gradually. 

32. No imported labour employed here. 
33. This question does not arise with us. 
34. Total labour employed:-

Men.-55 at the average rate of As. 10 to As. 12 pel' head per diem. 
Children..-18 at the average rate of As. 6 per head per diem. 
Women..-Nil. 

35. Yes, from the vicinity of the. factory. 
36. Yes, there is record. 
37. There is no arrangement for housing labourers. They make their 

own arrangement. 

Power. 
38. Steam. 
39. Electric power is not used and we have no relative knowledge. 
40. Coal.is 11a8d as fuel. ' 



4f. One ton of coal required for Power production per 100 gross output 
for this factory. 

42. 149 miles. 
43. The waste woods does not meet requirements-The rest of the questioI' 

do not arise with us. 

Market. 

44. We have no .knowledge about India's total demand for matches. It 
may roughly be taken to be about 100 to 135 lacks gross per annum. 

45. It may with the increase of population---tihould the Industry be de-
veloped properly, but we are unable to make a forecast. 

46. Local market; COn&U1neS all of the manufacture of this factory. 
47. No. 
48. (a) We have no definite kuowledge. 
(b) No, I have no knowledge. 

Competition. 

49. Sweden, Wimco and Indian Manufacturers who use imported wood for 
splints. 

50. Possibly with grca~ difficulty they are competing with either. The 
severe competition is from Indian matches made with imported wood. 

5!. (1) We have no knowledge. 
(2) This is beyond our period. 
(3) We have· no information. 
52. From the statements of sea-borne trade and navigation of British 

India and from Commercial Intelligent'e Department. 
5;1. 1 have no knowledge. These are points of their trade scerecy. 
54. Yes. The Indian manufacturer is at a disadvantage in all of tho 

points. 
55. (a) May be said to be permanent. 
(b) and (c) Temporary for about 10 years. 
(d) Temporary fer say about 20 years, in case the forest owners com

mence plantation and rearing of match wood and reserve the species suitable 
for Industry for the purpose of match manufacture alone. Transport diffi
culty is expected to close earlier and as soon as Railway and Steamer Com
panies give concessions. 

(e) '.I;'emporary so long as Raw materials are not manufactured within the 
country. 

(/) Temporary so long as there is no concession allowed .by Railway or 
Steamer Companies. 

(g) Temporary so long as wood is not grown or reserved particularly for 
the purpose of mateh manufacture. 

(h) This is a matter for Government to adjust. 
(i) Temporary so long as the capitalists will not be convinced of the pros

pects and till suitable measures are adopted to establish confidence in the 
future of the Industry. 

Equipment. 

56. No, it is not at all. The smallest unit of production in my opmlOn 
is 1,UOO gross pe-r day which ('au. be operated economically under present day 
condition. 
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57. About 44, per cent. of. ijpe total cII-pital outlay has ,"een jncurred" '')0 

Plant and Machinery. 
. '. 

1i8. No. Name of machines. Makers. 
, ' P'~te 'o~ which' 

first brought, 
to use. " ' 

l. Engine 
1 Boiler • 
1 Cross cut saw 
1 Peeling machine 
1 Peeling machine' 

: J Davey Paxman .II' 
: } Arehns & Co., Sweden. 

• Bengal Small IndUstries, 
Calcutta. f 

1 Box chopping I 
1 Splint chopping' L 

1 Splint drying :: I "", ( 
1 Splint. polishing I 
1 Splint cleaning 
1 Splint levelling • ~ Arehns & CfJ., Sweden 
1 Frame filling • I 
1 Outer box machine " I 
1 Inner box machine ':.' , ,-
1 Box labelling 
1 Side painting .'J 
1 Frame emptying J 

8-1-1926 

(b) The machinery was purchased under the. arrangement that the paY" 
ment will be made after trial. 

59. (a) Machinery and other equipment can be said up-to-date. 'We can
not compete and sha.ll not be" able to compete if the present duty is not main
tained and in case an excise amounting to at least 8 annas per gross be not 
imposed on the products of big factories within India financed by foreign 
capital. _ 

(b) (i) Debarking, (ii) Case filling, (iii) Paraffing, (iv) Dipping, (v) Box 
filling, (vi)' Dozen und Gross parcelling and all transport of materials from 
one department to another. For a small factory as this, the foresaid opera
tion by machines incul's great block capital which we are not in a position to 
afford to invest just now and hence advantageous for us to do manually. 

60. (a) No. 
(b). Yes, I contemplat<J addition of 3 flox machines, two frame filling 

machines, one dipping machine and one box filling machine. 61. Nothing made in India. 

CapitaZ account. 

62. (a) ~ 
(b) NiZ. 
(c) 
(d) Ra. 47,565-19-3 is the block value of Plarit and Machinery. 
(e) Rs. 2,98l!-7-11 is the block value of other assets. 
63. Factory started hardly one year and there has been no reserve accu-

mulate as yet. ' 
1i4. We have no provision as yet. 
65. The factory has recently been installed and no difference of cost in 

installing a new one at the present day is expected. 

66'1 .... 67. .-
.AlS.:,,, 

--69-. ' 
70. J We work with our own capital. 
71., -
72. 
73. 
74. 
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lVork8.eost. ' 

75. We commenced work in 1926-27. and the form refers t"o time beyond 
our period. ~ 

7{). In our period of work' the factory had to stop manufacture for 4 
months in the year and the items principally effected were OlrWe, ~stabli~h
lnent, house-rent and other non-manufacturing' overhead 'charges. ' , 

77. Yes, sent. herewith. 
78. No, ,we are ,not iu a position to answ~r this. 
79. Jtates of depreciation allowed by Income-tax office is not available. 
A provision for depreciation should be made at the rate of:-

(a) 12tper' cent. for match machineries. 
(b) '10 percent. for wood construction. 
(e) 5 per cent. for repairs'shop machineries. 
(d) Hi per cent. for Boiler. 
~6) 6 per ,cent. for Engine. 
(I) 45 per cent. for leather belting . 

. Tl:J.ese rates are suggested on estimation of 1;he life of these machines. 
80. Having no knowledge about, the depreciation of Income-tax rates this 

cannot be determined. 

Working capitaZ. 

81. (i) and (ii) Working capital required for this factory is Rs. 15,090. 
82. We -'l'equired an additional grant last year. 
83. This was a grant from the Government and provision for interest 

at 61 percent. should be made. 
84. The cost of one month's output is about one-fifth of the working 

capital. ' 
85. trhe value ~f our present stock is about Rs. 7,000 last year, the sale 

was arranged on two months' sight payment. _ ' 
.' 86. Yes, moderately large. The value of stock held is Rs. 8,000. 

87. Yes. The Director of Industries' office is the head office. 
. , 88. (i) The head offica (Director of Industries' office) does n~t charge 

any office expense ',1p till now. 
(ii) The Agent's commission is 5 per cent. 

,,89. It is 5 per cent. of the total cost of matches, he removes at the rate of 
Ite. 1-4 per gross. 

'90. (i) Nil. , 
(ii) Agent's commission i~ one anna per gross, whatever may be the out-

put. 
91 to 93. The question do not arise, 'as this is not a limited concern. 
Claim fOr proteci,ion. ' 
94.' (A) Yes, Indil' , has so lUuch forest areas that it has been observed that 

• she can yield wood to lUl'et any requirelUent for match manufacture in case 
due measures be taken. Itegarding questioil of labour, it must" be admitted 
that scarcity of labour cannot be apprehended. Of course skilled labour is 
often wanting at the start. But they pick up the work soon. " • __ , 

India's need for matcnes is about 100 to 135 lack~ gross per anntlll,a,id 
she has thus a home market for aboul. '10 factories.Qf 1,000 gross output'per 
day. Briefly speaking India possesses every natural advantage for the' In

'dustry which have boen studied and obseJ:ved by the Imperial Forest Econo-, 
mist Mr. R. S. Troup, F.C.H., in 1910 and subsequently by the Department 
of Industries of Beagal.t.lMl that of Bihar and Orissa Governments. 

(B) Yes, without the help of protection, the Industry is 110t likely to 
'tc develop at all. It can hal'dly be expected that an Industry ju~t attempted 

, , ' 
•..• _" 't 
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to be. blken up by a country may p()ss~le live in' compehl:tion ~lth the long_ 
estabhshed manufacturers of the countrlWB abroad even \Vlth.aU ,he:r:. n~t1j.l'al: 
advantages. India J;llust have sufficient protection till she oOll1-ElIt .out to' be: 
t!.o .fittest to survive. ,. ' ' 

They 8ay that' the Industry in India is to. its infancy; bjIt it is far from;, 
that yet., India -only conceived and ihis was sufficient to, create' a good <1.eal 
of alarm in the continell~ and reckonable manufacturers from ,abroad, .hll:ve 
immediately rushed' in with huge capital for saving duties 'and all.that ,to 
establish themselves firmly in the meanwhile within the country to givEi a 
death blow to India's ,conception about the Industry. Under the,' circum. 
stances without sufficiendy -strong protection and care, ,miscarriage ,ill inevi-
table. ' 

, • (C) The disadvantages India is experiencing at present, vide answer" to 
question No, 55, are all temporary and it is expected that she-will eventu!J.lly 
be able to compete with world competition without any protection in time . 
. ',95. (A) and (B) Yes. .-

96:The labourers of the isolated districts and those who are'not usually 
occupied whole of tbei\' time will work ,in .an industry very cheaply. These 
people are generally ,so'much in ,economic stress that they'are alwaYlii Ollen, 
to take up any work which will bring some extra income over and, above, 
their usual work. Thus, division of process if this, Industry is expected to: 
make it particularly suitable to Indian economic ,.condition. ' • 

97. (a) Re. 1-8 Pllr gross on finished 'matches ancI As. 4-6 and A.s~ 6 pel1 Ib: 
of splints and veneers for boxes respectively.' , 

(b) We have no knowledge. 
9B and 99. The amount of protection necessary is the retention· of ,thl:' 

existing duties on matches, splints and veneers. 
Other than these proi;ectiveduties, assistance is needed by way~:~

(a) Imposing an excise at ,the rate of at least As. B per gross on tlte 
products of factories within .India, financed »y foreign capital. 

(b) Moving the, different railway and Steamers authorities to. grant us 
, facilities by reducing the freight of matches, chemicals and wood. 

The present tate is causing great hardship. -
, (c) Preventing anything of the nature of monopoly 'or cQrnering th6' 

market in wood. ' ,: " 

For reasons of recommending the above assistance, vide the views ex
pl'essed by Indian Match Manufactures Association in their letter No.' 327'of 
16th October 1926 t? the Commerce Department, Government of India.. We 
endol'se the views. -

Bombay Match Works, Bombay. 

Letter dated Slst Mar~h 1927. ," 
We have the pleasure ,to enclose herewith Oui: answe~s to the questionnaire 

and believe the same will be found in order._ ' • 

Answers to 'Qu.estionnaire. 

~ : 1. 'The firm was established i~ 1923. n is a private unregistered /)on<ll>r~. 
:'., ~,The entire capital 'is· Indian. There are no directo~s, ;No Eur?peans 
are employed. ,,' 
, S. We manufacture splints, veneers and 'the finished matches totally. 

4. End of N ovemb~ 1923.: - " 
5. 5,000 gross match boxes daily'. 
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6, We manufac.ture half and' full size matches. 
7. 1923 (last month ouly). 192~.. 1923 19215, / 

26,900 gross. 6,9!1,70U gt'oss. 6,61),\00 gross; 8,~3,8oo gross. 
8. The factory is situated at Kurla about ten miles run by railway from 

Victoria Terminus. 
(0.) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Y~. 
(It) Yes. 
We consider that place a suitable SIte for a match factory where all-the 

above-mentioned four conditions are synthetically fulfilled. -
9. (a) Indian matches are not inferior to foreign made, but as foreign 

goods haye imported in India since a long time, there has been an 'im
pres&ion cn the minds of Indian consumers that foreign matches are superior. 

(bJAs' mentioned above the for~ign brands are current hera and hence it 
will take some time before Indian consumers realise that there is no difference 
The E'ameprejudice is against those foreign ,brands ,which are not introduced 

, .here but not to the extent as against Indian goods-. 
(c) We consider Ii pie per box a fair measure for overcoming this pre-

judice. -
10. (a) Yes •• 
(lI) Yes, but now we are using Indian wood as well. 
(c) No. 
We import wood from Japan and Poland_ 
Tile rate's fol;. Japanese wood are Yen 2'05 per _ c.ft. c.i.I. imported in 

Bombay. 
The landing charges are Rs. 2-10-0 per ton. 
Duty is 15 per cent. 
The rates of wood from Poland are £8 per tOil c.iJ. all other charges are 

lAme. -
- 11. (a) Indian Name. Botanical name. 

Salai. Boswl3Ilia Serraf,n. 
Ambo. 
Gugal. 
Mohine. 
Kakad. 

(b) Sawar. Bombax malabaricum 
(c) Old planks. 

Sawar planks. Ditto 
12. (a) The specimen wood that we have tried have so far been found not 

satisfactory in respect of colour and finish although there is nothing against 
the utility. We are confident if proper research is made under the guidance 
of experts certain specimen as good as imported wood can be found. There 
are certain specimen in the north of India such as poplar and fir which can be 
;}Sed as substitutes for foreign wood. 

(~ Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
13. (a) 1,12,000 c.ft. Indian wood. 
(b)"2,18,000 c.ft. Indian wood. 

'. 14. )01 c.ft. 
• 1,550 gross boxes. 100 gross boxes. 

32 x 23x2lt. 35x29x31. 

" 

These are external measurements and the thickness is iN of all planks. 
,We do nct huy separate wood for packing cases. 
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16. From Borivall.20 miles away. 
From Godhra 250 miles away. 
From Janjira' 50 miles away. 

17. We buy ea:-factory from contractors. 
18. We do not pay any direct royalty to Government. 
19. We buy ex-factory at Rs. 40 per ton of 50 c.ft. 

. 20. We do not get any 'concession from Government, but we desire that 
some concessions be given to us in the shape bf forest acquisition by royalty 
at minimum rates. 

,21. The supply of wood is not const.aut in quality as the wood growing in 
the plains is more suitable than that growing in hills. ' 

.22. The supply of wood is abundant. 
(a) No. 
ib} Yes the factorY at Ambernath is !(I)mpeting to buy wood from nearer' 

areas. ",. ' . 
(c) No. 
(d) No. 
23. No. 
24. Yes ... 

.; . 

25. We get only fire wood rates but we desire that morl! concessions be 
given to us as we think by getting our supplies' from Northern India .for" 
splintoJ and this is not possible unless we get more concessions in railway 
freight. As at present the rates are too .high for us to permit us from. getting 
suitable wood from greater distances. . 

" 

26. Paper,. chemicals, paraffin wax. 
They are used as under-- • 

Paper 
Chemicals 
Paraffin 

21. 1. Chlorate of l'otash 
2. Phosphorous Amorphous 
3. Glue 

4. Salisilic powder 
5. Manganese Oxide 
S. Zino white 
7. Red lead. 
8. Red ,Ochre 

. 9. Sulphur powder 
10. Bjchromate of Potash 
11. Rosin 
12. Antimony Sulphide 
13. Glass powder 
14. Carbon blaCk 
15. Paraffin wax 
16. Paper 
17. Carboniser 
18. Labels 

. . 

28. A. All are imported from abroad. 

911bs. 

1 " 
21 .. 
2 . ,I. 
1 " 

·30z, 

3" 
t lb. 
i lb. 
Ii oz. 
i lb •. 
9 oz .. 

3" 
Ii" 
101bs. 

18 " 
3 " 

Tons.-
80 
82 
42. 

15,000 small. 
1,250 dozen . labels • 

• 210t gross labels. 

'-. 

B. Nothing is manufactured in India but paraffin WlL~ i~ Iocallypurchas/ild 
from Burma Oil COlI\Pany Limited. . 
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(a) Out of tM -articles mentioned ill i927 numbers 1; 2 and 16 are. of 
German, Norwegian and Swedish'make respectively. Nos. 10, 11 lind 15 IIrl' 
purchased in Bombay and the re~t are all of Japan. origin. 

b) Prices are as under: ,,-' '.' .' ' 

(1) £28-10-0 per ton c:i.f. B~mbay. 
(2) £210 per ton. cj.f.· Bombay. 
(3) Yen 32 per 50 ki\os f.o.b .. Kobe...,. 
(4-) Yen 21'20 per 200 lbs. f.o.b, Kobe. 
(5) Y<ln 7 per 100 catti'es f.o.b. Kob'e. 
(6) Yen 0'20 per lb. f.o,~.Kobe.'·· , 
.(7) Yon 31 pet;. 120 kins f.o.b. Kobe. 
(8) Yen 32 per 14 kwan f.o.b .. · Kobe .. ; 

. (9) Yen 8'50 per 100 kibs f.o.b:.Kobe. 
(10) Re. 0-5-0 per lb. free Bombay godown.· 
(11) Re. 0-2-0 pel' lb. 
(12)' Yen 28'50 per 100 catties f.o.b. Kobe . 

. (13) Yen 3'50 per 100 kim. 
(14) Yen 0,39 per lb. 
(15) Re. 0-3-5 per lb. free Bombay godown. 
(16) £25 to £28 per ton cj.f. Bombay. 
(17) Yen 36 per 24 kwan f:o.b. Kobe. 
·.(1~) Small box labels 2d. to ·4ld. from Sweeden. Dozen lithe Is sh. 1 to 

8h.'I-6 from Swed6D.. 1 gross labels sh. 2-4 to sh. 4-8. 
(c) Bombay. '. :: 

. (d) Freight, etc., on che~icats l'l'n. 22'20 per ton and insl!ranCe sen 30 
,per 100 yen • 

. (e) Rs. 8 pe; ton. 
~ (I) Rs. 7 per ton. 

(g) 15 per cent. 
211. (a) All of them can be made if proper facilities are given. 
(b) Nil. .. 
30. No. • . , 

31. Very little, about '005. 
32. Three and their pay is Rs. 800 per month collectively. 

o. 

33. We have done away' with one mechanic from abroad and hope to do 
away wi'~h two others in due course. We give all facilities to Indians to 
acquire knowledge of working various machines. 

M. We employ total 600 workmen out of which 400 are women and 
children. 

as. From vicinity. 
36. Indian labour improves with training. We have' records of this. 
37. There is no necessity for this as we are employing all local labour. As 

for fore"gners we have to provide quarters. We are promoting healthy 
conditions and children welfare. 

S~. We use crude oil engines. 

, . 39. No electric power is eupplied tp us ,althqugh the Andhra Valley Power· 
Supply line is near us. The Company is asking exhorbitant charges for 
-conveying the line to ollr factory and that too if we take a very high power 
which we do not require. . 

40. We do not use steam as power. 

41. One-third gallon crude oil per one case of 100 gross. 
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42. Crude oil is b~~ht from Bom1>ay-6ti1J .irli~port. charges are B.s. 2-8-0 
per 100 gallons. Cost in Bombay ill. Rs. .80 per" tOll. ,', 

43. We do not use wood.: ,: '., " : 
44. This cllU be well gathered from ~eaX:tl;toms ,1I~tistics. 
45. Matches are a lIecessitytlf life ~nll,demand,cQ'n .increase only by in-

crease ~f population. • , 
46. We are supplying matches in thes011th 'tlII Mysore, north till'Gujrat 

lind Kathiawar and in the Centr~ India tiU.Nagpur. 
47. We are ourselves situated !near the port. 
48. . (a) Market for imported and Indian,match'es is not distinct. Indian 

matches have ,captured most of~he :ID.!l!,kets. ' , " 
(II) Yee, foreign matches importpd in"Na.tiVe States are being sold'ata 

cheaper Il'ate near Bombay than those imported in Bombay. 
49. Sweden and their local ~actory. 
50. Foreign matches imported under, the present duty; cannot compete 

keenly with Indian matches b)lt still this import cannot cease until constml~rs 
get accustomed to Indian matches. • , 

51. 1918-22 only Japanese half size ma.tches came to India and at the rate 
of Yen 130 to Yen 80 per case-of 100 gross and were assessed',at the then 
existing duty. We cannot say at what rate they were sold. 

Since 1922 to 1926 Swedish matches are sold ex-godown by" the Swedish 
Syndicate at Rs. 2-13-0 to Rs. 2-3-0 per gross. Our goods were sold at 
Rs. 2-1-0 to Re. 1-5-0 per gross 1923-26. 

53. (a) Foreigners iii. order to keep thei, labels curl'ent i~ 1bidia ..offer 
to sell the goods at a loss inasmuch as they have various other markets 
where 'there is competition of prohibitive duty and where they flan make profit 
to compensate for ,the 1011/1 made here--also to ,d.rive 'away Japan from the 
rnt\rket which they-'have practically succeeded in 'doing. ' 

(b) We suppose there is no margin for foreigners. 
(e) We have reasons to believe'that- they 'cannot produce matches at sucb 

a low rate and hence they are sending at a lower rate than what they arE 
selling in their home market. . , 

54. (a) .Not till now, but we apprehend the Swedish Syndicate will raise 
difficulties in our way. 

(II) No. 
(e) No. ", 
id) Yes, very hIgh'rates of transportation. 

(e) No. 
(I) Yes. 
(0) Yes for foreign wood. .. 
(h) Yes, we have to pay duty of 15 per cent. on all the iIp.ported mater, 

ials which.the foreigners have not to pay as they are getting all these mater· 
ials in their, country. 

(i) No.' , 
55. The disadvantages are such· as can be remedied. 
56. Yes. The smallest factory can be of 500 gross daily production. 
57. 50 per cent. 
58.' (a) Our box-making machines are German and Swedish buJ; thE 

Swedish Syndicate has controlled both these factories so we have now to bUJ 
frorq other makers. Our peeling and chopping machines are Japanese and 
Gerlp.an and we find Japanese more adaptable to Indian labour. Our frame 
filling and other machines are Japanese arid we find it quite suitable. The 
machinery was bought yea1'- by year quite new and was brought into use iii 
soon as received. 

(II) We have no specra} arrangement with any machinery maker althou~} 
some makers are offering the same we understand. 
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59. (a) No. Unless and until we know our real ,position that this indus

try will be properly supported and' protected against unnatural competition 
of foreigners we cannot invest more sums in machinery. The policy of the 
foreigners is to dump the market and to ruin the Indian factories as they 
have done in other countries. We have therefore not put in all the up-to-date 
macliinery as every year there is another fear of duty being decreased and 
unless this is assured it is not possible for us to invest more money in machin-
-ery. . " 

.. (b) Packing and box-filling by manual labour, even some of the boxes are 
made by manual labour. If all this work was done by machinery there would 
be surely a decrease of about 4 annas per gross in cost. 

· 60. "'(a~ If. our position is certain we can. make all economic changes~ 
· (II), W~ do not intend to extend the factory at present but we may do so 

.if bur 'position is certain but not until we have made the present output in 
the most economic way. ' 

61.. Some parts of machinery 'which are not available from foreign country 
immediately and without which we cannot pull on we generally make in 
India. 
, 62. Building ·RB. 1,00,000, Machinery Rs. 1,38,000 and other assets 
RB. 2,30,000. 

· 63.' Above figures show the value after ,the depreciation has been written 
off. D~preciation has been written off as under-

66. 

,Building 
Machinery' 

RB. 

26,000 
34,000 

Rs. 60,000 

64. All the depreciation that has been written off is sufficient. 
65. Our valuation on machinery and plant is actual and reasonable. 

I 
1023. 19U. 

Ra. Ra, 

Building . 12,650 111,800 

Machinery . 47,700 23,65Q 

67. Ours is' not a limited liability concern. 
68. There is no fixed dividend. 
69. No deferred shares. 
70. We have got no shares. 
71. There are no shares. 
72. There are no debentures. 
73. There is no reserve fund, 
74. About Rs. 1,50,000. 
75.--
76. No. 
77. No. 
78. No. 
79. 10 per cent. on machinery. 

It p\lf Q(lut. QU buildin~. 

1925. 1926. 

Rs. Rs. 

19,500 17,600 

55,300 I 5,100 
; 



BO. (a) Rs. 19,000. 
(b) Rs. 15,200. 

81. (i) Rs. 2,30,000. 
(ii) Rs. 3,00,000. 

82. Yes. 
83. None. 
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84. Working capital its. 2,30,000 j cost of one month's output is Rs. 9Z,OOO. 
8.'l. The 'value of finished stock is about Rs. 50,000 and the m~ney is re-

turned after about a month of production. . ' 
86. Yes of wood. 
87. Company has no head office but it has managing agents. 
88. Agents commission is H to 2 annas per gross. 
89. After sale. 
90. (i) There is no head. office. 
(ii) H to 2 annas per gross, the commission is. constant irrespective of 

output. 
91. 'We have no shares. 
92. We do not contemplate any establishment of a 'limited company but 

our answer to this question will be explicit from what follows. 
93. Owing to the imminence of Swedish competition and thll uncertain 

position of the present duty the investors-would not easily be 'indnced to put 
in any capital unless some very high rates of interest is promis~d ai;!.d that 
too on very sound guarantee. We understand the Swedish MatCh 'Company 
which is a very sound concern promised to British public guaranteed.,return of 
8 per cent. before they floated a small portion of the shares in the· London 
market in order to show that the new company which is established in India 
is a British concern. Therefore it would be necessary. to show on a very 
sound guaranteed fixed return of high interest to the subscribing public be
fore they can be induced to take up shares. 

94. (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
9f.i. (a) Yes •. 
(b) Yes. 

96. Yes. The industry can be very well cultivated in India owing ~o 
cheap labour and owing to'abundant supply of wood which is quite -useless fol' 
any other purpose except for making matches. 

97. (a) Although in the present circumstances there is an appaernt pro
tection of Rs. 1-8-0 per gross but portion of this is being. wiped off by the
high prioes of chemical which the Swedish' Syndicate is controlling and also 
the If.i per cent duty that is to be paid by us on th8se high prices whereas 
the foreigners have not to pay this duty over these high prices. 

(b) . The protection by way of. transportation of finished goods is very little 
owing to our inability to produce all raw materials and as duty must be paid 
on everything imported. 

98; We consider that a protection of"lts. 1-8-0 be given to us on foreign 
goods and a protection of 8 annas on the goods made by the West India Match 
Manufacturing Company as their policy' is to crush the Indian trade and 
monopolize the market. All we require transport facility. . 

911. We also crave the favour of putting a stoppage to the foreign goods 
landed in Native States ports and imported into British India or in the alter
native the Government mar determine the needs of the Native States and 
allow them to import only the needed .quantity as we have strong reasons to 
believe that foreign matches are allowed to land in Native States and a re
bate in duty is allowed to importers as an inducement. These goods are 
coming into British India. and are eolc;I even at a lower rate near Bombay 
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,than the goc.ds imported in Bombay. Furthe~. some Native States have leviei 
':pl'Ohibitive dllty on goods imported in their territory fram 13ritish India. 
Tbis is Jo discourage the Indian industry and encourage their ohject to import 
foreign goods so that their revenue may be enhanced as they charge a duty on 
foreigllgoods. We believe by this system of private rebate in duty and charg
ing of duty. on goods from British India the effect of protective duty is lost. 
H goods from British India are charged such exhorbitant duty in Native 
'States the .goods from Native States should be charged similar duty when 
imp.ort~d into British India. 

The Titvala Match Factory, Titvala, Bombay. 

Letter dated 1st April 19!7. 
I 

In reply t<? the contents of your letter No. 209, dated 7th March 1927, we 
beg to state as follows:-
. 1. The factory was started in the year 1925. It is a private company and 
ik an unregistered firm. . 
. ,2: The capital held by Indians in this concern is Rs. 50,000. The firm con
sists of no pirectors and Europeans. Europeans are not employed. 

3. We undertake the whole proceS'! of manufacture. 
,. 4.' From 1st April 1925. 

5. 1',109 gross. (Eleven hundred.) 
6: Dhnension of the match box, 1!"x11#xl". Average splints in a box 

60. " 
.'l. Three Lakhs gross. (300,000 Gross). 
8. Titvala. No special advantage in any of the 4 pointB. 
9. Where there is an abundant and continuous supply of timber suitable 

for match making. 
. (II) Indian matches are not inferior to those which are imported, but since 
a IOBg time there has been an impression on the minds of the consumers that 
imported matches are of superior quality. 

(b) No. 
(c) We consider 1l pie per box a fair measure for overcoming the prejudice. 
10. (a) Yes'. 

y. (b) Yes, but now we are utilising Indian wood. 
(c) No. 

0' We import wood from Japan. and Poland. 
The rate for Japanese wood is·Yen 2 per c.ft. c.i.f., imported in Bombay. 

, The landing charges are Rs. 2-10 per ton. 
Transport charges Rs. 9 per ton. 
Duty is 15 per cent. 
11. The rates of wood from Poland are £8 per ton c.i.f. and all the other 

charges are same as above. 
11. (a) 

Indian name. 
Salai. 
Ambo. 
Gugal. 
Mahine. 
Kakad. 

(b) Sawar. 
(Il) Old planks. 

8awnr planks. 

Botanical name. 
BosweJlia. 
Serratta. 

• Bombax. 
MaIn bariculIl. 
Bombay, Malabaricum. 
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12. (a)' The specimen wood th~f we have tried have so far been found not 
satisfactory in respect of eolour and finish although,there is nothing against, 
the utility. We are confident if proper research is made under-the guidance . 
of experts certain spec.imens as good as imported wood can be found:; ''!'hel'e, 
are certain specimens in. the North of India such as Poplar and Fir·whlch..ca,J;l' 
be used as substitutes for foreign wood. . 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
13. (a) 32,000 c.ft. of wood. 
,(b) 40,000 c.ft. of wood. 
14. 101 c.ft. of wood. 
15. 

1i0 gross boxes 
32x23x21t 

100 gross boxes. 
35x29x31. 

These are external measurement and the thickness is JII of a11 planks. We 
do not buy separate wood for packing cases. 

16. From Kalyan 10 miles. From Godhra 350 mi~; From Janjir:a 75. 
miles. 

17. We buy e:IJ-factory from the contractors. 
18. We do not pay any royalty to Government. 
19. We purchase ex-factory at Rs. 42 per ton of 50 c.ft. .:r' 
20. We do not get any concession from the ,Government but we. 'lti.sh~tha:t 

30me concession be given to us in the shape of forest acquisition b~ royalty at 
miniinum rates. ", ----, 

21. The supply of wood is not constant in quality as the wood growing. in 
plain is more suitable than that growing on hills. . 

22. The supply of wood is abundant. 
(a) No. 
(b) Yes, the fact()ry at Ambarnath is competing to buy. wood from near!!r 

areas. 
(c) No. 
(d) No. 
23. No. 
24. Yes. 
25. We get only fire wood rates but we wish that more concessions lie iiven::' . 

to us as we think by getting our supplies from Northern India for splints 'and 
this is not possible unless we get more concession in railway freight. As.&t . 
present the rates are too high for us to permit us from getting suitable wood.·. 
rr:>m far distance. . • . ,~- : :' .• ' 

26. Paper, Chemicals, Paraffin Wax. 
They ~re used as under:--

Paper 
Chemicals 
Paraffin W. 

Tons. 
32 
35 
17, 

29. (a)' All of them can be'"':made if proper facilities are afforded, 
(b) Nil. 
30. No. 
31. About three. 

l' : ,; • 

32. Two and their pay is Rupees four hundred and seventy-five per month. 
33. We hope to do away with two of them in very short period. We give 

1\11 fac,iIities, to Indians to acquire knowledge of working various machines. 
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34. We employ total five hund;ed and'Otwenty-five workmen out of which 
t.hree hundred and seventy-five are women and children, 

3:;. Fr')m vicinity. 
36. Indian labour improves with training. We have records of this. 
37. There is no necessity for'this as we are employing all local labour. As 

lor fo!oignel'B we have to produce quarters. We are prompting healtev condi
'tions and children welfare. 

38: Steam. 
39. No electric power is supplied to us. 
~O. We use steam as power. For fuel we use waste wood. 
43. We need the whole of our requirements from waste wood in our factory. 
44. 'This can be well gathered from Sea Customs Statistics. 
45. Do not know. 
46. We are supplying matches in the South till Mys6re, North till Gujrat 

and Kathiavad, and in the Central India till Nagpore. 
47. We are ourselves situated near the port. 
48. (a) Market for imported and Indian matches is not distinct. Indian 

matches have captured most of the markets. 
(b) Yes, foreign matches imported in Native States are being sold at a 

cheaper rate near Bombay than those imported in Bombay. 
49. Sweden and their local factories. 
50. Foreign matches imported under the present duty cannot compete 

keenly with Indian matches,but still this import cannot cease until consumers 
get use' to Indian matches. 

51. 1918-22 only Japanese half size matches came to India and at the rate 
of Yen. 105'00 to Yen. 70'00. The rate of Yen. 105'00 to Yen. 70'00 per case of 
100 gross and were assessed at the then existing duty. We cannot say at what 
rate they were disposed. Since 1922 to 1926 Swedish matches are sold ex
godown by -the Swedish Syndicate at Rs. 2-11 to Rs. 2-5 per gross. Our goods 
were sold at Rs. 2-3 to Rs. 1-5 per gross, 1923 to 1926. 

·52. From old matches dealers. 
53. (a) Foreigners in order to keep their labels current in Indian market 

. offer to sell the goods at a loss as they have various other markets where there 
exists no competition of prohibitive duty and where they can make profit to 
compensate for the loss incurred here. 

(b ) We presume' there is no margin for foreigners . 
. ,,<c) We have reasons to believe that they cannot produce matches at such 
a lower rate and hence they are sending at a lower rate than what they are 
selling in their home market. 

, 54. No. 
(a) No. 
(b) No. 
(c) No. 
(d) Yes, very high rates of transportation. 
(e) No. 
U) Yes. 
(11) Yes, for foreign wood. 
(h) Yes, we have to pay duty of 15 per cent. on all the imported materials 

which the foreigners have not to pay as they are getting all these materials ill 
their own country. 

(i) No. 
55. The disadvantages are such as can be remedied. 

56. Yes. The smalll)St factory can b~ Qf 500 to 600 grOSli c.laily Qutput. 
57. 40 per cent. 
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-. fi8. (a) -We have no box mak{ng machine but we make -them by hand. Our 
peeling and chopping machines aPe all Japanese made. We find Japanese 
more adaptable to Indian labour. Our frame filling and other machines 1I.re 
Japanese made and we find them quite suitable. 

(b) No. 
59. (a) Yes. 
(b) Head composition, side composition, hox-making, labelling, filling, 

packing into one dozen and half gross packets. 
- 60. (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 
61. N(lthing as far as we know. 
62. Lands and buildings on lease. 
Machinery valued at Rs. 15,000. 
63. Not available at present. 
64 to 66. Not available at"Present. 
67 to 73.~ Not concerned, the company being a private concern. 
74. Impossible to give a right figure of the amount. 
76. No. 
77. No. 
78. No. 
79. 10 per cent. on machinery. 
81. (i) B.s. 50,000. 
(ii) B.s. 80,000. 
82. Yes. 
83. None. 

M. Cost of monthly output is B.s. 28,000, while the working capital is 
B.s. 50,000 •. 

85. B.s. 20,000, and the money is returned three weeks after til; delivery. 

86. Yes, of wood. 

87. No head office. 

88. Agent's commission is half an anna per gross. 

89. After the sale is completed. 

90. (i) There is no Head office. 

(ii) Half an anna. per gross. 

91 to 93. We have no concern as our compa.ny is a. private one. 

94. (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes; 
95. (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 
96. The industry can be put on a good footing in India owing to cheap 

labour and abundant supply of wood. 
97 •. The protection in form of Custom's Duty is Re. 1-8 per gross: but in 

reality it does not in any way benefit the industry as high rates are charged for 
imported chemicals. 

(ii) No concessions are allowed on transport .charges. 
98 and 99. Protection is very essential and the reasons for the same a.rs 

given in the report dated Bombay, 22nd December 1926, to the Secretary of 
the Tariff Baard by the Indian Match Manufacturers Association. 
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The 'Santa Cruz Match Works. Bombay. 

Letter dated 2nd A.pril 1927. 

. ·Witli teference to your letter dated the 7th ultimo, we enclose 'herewith 
duy reply to the questions drawn up by the Tariff Board in ·connection with' 
the enquiry into Match-making Industry. 

Replies to questionnaire. 
1. 1924. Private unregistered firm. 
2.Rs. 4,00,000; purely Indian concern. 
3. We undertake the whole process of manufacture. 
4. 1924. 
5. Full capacity of 2,500 gross boxes per day. 
6. Standard half size matches about 55 to 60 splints in a bo 
7. 1924-25, 6,355 of 100 gross each. 

1925-26, 7,493 of 100 gross e~ch. 
1926-27, 6,459 of 100 gross eacb. 

8. At Santa Cruz near Bombay. 
(0) Disadvantageous as raw materials are not easily procurable . 

. (~) Factory worked by our steam and gas plants as outside power is nut 
obtamalile. 

(c) Near the Bombay market. 
(d) Labour can be had in any quantity as the factory is situated between 

Santa Cruz and Ville Parle villages and a great deal of work is being pai,; 
fOl' on piece-work system. Many labourers are able to put in their spare 
hours on the factory. 

Perha.ps the most important factor would he proximity to a big market. 
Next in importance would be proximity to timber forests suitable for match 
manufacture. To suit the requirements of the various Indian markets ma,tches 
ate manufactured in various sizes and quality, the prices ranging from Re. 1 
per gross to Re; 1-5-0. 

9. (0) We do not think that the Indian manufactured matches are inferior 
io imported matches. 

(b) At first people were afraid to buy Indian matches fearing that they 
wculd deteriorate in quality during the monsoon but by experience they are 
itraduaJIy finding out that their fear is unfounded. . 

'(c) The present price of imported matches. is 4i pies per":box and that of 
Indian manufncture is 3 pies per box. If this difference is maintained, the 
industry has the fnir chance of holding its own against foreign competition. 

10. (0) No, hut we did and still do import wood from Japan, as owing to 
the whiter appearance of the wood imported from Japan, it is easier to sell 
matches made of same and white coloured wood is not procurable by us, unless 
at prohibitive prices owing to heavy railway transport charges on same. 

11. We import wood from Japan. 
(a) Mango, Ambadi. . 

" (b) Sawar and Gugal. 
(c) Nil. 
12. (~) The (Jolour being darker aud the wood being sligbtly harder, it 

takes 1Ulre. paraffine in order to obtain good results, but researches have been 
made and sat-i:>factory wood hns been located in Dehra Dun and the Punjnb 
\Vhich leads n~ to hope that if proper Railway transport facilities are given 

. and tne research seriously undertaken it-will be possible to get both fresher 
and whiter wOod than that which is imported. We feel sure that if proper 

'.researches are carrUld out in the Bombay Presidency forests it would be pos-' 
. sible to get suitable timber for the factory. 
- 0 



~b) Yes. 
ra- (4) About i,rroo tons. 
(b) About 2;500 tons. 

"~i61 

14. About 12 c.ft. per case of 100 gross boxes. 
15. The standard sizes ·100 gross boxes of .matches . 

. J6. From Gujrat district. About 200 to 250 miles from the factory. 
17. By hand labonr, and transported by carts to the Railway and.··by rail 

.jo Andheri station from where it is brought to the factory in a motor forry. 

. 18. Annas 8 per. cart-load taken' out from the forest. 
19. Approximately Rs .. 40,per 50 c.ft: 
20. On payment of fees we are allowed to take as many cart-loads as paid 

fc;r. 
21. We do not get any special concession. Wood 'of the same species from 

different localities shows some variation in quality. 
22. The trees which are being used for this purpos~ and which are neal" 

the railway station being now nearly consumed, we have to go deeper in the 
forest for our supplies. 

(a) 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) 
23. 
24, Yes, but up to the .present no measures have been taken (in view of, 

the hu-ge areas of match wood obtainable in different parts of India we do not 
anticipate there is any likelihood of a shortage in the near future. So far no 
tl'{les have been planted with a view to use them specially for th~ match·, 
industry. . . . . 

25. We are getting a special concession on match wood transported froin 
the railways but the freight rates are still prohibitive and unless they are 
greatly reduced it will not be possible for us to avail ourselves of' the timber 
obtainable in the forests situated at any distance from the factory. 

26. The principal raw materials other than wood required for a match' 
factory are :-Paper, Chemicals, such as Chlorate of' Potash, Sulphur 
Paraffine, Oxide of Iron, Red Manganese, Red Phosphorus, Bichromate of 
Potash, Black Antimony, Sulphide, Glue, etc. ' 

27. 
28. Glue;, Oxide of Iron, Glass Powder are obtainable in India j 'other 

,:bemicals have to be imported from Japan or the Continent. ' -, 

29. Most of the ohemicals are likely to be manufactured in India excepti;;g 
Sulphur powder provided the Government is willing to 'support such indus
tries. The raw materials required for the manufacture of these chemicals can 
be obtained in India. ' 

30. 
31. 
32. 
33. When the factory was started we had three Japanese, experts to super" 

vise the maliufacture of matches. Since the last two. years w ehave 'been 
able to dispense with their services and have .substituted Indial1fl in their 
places. The Indian workmen are trained in each separate department bY' 
Indian experts and during the time of training they receive a wage of annas 1~ 
pel' day in order that they may be able to maintain themselves. 

34. The total number of workmen in our factory is 1,000 j out of these about 
500 are women and children. The average rate of skilled male .labourer is. 
about Re. 1-8-Q a day. Most of the work is carried ,out on the piece-,,"ork 
system and the individual earning depends on the skill of each workman, .thfl 
women and children in Bome cases earning as much as Re. 1 per day. 
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35. The iabour is drawn from the villages of Santa Cruz and ville Pai:le, 
wl;1ich are situated within a half of the factory. . , ~ ~ 

36-:" Unquestionable. We have records in our various departments to show 
that with a little training the labourer can do as much as three times the work 
he could do before he' was trained. 

1}7. We have put up huts outside the factory limits to accommodate our 
workmen on a nominal rent. Besides we have r.ented a pucca built quarters, 
and we are accommodating a .few workers in them free of any charge. 
Healthy accommodation is also available just outside the factory limits where 
corrugated iron sheds have been put up after the factory came into existence, 
for the convenience of the workmen. There are nearly 200 half-time workers 
(being over 12 years and under 16) employed by us and we had made an appli
cation to the Bombay Government for permission to erect a shed on the fac
tory premises with a view to open a school for elementary education for them. 
The permission was, however, refused by the Government who did not assign 
any reason for the refusal. 

Power. 

38. We generate power used for working our factory from our own steam 
and gas plants. 

39. No electric power is used. 
40. Coal' is not used but we use wood shaving, bark, waste and dry match 

wood (which is unsuitable for match manufacture) for the steam boiler and 
for generating gas for our gas plants. It is available in sufficient quantity. 

4l. About 75 lbs. of dry wood and wood shaving are required to turn out 
4 case of 100 gross boxes . 

. 42. Same as the price of match wood being about Rs. 40 per ton delivered 
factory .. 

43. Yes. 

44. 
45. 

Marleet. 

46. Bombay which is about 12 miles from the factory, Karachi, Hyderabad 
(Deccan), Madras. 

47. None. 
48. (a) At present about two-thirds of total quantity consumed in India are 

matches of Swedish manufacture, balance being Indian made matches. How
eyer the progress in the sale of Indian matches is very satisfactory so far ~nd 
if it continues in Ole same way we think it stands a good chance of capturmg 
the markets which·are supplied by Swedish goods at present. 

(b) Yes. According to the rumours. 

Oompetition. 

49. Sweden and the factories established here by the Swedish-American 
Trust. 

50. Yes, they do compete. It is reported that the lega~ import duty of 
Re. 1-8-0 per gross is not levied on imported goods when Imported throJ~gh 
ct'rtain ports and consequently importers are in a position to undersell Indian 
manufacture. 

5l. (3) 1924 
1925 
1926 

52 . 
• 53. 

Re.1-12-O. 
Re. 1-11-0. 
Re. 1-4-0 to Re. l..a-O. 

54. (a) Yes. As the machinery is imported, freight duty and other trans
'port c:arges have to be added on to the cost. 
I. ~I 
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(b) No. As Indian labour is both cheaper and equally expert. 
(e) Great advantage over the foreign manufacture, as cost much cheaper 

and very efficient. 
(d) The crn;t of standing wood is very much cheaper than the cost of im

ported wood, but the transport charges by rail are comparatively much more 
than the transport charges on imported goods by sea. However, in spite of 
this it is possible to get Indian wood delivered at the factory at a third of the 
COllt of imported wood. 

(e) We are using imported raw materials, the cost being higher than the 
price at which they can be purchased in the country where they are produced. 

(/) The Indian manufactured matches are booked on the Bombay, Baroda 
and Central India Railway at a special concession rate and the imported 

. matches are again at a disadvantage here; however, there is room for further 
reduction in the rate and arrangement should also be made with other Rail
way Companies to give us the same concession. 

(g) The machinery being extremely simple only a negligible stock of spare 
parts are needed for same. Wood can always be obtained excepting during 
the four months of the rainy season when it is necessary to carry stocks for 
the period. 

(h) Import duty has to be paid on the materials that have of necessity' to 
.be imported. 

(i) No difficulty in raising Capital for au Industry of this nature. 
55. (a) and (e) Appear to be permanent disadvantages for the next two 

years. 
Equipme·nt. 

56. Yes. A factory with a capacity of about 1,000 gross boxes per day 
could in our opinion be operated economically. 

57. About 60 per cent. 
58. We have two main Departments in our factory: (1) Box and Splint

making Department, (2) Framing, Tipping and Packing Department. Depart
ment (1) is worked by Ruston and Hornsby gas plant 36 B. H. P. The prill
cipal machines are:-

3 Japanese splint verreering machines. 
3 Japanese splint chopping machines. 
1 German (Badische) outside box veneering machine. 
4 Japanese inside and outside box veneering machinE'S. 
2 German veneer chopping machines (Badische). 

12 Outside box making machines (Badische). 
12 Inside box making machines (Badische). 
1 Drying chamber. 

Department (2) worked by Marshall's steam engine 33 B. H. P. 
20 Framing machines (Japanese). 
8 Releasing machines (Japanese). 
1 Tipping machine (Badische). 
3 Srlint settling machines (Japanese). 
3 Splint polishing machines (India). 
2 Paraffine sets (1 Indian 1 Japanese). 
2 Chemical mixing machines. 

59. (a))"es. . 
(b) (1) ~abel1ing is done by hand on piece-work system, our rate being 

1 anna 6 PIes per 1,000 boxes. We have also tried labelling by machine (both 
Japanese and German) but the cost amounts to about the same. 

!2) Filling is done by hand on piece-work system, our rate being 2 annas 
3 PIes per tray of 200 boxes or Rs. 10-2-0 per case of 100 gross. Probably the 
filling by machine wo~ld be 100 per cent. cheaper. 

N 
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(3) Gross and, dozen packing is also done by hand on piece-work system. 
The cost per case of 100 gross being about Rs. 2 machine packing would prob
ably be 100 per cent. cheaper. 

60. (a) No. ' 
(b) We wish to purchase 5 box filling machines of Swedish manufacture, 

each costing about Rs. 10,000 including fixing charges. 
61. 3 splint polishing drums} , 

1 space mixing machine made by us in our factory. 
1 paraffine set operated by steam • 

Capital account. 
62. The total value would be about Rs. 5,00,000 including the land which 

has been in our possession since the last 30 years and which at present would· 
. be worth about Rs. 1,00,000. -

63. 
64. 
65. (a) Rs. 1,00,000. 
(b) Rs. 1,50,000. 
The new factory could probably be erected at a slightly reduced cost owing 

to the experience we have gained in the setting up aild handling of machinery •. 
The worki~g cost would however be about the same. 

66. 
67. Private unregistered firm. 
68. Not a Limited Company. There are no Preference Shares. 
69. No Deferred Shares. 
70. (a) Nil. 
(b) Nil. 
(c) Nil. 
71. Nit. 
72. Nil.-
73. Nil. 
74. Nil. 
75. Rs. 115 per case of 100 gross. 
76. Yes. 
77. No. 
78. No. 

Overhead charges. 

(i) Depreciation allowed by Income-Taz Office. 

79. Building 5 per Cent. Machinery 61 per cent. 
80. We think that there should be an allowance of at least 20 per cent. to 

25 per cent. for depreciation on machinery as owing to the heavy strain it 
has to undergo when its use wears it out very quickly and it has to be kept in 
a constant state of repairs which are undertaken locally. 

(ii) Workifl,!7 ca~ital. 

81. (i) About Rs. 2,00,000. 
(ii) About Rs. 3,00,000 . 
. 82. Not a Limited Company. 
83. Nil. 
84. 
85. About Rs. 75,000 from 15 days to 60 days. 
86. It is necessary to hold stock of suitable timber, the average Talue of 

the stocks held being about Rs. 25,ouo.. 
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(iii) Agents' commission ant!- office expenses. 

87. No, it has no Head Office, but it is a private partnership firm. It is 
under the control of managing partners who do not charge any commission. 

88. 
89. The Agents get-Ii. share out of the profit of the firm. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. (a) Yes. There are huge timber forests all over India where suitable 

wood for matches can be obtained, provided proper facilities can be had for 
their transport. The wood can be purchased at comparatively very cheap 
prices but on account of the exorbitant freight charged by the Railway Com
panies on same, it does not pay to bring the wood from any distance. Power 
can also be obtained for only nominal charges as the wood shaving bark and 
dried wood which is practically useless for any other purpose can be utilised 
as fuel for generating power. Indian labour is possibly the cheapest in the 
world and it can be had in any quantity required and we are placed in speci
ally advantageous circumstances owing to the situation of our factory as 
labour can be obtained for same from the villages of Santa Cruz and Ville 
Parle. On account of the huge population in India there is a great demand 
for matches and provided the Industry is encouraged and proper facilities 
are available for exploiting the sundry market~ in India there is no doubt 
that Indian matches will to a great extent replace the imported goods in a 
few years. 

(b) Yes. Unless the Industry is protected it is not likely to thrive.' Owing 
to lack of sufficient experience and heavy cost of transport, Indian factories 
are unable to turn out matches at cheap prices. Besides the Swedish brands 
have been established here since a number of years and it is not easy to re
place a label that is current in the market except by long and continued per
sistence. 

(c) Yes. After the Indian factory acquires the same expef~ence as that 
acquired by the .Swedish manufacturers and proper transport and other facili~ 
ties are given, there is no reason why the Industry should eventually be un
able to face world competition being so favourably placed in regard to labour 
which is no inconsiderable item in the cost of match manufacture. 

95. -(a) Yes. The advantages of large scale production are apparent, as 
an increasing output requires comparatively a lesser amount of labour. This 
is particularly noticeable in the overhead charges. 

(b) Yes. 
96. The outstanding feature is the extremely cheap and abundant labour 

obtainable in India owing to low C06t of living. The climatic conditions are 
also favourable inasmuch as a 'continuous and uninterrupted production of 

. matches can be maintained here owing to entire absenCE! of rain during eight 
months in -the year. If equally great facilities could be obtained in trans
lIort of match wood, it would perhaps be possible to get same here at even 
lower prices than match wood obtainable in Sweden and Japan. 

97. Re. 1-8 per grOBB. -
98. The present duty of Re. 150 per case of 100 gross should be maintained. 

At present there is a difference of about 50 per cent. in the selling price alone 
of Swedish and Indian matches owing to the good reputation the Swedish 
goods have gained in this market during the last 15 or 20 years. On the other 
hand the cost of Indian matches at present is almost the double of the cost of 
foreign manufactured matches, both on account of heavy transport charges 
on timber and lack of experience in the method of economic manufacture. It 
has also been reported that the Swedish manufacturers with huge Capitals to 
back them are even selling at a loss in the hope of recapturing the Indian 
markets that .re slnwly but surely going out of their hands, II.nd are being 
captured by equally superior and much cheaper Indian matches. In view of 

N2 
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the above, we think that at least the present rate of duty should be main-
tained. . 

Qg. The Railways should be induced to offer very much cheap.er freight 
rates on match wood if foreign competition is to be overcome, as in the face 
of the extremely heavy transport charges on timber, which otherwise can be 
obtained very cheap, little can be done in the reduction of the present high 
cost of manufacture, at least during the course of the next two years. Al
though slight concessions are given by the Bombay, Baroda and Central India 
Railway for transport of Indian made matches there is still a great margin 
for a further reduction in the rates so that Indian manufactured goods with 
its higher cost of production may to some extent get an advantage over im
p.orted goods, and be in a position to hold its own against foreign competi
tIOn. 

Andheri Match Company, Bombay. 

Letter dated the flnd April 19f17. 

With reference to your letter No. 209, dated the 7th March 1927, we beg 
to send herewith seven copies of the replies to the questionnaire for the 
consideration of the Tariff Board. 

Replie8 of the AndheTi Match Company, Andheri (Bombay), to the 
que8tionnaire8 of the Tariff Board (Match Indu8try Inquiry). 

1. Established in 1924; It is a private unregistered firm. 
2. The whole capital invested in the firm is held by Indians. There are no 

Europeans employed in the firm. 
3. The firm undertakes the whole process of manufacture. 
4. The factory commenced to manufacture in January 1925. 
5. 35 cases of 100 gross each per day. 
6. Half size; i size; full size. We manufacture mostly half size; and the 

average number of matches in each box is about 60 matches. 
7. 
B. Situated at Andheri. 
(a) Yes to some extent. 
(b) Yes as we use oil and wood as fuel. 
Cc) Yes. • 
(d) Yes. 
A site where raw material and good market are available. 
9. (a) The Indian manufactured matches are in no' way inferior to those 

imported either from Japan and Europe. But as various kinds of imported' 
matches have been imported into India since several years including Japanese, 
there is an impression prevailing that it is inferior. The factories in India 
are pl'educing such qualities as are in demand in different provinces and 
districts in India and until for s6me time it is used as is usual Indians do not 
readily buy new labels. 

(b) There is no particular prejudice against Indian make but owing to many 
years' import of foreign matches, it has become a habit with the. people to 
ask for matches bearing those labels and this habit can only be counteracted by 
sale of Indian matches at cheaper rates. The gradual capturing of the market 
by Indian produce is evident from increased sales of Indian matches, and if 
sufficient protection is given for a reasonable time to the industry it will have 
a fair chance of establishing itself against any competition. 

(c) The present retail price of one match box manufactured in India is 
three pies while that of an imported one is 4, pies, if this difference is main
tained, then the public will go in for Indian matches. 
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10. (a) We have found it necellSary to a large extent to import wood" for 
the manufacture of splints. 

(b) No. 
(0) No •. 
(I), (2), (3) We buy mostly from Japan and 'Gothenbourg and the o.U. cost 

ill about £8 to £9 per ton of 50 c.U. 
(4) and (5) Rs. 8 per ton. 
(6) 15 per cent. 
(a) Gugal, Ambo; Magnifera Indica. Ambada; Spondias Magnifera. 

Shemut, Odina Wodier, Baban, Bahan, Populus Euphratica. 
(b) 
(0) Old deodar planks and Sawar and Shemut. 
12. (a) Yes a very few species. 
(b) Yes. 
(0) Yes. 
Though we are using at present some species of Indian soft wood such as 

Amba, Gugal, for the manufacture of splints still these species do not come 
up to the ptark of the imported wood. But we fully believe that if proper 
researches are conducted into the suitability of soft wood for match industry 
requirements, ample supply of such wood not inferior to imported one will be 
available from Indian Forests. AB far as our knowledge goes attempts are 
being made and researches conducted by the Forest Research Institute, under 
the guidance of Mr. Wilson, the Forest Economist to the Government of 
India, towards this object and some very useful species are reported to be 
found in Andamans and Burma Forests. If these researches are conducted 
seriously with the help of Indian Match Manufacturing concerns, there is no 
ground to be afraid of shortage of suitable soft wood required for this industry. 

13. (a) and (b) About 3,000 tons per annum. 

14. Good wood about 81 c.ft. Ordinary wood about 10 o.ft. , 
15. Usual 50 gross and 100 gross packing cases. 

16. Thana and Gujarath. 

17. By manual labour. 

18. Rs. 2.6.0 per cart load of legs extracted. 

19. The cost of wood delivered at factory comes to about Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 
per ton for Indian wood and about Rs. 100 to Rs. 125 per ton for Foreign wood. 

20. The terms are the same as are offered to the fuel coup contractors and 
there is nothing unfavourable "about the terms. 

21. As regards any quality we have not found any deterioration. 

22. (a) We have to draw from greater distance .special wood for splints, 
(b) To some extent. 
(0) To some extent. 
23. Indian wood costs about Rs. 80 to Rs. 40 per ton. 

24. Yes, so far as wood for veneer is concerned, but for splints we have to 
look to Punjab and Burma. We have been negotiating with the Forest 
Economist, Mr. Wilson, who is trying to solve the problem by plantations and 
"·e understand that Government is considering the question. 

25. No special concession is allowed by Railways for the carriage of w:ood 
except that it iR carried at the rate of " Fuel" if the consignments are reqUired 
for bona fide use of a factory, unless special facilities are offered to match 
conce~lliI for carriage of soft wood, the resources of Indian Forests will not be 
fully availed off by Indian concerns and a concession to the extent of 80 to 50 
per cent. in the Railway charges will help the industry. 
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116 and 27. Raw mateTials other than wood. 
Total in a year, 

lbs. Ton. cwt. lh. 
Chlorate of Potash 14 61 12 0 
Red Manganese 51- 24 4 0 
Sulphur 8 18 40 
Bichromate of Potash I- 2 4 0 
Iron Oxide 2t 11 0 0 
Glass Powder 2t 11 0 0 
Zinc Powder 1 4 0 0 
Kisel ~ 2t 11 0 0 
Red lead I- 2 ,. 0 
GIue St 15 8 0 
Red oxide I- 2 4 0 
Yellow oxide of lead t 2 ,. 0 
Amorphous Phosphorus It 6 12 0 
Black Sulphide of Antimony 2 816 0 
Paraffin 11 48 8 0 

and 
Paoer,-Blue Green and Craft.-

The above is the quantity required for the manufacture of one case contain
ing 100 gross. 

28. A. Almost all the articles mentioned above are imported except some 
quality of Indian paper which is used in the manufacture. 

B. Information will be sent hereafter. 
21l. Inform'ation will be sent hereafter. 
30. No, there will not .be any difficulty in securing sufficient labour in this 

country. 
81. It has for the present to rely to a very negligible extent upon imported 

skilled labour but in few years' time this kind of labour will also be available 
in sufficient number. 

82. 4 persons as asSistants ; their total pay comes to about Rs. 800 per 
month. 

88. There was no imported labour to any appreciable extent; there were 
at time 7 assistants but now there are only 4 and every facility. is given to 
Indian workmen to learn the art of mixing chemicals which is the only process 
that requires skilled labour. Out of these 4 assistants, 2 are going away by 
the end of July and the Indians working under them will be placed to look 
after the work of the imported ones. 

84. The total numher of workmen working within factory are 450. out of 
which 250 are men, 150 women and 50 boys.. A man gets from Re. 1 to Re. 1·2; 
a woman from annas 10 to annas 12 and a boy from annas 6 to annas 8 per 
day. Besides these about 250 to 800 women do in their homes the work of 
F!!.Sting veneers. 

85. It is all drawn from the vicinity of the site. 
36. Yes; but we have not got any record. 
37. There is no nC'ed for houRillg the labonr in a suburbon area. 
3S. Power uRed is derived from oil fuel and wood. 
31l. Does not arise. 
40. Oil and wood fuel is nsed and the same is available in sufficient quanti. 

ties. 
41. No detailed pArticulArs have been kept. 
42. The cost of oil fuel delivered at the factory is about Rs. tlO per ton while 

that of the wood is about Rs. 20 per ton. 
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43. We use very little wood besides the oil and that is met ~ waste-wood. 
44. About 20,000,000 gross of matches per year. 
45. The demand is likely to increase and the reasons are that the matches 

are a every-day necessity of life atld depends UpOti the iIlcrease of population 
and prosperity of the country. . 

46. Demands for our matches are all over the co~try and they will be 
saleable iII even: the remotest part if transport facilities are given by the 
railways. 

47. Our factory being near Bombay we are placed in almost the same posi. 
tiotl as the foreign importel'B. 

48. (a) There is no special distinction. 
(b) There is every ground to suppose about the illicit imports of matches 

into India. The opening up of Kathiawar ports and diversion of trade from 
Bombay to these ports justify our conclusion. The very fact that matches 
imported through these Kathiawar ports are sold cheaper in the vicinity of 
Bombay goes to prove the contention that there ·must be something very wrong 
with these ports. 

49. Sweden. 
50. Yes with both. 
51. The rates as far as available at which the Swedish imported matches 

were Bold in the market to the wholesale-dealers. 

Rate for Rate 
Year. Swedish for. 

Synd. Indian 
Matches. Matches. 

Rs. .... P • 

1923 2 0 0 2 1 o per gross. 
1924- . II 0 0 III 6 til 1 12 0 
1925 , 1 13 0 .. .. 
1926 . 1 10 6 1 8 "WI 9 0 

1 8 0 1 5 II to 1 6 0 
1 6 8 1 i 0 

52. This information can be obtained from Mr. Abdulali Shaikh Adam and 
Mr. Abdulali Shaikh Ebrahim, who are very old and large dealers in this line 
having been in this business for over 30 years. 

53. Imported matches are eold at a fairly competitive rates but it is not 
this imported matches which is at present competing with Indian make 
because there ie duty of Rs. 1-8 per gross but the Swedish Syndicate which j~ 
the largest and almost the only importer of imported matches have established 
factories in India and they have been eelling at very low prices Bnd are out 
for competing with the Indian product. They never sell at places where the 
Indian matches are not sold for the simple reason that the Swedish imported 
matches sold there. The Swedish Syndicate have openly declared in unequi
vocable terms to various Indian factory ownel'B, to the merchants and to the 
dealers that their fctories are established in India with the sole object of 
forcing down the Indian .factories and ultimatsly to have for the Swedish 
imported matches the sole monopoly of India just as they have acquired mono
poly for Syndicate goods in various parts of the world. There is no dealer. 
or a merchant or a factory owner who is not aware of this declaration, the 
intended policy. We also draw the attention of the Board to the resolution, 
passed at Calcutta by the conference of all Match Manufactursl'B beld in 
December 1926 and also the resolution passed at the Indian Industrial and 
Commercial Congress, held at Calcutta on the 31st December 1926 and 1st and 
2nd J anuery 1927, copies of the same are attached herewith. 

54. (a) It is not at much disadvantages as the plant ·and machinery which 
most of the Indian factories use could be manufactured in India and up to !!Ow 
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it is also available from Japan and from some of the European countries; but 
att·empts must be 'made to manufacture simple machinery in India as soon 
as possible, because it is a well-known fact that the Swedish Syndicate has been 
trying to acquire machinery works and they have already acquired some 
important works and as is their policy the Indian concerns will have either to 
close down or to pay the price the Syndicate may demand. This equally applies 
to chemical works on· the Continent with regard to which the Syndicate is 
adopting the same policy. The details of their policy have !\lready been given 
fully by the l'epresentation submitted by the Indian Match Manufacturers' 
Association, Bombay Presidency, Bombay, 

(b) Nt' 
(0) No. 
(d), (e) and (f) Yes. 
(g) To some extent. 
(h) Yes. 
(i) There is some difficulty in view of the Swedish Syndicate's threatening 

policy; but if a definite move towards protection by Government is made ample 
capital will be forthcoming. 

55. We consider these disadvantages temporary as we expect Government 
to protect us against this foreign Syndicate. 

56. Yes. Even if a factory produces 5 cases and if there is no foreign 
competition, we mean Swedish Syndicate's Indian manufactured goods being 
sold cheaper, this industry being so simple will be able to stay. 

57. About 25 per cent. 
58. (a) Most of our machinery is of the Japanese make as is usually used 

in Japanese factories; there are very few machines for veneer making of 
Swedish and German make. 

(b) No. 
59. (a) Yes. 
(b) Most of the process are carried out by manual labour. 
60. (a) and (b) We shall certainly like to extend the capacity of our 

factory to double the present size because there is sufficient demand for our 
goods in the country but in view of the above-stated competition we are not 
inclined to do so. 

Ill. Please refer to reply question No. 58. 
62. (a), (b), (e), (d) and (e) The value is about Rs. 2,50,000 besides the 

value of the stock and raw material is about Rs, 3 lakhs. 
63. Value as at present. 
64. No such special depreciation fund is maintained. 
65. Same as we have incurred and the same will be at present. 
66. As we have not imported any machinery of any appreciable value from 

Europe, the exchange does not affect us. 
67, 68, 69, 70 and 71. Does not arise as it is a private company. 

72. Docs not arise in our ca.qe, however, we may mention that if a loan 
is l'equired it cannot be had for le~~ than 9 per cent. 'interest; but if protection 
is granted and once the position of t,he induRtry is established capital at 6 per 
cent. may be available in view of the fact t,hat t,he produce being a necessity 
of life will always be considered as easily disposable market goods. 

73. Does not arise. 

74. Please refer to replies given to questions 60 and 72. 

75. The cost at present for the manufacture of ODe gross of matches of 
half size. comes to about Re. 1 to Re. 1-2. 

76 and 77. We have not kept a system of cost accounts. 

78. We are not iu a positiou to give. 
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79 and 80. Income·tax allows 10 per cent. as depreciation but as the 
machinery is very fragile and as the life of machinery is considered to be fi 
years, we consider 20 per cent. allowance to be equitable. 

81. About Rs. 3,00,000. 

82 and 83. It is a private partnership firm and provides all the capital 
required. The rate of interest is 9 per cent. 

84. No separate account has been kept. 
85. The value of the finished stock is about U- lakhs. The period produc-

tion and payment is three months. -
86. No need of stocking large quantit:v of oil o,r fuel. But a large quantity 

of soft wood and chemical is necessary. The value is about It lakhs. 
87 and 88. It is a private partnership firm having a factory at Andheri and 

a selling shop' at N agdevi Street, Bombay 'city, and AlJents in different parts of 
India. 

89 and 90. The expenses of the Office and of the selling shop ,come to 
about Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 1,500. The rate of seIling commission to seIling agents 
is anna 1 per gross. Special discount from t anna to It anna per gross i~ 
given according to the quantity purchased by one dealer at one time; the scalf 
is almost similar to the one adopted by the Swedish Syndicate which is well· 
known in all the principal markets of India. 

91, 92 and 93. Do not concern us. 
94. A. Certainly. yes. 

B. Yes; for some few years protection is nece~"ary. Full details have been 
given in the representation submitted by the India Match Manufacturers' 
Association, Bombay. 

C. Yes. Our Representation deals fully with these points and we also refe! 
to the Resolution passed by the Conference of all the Match Manufacturerr 
in India that was held at Calcutta, in December 1926 and also to the resolution 
which was passed at the Calcutta Session of the Indian Industrial and 
Commercial Congress in December last. 

95. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
96. Yes; the chief feature being that the Indian labour can very well adapt 

itself to working in all its branches and even thc villagers and cultivators can 
find employment during the leisure hours and further more a large quantity 
of wood in various forests which is of no use for building' or fuel purposes could 
be utilised. And further the cost of match manufacture includes a great pro
portion of labour costs, i.e., firstly extraction of wood from forests by manual 
labour, secondly malting of veneers by manual labour and the general manu· 
facture in the factory mostly by manual labour. It must also be noted here 
that it being a necessity of life, everyone contributes towards its purchase, 
whether rich or poor, and hence this industry should be retained in the country 
as much as is possible. 

97. (a), (b) The duty is Re. 1-8 per gross against imported matches but it 
is necessary here to mention that while on one hand there is protection from 
imported matches on the other hand the Swedish Syndicate which is the cheap 
importer of imported matches is able to thwart this protection to some extent 
by establishing factories within India and thereby selling cheaper articles 
made in India, with the object not of establishing this induRtry permanently 
in India but with the object of competing with the Indian factories and ulti· 
mately once again establishing a monopoly for the imported stuff. 

98. The. present import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross should be maintained. 
Anything less than this rate will jeopardise the whole fabric of this industry 
and once it is pulled down it will never raise its head again and there will not 
be any chance of its revival. The reasons for the maintenance of this import 
duty are manifold, the chief amongst them being the industry being in the hands 
of a strong syndicate out to control the world's output and demand, the raw 
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materials that are baing imported at present in India for the manufacture of 
matches are sold at the maximum rates, thereby already penalising the Indian . 
concerns for their attempt to compete with the foreign concerns. Unles~ 
therefore the indus~ry is established on sound basis no attempt will be made 
in this country to manufacture chemicals required for the match manufacture 
and thus Indian concerns are faced not only with the high cost of raw material 
required for their purpose, but also the suspense whether the Government would 
come to their aid to protect the industry from utter ruin. 

99. There are other two waYll by which any undue advantage be not 
taken by foreign concerns by opening up factories in India; it is IIlready been 
taken by the Western India Match Company, and the object of such c~ncerns 
being detrimental to the interests of Indian concerns, an excise duty of annas 
eight per gross be levied on the produce of foreign concerns. This will put 
a stop to the mischievous activities of such concerns in dumping their produce 
against Indian goods. The other form of assistance is facility for t:-aDsport 
of finished goods to different parts of India and cheaper rates for soft woods. 

Re80lution unanimou8ly pa88ed at a Conference of Match Manufacturers in 
India held in Calcutta, under the pre8idency of Captain Pataval, President 
of the Indian Match Manufacturers' AS80ciation, on 27th December 1926. 
That an excise duty on matches, to the extent of not less thlUl atlDas 8 f,er 

gross, manufactured by factories started with foreign capital as defined below, 
is indispensible if the Indian Industry is to survive. By factories started by 
foreign capital is meant those that have not three-quarters of their !'Rpital and 
directors Indian. 

That a duty on imported matches, splints and veneers be rl'tained and trans
fctred from the schedule of Revenue to that of protective duties. 

That the existing import duty on matches, splints and veneers be retained 
[llld on the same scale as before. 

That proper control be exercised on the imports of foreign matches int~ 
Klitive States by transhipment methods which are likely t? reault in an evasion 
of the custom duties .by the transhipment right being;. abused. 

That; handicaps in the shape of extraordinary duties levi<ld hy }iiative Stat;es 
upon match manufactured in British India should be removed. 

That suitable wood which exists in abundance in Indian Forcst,q and which 
j" the chief raw material in the manufacture of matches must be u.Bde avail
able to the match manufacturers by the Government taking up research .work 
in all I:Ieriousness and affording every facility for its tranl;pott by cheap railway 
lind steamer frpight. 

U,,801ution No. 8 moved at t.he FOllrth Se88ion of the I"dian Industrial and 
Commercial Con!1re88, held at Calcutta, on 18t and 13 January 19137. 

Rlr8olution No.8. 
(a) This Congress is of opinion that the Indian Match Industry fulfils all 

the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian Fiscal Commission and 
therefors deserveS to ·bo protected. 

(b) This Congress, therefore, urges that the present rates of import duty 
on mlltches, splints aud veneers be maintaine~ and that facilities be provided 
to make suitable indig,'nous woods easily available and that transport facilities 
be afforded to the industry. 

(c) That this Congress recommends to the Governm(\nt of India that in 
ol'rler t.o eURble Indiau Match Industry to overcome its technical difficulties aud 
to be developed, legislation be undertaken by them to the effect that all tru::cts 
(.( foreign capilalisk est.ablishing factories in India, should pay an excisp. on 
their products, the amount of such excise being fixed at a figure, calculat.ed to 
prevent such trusts from strangling the Indian Matoh Industry with 1& view 
ultimately to mOllopolising the market. 
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(d) That it be also enacted that the inclusion of a few Indian capitalists in 
Buch " trust should not be considered " plea for its exemption from the operf/o
tion of the above rule, such mixed trusts being entitled only to a reduction in 
the amount of the excise in proportion to the Indian capital thus employed. 

Proposed by CaptainJ. W. Petavel. 
Seconded by Mr. Hooseinbhoy A. Lalljee, M.L.C., and Mr. R. H. Gandhy. 

The Thana Matc~ Works, Thana, Bombay Presidency. 

Letter, dated the end April 19B7. 

We beg to enclose herewith our answer sin connecti9n with the Match 
Industry questionnaire. 

1. The firm has been" established in July 1926 and is unregistered. 
2. Ours is a proprietory concern and the capital is held 90 per cent. by all 

Indian and 10 per cent. by a Japanese. 
3. We undertake the whole process of manufacturing matches. 
4. During September 1926. 
5. Gross 800 to 1,000 per day. 
6, Half size . 
. 1. Factory was not in eXistence then. 
8. At Thana near Bombay. Yes. 
(a) Within 20 miles from Bombay. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) Yes, round about Bombay.' 
9. (a) We do not a!(ree. Except splints only some of trademarks al'e 

approved of by the Indlan Public since last so many years and consequently 
people insist upon having them. In some parts of India, such as Kathiawar, 
Verawal, and Porbander, etc., where the foreign goods are sent on tranship
ments while the goods of foreign origin on which the actual duty has been 
paid in British India, on goods made in British India are subject to a duty 
of 50 per cent. so that the buyers have to perforce purchase transhipped 
Matches of foreign makes. . 

(b) No. 

(e) Canno.t say definitely. but presume that 3 pie!!' per box are a necessary 
move for banishing this prejudice. 

10. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, but at present Indian wood is utilised. 
(e) No. We purchase cases from Bombay market. 
1. Not available. 
2. Kobe' and Poland. 
3. 50 per cent. of the value is freil!;ht. insurance. 
4. B.s. 3 per ton. 
5. B.s. 11 per ton. 
6. 15 per cent. on the value of invoice. 
11. (a) and (b) Sawar, Mango and Guga!. 
(e) We purchase c·ases from Bombay and sometim(ls planks from the Conti

nent. 
12. (a) We generally use Sawar, Mangoe and Gugal but tbese cannot stand 

in competition with Foreign wood splints. Of course, there is competing wood 
in some part of India, but the railway freight is very much higher than what 
we pay on Foreign wood. if the Railway Authorities will give us concession 
we can manufacture splints in India. There being general tendency of custo-
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mers that the splints should be as far as possible white and clean, they natu
rally dislike the appearance of the splints manufactured from Indian wood. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
13. 1,500 tons for veneers and splints. 
14. 900 lbs. of wood for 100 gross. 
15. 2/1 xBl/l length, 2/1 x 4" breadth and 2/1 x4i" height. Ninety-five run

ning feet of planks are required per case of 100 gross. 
o 16. Within 15 miles. 

17. By Bullock carts. 
18. Nil. 
19. Not available. 
20. Nil. 
21. The supply of wood is not constant in quality as the wood growing in 

plains is more suitable than that growing in hills. 
22. We find that the supplies of wood, as time goes on, are very scarce from 

Rear by. 
23. We purchase from local merchants, rate from Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 per ton 

of 50 c. ft. 
24. Up till now we are getting sufficient supplies but with regard to plant

ing of trees, this question rests with the Forest Authorities. 
25. We get concession 011 foreign wood but on Indian 'Vood we are not 

having a favourable freight from Railway Authorities. 
26. Paper, Chemicals and Paraffin wax are required as under:-

Paper, about 40 tons. Chemicals, 40 tons and Paraffin, 12 tons. 
27. 
28. 
29. If necessary facilities are offered there is nothing impossible. 
30. No. It depends upon circulllStances, but not so difficult. 
31. To very little extent. 
32. One. 
33. Not much particularly but composition is improved. Indian labourers 

are given every facility to learn the industry. 
34. Total strength is· 400, out of this number 130 heing women. Rate for 

female annas 10 per day and made from Re. 1 to Re. 1-12 per day. 
35. From vicinity of the factory. 
36. Yes. 
37. Some quarters are provided and oiher welfares are well in hand at 

present. 
38. Oil engines. 
39. Nil. 
·10. We are using crude oil and thc same is available in sufficient quantities. 
41. Five gallons per day of 10 hours. 
42. From Bombay, rate per ton Rs. 85 ex-factory. 

4,'3. Weare not interested. 

Regarding electric power we hlld intention of using electric power but 
Andhra Valley Power Company being near to us, they quoted us a very 
high rate. 

44. Not available. 
45. Yes, decidedly. 
46. Almost all parts of India, say, about 100 to BOO miles away from 

falltory. • 
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47. None. Most of them are captured by Ioreigners. 
48. Cannot say definitely. 
'9. Sweden and their Indian factories. 
50. As far lIB present duty is concerned foreign matches cannot compete 

with Indian matches but still then this duty cannot be removed, but on the 
contrary it should be increased until Indian Market is flooded with Indian 
Matches only. 

51 to 53. Not available. 
54. Almost all points from A to I. 
SS: Cannot say definitely. 
56. Not exactly. 
57. Say, about 50 per cent. 
58. Our machinery is Japanese, is suitable for Indian labour. 

59. 
60. (a) and (b) Yes. 
61. None of them. 
62 to 74. Not available at present. 
75 to 80. Regret we are not in a position to furnish you with any informa-

tion in this respect at present. 
81. Rs. 50,000. 
(i) Rs. 1,00,000. 
82. Not applicable. 
83. Nit 
84. Working Capital Rs. 50,000. 
85. Average of stock finished is per month Rs. 29,000 to Rs. 30,000 and 

money is recovered after a month of delivery. 
86. Yes, wood especially. 
87. No Head Office. 
88. Agents' Commission is half anna per gross. 
89. After transaction is completed. 
96. Yes, in abundance. 
91 to 93. We are not interested. 
94. Yes. (a), (b) and (c). 
95. Yes. (a) and (b). 
96. Yes, in abundance. 
97. In fact nothing, comparing the high .prices we have got to pay fo] 

chemicals which concerns are controlled by Swedish people. 
98 and 99 and 94 to 97. These points have already been embodied in th, 

representation, dated 22nd December 1926 addressed to the Secretary, Th, 
Tariff Board (Match Industry Inquiry), Calcutta, by the President of th, 
Indian Match Manufacturing Association. (Vide concluding peragraphs 1 
to 6, page Nos. 15 and 16.) 

The National Match Works, Ghatkopar. Bomla,. 

Letter, dated 9rd April 1927. 

As desired by your honour in your letter, dated the 7th March 1927, we be~ 
to Bubmit herewith 7 copies of answers from us to the questionnaire sent to us 
We hope you will find the same in required form and order. 

Replies to questionnaire. 

The factory was started in April 1923. It is a private concern. 
2. The capital and management aU Indian. No Europeans employed. 
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3. Everything is manufactured in our factory. 
4. The factory commenced working from 1st Januar;or 1925. 
5. 700 (seven hundred) gross. 
6. Half size sticks 55-65. 
7. 1923--{l7,500 gross. 1924---50,000 gross. 1925-72.500 gross. 1926-

132,500 gross. 
8. Ghatkopar, Great Indian Peninsula Railway. 
(a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Ample labour available. 
Market, Railway, Seaport and Wood. 
9. (a) Not inferior. 
(b) No such feeling prevails. 
(c) Only two pies per box. 
10. For splints only. 
From Japan. 
(1) Sen 13·50 per Sai f.o.b. 
(2) From Kobe. 
(3) Freight 17 Yen per ton. 
Insurance 45 cent. per 100 Yen. 
10. (4) Ra. 2-10-0 per ton. 
(5) Ra. 7-0-0 per ton. 
(6) 15 per cent. duty. 
11. (a) Sayar (Bombax Malabaric·um). 
(b) Sayar (Bombax Malabaricum) , Mango, GoogBr (Bo8wflUia BeTuta). 
(c) Old planks of Deodar. 
12. Indian woods equally satisfied the demand except in splints only, but 

the silver fir wood can satisfy in all respects. 
13. (a) 255 tons. 
(b) 357 tons. 
14. 9 cubic feet. 
15. Cases made up for 100 gross as well as for 50 gross, sizes as under:-

100 gross-301" x29" x 341". 
50 gross-32" X 231" x 21i". 

Old planks utilized in making cases. 
16. From Japan as well as Thana Forest, Bassein, Daman, J anjira, Chhota 

Udeipur, from places varying from 12 miles to 400 miles. 
17. Through contractors. 
18. No direct dealings. 
19. No direct dealings. 
20. No concession. 
21. Not sufficient nor current throughout the year. After lapse of some 

time, worms get into certain kinds of wood. 
22. Cannot get sufficient through the year at near places. 
(a) and (b) Foreign factory at Ambernath procures all possible wood from 

near forests as well as from big contractors and pays heavy rates for the 'wood 
with a view to starve Indian factories. 

23. From Ratnagiri and Janjira and Chhota Udeipur. In 1925 we had to 
import 25 tons from Ratnagiri and 25 tons from Janjira. In 1926 we had to 
import 20 tons from Chhota Udeipur, Janjira 30 tons, and Belapur 15 tons. 
All delivery at factory and costing at Rs. 15 per ton more. 
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24. No. 
25. Railway give concession by charging matchwood as "Fuel." But 

Kashmir produces very nice and useful matchwood which can very well compete 
with foreign wood, but the distance being a very great one, the Railway freight 
becomes prohibitive, and consequently we are not able to try it. If Govern
ment can see their way to get us wood from Kashmir districts and Punjsb at 
reasonable prices it will be a helping hand to the match industry. The distance 
between J span and Bombay is about 1,000 miles and the wood from there pays 
only Re. 20 to Rs. 22 per ton as freight. If Government can make the superior 
matchwood produced in Punjab and other forests, to be imported in this 
pl·ovince at comparatively low freight then the Government can be assured of the 
best sale of their forest woods and the industry will receive the necessary 
encouragement also. 

26. 
Chemicals. 

1925. 1926. 
Lbs. Lbs." 

Potash of Chlorate 10,150 18,550 
Sulphur 906 1,656 
Manganese Dioxide 1,315 2,400 
Potash Bi-Chromate 453 828 
Iron Oxide 1,269 2,319 
Kissel 860 1,575 
Glass Powder 860 1,515 
Amorphous Phosphorus 500 915 
Sulphide of Antimony 600 1,100 
Zinc Oxide 225 415 
Chalk 45 83 
Glue 2,115 4,000 
Papers--

Green 3,625 6,625 
Blue 5,500 10,000 
DroWD 2,175 3,975 

Farina 896 1,680 
Paraffin Wax 8,700 15,900 
Turpentine ~aper 
Zinc Sheeta 1 ton. 
Nails 5 cwt. 8 cwt. 
Labels 1,59,50,000 2,91,50,000 

21. 
Lbs. oz. 

Potash Chlorate 14 0 
Sulphur 1 4 
Manganese Dioxide 1 13 
Potash Bi-Chromate 010 
IroD Oxide 112 
Kissel 1 3 
Glass Powder 1 3 
Amorphous Phosphorus 011 
Sulphide of Antimony o 13 
Zinc Oxide 0 I) 



Papers
Green 
Blue 
Brown 

Farina 
Paraffin Wax 
Zinc Sheet 
Nails 
Labels 
Chalk 
GIue 
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.' 

lbs.olt. 

5 0 
8 0 
30' 
1 4 

12 0 
6 0 
o 8 

22,000 only. 
o 1 
3 0 

28. (0) All are imported from foreign countries except labels and Paraffin 
Wax. 

(b) Labels onlY'. 
(c) Nil. 

1 I 2 
I . 

3 
Port I 40 5 6 '1 

Trans-

Chemicals. 
Coftry F. O. B 
orrgiu. ! Price. 

(If Insur-IFu~ Landing port Custom to E:hip- ance. charges. Factory 

I 
ment. charges. 

Pbtash Chlorate 

~'B"'~~i"'r Sulphur Japan 10'50 Kobe 3'95 12 ane, i per 
er coeJer cask cask 

Manganese Dioxide " 6'50 " 8'00 
ereas n " 

Potash Bi"(}hromate Buy from Bombay MArket. 

Iron Oxide - Japan 5'00 Kobe 8'00 12 ana I 1 per 
, cask 

Kissel. - " 3'30 " I 395 " .. 
Gl88S Powder " 3'60 " 

3'95 " .. 
Amorphous Phosphorus Ger- .£175 • Gothen- ... " Rs.3

sk many I Yen berg. per cas 
Sulphide of Antimony. Japan : "'00 Kobe 2'00 9ans. Re.1 

Zinc Oxide. Buy from Bombay Market. 
Chalk. " .. .. 
Parajlin Wax • .. " " Turpentine Paper " " " Zinc Sheets • " " " Nails " " " 

(b) (2) There IS no market price for labels but only printing charges. 
(c;) (3) Nil. 
29. Manganese Dioxide. 
Iron Oxide, Paper, Glue. 

duty. 

Free 
. 

l:i't 

15% 

15% 

15% 

15X, 

15% 

l\lnnganese Dioxide and Iron Oxide are being manufactured and tried un 
the Cllleutta side. 

Paper.-There are factories to manufacture paper. But they are not so 
developed as to meet the demands of match industry. But in future the match 
qualities of paper may be taken up and manufactured in India. 

Glue.-Ahmedabad is trying it and if the manufacturer receive helping 
hands, he will improve the quality and may he able to compete. 
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Labour. 
30. No. 
31. None. 
32. No outsider. 
33. We have all Indian trained men and non-trained are being trained at 

the Barns time. 
S4. Total 150 persons. 75 women, 60 men and 15 boys. 
:li.i. All hands living round about factory. 
36. Indian lahour can be trained; and we have such trained men working 

1U our factory. 
31. Our labour resides in houses hired by themselves, as they used to do 

before being employed with us. . 

38. Crude oil engine is working. 

39; No electric power is used. 

4(). No steam power is used. 
41. No power WIled. Only 21 gallons of crude oil. 
42. No coal used, crude oil used as fuel is brought from Bombay ahd is 

available at Rs. 65 per ton. Transport charges 8 annas per drum of 40 gallons. 

43. Waste also used for heating purposes. 

44. Ahout two crores of gross matches. 

45. See question 41 below. 
46. Our markets are principally Gujrat, Kathiawar, Marwar, Rajputana, 

Karachi and Sindh, and North-Eastern section as well as South-Eastern Sec
tion of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. 

47. Gujrat and Kathiawar consume about 20,000 cases per annum. Gujrat 
alone is a chief market and haa no port of its own. But foreign matches find 
their way from Kathiawar ports such as Jamnagar, Bedi Bunder and Bhav
nagar ports.' The said matches are sent by transhipment from Bombay, 
Karachi and other Indian ports. These foreign matches either pay very little 
duty or escape full duty and are being sold at very low prices compared to 
priecs which should actually be chargeable. A gross of matches purchased at 
Dombay, say, at 15 annas without duty will be saleable in Gujrat after paying 
duty and other reasonable charges at Rs. 2-10, whereas the actual price obtain
ing there is only Rs. 2 or Rs. 2-1. These low prices create' serious considera
tions in the minds of the people. 

48. Out of two crores of gross matches consumed in India, it is presumed 
that 50 per cent. are imported from out of India, Sweden, etc., and out of the 
balance of 1. crore, nearly 40 lacs of gross of matches are manufactured by 
Swedish Syndicate, Amba.rnath, with foreign capital, and the remaining 50 
laos only are manufactured by the Indian factories working with Indian 
capital. 

49. Swedish manufacture. 

50. Compete with both. 

51. (1) 1922-26 from Is. to Is. 1d. c.i.f. 

(2) Imported foreign sticks, Indian made, 1923, from Rs. 2-1-0 to Rs. 2. 

Imported foreign sticks, Indian made, 1924, from Re. 1-14-0 to Re. 1-11-6. 
Imported foreign wood and Indian made, 1925, from Re. 1-11.6 to Re. 1-11-0. 
Imported foreign wood and Indian made, 1926, from Re. 1.11-0 ~o Re. 1-5-6. 
If the India1l.1ienee'l'B be used the price will be reduced by half an anna per 

gross. 
o 
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ilnt if indian 'Veneers and stick8 be used the price will be less by 2 anna: 
per gross .from the above prices. 

52. Volkart Brothers and Forbes, Forbes, Campbell & Co. 

53. Refer.to reply to question No. 51 above. 

54. It is quite plain that Indian manufacturers are at a greater disadvantag, 
than the foreign manufacturers in the items mentioned in this question. 

(a) Have to pay heavy cost for plant and machinery as the selling pric 
here includes freight insurance, landing charges, duty and man; 
other sundry charges which later charges are saved to the foreig! 
manufacturers. , .. 

(b) We get no such skilled labour as in foreign countries. 

(c). Charges incurred in collecting and transporting materials. 

(8) Storing charges. 

(H) Duty on import is levied on importation of all materials includin, 
even machinery, parts thereof, and even raw materials such a 
wood. 

54. (1) Raising capital-as this industry has been started only'lately an 
as it does not receive all the helping hand from Government and as all machi 
nery and even parts thereof and all raw materials including even raw woo 
are made to pay heavy importation duty and it being not certain how long th 
protection of import duty on foreign matches will continue. Owing to all thea 
circumstances, the investors feel rather backward to invest their money. The 
do not see their way clear for investment and rather hesitate. If protectio 
of import duty on matches, viz., Re. 1-8 per gross, is assured for sufficientl 
long time and if duty is cancelled over raw materials, many investors will com 
forwarcl and . make money easy for the factory purposes which will make tb 
business cheaper. 

55. (a) Is permanent. 

(b) Temporary as men can be trained in course of time. 

(H) .Permanent or Temporary as Government decides. 

(1) Permanent or Temporary according to the encouragement from G01 
ernment. 

56. Our maChinery is of ordinal'Y size. A machine to give an output 0 
say, 1,000 gross per day will be found economical. 

57. About thirty per cent. spent on plant and machinery. 

58. (a) Plant-

One corrugated iron shed. 

Three temporary sheds. 

One bungalow. 

One small chawl of 3 rooms. 

Machinery-

1 Levelling machine for splints. Working date April 1923. 

2 Emptying machines. Working date April 1923. 

2 Frame Filling machines. Working date April 1923. 

1 Dipping machine. Working date April 1923. 

1 Labelling machine. Working date April 1923. 

2 Peeling machines. Working date 29th May 1925. 
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1 Scoring machine. Working date 29th May 1925. 
1 Splint chopping machine. Working date 29th May 1925. 

1 Veneer cutting machine. Working date 29th May 1925. 
2 Splint cleaning machines. Working date August 1925. 
1 Sawing machine. Working date. 1st January 1927. 

1 Oil Engine. Working date 29th May 1925. 

All the above Japan make, except sawing machine which is of Indian make 
and the oil engine being of British make. 

58. (B) No private arrangement. 

59. (A) Not fully up-to-date. 

59. (B) Box making done by manual labour. 
Hand made will cost about Rs. 13-2 per 100 gross when machine made will 

cost only Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 1-10 per 100 gross. . 
60. Do intend making additions -and alterations as well as extending the 

machinery but there being no assurance as to whether how long the protection 
of import duty now in existence will continue. And secondly as we have to 
face the efforts of the Swedish Syndicate of Ambarnath and Calcutta who are 
reported to be always on the alert to cause the breakdown of Indian Match 
Industry and who are always trying to secure the world industry and-if Gov
ernment does not interfere in the matter, we as well as many other capitalists 
hesitate to invest further sums in this industry. 

61. Many parts of our machinery are such as can be made in Bombay •. 

62. (a) Nit 
(b) Nit 
(c) Rs. 4,000. 

(d) Rs. 12,800. 
(e) Nil. 
63. The above figures shown are less deterioration to the extent· of only 

10 per cent. 

64. 
65. (a) Rs. 3,000. 

(b) The plant and machinery as ours will cost at least to a new man about 
Rs.20,000.-

f2,992 Yen at 116. (Bought locally). 
66. Machinery Yen and the same at 565 '" ,,125 Oil engine Rs. 6,200 

2,200 " ,,112. 
67. Ours is a private concern. 
68. Private concern. 

69. Private concern. 

70. Private concern. 

71. Private concern. 

72. Nil. 
73. No Reserve :fund. 
74. One lakh. Provided we at'e assured of the guarantee and protectitl.n 

asked for in reply to question in 60. 
75. Forms filled and attached. 

76. See reply to above question. 
02 
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'7. Nit 
78. No. 
79. Six per cent. This rate is too low. Should be at least 20 per cent. 
80. Very little time has passed since we started our factory. 
81. According to present output about Rs. 30,000. According to present 

full capacity about Rs. 45,000. 
62. At times we do take loans, about Rs. 5,000. 
83. At times we do take loans, about Rs. 5,000. 
84. Our monthly output about 125 cases and cost thereof at Rs. 115 comes 

to Rs. 14,000. 
85. At times we have to keep a stock of at least one hundred cases and 

over and at times we cannot keep stock and live from hand to mouth. 

The money of sold goods is returned within 15 to 20 days after sale. 

86. At times we have to keep a stock of raw materials of about Rs. 5,000 
to Rs. 10,000. 

87, 88, 89 and 90. No. 
91. No shares. 
92 and 93. No. 
94. Yes. 
Wood.-The chief raw material in the manufacture of matches is wood, 

which is available in abundance in Burma, Cashmere and Indian Forests. If 
some of the factories have to rely upon imported wood it is because of lack of 
l:roper development of Forest resources. Further we believe that if Govern
ment make careful research, wood for splints which should invariably be white, 
would be available in India arid it is for the Government of India in the 
interest of Industry and the Forest Revenue to do their best to find out such 
white wood and further to arrange for cheap railway freight, as the cost of 
carriage is the chief factor, but until that is done, the import of logs should 
not be handicapped. 'rhe Indian Manufacturer wants to get rid of foreign 
wood, but he being not able to do anything in the matter looks up to Govern
ment to take up the research work in full seriousness and to arrange for cheap 
transport and freight charges. 

The second condition of Fiscal Commission is that the " Industry must be 
one which without the help of protection is not likely to develop or is not likely 
to develop so rapidly as is desired in the interest of the country." We confi
dently believe in the protection for some years until the foreign capitalists are 
made to go out of India, because these foreign capitalists are trying all their 
means to uproot the Indian manufacture and secure the world industry. It is 
believed that in Japan they tried similar tactics and the Government of Japan 
seeing that their Match industry was being destroyed, a Bill was introduced 
in the Japanese Diet prohibiting the imports of foreign capital for Industrial 
concerns of Japan. Similar steps are recommended for Indian Industries also 
without which the match and other local industries which are in their infancy 
will not be able to stand and will die in the bud. 

95. (A) Yes. 
95. (B) Yes. 
96. Yes. 
97. (A) Rs. 1-8-0 per gross Customs duty on imported matches. 

97. (B) Foreign manufactw'ers of matches have not to. pay any railway 
freight for bringing t..heir raw materials from far off places to their factories 
whereas here in India the manufacturers have to find out the wood suitable for 
their industry and after that pay heavy railway freight for carriage thereof. 

98 and 99. (1) The present customs duty must continue. 

(2) Further cheap railway freight should be arranged from Cashmere, 
Punjab and other places. 
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(3) Foreign capital should not be allowed to be imported for match industry 
and other local industries. 

(4) No unfair competition and no steps as are said to be adopted by Svenskll 
Trust controlled by large capitalists of Swedish Syndicate should be allowed. 
Their aim is to control the match productiol!. of the world and to sell their 
own made matches at a heavy profit where there is no competition. They 
tried and succeeded in driving even Japanese competition from India by dump_ 
ing sales with a result that they were able to starve a number of Japanese 
ra/lt~'Ji,,<; which had eventually to suhmit to the Trust and thus they eliminated 
Japanese competition. The Indian Industry is only in its infancy and strongly 
requires leading strings and great help in every respect from the Government. 
If the Government overlooks, then Foreigners will surely dump the industry 
80 that it will never he able to rise again, and foreigners will profit thereby. 
We earnestly warn Government against this foreign danger and request them 
to either take such steps as Japan did under similar circumstances, or to charge 
at least As. 8 per gross excise duty on matches manufactured in India with 
foreign capital. 

FORM No.1. 

Details of ''''Ide cost of the last four 'lIears. 
Question No. 75. 

-- 1922-23. 1923-24.. 1924.-25 1925-26. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. R •. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers ... ... 29,000 -42,400 

S. Cost of paper '" ... 6,887 -11,925 

S. Cost of chemicals . .. ... .. . 7,068 11,925 -

•. Cost of other raw materials ... ... 226 420 

5. Factory labour -. ... .. . 86.250 50,350 

6. Power IUjd fuel . ... .. . 181 831 

7. Ordinary running_ oharges for repairs, ... 
i 

... 4.,850 5,300 
eto., of plaut, machinery, bnilding, 
etc. 

B. General work, supervision and charges i 7,612 9,275 ... , ... 
for 100801 office. • 

! 
9. Bundry charges such as Municipal tax, ... ... 11,'00 13,250 

rent, etc. 

10. Cost of packing cases ... , ... 4.,712 7,287 

1--'--1--- -----
Total ... ... 1,07,886 1,52,463 

~-I -
Quantity of output of matches dnring each ... 725 1,825 

year. Cases. 

~ - .. 
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Question No. 76. 
008/ 0/ one. Gr088 0/ Malchea. 

- ~ 1922-23. 1923-24. 1924-25. 1925-26. 

Ra Rs. RS.A. RS.A. 

1. Cost of wood for splints aud veueers ... ... 40 0 32 0 

2 • Cost of paper for labels and wrappers ... ... 9 8 9 0 

3 • Cost of Chemioa.ls . ... .. . 912 9 0 

· Oost of other raw materia.ls • ... ... 0 5 0 :> 

5 • FI~tory labour . . ... ... 50 0 38 0 

6 • Power and fuel ... ... 0 4 0 , 
· Running oharges for machinery, pla.nt, ... .. , 6 0 " 0 

etc. 
7 

General work, supervision and charges ... ... 10 8 

I 
7 0 

for looa.l otlice. 

· Misoella.neous charges, •. g., rent, muni- ... ... 16 0 10 0 
oipal taxa.s, Insuranoe, eto. 

I O. Packing oases oharges • - ... ... 6 8 5 8 

8. 

9 

1 

Total ... ... ~ --
o redit for materials • . ... ... ... ... 

Nett Total . -.. ft • ... ... 

Qua.ntity of output of matohes for every ... ... 725 1,325 
year. C8ses. 

The BorivIi Match Manufacturing Company, Bombay. 

Letter dated the 7th April 1927. 
With reference to your letter No. 209, dated 7th March, I have the 

honour to enclose herewith 10 copie.~ of the report of our factory and shall 
. j,l>auk ~ Ou to kindly acknowledge receipt of the same, 
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Replies to !l'Uestionnai,;e. 

1. Borivli Match Company was established in the month of October 1\125. 
It is unregistered. ' . 

2. Blling a Japanese concern, capital 'and m!lllagement Japanese: 
3. Manufacture everything. 
4. On beginning. 
5. We manufacture now 1,300 gross daily. 
6. I inch size average in 50 to 60. 
7. About 1,800 Cll8es of 100 gross in the yeat 1925 to 16 
8. ,Borivli. . ' 
(A.) No. 
(B) No. 
(C) Yes. 
(D) Yes. All the above. 
9. (A) No. 
(B) No~ 
(0) 11 to 13 annas per gross less than the price of imported matches. 
10. (A) Yes, for splint imporied~rom Japan. 
(B) No. 
(C) No. Rate for splint logs as under:

(1) 
(2) Rs. 29 per 100 sai c.i.f. Bombay. 
(3) 
(4) Rs. 1-8 per 100, sai. 
(5) Rs. 2 per 100 sai. 

11.· (A) No Indian wood is used. 
(B) Sawal, Googar; Mango, etc. 
(C) ClI8es are prepared from second.hand planks. 
12. (A) No Indian wood is used because no soft white wood obtBinabbl. 
(B) Yes. 
(C) Yes. 
13. (A) Splint wood for 3,900 cases is 195,000 sai (Japan). V~neerwood 

for 3,900 cases is 156,000 sai (Japan). 
(B) As we are working at full capacity the above quantity is ·sufficient. 
14. About three Bengal maunds 'per 100 gross .of case, 
15. Size of 50 gross: 
Size of 100 gross. 
16. Wood' for veneers is imported from India, nearly 400 to 600 ,miles 

from Bombay. 
17. By contractor and transported by 'raiL 
18. We do not know it. 
19. (1) We do not know. 
(2) We do not know. 
(3) Freight to factory from Chotta Udepur to Bofivli of full, wagon is 

Rs. 99 which comes to about 6 tons of wood. 
20. We have no concession. 
21. Not constant because' no' proper care is taken. 
22. Quantity is not constant and we have to import hom the longer 

distances. 

(Al Owing to increased output. 

(B) Because useq by other match factories also. 
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23. Please refer to paragraph No. 13 (A) (for wood) area for mile as in 
paragraph No. 16, 

24. A sufficient supply is assured if cheaper freight is charged. 
25. Logs accepted by the Railway Company as the freight of fuel but 

IIpecial concession ,is necessary. 
26 ta 29. No other raw material except wood is being used. 
30. Sufficient unskilled labour except in the monsoon when the labourers 

go away to till their lands. 
31. Skilled labour from abroad is necessary only to a slight extent, e.g., 

for mixing chemicals. 
32. 2 employers imported labourers and their salary is Rs. 350 per month. 
33. Indian and Japanese labour work together, skilled Indian labourers being 

taught every process.· 
84. Indian workmen are 537 including men and women. 
The average rate. of wages comes to Rs. 15 to Rs. 75 per month. 
35. Vicinity of the factory. 
86. Yes. 
Before making nearly 300 boxes per day but after training them they 

are making nearly 1,200 boxes per day by hand. 
Before filling nearly 600 boxes per day but after training them they are 

filling nearly 1,400 boxes per day by hand. 
87. No. 
38. Oil engine is used. 
89. No electric power. 
40. No steam power. 
41. 1 ton of crude oil per month and 40 gallona kerosene oil per month. 

42. Crude oil bought from Bombay at Rs. 75 per ton f.o.r. and kerosenll 
oil bought from Borivli at s. 3.4·6 per tin or 4 gallons. 

43. No wood fuel is used. 
44. Not possible for us to give any estimate, 
45. Cannot give opinion. 
46. All over the Great Inaian Peninsula and Bombay, Baroda and Central 

India Railway. 
47. Except the Bombay market we can compete with the upcountry 

market. 
48. (A) Imported matches generally sold are different in parts only. 
(B) An illicit importation is supposed to be carried on because such 

matches imported '!lid. Kathiawar and other state ports are sold cheaper in 
Bombay than those imported direct into Bombay. 

49. Sweden Czechoslovakia and to some extent Japan. 
50. Imported matches do compete with Indian matches either of indigen

ous woods or imported woods for several reasons. 
51. (1) The present prices of imported matches are from Rs. 1-15 to 

Rs. 2-2 per gross. 
(2) Our prices for matches made of Indian wood are Rs. I·S per gross. 
(S) And for imported wood Rs. 1-5 per gross. 
52. From bazar. 
53. We believe that foreign producers export at a loss, otherwise they 

cannot sell their matches at Rs. 1-15 to Rs. 2-2 per gross in which is included 
duty of Rs. 1·8 per gross, if they import through Kathiawar ports even then 
the must be losing. 

54. (A) Yes. 
(B) Yes. 
(C) Not necessary. . 



(D) Yee. 
(E) Not necessary. 
(F) Yee. 
(G) Not necessary. 
(H) Yee. 
(I) Yee. 
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55. Except the first point, e.g., cost of planks and machinery which must 
be imported other items can be obtained or employed locally. 

56. Ours sufficiently large economically. 
57. As ours is a concern books are unprepared we do not set aside any sum 

for depreciation. 
58. (A) The descriptions of plant and machines are asunder. 
(B) No special arrangement. 
59. (A) Yee. 
(B) Boxes are hand-made. Sticks are machin8"maqe. Box filling is hand-

made. 
60. (A) No. 
(B) No. 
61. None. 
62 to 64. As ours is a new concern books are unprepared and we do not set 

aside any sum for depreciation. 
65. Ours being a new concern there is no change of estimate. 
66. Re. 1351 to 136 per 100 now; 
67 to 74. Ours being a private company no answers are possible. 
75. 
76. Being a new concern we cannot give any answep. 
'17. No cost sheets are peady. 
'l8. No. 
79 to 80. Being a new concern nothing has been settled. 
81. Rs. 1.00,000 for full capacity output. 
82. Sometimes we have to borrow from outside. 
83. Re. 50,000 at 12 per cent. per annum. 
84. Not prepared. 
85. Stock worth Re. 9,ODO-about a month passes before amount is realised. 
86. Nearly 2 to 3 months' stock of wood is necessary the val\le of which 

is about Re. 30,000. ... 

87. No head office, no managing agent. 
88. None. 
Rs. 5 per case. 
89. Deducting the commission as soon as they are selling. 
90. None. 
91-93. No reply can be given. 
94. (A) Yee. 
(B) The industry cannot develop unless it is protected against severe 

competition of impo:M;ed goods. 
(0) If necessary protection is given for some time the industry will 

eventually be able to face world competition without protection. 
. 95. (Al We claim that the match industry is such that last scale produc

tion can be made. 
(B) That home production 'will easily supply the need of the' country. 
96. The labour being chesp raw materials can be easily obtained if special 

rates of freight are charged and as there is a heavy incontinuous demand for 
matches this industry can prosper easily. . 
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97. (A) The existing custom duty is not quite sufficient to protect the 
industry. 

(B) Same case as A. 
98. Our opinion is that the present import duty of Rs. 1-8 should be 

either increased or maintained. 
99. Transport facilities should be given and cheaper rates for soft woods 

should be charged. Government should encourage to manufacture chemicals 
necessary for the industry. Government also should protect the industry 
against dumping in the market of matches manufactured by foreign con
cerns with foreign capital. The Government should advance money to the 
Indian concerns with Indian capital at a cheaper rate of interest than ordi-
narily obtainable in the market. . 

Regarding Forms 1. and 11 we beg to inform you that we opened our 
factory nearly 17 to 18 months sgo and we have not prepared our account 
book as yet but approximately expenses on one case of 100 gross of first class 
matches are Rs. 115 for which. we have not .calculated, so that we have not 
filled up and sent to you, please note. 

The Swadeshi Match Manufacturing Company, Bombay. 

Le.tter, dated 19th ApriZ 1927. 
With reference to your circular of the 7th March enclosing questionnaire 

for the protection of Match Industry, we beg to send you herewith six copie~ 
of our reply and trust same will be found in order. 

Replies to questionnaire. 

INTRODUOTORY. 

1. This firm was established in May 1.923 and was purchased by us on the 
4th of June 1926. It is a private Partnership Company; unregistered. 

2. The capital is entirely Indian. 
a. We undertake the whole process of manufacture. 
4. On the 4th June 1926. 
5. About 18 cases, <!ftch of 100 gross.. 
6. Half size boxes containing each about 60 splints. 
7. Monthly average of 110 cases each of 100 gross during the last 10 

months. . 
8. At Ghatkoper in the Ghatkoper-Kirol Industrial ar~a. 
(a), (b), (c), (d) Normal. Where there will be cheap and enough labour 

and wood. 
9. They are so to some extent but are due to hand-manufacturing, 
(b) No. " 
(c) About 4 annas. 

10. Yes; for splints 
the year. 

From Jape.n:
Flaking&-

1 
2 

S 
4 
5 
6 

Batt) Materiau. 
Wooi:l. 

or veneers to some extent, both for about half of 

161 Yen per hundred sai. 
Any port in Japan (aspen logs 

from Sweden). 
49 per cent. 
Annas 12. 
Re. 1 per piece. 
15 per cent. 
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11. Sawar or Simal, Googal, Mango, Kakad, Mohini. 
12. Soft and white is Eatisfactory. 
15. 32n x2Sn x29n locally purchased. 100 gross capacity. 
16. Panchmahal District, Gujerat, and Ratnagiri District. 
17. By railway and cart. 
IS. P111'chase from contractors. 
19. (3) RH. 15 from Panchmahal. 
(4) RH. 5 per ton. 
21. Normal supply for six mon.ths (monsoon excepted). 
22. Normal supply for six months (monsoon excepted). 
24. Assumed by contractors except during monsoon. But factory should 

have foreign loge on which no duty should be increased. 
25. No adequate concession from the railways and the freight rates have 

been the worst disadvantage in the way of cheap supplies of wood. 

Other raw materials. 
26. Match chemicals, box papers, etc. 
27. Chemicals alone come to Rs. 13-8-0 per case of 100 gross .. 
2S. Imported goods obtained locally from Agents. 

Labo'M. 
30. No difficulty. 
31. Not· necessary. 
32. We do not employ. 
33. No imported labour employed; all manufacture by Indians. 
34.· At present about 300 workmen in the factory and about· the same 

number of home workers. 
35. From the vicinity. 
36. Indian labour is satisfactory. . 
37. They have got their own houses in the neighbouring villages. 

Power. 
3S. Oil engine. 
39. Electric power not available. 
roo No steam power. 
41. RH. 200 per month for fuel oil. 
43. Our fuel is not wood. 

Market. 
45. Yes. but slowly. 
46. Demand from all parts of India. 
47. Yes, in Central Provinces and in the Punjab. 
48. (a) To a greater extent than matches made by Indian factories with 

Indian capital. 
(b) We hear so. 

Oompetition. 
49. Sweden and Japan. 
50. With the existing duty the competition cannot be success. 
52. From Imports Agents. 
53. In our opinion foreign concerns With factories established in India 

undersell their matches made outside India, in order to corner the trade. 
54. Yes. 
(a) Yes. 



(b) No. 
(c) No. 
(d) Yes. 
(E) Yea. 
(f) Yes. 
(Il) Yes. 
(h) Yes. 
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(i) No, if the industry is protected. 
55. Temporary if Government will help (h), (i), (I) and (d). If unprotectel 

by Government will be permanent (a), (c) and (g). 
56. Yos. 
57. About 60 per cent. (including building and plant). 
58. Japanese and German: 2 Inner, 2 Outer, 9 Framing, 3 Emptying anI 

peeling machinilS. 
(b) No special arrangements. 
(e) Consider it sufficient with the existing duty. 
59. (b) Box-making and box-filling (with tipped splints chiefly}. 
60. Yes, when duty is declared protective. 
61. We get few parts which could be made here. 

CapitaZ account. 
62. Total amount of Re. 90,000 is inv!lsted in our factory. 
63. Actual amount of our purchase was about Rs. 50,000 for the plant 

land, building and machinery. 
65. (a) Rs. 60,000. 
(b) Rs. 50,000 opening would be smaller if new machines !'.fe fixed. 
67. Private company. 
74. Rs. 25,000 for all purposes. 

Works cost. 
76. Yes. 
(5), (6), (7), (8), (9) Will be greatly reduced. 
77. No. 
78. No. 

79. 10 per cent. 

81. About Rs. 30,000. 
(i) Rs. 50,000. 

Overhead Charges. 

(i) Depreciation. 

(ii) Working capital. 

(ii) Excluding ready stocks. 
82. Necessary to borrow. 
84. 9 to 12 per cent. per annum. 
85. About 100 cases valued at Rs. 12,000. 
86. Yes, of raw materials and stores. 

Manufacturers' profits. 
91, 92, 93. Private company. 

94. Yes, 
(a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 

Claim for protection. 
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(c) Yes. Repres!inta~ion in this respect made by the President of the 
Indian Match Manufacturers' Association, with details. 

95. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
96. Yes. 
97. (a) Re. 1-8 duty. 
98. Excise duty as high as possible on the output of the Factories wholly 

or mainly with foreign capital and present Customs duty should be main
tained and declared protective. 

99. Mr. Huseinbhai Lalljee's 'remarks on the representation of the Indian 
Matcla Manufacturers' Association, on pages 15, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 

The Swedish Match Company. 

Letter, dated 8th ApriZ 1927. 
As indicated on previous occasions we have no case to state, and the 

ubject of the present is only to give you our experience in India. We have 
not been in a position to answer all your questions, but trust that you will 
have sufficient material coming forward on such points from other sources 
to comple~e your records. 

The undersigned desires to be he.ard in camera and for that reason ·our 
reply to the questionnaire should be looked upon as confidential and as n:lt 
being meant for publication. 

1. 

Replies to questionnaire. 

lNTBODUCTOBY. 

The Western lndia Match Company, Limited 
The Burma Match Company, Limited 
The Mandalay Match Company, Limited 
The Assam Match Company, Limited 
The Kemmendine Match Company, Limited 
The Match Manufacturing Supply Company, 

Limited. 

7th September 1923. 
8th May 1925. 
27th July 1925. 
15th October 1925. 
23rd February 1925. 
21st August 1924. 

All are private registered Companies except the Assam Match Company, 
Limited, which is a public registered Company. 

2. In the Assam Match Company, Limited, 2 lakits of the total capital of 
5 lakhs, and the Burma Match Company, Limited, 1 lakh of a total of 
7,31,500 are held by Indians. The balance in these two Companies, except 
10,000 in the Burma Match Company, Limited, and all the shares in the 
other Companies are being held by the. Swedish Match Company .. The total 
number of Directors and the number of Europeans employed are give~ 
below:-

Total. India.u }]uropean -- Direotors. Directors. Employed. 

We.tam Iudi .. M .. tch Comp .. ny, Limited 2 ... 21 

Burm .. M .. tch Compa.ny, Limited 7 1 3 

Ma.nda.l&y M&tch Comp .. uy, Limited 4 ... ... 
.&SS&IIl M .. tch Comp .. ny, Limited . . 7 3 4 
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We are here leav~ng out the Kemmendine Match Company, Limited, and 
the Match Manufacturing Supply Company, Limited, as they are not manu
facturing concerns. Apart from a Factory Manager, one or two Accountants 
depending on the size of the factory, all the Epropeans are machinery experill! 
and are required for the fitting and repairs of the machinery,. training of 
labour and general supervision of the manufacturing. 

3. The whole process of manufacture. 
4. Please find. the dates below as follows:-
Western India Match Company, Limited, July 1924. 

Ambernath. 
Western India Match Company, Limited, September 1924. 

Calcutta. 
Western India Match Company, Limited, September 1926. 

PareI. 
Assam Match Company, Limited 
Burma Match Company, Limited 
Mandalay Match Comapny, Limited 

July 1926. 
August 1925. 
October 1925. 

The last two' were, however, bought by us as old match factories, and the 
Burma Match Company first commenced· operations in 1910, and the Man
dalay Match Company in 1914. 

5. rhe approximate capacity of the different factories are as follows:

Western India Match Company, Limited, 8,500 gross. 
Ambernath. 

Western India Match Company, Limited, 5,000 
" Calcutta. 

Western India Match Company, Limited, 750 
" PareI. 

Assam Match Company, Limited 1,250 
" 

Burma Match Company, Limited 1,250 
" Mandalay Match Company, Limited 750 
" 

TOTAL 17,500 gross per day. 

In that connection it must be noted that the Mandalay and Parel fac
tories have closed down. 

6. Dimensions of boxes and number of sticks are as follows:-
A. 1/2 size 1'53/64" x 1'19/64" X 39/64" 60/65 
B. 1/1 " 2'21/64" x 1'15/32" X 23/32" 85/90 

7. Output has been as follows:-
1924 . 
1925 
1926 

8. Situation of factories is as follows:-
Ambernath, Great Indian Peninsula Railway. 
Calcutta, 46/5, Canal East Road, Narkaldanga. 
Parel, Bombay, 
Dhubri, Assam. 
Kanaung, Rangoon. 
Mandalay. 

231,000 
1,324,250 
3,302,350 

It is not possible to obtain a position that is advantageous in every 
respect. Each site has its own advantages ~nd drawbacks. T.he consi~ElI'a
tions (a), (c), and (d) we hold to be equally lmportant factors m selectmg a 
site for a match factory in India . . 
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9. A. Yes, indian matches are inferior and fall short of the standard of 
imporkd matches in nearly every respect. In some factories the difference is 
small. in others larger. 

B. No, Qn the contrary there is a preference for Indian matches in many 
markets due to the present low price. 

C. The imported matches can easily be classified according to standard of 
quality. Not so the Indian match, and this makes it impossible to ~generalise 
and indicate the price difference. There are almost as many' qualities as 
factories in India. There are first of all the two classes, matches made from 
Indian wood and same made from imported wood. Heads, friction and other 
factors deciding the quality are varying largely, not only between different 
factories but sometimes also in the same factory during the different seasons. 

Indian wood differs considerably in appearance not only iIi different parts 
of the country but also in the same locality. It is evident that if Indian 
matches aspire to 100 per cent. of the market the difference in price between 
them and imported must be higher than what would be required to obtain a 
lower. percentage. 

Raw -materials. 
10. Wood. 
A. Yes. 
B. Yes, in the beginning altogether. Subsequently we have changed over 

to Indian wood' and are now using it except during the Monsoon in Western 
India when we think it will always be necessary to fall back, to a certain 
extent, on. imported timber. 

C. At present we are using Indian case-boards, but imported case-boards 
of a superior quality and appearance can be. obtained at practically the same 
rates. 

Aspen is imported either from Vladivostock or the Baltic to Bombay, 
Calcutta and Rangoon. The cost at factory is approximately:-

Swedish Rs. 2 5 o per c. ft. 
Siberian Rs. 2 13 0 per c. ft. 

F. O. B. price,' freight, insur--J 
ance~ etc., landing and For specification see Appendix f. 
clearmg charges transport 
to factory duty. 

11. A. Species used for splints:-

Burma. Ce.lcutts. Assam. Bomb .. y. 

---- -

SHAWBYA. GENWA. MACHILUS. SALAJ. 

( Tetrameli. . (Encoccaria (Mackall' (Bo8wetlia 
Nudiflora). .tl.gallocka). Parvijlora). 8erataj • 

MAULETA.:N. I 
SIMUL. 

( Sarcocepkalua (Bomba:.r> 
Cordatu8). 

I 
Malaba,-.:cum}. 

We have not been able to make first class splints from the above Specle8-
They have been used for second quality. 
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B. Species used 'for veneers:-

BW'lDa. Calcutta. Assam. Bombay. 

MAl1LETAB. GENWA. SIMVL. SAWAB. 

(SarcocepTaaw.a (EIJci1ccaria (Bomba III (Bomba. 
Cordat",). dgal'oc1aa). M"laba,.;cum). Malabaricum). 

LETPAli. MACHILUS. MANGOE. 

(Bofltballl (MacTailIU (Mangi/era 
Malabarjcum). ParfJiflora). Indica)' 

SHEMUT. 
-

(Odina Woodier). 

C. We can buy these. from saw mills at rates which appear in our speci
ficSltion of raw materials. 

12. We have found Indian wood less satisfactory than imported on nearly 
every point which has a bearing on the suitability of the timber for match 
manufacturing. It is hardly possible to contain our findings, which are based 
on experience at all our factories, within the frame of this report. The 
undersigned shall be pleased to acquaint the Tariff Board personally with all 
the facts at our disposal during his forthcoming visit to Calcutta. 

13. With Indian wood for boxes and imported wood for splints:-

tons. 
t size factorie~ 8,000 
I size factories 5,000 

If Indian wood couid be used both for splints and boxes:-
tons. 

t size factories 16,000 
I size factories 10,000 

WiLh a yearly production of 40,000 cases full size and 50,000 cases half 
size and with a consumption of Indian wood for-

t size 20 c. ft. (10 for veneers and 10 for splints). 

I size 10 c. ft. ( 5 for veneers and 5 for splints). 

Normally only 65 per cent. more wood should be required for full size, but 
the average quality of the wood in Calcutta and Burma fails below that of 
Bombay, and this works out in favour of our I size factory there. 

14. Double the above which is calculated per'"50 gross. 
15. I size 281" x 211" x 191" required 1'45 c. ft. ready sawn boards. 

t size 361" x 24;\" x 231' required 2·51 c. ft. ready sawn boards. 

Both Cases take 50 aroes. 
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16. Please see maps attached; 

, 17. Part of our supplies have been obtained through dep~riineutai felling 
hut we have not been very successful in this respect, and the bulk of Oul' 

requirements is now being supplied through the medium of contractors; 
'fhe timber is either transported to the factories through a combination of 
dragging and rafting as ill Assam and partly iIi Burma, or by dragging 
carting and rail as in other places; , 

18 •. In Assam ,!,e first paid a monopoly fee of R;s. 2;062-8 plus II. royalty 
of 6 PIes per cubiC foot. Subsequently we found It advantageous to work 
withont a monopoly and are now paying 6 pies in the area formerly covered 
by our lease and Rs. 2 per tree outside on an ordinary permit. In Umbra 
and Khopoli we pay Re. 1 per cart for all species except Mangoe, which is 
Rs. 4 per cart. 3 carts are required to take 1 ton of timber. In Honawar 
we pay Rs .• 6 per acre for clear felling. We do consider the terms unfavour
able, but understand that as far as Western India is concerned more favour
able rates have been granted. 

19. Our present cost at the factory is:-

Ambernath 
Calcutta 
Rangoon 

all pel' ton of 50 c. ft. 

20. We enclose copies of the following concessions:-

RH. 
45 
30 

35-40 

Assam Match Company, Limited Goalpara. 

Western India Match Company, Limited Gersoppa. 

Western India Match Company, Limited Khopoli and Umbra. 

21. The impossibility of obtaining an even quality as soon as the timber 
is required in appreciable quantities can be described as one of our main" 
difficulties with Indian timber. We have discussed this with the Forest 
Officers on various occasions, and will supply further particulars verbally as 
indicated under Question 12. This also l'efers to the question of deterioration 
which, of course, is unavoidable with all soft wood but the degree of deteri
oration differs. 

22. Necessary to draw supplies from greater and greater sustances. 

This is due to reasons given under (a), (b) as well as (c). 

(d) Matchwood trees generally occur very scattered which necessitated 
a large area to be covered in order to obtain quantities. 
• 23. As we receive most of our wood through contractors we cannot supply 
accurate information regarding quantities extracted from different areas. 
We only know that supplies are now drawn from mpre distant areas than 
before. 

24. We are inclined to believe that difficulties will occur in connection 
with the supply of sufficient quantities of suitable timber. ,It is difficult to 
state any time, but even now it is noticeable that timber is being supplied 
from comparatively distant sources. A forest of softwood is not necessarily 
a forest for matchwood. On the contrary, we have found repeatedly to our 
surprise inconvenience and cost that our species are very few and far between. 
There may be forests which are different in this respect, but on the whole we 
think official opinion will confirm the above. With regard to plantations, as 
long as wood. can be obtained through contractors, a plantation on private 
initiative would increase overhead expenses and place the originator lesa 
favourably in the present competition. 

25. No. 
p 
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Other raw materials. 

l'!6, 27 and 28. Please see Appendix II. We regret very m1,lch that for 
various reasons we cannot state the exact quantity used by us for 100 gross 
of boxes. 

29. 'The following materials are ma.de in India:

Paraffin, Hour for paste, packing, paper and glue. 

The qualities do not, however, satisfy us. We do not expect the other 
materials to be ,manufactured in India. Demand is after all limited com
pared with Europe and the United States where the possibility of mass pro
duction is conducive to cheaper rates. Besides, a high and even quality of 
the chemicals is an absolute necessity for a successful manufacturing, and it 
is doubtful whether ,this can be achieved' in India. 

30. It is difficult in Assam. We further refer to the answers under 12, 21 
and 24. ' 

31. For repairs and fitting of the machinery, training of labour and 
general supervision of the manufacturing. 

32. We have altogether seventeen Europeans at our factories in a capa
city of technical experts. 

33. Otherwise, we are using entirely Indian labour who have all been 
trained by us, except in Burma, where we took over the labour from the 
previous owner of the Burma Match Factory. We are now also training 
Anglo-Indians to take the place of European Fitters, but have so far not been 
very successful in this respect. 

34. Indian, Workmen, employed at each Factory:-

-- Men. Women. , Children. : Coolies. I' Total. 
~--, 

Ambl'.rnath . , . 8640 337 8 I 308 1,517 
, 

Parel 8:1 65 2:3 ! 403 212 
I 

Calcntta 526. 63 10 91 69D 

Dhnbri 206 5 407 38 296 

Burma 161 138 401 83 

I 
373 

Mandalay ... ." .. , 3 3 

Total 
, 

3,091 . , 

Also wages as follows:-

-
I 

Men. Women. Children, Average, 

I Ra. Ra·1 Ra. Ra, Ra. Ra, 

Ambernath 0'82 to 2'68 I 0'66 to 1'56 ... 1'30 

I 
Calcntta 0'95 to 2'021 l'4~ ... . 1'30 

Burma 'I D'70 tc 1'408 0'55 to 0'75 0'400 0'85 

I -
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35. The labour is drawn from all parts of India. As an illustration we 

give our labour at Calcutta distributed in accordance to the. districts from 
where they hail:-

Bengal 395 

Bihar 204 

Orissa ~ 

United Provinces 41 

Assam 7 

TOTAL 690 

At Ambernath only about 10 per cent, of the labour comes from the Bom
bay Presidency. 

36. The difference between now and when the labour was first put in train
ing is of course ·considerable. Whether any further improvement will take 
pUlJ sa '.IeAeaoH ·eauel.Iedxe l'8n~a'8 ~nol{~la aOlD{ o~ elqlssodull SI eallld 
that the improvement of many labourers for technical purposes has l.ts ·limita
tions in accordance with their grade of intelligence. 

37. We have our workmen's quarters at Ambemath, Kanaung, and to a 
certain extent Dhubri. In Calcutta the labour live in their own accommoda
tion in the vicinity of the factory. At Ambernath we have built our own 
shop to keep living expenses down and at Kanaung there is a shop under 
our supervision. At Ambemath we have built a school for the children of 
the work-people which is well attended and the teacher is psi;! by our firm 
and has also free quarters for hitnself and his faInily. We have also provided 
reading and club-rooms for the people and contributed towards the expenses 
for purchasing books, etc. Some of our workmen prefer to hve iri Kalyan 
and they had in the beginning to walk three to four Iniles distance mornings 
and evenings. Since over a year ago, however, the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway at our request, kindly arranged the local train service in such a way 
as to suit the working hours of our factory. We have our own Doctors and 
Compounders with well appointed dispensaries at Ambernath and Kanaung, 
whilst at Dhubri and Calcutta we have a contract with an outside Doctor who 
attends regularly. 

38. Electric Power 

Steam . 

Ambernath and Calcutta. 

Burma and Assam. 

39. Ambernath.-From 2 annas to 1 anna 6 pies per unit, on a sliding 
scale, with factory lighting outside normal hours charged at i per unit. 

Oakutta."':-IO pies per unit. 

We understand Messrs. Tata supplies electricity to the Cotton Mills in Bom· 
bay at a rate of 7 annas per unit. The rate in Sweden is 2 pies per unit. 

40. Waste from the peeling machine, but not suflicient at Parel, Assam 
and Burma, and must be completed by firs-wood, coal, SBW-dust, etc. 

41. Our cost of power per case is as follows:-

Ambernath 

Calcutta 

including factory lighting, etc. 

Re. 

0·72 

0·60 

p2 
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42. Fuet prices.:-

Parel Rs. 23 per tOil coai. 

Assam' Re. 0-8 per maund firewood. 

Rangoon Rs. 20 per 100 bags sawdust. 

43. Please see reply to No. 40. We have 110 concession for the supply of 
fire-wood. 

~Market8. 

44. We estimate about sixteen million gross per annum. 

45. With lower p-rices there should be an increase. 

46. We sell all over India. 

47. Where our Factories are situated at the ports there is 110 differenC'e. 
Our only up-country factory that is working is Assam, and here tlle advan
tage of being near the market sElems to be counter-balanced by disadvantage~, 
i.e., labour difficulties, inconvenient despatch of raw materials, etc. 

48. The more important towns, speeially some of the ports are in favour of 
imported matches. So are Assam, and particularly Burma. 

Oompetition. 

411. Sweden, Japan, Czechoslovakia, and with SulphUl's also, Norway. 

50. We refer to our reply No.9-C. With regard to imported and Indian 
matches, competition only arises in connection with that section of the popu
lation who look more 01' quality than to price. 

5!' (1) C.i.f. prices for Swedish matches have been as follows:-

I 

~Bize 
t size ~ size en phurs I i size. -- safeties. sn phnrs. and 

I safoties. 
.-

•• d. •• d . •• iL. B. iL • 

'1I00-190i 1 1 U 10 011 ... 
19C'S-191~ o 11i 0111 1 0 ... 
191~-11l22 • • • ... 
1922 . 1 8 1 8 1 10 1 4 

1923--1927 1 5 1 5 1 7 1 1 
to to to 

1 6 1 6 1 8 1 2 

"During the period of the- 'Var and immediately following prices ro.~e 
with about 25 pel' cent. first and Inter to 4.~. per gross as the highest point. 
Shipments were often subject to sur-chauge of freight. and extras, in case 
steamerr were compelled to proceed, 1';'j. the Cape. }'or long periods ship
lIlents to India were cOlllpletely suspended on account of the submarine wur
fare, and Swedish trade in India was consequently reduced to insignificant 
proportions to the entire advantage of the Japanese match-trade. 
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(2) 

Ambernath isize per gross. I ~u:i~: I C:l'!1ltta :M~n~"l"Y I Assam Year. 
per case. 1 sIze. I 1 sIZe. isize. 

I 
, 

I 
----

Ra. Rs. A. 

Nil 88 ... ... ... 1925 
1 

Nil . . 84 

I 
,12 • .. 1926 

110 ... end of 1926 

Be.l·lI 84 I 1 8 ... ... 1927 
1 

·The Mandalay Factory was originally equipped for i size with thick 
sticks by the old owner. There is no demand for this size in Burma-, but 
all the same we manufactured this size in the beginuing in order to train our 
labour pending the arrival of spare parts for full size. We have, however, 
found it practically impossible to dispose of these matches and are now, after 
the fa(·tory iy closed, trying to liquidate the stocks on consignment at bargain 
rates. On account of the unsatisfactory timber received at Mandalay our 
full size did also turn out a failure as regards quality and has, for this reason, 
to be sold below cost of production. After careful investigation we found it 
impossible to produce matches in Mandalay of such quality whereby the sell
ing price covered the ,)ost of production, and consequently decided to clo~a 
the factory . 

•• Assam matches were first sold at a price of Re. 1-6 f.o.r. destination. 
The timber in Assam produces a rather dark splint, and in order to introduce 
this quality we have now, about a month ago, 'reduced the rate to Re. 1-3 
f.o.r. destination. 

Ambernath 1 size. 

Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-3. 
Rs. 2 to Re. 1-13. 
Re. 1-6-6 to Re. 1-13. 

Re. 1-4 to Re. 1-6. 

52. Customs and ourselves. 
53. A. No. 
B. Yes. 
C. Yes. 
Our replies refer to Sweden only. 
54. A. Yes. 
B. Yes. 

Calcutta t size. 

Rs.2-8. 1924. 

Rs. 2-3. 1925. 
Rs. 2-3. 1926. 

Re. 1-12 to Re. 1-15. 1927. 

C. If efficiency is considered, European labour is chcapel·_. 
D. Yes. 
E. Yes. 
F. Yes. 
G. Yes. 
H. Yes. 
Y. Yes. 
55. The only disadvantages which cannot be considered as permanent are 

F, H and I, but we are obviously not in a position to express an oplUlon on 
t4e temporary nature I>f eit4er. 
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56. 5,000 gross a day of 10 hours but 7,500 or even 10,000 is better, above 
that, certain difficulties of control would occur in India. 

- Company. Total. Plant and Percentage. Machinery. 

------ -------

Rs. A.. p. Rs. A •• 1'. .. 
Wimoo • Ambernath 20,67,148 4 0 11,87,686 6 0 55·08 per cent. 

Calcutta 8,4.8,369 8 0 7,75,399 11 0 91"40 " '.' 

Parel 84,052 0 0 ~7,037 0 0 91"65 " " 

Bnrma .1 ... 6,59,858 12 0 8,79,935 12 0 57·58 " " 

Mandalay 
. ... 

I 
8,19,825 12 0 2~36,569 4 0 78·97 

" " 

Assam . ... , 4,48,~4.8 9 
t 

0 2,91,414 11 0 64·94 " " 
t I 

I 

59. A. Yes, except in Burma where we have partly old machinery. Modern 
machinery with the latest inventions is perhaps of more importance in the 
Match Industry than anything else for the purpose of obtaining favourable 
results. \ 

B. Excepting the transport between various processes in our factories, there 
is only the packeting and to a small extent the box-filling which is being 
carried out by manual labour. The relative costs of the more important 
processes which can be made by hand as well as machinery are as follows:-

By machi- Difference in 
- By hand. favour of nary. machinery. 

Re. A. ·P. 

l 
Re. A. 1'. Rs. A. p. 

Box-making . 7 2 0 1 4 0 5 8 0 

Box·fllling 5 6 0 I 8 2 0 2 4 0 

per case of 50 gross. 

60. We intend to make sulphur matches as well if the present duty is 
declared protective. Othl'r extensions apart from this addition will depend 
on the possibility of finding a market for our goods. 

61. No Varts of our machinery are made in India. 
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CAPITAL AoooUNT. 
Block'IJalu6 oj property 81st December 1926. 

I' Leases and Plant Other Comp8ony. conoes· L8ond. Buildings. 
sions. ma.chinery . &Bseta. 

WeBtorn India. Rs. A. Ra. A. Ra. A. Ra. .A. Ra. A. 

Amberna.th ... 1,39,62114 7,39,457 0 11,37,686 6 44,158 8 

C8olontta ... ... 48,2~7 14 7,75,399 11 24,741 10 

P80rel ... ... 6,150 0 ~7,037 0 865 0 

----
Tot8ol • ... 1,39,62114 7,93,834 14 19,90,123 1 69,765 2 

BD~ M8otoh Compa.ny, I .. , 60,500 0 1,91,500 0 3,79,93512 27,923 0 
Lnmted. 

M8ond8olar . Matoh Com· I .... ... 72,424 12 2,36;568 4 10,83212 
p8ony, imited. 

Assam M80tch Comp8ony, 17,250 0 ... 1,31,'/56 10 2,91,41411 8,507 4 
Limited. 

GRAND TOTAL 
·1 

17,250 o 1~'OO'121 14111,89,336 4 028,98,041 12 1,17,028 2 

63. The figures represent actual costs. Our Depreciation Fund stands 
lioii follows:-

Western India Match Company, Limited 
Burma Match Company, Limited . 
Mandalay Match Company, Limited 
Assam Match Company, Limited 

TOTAL. 

64. Less than what we consider suitable. 

Re. A. 
2,26,942 3 

26,930 6 
16,365 4 
3,792 8 

2,74,030 5 

65. Apart from the Burma Match Company, Limited, to-day's cost for 
buildings, plant and machinery would be about the same. 

67 

Anthorised Issued 80nd 
Company. C8opita.l. p80id up 

- C8opita.l. 

. 
Ra. Rs. 

Western hldi80 Match ('ompany, Limited 75,00,000 47,00,800 

[atch M8onuf8o<itnring Supply Comp8ony, Limited 1i0,OOO 40,500 

remmendine M8otoh Company, Limited 8,00,000 91,7flO 

lnrma M8otcbCompany, Limited 10,00,000 7,31,500 

~8onda.lay Mareh Compa.ny, Limited 3,00,000 2,77,510 

la.8om M80tch Comp8ony, Limited 7,00,000 5,00,000 

Tot801 98,50,000 63,42,010 

- 4 -- - -
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74. Impossible to say before the nature of the extension, if any, has been 
decided upon. , 

Works cost. 

75. We are ~ot hi a p~sition to give our works cost but whh ~ indicate 
that same are under-going a steady decline which has net yet terminated. 
On account of the severe competition which exists in the local Match-industry 
to-day we have been compelled to use every improvement in cost for a corres
ponding reduction in selling prices in an endeavour to reach a balance be
tween our production and sales and specially to liquidate our stocks which 
have accumulated on areount of our prices being on a higher level than thOfle 
of our competitors. 

Overhead charges. 

79. Depreciation.-Rates allowed by Income-tax Authorities are:

Per cent. 
For buildings 

For Plant and Machinery 

For Others (Furniture and Fittings) 

21 

61 
5 

Machines do not fare as well in India, as in Sweden where the rate is 71 per 
cent. Apart from this, however, it has to be considered that on account of 
inventions and improvements, match machinery may have to be replaced 
earlier than what wodld e>therwise be the case if only wear and tear was consi
dered. We calculate with a maximum of 10 years in this connection. 

With regard, to buildings, the Income-tax rate is sufficient provided it is 
a question of a pucca construction. Buildings which do not belong to this 
class vary too much to make a comprehensive opinion possible. 

80. Ann/lUll Depreciation. 

Calculated at Income-Tax rates. 

On original On d':Sreciated 

We8tern India Match Compsuy. Limited 

':Burma Match Company. Limited • 

Maud .. la,. Match Compauy. Limited 

A88&m Match Compauy, Limi~ 

Total 

• i 
I . , 

W orkina capital. 

81. Western India Match Company, Limited 
Burma Match Company, Limited . 

,Mandalay Match Company, Limited 
Assam Match Company. Limited 

TOTAL 

coat. 

Ra. 

1,407,816 

29,930 

::n,lS7 

21,927 

2,16,810 

Rs. 
20,00,000 

2,25,000 
2,00,000 
1,75,000 

26,00,000 

vue. 

Rs. 

1,35,208 

28,403:1 

16,287 

21,750 

2,01,677 
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82 and 83. The Companies through the Swedish Match Company are able 
to provide all the working capital they require, but may invite the Indian 
public to subscribe. 

85. A. Average value of ready matches in stock:-

Western India Match Company, Limited 
Burma Match Company, Limited 
Mandalay Match Company, Limited 
Assam Match Company, Limited 

B. From two to three months. 

Rs. 
14,00,000 
1,50,000 
1,00,000 
1,50,000 

18,00,000 

86. Approximate value of three months' supply of raw materials:

R$. 
Western India Match Company, Limited 
Burma Match Company, Limited • 
Mandalay Match Company, Limited 
Assam Match Company, Limited 

7,00,000 
80,000 
70,000 
50,000 

9,00,000 

Agents' commi8,~ion and Head Office expenses. 

87. All Companies direct under the Head Office in Bombay. The ex
penses in 1926 were Rs. 1,28,698-8-0 which, on our actual deliveries works out 
at about 10 pies per gross, but if our production for 1926 is taken, the figure 
is reduced to 7i pies. 

Manufacturer s profits. 

91, 92 and 93. It is difficult to say as the investing public in India have 
burnt their fingers practically every time they have been offered to take part 
in a match manufacturing concern. There is consequently very little con
fidence left in the public mind for, this industry and unless there is a distinct 
change for the better maintained through a number of years, we do not think 
that capital can be obtained in the ordinary way of issuing shares, even if 
they are" preference." It is of course another matter if a well-known res
ponsible party in the match trade is standing as underwriters as in the case 
of the Assam Match Company, Limited. 

Olaim 101' protection. 

94. A. No natural advantage except a large home market. Power is of 
small consequence in match making. " 

B. Without protection the industry would very soon return to the same 
level as before protection commenced. 

C. We consider this out of the question. 
95. A. Yes, we refer to our reply "to question No. 56. 
B. No, unless protected to the extent of a prohibitive duty. 
Even then, there remains the question whether the supply of local wood 

is sufficient. 
96. No. 
98." With the present protection we expect the percentage of impOltad 

matches to be very low in a few ;veal's' time. 
99. No, 
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APPENDIX I. 

l'rices 0/ Swedish and Japanese Aspen. 

-
Ambernath. Calcutta. 

- I Japanese. Swedish. Swedish. Japanese. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

Prioe per ton of 50 oubio feet 58 5 84 4 58 5 84 4 
! 
I 

Freight and Insuranoe M 8 I 88 II 36 9 80 5 

I 
L r.nding, Clearing and Siding, fees, eto. 612 I 612 7 4 7 4 I 

reight to Ambernath 2 0 
I 

II 0 ... ... F 

! 

D ut)' at 15 per oent. 1315 17 9 14 4 17 8 

----
Total . 115 8 143 11 116 6 139 0 

APPENDIX II. 

Specification 0/ Raw Materials. 

Partioulars. Country of origin. Price • 

.£ B. d. 

Amorphous Phosphorous England 0 6'45 per lb. o.i.f. 

Antimony Su'phide Sweden • 5 5 0 " 
100 killos o.i.f. 

Biohromate of Potash Do. 413 8 
" 

100 
" " 

Chlorate of Pobsh Do. 80 8 0 " 
1000 

Glass Powder Do. 0111 9 100 
" " 

Glue Bulgium 6 0 9 100 
" 

Manganese Dioxide Sweden. 2 7 6 100 .. 
Paraffin United States o! Amerioa 211 8 100 

" 
Red Ochre Sweden II 1 8 100 

" 
Sulphur 8ieily 12 0 0 " ton o.i.f. 

Umber Sweden 1 5 1 " 100 killos c.i.f. 

Tapioca Flour Java Fl. 13'15 " 
1361bs. 

Wheat Meal United States of America As. 8 " 
lb. f.o.r~ 

-
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Particulars. Country of origin. Price. 

.£ .. tI . 

Box Paper (dark blue) Sweden. i 28 6 o per 1000 killos o.Lf. 

Dozen Packet Paper Do. 21 2 6 " 1000 

Half·gross Packet Paper Do. 26 7 3 " 1000 

Box Labels (half size) Sweden. 0 0 3 " 1000 c.i.f. 

Dozen Packet Labels . Do. 0 1 o " 1000 
" 

Half-gross La.bels Do. 0 S o " 1000 
" 

Zino . BelgiUm 41 10 9 " 100 kinos c.i.f. 
Rs. A. P. 

Case Boards (1 size) Local 3 S o " case, Bombay. 

Case Boards (full size) Do. 313 o " " Calcutta. 

(2) STANDARD AGREEMENT FOltM FOR THE FELLING, COLLECTION, 
REMOVAL AND PURCHASE OF TIMBER, FIREWOOD, ETC. 

AN AGBEEMENT made this 18th day of January in the year 1926 between 
Western India Match Co., hereinafter called" the Contractor" of the one 
part and the Secretary of State for India in Council hereinafter called "the 
Secretary of State" of the other part. 

a tender 
WHEREAS an offet' • of the s~ (If Re. 792 for 132 acres at Re. 6 per acre 

which sum is hereinafter called "the Contract sum" has been made by the 
Contractor for--

(0) the felling and removal and purchase of timber, firewood and other 
things specified in item (0) of the Schedule hereto annexed, from the portion 
of the Kalebu N akkel forest hereinafter called "the said forest", in the 
Berimki Range of the Kanara South DiviSion, is hereinafter called the 
" Coupe" and 

(b) the liberty to manufacture charcoal in the coupe and the said tender 
has been accepted upon the terms herein below expressed, and as· part of 
such terms the sum of Re. 80 has been deposited with the DiviSional Forest 
Officer of Southern DiviSion, Kanara, hereinafter called the" Divisional Forest 
Officer ", in Gc.vernment Promissory notes (or in Currency notes or in cash or 
partly in notes and partly in cash, as tIte case may be) as secilrity for the due 
performance and observance by the Contractor of the conditions hereinafter 
expressed: 

AND WHEREAS by a rule under section 75, clause (d) of the Indian Forest 
. Act, 1878, hereinafter called "the said act", publiShed with Government 
• Notification in the Revenue Department No. 5200, dated the 3rd August 

1903, whoeve~ enter into any contract with any Forest Officer acting on behalf 
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of Government shall,- if so required by such FOr\!st Officer bind himself by a 
written instrument to perform such contract and to pay to such Officer on 
behalf of Government the expenses necessary for or incurred in the execution 
of day work or thing to be done which he has bound himself, but has failed to 
do. 

Now THESE PRESENTS WITNESS that in pursuance of the said Tenrler and 
in compliance with the said rule and in consideration of the privileges secur
ed to him by this Agreement, the Contractor does hereby bind himself to per
form every duty and act expressed in the conditions hereinafter contained as 
to be performed by him alii] does covenant with the Secretary of State that 
he, the Contraotor and each of his servants and agents, will abstain from 
every act expressed in the conditions hereinafter contained as to be abstained 
from, and the Contractor does hereby agree, in case of any breach of any of 
the said conditions, to pay to the Secretary of State through the Divisional 
Forest Officer on demand made in such behalf by him the sum of one hundred 
rupees will together with the expenses referred to above in accordance with 
section 84 of the said Act be recoverable from him as an arrear of land 
revenue. 

The said conditions are as follows, namely:-
t. The Contractor shall perform the following duties, find aets, that is to 

say-
(a) he shall pay to the Divisional Forest Officer, or should he so dire('t to 

some person duly authorised by him in writing to receive the same, the total 
amount due by him under this agreement as under, 1,iz.:-

(a) The full payment, viz., Re. 792 on or before the time of signing this 
agreement before any material is removed from the coupe. 

(b) He shall pay the full amount of the contract sum, whether the 
whole of the materia] contracted for is removed by him from 
the coupe or not. 

(c) He, or where there is more than one contractor, someone of them on 
behalf of them all, before commencing felling operations and 
within fifteen days of completion of this agreement shall proceed 
wit.h the Divisional Forest Officer to inspect the boundaries of the 
coupe as demarcated on the ground by special or other marks, 
and shall satisfy himself that the boundaries as defined clearly 
and sufficiently upon the ground by the special or other marks, 
and shall give such Officer a written certificate that he is so satis
fied and further shall sign-

(1) the plan of the coupe attached to this agreement in 
acknoVl'ledgment that it delinea~s correctly the coupe 
as demarcated upon the ground; 

(2) the regiRter of trees marked to denote the boundaries of 
the coupe. 

(d) He shall, before commencing cutting operations, clear, and as soon 
as the vegetation is sufficiently dry, burn fire-traces fifty feet 
wide round the boundaries of the coupe and along the sides of 
the internal roads, so as to protect the coupe from fire, and shall 
until the 31st day of Mayor such earlier date as the Divisional 
Forest Officer may, by order in writing, fix in this behalf, pre
serve all fire-traces required under this clause, and entertain 
watchers to guard against fire, and guards to prevent cattle of 
every kind from grazing within the coupe. 

(p) He shall-
1. fell all trees and shrubs in the coupe except reserved trees 

and tret's which by the conditions hereinafter contained he 
is required to abstain from felling. 

2. fell such trees, creepers and shrubs in such regular order 
by sub-coupes or otherwise a.~ may be prescribed bv the 
Divisional Forest Officer, and . 

3. cut the stools level with the ground and trim them at once, 
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(/) He shall, immediately on felling a tree, arrange to clear away the 
branches which may fall upon or may be encumbering stool, 
coppice-shoot or seedling, and shall keep all stools, coppice-shoot 
and seedlings clear of branches and other felled or fallen material; 
and shall arrange in stacks of such dimensions as the Divisional 
Forest Officer shall direct at a distance of at least three feet from 
the stools of felled trees, all wood exceeding 611 in girth and that 
of 6" in girth and under separately. 

(/1) He shall remove from the coupe not later than the 30th clay of 
April 1927 all the material to which he is entitled; and shall stamp 
all timber pieces with his private property mark before they leave 
the coupe. 

(/I) He sball bring all the timber, firewood and other things which he 
is entitled to remove from the coupe to a forest depot (the site of 
whil·h will be fixed aud pointed out to him by the Divisional 
I'-orest Officer) in order that the same may be measured, counted, 
registered and branded, if such is deemed by the Divisional 
Iforest Officer to be necessary; and shall if so required by the 
Divisional ]<'orest Officer stack and arrange them there for thaL 
purpose in the IDanner prescribed by him. 

(i) He shall on or before the 30th day of April 1927 or such later date 
as the Divisional Forest Officer may, by order in writing, at his 
absolute direction fixed in this behalf remove from the depot all 
his timber, firewood and other things under passes duly filled in 
all quantities and sums therein specified being stated in words 
as well as in figures, and in accordance with the Schedule of 
Standard Classification to be obtained from the Divisional Forest 
Officer,. signed and ·issued after personal inspection by the 
authorised Forest Officer or by the Contractor or by such Aj!'f'nt. 
of his as may be authorised for the time being in accordance with 
the rules for the time being in force under section 41 of the said 
Act. 

(j) He shall retain in the Pass Book furnished to him under the said 
rules the counterfoils of every pass issued in respect of every loa~ 
of timber, firewood and other things duly filled in, all quantities 
and sums therein specified being. stated in words as well as in 
figures, in accordance with the corresponding pass issued. 

(k) He shall, as soon as all the passes in any Pass Book so furnished 
have been issued, retu.rn the book containing the counterfoils duly 
filled in as aforesaid of the issued passes to the Divisional Forest 
Officer. 

(I) He shall at any time during the currency of this Agreement or on the 
termination thereof on demand immediately give up or cause to 
give up to the Divisional Forest Officer every unused or partly 
used pass book together with the Counterfoils of the issued passes. 

(m) He shall submit from time to time to the Divisional Forest Officer 
the name, age and address of every person whom he may propose 
to employ in superintending the working of this contract and 
shan supply such person with a certificate of the appointment 
which shall be countersigned by the Divisional Forest Officer, but 
he shan not employ nor continue to employ to whom the Divi
SIOnal Forest Officer may obiect. 

(/I) He shan when called upon to do so by an authorised Forest Officer 
take charge of and keep safely the book called the .. Contractor's 
book," 'which he shall produce immediately on demand by such 
]<'orest Officer and shan return the same to such Forest Officer on 
the expiry of the contract. Any notice written by the authorised 
Forest Officer in thi~ book shall be considered as a notice iss!led 
in conformity with this agreement. 
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U. The Contractor, h~s servants and agents shall abstain from the follow
ing acts, that is to say-

(a) from subl/iltting or assigning this contract, or any portion thereof 
or share or interest therein, to any person whatsoever without 
the previous permission in writing of the Divisional Forest Officer, 

(b) from commencing any feIling operations before Clause I (c) has been 
complied with and from continuing the same after the 31st day of 
March 1927, 

(c) from continuing any operations in the coupe after the 30th day of 
April 1927, 

(d) from feIling, lopping, injuring or permitting to be felled, lopped 
or injured· by any person, 

Ii,) any tree or other forest growth outside the coupe, 
(e) from stacking timber or firewood upon the stools of felled trees or 

upon any coppice-shoot or seedling, 
(f) from causing or allowing the branches of any felled tree to encum

ber in any way or to lie upon such stools as aforesaid or upon any 
ccppice-shoot or seedling, 

(g) from (i) taking (ii) removing (iii) claiming or (i'l1) stacking among, 
below or near any material belonging to the contractor any 
branches, shoots or thorns of any sort not exceeding six inches in 
girth at the thickest part, and leaves of trees felled by the con
tractor or any other material specified in item (d) of the schedule 
hereto annexed for the s~tisfaction of privileges granted to 
villagers or for any other purpose, 

~1t) from interfering with any villager or villagers who may be per
mitted by a Forest Officer any time after the commencement of 
the feIling: to take and remove any material reserved under the 
last preceding clause or to cut and remove brushwood for fire
wood or rab from the coupe or with any person who may be 01'

cered by the Divisional Forest Officer to carry out or perform 
any forest operation or work for the improvement of the forest or 
for any other purpose, 

(i) from manufacturing charcoal within the coupe, except at such 
places as are pointed out by the Divisional Forest Officer, 

(i) from removing any timber, firewood or other things from the depot 
fixed or pointed out by the Divisional Forest Officer (i) otherwise 
·than under cover of a pass in accordance with the rules in force 
under section 41 of the said Act, issued by some person duly 
authorised under the said rules to sign and issue such pass and 
with all the information required by the said rules duly entered 
therein or (ii) by any route or routes other than that or those 
approved by the Divisional Forest Officer, . 

(k) from removing Rny timber, firewood or other thing from the said de
rot unless the conditions as to payment for the time being have 
been duly fulfilled and until payment h08 been made in full or the 
material to be so removed from time to time. 

(I) from stacking or keeping any material at any place within the 
limits of the said forest other than the authorised depot aforesaid, 

(m) from using any road within the limits of the said forest except 
such as may be approved in this behalf by the Divisional 'Forest 
Officer, for the bringing into or taking from the coupe any cart, 
animal or material, 

(n) from bringing into and from permitting to 'enter the coupe any 
cattle, except such 08 may be necessary for the purpose of this 
contract, 

(0) from permitting cattie of any kind to be loose or to gralle within 
the coupe, 
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(P) .from having a tree which has been felled to lie for more than three 
days without cutting it up as provided under condition I (I), 

(q) from cutting or removing any tree in contravention of condition 
I (e) (ii).· 

III. The Contractor agrees to perform the following conditions, that is to 
8ay-

(a) he shall defray all expenses which may be incurred in felling, con~ 
verting and removing the timber, firewood and other things to 
which this contract applies, 

(IJ) no pcrson other than the Contractor, except as is provided in the 
next following clause, can or shall have any part, share or inter
est in this contract, 

(c) in the event of the whole or any portion of this contract being sub
let-with the written permission of the Divisional Forest Officer 
the Contractor shall be responsible for the acts and omission of 
the sub-contractors and their servants as if they were the servants 
of the Contractor, 

(d) if by reason of, or in the course of, any manufacture or charcoal 
at any places, whether pointed out on this behalf by the Divisional 
Forest Officer or not, any damage is caused to any stools, coppice
shoots or seedlings, or to any reserved tree the liberty to carry 
on any manufacture of charcoal within the coupe- may be with
drawn forthwith by the Divisional Forest Officer, and the char
coal, if any, still within the coupe may be confiscated by the 
Divisional Forest Officer, and the Contractor shall also be liable to 
Government for the amount of all such damage, 

t" any material remaining within the coupe after the day on which, 
by the conditions hereinbefore contained· the removal thereof is 
required to be completed, shall be the property of Government, 
and may be removed from the coupe at the expense of the Con
tractor in such manner as the Divisional Forest Officer shall de
cide, 

(f) any timber, firewood or other thing removed from the coupe or from 
the depot otherwise than in accordance with the conditions here
inbefore contained shall be liable to seizure by any Forest or 
Police Officer and when so seized shall be forfeited to Govern
ment, 

(0) any timber, fireFood or other things remaining in the depot afore
said, or anywhere within the limits of the forest, after the day on 
which by the conditions hereinbefore contained the removal there
of is required to be completed, shall be the property of Govern
ment, 

(h.) he shall be liable to Government. for the amount of all damage 
which at any time previous to the 30th day of April 1927, or such 
earlier date as the Divisional Forest Officer may, by order in 
writing, fix in this behalf, may be caused to any forest produce 
belonging to Government either within or without the coupe by 
illicit clltting, by fire or by cattle grazing, whether such cutting 
or fire is traceable to any act or omission of the Contractor, his 
servants or agents, or not, and whether such cattle belong to or 
have been allowed to graze by the Contractor, his servants or 
Agents, or not. Failure to pay the said amount of damage as 
assessed· by the Divisional Forest Officer shall make the Contractor 
liable to pay to Government a penalty of 100 rupees and the 
amount of such penalty shall be recoverable from the Contractor 
under section 84 of the said Act as if it were an arrear of land
revenue, 

(i) he shall pay all such expenses as the Divisional Forest Officer may 
determine to be necessary for, or to have been incurred in the 
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llxecution of any work or thing to be dOlle, which hy the .colldi
tions hereinJ,efore contained he has bound himself to perform or 
do and which on requi8ition made by the Divisional Forest Officer 
he has failed or omitted within the time specified in such requi
sition to perform or do. Failure to pay the said expenses on 
demand by the Divisional Forest Officer shall make the contractor 
liable to pay to Government a penalty of 100 rupees and the 
alU(,unt of such penalty shaH be recoverable from the contractor 
urider section 84 ,u the said Act as if it were an arrear of land 
revenue, 

(j) The Divisional Forest Ollieer, in case of any breaeh of any condition 
may, in lieu of or III addition to requiring the payment of or re
covering any sum payable m case of any such breach, by a notice 
ill writing served upon the Contractor, or, where there is more 
than one Contractor, upon anyone of them on behalf of them all 
Ijuspend the operation of this agreement pendiug the decision of 
the Conl!6rvator of Forests j and when the operation of this agree
ment has been so suspended the Contractor shall put a stop to all 
work thereunder, and all rights and claims of the Contractor and 
of his servants or agents thereunder shall be in abeyance pending 
the decision of the COIl.'lCI'vator of Forests, 

<k) if in the opinion of the Conservator of Forests the Contmctor or any 
of his servant~ or agents has 0/' have hroken, evaded or failed to 
fulfil any of the conditions hereinbefore contained or infringed 
any provision of the forest law or rules for the time being in 
force, it shall he lawful for the said Conservator of Forests by a 
notice in writing to be derved upon the Contractol", or where 
there is more, than one Contractor, upon anyone of them on 
hehalf of t.hem all, to put an end to this agreement, without pre
judice to any right of the Secretary of State in respect .of ante
cedent breaches of contract, and to retain out of the Cont'factor's 
deposit or out of any other money of the Contractor in the posses
sion of any Forest Officer, or recover from the contractor the 
amount, or such portion as is possible of the amount of damages 
sustained by reason of the non-performance by the Contractor of 
this agreement, or instead of so putting an end to this agree
ment and retaining or recovering. such sum, to retain or recover 
such sum without putting an end to this agreement: 

Provided always that nothing in this clause or in the last preceding 
clause shall affect the liability of the -Contractor, or of any of 
his servants or agents, to criminal prosecution for any offence 
committed by him or them against the forest law or rules for 
the time being in force, 

(I) if this agreement is put an end to hy the Conservator of Forests as 
aforesaid, the privileges secured to the Contractor under this 
contract may be resold by the Divisional Forest Officer, subject 
to the orders of the Conservator of Forests, at the risk of the 
Contractor (who shall have no claim to the profit, if any, realised 
by Government on such re-sale) or may be otherwise disposed of 
as the Conservator may direct and any money which may have 
been paid to Government under this Agreement, and the entire 
stOl'k of timber, firewood and other things in the coupe or at the 
depot Ilforesaid at the time at which the operation of the agree
lIlent was suspended by the nivisional Forest Officer, shall be 
and remain the property of Government, and shall be disposed of 
i"or the benefit of Government in such manner as the Conservator 
of Forests directs. 

IV. AND IN CONSIDKRATJON OF THK l'UKMlSElI the Secretary of State does 
hereby agree with the Contrllctor tllllt, if he shllll well and duly perform 
thill contract, he shall enjoy for and within the period and subject to _the 
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re.rtrictions and conditions hereinbefore stipulated the following privileges 
,,;z .. '-

(a) the privilege of removing from the coupe for his own use, ad
vantage and profit, timber, firewood and the other things speci
fied in item (a) of the schedule hereto annexed, and 

(b) the privilege of manufacturing charcoal within the coupe and of 
removing. 

And it is further hereby agreed between the parties that in this agre~ 
ment:-

(1) the term " Divisional Forest Officer" shall be deemed to mean the 
Divisional Forest Officer or any Forest Officer authorised by him 
in writing to act in the matter of the clause in which the said 
term is employed; 

(2) the term "Conservator of Forests" shall be deemed to mean the 
Conservator of Forests for the time being; 

(3) the term " Secretary of State" shall be deemed to mean the Secr~ 
tary of State .for India in Council, his successors and assigns; 

(4) the term "the Contractor" shall include each and every person 
signing this contract, or in the case of this contract being enter
ed into by a firm every member of such firm and his or their 
heirs,executors, administrators, and (subject to any condition 
against sub-letting o_r assigning this contract, or any portion 
thereof or any share or interest therein, which may be part of 
the conditions of this contract) his or their assigns, both jointb' 
and severally. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Contractor has hereunto set his hand and the 
Divisional Forest Officer by order of the GOTernor of 
Bombay in Council has hereunto set his hand and seal for and on behalf of 
the Secretary of State the day and the year first abovewritten. 

Signed by 
(Sd.) V. K. MtrDBllATKAL, 

Oontractor. 
The 18th January 1916. 

In the presence of. 

Signed by 

DivisionaZ Forest Officer, 
8. D., KanaTa. 

8chedule re/erred. to i~ the Above agreeme~t. 

(0) Materials, etc., with the contractor has the privilege of removing 
from the-coupe:-

All the timber, firewood, bark and charcoal obtained from any un
reserved trees standing or fallen within the limits of the coupe 
as per plan attl\Ohed. 

(b) Description of material reserved under clause II (g):-
All forest produce granted to villagers under the rules or law or 

executive orders issued from time to time and for the time 
being in force. 

(c) Description of trees reserved under clause II (a) (i) :-
(i) All trees marked to denote the boundaries of the coupe. 

(ii) A.U Balldalwood 1or_ livilllr or dead. 
Q 
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tiii) Any tree. on tha edge of the Kallan or ridges at hills within a dis
tance of 51.! filet as may be ordered by the D~visional Forest 
Officer. 

Signed by 
(Sd.) V. K. MUDBHATKAL, 

Oonfitractor. 
1lith J GI~ua1'1l 1926. 

In the presence of 

Signea 'by 
Oonservator 01 Forests. 

(2) STANDARD AGREEMENT FORM FOR THE FELLING, COLLEC
TION, REMOVAL AND PURCHASE OF TIMBER, FIREWOOD, ETC. 

AN AGREEHENT made this 9th day of June in the year 1926 between thb 
Western India Match Company Limited, Bombay, hereinafter called" the 
Contractor" of the one part and the Sepretary of State for India in Council 
hereinafter called" the Secretary of State" of the other part. 

WHEREAS an offer of a rate of Re. 1 per ordinary cartload and Rs. , 
per 50 c.ft. ton of converted material of the first nine soft wood species men
tioned in the list A of the schedule hereto annexed and Rs. 4 per ordinary cart
lORd of logs and Rs. 12 per 50 c.ft. ton of converted material of l\Iangowood 
mentioned at Serial No. 10 of the list A of the schedule, as royalty charges; 
which rate is hereinafter called "the contract sum" has been made by the 
contractor for--

(a) the felling and removal and purchase of the softwood species speci
fied in item (a) of the schedule hereto annexed, from the portion 
of the Reserved forest, hereinafter called" the said forest" ir: 
the Fen Range of the Kolaba Division, which is known as Group 
No. III consisting of villages noted below, 

1. Usaroli. 10. Parkhanda. 
2. Khanau. 11. Ratesai. 
3. Vadval. 12. Horala. 
4. N arangi. 13. 'Kansai. 
5. Khambewadi. 14. Apta. 
6. Tondli. 15. Tambati. 
7. Chilthan. 16. Talashi. 
8. Shedsai. 17. Kavashi. 
9. Karambeli. 

(b) and the said tender has been accepted upon the terms hereinbelow 
expressed, and as part of such terms the sum of Rs. 500, Five 
hundred only, has been deposited with the Divisional Forest Officer 
of K'llaba, her ... inafter called "The Divisional Forest Officer;' 
as security for the due performance and observance by the Con
tractor of the conditions hereinafter expressed. 

AND WHEREAS by a rule under section 75, clause (d) of the Indian Fores!; 
Act, 1878, hereinafter called "the said Act," published with Governmen!; 
Not.ification in the Revenue Department, No. 5200, dated the 3rd August 
1903 whoever enter into any contract with any Forest Officer acting on be
half 'of Government shall, if so required by such Forest Officer, bind him""lt 
by a written instrument to perform such contract: 

Now THESE PRESENTS WITNESS that in pursuance of the said offer and in 
c:>mpliance with the said rule, and in consideration of .the I?rivileges secured 
to him by this agreement, the Contractor hereby does bmd himself to perform 
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every duty and ad expressed in the conditions hereinafter contained as to 
be performed by him and does covenant with the Secretary of State, that he, 
the Contraciol', and each of his servants and agents, will abstain from every act 
expressed in the conditions hereinafter contained as to be abstained from, 
and the Contractor does hereby agree, in case of any breach of any of tJ:..e 
said conditions, to pay to the Secretary of State through the Divisional Forest· 
Officer on demand made in such behalf by him the sum of one hundred 
rupees and that the said sum .of one hundred rupees will, in accordance wHh 
&ection 84 of the said Act, be recoverable from him as an arrear of land 
rovenue. 

THB SAID CONDITIONS are as follows, namely:-
I. The Contractor shall perform the following duties, and aots, that is to 

S3Y:-
(a) he shall pay to the Divisional Forest Officer or should he SO direct to 

some person duly authorised by him in writing to receive the 
same, the total amount due by him under this agreement as 
under, 'Viz •• ~ 

1. Rs. 100 for each pass book containing 100 passes at the rates of 
Ita. 1 per pass for soft-wood logs. 

2. Rs. 200 for each pass book oontaining 100 passes at the rate of 
Its. 4 per ton of 50 c.ft. for converted soft-wood planks, etc., 
Ioefore any material is removed from the above mentioned 
IIrea. 

3. Rs. 400 for each pass book containing 100 passes at the rate of 
lliI. 4 per pass for Mango logs. 

4. Rs. 1,200 for each pass book containing 100 passes at the rate of 
:as. 12 per ton of 50 c.ft. for converted Mango wood, before 
any material is rem<!-ved from the above mentioned area. 

N.B.-A monthly statement of the cubical contents of converted material 
carried to Khopoli Station shall be supplied by the Company to the Divisional 
Forest Officer, and after due check, the excess money recovered or to be re
covered on the basis of Rs. 4 per ton or Rs. 12 per ton shall be adjusted by 
cash payments half yearly. 

(c) he, or where there is more than one Contractor some one of them 
on hehalf of them all, before commencing feeling operations, and 
within fifteen days of completion of this agreement, shan proceed 
with the Divisional Forest Officer to inspect the houndaries of 
the Group as demarcated on the ground by special or other 
marks, and shall satisfy himself that the boundaries are defined 
cIeally and sufficiently upon the ground by the special or other 
marits, and shall give such officer a written oertificate that he is 
so satisfied, and further shall sign-
(i) the plan of the Group attached to this agreement in acknow· 

ledgment that it delineates correctly the coupe as demarcat
ed upon the ground. 

\e)he shall 

(i) feU such softwood species noted in schedule A as are above 
38" in girth at the breast height and suitable fOIi Match 
manufacture and Mango wood. 

(il) fell such trees systematically taking each slope in regular order 
as may be prescribed by the Divisional Forest Officer, and 

(iii) cut the stools of match wood trees within one foot of the 
ground. The stools need not be trimmed. 

if) he shall immediately aD feIling a tree, arrange to clear away the 
branches which may fall upon or may be encumbering stool, 
coppice-shoot or seedling, and shall keep all stools, coppice-shoot, 
,,,,d seedling clear of branches and other felled or fallen material; 
and shall arrange in stacks of such dimensions as the Divisional 

Q2 
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Forellt Officer shall direct, at a distance of at least three feet 
from t.he stools of felled trees, all wood exceeding 6/1 in girth and' 
,that of 6/1, in girth and under separately; 

(g) he shall remove from the Goup not later than the 31st day of May 
1927 all the material to which he is entitled; and snaIl stamp all 
timber pieces with his private property mark before they leave 
the coupe; , 

(I,) .!lit shall bring all the ~imbel', lire'llooc1 and other things which he 
is euLitlod to remove from the Group to a forest depot (the site 
QI which will be fixed and pomted out to him by the Divisional 
,,'orest Officer) in order that the same may be measured, counted, 
rl'gistered and branded, if such is deemed by the Divisional 
Forest Officer to be necessary; and shall if so required by the 
Divisional Forest Officer, stack and arrange them there for that 
purpose in the manner prescribed by him; 

(i) he shall on or before the 31st day of May 1927 or such later date 
as the Divisional Forest Officer, may by order in writing, at his 
absolute direction fixed in this behalf, remove from the depot all 
his timber, firewood and other things under passes duly filled in, 
all quantities and sums therein specified being stated in words as 
well as in figures, and in accordance with the Schedule of Stand
ard Classification to be obtained from the Divisional Forest 
Officer, signed and issued after personal inspection by the 
authorised Forest Officer or by the Contractor' or by such agent 
01 his as may be authorised for the time being in accordance with 
the rules for the time being in force under Section 41 of the said 
Act; 

(1) he shall retain in the pass-book furnished to him under the said 
, rules the counterfoil or every pass issued in respect of every load 

of timber, duly filled in, all quantities and sums therein specified 
being stated in words as well as in figures, in accordance with 
the corresponding pass issued; 

(k) he shall, as soon as all the passes in any pass book so furnished 
have been issued, return the book containing the counterfoils 
duly filled in as aforesaid of the issued passes to the Divisional 
Forest Officer; 

(I) he shall at any time during the currency of the agreement or on 
the termination thereof on demand immediately give up or cause 
to be given up to the Divisional Forest Officer every unused or 
partly used pass-book together with the counterfoils of the issued 
paSS88; 

(m) he shall submit from time to time to the Divisional Forest Officer 
the name, age and address of every person whom he may propose 
to employ in luperintending the working of this contract, and 
shall supply such person with • certificate of appointment which 
shall be countersigned by the Divisional Forest Officer j but he 
shall not employ nor continue to employ any person to whom the 
Divisional Forest Officer ~ay object; 

~) he shall when called upon ,to do 110 by an autho;ised Forest Officer 
take ,charge of and keep safely the book called the 'Contractor's 
Book' which he shall produce immediately on demand by such 
Forest Officer and shall return same to such Forest Officer on the 
expiry of the contract. Any notice written by the authorised 
Forest Officer in the book shall be considered as a notice issued in 
conformity with this agreement; 

(0) he shail pay 8uoh value for the trees (other than those he is entitled 
to) damaged or broken in the course of his felling operations, ns 
may be assessed by the Divisional Forest Officer, Kolaba, and 
after payment such trees may be removed by the contractor; 
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(P) he shall cut all such damaged trees as the Divisional Forest Officer 
may direct (after they have been marked for this purpose under 
his order) flush with the ground; 

(q) he shall export all material he iii entitled to from Khopoli Station 
only. 

II. The Contractor, his servants and agents shall abstain from the follow
ing acts, that is to say:-

(a) from sub-letting or assigning this contract or any portion thereof 
or share or interest thereon, to any persoti whatsoever without 
the previous permUision in writing of the Divisional Forest 
Officer; . 

(b) from commencing any felling operations before clause I (a) and 
I (e) has been complied with and from continuing the same after 
the 31st day of May 1927; 

(e) from continuing aJiy operations iIi the coupe after. the 31st day of 
May 1927; 

(d) from felling, loppiilg, injuring or permitting to bS' felled, lopped 
or injured by any person; 

(i't' any reserved tree, that is to say; any tree other than those of 
the species mentioned in Schedule A; 

(ii) any tree or other forest growth outside the group; 
(e) from. stacking timher or firewood upon the stools of felled trees or 

. upon any coppice shoot or seedling; 
if> ftolii causing or allowing the branches of any felled tree to en

cumber in any way or to lie upon such stools as aforesaid or upon 
any coppice shoot or seedling; 

(0) from (i) taking, (ii) remoVing, (iii) claiming: or (i,,) stacking among, 
below or near any material belonging to' the Contractor any 
branches, stools and thorns of any sort not exceeding six inches 
in girth at the thicken part aJid leaves of trees felled by the 
ContractOr or any other material specified in item (d) of the 
Schedule hereto annexed for the satisfaction of privileges grant
ed to villagers or for any other purpose; 

(h) from interfering with any villager or villagers who may be per
mitted by a Forest Officer at any time after the commencement of 
the felling ta take and remove any material reserved under the 
last preceding clause ot to cut and remove brushwood for firewood 
or 1:ab from the group or with any person who may be ordered by 
the Divisional Forest Officer to carry out or perforl!l any forest 
operation or work for the improvement III the forest or for any 
other purpose; 

(1) from removing aDV timber from the dl'pot fixed or pointed out by 
the Divisional Forest Officer (i) otherwise thaD. under cover of a 
pass in accordance with the' rules in, force under secti'on 41 of 
'the said Act, issued by some person duly authorised under the 
said rules to sign and issue such pass and with all the information 
required by the said rules dulY entered therein or (ii) by any 
route or routes other than that or those approved of by the 
Divisional Forest Officer; 

(k) fro~ removing any timber, from the said depot unless the condi
tlOns as to payment for the time being have been duly fulfilled 
and until payment has been made for the material to be so re
moved from time to time; 

(l) fro~ ~acking or keeping any material at any place within the 
hmlts of the- said forest other than th" authorised depot aforesaid; 

(m) from using any road within the limits of the said forest except 
such as may be approved of in this behalf by the Divisional 
Forest ~fficer for the bringing llltO or taking from the coupe any 
oarl; am mal, 'or material; . 
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(n) from bl\inging into and from permitting to enter the coupe any 
cattle except such as may be necessary ~or the purposes of this 
contract; 

(0) from permitting cattle of any kind to be loose or to graze within 
the coupe; 

(p) from leaving a tree which has been felled to lie for more than three 
days without cutting it up as provided under condition I (j); 

(q) frGm cutting or removing any tree in contravention of condition 
J(e) (ii); 

(r) from cutting any trees whatever in the coupes marked for exploita
tion during 1926-27 in the various mocks contained in the group 
about necessary information will be supplied to him by the Divi
sional Forest Officer, Colaba; 

(s) from interfering with any contractor or his agents or workmen who 
have been authorised to work in the coupes ment,ioned in II (r) 
above. 

III. The Contractor agrees to perform the following c.onditions, that is tp 
say:-

(a) he shall defray all expenses which may be incurred in felling, con
verting and removing the timber, to which this contract applies; 

(b) no person other than the Contractor, except as is provided in the 
!len following clause, can or' shall have any part, share or 
interest in this contract; 

(c) in the event of the whole or any portion of this contract being sub
let with the written permission of. the Divisional Forest Officer 
the Contract shall be responsible for the acts and omissions of 
the sub-contractors and their servants as if they were the servants 
of the Contractor; 

(e) any material remaining within the ccupe after the day on which, 
by the conditions hereinbefore contained the removal thereof is 
required to be completed, shall be the property of Government, 
and may be removed from the Group at the expense of the C~Jl
tractor, in such manner as the Divisional Forest Officer shall 
decide; 

(f) any timber, removed from the group or from the depot otherwise 
than in accordance with the conditions hereinbefore contained 
shall be liable to seizure by any Forest or Police Officer and when 
so seized shall be forfeited to Government; 

(g) any timber, remaining in the depot aforesaid, or anywhere within 
the limits of the forest, after the day on which by the conditions 
hereinbefore contained the removal thereof is required to be com, 
pleted, shall be the property of Government; 

(h) he shalT be liable to Government for the amount of all damages 
which, at any time previous to the 31st day of May 1927, or such 
earlier date as the Divisional Forest Officer, may. by order in 
writinll(, fix in this behalf, may be caused to any forest produce 
belonging to GovernmeI\t either within or without the coupe, by 
illicit cutting, by fire or by cattle grazing, whether such cutting 
or five is traceablll to any act or omission of the Contractor, his 
servants or agents, or not, and whether such cattle belong M or 
have been allowed to graze by the Contractor, his servants or 
agents, or not. Failure to pay the said amount of damage as 
assessed by ·the Divisional Forest Officer shall make the Contrac
tor liable to pay to Government a penalty of 500 rupees and the 
amount of such penalty shall be recoverable from the Contractor 
under Section 84 of the said Act as if it were an arrear of land 
revenue; 

(i) he shall pay all such expenses as the Divisional Forest Officer may 
c:le~rmine to be ·necessary for, Qr tQ have 1)een incurred in thE' 
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execution of any work or thing to be done, which by the condI
tions hereinbefore contained he has bound himself to perform or 
do and which on requisition made by the Divisional Forest Officer 
he has failed or omitted within the time specified in such requi
sition to perform or do. Failure to pay the said expenses on 
demand by the Divisional Forest Officer shall make the Contractor 
liable to pay to Government a penalty of 500 rupees and the 
amount of such penalty shall be recoverable from the Contractot: 
under Section 84 of the s'aid- Act as if it were an arrear of land
revenue; 

m The Divisional Forest. Officer, in ~ase. of any br~ach o~ !"ny conditi~m 
hereinbefore contamed, may, In heu of or In addItIOn to reqUIr
ing the payment of or recovering any sum payable in case of any 
such breach, by a notice in writing served upon the Contractor, 
or where there is more than one Contractor, upon anyone of 
th~m on behalf of them all suspend the operation of this agree
ment pending the decision of the Conservator of Forests; and 
when the operation of this agreement has been so suspended the 
Contractor shall put a stop to all work thereunder, and all rights 
and claims of the Contractor and of his servants or agents there
under shall be in abeyance pending the decision of the Conser
vator of Forests; 

(k) if in the opinion of the Conservator of Forests the Contractor or 
nny of his servants or agents has or have broken, evaded, or failed 
to fulfil any of the conditions hereinbefore contained or infringed 
any provision of the forest law or rules for the time being in 
force, it shall be lawful· for the said Conservator of Forests by a 
notice in writing to be served upon the Contractor, or where 
there is more than one Contractor, upon anyone of them on 
behalf of them all, to put an end to this agreement, without 
prejudice to any right of the Secretary of State in respect of 
antecedent breaches of contract, and to retain out of the Con
tractor's deposit or out of any other money of the Contractor in 
the possession of any Forest Officer, or recover from the Contrac
,tor the amount, or such portion as is possible of the amount of 
damages sustained by reason of the non-performance by the Con
tractor of this agreement, or instead of so putting an end to this 
agreement and retaining or recovering such sum,. to retain or 
recover such sum without putting a;!l end to this agreement: 

Provided always that nothing in this clause or in the last preceding 
clause shall affect the liability of the Contractor, or of any of his 
servants or agents, to criminal prosecution for any offence com
mitted by him or them against the .forest law or rules for the 
time being in force; 

(I> if this agreement is put an end to by the Conservator of Forests as 
aforesaid, the privileges secured to the Contractor under this 
Contract may be re-sold by the Divisional Forest Officer, subject 
to the orders of the Conservator of Forests, at the risk of the 
Contractor (who shall have no claim to the profit, if any, realized 
by Government on such re-sale>, or may be otherwise .disposed of as 
the Conservator may direct and any money which may have been 
paid to Government under this agreement, and the entire stock 
of timber, firewood and other things in the coupe or at the depot 
aforesaid at the time at which the operation of the agreement 
was suspended by the Divisional Forest Officer, shall be and re
main the property of Government, and shall be disposed of for 
the benefit of Government, in such manner as the Conservator of 
Fore.~ts directs. 

IV. AND L'l C'ONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES the Secretary of State does 
hereby agree wi~h the Qon.tr!loc~or that, if he sllall well and duly perform this 
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contraot, he shall enjoy for and within the period and subject to the restrictions 
and conditions hereinbefore stipulated the following privileges, viz.:-

item (a) of the sohedule hereto annexed, and 
(a) the privilege of removing from the coupe for his own use, advant

age and profit, timber, firewood and the other things specified in 
(b) the privilege of manufacturing charooal within the coupe and of 

removing the same therefrom for his own 'use, advantage and 
profit. 

AND it is further hereby agreed between the parties that in this agree
ment--

(1) the term "Divisional Forest Officer" shall be deemed to mean the 
Divisional Forest Officer or any Forest Officer authorised by him 
in writing to act in the matter of the clause in which the said 
term is employed;, 

(2) the term .. Conservator of Forests" shall be deemed to mean the 
Conservator of Forests for the time being; 

(3) the term .. Secretary of State" shall be deemed to mean the Secre
tary of State for India in Council, his successors and assigns; 

(4) the term Ie Contractor" shall include each and every person signing 
this contract, or in the case of this contract being entered into 
by a firm every member of such firm and his or their heirs, execu
tors, administrators, and (subject to any condition against sub
letting or assigning this contract, or any portion thereof or any 
share of interest therein, which may be part of the conditions of 
this contract) his or their assigns, both jointly and severally. 

IN WITNESS WBEREOP the Contractor has hereunto set his hand, and the 
Divisional Forest Officer, Colaba, by order of the Governor of Bombay in 
Council, has hereunto set his hand and seal for and on behalf of the Secretary 
of St.ate the day and the year first above written. 

Signe:! by Direct.or, Western India Match Co. 

ill t.be presence of 

(Sd.) 
Western India Match Co., Ld. 

(Sd.) 
Director. 

Contracto·r. 
Schedule Referred to in the above Agreement. 

(a) Materials, etc., which the Contractor has the privilege of removing 
!'rom the coupe:-

AU the timber obtained from the 80ft wood species mentioned in list A 
below, and trees standing or fallen within the limits of the coupe 
as per plan attached. 

(11\ Description of material reserved under clause II (9):-
_All forest produce granted to villagers under the rules 01' law or execu

tive orders issued from time to time and for the time being in 
foroe. 

(c) Description of trees reserved under clatllle II Ca) (i)~ All tree-growth 
other than these mentioned in list A below. 

LIST A. 

Species 01 soft-woods lor Match Manulacttlll"8. 
1. Ailanthus Excelsa-Maharuk or Maha Nimh. 
2. Romhax Malaharioum-Bavar. 
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3. Holoptelca Integrifolillr-Tapshi or Wawala. 
4. Hymonodictiyon Excelsum-Kala Kudah or Bhoisal. 
5. Kydia calycina-Warung or Ran Bhendi. 
6. Odin .. Wodier--Shemne or Modal or Mose. 
1. Spondias Mangiferllr-Ambada. 
8. Trewia nudiftorllr-Petari. 
9. Garuga pinnatllr-Kakad. 

Ill. Mangifera indicllr-Mango. 

AGREEMEST BETWEEN THE ASSAM MATCH COMPANY, LIMITED, 
AND THE CONSERVATOR OF FORESTS, ASSAM, DATED THE 23rd 
OOT(\B~R 1925. 

THIs AGaEElIlBNT made this twenty-third day of October one thousand nine 
l:llndred and twenty-five between the Assam Match Company, Limited herein
after called the Lessees which expression shall unless there is anything repugn
ant to the context include their representatives and permitted assigns of the 
one part and Frederick Trafford, Conservator of Forests, Assam, hereinafter 
c:J.Ued the Les!!OI' which expression shall unless there is anything repugnant to 
the context include his representatives and successors in office of the other 
part Witnesseth whereas the Lessees have applied to the Lessor for the mono
poly right of felling and extracting timber of soft wood species suitable for 
manufacturing match sticks and matchboxes and packing boxes from the 
Government Reserved Forests between the'Hel andt'the Sankos rivers more 
pArticularly described in the Schedule hereto annexed in the District of 
Goalpara, Assam, on the terms and conditions hereinaftet set forth it is 
mutually agreed upon as follows:-

1. That the I,essees shall have the sole right of felling and extracting 
timber of soft wood species such as Bambax Malabaricum, Derris Rolmsta 
Machilus Odoratissima or Bombycina and other soft wood trees suitable for 
the manufacture of match sticks and boxes frctm Government Reserved Forest 
between the Hel and the Sankos rivers more particularly described in the 
Schedule hereto for the period of one year from thll 1st day of November one 
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five provided that the Divisional Forest 
Officer shall have power to permit the removal of timber required locally for 
building and firewood at his discretion. -

2. That the Lessess shall pay within tWllnty days of the execution of these 
presents the monopolY' fee of R,upees twO' thousand and sixty-two 'and annns 
eight for the rights hereby granted. 

3. That the Lessees shall also pay royalty at the rate of six pies per cubic 
feet in the log for all timber extracted by them. ' 

4. That all logs extracted by the Lessees shall be brought to a depot or 
depots mutually agreed upon between them and the Divisional Forest Officer, 
Hoalpara, ,for measurement and marking by a Forest Officer authorised in 
this behalf by the Divisional Forest OfficeJr" Goalpara. 

5. That the cubic contents of logs shaUbe calculated according to the 
Mercer's tables. 

6. That bills shall be made out on the measurements taken by the Forest 
Officer at the depot and shan be paid by the Lessees as soon as possible after 
presentation so that transit passes for the removal of the timbers covered by 
the bills may be issued. 

7. That the Lessees shall be responsible for the works of the employees and 
wGrkmen in the breach of any provision of the Assam Forest Regulation or 
Rules made thereunder. 

8. That the Lessees shall if called upon by the Divisional Forest Officer, 
OO' .. lpara, submit to him a list of all their workmen and employees engaged in 
connection with their work under this agreement and shan not employ any 
person whom the Divisional Forest Officer, Goalpara, may disapprove. 
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9. That this agreement shall expire on the thirty-first day of October one 
thousand nine hundred and twenty-six and the Lessees shall have the option 
of working under it for a further period of one year from first day of N ovem
ber one thall~llnd nine hundred and . twenty-six on the terms herein set forth. 

10. That the rights conferred and the liabilities created by this agreement 
shall not be transferred except with the written permission of the Governor in 
Council, Assam, and his decision shall be final in the case of disagreement 
between the parties hereto as to the interpretation of any clause of this agree
ment. 

11. That the breach of any of the conditions of this agreement by the 
Lessees or their workmen or employees shall render it lillble to be cancelled by 
the Conservator and the Lessees shall be responsible for paying the prescribed 
royalty on all timbers felled by them either lying in the forest or brought to 
the depot-a reasonable time for their removal being granted by the Divisional 
Forest Officer, Goalpara. 

IN WITNE~S whereof the above Company has hereunto affixed its common 
seal and thtl Conservator of Forests, Assam, has hereunto set his hand the day 
Forest Officer, Goalpara. 

(Sd.) FREDERICK TRAFFORD, 
Conservator of Forests, 

Assam. 

Signed by the said Conservator of 
Forests, Assam, in the presence of 

Witrt.e33: 

(Sd.) SURESH CHANDRA 
MUKHERJI, 

Superidendert.t, Cort.servator' /I Office, 
.Assam •. 

The common seal of the above
named Assam Match Company. Limit
ed, was hereunto affixed by the direc
tion and in the presence of The 
Hon'ble Samuel Best and R. Thorburn 
two of the Directors thereof who have 
hereunto set their hands in the pre
sence of 

~, 

(
Seal of the \ 

Assam Match I 
Co., Ld. I 

" I , / 

'--' 
(Sd.) PANKAR BHURAN, (Sd.) SAMUEL BEST 

Asstt. to Messrs. Morgart. &: Co., (Sd.) R. THORBURN 
Solicitors, 

Calcutta. 

TAe ScAedule above referred to. 

} Directors. 

The Kachugaon Reserve and a portion of the Ripu Reserve bounded as 
follows:-

North 

l!)ast 

The Bhutan Boundary from the Sankos river to the 
Hel river. 

• The Hel river from the Bhutan boundary to the point 
where it mee~ the Southerll boundarr of the Rip~ 
Reserve. . ' 



South 

West 

Witness: 
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• From the abovementioned point along a. portion 
of the Southern boundary of the Ripu Reserve and 
the Southern boundary of the Kachugnon Reserve 
to the Sankos river. 

From a.bove point the Sankos river to the Bhutan 
boundary. 

(Sd.) SAMUEL BEST 

(Sd.) R. THORBURN. 

PANKAR BHURANTHIS. 

CHANDRA 

Witness: 
(Sd.) SURESH 

MUKHERJI, (Sd.) FREDERICK TRAFFORD, 

Superintendent, Conservator'.~ Office, 
Assam. 

Conservator of Forests, 
Assam. 

The Guiarat Islam Match Manufacturing Company, Limited, 
Ahmedabad, Bombay. 

Letter dated 19th April 1927. 

We beg to enclose herewith our replies to the questionnaire issued by the 
Tariff Board on Match Industry. 

Replies to questionnaire on the Match Industry. 

1. The Company was established in 1895. It is a public registered 
Company. 

2. The capital invested is fully Indian. The total number of directors is 
four all of whom are Indisns. No European is employed. 

3. We undertake the whole process of manufacturing splints as well as 
match boxes from veneers made in our factory. 

4. The factory commenced manufacturing matches from 1st October i897. 
5. Our existing plant is sufficient to turn out 1,000 to 1,200 gross of match 

boxes per day of 10 hours if fully worked. . 
6. The size of match boxes manufactured by us is three-fourth. 
7. The output of our factory for the last eight years is as under:-

1919 2,126 
1920 2,092 
1921 2,473 
1922 3,067 
1923 3,609 
1924 3,525 
1925 4,107 
1926 3,028 

The above figures indicate the number of cases each case containing 50 gross 
of matches. . . 

8. Our factory is situated at Ahmedabad. 
(a), (b), (c) and· (d) Yes. 

. There is no one factor which is only to be taken into account while selecting 
the site of r match factory Ther~ al'!l at least three important consideratioQS, 
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vi •. , (1) abundance of· suitable wood supply; (2) plentiful labour and (3) vicinity 
to an important market to be borne in mind. 

9. (a) .Yes. Indian matches are generally inferior in point of witness of 
wood and the general finish of boX88. 

~b) The main ground for prejUdice is the colour of wood which is not white. 
(0) Re. 1-8 per gross represents a fair measurement of the difference in 

quality to overcome the prejudice against Indian matches. 
(a)! (b) and (0) No. 
We generally use Simal (Bombax Malbaricum), Gugal (Boswella rata), 

Mohino (Odina Wodier) and Kochri (Spondias Mangifera). 
We buy empty cases of imported yams from the local mills out of whicb 

packing cases are prepared. A few planks of Bombax Malbaricum and Bos
wellis Serrata are however used in these cases. 

12. (a), (b) and (0) Yes. Indian wood is only defective in point of whitnfl!'l~. 
13. (a) Average 80,000 maunds of wood (one maund equivalent to 40 seers 

each se6r being of 40 tolas). 
(0) 120,000 maunds. 
14. Forty maunds are required to tum out 100 gross of match boxes of 

finiRhE'd matches. 
15. The size of the packing case is height 30" x length 29" x width 221". 

The weight of the packing case is about It kachha maund and 50 gross are packed 
in such a case. 

16. The factory draws its supplies from the Panch Mahals and the forests 
around the Dangs which are situated at a distance of about 100 and 210 miles 
respectively. 

17. The felling operations are done both departmentally as wen as through 
contractors and the wood is brought to different stations in carte and thence 
to the factory by rail. 

18., W II pay Re. 0·4-0 and Re. 0-6.0 as royalty per cartload to the Govern
ment in the Dangs and the Panch l\Iahals respectively. 

19. We buy wood on weight and our cost per 100 kachha. maund delivered at 
the factory comea. to about Rs. 45. . 

20. Weare allowed to work the Panch l\Iahals forests by pa.ying a. royalty 
of Re. 0-6-0 per carlload. We ha.ve got a. concession ra.te of Rs. 0-4-0 per 
cartload to work in the Dangs forest for a period of 10 years. A copy of the 
above concessions is enclosed herewith. 

The terms of concessions are considered far from satisfactory although it 
may not apparently appear so. We were not required to remove debris of 
match .wood during all these years after our cutting operations were over in 
Bach ooup or blook. Till 1925, the fate of royalty payable in Panch Mahals 
was Re. 1 which was reduced to Re. 0-6-0 per cartload then. This concession 
was however nullified by the new order of our having to remove debris. This 
policy meant in other words .. Taking by the left hand that which is given 
by the right." To remove debris from forests to the places outside forest 
limits will cost no less than Rs. 3 per cartload against Re. 1 which the Govern
ment recovered from us before. You will thus see that the concessions referred 
to above are rendered totally useless in effect. 

21. Yes. 
22. The supply of wood varies each year and we have to go deep into the 

forests. 
(6), (b) and (o):res. Another reason of deficiency of supplies is that forest 

officers have till now cut and thrown away several match trees in order to 
plant valuable timber. This policy is mistaken in our opinion. 

23. We get wood from the Panc.h Mahals as well as Bilimora side. It is only 
since the last yea.r tha.t we have removed a.bout 50,000 ka.chha maunds of 
wood from the latter place. 
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24,. Yes. New plantations of match trees are undertaken by the Forest 
Department in Panch Mahals and we, too, have started our own plantation at 
Shahwadi-a village six miles away from our factory. 

25. No. The railway freights require to be lowered to assist the industry. 
26. The following are the raw materials required and the yearly consump. 

tion is shown separately against each:-

Name of article. Quantity consumed. 

Chlorate of Potash powder 10 tons. 
Match Glue . 26 cwts, 
Bichromate of Potash powder 8 " 
Red Amorphous Phosphorus II? " 
Black, Sulphide of Antimony powde;r /) " 
Manganese powder 2. " 
Zinc White 17 cwts. 
Co1eothar 14 " 
Iron Oxide IS .. 
White Dexterine 2 " 
Lamp Black 4i " 
Glass powder 14 
Corz Mill 2 
Nitrate of Stroritia 2 tons. 
Nitrate of Baryta 2t " 
Infusorial Earth -2t cwts. 
Sulphur powder 16 .. 
Roll papers 11 tons. 
Craft packing papers 8 " 

28A. All are imported from abroad. 

B. Prices are as under:-

Phosphorus £210. Potash £32. Baryta £25-10. Strontia £31-15. 
Bichromate of Potash powder at 6nd. per lb. Zinc White 
£50. Glue £65. Black Sulphide of Antimony £48. Glass 
Powder £7. Roll. Papers £27. Craft Papers £25·10. Infusorial 
Earth £12. Manganese Powder £26.15. Small Labels Sd. 
per 1,000, dozeu labels at lB. 44. per 1,000 and half gross labels 
at 28. 6d.- per 1,000. All prices to be unde1"Stood per ton delivered 
c.i.f., Bombay. . 

28. (c) Bombay. 
(d) Prices being c.i.f., freight and insurance cannot be tl).entionec;l. 
(e) Re. 11 per ton. 
(/) Re. 60 per ton. 
(g) Re. 15 per cent. 

Questions B and C are not replied as' none of the chemicals used by us are 
either manufactured in India or by us. 

29. (a) All of the above cbemicals can be manufactured in India if proper 
facilities are given. 

(b) Nil. 
30. No. 
S1. We have no IIkilled labour imported from abroJld. 
32. Nil. • 
33. In the beginning, match experts from Europe were invited and Indian 

labour was trained under tl!am. -
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84. The total number of workmen employed is approximately 250 out of 
whom 200 are males and 50 females. The average earnings of male and female 
labourers come to Re. 0-13·0 and Re. 0-8-0 per day respectively. 

35. The labour is usually drawn from .the vicinity of the factory. 

36. Yes. This is evident from the record of output. 

37. As most of the labourers live in close proximity of the factory, there· is 
no need of special housing facilities. 

38. We use steam power. 

39. As electric power is not used, it is not possible to give the information 
required. 

40. We use coal as wE!ll as waste wood as fuel. There is no scarcity of fuel. 
41. .About 2 lbs. of coal and 5 lbs. of waste wood are required per one gross 

of complete match boxes. 
42. The f.o.r. price of first class steam coal at the source, viz., Jharia 

varies from Rs. 5-8 to Rs. 6·8. The railway freight is Re. 13-6 per ton and 
the cost at the factory comes to about Re. 22 per ton. 

43. The whole requirements of fuel cannot be met from waste wood alone. 
No concession with regard to such wood is obtained from the Government. 

44. The information required may be had from sea customs statistics. 

45. Matches represent a bare necessity of life and their consumption can 
only increase with a rise in population. 

46. Our principal markets before were Khandesh, Deccan, Central Provinces, 
Rsjputana and Madras Presidency but from the time of the starting of match 
factories in Bombay particularly at .Ambemath, we had to seek other markets. 
Punjab, Delhi, United Provinces and Marwar are the principal markets at 
pr6l!!ent. They are situated from 200 miles and upwards from our factory. 

47. Delhi, Cawnpore, Agra, Muttra, Marwar and Punjab are places where 
we can compete against foreign matches. 

48. (a) There is no such market where imported matches are sold exclusively. 
1he ports are generally the centres where imported matches are sold most. 

(b) The low prices at which matches passing from Kathiawar ports are sold 
and the long distances to which they travel are most potent factors pointing 
to illicit importation of matches. 

49. Sweden and Czecho Slovakia are the principal foreign countries from 
which competition in the Ind!an market is the keenest. 

50. Foreign matches imported under the present rate of customs duty can-
0('+ compete keenly with Indian matches. It must however be noted that this 
import will not be stopped until consumers in India lU"e accustomed to use 
their own matches. . 

51. During 1918-22, Japanese matches virtually enjoyed monopoly of the 
Indian market which were imported at prices raging from Yens 80 to 130 per 
~a3e of 100 gross. They were assessed at the then prevailing rate of import 
duty, viz., 71 per cent. ad valorem. 

Our selling prices of safety matches varied fl'om Rs. 1·11 to Rs. 1-4 from 1921 
to 1926. . 

Matches from imported wood were not made in India prior 1924. Their 
;>rioes from 1924 to 1926 ruled as under :-

1924 

1925 

1926 

, . Rs. 1-12 to Rs. 2 per gross. 

Rs. 1-11 to Rs. 1-13 per gross. 

Re. 1-8 to Rs. 1.6 per gross. 
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It is not possible to give f.o. b. prices of foreign matches as they are invari
ably quoted for c.i.f. delivery. 

52. The information required is obtainable through old wholesale firms 
importing foreign ,matches. 

53. (a) ForeignerS in order to keep their hold on the Indian market often 
sell their products at a loss in view of the fact that they have got several other 
markets where they· can make profit to compensate for the loss suffered here. 

(b) We think, there is practically no margin to foreignem. 

(0) We firmly believe that they cannot produce matches at such a low rate. 

M. (a), (b), (0), (d), (elJ, U), (g), (h) and (i) Yes. 

55. The disadvantages are not such as could not be overcome. 

50. Yes. We consider 1,000 gross as the smallest unit of production that 
can be operated economically under present day conditions. 

57. The total paid up capital is Re. 97,070 while the amount invested on 
plant and machinery is Rs. 1,45,684-7. The additional amount is not· borrow
ed frtm any outside source but represents a portion of depreciation and other 
funds of the Company. 

58. We have got all the machines with two or three exoeptions of German 
make manufactured by Mr. A. Roller. Most of the machines were erected in 
1897 and few in 1910, 1922 and onwards. 

59. (a) No. Our machines are of 30 years old and only few machines are 
bought recently. 

(b) All processes except filling and packing are done by machines. If these 
are done by machines, there may be a saving of 15 per cent. in labour. 

60. (a) and (b) Yes. We are seriously thinking of installing one continuous 
machine which considerably saves labour charges and helps to increase the 
output. We have also a mind to order out machines for box and splint. drying 
and also some other machines specially to tum out half size matches. 

61. Some parts of machinery which cannot be immediately had from foreign 
countl"ies or whose costs are prohibitive are usually made in India. 

6~. (b) We are permanent lessees. We have paid no pl"ice for this land but 
if sold it may fetch Rs. 25,000. 

(0) Rs. 66,489-7.2. 

(d) Rs. 1,45,684-7. 

(6) Re. 2,20,519.5.3. 

The above figures are shown as they stood in our books on 31st December 
1925. 

63. The above figures represent the actual cost of the various asaeta without 
deducting depreciation amount. The amounts of depreciation standing to the 
credit of machinery and buildings are Rs. 95,352.4.9 and Rs. 44,158.10.4 
respectively. It may be noted that every year sums actually spent after 
rnachinery as well as building repairs are debited to their respective deprecia· 
tion funds accounts. 

64. Tbe sum actually set aside for depreciation of machinery is less than 
the rate of depreciation considered suitable. 

65. (a) Rs. 1,00,000. 

(b) Rs. 3,00,000. 

The operating cost of a new factory established will be undoubtedly greater 
than ours. 

66. 1917 to 1921.~Nil. 
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1922.-0ne Dipping machine with automatic dipping device at £80 draft 
paid at the rate of la. SU d. per rupee. 

1923.-Nil.. 

1924.-Two match bolt labelling machines each at £30-10. One automatic 
knife grinding machine ot £63-10. Two conical griDdi.ng milia each at £17-12. 
One paate boiling apparatus at £19-10. The value of all these machines was 
paid at the rate of 1 •• 6)", d. 

1925.-0ne ball mill at American Do11am 221·19 the draft for which was 
retired at 280 rupees for 10(1 Dollars. One waste match levelling machine at 
£55-16. Draft paid at )8. 5Hd. One outer box machine at £54 and one inner 

box machine at £90 both of Swedish make. Drafts retired at 18 ba il. One 
outer box machine at £62-2 and one inner pasting machine at £98-2. Drafts 
paid at J8_ 1:Sa'", 4. One steam paraffining apparatus with automatic paraffin 
supply at £35-12. Draft paid al. 18. 61. d. 

1926.-0ne p8P.ling machine type SKK at £144. Draft retired at h. Bid 
One side painting machine at £90. Draft paid 18. Sid. One frame filling 
machine at American Dollars 418·50. Draft paid at Ks. 275i for 100 Dollars. 
All the prices to be understood c.i.f. Bombay. 

67. (a) Rs. 1,00,000. 

(b) Ks. 97,500. 

(c) Rs. 97,070. 

All the shares subscribed are ordinary, their number being 31l0, all being 
fully paid up. 

68. There are no preference shares. 

69. There are no deferred shares. 

70. (a) The amount of paid up share capital (ordinary) is Rs. 97,070. 
(1/) A Jist showing the ra.te of dividend distributed each year is attachl'd 

herewith. 

(c) The information is gh'sn in ~e above list. 
71. 'l'he average rate of dividend on ea.ch ordinary share 01 Rs. 250 till 1925 

comes to about Rs. 16 per share, i.B., a little above 6 per cent. 

72. There are no deb6ntures. 

73. NiZ. 

74. Rs. 1,00,000 to Rs. 1,50,000. 

75. The two forms are filled in as suggested. 

76. Very often, owing to accumulation of stocks, capacity had necessarily I;Q 
be curtailed whereby the cost of labour per case was particularly high. If full 
capacity is turned out a sa\"ing of 30 pel' cent. is expaeted. 

77. No. 

78. No. 

79. 21 per cent. on buildilllJl'l and 6t per cent. on machinery . We :!onsider 
these rates not unsatisfactory. 

80. (a) Rs. 10,767. 

(b) Rs. 3,704. 

81. (\) Rs. 1,00,000. 

(ii) as. 1,50,000. 

82. It is not necessary to borrow any additional capital. 

83. The question of paying interest does not arise 80 far as we nre eoneerned. 
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84. Rs. 1,00,000 working capital. 

Rs. 15,000 cost of one month's output. 

85. Rs. 25,000 to B.s. 30,000. One month normally elapses between produc
tion and payment. 

86. It is necessary to hold large stocks of raw materials worth about 
Rs. 60,000. 

87. There is no head office other than the office of the local management. 
It is under the. control of a managing agent. 

88. (i) Nil. 

(il) Rs. 18,000 to B.s. 20,000. 

89. The managing agent draws 4 per cent. comUUSSlOn on sales aild 
Re. 0·0.11 as bonus per onA gross of matches manufactured. 

90. (i) Nil. 
(il) Re. 0·1-8 per gross. This will remain unchanged irrespective of the 

output. 
91. We have got only ordinary shares .and we consider 10 per cent. a fair 

return. 
92. (a) and (b) 9 per cent. 

93. Owing to very critical state in which the industry is piaced on account of 
Swedish competition, investors will- generally be shy before risking their capital 
unless high rates of interest are guaranteed. It is reported that the Swedish 
Match Company which is undoubtedly a sound concern offered 8 per cent. 
return before issuing their shares in the London market. It is therefore abso
lutely necessary to assure a very high return to intending subscribers to attract 
their capital in match industry. 

94. A. It is an admitted fact that India is rich in forests. There are very 
lal'ge supplies of suitable wood in Sunderbans (Bengal). AsSam also abounds 
in suitable wood. According to a Government expert, Bihar and Orissa possess 
a sufficient wood supply and a Government model factory is already started a~ 
Patna. There are further large supplies of Simal available in United Provinces. 
Poplar, Pine and Willow wood are known to exist in Punjab and Kashmir. 
lIIalabar forests in Madras Presidency are known to be full of trees for match 
manufacture. In Bombay Presidency, we have been drawing supplies since 
the last thirty years which prove that our presidency is not without suitable 
match trees. There is therefore no question of India being without match 
trees for her growing industry; . 

The question of cheap power varies with different provinces. It may be 
observed that the cost of power is in no wayan obstacle to the growth of the 
industry. For instance, Tatas have launched upon a big electrification scheme 
in Western India for supplying power at cheap rates. The Mandi Hydro
electric scheme in Punjab guarantees power there at cheap rates while Kashmir 
supplies electricity at or under Re. 0.0.6 per unit. The scheme of electrifica
tion is in progress in different parts of the country and its cheap supply is 
assured. Besides, coal abounds in Bengal and Central Provinces and it is 
available at reasonable prices. There is therefore no doubt of power being 
available at cheap rates. 

As regards labour supply, we may say that there is plenty of it in' all 
provinces at low rates. The earnings of Indian labourers are the lowest in 
the whole world. Indian labour is also quick in picking up technical know
ledge. The cost of labour is a very encouraging factor for the Indian match 
industry as compared with labour costs in. other parts of the world. This is 
bound to be an important factor in enabling Indian matches to withstand world 
competition after a certain period. 

As to market, it is well known that there is a large home market controlled 
by foreigners at present. . . 

ll. 



B. If one carefully studies the history of industrial development of India, 
one will find that in spite of special efforts, the match industry was not able 
to develop at all and it was only after the duty on imported matches was 
raised ta Rs. 1.8 'per groBs that the Indian enterpriser got an appreciable 
measure of encouragement. The cause as to why this industry could not develop 
in spite of natural advantages is apparent. Foreign countries have since long 
been masters of this industry and the trade connected therewith. They own 
large organisations and facilities both natural and commercial. Their gigantic 
·financial resources after their thriving experience for scores of years have help. 
ed them to reduce their costs so as to ensure their control on the world market. 
They can easily kill a new venture by foregoing their profits or even drawing 
on their reserves and losing a little. Indian enterprisers are thus faced with 
very powerful competitors imd unless they receive substantial support and 
:encouragement from their Government, there is little or no chance of their 
being able to withstand wodd competition. Considering the rapid strides 
which the industry has made within its brief existence and the unsuccessful 
ventures prior to the levy of the present rate of duty prove most conclusively that 
the indigenous match industry in India' cannot develop without the requisite 
protection. 

C. In order to meet f('reign competition, Indian match manufacturers must 
bear in mind two chief points, viz., (1) to'reduce cost of production and (2) to 
make the products such as can favourably compare '\\o-ith foreign imports. The 
.industry being of recent growth, a considerable time is spent in preliminary 
ienquiries, erection of factories and arrangements incidental til manufacture and 
,marketting. The cost of indigenous match manufacturers is therefore high 
and. the finished product less attractive. These can be improved with economic 
and careful work. It may be worth while to study the following facts showing 
the handicaps facing the industry at present /.Ind the prospects which may be 
anticipated :-

(a) Chemicals and paper are largely imported as they are not manufac· 
tured in the country as yet. The chemical industry ill India is 
yet in infancy which has a promising future before it and it is 
reasonably hoped that the match industry during its course of 
development will ensure an impetus to the manufacturers of supe. 
rior chemicals in India. The various efforts to manufacture paper 
in India on' extensive and economic lines give hopes of expecting 
a certain economy in this line. Paper and chemicals in due 
course will form material factors in determining the competitive 
cost of Indian matches for world production. 

(b) The industry being in initial stages, technical knowledge has neces. 
sarily to be obtained at considerable cost. However with the 
development of the industry in the country and the training given 
to Indians, expert technical knowledge will be obtainable at a 
much reduced cost. With the experience gained of Indian condi. 
tions as applied to this industry, much can be done to improve and 
organiss the working wit}J, a view to economy and efficiency. 

(0) Labour which is both pl(lntiful and cheap in India will after sufficient 
training be a material factor in bringing down the cost. 

(d) The question of inland tariff for raw materials and finished products 
. require careful and sympathetic consideration. The growth of 

matoh industry en8ures to railways additional sources of revenue 
on account, of transportation of till raw materials incidental to 
manufacture. There will be a material reduction in cost and the 
railways too will bo helping their revenue by giving concession to 
Indian match manufacturers. 

(6) Timber which is of chief importance if planted in certain areas of 
the forests regularly can be cut and carted at low charges; Special 



transport facilities in shape of low railway freight if given will 
much help Indian manufacturers to bring down their prices. 

\l5. (a) and (b) Yes. 

\l6. Yes. 
\l7. Indian industry practically receives no protection as the rates of 

matches have come to a figure prevailing before the duty on matches was 
raised in 1\l21. The advantages of transport charges between the country 
of production . and the port of entry are more than counterbalanced by the 
heavy freight paid on papers and chemicals imported for match manufacture. 

\l8. The present duty on imported matches is adequate in our opinion to 
stimulate match industry. 

\l9. (1) Suitable measures should be adopted for increased facilities by 
railway and steamer transport of Indian match wood throughout the country. 

(2) Proper control should be exercised on the import of foreign matches 
from Native States to British territories. 

(3) Handicaps in the shape of extraordinary duties levied by Native States 
upon matches manufactjlred in British India ~hould be removed. 

(4) Suitable wood which exists in abundance in Indian forests and which 
is the chief raw material in the manufacture of matches must. be made available 
to Indian match manufacturers by the Government taking up the research 
work in all seriousness. 

(5) Import duty on match chemicals and .pRper should be lowered. 

(6) Special reduced rates on ready made Indian matches must be given by 
different railways. 

(7) Special protection should be given against foreign competition of the 
Swedish syndicate which is not a bond. fide concern and whose activities 
should not be allowed to be successful. A discriminating excise duty on the 
products of factories financed wholly or mainly by foreign capital should be 
levied bllt under no circumstances any burden should. be imposed on the 
factoriet1 run ~urely by Indian capital and Indian enterprise . 

• 

SIBS, 

• • • • • • 

Copy 01 match wood conC8s8ionB granted. 

,SUBJECT :--Match IndltBtry. 

No. 3824 of 1925.26, dated Poona, the Hth November 1925. 
From-A. G. Edie, Esq., Chief Conservator of Forests, Bombay 

Presidency, 

To-The Gujarat Islam Match Manufacturing Company, Limited, 
Kankaria Road, Ahmedabad. 

With reference to your petition, dated 3rd A'lgust 1925, to Government, 1 
have the honour to inform you that Government have decided that the Com
pany should be allowed to remove the wood r.3quired for match manufacture 
and charged royalty at the rate of six annas per cart load from the forests of 
the Panch :r.~ahals Division and. four a?Das per ('art load from the Dangs (Surat) 
forests. ThiS arrangement Will be In force for ten years i.e. 1925-26 to 
1934..85. ' , 

R2 
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I I .. ' I 

A statement showing amount8 of dividends distributed every year and also 
the percentage on the original value of the 8hare, viz., R8. 250 ordinary 
(fully paid up). 

Amount of Percentage on 

Year. dividends paid the original 
value of per share. the share. 

Rs. A. P. 

1905 · · . I) 0 0 2 per cent. 

1906 · · · · · 4. 0 0 Ii " 
1909 · · I) 0 0 2 " 
1910 · · · 10 0 0 4. " 
19U · · · · 10 0 0 4 " 
1912 · · 10 0 0 40 

" 
1913 · 13 0 0 51 " 
lIn5 · 15 0 0 6 .. 
1916 · 12 0 0 41- " 
1917 · 15 0 0 6 

" 
1918 · 20 0 0 8 .. 
1919 · · · 20 0 0 8 .. 
IP20 '. 30 0 (l 12 " 
1921 · 40 0 0 16 

" 
1922 · · · 60 0 0 20 

" 
1923 · · 70 0 0 28 

" 
192!1o · · · . 11 0 0 2f1f " 
1925 · 71 0 0 28t .. ._-

471 0 0 



FORM I. 
Statement .howing total expenditure on the production of Matche8 during th" last four !leaTB. 

(Vide Queetion '7 IS.) 

-- 1922. 1923. 1924. 1926. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . ~1,659 8 0 20,86414. 8 31,067 9 10 29,061 S 7 

2. Cost of paper . . . . 25,278 6 6 22,87111 7 22,839 9 0 29,469 15 8 

:So Cost of chemicals . . 36,8u9 3 1 41,820 211 49,452 6 1 40,222 611 

4. Cost of other l'aw IlllLterials . . 17,181 8 9 10,206 12 8 12,338 1 9 tl,48:3 9 10 

·6. Factory labour 69,166 1 0 75,433 12 6 66,237 9 6 80,652 5 6 

6. Power and fuel 6,922 1 9 2,927 14 3 6,027 11 9 3,379 0 2 

1. Ordinary cunent repairs and maintenance 
iugs, plant and machinery. 

of build- 9,319 14 8 18,534 1~ 2 6,599 0 2 10,781 6 8 

11. General services, supel'Vision and local office charges 20,036 12 2 24,258 4 7 22,111 1 6 22,8,1,9 6 0 

9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes, insuranc'!, etc. 12.705 411 18,368 13 7 10,796 10 6 10,239 2~O 

10. Cost of packing cases 4,945 3 S 7,199 1 2 8,360 0 3 9,619 6 1 -----------------
TOTAL , 2,24,024 0 3 2,40,486 4 1 2,27,819 11 4 2,42,767 14 5 

------- ._-_ ... _----------------
Tota.l PI'oduction of Matches for the year ·3.067 eases 3,609 cases. 3,647 cases. 4.107 cases. 

each of 50 gross. 



FORM n. 
Statement showing works cost per gr088 of matches. 

(Vide Question 75.) 
: -

-- 1922. 11123. 1924- 1925. 

Ra. A.. P. Ra. A. P. Ra. A.. P. Rs. A. P. 
1. Cost of wood lor splint!! and veneers 0 2 3 0 110 0 2 10 0 2 3 

:2. Clist of papft for labels and wrapper . · 0 2 8 0 2 0 0 .2 1 0 2 4 

,. Coat of cI:emicals . 0 ~ 10 0 3 9 0 311 0 3 1 

4. Cos~ of other ralv materials . . 0 1 9 0 011 0 1 1 0 0 6 

5. Factc>ry labour . . 0 7 3 0 6 R 0 6 1 0 6 4 

a. Power and fuel . Q 0 8 0 0 3 O· 0 6 0 0 3 

7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance of build- 0 1 0 ,0 1 6 0 0 7 0 011 
inga, plant and machinery. 

8. G~era1.8ervicel, supervision and local office charges .• 0 2 1 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 91 

9. Miscellaneou8, e.g., rent, municipa.l taxes, insurance, etc. 0 1 4 0 1 7 0 011 0 0 91 

10. Cost of packing caS~8 . " . · () 0 6 0 0 8 0 0 9 0 0 9 - - ------ -_._----
TOTAL · 1 7 4 1 5 4 1 3 9 1 8 0 

-------------
Credit for materials recovered (if.any) . Nil ])UZ '. ~il Nil ---------' ------------

NET TOTAL 1 7 4 f 1 ~ 4 i 1 3 9 1 3 0 : 

Total production of Matches fcor the year 3,01j7 ca~ea' eS:ch 
of 60 groaB. 

3,609 easel. 
.. 

3,547 cases. 4,107" \la8ea. 
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Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company, Limited, Rangoon . 

. (1) Replies to the Questionnaire. 
1. Adamjee Hajee.Dawood & Company started business in the year 19a 

and was converted into a private limIted liability concern and registered.at 
Rangoon in July 1920. Our firm is thus a private regiErtered ·company. . 

Our match factory was started in the year 1924.' . . -
2. The capital invested in our firm is wholly Indian. 
The total number of Directors is 6, all of whom are: Indians. 
We are at present employing in our factory two Europeans, bo1;h..in the 

capacity of machinery experts. 
3. Our factory undertakes the whole process of manufacture. 
4. Our factory commenced to manufacture matches on the 15th Febr1;lBry 

1924. . 
5. The full capacity of our factory as at present equipped is for 'the manu-

facture of 6,000 gross of boxes of matches per day of 10 hours. . 
6. The dimensions of the ,match boxes manufactured' by us and the average 

number of matches in each are as shown below:-

Size. 

1. Fnll ,ize 

2. I 
3. Half .. 

Dimensions. 

58 mm. )(37 mm. xIS mm. 

49 x31.. x15 

4~ " x 33 " x 16 

Average No. of 
splints 

in each box. 
80 

55 

70 

7. We have stated in our reply to question No.4 above that ,our factory 
commenced to manufacture matches in February 1924. We state below the 
actual output of our factory since that date. . " 

Year. 
1924 
1925 
1926 

Outpnt. , 
356,608 gross of boxes. 
858,208 " 

1,101,716 
" 

8. Our factory is situated at Pazundoung, Rangoon. 

(a) Yes. 
(b) 'las. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) les. 
In our opinion all the factors mentioned in (0), (b), (c) and (d), under 

this question are equally important. 
9. We agree that Indian manufactured matches made out of indigenous 

wood are not so attractive in respect of appearance and finish as imported 
matches owing to the slightly dark colour of the wood. It is also possible 
that Indian manufactured matches may be slightly inferior in respeCt bl'the 
composition of chemicals, and if so, we believe that with increasing '!lxp·eri. 
ence, it is not difficult. to remedy this defect. 

(b) Apart from the question of quality, there exists a certain- a.mount' of 
prejudice against Indian matches generally. This prejudice arose oWlllg to 
inferior quality of matches having been put on the market in 1923,'and 1924 
whE'n the industry was entirely in an infant stage.- But since 1925;':the 
quality has been improving and with the improvement in quality 'the pre
judice is gradually disappearing, if it has not altogether disappeared .. We 
Illay add that' not only no prejudice exists against Indian .matches at;present, 
but on the other hand, preference is IIctually given to such matches in, .()er. 
tain mllrkets.' .,.. - . 
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RAW MATERIALS. 

Wood. 

10. In the years 1924 and 1925 we imported wood from Japan and 8 small 
quantity from Europe for the manufacture of splints only. The last lot of 
foreign wood was received in January 1925. Since then, however, as we got 
concessions from the Local Government to extract wood from Reserve forests, 
we have entirely stopped importing foreign wood and are now relying wholly 
upon indigenous wood. 

11. We specify below the kinds of wood used by us for the manufacture 
of splints, veneers and packing cases:-

(a) Splints:-

LocaZ Names. 

. Sawbya 
Maulettanshe 
Gwe 
Yemane 
Taung-meok 
Setkadon 
Odein 
Kuthan 
Mondaing 
L'elun 
Butalet 
Taung-Kathit 

(b) Veneers:

Letpan 
Didu 
Boneza 
Sinin-thayet 
Taung-thayet 
Pandama 
Lelun 
Butlet 
Taung-Kathit 
Myetcho 
Tayaw 
1':'16 

(c) PackU:~ Cases:
Sawbya 
Maulettanshe 
Gwe 
Yemane 
Bonmeza 
Sinin-thayet 
Taung-thayet 
Kuthan 
Setkadon 
Taung-meok 

" • 

BotanicaZ Names. 

Tetrameles nudiflora . 
Sarcocephalus cordatus. 
Spondias mangifera. 
Gmelina arborea. 
Alstonia Scholaris. 
Trewia Nudiflora. 
Ehretia Llevis. 
Hymenodictyon Excelsum. 

• Cycas Siamensis. 
Sapium Baccatum Roxb. 
Aegiceras Majus. 
Erythrina Stricta. 

Bombax Malabaricum. 
Bombax Insigne. 
Albizzia stipulata. 
·Mangifera caloneura. 
Irvingia Oliveri. 
Melia sp. (possibly M. birmanica). 
Sapium Baocatum Roxb. 
Aegiceras Majus. 
Erythrina Stricta. 
Panicum Crus-galli. 
Encoecaria Agallocha. 

Tetrameles nudiflora. 
Sarcocephalus .cordatus. 
Spondias mangifera. 
Gmelina arborea. 
Albizzia stipulata. 
Mangifera caloneura. 
Irvingia Oliveri. 
lIymenodictyon Excelsum .. 
Trewia Sylvatica. 
Alstonia Scholaris. 
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12. We have found indigenous wood as satisfactory as imported wood for 
the manufacture of veneers and packing cases. So far as the manufacture of 
splints is concerned, we find that the indigenous wood used by us so far is 
slightly darker and hence the finish is not as perfect and attractive as that on 
splint. made from imported wood. We have, however, every reason to be
lieve that if proper research work is carried on under the direct contrul of 
thp Government and with au avowed object, it is not impossible to locate a 
supply of that particular species of wood from _which attractive splints can 
be manufactured. 

13. (a) Our annual requirement of wood is approximately 11,000 tons-
5,000 gross per day. 

(b) Approximately 13,500 tons. 
14. At present about 32 c.ft. of wood is required by us to manufacture 

one hundred gross of finished matches. 
15. The standard size of the packing cases used by us is:-

40" x 27" X 2411 for full size. 

30" x 24" x 24" for I size. 

5 c.ft. of wood is required for one full size packing case. 

16. Our main supplies are at present drawn from the Mahuya and Paun
glin Reserves which were leased to us by the Local Government in 1926 for 
a period of 15 years. These Reserves are situated about. 60 miles by road 
from Rangoon and about 120 miles by stream. We are also at present pur
chasing a part of our supplies from contractors who extract from Reserves 
around Wanetchaung, Pugyi, Okkan,-distances ranging from 20 to 60 
miles by rail. 

In the past we also draw supplies from contractors at Myitkyina, Man
dalay, Northern and Southern Shan States and stations on the main line 
between Mandalay and Rangoon, Martaban and Rangoon, and between Prome 
and Rangoon-distances ranging from 25 to 660 miles by rail. 

17. The trees in our forest are felled with axes by skilled wood-cutters and 
dragged by elephants and buffaloes to the banks of floating streams in 
the vicinity and rafted down right up to our factory. 

Supplies from contractors are ·felled and handled in the same manner but 
are brought down to our factory by rail or water. 

18. We pay royalty to Government at the rate of Rs. 12-8-0 per ton of 
50 cubic feet of wood extracted from the Mahuya and Paunglin Reserves. 
The contractors from whom we purchase a part of our supplies pay royalty at 
varying rates ranging from Re. 4 to Re. 9 per ton of 50 cubic feet. 

19. It is not possible to give the cost under separate heads as it differs 
very widely. But the cost per ton of 50 cubic feet delivered at our factory 
is between Re. 35 and Re. 40. . 

20. We consider the terms of our concession favourable. 
A copy of our license is herewith attached. 
21. We have found the supply of wood constant in respect of quality. 
22. We have found the supply of wood constant in respect of quantity . 

. 23. In view of our reply to question No. 22 above, this question does not 
arISe. 

24. We do consider that our factory is assured of a sufficient supply of 
suitahle wood for a reasonably long period. 

25. As the wood extracted from our forest is.rafted down the stream right 
up to our factory, we have not to use any other means of transport and hence 
the question of concessions in the matter of freight does not arise. 

We may state, however, that in the past we got a very small concession 
from the Burma Railw.ays. . 
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Other raw materials. 
26 and 27. Statement marked" A" is filled herewith. 
28. (a) Statement marked" B" is attached. 
(b) All the articles mentioned in statement marked "A" are imported 

by us from foreign countries. 
(c) Nit 
29. We do not consider ourselves competent to express any opinion on the 

points raised. 

Labour. 
80. We have experienced absolutely no difficulty in securing sufficient 

labour for the extraction. 
81. We do not consider that the employment of skilled labour imported 

from abroad is at all necessary except in. so far as machinery experts are 
concerned. 

82. Our factory did not employ the two experts referred to in our reply 
'00 question No. 82 from the very beginning. They were employed later on 
in the years 1925 and 1926 respectively.' 

Indian workmen are being trained in skilled work under the guidance an!! 
supervision of the two experts; . 

84. The factory employs. 1,500 Indian workmen out of whom about S'0(1 
are males and about 700 females. There are no. children employed in our' 
factory. Males daily earn on an average Re. 1-4 and females Re.l each; 

85. The Indian labour employed in our factory is entirely drawn from the 
vicinity of the factory. _ 

86. We have found by experience that Indian labour improves with 
training. Wo have, however, no record to support our contention but we find 
their work shows increasing efficiency day by day. 

87. We have erected barracks for some of. our labourers who were in need 
of housing accommodation. The rest stay in the vicinity of the factory 
in their own dwellings. 

We also supply free medical aid to our workmen . 

. Power. 
88. The power used in our factory is derived from electricity. 
89. Our electric power is obtained from the Rangoon Electric Tramway 

and Supply Company Limited at the rate of 0'8 anna per unit. We are not 
aware of rates obtaining elsewhere in India or in other countries. 

40. The question does not arise in view of our reply to question No. 83 
above. 

41. We are using steam for drying and heating splints, veneers, boxes, etc. 
As, however, we are exclusively using waste wood for the llurpose we have 
kept no account of the quantity used. . -

The number of units required per output of 100 gross of boxes is approxi. 
mately Rs. 2-12. ' 

42. The question does not arise with us. 
48. We are able to meet the .whole ,of .,our requirements of wood for fuel 

purposes from waste wood in<;lur factory. 

Market. 
44. 14 million gross boxes approximately. 
45. Yes. In our opinion, th~ demand for matches is likely to increase as 

time goes on. Because -:the population of India is daily increasing and 
matches being an article of necessity, their consumption is bound to increase 
with the growth of population. Moreover, the main consumption of matches 
i$ for smoking purposes and the smoking habit is increasing generally, and 
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the number of smokers is bound to·increase with the increase in population. 
It therefore ·follows· that the·demand for matches is bound to increase in 
future. 

46. Our principal markets are situated in Tavoy, Mergui, Akyab, Chitta
gong, Calcutta, Berhampur, Cocanada, Madras, Cuddalore, TuticOl:in, Cochin 
and Calicut. 

We show below the distances which separate distances which separate 
the abovementioned places from our . factory: -

Tavoy 
Mergui 
Akyab 
Chittagong 
Calcutta 
Gopalpore 
Cocanada 
Madras 
Cuddalore 
Tuticorin 
Cochin 
Calicut 

Miles. 
258 
459 
479 
635 
779 
557 
868 

• 1,000 
.1,155 
.1,407 
.1;535 
.1,645 

Our matches are also being dist.ributed in almost all the parts of Burma 
by rail as well as to river ports by steamer and their distances from our fac
tory vary a great deal. 

47. There are no such markets in India in which owing to their distance 
from the ports, we can more easily compete against the foreign manufacture. 

48. (a) As far as Burma is concerned the markets are served by imported 
matches to the eretent of approreimately 45 per cent. while indigenous matches 
make up the balance of the total requirements. 

(b) As far as Burma is concerned we have reasons to suppose that there 
is a certain amount of illicit importation of matches into the country over 
the Chinese frontiers. Such illicit imported matches are being sold in almost 
all places in Shan States. 

Competition. 
49. Competition from Sweden is keenest and Japan also competes to a 

certain extent, but on account of the existing duty on imported matches we 
are able to meet the competition in Burma. We also export small quantity to 
Indian markets. 

60. Even with th~ existing duty, imported matches do compete with Indian 
matches manufactured from Indigenous wood as well as with Indian matches 
manufactured from Imported woods. 

61. (1) Government's Customs Department records will show the exact 
figures of prices at which the imported matches entered the country. For 
average selling prices of the matches imported by us we attach herewith a 
statement marked C. . 

(2) We commenced the manufacture of matches from indigenous wood only 
since 1925 and are thus only in a position to give you prices for the last two 
years which were as follows:-

RH. 
1925 1-13 per gross. 
1926 1-11 ." '" 
Current price full 1-8 " " 

" "half 1-3 " " 
(3) We orily mauufactured matches from imported wood during the year 

1925. The average selling price per gross was RH, 1-15, . 
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. The statement attached marked 0 gives details of c.i.f. prices in Rupees 
III so far as import from Japan is concerned. At that time the import from 
Europe was only on a very small scale. 

52. It ill obtainable from merchants or importers who import direct from 
foreign sources. 

53. We are not in a position to say definitely whether the prices at which 
foreign produoers sell for export to India are unremunerative, or leave only 
a small margin of profit or are exported at a price below the lowest price 
current'in the home market. We, however, quote below the prices of imported 
matches under the different rates of import duty and leave your Board to 
draw their own conclusions:-

Rate of duty. 

Ii per cent. 

Rs. 0 12 0 per gross. 

18(1 " 

54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 

Full size selling 
price per 

gross. 

Es. A. P. 

016 0 
11(1 0 

II 10 0 

Half size selling 
price per 

gro.s. 

Re. A. P. 

012 0 

180 
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(c) Although ordinary labour is approximately cheaper on the whole it 
is more cost.ly on Recount of its inefficiency. 

(d) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
(/) Yes. 
(u) Yes. We have also to keep otJ:!er materials to last for at least six 

months in stock. 
(h) Yes. 
(i) Yes. The industry is comparatively a new one and the continuance 

of the present protection is not yet assured. Hence capitalis~s naturally 
hesitate to go in for this industry under the present uncertain conditions. 

. 55. We consider (a) as an initial disadvantage, (b), (c), (d) and (e) as tem
porary while the rest as permanent except (/) and (h) which might be remedied _ 
if the Railways and Steamship Companies can be persuaded to reduce the 
freight on finished goods and Government to reduce Customs duty on imported 
raw materials. 

In our opinion the temporary disadvantages should not operate for more 
than ten years at the most. 

Equipment. 

56. We consider our mill sufficiently large as an economic unit of produc
tion to ensure economy. 

In our opinion 700 gross boxes per day would be the smallest unit of pro
duction which can be operated economically under present day conditions. 

57. Approximately 30 per cent. of our total capital outlay invested in our 
match business has been incurred on plant and machinery. 

58. (a) A list containing a brief description of our plant and machinery 
stating the dates on which the various machines were first brought into use 
i~ attached herewith. All principal match making machines are made by 
the well-known match-machine maker, Mr. A. Roller of :Qerlin, Germany. 

(b) No special arrangements were mnde, 
59. (a) Yes. 
(b) Nil, 
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~o. (a) We contemplate the replacement of frame filling machines by auw
matic simplex machines if the experiments we are carrying out at pl'esent 
prove satisfactory and economical. 

(b) Yes. We have already imported and kept in stock ready for erection 
a complete suitable set of match-making machinery with a capacity of manu
facturing 3,000 gross of boxes per day of 10 hours. But we cannot erect the 
same until the results of the present enquiry are known. 

61. Almost all parts of machinery can be made in India. 

Oapital Account. 
62. The block value of 'our property as it stood in our books at the end of 

the last complete year ending on 30th June 1926 is as follows:-

(a) Nil. 
(b) Rs. 2,75,241-5-0. 
(c)Rs. 3,79,55540. 
(d) Rs. 9,62,709-14-6. 
(e) Rs. 18,12,2~3-1-0. 
63. The figures given above represent the actual cost of the val'ious assets. 
64. The question does not arise. 
65. We estimate that the present day cost of buildings for a factory having 

the same output as our present factory would practically be the sanie while 
the cost of machinery would be somewhat less on account of a general reduc
tion in the prices of match-making machinery. 

66. A statem~nt showing particulars of the SUluS spent on the purchase of 
plant and machinery' from the very commencement to date and the rate of 
exchange at which funds were remitted is herewith attached. 

67 to .73 do not arise. 
74. We are not at present in a position to say what additional capital 

would be required to carry out replacements contemplated by us as it depends 
entirely on the results of our present experiments. 

Works cost. 
75. The forms duly filled up are attached herewith. 
76. During the year 1924 when our factory was working at less than its 

full capacity the works cost was naturally high on account of inexperience of 
the workmen. The cost was high under almost all the heads. During 1925 on 
account of an increase in production and the fact that the workmen were 
gradually being trained there was an all-round reduction in cost. During 1926 
the cost was further reduced. 

77. No. 
78. No. 

OVERHEAD CIUBGES. 

(I) Depreciation. 
79. The Income-tax authorities allow 61 per cent. on machinery and 2t 

per cent. on buildings. The rates allowed for machinery are not suitable. 
We suggest 121 per cent. because match-making machinery is particularly too 
delicate. 

80. The sum required annually for depreciation at income-tax rates on 
our total block account would be Rs. 75,000 if the assets are valued at cost 
and approximately Rs. 57,000 if the assets are taken at their value after de
ducting all depreciation written off up to date. 

(II) Working Oapital. 
81. The working capital which our match company requires:-

(1) According to its present output approximately Rs. 15 lakhs. 
(2) According to the output equivalent to its full capacity Rs. 20 lakhs. 
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82. Yes. The company is able to provide all the working capital it requires. 
It is not necessary to 'borrow any capital for the purpose. 

83. This question does not arise. 
84. The cost of line month's output at the present rate is approximately 

Rs. 1,75,000. 
85. Approximately Rs. 5 lakhs. A period of about 4 months elapses be

tween production and payment. 
86. We find it necessary to hold large stocks of raw materials worth ap

proximately Rs. 3 lakhs. 

(III) Agent's commission and Head Office expenses. 
87. The company has its own office in Rangoon. It is not ~nder the con.-

trol of a firm of managing agents. ' 
88. The question does not arise. 
89. The question does not arise. 
90. The question does not arise. 

M anulact'urer's profits. 
91. 12 per cent. 
92. 9 per cent. on debentures and 10 per cent. on preference shares. 
93. 12 per cent. 

Claim lor protection. 
94. We do claim that all the conditions laid down by the Indian Fiscal 

Commission are satisfied in the case of the match industry. 
(a) We do claim that the industry possesses natural advantages, such 

as an abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour and a large home market. 

(b) We claim that without the help of protect1on the industry is not 
likely to develop at all. 

(c) We claim that the industry will eventually be able to face world 
competition without protection. 

The reasons for our opinion expressed above are fully explained in our 
letter dated 30th December 1926, to the Tariff Board, a copy of which is 
attached herewith. 

95. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
96. Yes. 
97. 
98. The amount of the protection which we consider necessary is Rs. 2 per 

gross; because at the present rate of Re. 1-8 per gross foreign imports still 
compete with indigenous matches and it is the sole aim of the foreign manu
facturers to cripple the Indian industry which is still in its infancy. 

99. We recommend the following forms of assistance other than a pro-
tective duty;- . 

(a) Efforts should be made by Government to grow suitable species of 
wood in India and Burma. 

(b) In Burma, instead of inviting tenders for leasing forests Govern
ment should fix the minimum rate of royalty. 

(c) Railway freights should be reduced for the transport of wood from 
forests and finished goods into the interior. 

(d) The freight by sea on matches exported from Burma to India is 
high at present and should be reduced. 

(e) The import duty on chemicals, papers, etc., should be reduced. 
(f) 'l'he rates of municipal taxes are too high at present and .should be 

reduced. 
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A discriminating excise must be levied on the products of those 
factories which are financed and controlled by foreigners. We 
submit that the object of any protection that may be granted 
to an industry in India should be to encourage the develop
ment of that particular industry with Indian capital under In
dian control. We further submit that it is not in the interests 
of this country that foreigners are allowed to erect factories in 
India under the wall of protection. So far as the match mdustry 
is concerned, we are afraid that it has been the policy of a 
foreign trust to start match factories in India and undersell the 
products of Indian factories-may be even at some sacrifice--
with the object of compelling the Indian manufacturers, who are 
heginners in the line and who have not sufficient financial back
ing to withstand the competition of the trust with long technical 
experience and unlimited financial resources, to retire from the 
field. When, and if this object is achieved the trust may buy 
up the factories belonging to Indians as it has already done in 

. some principal countries of the world and thus make India en
tirely dependent upon matches manufactured by factories' under 
its control, supplemented by imported foreign matches. Thus 
the trust will have a practical monopoly of the match trade in 
India and will consequently be in a position to dictate its own 
price to the detriment of the consumers. 

Statement " A " showing annual 1'equirements of raw materials, also a'IJerage 
requirement per 100 gross of boxes of matches. 

Raw materials other than wood. Tot .. l annua.l 
requiremeut. I 

Requirement 
" per 100 gross of 

boxes of matches. 
----- --------1 

Amorphou8 Phosphorus 

Chlorate of Potaeh • 

Ant~mony Trisulpbide 

Manganese Dioxide Black 

Bichromate of Potaeh 

Glass Powder • 

Sulphur Flower 

White Ziuc 

Glua 

Iron Oxide 

Potato Starch 

Paraffin 'IV&>< • 

Printiug Inke . 

Priuting Papers 

Zinc Sheets 

Blue Match Paper 

Green Match Paper 

Brown Packing raper 

Lbs. 
17,000 

194,000 

10,300 

14,000 

6.500 

67,700 

24,000 

15,700 

28,400 

94,400 

96,000 

215,000 

3,600 

80,700 

180,000 

324,000 

132,000 

60.000 

Lbs. 
Ii 

15 

i 
1 

1 

at 
2 

1 

2t 

2 

8 

17 

1 
2i 

14 

25 

10 

5, 



statement "11 " of 7'UW materials imported from abroad, their price, 
customs duty, etc. 

I Trans-

Cou1!tt:yof C.I.F. I port 
Raw materials. Rangoon Per j cha.rges 

orlgln. price. to fae-
I .tory 

1- : per ton. 
I 

Rs. 

Amorphous Pho8phorn~ Great Britain ,£195-210 Ton 5 

Chlorate of Pot&8h • Garmany . ,£28-35 Ton 3 

Antimony Trisolphide Do. '£4·10·0 100 kg. 40 

Manganese Dioxide Do. .£22-23 T0n 3 

Bichroma.te of Pota.8h . ! Great Britain '£~-421 Ton 4 
I 

I I 

Gla8s Powder . Germany .£7-8 I Ton 3 
I 

Sulphur .Flower 
I 

lJo. .£12-13 1 Ton · 
1 

! 
Japan Yen 9-10 100 kina 3 

i 

White Zinc • I, Germany .£38-40 Ton 4 
I 

Glue 
i 

lJo. .. . .£55-65 Ton 3 

Iron Oxide Japan Yen 7-20 100 cattiee - S 
" · I 

I 
,£16-18 ! Potato Starch • ' Holland Ton 3 

1 

Paraffin Wa.x • · ;, i Great Britain Re.21-28 Cwt. Nil. 

I 

Printing lnke . · · Ja.pan r. Yen 2.500 Ton 40 
I 
I 

Printing Pa.pers · • Do. 
" 

,;,0 Ton S 

Zino Sheets ! Belgium .£43-18 ·Tou 4 

I 

Blne Match Pa.per I Sweden ,£25-28 'Iou 3 

Green Matoh Pa.per and Paok· : Do. ,£21-23 Ton S 
iug Paper. 

NOTE.-Customs duty on all the above artICles except sulphur and print
ing inks is charged at the rate of 15 per cent. There is no customs duty on 
sulphur j customs duty on printing inks is charged at the rate of 5 per cent. 



STATEMENT" C." 

C.I.i? I 
Yea.rs. price per SO Duty. tauding A. verag~ selling 

gross. charges. price. 

------- - -----

Rs. A. P. Rs. A.!'. Ra. A; 1'. 

918·19 ios Ii 0 5% 0 6 0 115 0 0 

919·20 . 88 0 0 5% 0 6 0 100 0 0 

9-J0021 73 8 0 5% 0 6 0 96 \I 0 

921-22 76 0 0 As. 12 per gross 0 6 0 135 0 0 

1 1122-23 77 0 0 Re. 1·8 per grOBS 0 6 0 109 0 0 

9"23·2" . , 50 0 0 " " 
0 6 o· 135 0 0 

I 
• 

STATEMENT "D." 

The 20th January 1926. 

Mr. Robertson's estimate. 

BONlolEZA. 

B.s. A. P. 

Planting charges per acre for 7 years • 20 0 0 

Supervision charges per acre for 8 years 16 0 0 

TOTAL 36 0 0 

COlnpound interest for 15 years. 10 0 0 

TOTAL 46 0 0 

1 acre would yield 20 tons of timber-

B.s. A. 

Coat of 1 ton of timber • 2 8 

Government royalty per ton II 0 

Total cost per ton g, ~ 

Within 13 years the girth of the log will be 6. 
s 
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STATEMENT" E." 

Description 01 our plant and machineries. 

Nos. Names of Machines. 

I Winches 

1 Winch 

2 Cross Cut Saws 

8 Circular Saw Beuches . 

3 Knife Grinding Machines 

Section' A." 

10 Wood Peeling Machines (6 for Boxes and" for Splints) 

6 Chopping Machines (4. for Boxes and 2 for Splints) 

2 Paste Grinding Cones • 

Inner Drawer Machines 

20 Inner Drawer Machines 

20 Outer Case Machines 

20 Labelling Machines 

" Box drying apparatns (for Inner and Outer) 

2 Local made veneer ohopping apparatus 

6 Splints drying apparatus 

2 Splints Drying and Polishing Drums 

Ii Splints Polishing Drums 

" Spliuts cleaning machines 

2 Splints levelling and filling machines 

1 Splints levelling apparatus • 

IMt oj Machine. in Ssctitm .. B." 

80 Frame filling machines 

16 E~ptying machines 

2 Waste splints selecting machiues 

8 '!plinta levelling machines 

1 Simplex machine • 

2 machines 

16 Box filling machines (8 full size and 8 tth size) 

6 Side painting machines 

Dates on which 
they were first 
bronght iuto 

use. 

March 1924. 

Jnne 1924. 

Ootober 19240 

June 1925. 

October 1924. 

October 19240. 

October 1924. 

October 19240. 

October 1924. 

January 19'26. 

Ootober 1924. 

March 1924. 

October 19240. 

June 1925. 

October 1924. 

February 19';17. 

. ' October 19240. 

October 1924. 

Deoember 1921. 

Ootober 1924.. 

Marchl9'M. 

March 1924. 

March 19240. 

Ootober 19240. 

December 1926. 

February 1927. 

March 19240. 

Macrh 1924. 
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Nos. Names of Machines. 

List oj Machine, in Section .. B "-contd. 

6 Packetting machines • 

\I Side paint grinding cones 

2 " drums 

2 Japanese splints cleaning machines 

wt oj Machinss in the Workshop. 

1 Lathe 

Lathe 

1 Shaping Machine 

2 Drilling Machines 

1 Pipe threading machine 

1 Hacksaw ma.chine 

1 Toel sharpening machine 

In Chemical Department • 
... 

2 Glne boiling apparatns 

1 Mixing machine (Japanese) • 

40 Sifting apparatns 

6 Chemicals grinding oones 

3 Paraffining apparatns 

3 

'. 

In Lab.l, Printing Department. 

40 

1 

1 

1 

Label printing presses 

La bel cutting machine 

" 
Knife grinding machine 

2 Boilers 

1 Chimney 

1 Artesian well 

II AIr Compressors • 

Other Machinery; 

2 Worthington Feed rumps 

6 Boiling tanks 

Dates on which 
they were first 
brought into. 

use. 

Maroh 1924. 

June 192;;. 

March 1924. 

February 1927. 

March i924. 

~une 1~6. 

June 1926. 

March 1924. 

March 1924. 

March 19240. 

Maroh 1924. 

March 1924. 

Maroh 1924. 

Maroh 1924. 

March 1924. 

March 1924. 

August 1925. 

April 1926. 

April 1926. 

January 1927. 

Augnst 1926. 

February 1924. 

February 1924. 

February 1924. 

February 1924. 

February 1924. 

82 



STATEMENT "F." 

Statement of particulars 0/ sums spent on purchase of plant and macilinerll 
from 1922 to 1926. 

Date. 

192a. 

2"th October 1 922 

1923. 

24th February 1923 

28th June 1928 

10th NC/vember 1{l23 

15th December 1923 

5th December 1923 • 

1924. 

1 3th June 192~ 

5th Angnst 1924 

2 4th November 1924 

2th Deoember 19Z4 

2 9th Deoember 1924 

3 

2 

4 

rd January 1925 

1st April 1925 

th May 1925 • 

5th May 1925 

5th May 1925 

nth June 1925 

st July 1925 . 

1925. 

2 

2 

1 

8 

9 

5 

rd September 1925 

th Ootober 1925 

th November 1925 

· 

'l'OTAL 

· 

TOTAL 

· · 

· 

· · 
TOTAL 

Value iu 
Sterling. 

- .£ ,. d. 

9,750 ° ° 

222 ° ° 
14,217 611 

15,776 13 4 

4,809 12 5 

1,016 " 6 

36,041 18 2 

272 ° ° 
95 0 0 

11210 2 

856 4 7 

31 0 0 

1,366 14 9 

500 0 ° 
124 0 ° 
300 0 0 

379 2 7 

481 911 

. 455 19 10 

18 12 11 

150 0 ° 
30 ° 0 

1,788 0 0 

4,227 5 8 

Rate of Amount iu Exchange. 

Re. A. P. 

S.I-31 J,49,760 ° ° 

S.lo4-h 3,317 ° 9 

S.I-4,,\ 2,12,017 a ° 
S.I-4oH 2,24,795 9 ° 
S.l-5-;\ 67,159 13 3 

S.l-4i: 14,453 11 ° 
5,21,744 ° ° 

S. I-4ft 2,459 14 0 

S.I-4oH 1,348 10 ° 
S.I-6,\ 1,512 10 0 

S.l·sa 11,456 2 0 

S.I-6." 419 13 0 
------

17,197 1 0 

S.1-6.-\ 6,653 10 ° 
S.l-5jg 1,699 0 6 

S.l-5Po 4,085 4 ° 
s. I-Sit I 5,072 11 0 

S.l-sp' 6,442 , 0 

S.l-5it 6,069 5 ° 
S.l-sa 262 5 ° 
S.l-6i§ 1,982 18 ° 
S.l-G! 897 4 ° 
S.I-Gh 23,63' 13 3 ----

56,299 5 :. 
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Date. Value in Rate of Amount in Sterling. Exchange. 

oil s·4· 
1926. 

Rs. A. 1'. 

28th J annary 1926 . 5614 2 S.1-61 75014 9 

23rd March 1926 91 5 1 S.I-6 1,216 12 0 

loth May 1926 1,592 611 S.I-5U 21,268 3 0 

2 oth June 1'26 911 6 S.1-6! 12613 0 

4th August 1926 1,700 0 0 S.I-5H 22,192 0 0 

8th August 1926 240 18 2 S.I-SH 3,217 12 0 .. 
9th August 1926 1,536 0 0 S.I-6o\ 20,303 12 0 

" " " 
'141 3 10 S.16! 1,869 9 9 

6th August 1926 '. 78 210 S.I-5H 1,041 1 0 

t th September 1926 518 9 9 S.I-5H 6,925 3 0 

2th October 1926 56211 3 S.I-SH 7,513 14 0 

4th Novemb.I926 12512 0 S.1-6o\ 1,660 4 0 

" " " 
562 0 2 S.I-5tf 7,572 5 0 

" " " 
126 8 0 S. 1-6"~ 1,67013 0 ------ ------

TOTAL 7,~'!.l a 8 97,329 4 6 

STATEMENT" G." 

Statement 0/ machinery purchased Zocally from 1929 to 1926. 

1923 • 

192~ • 
1925 • 

:926. 

1922. 

1923 • 

!924. 

1925. 

1926. 

Loea.l purchase 

TOTAL 

Summary. 

tOTAL 

Re. A.I'. 

22,000 0 0 
18,248 S 9 
11,272 1 9 
2,040 11 0 

53,561 0 6 

Rs. A. 1'. 

],49,760 0 0 
;),21,744 0 0 

17,197 1 0 

1i6,299 5 9 
97,329 4 6 
53,561 0 6 

------
8,95,890 11 I) 

~--.-.--.-., 
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STATEMENT "n." 
8tatement showing· tot.aZ e:l:penditure on the production oj matches during the 

last two years from 1st J11ly 19U, to 30th June 1925 and ut July 1925 to 
30th June 1926. - -- 1924-25. 1925-26. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

(1) Wood for making splints, veneers and plWking C&8eB 2,48,142 9 3 3,51,875 3 0 

(i) Cost of papers · 33,228 2 6 68,031 2 0 

(3) Cost of chemioals 1,05,385 3 9 1,69,049 7 6 

(4) Cost of other raw materials 1,05,455 15 0 1,03,471 0 0 
• (r.) Factory labour . 3,09,11114 3 5,50,261 15 6 

(6) Power aud fuel 35,944 15 6 51,787 4 9 

(7) Ordinary ourrent repairs, etc. Nil 1,12,407 6 6 

(8) General servioes, eto. Nil Nil 

(9) Misoellaneous, 8.g., reut, Mn'lioipal taxes, Insur- 37,166 0 0 91,480 3 6 
anoe, eto. . . 

(10) Depreciation bad debts, etc .• 83,625 6 0 .95,000 0 0 

TOTAL 9,58,060 2 3 15,93,363 11 6 --
Total produotion of matches for the year 517,750 gross 1,087,150 gross 

N.B.-The quautities giveu as manufactured by us in reply to question No.7 represent 
the quantities mauufactured during those oalendar years. 

STATEMENT "I." 
. statement showing works cost per gross oj matches. 

-- 1924-25. 1925-26. 

RS.A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Cost of wood for splints and veueers · 0 '1 8 0 5 S 

2 •. Cost of papers for label and ""rapper 0 1 0 0 1 0 

S. Cost of ohemicals . . 0 S 3 0 II 6 

4. Cost of other raw materials . · 0 S 3 0 1 7 

5. Faotory labour . 0 9 '1 0 8 0 

6 Power and fuel . 0 1 1 0 010 

'1. Ordinary ourrent repairs, eto. · ... 0 1 8 

8. General servioes eupervision, eto. ... ... 
9. Misoellaneolli!, e.g., rent, Munioipal taxes, insuranoe, 0 1 1 0 1 4 

eta. 
10. Cost of packing C&8eB . . Nil Nil 

NIIIT TOTAL 1.10 11 1 6 II 

Total produotiou of matches for the year 517,750 gross 1,087,150 gross 

• 
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(2) Letter dated 10th March 1927. 

As desired we have the. honour to forward herewith six. copies of each 
of the following letters from Forest Officers of Burma Districts :-

(1) Letter No •. 94-X-6307, dated24thAp~il 1924, from· the Deputy Con
servator of Forests, Toungoo. 

(2) Letter .No. 481-Xc-17, dated 7th May 1924, from the Deput.y Conser
vator of Foresta, Katha Division_ 

(3) Letter No. 2149-Nb_24, dated 29th May 1924, from the .Deputy· Con-' 
servator of Foresta, Pyinmana Division. 

(4) Letter No. 456-Xe-19, dated 9th June 1924, from .the Divisional Forest 
Officer, Kaukkwe Division, Bhamo. 

(5) Letter No. 384-2-23, dated 17th June 1924, from' the Deputy Conser
vator of Foresta, Myittha Division. 

(6) Letter No. 1491-Xe-60, dated 19th July 1924, from the Deputy Con-
SB!Vator of Forests, Mengmit Forest Division~ Mogok. " . 

(7) Letter No. 1123-Nb.-ll, dated 8th September 1924,. from the ·,Divisional 
Forest Officer, Lower Chindwin Division. 

(8) Letter No. 68, dated 30th August 1926, from the Working Plans 
Officer, Insein Division. 

No. 94-X6.307, dated Toungoo, the 24th April 1924. 

From-C. G. E. DAWKINS, Esq., Deputy Conservator of Foresta, North 
Toungoo Division, Toungoo, 

To-ADAMJEB H.uEB DAWOOD & Co., Ln., 91, Mogul Street, Rangoon. 

Your letter dated 3rd April asking for information regarding ·timber for 
match manufacture. 

Of the list of trees you give the following could be obtained from this 
Division:-

(1) In large quantities: 
Didu, Lull.. 

(2) In fair quantities: 
Yon, Lstpan, Myaukngo, Chinyok, Nabs, Owe, Tauk8ha, Thapan •. 

The Royalty on these is given below: • 
Leza :B.s. 8 per ton. 
Didu, Yon, Letpan, Myaulmgo, Mau, Chinyok, Nabe, Bwe, TauItsr", 

Thapan, Rs. ',l per ton. 

All the trees given above are procurable in any part of the· Division. 
Extraction by local traders is lin operation but as many of the species you :want 
ale not otherwise saleable they are usually left behind unerlracted. 

(Sd.) 

Deputy Conserllator of Fore8ts, 

North ,Toungorr Di"isiol~, 
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No. 481-Xc.-17, dated Katha, the 7th May 1924. 

From-J.' M. L. MACKENZIE, Esq., Deputy Conservator of Forests, 
Ratha Division, Ratha, 

'ro-M. H. K. MASTER, Esq., C/o Mr. Husain Khan, Azam Khan, 
Maymyo. 

Your letter dated the 2nd April 1924. Certain of the timbers you mention 
can be obtained in moderate quantities ill Katba Division. I am not prepared 
to commit myself to figures as I have nothing reliable to go by. 

With regard to your specific enquiries NOll. 1, 2 and a will best be answered 
by a persona.! visit of exploration and enquiry among local traders. No. 4 
can be as~ertained from the Burma Gazette and the Forest Manual. The 
Conservator of Forests, Utilization Circle, is in a position to supply such 
information as you ask for the whole province. 

I attach a tabular statement giving certain information but emphasize 
that I do not guarantee it nor am I in a pOtlition to define such expressions 
as .. Plentiful" in terms of tons. 

No. Species. 

1 Letkok 

II Yon 

S Ma-u , Didu • 

5 Letpan 

S Aukchinza 

7 Myaukngo Ma-u Let-
tanahe. 

8 Gyaungbya 

9 '1'8ungtamasok Pyineit 
Peteut. 

10 KathU 

11 Yayaw Taya", . 
12 Chiuyok • 
!S Yemane 

14 Myaukaeik. 

Nature of Stock. 

Scarce 

Do. 

Plentiful 

Do. 

Do. 

Scarce 

Plentiful 

Unknown 

VerY scarce 

Do. 

Do. 

Plentiful 

Do. 

Unknown 

(Sd.) 

Divisional Forest O/fice'r, 

Katha Divi8ion, M. B. M. 

Situation. 

Whole division. 

Do. 

Do. 

Near Irrawaddy and Maza Chg. 

Whole Division. 

Near Railway. 

Near River and Ra.i1way. 

Whcle Division. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Near :R.iver and Railway. 

Whole Division. 

Do. 



No. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

~o 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 . 
S2 

S:3 
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S!,ecies. Nature of Stock. Situation. 

-
Kusan Scarce In accessible places. 

Dwalo\ Tabo Myetwa. Unknown Whole Division. 

Leza Scarce In accessible placeB. 

Tawthidin Plentiful Whole Division. 

Naue Do. Do. 

Tinya. Not known. Do. 

'l'aongpetwun -Scarce Iu accessible placeBo 

Momaka Yene Do. Do. 

M .... u Letpaushe . See 7 ...... 

Gwe Plentiful Whole Division. 

Binga Do. Do. 

Letkok Scaroe Do. 

Shawni Plentiful Do. 

'l'hayetkin ThaYbtkan . Unknown Do. 

Ychmyok Do. Do. 

Tanksha Plentiful Do. 

Kohe Is .aid to be Local ·Do. 
name for "Didu" 
(nnknown). 

Ywe-bok Unknown Do. 

Thaphan Plentiful .\ Do. 

No. 2149-Nb.-24, dated Pyinmana, the 29th May 1924. 

From-R. W. V. PALMER, Esq., Deputy Conservator of Forests, 
Pyinmana Division, 

To-M. H. K. MASTER, C/o Mr. Husein Khan, Azam Khan, Maymyo. 

In reply to your letter of April Srd, 1924, attached form gives the informa. 
tion you require. Should you require further information, I suggest you visit 
this Division and judge for yourself lid to the suitability or otherwise of the 
"imbl'r and the methods of extraction. 

(E1d.) 

Divi.ionaZ Forest Officer, 

"¥inl'llana Djvi8io'!. 
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'fimber 
Serial Timber to be obh.ined in available Where found. Royalty and Dnty. No. this Division. in 

quantity. 

1 Lettok Taungmeek 2 I Chiefly in the Roya.lty OD a.11 spe-
~ Raing Reserve 20 cies except Yamane 

II Tauugsaga 3 miles North West Re. 5 per ton. Yam-

I 
of pyinmana. ane Rs. 6 per tOD. 

3 Yon. 4 

4 Didu. S 

5 Letpan 6 I 
6 Anohinza '1 

I 

i 
'1 Mya.ukngo 9 I -
8 Maulettaushe 10 

i 

9 Mau. MaugaungdoD 11 

10 Taungbtmasok 12 

11 Pyinsit Potsut 15 

12 Thitaawbwa 16 

13 Kathit · 18 

14 TaYllowKayaw 19 

15 Chinyok · 20 I 
]6 Yamane 21 

17 Myaukseik Pyaukseik 23 

18 Kushan 30 

]9 Dwalok Tabo Myothlwa ... 
20 Leza ." 

21 Thawthidin · ... 
22 Nabe .,. 

23 Momaka ... 
24 Taungpetwun ... 
25 Man Lettanshe . ... 
26 Gwe. . . ... 
27 Binga 

28 Letkok ... 
29 Thayetkin Thayetsan ... 
So Shawne ... 
31 Tauksha ... 
32 Koho ... 
33 Ywebok ... 
S4 Thapa.u ... -
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No. 456-Xe-19, dated Bhamo, the 9th June 1924. 

From-G. M. TURNER, Esq., Divisional Forest Officer, Kaukkwe Divi
sion, Bhamo, 

To-Messrs. ADAlIIJEE HAJEK DAWOOD & do., LD., 91, Mogul Street, 
Rangoon. 

GENTLEMEN, 

Reference your letter of the 3rd April 1924 to my address regard
ing suitable species for match manufacture found in this division practically 
all the species mentioned in your list. with the exception of Pine are found 
in various parts of the division. 

Yon, Letpan, Maulettanshe, Taungpetwun, ThaJ>et, Kohe and Thapan are 
found in large quantities everywhere. 

Yon, Letpan and Thapan may be extracted very cheaply from the Kaukkwe 
Kyaukkyi and Kangu Ranges. Extraction of other species is not so, easy but 
'still no! difficult and will be slightly more expensive. 

The royalty on Yamane is Rs. 6 per ton, all the other species are classed 
. ae other unreserved and the rate of royalty is Rs. 2 per ton. 

Sm, 

I have the honour to be, 

Gentlemen, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) 

Divisional For88t Offio6r, 

Kaukkw6 Division. 

No. 384-2-23, dated Mawlaik, the 17th June 1924. 

From-W. J. G. COOPER, Esq., Extra Deputy Conservator of Forests, 
Myittha Division, Mawlaik, 

To-Mr. M. H. K. MASTER, C/o Mr. Husain Khan, Azam Khan, 
Maymyo. 

Reference your letter nated 2nd April 1924, making inquiries about timber 
for match making please Bee attached list of kinds of woods and area in 
which available. Most of the species you require are of the unreserved kind 
the duty on which is only Re. 1 per ton. ,'l'he list shows which kinds are 
mostly available. You may either get local traders to work for you and 
deliver it at Alon (Monywa) raUwlly siding or you may register a hammer 
mark and work it out with your own men. 

(Sd.) 

Divisional Forest Offic6r. 
Myittha Division. 
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List of timber for Match wood. 

Massein. Ka.lewa.. Ma.ukka.daw. 
Judi', or 

Ka.lemyo. Ma.hamya.ing or Kale or ~ingin. 
____ 1-----------

Lettok. T.etpan. Pya.ukseik. Lettok. Aukchinza. 

Taungsaga. Momaka. Ma.u. Yon. Lettok. 

Yon. Yon. Ma.u. Mau. 

Letpan. Nabe. Didu. Kathit. 

Aukohinza. Kusan. Letpan. Sha~. 

Mauletta.nshe. Mauletta.nslle. Aukchinza. Binga. 

Petllut. Tll,8ophan. Maulettanshe. Yamane. 

Kathit. Letpan. Petent. Knsan. 

Chinyok. Aukchin.a. Kathit. Ma.ul ettanshe. 

I 
Yemane. Chinyok. Chinyok. Chillyok. 

pyaubeik. Yamaue. Yemane. Gwe. 

Kusan. Yathabye. Pyaukaeik. Momaka. 

Tawthidin. Gwe. Kusau. Pyaukssik. 

Nabs. Binga. Tawthidin. Thaphan. 

Momaka Yethabye. Htinshu. Nabs. Yon. 

Gws. Moma.ka Ysthabys. Nabe. 

Binga. I Binga. Htinshu. 

~ha.wni. ! Shawni. Lstpan. 

Thayst. I Tha.phan. 

Tho.phan. I Ywebok. 

)lyaukngo. I 
I 
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llallge officers Teport that the following kinds of timber can be found in· their 
Ranges. as noted below. 

Letpan • 

Didu 

){au ){augaungdon 

Letpan • 

Letpan. 

Yon 

){au 

Letpan. 

Aukchinza 

){yaukngo 

Taungtama 

Pyaukseik 

Kusan 

Nabe 

Taungpetwun 

Tauksha 

Thaphan 

Mau Mallgaungdon 

lIfyaukngo Maulettanshe 

Nabe 

Binga 

Tauksha 

Thaphan 

Letpan ~ 

Letpan. 

Mau 

Nabs 

Binga 

Tauksha 

Th8phan 

Kohe 

· ") 
• ~ Can be found in small quantity in Kun. · J chaung Range on the Shweli River. 

~l 
I 

Can be found in largest quantity in 
Wainglon Range on Shweli River. 

Can be found in largest quantity in Upper 
Shweli Range on Shweli River. 

I Can be found in small quantity in Name 
~ Unreserved Forests Name Range on the 

Shweli River. 

: 1 Con b, w=d m fuI, q'~'"" m N,~ : I Range on the Shweli River. 

· J 

a Can be found in fair quantities in Momeik 
Range on the Shweli River. 

: 1 C,n "" w,nd mO,mWJ ,,_tity ;n N", 0 · r Range on the Shweli River. 

., 
· J 

The other species are scarce in this Division. 
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No. 1123."Nb .. ll, dated Monywa, the 8th September 1924. 

From-J. t. HEFFERMAN, Esq., Deputy Conservator of Forests Lower 
Chindwin Division, Monywa, ' 

To-Mr. M. H. K .. MASTER, C/o Mr. Husain Khan, Azam Khan, 
Maymyo. 

MEMO. 

Reference your letter No. nil, dated Srd April 1924. 

'I'he following kinds of timber are available in my division:

J.etpan obtainuble from ICani Kabaing and Pagyi Ranges. 
Yon, Didu, Aukch~nza, Petsut, Tayaw, Kuzan, Nabe, Shawni amI 

Thaphan obtalDable from Kani Range. 

The royalty payable under licenses to extract timber from publio forest 
laud shall be levied at the rate of Rs. 2 per ton. 

The cost of extraction of any of the above woods from this part of Burma 
to Rangoon will I am afraid make their use prohibitive. 

Sm, 

(Sd.) 

Divisional Fore8t Officer, 

Low" Ohindu;in Division. 

Letter No. 68, dated 30th August 1926. 

From-C. W. SCOTT, Esq., Working Hans OffiC'Elr, Insein Division, 

To--Messrs. ADA"MlEE HAJEE DAWOOD & Co., Ln., 91, Mogul Street, 
Rangoon. 

I have the honour to say that the Conservator of Forests, Working Plans 
Circle, Maymyo, has authorized me to supply you with the accompanying 
data and information on the strict understanding that they are not official 
or necessarily final. 

2. Table I shows for 5 important matohwood species the numbers of trees 
of 51 or over at the point of felling which are estimated to exist at the present 
time in the whole Mahuya Reserve and about one·third of the Paunglin 
Reserve. 

S. Table II shows similar date but down to 8 11 diameter the smallest size 
counted in the enumerations of last season. 

4. To be on the safe side. I think it advisable to regard the probable out.tum 
from Buch species as mondaing, odein, setkadon, myaukngo and yemane assum
ing that you find these 'suitable and extract them as only compensating for 
the defective or inQCcessible trees of the five species included in my tables 
and not therefore as likely to increase the available matchwood supplies. 

5. Further more I consider it a conservative guess to put the available 
suppliAl! in the remaining two·thirds of the Paunglin Reserve, i.II., the portion 
of yoU!' lease area in which no matchwood countings have been done at the 
same figure as the counted portion of the Paunglin Reserve (8,000 trees), It 
is true that the un.counted area is a.bout double the size of the counted area 
but it includes remote areas probably too expensive to work and a Karen 
taungya area which is not likely to yield much matchwood. 
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6. In view of the above I estimate that your whole lease area contains 
at the present moment about 31,000 matchwood trees above 5' in girth at 
point of felling and reasonably sound and accessible for extraction. 

7. These . trees are growing and it is thought that growth will bring at 
least another 7,500 trees above the girth limit during the period of your 
15-year lease in coupes not already worked over. 

8. I estimate the poesible outturn of your whole lease area therefore at 
about 2,500 trees per annum for the I5-years of your leaae. It is obvious 
that this figure is very liable to require correction according to the new 
species you may find it possible to use the areaa you may find it impossible 
to work the proportion of trees you may wish to reject on account of fluting 
crookedness, etc. 

9. I gather that the felling cycle for your leaae area is likely to be fixed 
provisionally at 15 years, i.8., that you will be allowed to fell and extract 
from each coupe or compartment only once iIi. the 15 years of your lease. 
Thereafter if your leaae is extended you will be able to return to the com
partments already worked and extract from them again. Experiments are 
contemplated to measure the rate of growth of matchwoods in various types 
of jungle and the felling cycle .will be Bubjec.t to. revision after 7 years in 
accordance with the results of these experiments. It is possible that it 
might be found necessary to lengthen it. I think it very improbable tbat ii 
will be shortened. 

I have the honour to be. 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) 



MATCHWOODS IN INSEIN DIVISION. 

TABLE I. 

Ba~ed on enumeratiQ1/s made in 1926. 

Estimated numbers of matchwood trees of 4' 6" breast height girth and over (0' at point of felling). 

"- Species. 16--20". 20-24". 

~--~-

M.h.,. ",",," (Wh •• ~.) J 
Sawbya. 4,003 2,977 

G'Ne 1,701 895 

Man 484 812 

l Didu 270 263 

Letpan 3 12 

Sawbya. 1,280 1,017 

..... ,H. "M"' (29 _,,,,oj Gwe . 957 835 
ments) only out of a total for 

164 the whole reserve of 100 com· IIlan 438 
partment. averaging 1 square 

337 mile in area. Didn 446 

Letpan 

'1 
2 ... 

I 

Diameter Classes. 

24-28". 28-32". 
32" and Total. over. 

----- --- --- -961 163 50 8,154 

269 99 69 3,033 

539 306 408 2,549 

224 114 206 1,077 

6 10 4 35 

GRAND TOTAL 14,848 

302 75 39 2,713 

331 67 93 2,283 

235 137 179 1,153 

228 
to 

181 419 1,611 

5 S 11 2~ 

GRAND TOTAL 7,'i81 

-

-------- -------- .. -- --

- Figures in this column a.re only half 
the total enumerated and shown in 
Table II as half the trees in this 
diameter class are estimated to be 
below 4' 6" girth at breast height 
W point of felling). 

C. W. SCOTT, 
W. P. O. Inul/I 



:MATCHWOODS IX I ... ~SEIN DIVISION. 

TABLE II. 
Baaed 0" ''' .. meraljo ..... made in 1926. 

Estimated numbers of matchwood trees of 8" diameter and over. 

- Speoies. &-]2". 12-16". 16-20". 2o-fU". 24-28". 2&-82." 32"and Total. over. -
--.. - --~~-

lfa'", ""'_ (WhJ 
Sawbya 17,990 16,853 8,006 2,977 961 163 1i0 405,500 The minimum girth pres-

8,301i 7,811) 8ili 269 99 69 
oribed in the Dawood 

Gwe 8,j02 20,1)51 leas8 (5' at point of 

Man 858 938 869 8IS 589 306 j08 ',820 
felling 4' 6" at breast . heifmht) ia oonaidered 

. are ... ). l Didn 1,213 263 2fU 11' 206 
to all abont the mid-

8408 MI' S,j09 dIe of this diameter 
olasa. 

Letpan 402 21 7 12 6 In 40 102 

---
28,408 2',467 12,925 40,959 1,999 692 787 7',182 

--- ---
Sawbya 2,07' 8,134 2,560 1,017 802 75 89 9,201 

... M.!i ........ "-[ Gwe 2,474 2,59' 1,915 835 831 67 93 8,809 
partments only out of 
a total for the whole Mau 288 832 S29 488 235 137 179 1,938 
a r8s.rve of 100 oom· 
partment. averaging 1 Didn 1,139 763 67' 404.6 228 181 nil 8,850 
square mile in area. 

Letpan ... 8 5 . .. 5 3 11 27 

---
S,975 6,82.6 5,483 2,736 .1,101 463 741 23,325 

C. W. SCOTT, 

The 30th Augu." 1926. W. P. 0., In8e~n. 
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i 
(3) Supplementary Statementa 8ubmitted by Me88rs. AdamjaB, Hajee Dawood J: 

00., Ltd. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 1. 

Pr08pectu8 01 the Su.'edi8h Match Oompany. 

A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER TEE LAWS OF SWEDEN. 

Shar/J CapitaL. 
18sued 900,000 ,; A .. Rhares of 100 Swedish Crowns each, carrying one 

vobe per share. 

Being issued 900,000 .. B " shares of 100 Swedish Crowns each, carrying 
l/l,OOOth vote per share. 

(At exchlloIlge 16'66 Crowns tp £1,100 Swedish Crowns = £6.) 

0#6r lor sale oj 271,500 "B II shar!!s of 100 Swedish OroWns each at the 
price 01 £7 48. Od. pBr 8hare. 

Under Swedish Law not more than one-fifth of the voting power of the 
C\lmpauy may be held by the foreIgn interest. In view. however. of the 
international nature of ·the business of the Company it has been thought 
doohable th~t such foreign interests should be allowed to hold a larger 
l)roportion than one-fifth of the Company's shore capital and the creation of 
the " B " shares carrying 11 reduced voting power is hein/t. effected for this 
purpose. 1'he total shares Rt. present issued which are available for lmres
t,·icted transfer to foreign interests ore the 178.500 " A .. shares quoted in 
.tondon. The Whole of the 900,000 .. B .. shares, however, will ~an"y such 
unrestricted transfer rights. 

'.rhe .. B .. shares will, as from 1st January 1925. rank pari pas8u with 
tho existing .. A .. shares of tho Company in alI respects other than voting. 
They will not, however, participate in dlvidenus.deelared in respect of the 
year 1924, but in lieu thereof holders will receive 4'50 Swedish Crowns per 
share, which at exchange 16'66 Crowns to £1, represents -approximately 
interest at 7 per cent. per annum to 31st December 1924, calculated as 
regards £3 13~. 6d. per share as from 14th May 1924, and as regards £3 
108. 6a. per share as from 1st .July 1924. This interest will he sent by the 
Company to registered holders of the shares on 5th January 1925. and in 
the case of shares registered .ill .the name of .the RoyaiExohange Assurance 
Ill! mentioned later; the interest· will be paid on presentation of the definitive 
eel'tificates to Messrs. Higginson &. Co., fQr markmg on and tlfter 5th January 
11)25. In the pOlo~' the Company has pllid dividends annually in April or May, 
but it is the .intention in future to pay interim dividends. . 

The Company bl\f:l outstanding -the following funded debts:

(1) 20,000,000 Rwedish Crowns 7 per cent. Mortgage debentl1l'es. re
pay&hle in whole or in part at the Company's option, hetween 
1\132 anJ 1946. 

(2) 12,800.000 Swedish Crowns (balance of 15,000,000 issued) 7} per 
cent. Mortgage debantures, repayable by l/oDDual in6talments hy 
11l31. 

The Company also gU'lrantees jointly and severally with two of its subsi
diaries the principal and interest in re.~pect of 15.000,000 6! per cent. Bonds 
of the International Match Corporation of America. 
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The following information is based ut>0f!, the.le~ter of the .)1anagin.g Director 

c,f the Swedish Matah Company, set out Wlth\Il, to whlCh apphcants are 
reCerred for full partiaulars := ' • 

(1) The Company controls 20 Match factories in Sweden, 4:1 match 
factories outside. Sweden, and holds otheJ1 important interests in 
t.he match industry. 

(~l The pro<luction of the Swedish factori@S alone represents oves one
fifth of the total WOFld production. Of the 8wl!dish prQdllCtion 
96 Pef cent, is Il~ported and of t4i~ ~O per IlIlPt. ill shipPIld 
or financed ~4rollgh l,4JndO!l. 

(3) The proceeds of the shares now being o~!lred here and in Swe<lep 
will be used fo!, the erection of factori!ls in Indip. IIJ:!.~ for tllto 
extension of existing, and the acquisition of additi(,lD!l1 interests 
in Europe and othel1 countries. 

(4) The expenditure on thE! IIlIliI\l1 facUlTies a1.one ill cOPllervatively 
estimateq to rEls1l1~ ill II- slj,vjng oj' 8,600,000 rupees PIlII allnum, 
whiph is Elqual at preseltt e~I;I1j1.11~ tQ mQ!le than IOl PElr cent. 
On the new· 900,000 IIhares, 

(5) Pividends whWh a~B paid without deduction on account of Swedish 
taxes, have averaged over 12 per cent. sincEl 19J.8 /!<nd it is 
Imtiaipated that this rate of dlvidend will be maintllineq. on the 
increased aapital. 

(3) On the basis of a 12 per ceI\t. 'qividend with exchange 16'66 Crowns 
to £1, the yield on the issue price Qf f.7 48, Od. is 10 per cent. 

The purchase price is payabl\! All foIl9WS;"'" 

On applicatiOn 

On 14th May 1924 

On 1st July 1924 

. 
, 

:rer share. 

£ II. d. 

1 0 0 

:I l3 6 

3 ~O /I 

7 4 0 

.. ... t .. 

Appliaation should bs made cn the lIC'Compapying form an!} sent. to ~Iessl'S. 
Higginaon& Co., SO, Lombard Street, London; E. C,S. or BflJ'd,IIYs Bank Limi
ted, 64, Lombard Iiltreet, London, ~, C. S, or any of their branches together 
with a remittance for the amount payable on applicatiof!" 

If any application be accepted for less than the aInoupt applied for the 
balance of the application mouey will be appropriated towards th!;l amount 
payable 011 14th :May 1924. and ally surplus then remaining will be returned, 
ar.d where any application is Dot accepted the application money will be 
returned in full, Failure to pay any instalment when due will re~der the 
previous payment liable to forfeiture and the acceptance liable to canceijg.tia!l, 

Interest at the rate of 8 pcr cent, per annum will be charged on inst~
ments in arrear. 

Scrip Certificates to bearer wil! be issued by Messrs. Higginson & Co. in 
exchange for letters of aooeptance on which the amoun~ pllynple 'on ·~4th 
May 1924 has been paid. Definitive Certificates will 'be delivered as soon 

'f 2 
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'IS ready in exchange for fully paid Scrip. The Definitive Certificates stamped 
in accordance with English law will be registered in the name of the Royal 
l·:xchange"Assurance and will be endorsed by them in blank, thus making the 
shares transferable on the market by delivery without payment of further 
stamp duty. The holders of these certifieates will be able, if they so desire, 
tn be registered as holders of the shares. in the books of the Company in 
Sweden. 

The 900,000 .. B " shares, of which the 271,500 shares now being offered 
lor sale form part, have been offere!! to .. A " shareholders for subscription 
in Sweden, share for share. at £'i-1-0 or alternatively 125 Swedish Crowns 
pcr share. For the convenience of the holders of 178,500 .. A" shares, 
Nos. 720,501 to 899,000 quoted in London, Messrs. Higginson & Co. have 
agreed to purchase 178,500 .. B" shares, from Mr. Iva.r Kreuger, a sha.re
holder, and Managing Director of the Company at £7 18. less 68. 6d. per 
share, and by arrangement with the Company have agreed to offer by ad
vertisement to the holders of the above-mentioned 178,500 .. A " shares the 
right to purchase from them at £7 la. per share one .. B " share for eooh 
sha.re held in lieu of their right to subscribe for shares in Sweden. Out of 
this ilommi9t!ion of 68. 6d. per share Messrs. Higginson & Co. are paying a 
guaranteeing commission, brollerage, and all the eltpenses connected with their 
ofTer to shareholders, together estimated to amount to about 38. 6d. per share. 

The 271,500 .. B" shares nnw offered for sale are also being purchased 
from Mr. Kreuger the price being £7 48. less 98. per share. Messrs. 
Higginson & Co. are paying 118. per share underwriting commission, 9d. per 
share overriding commission, brokerage of la. 3d. per share and all the expenses 
of this offer, including advertislng. 

The usual practice in Sweden in making an issue is for the Directors to 
ouer the new shares to shareholders subject to the approval of the ehare
holders' at an Extraordinary General Meeting to be held not lese than one 
week later. This practice has been adopted in the present ease, and the 
Directors' offer of 900,000 .. R .. shares to the shareholders and the present 
offer are subject to the approval of the shareholder9 at a meeting to be held 
on 5th May 1924. Messrs. Higginson &: Co. have satisfied themselves t,hat 
such approval will be forthcoming. 

Application will be made to the C'ommittee of the London Stock Exchange 
I •. r permission to deal in the ::71,500 .. B " shares now offered for sale, and 
in the 178,500 .. B " shares being offered to shareholders &8 mentioned above, 
anJ an official quotation will be applied for in due course. 

Copies of the C'Srtificate of incorporation and of the bye-laws of the 
Company, and a copy of the agreement under which Messl·s. Higginson & 
Co. are acquiring the shares from Mr. Ivar Kreuger, the original letter 

·from the British Auditors and t·lle original Consolidated Balance Sheet, copy 
of which aceompanies this prospectus, can be seen at the offi('es of Messrs. 
Linklaters & Paines, 2, Bond Court, Walbrook, London, at any time durin" 
business hours while the list remains open. " 

A brokerage of la. 3d. pel' share will be paid in respect of accepted appli
~ations from the public. bearing the stamp of any broker, hanker or other 
nppl'Oved agent. 

Copies of these parti('ulars and forms of application may he obtained from 
Messrs. Higginson & Co., from the Head Office nnd Branches of Barclays 
Bank Ld., and from the Brokers for this offer. 

Dated 1st May 192.&. 
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MESSBS. HIGGINSON & CO., 

LoNDON. 

DEAR Sms, 

17, VASTBA TBADGARDSGATAN, 

Btoc:khoZm, 28th ApriZ 192-'. 

In connection with the new issue of shares in the Swedish Match 
Company I take pleasure in giving you the following information. 

History and pr8s8nt position. 

'rhe Swedish Match Company was incorporated in 1917, with a capital 
of 45,000,000 Crowns, to effect an amalgamation of interests in the Swedish 
Match industry, and is a direct continuation of the Jonkoping Match Manu. 
facturing Company, whose business was established. in 1845. It owns the 
ordinary share capital of, the Jonkoping andVulean Match Manufacturing 
Company and the ordinary and l,reference share capital of the United Swedish 
Match Factories Company. ThTOltgh these two subsidiaries it owns 20 match 
factories in Sweden, valuable timber lands of a total area of about 120,000 
acres well situated in relation to the different factories, a sulphite imd paper 
mill, three import-ant engineering works specialising in the production,.o! 
match manufacturing machinery, three chemical plants, three lithographic 
printing works and a numbsr 01 other undertakings auxiliary,' to the match 
industry. The production of fhe paper mill, chemical plants and engineering 
works is largely in excess of the requirements of the ,t;:ompany's Swedish 
fsctories, and the excess production is disposed. of under contract to foreign 
competitors. The production ,)f matches of the Swedish' factories alone,: reo 
presents over one.fifth of the total world production. Of the Swedish pro. 
duction of matches about 96 per cent. is ,being exported and of this, :the 
percentage shipped or financed through London is steadily increasing and is now 
about 80 per cent. 

During 19-22 the share capital of the Sw.edish Match Company was increased 
to 90,000,000 Crowns by issuing 450,000 new shares of which about two.fifths 
were placed on the British market. Out of, the proceeds of that issue, the 
Cflmpany acquired the control of a number of important foreign match con. 
rams previously competing with the Company, thereby increasing its revenue 
to a considerable extent, and strengthening its position in the match market. 

The Company also controls through stock ownership 'The International 
Ma~ch Corporation, a company incorporated in America last year to take over 
from the Swedish Match Company and other important competitive groups 
int-uested in the match industry, the greater part of or the entire share 
Nl.pitals of companies owning 42 match factories in various European ,and 
other countries. 'rhe value of the interests thus acquired hy the International, 
Match Corporation in exchange for shares was approximately $28,000,000, of 
which approximately $15,000,000 represented the value of the interests trans· 
fr,rred by the Swedish Match Company. In order to procure working c&pit!il 
for the International Match Corporation an issue of $15,000,000 6! per cent. 
honds was placed on the American market in November last carrying the 
guarantee of the Swedish \latch Company, and it-s two main subsidiarioo. 
The proceeds of this bond i~sue are being used for the' acquisition of 
investments in north and south America and in the Far East. Among the 
Msets taken over was the entire share capital of a company owning a large 
TnBtch manufacturing plant in Canada, and this faotory is now being developed 
and supplied with machinery flf Swedish type. 

In the Fllr East the International Match Corporation has aheady secured 
th .. ('.()ntrnl of Bome very important match factories, and nellOtiations for an 
extended influence in the match businoos in that part of the world are pro
gressing in a satisfactory manner" 
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III addition to 'the above.mentioned holdings the Swedish Match Company 
has. other extensive investments abroad and maintains friendly relnticms with 
ILII important competit<lrs, ., 

Past profit8 alttltli1Jidcnds. 

Rhare capital, profits, dividends and sales during the period 1910-~3 ,,·ill 
be seen from the Lable below:--

Profit in Dividends 
per cent. in per cent, 

Ol'dinary share Capital. Net profit, earned on paid on Sales of 
ordinary ordihary Matches,· 

Bhat'e sbai'e 
Capital. Capital. 

- T - . . 
Crowhli. Crowns. Crowns. 

1910 3.000,000 1,169,&78 :1s'98 6 13,40~.O18 

1911 3,000.000 898,929 29'911 8 1l!.446,2t2 

1912 . 3,000,000 888,313 29'Cl 8 17.4.26.1136 

1913 S,OOIl,OOO 868,4.58 28"8 9 18.208.256 

1914 · 3.000.000 1,282,'30 42'15 10 21,201,304-

1916 8,000,000 .... 67&,38B 1I55'Sl 10 S8,1!64.923 

1916 3,000,000 5.441,586 181'39 12 06.902.927 

1917 6.00(),OOO ~.298.~8' 1\4,'98 12 Iilt,3l9,644 

1918 . 4.5.000,000 7,t76,028 IN,8 12 66./;09.291 

1919 · 45,OOO,OtJ() 11.831,170 26'29 14 89,296,155 

1920 · 45,000,000 11,4.86,010 25'41 14 lS7,64t1,274 

1921 , &5,OOO,OJO B.SSO,S4i1 19'19 Ii! 1l1,375;~83 

1922 45,000,000 9,240,3U 20'03 12 125,868,663 

1923 • 90,000,000 17,477,834 19'42 12 1311.618.7i!O 
.. -

Prior to 1018, the above !\~atement i'epresente the position of the Jonkoping 
and Vulcan Match ManufactUring Company only,· Commencing with 1918 
the ('spital is that of the Parent. Company and the profite given are those 
of the Patent Company and its two main subsidiaries lifter deducting interest 
on nil bonds ond debts. amorthmtlon of plants, income and ,I;at taxes actually 

. paid dilling the yeat.', bonus tQ Directors and employees, ahd other charges 
6f "imilar llBtUl'1l and diVidends on thE! Preference shilres of the Jonkoping and 
Vulcan !vIa,tch Manufacturing Company. not owned by the Swedish Ma.t ... b 

. Company • 

. :. ~. 'I'his repl'e8ents sales of nlat"hes by the Company's Swedilj~· fa9tOl'ies 
/)ntl the Company's prollortio~ of m!ltch ~alfl!I bytlontrollM furei~n fSt'tori~tli . 
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In accordance with Swedish Law the ta.xes in respect of the profits of 
tl.e Company are paid before dividends are declared. Accordingly no deduc. 
tion in respect of Swedish taxes is made in the dividends paid to the share. 
bolders. 

Asset8 and LiabilitieB. 

The following is a copy of a letter received frorn Messrs. Whinney, Murray 
'" Co., the British l\.uditors of the Company:~ 

14, Pt.ACB DE MJ!m, ANVEBB, 

2STa ApTiZ 1924. 

To the Directors of the Swedish M1Iotcl:i Company and to Messrs. Higginson 
&. Co., London. 

(lIlNTLElIBN, 

In accordance with your instructions, we have examined the Books 
at,d Accounts of the Swedish Mateh Company and the Balance Sheets and 
HClhedules rell)tive thereto of the Jonkoping and Vulcan Match Manufacturing 
Company, the United Swedi~h Mah.h Factories Company and 20 other Swedish 
i'ubsidiary Companies al'\ at 1l1lit December 1917 and 1923, and have prepared 
therefrom the snnexed con~olidatell Balance Sheet 88 at 31st December 1923. 

We have verified the Cash and Securities of the Swedish Match Company 
by actual inspection or by certificates from the depositorie~. 

We have also had produced to us Balance Sheets at 31st. December 1923 
or other coufirmat.ory information to substantiate the value at which the 
.. Shares in and advances to Foreign Subsidiaries and Associated Companies 
and other Miseellaneous [nvestments" stand in the Boo]{s. • 

We are of the opinion that the annexed consolidated Balance Sheet pte. 
Rent~ a correct. view of the aggregate state of affairs .of the 23 combined 
companies as at 319t December 1923, according to the best of our informa. 
tion and the explanations given to us and 118 shown by the Books and Accounts 
of the RwedlRh Match Company ann the Balance Sheets at that date of the 
"th"r 22 Swedish companies combined in the annexed Balance Sheet. 

Yours faithfully, 

WItINNEY, MURRAY & COMPANY, 
ChaTtel'ea Accountants: 

I have no hesitation in stating that the assets as appearing in .the con
aolidated balaftce sheet prepared by Messrs. Whinney, Murray & Co., are 
(,onservatively valued. 

Pllrp08e 01 i88ue. 

The proceeds of the issue of 900,000 .. B .. shares will be used for the 
ext(;nsion of existing- interests aDd the acquisition of additional interests 
ahroad. As 1\ cOD"idernble part of the proceeds will be expended otJ. strengthen. 
ing the Comp'any's position in India, some details of the .conditions of the 
match trade in that count.ry may be interesting. 

Before the War the Indian Match marl{et was, and even. noW is, almost 
entirely held by Swedi8h al'ln J apaneRe interests, the local production of 
mat~heR being practicallv negligible. Durin" the War on 1U"C0unt of lack 
of freight facilities the Swedish proportion. ;'hich had previously been about 
:10 per cent. of the total trane, was lost entirely to Japan. During recent 
years. howev"r, the Swedish intEorests have made groot progress and have 
more than regained their position, their proportion of the trade being now 
40 per cent. 
. For s?me y,;ars heavy duties have been imposed on the import of ma.tC'hI!~ 
I!l~ .Indla, and the question ofe~tabliRhing local factories there on a large 
~caJ!, 1!aa been \Inder consideratlon, After c!lreful investi~ation it has 11el)II 
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decided to embark upon this policy and match ·factoriesare now being erected 
at Bombay, Oa.loutta, Madras Bnd Karachi all of whioh will commenoe opera
tion during 1924, and it is expected that commencing with 1925 a highly 
satisfactory. return will be obtained. On the basis of the quantity of matches 
shipped from Sweden to India during the second half of 1923, it is conser
vatively estimated that when these faotories are in full operation the yearly 
saving in import duty by manufacturing in India will be 86,00,000 rupees 
'which alone, at present exchange, is equivalent to over lot per cent. on the 
present increase in capital. In addition the existing sales organisation in 
India will be largely extended. 

In other parts of the world opportunities of an extraordinary nature are 
presenting themselves for the profitable investment of capital; recently acquired 
manufacturing interests in Poland are to be extended, and it is contemplated 
that a Bubstantial sum will be invested in .the French Match Industry which 
up to now has been a Government monopoly. The Company has been 
approached by and is at present negotiating with several foreign govem
mE>nts with a view to taking over the match industry in their respective 
countries as pri' ate monopolies. The experience and technical resources of 
the Company, as well as its connections in all parts of the world, put it in 
a very favourable position for negctiat~ons of this kind, and it may therefore 
be assumed that any business transacted on these lines will be on term~ 
which are satisfactory to the Company and which will bring an ample return . 
on the capital invested. . 

Prospect8 and fut.ure dividendB. 

In view of the above-mentioned developments and the favourable oppor
tunities now offering for investment in the match industry. the writeI' is 
strongly of opinion that the expenditure of the proceeds of the new shara 
napital will at least sufficiently increase the Company's profits as to enable 
it to maintain the present dividend of 12 per cent. on the increased capital. 

SWEDISH MATCH COMPANY. 

Yours faithfully, 

IVAR KREUGER, 
Managing Director. 

CONBOI,IDATED BALANCE SHEET AS' AT 31sT DECEMBER 1923. 

(Combining Swedish Match Company and twenty-two Swedish' subsidiary Com-
panies.) . 

Capit.al and LiabiZitiBl. 

, To Capital-
Authorised and issued-

900,000 sbares of S. Kr. ]00 eMh, fully paid 

To Share Capita] and' proportion of 
surplu. in o(lmbined ('ompaniel 
not owne"! by Swedisb M atoh 
Company, Jonkoping and Vul
can lI1at~h Mauufacturing Com
pany, lR.8~7 6 per cent. Prefe
rence shares of S. Kr. 1,000 
eacb, fully paid witb accrued 
dividend • • 

Otbd!' subsidiary companies 

s. Kr. 

17,370,220'00 
4.8,339'70 

S.Xr. 

IlO,OOO,OOO'OO 



To MOrlgage Debe~ture. :

Swedish Match C .... mpany-
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S. Kr. 

7 per cent. .. A 'I series Deben-
tures 20,000,000'00 

'n percent. "B"series Deben-
tp.res 12,800,000'00 

S. Kr. 

---- 32,800,OOC'00 

Jonkoping and Vulcan Match Manufooturing 
-Company-

" per cent. Debentures 963,000'00 

Alby N-ew Chlorate Company.-

6 per cent. Debentures 61'0,000'00 

Katrinefa'rs Company-

6 per cent. Debentures 
61.. I, 

l,4U,OOO'OO 
3,864,000-00 

6,276,000'00 

To Mortgage loans and Bank and Other guaranteed or secured 
advances 

" Employee" Saving Bank and other deposits or funds 
.. Sundry creditora and oredit balauces .. . 
.. Reserve Fund. 
.. Profit and Loss Account 

Subject to taution (estimated at S. Kr. 2,320,000) on profits for 

S. Kr. 

39,60'1,000'00 

28,291),724-04. 
46-1,250-39 

29,422,713'85 
80,OOll,000-00 
22,757,114-65 

year 1923 307,961,357']3 

8. Kr. 
COQtingent Liabilitie&-

I. Guarantee for the International Match 
Corporation Debentures 16,(;00,000'00 

2. Disoountcd Trade Bills and olher contin, 
gent liabilitiea 26,9603,023'17 

,,{aBet •• 

By Freehold land, forests, buildings, Plant and machinory, Rail
way sidings, skamboats, barges, motor craft, rolling stock, live 
Rtock. etc., owned by the 23 oombined companie., at cost to 
Swedi.h Match Company, Ie •• Depreciation.. .• 

.. Patents, Trade marks aud Experimental Costs 

.. Office furniture .• 

.. Shares in and advance to for"ign subsidiary and Associated coin
panies and other Miscellaneous Trade Investments. . , 

iNoTB.-Thel'e i. a contiugeut liability of Swiss Francs 
2,200,000 in respert CI£ uncalled c..pi~l on certain shares' in-
'oluded abovt'.) 

.f 

S; Kr, 

125,767,9~5'39 

1'00 
1'()O 

77,745,558'9.1. 
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By Stock in tl'ade as cel'tifi~d by Officials of the Com
pany at cost or under :-

1. Stock of matohee • 
2. Stock. of raw materials, etc. • 

.. Sundry debtol'B and debit balances . 

.. Swedish and foreign Government bonds • 

.. Cash at Bankers and in band 

S. Kr. 

10,147',260'00 
17,113,981'86 

S. Kr. 

21,~21.211·86 

81,829,826'61 
2,296.'63'16 

12,600,360'18 

307,961,367"13 

Consolidated Balance Sheet referred to in out lett!!!' of thll 23rd April 1924. 

ANTWERP, 

fJ9rd April 1924. 

WmNNEY, MURRAY & CO., 
Chartered Accountant8. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No.2. 

SVENSKA 'l'AND8TICK8 AKfIEBOLAGET. 

(The Swedish MatClh CODlpany.) 

Directof8' Report for the year 1924. 

'the Boatd of Directors of the Svenska Tandsticks Aktlebolsget have pleasure 
in submitting their Report for the year 1924. 

Considerable progress has bren made in international business relations 
during the past year. The rise in sterling together with the stabilisation of 
the exchange in Germany and Poland and other countries have brought about 
a material improvement in t:,e conditions of the general export trade. The 
m&tch industry has also been beneficially influenced. by the above-mentioned 
('onditions and the majority of markets can now be considered to have re
gained to a large extent their stability. The sales of mAtchetl from the 
company's factories in Sweden ha"e during the past ;year somewhat exceeded 
the sales of 192:1. 

The working days have during the whole "t the year comprised 4t days 
per week which is the same nLimber of working days as during the three 
last quarters of 1928. During the first quarter of 1923 the factories were 
running only three days per week. 

The selling prices which have bel!t1 obtained have been comparatively 
satisfactory. 

Compared with pre,war conditione bhe sales of matches manufactured in 
Sweden during the year under re.iew measured by weight have fallen below 
U:e total sales tit 1918 by about " per cent. With a view to strengthening 
the power of competition the Swedish Ma.tch Company has for certain markets 
gone over to the manufacture of smaller and lighter types of matches which _ 
iI! comparison with their weight represent a larger number of matches and 
boxes. The Swedish. Match industry clm now therefore be considered to 
have fully regained ths sales total prilvllolllng dlll'ilig 1913. As howevet on 
account of taxation and increased t!P.rll! protection in a large number of 
markets the world's matoh export trade in 1924 was less than two-thirds of 
the 1913 figure it will be Been that the Bales of matches of Swedish manu
faoture now represent A muoh highet percentage of tlte _"'!itld'lI match export 
~T1A4e ~h~ lIefore ~h(J war," " ., .... . 
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The company's 'investtrll!n~A in foreign fnat~h cOfi~rn~' have inc~eased con· 
siderably and the constnl(~ti<m of ne,,' match factories in v8tious (,ountries 
has proceeded in a satisfacrory meMer, In this regard the -company's ne,,· 
match faetories in India may especially be mentioned~ Those in Bombay and 
Calcutta started - operating during the past year find the motd\eEi ptoduced 
lit these factorie!> have already gained an important trade on the Indian 
mnrket. 

With 6 view to enable the company to issue such shares as may without 
restrictions be held by foreign subjects the company has during the past 
year made alterations in its Articles of Association and accOl·dingly Ii. new 
type of shares called .. B .. Rhareq carrying 1j1,00Oth vote only has been 
"reoted. 

In conjunction with Messrs. Higginson & Company, Bankers of London, 
a new issue has been made durIng the past year of 900,000 shares of the 
.. B .. category. The majority of these shai'es which lire quoted on the London 
Sto"k Exchange have been absorbed by the English market. 

The Company's American sllbsidiary the International Match Corpol'ation 
has during the past year given notice of the redemption of their $15;000,000 
Bond Is~ue. To obtain funds for the redemption of these Bonds preference 
shares have Rimultaneously been issued for a corresponding amount. The 
Swedish Match Company's guarantee of thitl Bond Is!!Ue has t't1nsl!quently been. 
cRncelled. 

It is the policy of the Swedl"h Match COttlt'lIiny to let pt'tlfits made by 
s.lbeidiaries remain with these to a large extent and only traiisfer to the 
parent company so much profit as is required ~ comfortably pay the dividend 
of the parent company. In this way considerable saving in taxes is eliected 
and reserveR are created in the books 01 the subsidiary companies. From 
the Profit anel LORS A"count ren1l1inil1g ftOm 1929 haa bt!lln pliid 4, pllf ceht. 
interim divid£'nd fbt 1924, is well as certain taxes and expenses in e.oJihection 
with the new Share Issue. 

The Profit al1li 1«le1l Account and the Blihillill! !!!heet flef 31st Dl!rember 
11124. are given below 1-

PMfjt and LOBI ACllo,,"t, 19~". 

INCOMB. 

Balance of profit from previous year 
Sundry accounts 

General expens~ 

Profi t transferred from 1923 • 
Net profit 1924 
iJalance per 31st December 1924 

TOTAL 

Kr. 
11,808,881'51 

19,132,063'58 

'fOTAL 

itr. 
2,8ii8,MH1 

20,789,541'30 

23,597,922'81 

Kr.· 
1,667,477'72 

21,940,445'09 

23,597,922'81 
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,Balance sheet per 31st Decemb'er 1924. 

Cash in hand and at Bank 
Bonds 
Rlmdlj' debt01'll 
Stock matches 

ASSES. 

Foreign investments and constructions 

SllABEB. 

6,994 ordinary shares in Jonkopings och 
Kr. 

Yulcans Tendsticksfabrilcsaktiebolag 34,964,976'10 

:'3 preference shares in Jonkopings och Vul-
cans Tandsticksfabriksaktiebolag 2,000'00 

152,496 ordinary shares in Aktiebolaget 
Forenade Svenska Tandsticksfabriker • 48,493,728'00 

27,500 preference shares iii AI,tiebolaget 
. Forenade Svenska Tandsticksfabriker. 8,745,000'00 

568,000 shares in Internationlll Match 
Corporation 6,407,622'04 

34,996 shares in Trummer & Co. Successors 
Ld. . 630,000'00 

484,650 shares in J. John Masters & 
Co., Ld. 9,070,932'00 

996 shares in The· Swedish Chinese Elqlort 
and Import eo., Aktiebolag 100,000'00 

845 shares in Katrinefors Aktiebolag , 5,915,000'00 

18,496 shares in Aktiebolaget Ofverums 
Bruk 4,600,000'00 

a,996 shares in Aktiebolaget Skogsegon
domar 

1,346 shares in Alby Nya Kloratfabriks 
Aktiebolag 

1,996 shares in ElektroJytiska Aktiebolaget 
Trollhattan 

3,.l96 shares in Aktiebolaget Siefvert and 
Fornander 

96 shares in Aktiebolaget Lowenadler & ('0. 

1,196 shares in Svenska Tandst,icksbolagets 
Forsaljning~aktiebolag 

Office furniture 

600,000'00 

1,360,000'00 

200,000'00 

400,000'00 

50,000'00 

120,000'00 

TOTAL 

Kr. 
52,341,650'16 
4,164,743'13 

51,690,509'50 
7,231,350'00 

35,158,461'66 

179,817,1158'14 

1'00 
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Profit and Loss Account 
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Lwm.rrms. 

Discounted trade bills and other contingent liabilities 
Kr. 25,194,130'04. 

Kr. 
180,000,000'00 
81,541,081'42 
31,575,000'00 
14,848,047'08 
21,940,445'09 

329,904,573'59 

The profit at the disposal of the Annual General Meeting amounts to 
Kr. 21,940,445'09 and the Directors propose that same should be distributed 
IIA follows:-

a dividend of 12 per cent. on thfl .. A .. shares less 4 per 
cent. interim dividend paid in October 1924 to be paid 
to the share.holders 

and the balance to be carried forward' to the 1925 profit and 
loss account. The Board of Directors ask authorization 
of the General Meeting to plly dur;ing the latter part of 
the year out of profit and loss aO<l.Count an interim divi. 
dend of 4 per cent.. • . • • 

Stockholm, tke Illst 01 March 1925. 
BERNDT HAY. 
O. EYDBECK. 
OSCAR ROI!MPKE. 
RAGNAR laLlENBOTB. 
J. O. Roos AT lLJELHSATER. 
BERNDT I!ASSELBOT. 
G. AKERS DOUGLAS. 
K. DAHLBERG. 
ARTBUS E. ZACBAN. 

GUNNAR MELLGREN. 
TORSTEN JUNGe. 
IVAR KREUGER. 
J. W. HILLs. 
H. LAURITZEN. 
C. A. LOWENADLER. 
L. WESTBER .... 
KaISTER LITTORIN. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No.3. 

Kr. 

7,200,000'00 

14,740,445'09 

SVENSKA TANDSTICKS AKTIEBOLAGET. 

17, VESTBA TBADGARDEGATAN, 

STOCKHOLH; 

Stockholm, April 16th, 1925. 

Ade.mjee Hajee Dawood, Esq., 

DEAR MR. DAwooD, 

Mogul Street, 
Rangoon. 

P. O. Box 414. 

Having safely returned to Stockholm from my flying trip to India and 
Bllnnah I want to write you II. few lines thanking for the pleasant though 
fruitless negotiations we carried on during myetay in Rango6II; and also 
for your kind hospitality..' . j 



Being yoursell !Jo match manufactupell it might be of some interest to yoU 
to see the results of our company's activity during last year. Therefore I 
enclose our Director's Report for that year. 

By now I suppose YOIl have learnt about the coulSe we took when it 
pl"Ov!Jd impOllSiblEl to pring, you\' ane! our. interests. under one /}!ld jhe same 
\l"t, TQ he quite candid I should have preferred to sen4 our technical 
eta.1I to your factory inste~ whereby we should have \:>een ~bie to takl! 
care of tlie Burmah market In a more efficient way from the very beginning. 
~ repeat wha~, I told yoq ve.bally that we ha.ve let; go an opportunity which 
In all probab!hty never will offel' itself to the same ~va.ntage as just now. 
lhe futul'e will show whether this my conception is right or wrong. 

Best regards. 

Yol!l'B sipcerely, 

KRISTER LITTOIUN. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No.4, 

Y. Nakamura. & Co., 

Yam~e~ B~~ Building, 
No, 60, 2, Chome S~ka.yem~I1~, 

1o!CESrs. Adamjee Rajee PawooJ, ~ Co., Ld., 
Rangoon. 

DEAR Sms, 

Kohs (Japaq). 
Kob., /.at M'Hal! 19$7, 

We are in receipt of you .. 18tter dated 26th January 'l'h~ a~tents 
have been noted with thanks. 

We have this pleasure to lumd you our Invoice No. 162 fol' the shipment 
of balance of your order on Ct)w Head labels, and beg' to say that as the 
credit through the Chartered Bank's balance was short by Yen 357'93, against 
the total amount of our invoice, we have drawn this value by 30 days sight 
bill separately through this same Banlr, on the same shipping documents, 
which please note, apd wiU th8Jl~ yol/. tQ liiwPy prpf;llllt Qur signature when 
presented. 

Wa hIlvll rel!eived tlJ-df/oY • oabla f,om our l30mbay friends stating that the 
new duty question is finally decided to-day and remains unchanged. This 
will mean the match faotollies in I~dia will have the identical year as that 
ot last year, regard the duty question. 

We understand that the Swedish Matr-h Oompany (Wimco), people afe 
dumping the mJltche~ iQ.w ,yolI» JIllirket, at a ridiculously cheap rate, which 
t)f course, is intended to stamp out the manufacturing of matches in your 
market. These people are very independent and they try to ruin the market 
of every place in India. They have factories in Calcutta and Bombay, and 
they are competing desperately in these markets also, . 

We hear that they intend to hav. a fa~tory in Rangoou and !\faclra". 
and it may be perhaps, they are now trying to dump the goods in vour 
market with the intention to aiL.l for a purchase of some factory at iour 
districl, who may become tired of making further matches. 

Thjs l!ind of motive they alwa)'s use when they aim for their want'. They 
l)ave oome to Japan,' /And have amalgamated in l shliFes with tltFee Ilirge 
people of match makers, an.d to-day our JBPlinesepeaple spa iOl'il}g more 
money than what they were cloinR alone. They pl'ObliPly ""ish. to govern 
tl.E' whole world in matoh fi81d. Our Japanese people &i'Q BOW WQ1l'ied. why 



they have not sold everythipg to ~8 BwQdish conoern, instead of reserving 
half ahare in business. This is, for your information. 

We rem~, 
Dear Sirs, 

Yours fai~y, 

Y. NAKAMURA ~ CO. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENTS NQs. 5 TO' 7. 

I.etteT from Me.,r •. Adamju Ilflju Dawood and Company, Limited, Ranvoon, 
to the Secretary, Tari!! Boal'd, Rangoon, dated the 28th March 1927. 

We have the honour to forward hereWith three statements as required 
by the Board during the i1'8t two.days of our oral evidenoe. 

(1) Statement of comparison of prioes hetwesn Al!pen wood imported 
from J apan ~ AilPIIll wood imported from Europe. (Copies of 
latest quotation trom Japan are also sent herewith.) 

(2) Statement showing the c.i.f. prices of matches imported from Japan 
aJso average &elling prille in Rangoon. 

(3) Statemo>nt showing proportion of westage of wood. 

We have stated in our replies to the quest~ol!Daire that 156 gro~s bOl[es of 
matches could be manufactured fro~ oq\l i;Qn of wood and the Board had asked 
us what proportion of this one ton' was required for making splints and what 
proportion for making veneers. We may inform you that out of the one 
t{ln of 50 cubic feet are required for splints and 28 cubic feet for veneers. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No.5. 

Invoice No. 7992. 

67 logs of Aspell wOed~13'!I93 cllhi<J 'metres at 
£6-11-0 per cubic metre 

Interest 

Exchange 1-6hd. 
Duty 
Chellan 
Railway freight 
Unloading charges 

Cubic metres 16'293 • 

i,e .. 8 tons 25 c. ft. 

I c. ft. 

TOTAL 

. ~, 

£. ,. v,. 
84 17 Ii 
O!4 6 

8612 0 

Rs. A. P. 

1,139 6 0 
J.69 ill ,0 
23 4 0 
12 15 0 
14' 4 0 

_1,3p\!, 8 Il 

TQ~! p. (to 
8 26 Q 

RI!. 4. ,", 
1.3~9 8 .0 

880 
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'l'imber imported from Japan. 

Invoice No. 'Cnbic feet. Yens. 

106 1122'8994 2,189'65 

107 . 11199'7599 21,447'54 
111) 8800'1615 16,720'81 

116 4999'5280 8,639'02 

118 2231'6645 8,791'71 
126 4624'5832 7,527'73 
127 2094'6991 8,402'06 
181 8978'8526 6,262'38 

132 8760'2508 6,089'69 
134 4451-8934 7,441'74 

148 3912'0725 6,618'56 

-~ 

51172'2399 90,130'39 

i.e., Yen 1'76 per cubic foot c.i.f. Rangoon=Rs. 2-4-6 per cubic foot c.i.f. 
Rangoon. 

Copy of telegram from lIfes8r8. Y. Nakamura II: Company, Limited, Kobe, dated 
. 1!th February 1927. .. . 

NATIC-We offer firm c.i.f. shipment. within 2 Plonths. 
YEHKY-150 tons. 

WTTCSA-Aspen wood. 
LEARD-Yen 2. 

'l'e/fgn", from Me88rs. Y Nakamllfa & Company, Li,.,litcd, Kobe, dllted 1i"fh 
March 19r7. 

NATIo-We offer .firm. a.i.f, shipment. within 2. months. 
YEHUJ-250 tons .Aspen wood. 

UHHUlr-Telegraph if yo~ will. 
GOSTO--Fresh. 

ONOBZ-Best quality. 
LIPYT-180. 

RAF AZ-Sens. 

GABEK-Cubic feet. 
ACLOM":':"Recommend acceptJng. 



SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 6. 
State'ment showing the c.i.f. prices of matches imported from Japan also 

atlllTag~ Bclling priceB in Rangoon. 

C.tf. price in Duty L&nding Average selling 
Year. Rupees per a6vtJlorem. charges. price per 50 

50 gross. gross. 

Rs. A.. Rs. A.. P. Rs. 

11112 23 4. 5% 0 6 0 25 

19L1 23 12 " " 
25 

1914 . 23 8 " " 26 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No.7. 

BtatlJmlJnt 8houling proportion of wa8tage. 

For the purpose of explaining the wastage and loss in logs of large ahd 
small girths, we give below the cunical measurements of 5 logs of various 
sizes. 

Diameter. Circumferenoe. Girth. Length. Cubic Contents. 

2' 44' 6'-3" 2' 4.'-9"~ · . ""7 

1'-10" • 121 5'·9" 2' 4.'-l"~ 21 

9" 33 2'~' 2' 0'-7"~ . · · Ii'" 

7" 11 1'-10" 1\' 0'-4"-1) . . · . · "6 

Si" 11 0'-11" 2' 0'-1"~ · · 12 

When a log of 2 feet in diameter 01" 6' 3" in circumference is handled, 
about the first two inches is practically shaved away until a clean and round 
circumference is obtained, so as to ensure regular veneering. This log is 
veneered right down to the core and about 31 inches is left which is too 
soft or of no use so that actual veneer obtained is 24 inches, less 2" plus 
31" or a net of lSi inches. 

In the case of a log 9" in diameter or 2' 4" in girth, the same lOBS of 
about 26 for shaving occurs and the core of no use is about the same as that 
of a large log, viz., 3i6 , so that the actual veneer obtained is 9" less 2" plUB 
Bj' or a net B!'. 

u 
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No.8. 

Aspen wood. 

1 ton of 50 o. ft. Fresh Aspen wood including bark weighs about Iba. 
'1],187,' about' I5-per cent. of this has to be rejected for being dried l'n the 
\'oay to .. India~ i.Il., trom. 1 tGn of Aspen wood, we actually get about 2,710 
Ilia. of good wood. . ' 

2710=8561 lbs. 

1421 " 

237 " 

865! " 

838i " 

5551 " 
471 ,. 

881 

2,076. Ilis. 

633i " 
2,710 Ibs. 

" 

Dl!ol"k. 

Ends. 

Central portion at 8in Girth.* 

Veneers. 

Wastage in cho~ping. 
Wastage in drying. 

W 3!\tage in cleaning. 

ShOltage. 

Splints. 

that means that . we get 633i .Ilia. 01 splints from 1 ton of Aspen wood. 

1 Ib.=7,820 splints (size 1·75 mm.xl·75 mm.x50 mm.) 
633i Ibs.=4,953,970 splints' f~om 1 'tori of Aspen wood, 

about 10 per cent. of these splints are wasted in the following processes :

(1) Levelling, (2) Frame filling. (3) Paraffining, (4) Dipping, (5) Empty-
ing, (6) Hand filling. , 

Actually we get about 4,458,573 splints from 1 ton of Aspen wood. 
1 box oontains 85 splints on, an average. 
About 52,454 boxes oontain 4,4.58,573 splints. 
About 364 gross of boxes C'an be manufactured from 1 ton of Aspen wood. 
156 gross of boxes can be manufaoturedfrom 21i o. ft. of Aspen wood. 

* This is for German maohines. In Japanese Peeling maohines, .only Ii 
Central Portion is wasted. 

N.B.-Jf this Aspen wood is worked in Japan, about 20 per cent. more output 
('flU be obtained. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No~ <9.' 

Letter, dated 18th April 1927., 

With reference to your letter No. 289, dated the 9th instant, we have the 
honout to forward herewith a statement (with 'six spare copies) showing freight, 
insuranoe, landing, loading and unloading charges incurred per 50 gross of 
matches when exported to the ports mentioned in the said statement. 
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We aiso enclose a copy of the speech" of Mr. Ivar Kreuger, Managing 
Director ofthe Swedish Match Company, as promised. 

I 
Distance Freight Landing, 

loadin.t and Insurance 
from from nuloa 'ng charges 

Port. Rangoon. Rangoon charges per 
Miles. per per 50 gross. 50 gross. 50 gross. 

~-

Rs. A. P. Rs. Rs. A. P. 

Tavoy 258 S 8 0 2 0 6 0 

Mergni 

: I 
409 fo 8 0 2 0 6 0 

Akyab 479 S 8 0 2 0 6 & 

Chittagong • 635 S 8 0 2 0 6 0 

Tntioorin 1,407 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 

Madras 1,000 4 0 0 2 0 8 0 

Gopalpore • 5S7 5 8 0 2 D 8 0 

Cocanada 867 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 

Cnddalore 1,155 '1 0 0 2 0 8 0 

Caloutta .. 779 3 8 0 :I 0 6 0 . 
Coohin 1,535 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 

Bombay 2,117 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 

Callout 1,645 6 0 0 :I 0 8 0 

Karaclii 2.650 11 8 0 2 0 8 Il 

Nagapatam. 1,280 5 8 .II 2 0 8 0 

Vezagapatam 833 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 

K obe • a,BOll S 0 0 ... ... 

to Printed separately. 



SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 10. 

Statement showing price per lb. of chemicals and other raw materials • 
.. .. 

lrticle. 
Quantity Invoioe Exchange Customs Total Agents' I 

Date of Receipt. From Where. Amount. Landing Total Amount. Cost per lb. 
Received. Amount. Rate. duty. Charges . Commission. 

. lbs. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Amorphos Phosphorus 28th December 1923 • Great Britain . 2,200 £ 244 2 3 1-5s\ 3,448 9 0 517 5 0 5 0 0 86 3 0 4,057 1 0 1 13 6 

" " 
17th January 1927 " " 

4,400 
" 

392 5 0 1-6 5,230 0 0 776 15 0 10 0 0 170 2 0 6,187 1 0 1 6 6 

Chlorate of Potash 31st January 1924 Germany , 34,160 
" 

431 011 1-Si\, 6,01815 0 90214 0 45 0 0 150 7 0 7,117 4 0 0 3 4 

" " " 
3th February 1927 Great Britaiu • 22,400 

" 
293 4 6 1-6 3,909 11 0 578 14 0 30 0 0 115 0 0 4,633 9 0 0 3 3 

Antimony Trisulphide 18th December 1923 . Japan 3,3c2 Yens 472'20 150 708 7 0 106 5 0 7 0 0 17 10 0 839 6 0 0 4 0 

" " 
7th January 1927 Germany 6,600 £ 138 0 0 1-6 1,200 11 0 275 11 0 15 0 0 14 13 0 1,506 3 0 0 3 8 

Mauganese Dioxide 28th December 1923 Japan 11,330 Yens 752'65 150 1,147 14 0 172 3 0 4 8 0 ~8 10 0 1,353 3 0 (I 2 3 

- 8th February 1927 Germany 8,828 £ 63 15 8 1-6 850 7 0 126 3 (I 5 0 0 26 4 0 1,007 14 

" " 
0 0 1 9 

Bichromate of Potash 18th December 1923 Great Britain • 2,448 
" 55 2 0 1-4!~ 814 7 0 122 3 0 3 8 0 19 8 0 959 ]0 0 0 6 3 

" " 
25th September 1926 " " - 3,260 

" 
61 15 9 1-5U 828 2 0 131 0 0 4 0 0 22 9 0 985 11 (I 0 4 10 

" 
Glass Powder . 28th December 1923 . Japan 4,565 Yens 180'00 150 270 0 0 40 8 0 5 0 0 6 12 0 322 4 0 0 1 2 

" " 
31st January 1927 Germany 22,000 £ 90 0 0 1-63\ 1,197 15 0 179 12 0 24 0 0 14 8 0 ],416 3 0 0 1 0 

Sulphur Flower 28th December 1923 . Japan 665 Yens 53050 150 80411 0 ... 8 0 0 20 2 0 832 13 0 0 2 0 

" " 
16th February 1927 Germany 4,480 £ 2212 -:I 1-5~k 302 1 0 nil 11 0 0 nil 313 1 0 0 1 1 

White Zinc 28th March 1924 Japan . 448 Yens 99'85 140~· 141 8 0 21 4 . 0 1 0 0 ~ 8 0 167 4 0 0 6 (I 

" " 
27th August 1926 Germany 13,230 £ 218 811 1-5P. 2,922 12 0 620 3 0 13 8 0 102 1 0 3,658 8 0 0 4 9 

Glue 28th December 1923 . Great Britain • 13,440 
" 

373 0 0 l-Sta 5;,l02 0 0 780 5 0 15 0 0 130 0 0 6,127 5 0 0 7 3 

" 
16th June 1926 . Germany 2,240 

" 
60 6 2 l-&a 806 15 0 121 6 0 1 12 0 25 11 0 955 12 0 0 6 10 

Iron Oxide 30th April 1924 Japan 9,331 Yens 619'87 132t 8~8 0 0 124 3 0 9 0 0 20 6 0 981 9 0 0 1 8 

Potato Starch 5th May 1924 Great Britain . 2,2(17 £ 26 19 10 1-4H 388 15 0 
. 

58 6 0 4 0 0 911 0 461 0 0 0 3 4 

" " 
3rd February 1927 Holland. 19,890 

" 
177 16 9 1-6:f2 2,367 1 0 351 8 0 27 0 0 72 6 0 2,817 15. 0 0 2 3 

Paraffin Wax 2nd February 1924 Rangoon. 2,240 ... . .. 499 0 0 ... ... ... 490 0 0 0 3 6 

" " 
28th February 1927 " 

8,854 ... ... 2,075 3 0 ... ... . .. 2,075 3 0 0 3 9 

Printing Inks 26th November 1925 . Japan 2,440 Yens 2547'27 llH 2,833 13 0 79 8 0 20 0 0 60 13 0 2,994 2 0 1 3 7 

" " 
7th February 1927 

" 
4,460 

" 
4082'68 ]35 5,511 10 0 273 14 0 41 0 0 nil 5,826 8 I) 1 410 

Printing Papers 26th November 1925 . Japan 4,368 
" 

671'42 lllt 74615 0 119 2 0 5 0 0 18 10 0 8S9 11 0 0 3 3 

" " 
14th December 1925 

" 
2t, i65 

" 
5034'46 11lt 5,600 13 t' 891 0 0 27 0 0 140 0 0 6,658 13 0 0 3 7 

Zinc Sheets 28th December 1923 . Belguim • 90,000 £ 1,026 14 0 1-5.\ 14,337 0 0 2,150 9 0 140 0 0 358 4 0 16,985 13 0 0 3 0 

" " 
25th February 1927 " 

2,595 
" 

55 6 3 1-5~t 741 6 0 111 3 IY 4 0 0 17 9 0 874 2 0 0 5 4 

Blue Match Papers 31st January 1924 Sweden 181,048 " 2,341 11 6 1-5fo 32,696 14 0 4,904 9 0 280 0 0 817 7 0 38,698 14 0 0 3 5 

" " " 
5th February 1927 " 

16,475 
" 

200 1 5 1-6 2,667 10 0 395 0 0 29 12 0 83 5 0 3,175 11 0 0 3 1 
-

~l Green Match Papers 31st January 1924 Sweden 42,465 
" 

456 2 0 1-51'\ 6,368 13 0 955 4 85 0 0 159 3 0 7,568 4 0 0 210 

" " " 
5th February 1927 " 

3,414 
" 

33 15 9 1-6 451 8 0 67 0 7 6 0 14 0 0 538 14 0 0 2 6 

x 
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 11. 

There lIre three places from where the wood are being cut and are brollght 
over to Vladivostock and they Bre:-

1. All along the boundaries of the railway line from Harbin in Manchuria 
to Vladivostock the distance of about 3 to 400 miles and the wood from this 
diytrict is called here .. Toshin " because of it being brought by the Toshill 
Railway Company. 

2. All along the railway line from Khabarovsk in Siberia to Vladivostock 
did,ance of 'lbout 4 to 500 miles and the wood from this district is c-alled 
here the .. Ussuri " because of the wood obtained from the Ussuri Railway 
UCLe of the Siberian Railway running toward Amur and to Europe. 

3. Are those brought over from Northern Corea and from the South of 
Vladivostock. But these are ralher poor quality and no one will try to' buy 
Ihem unless the wood from the other two districts are short supplied. ' 

VIadivostock is the shipping port and the timbers are brought here for' 
Rhipment and the above 1st and 2nd mentioned lot are the principal lots that 
ore shipped in large quantities. 

The Aspen tree that are growing in ManchUlia are more or less thinner and 
these are preferred to the thick one because the latter have more waste through 
the rot and the redish spot in the centre of the timber, etc. In Manehuria 
the climate changes from about 100 degree Fallr. in summer to zero in 
",inter and tbrough many stonn. and heavy blow with rain, etc., the tree 
/!~nerally get heavily beaten and older it grows more rot they get through 
thi~ unpleasant beating of the climate and spoils the wood by breaking of 
th", branches therefrom the timbers of Bay about foot in diameter usually 
arrive with large reddish spot in the centre at the pith and it is a habit 
of this wood to get spoiled from the centre and this is found most in the 
Toshin wood. 

The timber wood will have less of this dark spot, ,in the pith but still we 
cotlculate that by using this To~hin wood we could get but mueh less quan. 
tit~, of 1st class splints than from the Ussuri wood because of the dark spot 
in the pith of the Roshin wood is comparatively larger than the Ussuri. It 
often happens tbat in large wO'Jd which has 0. large dark pith the peeling 
w'lrk is rather difficult and ths centre circle come right off e.nd loses the 
eatch of revolvinl! when pl8.lJe,l on the peeling machine. It is therefore 
recommendable not to buy thiek ones of Toshin but from 6 11 to 1 foot in 
diameter at the most. But it will be not economical to import these thin 
wOlld alone to India because tloe freight rate on these tbin ones will cost 
much more in comparison to the thick ones because the freight is charged on 
the waste of wood covering the Bark, ete. 

The wood that are growing in Siberia along' the line of Ussuri are far 
helter in quality because all ahng the Eastern (loast of Siberia in the Province 
of Primorsltaya there are Mountains and no plains like that in !lIanchuria 
which protects the Tree growin,~ in this district from storm and wind and 
haye more regular climate all tbrough the year. 

The tree growing along this dif<trict are all very straight and has a healthy 
appearance having small spot in the Pith and more of the white parts. This 
will give more lst quality white splints. 

The timbers are mostly cut during the winter when snow is abundant 
ODd sledged to the railway statj"n and transported to Vladivostock by rail 
and stored there till summer months. A very few are cut in summer because 
it is difficult to transport from the mountains to the station. 

Knowing these facts 'lVe are trying always for the Ussuri wood and we 
intimately in touch with one who has the branch in Siberia. 

The wood al'e bought on contract fr~m the Russian Government Monopoly 
nnd the price there is nominal oIl round fixed by the Russian Gold Roubles 
which exchange rate fluctuates very fast at time which at present is about 
Yen 138' to 100 Roubles, Although the price is fixed jn Gold ROll\Jle~ t~eN 
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is practically no . .Gold therefore the Government exchanges documents and 
takes security at the time of binding the contract either transverted iL U. S. 
Gold, or Japanese currency. ~ , 

We have trie" to entertain business, with the Russian merchants direct 
and ship the Timbers direc~, from .,Vladivostock to Bombay but after going 
ilJto details we find that it, is very risky to ,treat business with the Russian 
people. Very many s,aid expedences have been learnt by our people that no 
one will treat the business uniess with the Government Monopoly direct and 
for so doing, it is important to have some one in Siberia. to check the measure. 
ment, the quality, etc., etc. ' 

Mandalay .Match- Company" Ltd., Rangoon. 

Letter dated the 18th March 19$7. 

'Ve refer to yours, No. 209, calling upon lIS to give evidence before the 
lloarfl and to submit reply to the Board's questionnaire. In reply we have 
to l'efer to the a.rrangement made between you and our Managing Director, 
1\[r. S. Schele, of Bombay, Ill! per which he will, in thelle lTlatters, act on 
behalf of this Company. 

Burma Match" Co.",Ltd.,. Rangoon. 

Letter dated the ,18th March 1927. 

We refer to yours Nos., 194,,207 and 226, calling upon us to give evidence 
before the Doard and to submit reply to t},e Board's questionnaire. In reply 
we have to, refer to the &rrangement ,made between you aod our l\r811aging 
Director, Mr. S. Schele,of Bombay, as per whillh he will, in these nlRtters, 
act on behalf of this Company . 

• 
The' Rangoon Match . Works, Rangoon. 

Letter dated ~lst March 1927. 

1. The firm was established in January 1924 and is unregistered. 
2. All the Capital invested is held by Indians. Only three Japanese are 

employed as workers in the Factory. 
3. The firm undertakes the whole process of making matches. 
4. Originall; we started our workJ,n ~hemonth of February 1924 at No. 24, 

Lower Kemmendine Road, but there was a fire in ,May 1926, after which we 
closed there and started work again in ;fuly 1926 at the present site No.6, A. 
Y. Joseph's Godown, Mahlwagon. 

5. Present equipment is capable to produce 1,000 gross per day. 
6. Our Full size ,Match box measures 2'2"xl'4'xO'6" and contains about 

90 splints while the fsille .measures 1'9" x 1'1" xO'45" and contains about 65 
splints: . 

7. Until May 1926 the actual output was 1,500 gross per. day but since July 
1926 it is about 600 gross per day. 

S. The factory is situated. on the bank of the .creek with a railway lIiding 
at No.6, A. V.Joseph's Godown, Mahlwagon, and we consider it is advant
ageously situated in all the respects (a), (b), (c), (d). 

9. (a) They are inferior in point of spirits, which, ~eeasi1y breakable and 
fl.lsQ· m~cb. Ie$! white in colour than the foreign matches. ' 
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(b) In particulaJr. markets people' prefef" the :foreign . matcheS'· as :they 
consider them dependable .throughout the year ·froIII: the· past experience, while 
the local matches are on the market fOf.la very. short period, only but as time 
passes the people come to know the local 'makes . and the prejudice will dis-
appear. ' 

(c) It is rather difficult to give difference in price sufficient to overcome 
the prejudice against. Indian' Matohes but As. 12 to As. 14 would represent a 
fair measurement of the difference in quality. 

Rale Materials. 
10. It'is not necessary to import wood from foreign countries but 'in' the 

beginning we imported wood for splints only from Japan. The c.i.f. price of 
this Aspen Wood comes to Yen 90 to Yen 95 per ton of 50 c.ft. (Present 
Exchange Rate is Yens 100=Rs. 136). Duty is paid at 15 per :cent. on the 
c.i.f. value and the landing and transportation charges come to"RS~ '8 to 
Rs. 10 per ton. 

11. We use Sawbya (Botanical name we 'are not sure) .and Maulettansho 
(Botanical name Duabanga sonneratioides) for splints and Pine from Kala~, for 
veneers. 

We do not make packing cases. 
12. Indian wood is not as satisfactory as the Aspen wood as the latter make 

stronger and very white sticks. The' amount of :wastage also inthe!Indian 
Woods is very heavy. . 

13. At the present rate of output,' we would require about 1,200 tons· per 
year while according to the rate of output equivalent to the full capacity of 
the plant, we shall require about 2,500 tons a year. . 

14. About 30 c.ft. will be required to makE' 100 gross boxes of matches, 
15. We do not require packing cases as the matches are sold in tins through. 

out Burma. 
16. We get our supplies of wood from Kalaw, a distance of about 370 miles 

from the Factory; Toungoo about 166 miles away and Swegyin about 175 miles 
away. 

17. We get our supply of wood through local contractors, who got the trees 
felled by, manual labour and transported to the' railway' station by bullocks 
or from Shwegyin by River to Rangoon • 

. 18 .. We hear. in some places tlwy, pay Rs. '4whjle at other places they have 
~o pay Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 per ton. 

19. We buy Sawbya at Rs. 38 to Rs. 40 per ton delivered at our works 
while Manlettanshe at f Rs. cheaper. Kalwa Pine costs Rs. 50 per ton. 

20. We have nGconc,essions for the extraction, etc. 
2!. We have not found any appreciable changes in the quality, of the woods. 
22. Weare not: aware of the exact .places trom where ·thecontra~iorB are 

drawing the supplies. . ' 
23. We have not yet found necessary to iiraw supplies from new areas. 
24. We think we are assured of sufficien't supply 'for 'the next lO'years at 

IE'JISt at the present rates. We have not taken any measures to plant trees 
81litable for Match-making. 

25. No,special concessions in the matter of freight by rail river or sea for 
wood are given to us. We consider the present rates of freight on the Burma 
ilailwayB are very high for carriage of the wood and f COlI! for the finished matches. 

, . . 

Other Raw Materials. 
, 26. Besides wood" we :require Match' Wax, C&e~icals, Paper, Zinc ' sheets, 

Glue and Tapicka Flour or Potato Starch. 
27. A se,ara~listwin lie Bubmitted Qf these. 
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~8. All these are imported from foreign countries. 2BA. (a), (b), (0), (d), 
(e), (J), will be given separately while the customs duty on all these articles is 
l5 per cent. except Sulphur which is free. 

The following are the o.Lf. prices of the different materials:-

Artiole. Prioe pel' owt. c.i. f. Country of origin. 

Es. A. 

},otaslliuJIl Chlorate 2" 0 Germany. 

Amorphous Phosphorous 168 0 Sweden and Japan. 

ldanganese Dioxide 15 0 Japan. 

~ulphur 15 0 

Red Lead 42 0 

Antimony Sulphide SO 0 " 
Glass Powder 8 0 " 
lnfuBoriaJ Earth • 6 0 " 
Glue. 55 0 

" 
Match Wax 25 0 U. S. A. also BlIrma 

Oil Co. 
Paper fot bundling S 8 per ream. Japan. 

Zinc Sheets 35 0 Belgium. 

The Customs duty on all these except Sulphur is 15 per cent. and the landing 
and transportation charges 3 to 4 per oent. 

29. We think many of these except perhaps Potassium Chlorate are likely 
to be manufactured in India as the Industry makes progress. 

Labour. 
30. We do not think there is any difficulty in securing sufficient labour for 

the extraction. 
31. We employ one expert Chemist, one Engineer and one General Super

visor having special knowledge of box-making. These were necessary in the 
beginning but within short time they can be replaced by Indians. 

32. The Chemist is paid Rs. 300 per month, the Engineer Rs. 400 per monta 
and the General Supervisor Rs. 500 per month with free boarding and lodging 
and return passage. 

33. We have employed young Indians &'1 assistants and they have learn\ 
now much of the work. 

34. We employ on the premises about 100 males and 60 females, the former 
getting Rs. 1-2 to Rs. 1-10 per day while the latter As. 12 to As. 15 per day. 

35. The Indian labour is drawn from the vicinity of the factory. 
36. The Indian labourer does improve with training as we find in some 

departments such as frame-filling, frames emptying and the box-filling and 
packing. 

37. No arrangements are made by the factory for the labourers. 
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Power. 
S8. We use Crude Oil Engine of 15 B. H. P. 
39, 40, 41. Do not arise. 
42. We buy the liquid fuel from the local agepts of the Indo-Burma Petro

leum Co., Ld., which cost us As. 9-6 per gallon delivered at the factory. 
43. 

Market. 
44. The average total cOnBumption of Burma can be taken at about S,OOl) 

cases of 50 gross each per 1Il0nth or about 150,000 gross. 
45. The demand is steady but likely to increase in proportion to the natural 

increase in the population. 
46. We sell our matches mostly in Burma and sometimes export to Madras, 

Cooonada and Akyab. 
47. No. 
48. (a) Nearly half of the Burma market is served by the imported matches. 

from Japan and Sweden. 
(b) There appear still some illicit importation of foreign matches on the 

frontiers of "Burma. 

Oompetition. 

49. The competition is keenest both from Japan and Sweden but now-a-days 
more from the latter. 

50. In point of sales the imported mat{lhes compete with both Indian 
match AS made from indigenous woods and imported woods. 

51. We do not know exactly the prices during 1918-22, those in 1922-26 were 
Rs. 3-6 per gross .to Re. 3-2 depending UpOll the quality and the brands. 

(2) We realised for matches made from local wood Re. 1-12 to Rs. 1-14. 
(3) And for matches made from imported wood Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-3. We know 

about the Japanese matches, which are imported at Rs. 45 to Rs. 50 per case 
of 50 gross on which they pay Rs. 75, i.e., at the rate of Rs. 1-8 per gross as 
customs duty and about Re. 1 per case as the landing charges. 

52. From the importing houses and the customs statistics. 
. 53. In Japan the present prices at which the matches are sold for export 
are unremunerative and are· below the lowest prices current in the home 
markets. 

54. The Indian manufacturers will be temporarily at a disadvantage in 
respects a to j for the next say 5/6 years. The customs duties, however, on 
the imported raw materials could be easily set aside if the Government 
so decide. 

Equipment. 
66. Yes, our present factory is an economic unit of production. In our 

<Jpinioll a mill with a daily output of 600 gross can make an economic unit. 
57. About 30 per cent. of the total capital outlay has been incurred on 

plant and machinery. 
58. (a) We have got following machjnes :

One Splints Peeling Machine. 
One Splints Chopping Machine. 
Two Veneers Peeling Machines. 
Three Lines Pressing. Machines. 
Two Veneers Chopping Machines. 
Two Splints Levelling Machines. 
Eight Frames Filling Machines. 
Three Frames Emptying Machines. 
One Chemicals Dipping ApparatqJ:I~ 
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All these are Japanese Makes and we began to use them since July 1926 
though they were in use for sometime before. 

(b) There are no special arrangements with the suppliers of machjnes in 
foreign contries. ' 

59. Though the plant is not an up to date one as co=only understood .on 
the Continent, it is quite efficient to enable us compete successfully with the 
foreign manufacturers. 

(b) All our match boxes are made by the females in their homes we supply
ing them with cut. veneers of the proper size and cut pieces of paper, while in 
the factory excepting the splints and veneers Peelil!g and Chopping, every-
thing else is cltl"ried on by manual labour. ' 

60. No. 
61. Sundry repairs are carried on locally. 

Capital Account. 

62. The block value for the Plant and Machinery stands at Rs. 32,000 while 
Rs. 70,000 under oth!!J: miscellaneous assets. 

63, 64, 65,66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74. Nil. 

Works cost. 
75. We give below the average cost of making 6 tins containing 50 gross. 

Wood for splints and boxes 15 c.ft. at Rs. 60 in-
cluding wastage 

Labour for making splints, veneel'~ and boxes 
Cost of Cut Paper for the boxes 
Cost of chemicals including wax 
Cost of small, big and tin labels 
Cost of packing paper 
Cost of Zinc Sheets 
Cost of Power, lubricating oils, etc. 
Labour for frame-filling, emptying, box-1i.l1ing, 

packing, tinning, side-painting and other fixed 
salaried labour including the foreigners • 

Miscellaueous including rent, insurance, office, 
repairs, travelling, advertising, etc. 

Depreciation of the machinery 

TOTAL 

Rs. A. P. 

18 0 0 
10 8 0 
2 4 0 

12 o 0 
260 
080 
4, 8 0 
012 0 

14 0 0 

8 0 0 
1 0 0 

73 14 0 

76. It has increased since the less than full capacity production as the rent 
for the factory premises, the foreign staffs salaries and the office expenses are 
fixed items and the fuller the production, the cheaper the fixed items cost. 

77. No. 
78. No. 
79 and 80. Nil. 
81. About Rs. 100,000. 
82. Not necessary to borrow any capital. 
83. If at all forced to borrow, the interest payable will have to be paid 

from 12 to 15 per cent. 
84. Nil. 
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85. Presently stocks worth about Rs. 45,000 are held but" formerly: a))out 
Re. 25,000 to Rs. 30,000. Between 6(); to 90 days elapse before..the payment is 
obtained from the buyers. 

86. No. 
87. No. 
SS, 89, 90. No. 
91. A divident of about 12 per cent. pel' year. 
92. No. 
93. 12 per cent. 
94. All the three conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission are fully 

satisfied in the case of this Industry. (A). There is abundant supply of wood 
in the forests of Burma and India too and there is any amount of labour while 
the home market is undoubtedly a very large market indeed. 

(B) As can be very easily seen the present growth of the Match Factories 
in India and Burma owes mainly to the Customs Duties of E.s. 1-8 per gross 
introduced since 1923 while before that period although people tried here 
and there to establish match factories, they did not grow on account of the 
heavy foreign competition. So for some time. to come until the labourers 
become skilfull in the new work, this indu~try requires protection. 

(C.) Eventually the industry will be able to face world competition. 
95. Both the conditions are satisfied. 
96. The box making can be very easily carried on on the cottage industry 

lines, thus giving additional work to the women .folk of the villages without 
forcing them out of their houses in search of work. 

97. The Protection received at present owing to (a) and (b) is to a very 
great extent counter-acted by thc higher cost of manufacture, the industry 
being quite in its infancy.but as time passes, it has got every chance of reduc
ing the cost of production and the present duties will give good protection. 

98 and 99. No. The existing duties will suffice. 

The Moslem Match Factory. 

Replies to l}uestitmnaiTe. 

1. December 1925. Private unregistered firm. 
2. Rs. 1,50,000 (Rs. one hundred and fifty thousand) invested 'by me. No 

Europeans are employed. . 
3. The whole process of manufacture is undertaken. 
4. 11th December 1925. The . factory was·.started by Memon Industrial 

Company in the beginning of ]924. They could not work it profitably and 
sold to the other party, who sold the same to me, ill December 1925. 

5. 75 tins of matches each containing 1,200 boxes per day of 10 hours. 
6. Only fu1l8i~ box, the rough measurement is 21'~xllT""'x1i"" ·75 splints 

in each box. 
7. 57,941 gross for one year from March 1926 to February 1927 (6,953 

tins of matches). . 
8. The factory is situated at 87, Prome Road, in Rangoon District. 

(a) Yes. (b) Yes. (c) Yes. (d) Yes. 
(a), (b), (c), and (d) are some of the important factors in selecting a site 

for a Match Factory. Further the factory should be situated on a river 
bank where fresh water is abundantly available. . 

II. (a) Matches manufactured from Indian matchwoods are inferior to 
foreign matches as the Indian matchwOQds are inferior to forei~ matchwooo$ 
available in Poland and Siberia. 
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Indian matches manufactured from foreign matchwoods are not inferior 
to foreign matches. The Pine woods yield almost the same quality of box 
veneers as the Japanese Pine. 

(b) No. 
(c) The Swedish matches are selling at Rs. 21-12 per tin of 1,200 boxes 

whereas my matches sell at Rs. 11-8 to Rs. 12 per tin. The difference in 
price fairly represents the difference in quality. 

Raw materials. 
10. (a) No. (b) No. (c) No. 
11. (a) Shawbye Mauletanshe (Sarcoceph alus Cordatus). (b) Letpan 

(Bobax Malabaricum). Didok (Bobax Insigne). 
(c) Same as (b). 
The above mentioned woods are fairly satisfactory though the quality is 

inferior to foreign woods. The Siberian and Polish match woods are fine
grained and white whereas local timbers are not so much fine-grained and 
white. 

13. Considering 50 tins of output of the present rate, the 75 tons of tim
bers are required per month, i.e., 900 tons per year. 1,350 tons per year con
sidering 75 tins for full capacity. 

14. About 34 c. ft. 
15. 3'3" x 2'2" x2' (outside measurement) made of ~n thick plan. Each 

CMe requires about 2'26 c. ft. of timber. 50 gross boxes are packt'd in the 
case. 

16. Wanetchaung, Thanachaung and Thugyi (Insein District), Moulmein 
Du.trict Shan States and Myaunglebin. 

1;. Trees are cut by the saw, brought to the station by buffalo or elephall~ 
and carried by the railway wagons to the nearest station wherefrom they are 
carried to the factory. 

lB. Rs. " to Rs. 12-8 per ton. Royalty paid by the suppliers. 
19; Rs. 35 to Rs. 42 per ton. 
20. No. 
21. Often the suppliers have to wait long owing to delay of the forest 

people to pass the timber and then again for want of timber wagons supply 
the timbers are delayed in the way. Owing to these reasons the timbers are 
often dried, cracks and becomes useless. 

22. It has not been found necessary to draw supplies from greater and 
greater distances. 

23. 
24. Yes, I would suggest the Local Governments (Provincial) should under

take plantation of trees suitable for match industry 80 as to actively encourstge 
the industry. 

25. No. Yes. 
26. Flour, Glue, Gum Senegal, Gum Traganth, Lamp-black, Potash Chlo

rate, Potash Bichromate, Sulphur, Antimony Trisulphate. Amorphous Phos
phorous, Glass Powdt'r, Infusorial Earth, Red Oxide, Amber, Caput Mortem. 
Manganese Dioxide, Litharge, Red lead, Zinc Oxide, Zinc sheets, labels, etc. 
Requirements will depend upon the output. 

27. Diffe"rent proportions of chemicals are used in different seasons. So 
the quantity can not be stated. 

2B. Almost all. Indian Glue, Gum Senegal, Burma Parrafin and Calcutta 
Glass powder are occasionally used. Imported articles are brought from Eng
land, Germany and other continents. 

29. (a) All except PotaSh Chlorate. Raw materials for the manufactur~ 
are abundantly available. 

30. No. 
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ai. liJngineer and chemist are nece8Sary for further improvement. 
112. No. 
33. The labourers are trained by the Manager. 
34. 80 men, 62 women and 6 cbildren. Men are salaried whereas women 

and children are contract labourers. Men get 12 annas average, women 12 
annas and .. children 6 annas. 

35. Both. 
36. Yes. Output gradually increasing. 

37. I intend to improve the quarters of the labourers. 
38. Steam. 
39, 
40, Fuel. ~ 
41. About Re. 350 per month. 
42. Wit'hin a distance of 5 miles. 
43. No, No. 
44. Can be obtained from the Custom's import list. 
(5. It may increase if the Government encourage the people in the direc-

lion of smoking cigars. 
(6. Burma. The factory is in the chief town. 
48. 
49. Sweden and Japan. 
50. Both. 
56. Yes. 75 tins of matches. 
58. My machineries are German make (Maker ...... A. Roller) and were ori

ginally bought from by the IIli«h Ma.tch Factory 15 years before. 
59. (a) Yes. (b) About 100 outside girls earn their livelihood by making 

my boxes by hand. Box-filling, side-painting and packetting are also done 
by hand. The total labour charge for these items will be about 14 annas per 
tin of 1,200 boxes. In case of using macliineries cost wnI be less but on getting 
the labour properly trained, the rate may be made less. 

60. (a) Yes. (b) Yes. I intend to fit a side painting machine. 
61. Spare parts are made in local workshops according to order. 
61. (i) 70,000, (ii) 100,000. 
82. It is necessary to borrow. 
94. Yes. (b) Yes. (c) After some years. Timber and fuel are abundant 

ib India. The supply of labour is also abundant. For want of industrial 
developments, Indian labourers do not find scope for livelihood. Thus the 
match Industry has been encouraged by the Japanese Government and many 
other Governments in Europe. The present nationalised Government of Indh 
should prove that it is so by protecting the Indian vested interest. 

95. Yes. (b) Yes. 
96. Very large nUJV.ber of people can not get employment in India but if 

encouragement is given to this industry, many large number of them will get 
work for earning their livelihood. The Board should see the outside work of 
the labourers engaged in this industry. Large number of girls and boys are 
engaged in box makin2; in their homes. 

97. To lar2;e extent. (b) Not appreciable. 
98. All chemicals and papers necessary for match manufacture should be 

free of duty to the manufacturers. Special concession rate should be Liven 
to the manufacturers of mat.ches in case of railway and river transport in the 
coast transport. 

M. O. BOW ATB. 



Batlls 01 articles. 

Name. Per unit. C.i,f. rate. Exchange. Rs, 

Litharge . · 1 Picul Yen. 80'00 137 41 2 
LampBlack · 100 LbB. ,. 42'00 .137 D7 8 
Plaster of Paris · . .. " 

9'40 137 12 14 
Bichromate Potash 1 Ton. £44 0 I) 1/5'» 595 0 
Powder Glue · " 

. £58 0 0 l/S'it 782 0 
Powder Autimony · " £57 0 0 1/6'n ~oU 0 
Powder Glu. , .. £7 4 9 1/6'n 90 5 
Antimony Sulphide · 100 Kins, Yen. 25'0 13~ .. "O 40 5 
Manganese Dioxide · 1 Ton £18 3 0 1/6'n 241 15 
Chlorate of Potash , , 

" 
£30 10 0 1/6'.'0 411 0 

Amorphous Phosphoroul , 
" 

£219 0 0 l/6'n 2,947 0 
Infusorial Earth , 100 Lbs. Yen, 4'80 125'00 6 0 
Timber 1 Picnl ., 7-8 Ill5'OO 9 12 
Caput Mortf.m I 1 Ton £14 0 0 1'6'n 168 0 
Potash Dextrine , .' 2 Cwts, £ 6 16 6 , 1/6 91 ° Sulpher Flowers , J Ton £15 4 0 1/6 198 12 
Zinc Oxide, 1 Cwt. £ 2 12 (i 1/6 84 8 
Zinc Sheets . , 1 Ton £51 0 () 1/6'n 680 3 

IJabels Small £0 , 1,OnO 0 2 li6'n .. , 
Labels Mig; · 1,000 £0 " 3I 1/6'n .. , 
Wrapping Papel'S , Ream Yen, 6'60 134 'I 2 
Cnt Papers • 10,000 .. '90 131 1 2 

Duty, At Works· 
rate, 

Per cent. Ra, A. P. 

0 15 40 0 0 
0 15 741 0 0 
0 15 15 8 0 
0 10 3.J. 9 0 
0 15 45 3 0 
0 15 44 4 0 
0 15 6 12 0 
0 15 38 I) 0 
0 15 14 3 0 
0 15 24 0 0 
0 16 170 5 0 
0 15 'I 14 0 
0 16 9 4 0 
0 16 1114 0 
O' 15 53 0 0 
0 :Nil 10 4 0 
0 15 89 1\ 0 
0 16 39 8 0 

Hi 14 0 0 
15 37 0 ° 0 16 8 3 0 

0 15 1 6 0 

Per unit, 

Per cwt. 

" 
" 
" .. 
" 
" 
It 

,. 
" 
" 
" 
" .. 
" 
" 
" 
" 

(75 Pcs, and 
150 PCB,) 

10,000 Labels. 
100,000 

" Per ream, 

" 
10,000. 

!):> 
00 ' 
00. 
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Mysore Match Manufacturing .. Company,. Bangalore .. 

Letter dated2!Jnd March. 1927. 

We are in receipt of your letter of the 7th instant with a copy of the 
questionnaire drawn up by the Tariff Board in connection' with the Board's 
enquiry into the match-making industry. 

We regret, however, to inform you that as our factory will be just start
ing manufacture, we are not in a position to give you the information desired 
by your Board. 

The South Indian Match Factory Ltd., Madras. 

Le'tter dated 31st March 1927,' 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 209, dated 
7th instant enclosing a copy of the questionnaire drawn up by ~he Tariff 
Board in connection wjth the Board's enquiry into the Match-making In
dustry and to send herewith as therein desired answers to the said question
naire with six spare copies. 

The answers may not be as complete as they should· be owing to the fact 
that I have been bed-ridden for the last Ii months and I had to dictate the 
answers from my bed. I therefore trust that the Board will exouse any 
shortcomings in the answers and extend their full sympathy to this Company's 
cause. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRE. 

Introductory. 

1. The South Indian Match Factory Limited, is a public registered Com
pany.and was formed in August 1912, but started the construction·of the 
Factory in 1922. 

2. The total capital invested in this Company is all by Indians. The 
total number of Directors is seven, and they are all Indians. No Europeans 
are employed. There was a German expert obtained to fit up the Factory 
and machinery. He remained in the service of this Company from January 
1922 to October 1924. Besides him no other European has ever been employed 
by this Company in any capacity. 

3. This Company u.ndertakes the whole process of manufacture of matches. 
4. The factory commenced work in August 1924. . 
6. The full capacity of our factory as at present equipped is 700 gross per 

day of 10 hours. 
6. The dimensions of the match boxes manufactured are of 2'25/1 length, 

1'45/1 breadth and '6" depth and 'the average number of sticks in each box 
is 60. 

7. The output of the Factory is as under:-

From August 1924 to July 1925-26,839 gross. 
From August 1925 to July 1926-22,094 gross. 

8. The factory is situated at Kalamkannu .about 2l miles from. the '!'en
malai Railway station on the South Indian Railwayan-i is advantageously 
situated in respect of (a) and (b) vicinity to the area from which our timber 
and firewood are drawn, (c) vicinity to important markets and (d) close to the 
bed of a river which has abundant supply of water. The important factor 
in selecting the sight of a match factory in India is that it commands faci
lities in respect of raw materials' such as timber, firewood and water and its 
proximity to the Railway Station. 



9. (a) It may be so. But the matches manufactured by this Company 
are second to none except as regards the colour of the veneers which are nOl 
purely white. (b), There appears to be some prejudice apart from the ques
tion of quality against Indian matches in that practically all markets are 
controlled by foreign exploiters. (c) The difference must be such as we enable 
the. indigenous industries to compete with the foreign manufacturers and 
probably RH. 1-8-0 per gro~ represents a fair difference. 

Raw Materials-Wood. 

10. The woods required for (a) splints, (b) veneers and (c) packing cases 
is all available in the forests in the midst of which the Company's factory ill 
situated. We do not import any wood from any foreign countries. 

11. We use Indian wood as under: (a) for splints, (b) veneers and (c) for 
packing cases. 

12. Yes. We have found Indian wood as satisfactory as imported wood 
in all respects except as regards colour and fibre. Splints from Indian wood 
cannot be made as thin as from foreign wood and its colour is not quite 
white. 

13. Our annual requirements of wood are: -(a) splints, (b) veneers, (c) 
packing cases, about 9,600 cubic feet. 

Splint& and veneers.-Elavu (Bombax malabaricum), Cheeni palai, pyne 
and various other kinds of trees. 

Packing cases.-Vankottah and Uravu and other kinds of trees. 
14. About « cubic feet of wood. 
15. The standard size of the packing case is length 2' x 9", breadth 2' and 

depth l' x SlN thickness of the plank being 1". Twenty-five gross of matchllli 
are packed in one case. 

16. The factory draws its main supply of wood from the surrounding areas 
about 5 to 8 miles distant. It is much regretted that a map of the factory 
and the areas site from which the supply is drawn is not available. 

11. The trees required are felled by local coolies engaged by the factory 
and are transported from the forest to the factory by floating them down 
the river and by country carts. 

18. The royalty paid to the Government is quarter anna to half anna 
per cubic foot. 

19. The cost per 50 cubic feet during the past four years is as under:-
1923-Nil. 
1924-Nil. 

1925 and 1926-Royalty, labour employed on extraction, freight to fac
tory and miscellaneous charges, Rs. 12-12-0, nearly. 

20. The terms of· concession for extraction of wood are as per copy of 
ooncession enclosed and they are favourable. . 

21. Yes. 
22. Yes. The supplY, of wood has been found constant but as time passes 

on and demand increases and supplies diminish in certain areas it will be 
necessary to go to longer aistances. There are some petty match factories in 
the shape of home industrieo; but we find no competition from them. But 
we do not grudge them. 

23. Not yet. 
24. Yes. We propose to plant trees suitable for match-making within 

proximate distance from the factory. 
25. No. 

Other rau, materials. 
26. Paper and chemicals. Total requirement of each ill aile year depends 

upon the output which during the first two years has not been much owing 
to our not being able to secure suitable agents for the distribution of our 
output. 
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t1. -!'he quantity 1If these materials required for each year is as under:-
Kilos. -Per 100 gross. 

Zinc, white 
Glasa powder 
Antimony sulphide 
Gum Tracaganth 
Gum Arabic 
Manganese dioxide 
Whitening 
Chlorate of potash 
Bichromate of potash 
Chromate of Barite 
Leather Glue • 
Italian sulphur 
Phosphorus 
Paraffin 

242·9 1'1 
444'3 2'1 
92·5 '4 
3'5 '02 

155'8 '7 
550'S 2·5 
54'7 '2 

1,758'2' 7'9 
106'7 '5 

8'7 '04 
383-1 1'6 
281'9 1-3 
1.50'0 '7 
4,235 lbs. 19'3 

15., '07 Colour Rhodamine 
Blue paper, etc. Rs.3,513-0-6 RE. 10-15-6 

28. 
Port of importation is Madras. 
The IlO8t of chemicals, etc., per gross is As. 8, nearly. 

(a) Imported from England and Germany. 
(b) and (c) Nil. 

Cost pricil per Kilogram of chemicals recently imported including freight, 
insurance, landing charges, transport charges and customs duty are:-

Gum arabic 
Manganese dioxide 
Sulphur 
Glass power 
Pot. Bichromate 
Umber 
Glue 
Phosphorus 
.Antimony sulphide 

29. No. 
30. There is no difficulty. 
31. Not necessary • 
.12. N lIIle. 

Re. A. P. 
106 
076 
o 411 
033 
013 /; 
058 
1. 3 3 
4 211 
1 611 

LabO'UT. 

33. The whole labour comists of Indiam. They are paid and trained in 
the factory itself • 

.14. BetweeD 50 and 60 oonsisting of about 40 men on aD. average cooly of 
12 annas to Re. 1~ and 20 children on an average cooly of 6 to 8 annas. 
No women are employed. 

35. Yes. The Indian labour is drawn hom the vicinity of the factory. 
36. Yea. But we have no record to indicate the improvement. 
87. Free quarters have been provided close to the factory and medical 

a.istanae ia rendered. 
Power. 

38. Steam. 
39. No. 

y 
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40. Firewood and scrappings of the factory. Firewood is available il: Buffi· 
cient quantities. . 

41. About 2 tons per day on an average. 
42. Within about 5 or 6 miles of the factory. 
43. No. 'Ve have a concession from the Travancore Government (vide 

copy referred to in answer 18). 
" 

Market. 
44. Not available. 
45. Yes. The demand has risen gradually. 
46. Madras Presidency. 
47. Southern districts. 
48. (a) Figures not available. 
(b) Yes. 

OOlnp'etition. 
49. Sweden and Japan. 
50. No. 
51. (1) Not available. 
(2) Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs. 1-12-0 per gross. 
(3) We have no figures. 
52. From importing firms. 
53. Yes, for reasons already explained in our representlltion, dated 24th 

December 1926. 
54. (a~) Yes. 
(d) Yes, in respect of chemicals and paper. 
(e-i) Yes. 
55. (a), (b), (0), (h) may be regarded as permanent and the rest as tem

porary disadvantages which will not operate for long. 

Equ.ipment. 
56. Yes. About 400 gross a day. 
57. About 50 per· cent. 
58. (a) Self-acting cross-cut saw. Cross-cut circular saw. Peeling 

machines. Splint chopping machine. Machines for cntting box-veneers. 
Splint shaping machines. Splint drying cylinder. Splint polishing and 
cleaning machin('s. Splint l('velling machine. Outer box and inner box 
machines. Labelling machines. Ideal machine. Paraffining apparatus. 
notating dipping machine. Match box painting and filling machines. 
Packetting machines. Cone grinderll. Igniting machines. Steam paste 
cooking machines. Knife grinding machines. 

(b) No special agreement. 
59. (a) Yes. 
(b) Transport of materials into the factory and feeding the various 

machines and making packing cases and packing. 
60. (a) No. 
(b) Yes. Later on by adding further machines to manufabture different 

sizes. 
61. None. 

62. (a) Nit 
(b) NiZ. 

Oapital Account. 

(c) Buildings, Rs. 66,324-7-7. 
(d) Plant and machinery, Rs. 1,28,622-2-6. 
(e) Other miscellaneous assets, Rs. 86,548-5-8. 
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63. Yes. 
Depreciation written off on buildings since this year, Rs. 3,443-6-0. 
Depreciation written off on machinery, Rs. 13,695-8·0. 
Depreciation on furnitureil; Rs. 91-8-0. 

64. Yes. 
65. About the same as it costs us. I do not think there will be 'Puch 

difference. 
66. About Is. 3d. 
67. (a) Ita. 3,00,000 Authorized capital. 
(b) Rs. 2,28,925 Subscribed' capital. 
(c) Ita. 1,82,625 Paid up capital. 
All ordinary shares and the balance is borrowed capital. 
68. We have no preference shares. 
69. No deferred shares. 
70. No dividends have so far been paid. 
71. None 80 far. 
72. None. 
73. None. 
74. This has not been worked out yet. 

Works cost. 

75. Forms filled up and annexed. 
76. Yes, chiefly labour, interest and steam. About 50 pet· eent., 
77. Yes. 
78. No. 

Ove1'head charges. 

(i) Depreciation. 
79. Depreciation. None so far. 
80. Unable to give the information. 

(ii) Working capital. 
81. (1) About Rs. 25,000. 
(2) About Rs. 50,000. 
82. It has \leen necessary to borrow. additional capital for the purpose. 
83. About Rs. 1,30,000, the interest being at the rate of 9 to 12 per cent. 
84. This has not been done so far as the. work has been more 01' less in an 

experimental stage. 
85. On an average of Rs. 25,000. About 3 or 4 months. 
86. Yes, of raw materiaL~. The average value of stock is Rs. 15,000. 

(iii) Head office. expenses and Agents' commission. 
H7. Yes. The Head office is at Madras and the local management office is 

at Tenmalai. 
88. The annual amou'nt of Head dflice expenses is about. Rs. 2,500. 
(b) Agent's commission, nil." . . 
89. Nil. 

. 90. Same as 88 (1), viz., about Rs. 2,500. 

Manufacturer' 8 Pm/its. 
91. About 12 per cent. 
92. About 10 per cent. 
93. 12 per cent. 

1'2 
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Claim 10'1' Protection. 
9'. (a.--c ) Yes. 
95. «(l-() Yes. 
96. Yes, for the reasons that it 'coulel be dev~ped into a home indus1 

during spare period of agriculturists and thus enable them to secure an i1o4 
of absolute home necessity at cheap cost. 

97. (a) 'To the extent of the duties. 
(b) To the extent of that these charges represent. 
98. The amount of the existing ,customs duties on matches is absolu104 

necessary and the entire abolition or a substantial reduction in theimPI 
and customs duties on chemicals, paper and other raw materials import 
from foreign countries. 

99. As an alternative a hm1nty to the extent of the existing custoJ 
duties on matches phu the -customs duty -Oa materials imported from f01'e~ 
eountries. 

Raw Materials-Wood'
Answer to question No. 11-

Vef"/J suitable trees 10'1' splinb and blnes. 

Species. 

Antiaris toxicaria 
Mastixia pentandra 
ElaSocarpuB serratus 
Sterospermum chelonodies 
Ormosia travancorca 
Chrysophyllum Roxburghl 
Evodia Roxburghiana . 
Albinia stipulata 
Semicarpus travancorica 
Symploc08 macrocarpa • 
Litslll8 ooriaces 
Actinodaphne madraspotana 
Buchania latifolia . 
Pterospermum rubigincmum 
Magnifera indica 
Stephegyne parvifoIia • 
Artooarpus Lakcooha 
Melia dubia 
Bombax malabaricum 
AIlanthus malabsrica 
Anthocephalus cadamba 
HymenodictuoD -exoelsum 
SmeIina arborea 
Myristica malabarica 
Trewia nudiflora 

Suitable lor blnes. not lUi/able lOT 
Oanarium strictum 
Semioarpus auriculata • 
JlJlaecarpus oblongus 
Cinnamonum Zeyanicum 
Milius8 velutina . -

Seigniorage rates 
per cubic foot. 

Rs. A. P. 

splint8. 

010 
010 
020 
o 1 0 
010 
010 
010 

0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 ! 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 4 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 4 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 

0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 1:- 0 
0 J 0 
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Species. Seig'niorag" l'$tes 
per cubic foot. 
Hs. A. P. 

Ficus Beddomei • 0 1 0' 
Ficmr :Benjamina a I a 
Ficus Glomerata 0 1 0 
Ficus religiosa 0' 1 0 
Ficus Tjakela 0 1 0' 
Ficus collosa 0' 1 0' 
Ficus hispide 0' r O· 
Diospyras Fanicwata 0 1 G 
NepbaliUlll longana 0' 1 It 
Totrameles nudillora 0' 2 0' 
Eug&t1ia hemisplilerica 0- r 0" 
Flacurtia Cat$phraete 0 1 ()o 

Apol'asa acuminata 0' 1 0' 
CallophyUlIm Wightianum 0 4- {) 

Pithecolobium bigeminum 0' 1 0' 
, Humboldtia Vahliana (Y 1 6 

Sterculia urens 0' 2 0 
Stereulfa villasa 0 2 0-
MalJohis philippinensis 0 1 0 

SuitabZe for 'pZints, fWlt 81IifabZe for bll2:'e8'. 

Odina Wodier 0' 2 0' 
Spendias Mangifera, 0 :1 (t 

Al1Swer te question Nil. 75-

J'oax I.-Statemeg IAawing total ezpendit-are on the production of matches 
&uring the Zast /0'111" years. 

1. Colt of wood fOr splints and 
veneers. 

2. CosII of pa,er 

8. Coat of chemi.oa.la 

6. Coat of other raw materials 

5. Factory labour 

e. Power and fuel 

7. Ordinary current repajra, and 
maintentlnce of 'huildlug., plant 
and machingry; 

f. General .ervicso; 81lperrisioo ad 
1oea1 oIIIee obargu. 

9. Maoelllll\eoua,· • .g.p reo!;,. muni. 
cipal tax ineurance, etc. 

10. Coat of packing OaBe8 • 

T~AIi 

Tdtat prlJlbrdiidn or JIIlItahss f~ tU 
,1'f1UO 

1~22-13. 1928-2', 19M-2S. 

Rs. A. P. 

4,410 7 0 

,10,»20 2 6 

791 S 10 

RS'. 6.. p, 

2;217 12 I'l 

lr,f113 & If 

5,.l92. a 8 

685 8 11 

12,633 140 (I 11,290 8 a 
1,491, 0: I} 

1'18 IlIIJ 

'188 13 3 

1,158 5 6' 

2,143 IS 10 2",896' 4i 6 
---,1----1-- ---

Ifl.,sgg 11 10' 27;7~ 8 8 
1----1---,- ---.--'---
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.- FORll II.~Statement showing work' cost per gross 01 matches. 

-- 1922-23. 1923-2~. 192'-25. 1925-26. 

Ra. A. P. Rs_ A. P. 

1. Cost of wood for splints Rnd _ .. --- 0 2 8 0 1 8 
veneers. 

2. Cost- of paper for labels and ... ... } 6 { 

0 2 7 
wrapper. 

0 6 
3. Coat of chemicals . ... _ .. 0 3 9 

4. Cost of other raw materials .. , -.. 0 0 6 0 0 6 

5. Faotory labour . --- -.. 0 611 0 8 2 

8. Power and fuel ... 0 011 0 0 8 

7. Ordinary current repairs and .. - 0 0 1 0 010 
maintenanoe of 'buildlUgB, plant 
and machinery. 

8. General services, supervision and .. - ... ... ... 
local office charges. 

9. Miscellaneous, e.g., -rent; muni- _.- .-. ... ... 
cipa\ taxes, insurance, etc. 

10. Cost of packinA' C&Bes '" -_. 0 1 3 0 2 1 

-------------
TOTAL ... ... 1 210 1 4 3 

----
Credit of for -materials recovered (if ... ... ... ... 

any). 

Gross. GrOSB. 

Total production of matches for the ... .., 26,839 22,094 
year. 

AGREEMENT. 

ARTICJ .. ES OF AGREEMENT made the Twenty-sixth day of One thou
sand nine hundred nnd twenty-three BETWEEN THE SOUTH INDIAN 
_MATCH FACTORY. LIMITED, a Company in('orporated under the Indian 
Companies Act VI of 1882 and having its Registered Offi('e at No. ll, Mount 
Road, Mndr:ns (hereinafter ('ailed "The Company") of the one part lind 
DEWAN BAHADUR T. HAGHAVIAH. ESQ., B.A., DEWAN OF TRA
VANCCRE, -a('ting for and on behalf of the Government of His Highness the 
Maharaja of Travancore (hereinafter cnlled "The Government") of the 
other pal't. -

WHEREAf? TJtese Pre .. ents-nre. s'upplementnl to the Articles of Agreement 
(hereinafter. called "The Principal Agreelnent ") bearing date the twenty
first day of De('embcr One thousnnd nin~ hundred and twelve and made 
between' the COm)lariy of the one :part nnd. Dewan Bahadur P. Rajagopala
charinr, Esq., M.A._, B.L;. C.LE.,:then Dewl1l) of Tflt.V:ancor:e, acting for a.nd 
on -behn:lf of the GO\'ernmuent AND WHEREAS unaer the- Principal -Agree
llIent the Government .. w~~_a..-,,!e~ to. ena~l_':..~h,:_~_o~ba! to start alld worIs 
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a Match Factory In Travancore, agree to allow to the Company certain con
cessions in the matter of land, timber, soft wood and fuel subiect to tho 
terms covenants, conditions and provisions therein contain AND WHERE
AS u~der the said terms, covenants, conditions and provisions in the Prin
cipal Agreement contained, the Company was bound to start buildings and 
other operations within three years of the date of Principal Agreement AND 

. WHEREAS for reasons beyond its control the. Company not being in a posi
tion to keep to the terms of the contract contained in Clause 2 of the Prin
cipal Agreement the Company did apply for and .obtain from the Government 
repeated extensions of time for acting up to the contract and the last of such 
extensions expired on the 31st of December 1922 AND WHEREAS though 
satisfactory progress has been made with regard to the construction of 
buildings and the installation of machinery the Company has not yet been 
able to work the factory AND WHEREAS under such circumstances differ
ences arose between the Company and the Government, the Company insist
ing on the fulfilment by the Government of the contract for a period of 
twelve years from 1923 and the Government contending that the contr.act has 
ceased to subsist and cannot be given effect to AND WHEREAS in view 
of the facts that the Company knew at the time of the Principal Agreement 
that the Government did not want to commit themselves to an agreement 
likely to last beyond about fifteen years from the date thereof and the Gov
ernment would incur heary loss if the terms of the Principal Agreement 
were enforced as also in view of the facts that on the strength of the Prin
cipal Agreement and repeated extensions of time granted thereafter by the 
Government as hereinbefore mentioned the Company did invest large sums 
of money in putting up the necessary buildings and importing the necessary 
machinery and the Company would be put to considerable loss if the Govern
ment were to withdraw from the Priucipal Agreement now and with a view 
to an amicable settlement of the said differences between the Company and 
the Government and the avoidance of loss to either party V. Desikachari, 
Esq., the Managing Director of the Company, acting for and an behalf of 
the Company has agreed that the Principal Agreement be modified in such 
particulars as are hereinafter mentioned. AND WHEREAS the action of 
the laid V. Desikachari, Esq., in having so agreed on behalf of the Company 
to so modify the Principal Agreement has been duly sanctioned by a reso
lution passed at the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Company held 
on the eleventh day of July One thousand nine hundred and twenty-three. 

NOW THESE PRESENTS WITNESS and it is hereby mutually agreed 
a. follows:-

1. That Clause 7 of the Principal Agreement shall be deemed to have been 
cancelled and the following substituted instead:-

That for the purpose of ensuring an adequate supply of soft wood to the 
Company for manufacturing splints, match boxes and packing cases .in·the 
factory the Government doth hereby agree with the ·Company that the· Gov
ernment will for a period of twelve years from the first day of September 
One thousand .I).ine hundred and twenty-three permit the Company to extract 
fit the Comp/lIlY'S own cost and· expense from the forests of the· Government 
soft wood of t4e species mentioned in the schedule h.ereto annexed or. such 
other speCies as. may hereafter· be tested and found suitable for the purpose. 
ill such quantities asroay be· required by. the Company from time· to .time 
Provided ho,,:ever. :the quantities so extracted shan iIOtin the aggregate 
exceed. a !DaxI~u~ of three .hundred. and sixty. thousand (3,60,000) c1Jbio. feet 
of wood durmg·· toe . first three·. years, ·one . milljon aud. eighty thousand 
(10.8~.OOO) cui}i~ feet of wood duri!lg t)1enext {l"e, yearR and .. eight hundred 
and slxty-fo.ur .. thousand (8,64,OOO}·('~hi"feet of :Woo.4 during the last fOllr 
years exclusIve· of the bark. .... . . .... . 

.. , 2 .. That Clause·S ofthe Principal Agreement sha11 be deemed 1;0 hav~ be(;t;l 
cancall.cd anc!, ~he followi ng substituted instead:":':':'·· .. : . .. .. - . 

.. :That the·. extraction·. of sqft' wood b~ theCompa'ny :.from the Government 
fo!,es~ /111 4ereinbefore ·mentilineq sh!l1F l!e mlllqe in . such·· arans '\11 'I;1ay bit 
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selected: for the. ,purpose by the Conservator of Foresta of the Goyernme.t 
due regard being had by the said Conservator in the selection of Buch areas 
to the means available for the transport of such wood to the Company's 
fa.ctory and the, cost of such transport, and in the event of a difference of 
opinion between the Company and the said Conservator of Forests such 
differences shall be settled by the Government whose deciaion. in the matter 
shall be final. Such extraction of soft wood by, the Company from the Gov
ernment forests shall also be subject to the supervision of the Forest Depart
ment of the Government and the agency employed by the Company to carry 
on such extractions shall be bound to carry on work under the general 
control of the Forest Department and on the lines laid dowB by that Depart
ment so as to, obviate all possible risk of injury to the forest. 

3. That clause 9 of the Principal Agreement shall be deemed to have 
been cancelled and the following substituted instead:-

That the Government doth likewise agree with the Company that the 
Government will for a period of twelve years from the first day of September 
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-three permit the Company to extract 
at the Company's own cost and expense from the forests of Government all 
such quantities of fuel as may be required by the Company for use in the 
factory and for the domestic consumption of the Company's employees, 
agents, workmen and servants residing at or near the Company's premises. 

4. That clause 10 of the Principal Agreement shall be deemed to have 
been cancelled and the following substituted instead:-

That the extraction of fuel by the Company from the Government forests 
as hereinbefore mentiond shall be subject to the same limitations, condition&, 
supervision and control as are hereinbefore prescribed in clause 2 hereof in 
the case of soft wood. 

5. That clause 15 of the Principal Agreement shall be deemed to have 
been cancelled and the following substituted instead:~ 

That the Company doth hereby covenant and agree with the Government 
that in respect of the soft wood permitted by the Government to be extracted 
by the Company from the Government for8!!ts as hereinbefore mentioned the 
Company will pay seigniorage to the Government according to the undermen~ 
tioned scale, that is to say, 25 per cent. of the now existing seigniorage rates 
for the first four years, 50 per cent; of the said rates for the next foUl' years 
and 75 per cent. of the said rates for the last four years of the existence of 
These Presents, the said now existing seigniorage rates being mentioned and 
specified in respect of each species of wood described iu the schedule llereto 
annexed; in the case of the species of soft wood which are '.not mentioned 
in the said schedule and which may hereafter be tested and found SlIitable 
for the said purpose the rates of seigniorage will" be fixed by the Government 
and the Company shall pay the same percentage of such rates as will be 
payable if such species and rates were- included in the said schedule. The 
Company shall also be bound' to accept and pay seigniorage to Government 
on all such soft wood measured out to the Company by the said: Forest 
Department. 

6. That clause 16 of the Principal Agreeltlent shan be deemed to uve 
been cancelled and the following substituted instead- ' 

'l'ha~ the Compaily doth. hereby covenant and agree with. the Gov.~ 
that in respect of all fuel permitted. by the GQvernmenf; to. be enraetecl b,. 
the Company from the Government forests as hereinbefore. men.tioDild. ~ 
Company win pay to. the Government seigniorage aecotding to. thG· uwJ... 
mentioned Bcale, that is to say, 25 per cent. o£ tha IIOW u:isting aeigm~~ 
rate of British Rupee One and Annas Eight per ton fQr the first four ;rears., 
50 per cent. of th said rate fol' the next four ;yean. an.d. 7S P« c:eo.'. of 
the said rate for the last foul' years of the existence. 06 these. ~ . 

7. Th,at subject onlT to the variations hweiD contained' aDd 81lcll otlier 
alterations, if any, as may b& ucessary to make the. Principal Agreeme1tfl 
consilltent with. These Presents, the Principal Agreement. shall remain ill full 
force and effect and shaU be read and constrUGd. and enforceable 118 if tha· 
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terms of These Presents were inserted therein by way of addition or substi-
tutions aa the easa may be. - . 

IN WITNESS. WHEREOF the parties to These Presents have hereunto 
let their hands and seals the day and year first· above mentioned. 

TUB SCBBIIULBII RDBRMD TO IN 'EBB POREGOING· AWl'ICLBS 0Jr AeB£Bl4BNT. 

VeT1/ 8uitable fOT S~lints and Boxes. 

!lpeeies. 

Antiarirt toxiearia 
Mastixia pentandra 
ElaeecaFpus serratuB 
Sterospermum ekelonoides
Ormosia travaneoriea 
ChrysophylJum .Roxburghii 
Evodia Roxburghiana _ • 
Albiszia stipulata . 
Semicarpus travancorica 
Symplocos macrocarpa . 
Litsaea coriacea 
Actinodaphne rnadraspatana. 
Buchania latifolia 
Pterospermum rabuginosum 
Mangifera indica • 
Stephegyne parvifolia 
Artocarpus Lakoocha 
Melia dubia 
Bombax malabaricum 
Ailanthus malabarica 
Anthocepltalua eadamba 
Hymenodictyon excelsum 
Gmelina arborea 
Myristica malabarica 
Trewia nudiftora 

8eiglliorage rates 
- pH Clu.eiC foot. 

Rs. At. p. 

oro 
o 1 a 
() 2 0-
o 1 0' 
010 
010 
g 1 O' 

0 1 0 
0 1 0-
0, 1 0 
Q 1 OJ 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 4 0-
0 2 0 , 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
e. 1 () 

Q 1 Q 
0; f- 01 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 

Suitable fOT Boze3, not 8uitable lor Splints. 

Canarium strictum 
Semicatpus auriculata 
Etaecatpus oblongus 
Cinn.am __ Zeyanicum 
l1i.I.i1la& vtiutin& 
Ficus Beddomei 
Ficus Benjamina 
Ficus Gl'Qtru!rat* 
I'icu -18l.igda 
Fic118 Tjable 
Pica&. colloM .. 
1'"1CII8 . hiapida-
DiosP1YOB Panfuulata' 

0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
O. 1 0 

" 1 d 
0 1-01 

" 1 q: 
O' t t1--
0 to. 
0' I 0 



Nephelium longana 
Tetrameles nudiflora 
Eugenia hemispherica 
Flacourtia Cataphraeta 
Aporosa acuminata 
Callophyllum Wightianum 
Pithecolobium bigeminum 
Humboldtia Vahliana. 
Sterculia urens 
Sterculia villosa. . 
Mallohis Philippinensis . 
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Seigniorage ratea 
per cubic foot. 

Rs. A. P. 

0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 4 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 

Suitable lor splints, 'Mt 8""Uable lor boxe.8. 
Odina Wodier 0 2 0 
Spendias Mangifera 0 1 0 

Signed Sealed and Delivered by the") 
abovesaid T. Raghaviah, Esq .• Dewan I 

of Travancore, acting for and on behalf ~ 
of the Government of His Highness the I 
Maharaja of Travancore in the pre
sence of-

(1) 
(2) 

Signed Sealed and Delivered by thE'"'l 
abovesaid The South Indian Match I 
Factory, Limited, by its duly ('onsti- ~ 
tuted Attorney, V. Desika('hari, Esq"J 
in the presence of-

(1) 
(2) 

True copy. 

(Sd.) T. RAGHAVIAH. 

(Sd.) V. DESIKACHART. 

(Sd.) Illegible. 

Managing. Director, 
The S. 1. lI~atch Factory Ltd . 

. --
CONCESSTON AGREEMENT WITH TRA V ANCORE"GOVER~MENT. 

ARTICLES ·OF AGREEMENT entered into this 21st 'day of : Decen,hcr 
One Thou~Rnd. nine hundred Rnd t"·elve BE1'WEEN·· THE·· SOl'TH 
INDIAN. MATCH FACTORY LIMITED. a company incorporatecl under the 
Indian Qompanies Act VI of 1882 and having its Registered .Office .at No. 11. 
l\fount Road, Madras (herE'after referred to as " the Company") of the one 
pllI·t and DEWAN BAHADVR P,RAJAGOPALACHARI, ESQ.; M.A.~ B,L, 



sot 
C:I.E .. DEWAN OF TRAVANCORE, acting for and on behalf of the Gov
ernme~t of His HighneS'! The Maharaja of Travancore (hereinafter referred 
to as the Government) of the other part; WHEREAS under date the 29th 
day of August 1912 a memorial was presented to the Government by the 
Directors of tke Company for certain concesstons such as would enable the 
Company to start and work up a Match Factory in the State of Tl'avancore 
AND WHEREAS after full consideration of the concessions sought to be 
obtained by the Company Government was pleased to agree to the terms and 
to grant the concessions specified in the Government proceedings No. 10508-
J,. ll. & F., dated the 2nd day of October 1912 AND WHEREAS oli further 
and' subsequent representations made to the Government on behalf of the 
Company on or before the 2nd of December 1912. Government was also 
pleased to alter, modify and supplement some of the terms and concessions 
specified in the said immediately hereinbefore recited Government Proceedings 
AND WHEREAS demand was made. of the Company by the Government to 
enter into a formal agr<'ement with Government specifying the terms cove
nants conditions and provisions suhject to which the industry was to be 
started and worked up by the Company which demand was assented to by 
the Company. It is hereby mutually agreed to that the Company shall have 
the rights liberties and privileges and be also 8ubjectto the liabilities herein 
recited and hereinafter appearing. 

(1) That the Government doth hereby agree to grant to the Company an 
area of 25 (Twenty-five) British statute acres of land at such spot in the 
Yerur Reserve as may hereafter be mutually agreed to by the Company and 
the Government for the erection of their factory, cooly lines, outhouses for 
the stockage of raw materials, fuel and other requisite goods and things and 
buildings for residential and other purposes as may be required by the 
Company. . 

(2) That the Government doth hereby agree to deliver possession of the 
lands specified in clause (1) One hereof as and Wher~ the same is required 
by the Company for the purpose of starting their building and other opera
tiona on the said land within three years from the date of these presents. 

(3) That should at any time after the date of these presents it is found 
necessary that more land is required by the Company for the purposeS of the 
Company. The Government doth hereby covenant and agree to grant also 
such additional land in the vicinity as may be required provided that Govern 
ment land is available for the purpose and also that in no event Government 
shall be under liability to grant land in all exceeding (50) Fifty British 
statute acres in area inclusive of the first grant. 

(4) That the Government doth hereby agree to grant 'to the Compa~y the 
land hereby agreed to be granted free of payment of vilayartham or price 
thereof and also free of any assessnient or tax for a period of twenty (20) 
years calculated as and from the date on which pOssession .. of such lands is 
delivered to the Company. . . 

(5) That should at any time after the date of these presents the Company 
desire to acquire full right of ownership over the whole or any.portion of th~ 
lands that may under the provisions in that behalf contained in these pre. 
sents be granted to the Company the Government doth hereby agree to grant 
such full ownership to the Company subject to payment of acreage value at 
the rate of British Rupees (50) Fifty per acre and also subject to payment 
of /l.Ssessment· or ·tax at. the "rate of British Rupees (2) Two per aCl'e per 
annum as and from the date of grant of such full ownership provided that 
the said assessment of tax shall be Ji:j.ble to r~vjsion at the" Periodical "Revenue 
settlement of the other lands in the. State. 
. .(6) That the Government doth hereby agree to supply~he" Company with 

such q?antity of timber as may be bona /id,e. required by the "Company J~: 
the buIldings specified in Clause (1) hereof an~: which they PlI!Y. cau!le·.to :.be
er!lCied on. the lands granted to the Company:ancLundero):::by::vjrtlle.:pf· 
these pre.sents and deliver the .sameto the Company:·a~.:the lIi~" of" ~ei~; 
"!!,or~. provided t4at Governme!l* sh/ll1 on no account be u!lder Habi!it;r til. 



supply teak ti~b'el" and i>l'ovided also that Government shall be under obli~ 
tion to supply onlY jURgle wood timber and provided further that the supply 
and delivery need to be made only on a payment to Government by the 
Company of the actual felling -charges of the requisite quantity of timber 
and the transport charges thet'eof for delivery at the sight of works of the 
Company. 

(7) That the Government doth hereby agree to supply and deliver to the 
Company at the Company's factory soft wood of such species which are at 
present recognised or which may be hereafter be tested and found as suitable 
foJ' the purpose of manufacturing splints, match-boxes and packing caaes 
and of such quantity as may be indented for by the Company for a period of 
Twelve Yean, from the date of the first supply indebted for by the Company 
at the maximum rate of (3,60,000) Three hundred and sixty thousand cubic 
feet of wood for the first (3) three years (10,80,000) One million and eighty 
thousand cubic feet for the next five years and (8,64,000) eight hundred and 
si:dy-four thousand cubic feet for the remaining four years exclusive of the 
bark the delivery being fairly evenly spread over each of the year during the 
said tyelTe years provided that the Company shall be under obligation to 
accept delivery of the wood required for the months of March; April and May' 
in each year between the fifteenth day of January and the fifteenth day of 
February of each year immediately preceding and provided that the Company 
shall be under liability to- accept only sound and suitable wood which are 28 
inches or multiplies of 28 inches in length and of a girth of not less than 
3 feet and not more than ~ feet. 

(8) That should at any time the Company be desirous of arranging for its 
own supply of 110ft wood referred to in clause 7 hereof the Government doth 
hereby agree to permit them to do so by felling and removing such wood 
from the nearest. vicinity of theu: faet9ry provided that the Company shall 
be exempt., from payment of any charges to Government in respect of the 
quantity of wood required during the first three years from the CommeJlc&

ment of their works IUId referred to in clause 7 hereof and that thereafter 
the Company shall be under liability to pay to Government seigniorage at 
the rate of (3) three pies per cubie foot of soft wood removed from the 
Government forests and provided' also that in the event of the Company 
preferring to' work down the soft wood needed by their own agency such 
agency shall be under liability to carry OD work under the general control 
of the Forest Department of the Government and on lines laid down by the 
department sO as to obviate all possible risk of injury to the forests. 

(9) That the Government doth hereby agree to supply and deliver to the 
Company stocked at their premises for a period of twelve years from the due 
date of the first supply indented for' by the Company such quantity of timber 
8S may be required for fuel for use in the factory and for the domestie 
consumption of the Company's employees, agents, workmen and servants
residing at or near the Company's premises. 

(10) That should of any time the Company be desirous of arranging for 
its own supply of fuel referred to in clause (9) hereof the Government doth
hereby agree to permit them to do so by felling and removing the requisite 
quant'itv of timber required for fuel from the nearest vicinity of their 
factory; provided tllat the Company shan be exempt from payment of any 
charges to Government in respeot of the quantity of timber felled and 
removed from the Government forests for fueL purposes during the first three 
years from the commencement of their working and that thereafter the 
Company shan be under liability to pay to the Governmen:.t seigniorage at the
rate of annas four per ton of eighty cubic feet of timber so felled and 
removed and provided also that iJt the 8V8Il't of the Company arranging for 
its own supply of the quantity of timber req1lired for fuel purposes by their 
own' agency such agency shall be under liahility tcJ carry work under. the
genersl oontrol of the forest departmen:.t of the Government and on lines laid 
dOWD' by, that department so as to obviate all possible risk of injury to the 
forests. 



(11) Th~t the Government doth hereby agree to allow the right of free 
user by the Company of the water of the. Kolathupuzhai river for their 
purposes and requirements except that of generating motive power and the 
free user of the said river bed: for the purpose of keeping under water storage 
the timber that may be required by them to be so kept. 

(12) That the Government doth hereby covenant and &gl'ee with the Com
pany not to impose any duty whatsoever on the matches that may be J;Il&nu
factured. Bold, or exported by the Company. 

(13) That the Government doth also hereby covenant and agree with the 
Company to arrange for the grant of supplies bills free of any charge whatso
ever at the Treasury of the Government at Poonalur on the Bank of Madras, 
Madras and "ice 1Iers4 in respect of bona fide remittances of sums of money 
by the Company in the cOll1lection with its work. 

(14) That the Company doth hereby covenant and agree with the Govern
ment 1;hat so long as they have not acquired· full right of ownership as 
recited in clause 6 hereof over the lands that may be granted to 'them by 
Government under or :by virtue of these presents ·the Company shall not 
alienate or cause to be alienated the whole or any portion of portions of such 
lands. 

(15) That the Company doth hereby covenant and ·agree with the' Govern
ment to pay to the Govermneatfor the soft wood that may be ·supplied to 
the Company by the Government as recited in clause (1) hereof at the rate 
of three annas and six pies per cubic foot of wood supplied during the first 
three years thereafter for the next five years at the rate of four annas and 
aix pies per cubic loot of wood supplied and for the remaining four years at 
the rate of a annas per cubic foot of wood supplied. 

(16) That the Company doth hereby covenant and agree with the Govern
ment to pay to the Government for the fuel timber that may be supplied to 
the Company by the Government as recited in clause (9) hereof during the 
first three years at the rate of (3) Three British Rupees and eight annas per 
ton of eighty cubic feet of timber supplied thereafter for the next five years 
at the rate of (4) Four British Rupees per· ton of timber supplied and for 
the remaining four years at the rate of four British Rupees and eight annas 
per ton of timber supplied. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties of these presents have executed 
the aame the day and the year first above mentioned. 

Signed sealed and delivered by the above-I 
named the South Indian Match Factory i 
Limited by their duly constituted Attor-, 
ney V. Desikachari, Esq., B.A. and 
B.L., acting under the Deed Roll Df HSd.) V. DESIKACHARI. 
Power-of-Attorney, dated the !lixteenth. J 
day of December . One Thousand and 
nine hundred and twelve in the pre-
I18nce of- . 

Signed and sealed and delivered· by thel 
said Dewan Bahadur P. Rajagopala-
cha~i, Esq., M.A. and B.L., C.I.E., t(Sd) PRAJAGOPALAC:HARI. 
Actmg for and on behalf of the Govern- •• 
ment of His High_ the Maharaja 'of, . ..' 
Travancore in the presence of- ) 
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The Standard Match Factory, Sattur, Madras Presidency. 

Letter dated 90tk Marcil, 19127. 

We are in receipt of your letter dated 7th March 1927 and the question
nair TolgllTChng match industry. We beg to submit the following informa
tion:-

Introductory.-The firm which we represent was established on the month 
of September 1925 and it is an unregistered firm and the capital invested is 
Ro. 6,000 and the total number of directors are two and it is a purely Indian 
fir In of twenty shareholders. We made contract with the factories which 
solely manufacture splints and veneers and finish the work by hand opera
tion. There are 25 paid servants in our factory and our average out-turn 
is 40 to 45 grosses of t sizes ·daily (diameter 2" x Ii" X i"), each box containing 
72 splints. . . 

Our factory is situated in the town of Sattur and consider it of a sUitable 
one because of abundant labour supply. We consider that match factories 
in India are to be done in two departments: (1) Manufacturing of raw 
materials, (2) Finishing the products. The.former is to be situated in for
'ests where suitable woods abound and the latter in towns where they may 
have abundance of cheap labour and good market. 

We agree that Indian' made matches are partly inferior to the imported 
matches with respect of best. woods not being available. In other respects 
. we are almost equivalent. 

1l'ood.--The woods hitherto. used are good for boxes and packing cases 
and for splints they earn a prejudicial name compared with imported matches 
as of its easy breaking. So we think it necessary to import splints from 
foreign places such as Japan. The woods used for manufacturing our boxes 
are Hombax Malabarin (called in Tamil) and Shenthanaku and pala. 
As for other details we are not in a position to answer them as we do not 
manufacture splints and veneers and purchase from others. 

Other raw materials:-

Market 
price. 

Quantity 
reqd, 

per 100 
Rs. A. P. Gross. 

I. 0 ~ 0 I. 30 lb.. l'otuium chlorate. 
2. 0 5 0 2. 4" Do, dichromate. 
a. 0 4 0 3. 4.. Sulphur. 
4. 0 3 0 4. 'i.. Manganese dioxide. 
6. S 0 0 6. 1.. Rodamine. 
6. :! 8 0 ~. S.. Phosphorus. 
7, 0 12 0 7. 3.. Sulphide of Antimony. 
8. 0 6 0 8. 2.. Zillc, white. 
9. 0 5 0 9. 3" Umber. 

10. 0 3 0 10. 8.. FetTie oxide. 
Almost all kinds of chemicals are imported from Germany and none 

of these are likely to be manufactured here in India. 
Labour.-As we manufacture matches only by hand operations there is no 

necessity of the employment of skilled labour imported from abroad and they 
are satisfactory. 

Power.-No power is used. 
Ma·/'ket.-Though ollr average daily output is 40 to 45 gross against the 

local demand for 25 gross our share is only 15 per cent. in the local demand 
and we market the remaining 85 per cent. iu the mofussils. 



t'ompctition.-The keenest competitors are Sweedish and Japanish, aUa 
they both compete with Indian matches. manufactured from indigenous wood 
and with matches manufactured from Imported goods. 

It is understood from the reliable sources that foreigners have inStalled 
large factories in India with an addition of few Indians to be exempted from 
the excuse that, they have establil;hed the factories in India to suppress :the 
Indian industry in the initial stage and to. monopolize the market. They 
manufacture the matches with the ideal machines of their own country, with 
the expert labour, efficient inachines, pure and cheap raw-materials and in
vesting large capitals. So their cost of production becomes very low and they 
have ample scope to monopolize the market. 

This too has been experienced by us in past three months and prices have 
fallen down. from Rs .. 2-4-0 per gross to Rs. 1-12-0 per gross. 

Equipment.-Three-fourths of our capital is invested ill machinery, i.e., 
hand frames, racks, dipping trays, emptying machines, grinding mills, and 
other requirements, and we consider absolutely ·lIecessary to install machines 
for pasting, frame filling, mallufacture of splints and. all the departments to 
compete with foreign goods. . . 

Claim lor protection.-As our cost of production comes to Rs •. 1-6-0 per 
gross of ! size and the market price is Rs. 1-8-0 per gross the profit realised 
is not decent for cottage industries as it covers the bad debts during the year. 

Any reduction of the import duty, i.e., Rs. 1-8-0 per gross,will surely 
affect our trade and sometimes it is hoped that it. will put an end to this cot
tage industry even if the reduction be 4 annas per gross when the market will 
be reduced to Rs. 1-4-0 which is below our cost of production. Reducing the 
duty, considering the only informations given by such concerns, will only pro
tect such concerns from foreign competition and the fate of the. small factories 
which really gives employment to the poor will be miserable. So the small 
factory should be protected both from foreign as well as Indian (factories 
conducted by foreigners equipped with.foreign machines) competition. Fur
ther these large factories of India have twofold advantages: (1) The low 
cost of production, (2) Their higher rate of sale owing to the neat execution 
of the machines. So competition with such factories is not to be dreamed 
of. Even now as the price of the market is decreasing many small factories. 
have vanished. 

Therefore we suggest to protect· these cottage industries from foreigners 
and the existing rate of import duties, i.e., Rs. 1-8-0, should be declared as 
protective duty and to levy tax to all factories Indian or m,ixed turning out 
more than 100 gross per day. 

Such excise should be fixed aia figure calculated equal to the difference be
tween ~he cost o~ productio.ns ~f t~e large and small factories pZu,s 2 annas per 
g~oss, 1.e., the dIfference of prICe III the market. By adopting this sympathe
tIC scheme, further recouping the difliciency in import duty and also increase 
the number of small factories all over India and thereby solve the problem 
of unemployment to a considerable extent. Then the match Industry will 
have the substantial footing. 
. Therefore we. kindly request you to be good enough to grant full protec-

tIOn lor match llldust1"7. . 

The Malahar Match Manufacturing Company, Limited., Cochin, 
Madras Presidency. 

Letter, dated 5th April 1927. 

" In r~sponse to the request contsined in your circular letter No. 209, dated 
/th ultImo, from Rangoon, we enclose herewith our aILQWel1:l to the Tsrifl 
Board 'a questionnaire with six spare copies as required. It has not been fonnd 



possible to get 'hem to C1I.lcutta by the 4th April, but we hope that the short 
1ielay that has taken place will not 'result in 'tiny inconvenience, ' 

It must be explained tha.t the answers which this Company gives must 
1l1leet\8srily be of doubtful value. The original idea of the Company was to 
mallufacture mateheeout 'Of Eota,'but it has 'proved 1..nsuitable 8S a raw mate
rial for match In1lIlufacture, -and we are now TeeODstrueting' with a view 1.0 
making matches out of timber. We have already given you informati.m in 
this connection in our letters of the 29th October and 16th December 1926. 

'IH'rRODUC~.Y • 

1. 1923. Public Registered Company. 
2. 1,431 sha.res of"Rs. 10 each are held. by IACiillIlll, i.e .• Dearly lth of the 

capital.' ',' 
5 'Directors of which one is an Indian and the .others Europeaus. 
Qne E\lfopee.n..e~ployed as Factory Maaager. 
B. Whole, ,pr906SIJ of,ID_ufacwre. 
-4. Commenced in-February 1926, but work stopped ill June 1926, tIll. 

ray. material (Eot&) used- tieing fOUlld unsuitable. 
5. 1,000 gross' per diem: 
6. IlNxll"x.~43 . .': 
'i. 

,{-S. At FudichaUn ~ Travanoore State . 
.. (4) 'Yes. ' " -" 

(b) Yes, 
(e) Yes. 
(dl Yee. 
Cloliie proximity to .. OOllstant and lasting eeurce of supply ~ lluitable timber 

procurable at low cOllt. 
9. (a) Yes. The principal respects in which InwanMatches Jall short of 

imported (Swedish) Matches are:-
(.) Splint.. 

(a) Strength. 
(b) Colour. 
(c) Paraffining (on account of low absorbing powers of timber). 

(a) Uniformity. 
(b) ImpregnatiQll. 
( c) Par&ffiBi.ng. 

(ill Bo:eee

(a) Colour. 
(b) Texture. 

Fault. 01 MII_factu". 

(iii} General. Appearance. 
(b) No.-
(c) 12 annaa to Re. L 

10. (a) ND. 
,(11) .NO.1 



(c) No. 
11. Botanical name. 

(a) Bombax Malabarica. 
(b) Bombax Malabarica. 
(0) Tetrameles Nudifiora. 

12. No experience. , 
13. (a) Factory not working. 
(b) 6,000 candies of 15 cubio feet. 
14. 2 candies of 15 cubic feet. 

Ve1'llaeular name. 
Elavu. 
Elavll. 
Cheeni. 

15. Length 39/1; Breadth 22/1; Height 23/1. 
Say, Ii cubic feet. -
50 gross. 
16. Malayattur Reserve. 
Travancore Forests. 
40 miles. 
17. Manual labour and Elephants. 
Road and river. 
18. Unsettled. 
19. No experience so far. 
20. Unsettled. \ 
21' No experience. 
22. No experience. 
23. Does no~ lIorise. 
24. Yes. 
Negotiations with Travancore Dllrb8.l" for concessions over It period of years. 
~o steps have yet been taken to plant timber, ~ut it is intended to do so. 
25. No. . 

Other Taw material8. 

21>-29. No other taw materials used. 

30. No difficulty anticipated. 
31. Not at all. 
32. Does not arise. 
133. Rely on Indian labour. 
:{.t, Estimate 150-200 including boys. 

MacbiD.!lmen, Mechanics, etc .. Re. 1.8 per day. 
Ordinary men coolies, 12 annas per day. 
Ordinary boy coolies, 4 a.nnas per day. 
Ordinary women coolies, 6 annas ptlr day. 

1l5. Vicinity of the Factory. . 
36. In~ufficient experience in match manufacture, but it hilS. been' found in 

h~r connections that ~abour does improve with training. An intelligent. 
young man of the workiug. classes with some vernacular education becomes a 
fairly efficient machine operator in about .three months. 

37. Clerical sta.ff and foremen housed on the preJpises in very good pukka 
'lualters. 

Cooly labour live in own houses. 
z 



38. Steam. 
39. 
40. Wood, yes. 
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Power. 

41. 2 tons per 1,000 gross in addition to waste timber. 
42. Re. 5 per ton delivered factory. 
43. No. 

Market. 
44. No experience. 
45. Yes, the smoking habit amongst the working classes of l[alabal 

inCTE'SSing. 
41>-48. No experience. 

Oompetition. 
49. Sweden and Japan. 
50. Both as far as Swedish matches are ('oncerned on aC<!tJunt of superiorit; 

of product. Japanese matches usually compete with matches manufacture( 
from indigenous woods. 

51. Unable to give information--no experience. 
52. . . 

53. (a) No. 
(b) Yes, comparatively. 
(e) Yes. 
54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
(f) No. 
(g) Yes. 
(n) Yes. 
(i) Yes. 
55. (e) Temporary-until ordinary labour becomes s1.ilied. 
(d) Temporary-until planted timber becomes available in, say, 12-15 year!' 
(e) So long as import duties on chemicals and paper remain at present levels 

otherwise not important. 

Equipment. 

56. Yes-500 gross per diem. 
57. 30 per cent. 
58. A description of our present machinery would be worthless as it ha 

beEm proved unsuitable. 
5!). (a) It is hoped it will be. 
(b) No useful data available. 
60. 
61. 

Oapital Account. 

62. As the Company is reconstructing, details would be of no value. 
63. 



64. 
65. 
66. 
67. (a) Re. 10,00,000. 
(b) Rs. 10,00,000. 
(c) Rs. 7,40,125. 
All Ordin&ry. 
68. 
69. 
70. No dividends. 
71. No dividends. 
72. Nil. 
73. Nil. 
74. Nil. 

Works cost. 

75. As the Company has not worked for full year, figures would be worthless. 
76. . 

77. Same as Answer 75. 
78. No. 

Overhead charge8. 

79 and 80. No depreciation written off.' 
81. Rs. 50,000. 
82. Yea. 
83. 
84. 
81l. 

86. No, on account of easily available supplies. 

(iii)· Agent8' Oommi88ion and Head Office expen8e8. 

87. Yes. 
88. (i) No useful information available. 
(iiI 2 per cent. on gross sale price of Company's matches. 
89. 
90. 

M anufactur8r8' Profits. 

91. 25 per cent. on account of extremely speculative na.ture ~f ir,vestment. 
92. (a) 7* per cent. 
(b) 7* per cent. ; 
93. 20 per cent. , 
'94. Yes. 
(a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
95. (a) Yes. 

z2 
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9/). The abundant supply of timber and the need of finding use for 'it to 
assist extraction of more valuable timbers and to develop systematic working 
of forests including planting of timbers. 

The need of finding employment for labour. 
The training of the Indian working classes in the use of machinery, thus 

enabling them to participate in indu~trial life generally under good factory 
conditions. • 

97. (a) Re. 1.S'per gross. 
(b) No figures available. 
93. The same as at present or greater in view of the pl'Ogress already made 

Lil over India. If the Protective Duty were reduced or abolished, the industry 
vhich has been fostered by the imposition of duty would be )'uinerl. 

99. No. 

The Madras Swadesh Match Works, Madras. 

Replies to q'Uestionflaire. 

1. (a) In the latter part of the year 1923. 
(b) Private concern. 
2. Invested Capital Rs. 20,000. Indian owned. All the employees are 

[ndians. 
3. Splints and ~eneers are prepared in one 'place with a partner and the 

5nishings are done in another place. All by our own. 
4. Commenced in the year 1923. 
6. Average output finishing is 40 gross daily. 
6. i and full sizes are manufactured. Contents in each box will be about 

70 to so splints. 
7. The average output for the years:-

1924 
1926 
1926 

Gross. 
5,000 
7,000 

10,000 

S. 143 Tiruvatiyore High B..lad, 'VashernHlnpet, Madras, and at l>alghat. 
(a), Somewhat convenient. 
(b) Somewhat convenient. 
(c) Best Market. 
(d) Labourers can be got somewhat easily from the nearer places. 

In selecting the site in spite of the above said conveniences the following 
are also essential:-

It should be near to the forest where the wood is supplied. It should also 
be nearer to the Railway station. ' 

9. (a) Yes. Mainly in respect of splints and veneers which are made of 
native wood. ' 

(b) No such bad remarks are being made by the public as regards our 
matches are concerned. 

(c) People will buy the native article at a less price, i.e., if they pay 3 pies 
for a box of impOl'ted matches the,Y pay only 2 pies for the native one. 

10. As far as our business is c.oncerned it is not necessary to import wood 
for the purpose. 

11. We generally use Bomba~ Malabal'igam, Palai and Amath~li. 
12. No. In strength and also in the percentage of wastages in native 

wood. 



13. Ab~t 200 to 250 tons per annum. -
14. It is impossible to give a definite idea. of the quantity required since 

much wastage takes place specially in this wood. 
15. The goods are Bold in loose. If necessary cases are purchased here 

locally. The contents will come to 50 to 60 gross as per size of'the case. 
16. Supply of wood comes from Davastanam Forest within 10 miles from

cur factory. 
17. The trees are cut down for this purpose only. Plants will grow of 

their own accord. 
18. Charges paid for the same is RB. 3 to Rs. 4 per candy. 
19. The cost of 50 c.ft. comes to Rs. 15 'to Rs. 20 delivery at godown. 
20. No concession allowed for the same. Have got private licence. The 

road is not good. If it were so there will be no difficulty. 
21. Woods which are cut from sandy places are good and whit.; and woods 

which are cut down from hilly places are not llo; , 
22. Sometimes scarcity of wood is felt for number of days together. 
23. Almost the same, Le., Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per c.ft. delivery' at our godown. 
24. They grow of their own accord. 
25. We are getting the same in carts. 
26. Tho following raw materials are used besides wood : ~ 

(1) Red Phosphorus, (2) Oxide of Zinc, (3) Gum (Glue and Gellatine), 
(4) Paraffin, (5) Chlorate of Potash, (6) Bichromate of Potash, 
(7) Manganese Dioxide, (8) S)llphur, (9) Glass powder, (10) Lamp 
black, (11) Black Sulphide of Antimony, (12) Ferric oxide, (13) 
Paper for wrapping, (14) Paper fer packing. ' 

27. 

No.1 
No.2 
No.3 
No.4 
No. 5 
No.6 
No. 'i 
No.8 
No.9 
No. 10 
No. 11 
No. 12 
No. 13 
No. '4 

28. We l-ouy from Calcutta market. 
<b) 1 

'2 
3 
4 
6 

'6 
7 
8 
9 

o· 

.' 
,. 

Lbs. 

" 2 
5 

22 
31i 

" 10 
5 

12 
1 
3 
9 
6 
i 

Rs~ 20 per cwt. 
Rs.99 

As. 8 " " 
As.5 'n " 

Rs. 30" " 
Rs.60 

" Rs.18 " " 
Rs.15 " " 
:Rs.10 It 
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10 
11 
12 
IS 
14 

Rs. 100 per c'Wt. 
Rs.70 .. If 

29. We do not know 
30. No. 
31. We Cl'D hardly afford to pay for foreign labour. 
32. No. 

Rs.18 " 
As. 8 " 
As. 10 .. 

83. We have given quarters to some important persons. 
84. 100 persons; 60 are children and female. 
35. Within 4 miles. 
86. If p~operly trained Indian labour will become efficient. 
37. The labourers make their own housing arrangements. 
88. Steam power is used for making materials only. 
39. No electric.powjlr is used. We do not know. 
40. Fuel and wastage of woods are used. 
41. We are unable to calculate this. 

" 
" 
" 

42. Fuel will be purchased locally according to the fiuctuati<ln of th~ 
market. 

43. We a.re buying fuel since the wastage of wood is insufficient. 
44. We do not know. 
45. 
46. Locally as well as in Southern parts. 
47. Practically no. 
48. All aur goods are sold at a lesser price. 
49. Sweden. 
50. No information available. 
51. 
52: We do not know. 
58. This is a question of trade secret it seems. 
54. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Our labour is 'tery dear. 
(d) Yes. . 

(e) Same disadvantage as machinery. 
(J) Yes. 
«(1) Want of sufficient capital. 
(h) Yes. 
(i) OUr greatest difficulty. 
55. (a) Till we'manufacture in India. 
(b) People are trained in the line. 
(c) 

(d) Till we get concessions in railways, etc. 
(e) 

(f) People are trained in the line. 
«(1) This can be improved if proper steps taken. 
(h) It is a matter belonging to the Government. 
(i) This can be improved if proper steps taken. 
<1) 
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56. Ours is not so big. 
57. 20,000. 
58. Splints pealing machine, Choping machine, Box pealing machi~e, 

Scoring machine, Cutting apparatus, Frame filling machine, Emptymg 
machine, levelling machine, framp.s and carriers, etc. 

(a)o All Japan and German make. All were being used from 1925. 
(b) All in cash. , 
59. No. We cannot if the present duty is not maintained and an excise at 

least annas 8 be not imposed on the products of factories in India financed by 
foreign capital. 

(b) All the above machines are used. 
60. In ca,*, if proper protection be got, we have a great desire to extend 

the lina to some extent. • 
61. Nothing. 
62 and 63. 
64. We have not allotted any sum for depreciation. 
65. We work with our own capital. (For 65 plant and machinery, etc., 

cost more owing to a rise in the imported one.) 
66 to 74. 
75. Enclosed herewith. 
76 and 77. We are not adopting the same. 
78. Unable to anwSer. ' 
79. Facts not available. 
80. No depreciation amount allotted. 
81. 'Rs. 5,000. 
82 and 83. We are to buy on some occasions by 12 per cent. interest. 
84. More than 1 the amount. 
85. No stock will be stocked; all will be sold then and there. 
(b) One month after delivery. 
86 to 89. Have got agents; Their return commission is 2 per cent. 
90 to 93. Our concern is a private one. 
94. (a), (b) and (c) Yes. ' 

. 95. Yes. 
96. Many are unemployed in several districts who are educated even and 

who are satisfied with small earnings and who are living very cheap. The 
agriculturists also can work m an industry very cheaply. 

97. (a) Re. 1-8 per gross on finished matches and Rs. 4-6 on lIb. of spiints 
and 6 annas on 1 lb. of veneers of boss. . 

(b) We do not know. 
98. The retention of the existing duty on matches. 
99. An excise at the rate of at least 8 annas per gross on the goo~s of 

factories in India financed by foreign capital. 
Facilities should be given to us by the Railway Companies, Steamship Com-

panies, in all p.ossible ways. , 

Mahalakshmi Match Factory, Shahdara, Punjab. 

LetteT dated t~e 4th April 1927. 

With reference to 'your letter No. 209, dated the 7th March 1927, we ar; 
Ilerewith forwarding our replie!! to the questIonnaire Qn the Match Indust17; 
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A.nswers to questionnaire. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

1 .. Our match factory started workjng in March 1925. It is a private till. 
registered concern. 

2. The concorn is entirely Indian and is owned by Sir Daya Kishn'a.Kaul 
Sons & ·Co. There is only one European employee, viz., the Engineer. 
, 3. The factory covers the whole procells of manufacture from making Rplint~ 
and veneers to finishing of match boxes. 

4. On the 11th March 1925. 
5. 1,000 gross a day of finished match boxes. 
6. The dimensions of our ma:tch boxes are!-

Length 
Breadth 
Height 

53 m.m. 

371 " 
17 " 

and the size is the standard ! size. The average number of matchM in each 
box is 60 (sixty). 

We have only worked for two years and our output has been:-

In 1925-26 
In 1926-27 

Total for 1925-27 

1,00,405 gross. 
1,80,~78 " 

2,80,883 
" 

8. Our factory is situated at Shahdara.(N. W. Railway) at a distance of 5 
miles from Lahore. ' 

(a) As regards vicinity to principal raw materials, it is C<\ntrally welt 
situated, can draw timber from three";mportant timber depots and is itse!f 
located on the Ravi River. Under the present conditions it is the most 
suitable site in our opinion, but as exploitation of forests develorlS,. it may be 
possible to go nearer the sources of timbeJ! supply. 

(b') .We are at a disadvantage as regart!s coal for steam purposes, but in 
our boiler we use about 25 per cent. coal and 75· per cent. of our own wood 
refuse. Crude oil is obtained at economic rates and electricity should soon 
be available at cheap rates. . 

(e) The factory is placed in the centre of the Punjab which is a large 
enough market. Shahdara adjoins Lahore which is the most important com. 
men,ial centre in the Puniab. Moreover Amritsar. Gujl·Rnwala. LVRllnur. 
Ferozepur and Jullundur. all important centres in the Punjab, are within a 
radius of 40 to 100 miles from Shahdara. 

(if) Labour supply is abundant and can be secured locally. From all point 
of view we cMlsider Shahdara a suitable place for the Factory. 

The most important factors in selecting a site are:~ 
(1) Suitability as regards the economic supply of suitable timber. 
(2) Facilities for distribution of the manufactured product in the area 

whioh forms the market. 

9. (a) Splints manufactured by us fro"l wood, at present. ~btained are 
.lightly darker than those of Swedish import, otherwise the general finish bf 
our matches is claimed to be as good as that of the imported Swedish matche.q. 

(b) Yes. There appears to be some prejudice on the score of colour a.gainRt 
Indian matches in particular markets and with certain . classes of buyers. 
• (e) The Swedish matches are selling at 6 pies and 41 pies a box while we 
place QU, ~~tc~es on the market at 3 pies a b~x. This we think represents 
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a fair measurement of the difference due to colour and should be sufficient to 
overcome the prejudice against Indian matches. . 

10. No. 
11. 

Botanical names of wood. 
Blue Pine 
Bimul 
Provincial Poplar 
Silver Fir 
Spruco 
Mango 

Pinus exceIsa. 
Bombax Malabaricum. 
Populus Cuphratica. 
Abies Webbiana. 
Picea Morinda. 
Magnifera Indica. 

We do not wish to state which wood we use for each purpose. 
12. We have found Indian wood quite satisfactory for all three purposes. 

The only difference is in the colour of splints. 
13. Our annual requirements of wood are: ~ 

1. Present rate of output 800 gro.q.q daily. 

(a) Matchwood 285 x 3OC· 
{b) For packing cases 

TOTAL 

2. Full capacity 1,000 (Jro.q~ daily. 

(a) Matchwood 360x300 
i) For packing cases 

c.ft. 
85,500 
13,200 

98,700 

1,08,000 
16,500 

14. It is difficult to answer this question until proper experiment is made 
with suitable wood delivered nnder suitable conditions, as the condition of· 
wood makes very great difference i¥ the outturn of finished matches from it. 
Our results, however, with wood pnrchasf'd in different conditions, generally 
unfavourable in the open market, give 35·7 c.ft. to 100 gross of .boxes of 
finished matches. 

15. Measurements of the packing case are on the inner side 33" x 21" x 24" . 
One packing case requires 1'9 c.ft. sawn planks and 2'75 c.ft. in logs. Each 
case takes 50 gross of match boxes. 

16. Wood ia available at 
1. Bhahdara on the Ravi 
2. Dhilwan, N. W. Railway 
3. Jhelnm, N. W. Railway 
4. Ghazighat, N. W. Railway 
5. Wazirabad, N. W. Railway 

. 6, Areas in United Provinces 

Distance from Factory. 
1 mile. 

·66 miles. 
98 miles. 

235 miles. 
58 miles . 

300 miles appro 
A rough sketch is enclosed as desired, Appendix 2.* 

17. We have been buying timber from the forest sales depots which are on 
the various rivers of the Punjab on railway lines. 

18. We have so far been purchasing in the open market. 
19. We have not so far obtained any wood on royalty baRis at all . 

• Not rrint.etl, 
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20. We hold no concession so far, and the position therefore is very un
favourable. What is required is for the Forest Department to try and work 
down match ,timber from their forests by special arrangement and at an 
economic cost. 

21. The supplY,of wood has not been'constant in respect of quality. The 
class of wood being the same, exposure to water and heat make very great 
difference in its economic value for match manufacture. Wood, which is 
exposed to heat and is cracked or such as has bad knots, automatically depre
ciates in its utility for manufacture. As far as the supply from the forests is 
concerned, wood suitable for matches has not so far been exploited exclusively 
for match manufacture. 

22. The supply of wood has not been constant in respect of quantity. We' 
have to purchase it as it. becomes available. Sometimes wlien suitable wood 
is not available from Forest Depots at economic rates we have to purchase 
in the open market far or near. So long as a sufficient supply keeps coming in 
from the forests, there is po roof for shortage. The Forest outturn is not 
affected by our requirements. 

23. Such contingency has not arisen so far. 
24. Yes. But the same quantity could be brought down at much cheaper 

cost. Steps are being taken by the Forest Department to experiment with 
plantation of suitable matchwood in their plantation areas. 

25. No such concession is at present received and this is a great disadvant
age for purposes of competition with imported matches. Concession fraighh 
for matcqwood prevail on other Railways, but none are allowed yet by the 
North Western Railway. 

26. The raw materials other than wood are given below with annual require 
ments. 

27. 

1. Paper .' 
2. Chemicals 
3. Glues and gums, etc. 

Paper 
Chemicals, etc. 

1,35,000 lbs. per annum. 
1,36,000 lbs. P!l\ annum. 

14,000 lbs. per annum. 
45 Ibs. 

• 50 lbs. 

28. All the above materials are at present imported from abroad. 
Statement of imported articles with particulars required is atta('hed as 

Appendix 1. We beg that the information may be treated as cpnfidential 
and not printed or published. 

29. (a) Paper 
Chemicals 
Glue, etc. 

All kinds. 
All except Sulphur. 
All kin').s. 

(b) There seems to be no insuperable difficulty in the manufacture of the 
paper required. Vie have not studied the manufacture of chemicals and 
cannot say if any particular chemical will be difficult to manufacture. 

Labour. 
M. No. 
31. It is only necessary to employ a skilled Engineer from outside the 

country till such time as technically trained man capable of supervising the 
working of the machinery become available in the country. 

82. No imported labourers are -employed. 
83. Imported labour was never employed. Indian labour is trained in 

the factory and every facility is offered to new hands to learn work. 
34. Average daily labour ellll>loyed in 1925, 105 men, 43 boys. 
Average daily labour employed in 1925, 116 men, 51 boys. 
No women have been employed so far. 
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A'IIerage wages are:-

1. Men annas 12 to annas 13 per day. 
2. Boys full timers over 15- years of age, Re. 15 to Rs. 16-8 per mensem. 
3. Boys half timers from 12 to 15 years of age, Rs. 8 to Rs. 9 per mensern. 
35. Yes, from the vicinity of the factory. 
36. We find that Indian labour improves with training. We have a record 

which shows the improvement. 
37. Accommodation in paka quarters i~ provided for about 60 labo.urers, 

the remaining come from the neighbouring villages and from the CIty of 
"Lahore. Those who live at the factory are properly looked after as regard 
health, sanitation and hygiene. 

,Power. 

38. The power is derived from crude oil. 
39. Electric power is not used. 
40. Steam power is not used for driving the machines. Steam is used for 

drying purposes. The fuel employed for generating steam ;is coal and princi
pally timber waste. The latter is available in more than sufficient quantities. 

41. We have not so far been' able to determine correctly the quantity' of fuel 
required per unit of output. 

42. 

Distance Price f .o.r. Transport TOTAL. miles. colliery. cost. 

~ ------
C0801 1,025 Rs. 5·6·0 per ton. Rs.12·0-0 Rs. 17·8·0 per ton. 

Crude oil ". ... RIJ. 120·0.0 per ton at 
• ShaMara. 

-43. Waste wood meets a large part of the fuel requirements but not com
pletely. We have no concession for fuel from Government . 

. Market. 

44. Total Indian demand may b~ gaug~d from the figure of imports ;in 1921-
22 which was 1,36,80,801 gross of match boxes. Allowing for local production 
which was comparatively small at that time the total annual demand may be 
put roughly at 1,50,00,000 gross. 

45. Yes, the demand is likely to increase but only gradually. 
Reasons:-

1. Increasing facilities of communication, 
2. Effects of the spread of modern c;ivilization, and 
3. Increased substitution of cigarette and cigar smoking for the Bukka. 

46. Our markets are the Punjab and adjacent States, North-West Frontier 
Province, Sind and Baluchistan. The factory is situated at Shahdara, North 
Western Railway (near Lahore) which is central for these areas._ 

47. The markets most favourably placed for us with regard to foreign com
petition are the Punjab and places north and west of it. The daily demand in 
this area is over 3,000 gross. . 

413. (a) In the area which constitutes the market for our matches, there is 
no market served exclusively by imported matches. ' 

(b) We have-reason to believe that a certain amount of illicill importation 
of matches into British India does take place through some of the Indian 
State ports. But we are unable to adduce any proof of it. ' 
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Oompetition. 

49. In the Indian markets competition is keenest from Swedish made 
matches and those made by the Swedish Combine in India marked (Wimco) as 
also from Japan made matches. " 

50. We venture to point out that the question should have been put the 
other way round. We think that a duty of .Rs. 1-8 per gross on imported 
matches just enables the matches made from indigenous woods to comp$lte 
with imported matches. Any reduction in such duty is bound to severely 
handicap the former. 
. As to matches manufactured from imported woods, they may be divided 
into tw.o classes, 'l)iz .. ~ 

(1) Concern backed by foreign Capital, and 
(2) those run by Indian Capital. 

Both the classes owe their existence to "evasion of the import duty on matches 
by importing matchwood which is liable to a much lighter customs duty. The 
matches manufactured from indigenous woods have to compete not only with 
imported matches, but also with these two classes of local manufacture. Class 
1 being financially much stronger, class 2 is bound to die a natural death. 
The competition with No.1 is on the other hand more serious under present 
conditions than that 'with imported matehe.. It is only by taxing imported 
matchwood adequately besides maintaining the duty on imported matches and 
making the duty on imported splints and veneers proportionate thereto that 
t.he indigenous match manufacture can be enabled to ·develop to the present 
and ultimate benefit of the local consumer who gets the indigenous matches 
at the cheapest price. 

51. We came into the field in 1925 and the following are the wholesale prices 
from that year "nwards:-

The prices having varied from time to time, the minimum and maximum 
figures are given· for each of the two years. . 

1925·26. 1926-27. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. ~. P. 

Size i (i) Imporood matches 2 7 6 to 211 0 2 6 0 to 2 9 0 
Size '- (ii) our Tndian wood 

matches 1 II 0 to 2 0 0 6 0 to 8 0 
Size I (iii) importAJd wood 

matchos 1 12 0 to 2 0 0 2 6 to 7 0 

The f.o.b. prices in sterling for imported matches are not available with 
us nor, the c.i.f. prices. 

52. It Should be possible to obtain information relating to the prices at 
which imported matches enter India from wholesale dealers at port towns, 
frOm" the Indian agents of foreign company$ such as Forbes, Forbes Campbell 
& Co., and from the Customs authorities. 

53. We have no information as r~gards the prices of foreign matches in 
their respective countries, but for the following reasons we believe that the 
prices at which foreign matches are sold in India must be unremunerative to 
the producers if they do not actually involve a loss. It is a well known fact 
that sale price of matches in Europe for similar quality and size is consider
ably higher than those which prevail in India. The reason is evident. The 
manufacturer of safety matches which at one time was Sweeden's exclusive 
monopoly has of recent years sprung up in other countries as well. But most 
of the important factories in Europe now form part of a powerful combine in 
one form or another so as to preclude competition. This combine known as 
Swedish combine has to fight against Jupllnese manufactured matches and 
the attempts at indigenous manufacture. For thi~ purpose the llricl's ha"e 
natnrally had to be cut down to a very.' low figure and a powerful comhine 
like thnt call well afford to bear a small 100 .. on the Indian sales which l?an 



°bo recouped from the l~rge profits which they derive from their world trade. ° 
Jt is evident that the manufacturers of foreign matches do not get mOloe 
than He. 1 per gross for their goods delivered in India after deducting lts. 1-8 
ou account of the itnport duty. l'his figure is remarkably lower than what 
the loreign manufacturerb got before the enhancement of the import duty. 
Allowiug for freight charges, the net factory return on present .sales must be 
lUuch lower thau !te. 1 per gross. Unless therefore the foreign manufacturers 
were making fabulous profits before the enJlancement of the duty, the present 
n~turu cannot be consldered remunerative. In any case the profits, If any, 
must be merely nominal. On the contrary it stands to reason that the Swedish 
cOilluille are adhering to their· present sale prices, even at a loss, in order to 
kill indigenous enterprise and to oust Japanese-production from the market. 

Working with imported logs has provided a loop .hole for them to make 
sOlUe small profits on the one hand and ttl under sell the matches manufac
tured from indigenous woods on the other, with a view to gain the ultimate 
ami of securing a monopoly of India's trade in matches. We therefore consi
dol' that a careful enquiry into the actual working cost of fOloeign ml\nufactur
ers is essen~ial from the Indilln standpoint, and that therefore attempts made 
uy loreign manufacturers and to,reign capitllol working in India with importe<! 
woods to strangle the growth of the Indian industry should be carefully safe
guarded. 

54. This question requjres to be divided into two parts:-

1. The Indian manufacturer as compaloed with the foreign manufac
turer making matches in India with foreign wood. 

2. The Indian manufacturer as compared with the foreign manufacturer 
making matches outside India. 

In Case No.1 the conditjons for both are more or less the same under 
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (j), (g), (h). 

Under (i) Indian capital bears a higher rate of interest. 
In case No.2. 

(a) The Indian manufacturer is at a distinct disadvantage. 

(b) and (c).Both these are temporary disadvantages, and it is hoped that
the Indian manufacturer will overcome these withjn a few years by steady 
work, and with the growth of match manufacture in the country. 

(d) To the Indian manufacturer the collection and transport of raw mate
rials is at present a great disadvantage owing to the high railway taritt ami 
lack of interest on ·the part of forest owners (viz., Government) in co-operat
ing to develop the industry. 

(e) Cost 0/ stores involves a disadvantage to the Indian manufacturer which 
may last longer. 

(j) We have no concession freight at present on the North Western ltail
way. On the contrary we understand that imported matches enjoy the con
cel;Sion of specially low freights for railway transport from sea-ports. We are 
therefore at a distinct disadvantage. 

(g) The Indian manufacturer is at a disadvantage as spare parts are not 
manufactured in India. As for wood the foreign manufacturers have a better 
control over theil' own sources of wood supply, while in India it wiIrtake some 
time for the I~dian manufacturer to regulate and control the supply of 
indIan match ~~mbers. 

(It) Cw;toms duty on imported materials other than woods is a distinct dis
acivantage to the Indian manufacturer and a reduction competible with the 
expected growth of the industry is a questio,1 which deserves the consideration 
ot the Government of India. 

(i) Capital in India is not difficult to raise, but the higher rate of interest 
prevailing at present in the country is -a disadvantage. 



55. It will be observed that case 1 of our answer to Question 54 does not 
require consideration.' Our replies below therefore relate to case 2 dealt with 
in al18wer 54. 

(a), (e) and a part of (g) relative to ~pare parts, are permanent disadvant
ages so long as machinery, spare parts,. papers and chemicals are not manu
factured in India. (b) and (c) are temporary disadvantages which should be 
overcome in another five years of steady growth. The disadvantage under 
{d) in respect of the collection and transport of raw materials should be 
considered temporary as this can be overcome wj.th the help of Government 
and by employment of suitable device. 

Regarding (I), i.e., freights on finished goods, we hope that with the help 
of Government this will only be temporary disadvantage to Indian manufac
turers using Indian wood. 

(h) It might be considered temporal'y, if Government wish to help and 
promote the industry. 

(i) This is a serious and permanent disadvantage as the interest bearing 
power of capital in India is much higher and this is bound to continue so long 
as the fiscal condition of the country remains what it is at present. 

Equipment. 
56. Yes, our factory is. We consider 50U gross to be the smallest unit of 

economic production. 
57. Our total cost of plant and machinery works to about 60 per cent. of 

the total capital outlay. 
58. (a) We have a full set of machinery 'for complete process of manufac

ture of 1,000 gross daily, supplied by Germany, and the entire machinery has 
been in work since March 1925. 

(b) Our machinel'Y has been purchased in the ordinary course and with no 
special arrangement. 

59. (a) Yes, our machinery and equipment are absolutely up to date and 
of the latest European type. . 

(b) AU' our processes are carried out by machinery. 
60. Yes, if conditions of taxation and market admit. 
61. No parts of the machinery used by us are at present made in In~a. 

Capital Account. .. 
62. The Block Capital value of our property on 31st March 1926, was:-

(a) LeBbe& I\nd concessions 
(b) Lands 
(c) Buildings 
(d) Plant and machinery 
(e) Other miscellaneous assets 

Without After 
depreciation. depreciation. 

84,096 
1,49,581 

8,131 

2,41,808 

81,153 
1,34,623 

7,282 

2,23,058 

63. The figures with and without depreciation as made o1l:t by.us h~v" 
been given above. But the depreciation figures are under diSCUSSIon WIth 
the income-tax' authorities who are not prepared to allow more than the 
scheduled Iii per cent. depreciation on matC'h machinery, while we have charged 
10 per cent. . 

64. In the case of match machinery, the depre?i~tion put do~ by us IS 
higher than that allowed by the income-tax authOrItIes as we conSIder ~hat a 
higher rate of depreciation is necessary ill the preliminary stages oWlllg to 
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considerable experimental work with difficult timber which effects the life of 
the machinery. ' 

65. Our cost of erecting the factory to-day under the Head Buildings 
would be nearly the same for similar accommodation and of similar type. 

The cost under plant and machinery would vary according to 'the prices 
which prevail at the time the order is placed. The prices had fallen last year, 
but the present quotations are again 12 to 24 per cent. higher than our cost. 

The difference in operating cost would be small. 

66. Our machinery was purchased jn one batch in the years 1923-25, and 
the value has already been given above. ThE' rate of exchange for our entire 
purchase was 18. 4!d. 

67. Qur is a private concern. 

68. The same as above. 

69. The same as above. 

70. The same as above. 

71. T~e same as above. 

72. The same as above. 

73. No reserve fund is maintained separately, this being a private owned 
factory. 

74. Funds for extension or replacement would be provided by the proprie
tors according to requirements. 

Works costs. 

75. Apart from the undesirability of disclosing the details of our works 
costs, it is very difficult to give de:6.nit9 figures as the price of materials 
required for the manufacture keep varying, But the average for the period 
during which our factory has w'~rked comes to nearly Re. 1-6 per gross· of 
match boxes. 

76. The works costs for the past two years are perhaps higher than what 
they would have been if our factory had worked all throughout its full capacity. 

77. No. 

,78. No. 

OVERHEAD OJIABGES. 

(i) Dep1'eciation. 

79. The rates of depreciation allowed by the income-tax authorities are 
given below:-

Paka buildings 
Boilers and engines 
}latch machinery 

21 to' 5 per cent. 
5 per cent. 
6l per cent. 

'1'here is not much dispute over items other than that for match machinery., 
'fhe life of match mach;inery is ,estimated by,Incom~Tax Officers at 16 years. 
This we believe is too long a life for machinery which has to bear the brunt of 
experimental work with various Indian timbers. 

Eventually as things settle down, and suitable timber in su;itable condi
tion is obtained, the wear and tear on th'; machines would be less. For the 
l>r~8ent we hold that in the initial stages, i.e., for 1st ten years at least 10 
per cent. depreciation should be allowed 01' Dlatch machinery deal;ing with 
Indian timber. 



80. At income-tax rates the del)reciation on Block Capitai would be 
I\l'proximately;'-

Ra. Its. 
(a) Buildiugs 8,1,096 @3U 2,943 
(b) Matoh m";'hillcry 1,20,G·j,(J @6i% 7,MU 
(c) Other plaut and machinery 28,941 @5% 1,447 
(d) Misoella.neous asscts 8,131 @5% 406 

2,41,808 12,336 

,(b) Since the machinery came into use only in 1925, there is not much 
difference in the amount required for depreciation in our case. 

(ii) Working Oapital. 

81. The Working Capital required according to present output is 
lUi. 1,20,000 and according ,to full capacity Re. 1,50,000. 

82. Already answered under 74. 
-83. Money borrowed in the market carries generally from 8 per cent. to 10 

per cent. interest. 
84. Cairnot answer for reasons given under 77. 
85. At present we have no stock of finished goods, but at times we have 

on our hands two to -three months finished production. The period between 
production and payment is one to two months. 

86. We have to hold large stocks of raw material but not of coal. '1'he 
value of stocks thus held ranges from Re. 80,000 to Rs. 90,000. 

(iii) Agent. commission ana Heaa Ol/iC8 e:cpenses. 

87, 88, t:l9 and 90. 'l'he questions apparently pertain to companies and there
fore do not relate to us. 

Manufacturer.' profits. 

91. In the case of a limited company we are inclined to think that at leallt 
10 percent. dividend would be a fair return. 

92. Question do not apply to us. 
93. Same as above. 

Olaim for protection. 

94. We consider that the three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of 
the Report of the Fiscal Commission for industrjes claiming protection are 
~atisfied in the case of the match industry. -

(A) We do claim that the industry possesses natural advantage such as an 
abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, a sufficient supply of labour 
and a large home market. 

(B) We do ·claim that without the help' of protection the industry is not 
~ikely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapid as is desirable in 
the interests of the cou~try. 

tC) We do claim that the industry will eventually be able to face a fair 
world competition without protection. 

We have explained our reasons fully in our joint representation dated the 
30th December 1926, printed copies of which are attached for ready reference 
\Vlde pages 2 to 6). We also enclose the view of the Northern India Chamber 
of Commerce on the subject.- Appendices 3 and 4." 

* Printed separately. 
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95. We claim that the match industry .satisfies both of the conditions men
tioned in paragraph 98 of the Fiscal Commission Report, 'Viz.:-

(a) That the industry is one in which the advantages of large scale 
production can be achieved, and that increasing output would 
mean increasing economy of production. 

(b) That we feel hopeful that if proper protection and encourag~ment· 
are afforded, the entire need or the country could be supphed by 
home production in a few years. 

96.Yes, the match industry is peculiarly suitable to Indian economic condi
tions as'-

(a) it suits the Indian labour admirably as the work is of a light nature 
and the machinery is not too complicated to handle. The laboull 
is moreover cheap and plentiful, 

(b) the country possesses large posbihilities in the line of manufacture of 
paper and chemicals, and the match industry will stimulate these, 

(c) the country is very fertile, and many waste areas exist, which could 
be advantageously utilised for plantation of suitable matchwood, 

(d) the general poverty of India calls for fresh avenues of employment 
and wage earning, and . 

(e) India has a distinct advantage over other countries manufacturing 
matches inasmuch as it can export more economically to coun
tries which adjoin India and which are geographically placed at 

economically prohibitive distance from sea-ports. 
97. (a) The existing (}ustoms duty is:

}'inished mat<:hes 
Splints 
Veneers 

Rs. 1-8-0 per gross. 
Re. 0-4-6 per lb. 
Re. 0-6-0 per lb. 

,b) We do not at prooent pos~ebS corlE.,d information regarding (b). 
98. It is extremely difficult to gauge with accuracy the exact amount of 

protection that is necessary. The Indian industry is in a stage of transition, 
and experiment. The results hitherto have been encouraging, but the working 
conditions are necessarily fluctuating. It is difficult to foresee with accuracy 
the future trend of conditions of sale and of other economic factor. There has 
been a systematic and continuous decline in sale prices of imported matches 
and of matches manufactured in India with imported woods by foreign com
panies. To what extent the foreign companies will carryon their present 
policy of working e,'en at a loss to ultimately secure the entire Indian market 
remains to be seen. 

The present duty of ne. 1-8 pel' grobs on imported matches has no doubt 
hondicapped the foreign manufacturer but it has stimnlated Indian manufac
ture. The evasion of duty by importing logs has alone been helping them to 
produce their matches in J ndia at a comp,"'ative cheaper cost and thus to kill 
the indigenous enterprise. We therefore think that for the present the rate 
of Re, 1-8 per grob~ on imported match"" and a proportionate duty on im
ported splints, veneers and match logs should be levied to furnish the neces
sary protection. 

99. In addition to the protective duty suggested by us we recommend the 
following forlDS of assistance being rendered by or through Government:-

(a) Cheapening the cost of wood. 
(b) Encouraging and developing the cheap manufacture of chemicals 

and paper in India. 
(c) Special concession rates of railway freight for match factories using 

indigenous timber should be given for all raw materials imported 
or transported inland. 

(d) Special rates should be allowed for transport of finished matches 
manufactured from indigenous wood to sale markets in India and 
to IIrincipal sea-ports. 

2A 
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APPENDIX I. 

Transport 

Name of Articles. Country of Plic e in Sterling Handling charges charges to 
Factory origin. c.i.f. Karachi. in Rupees. per Maund 
Rupees. 

Inside boxes paper Germany 27 10 0 Kg. 20 4 0 Kg. III 1 

Outside boxes paper .. Germany 27 10 0 Kg. 20 4 0 Kg. 1 II 1 

Half dozen packet. Germany 16 5 0 Kg. 9 4 0 Kg. 1 II 1 
paper 

Half glOSB packet Germany 34 0 0 Kg. 22 12 0 Kg. 1 II 1 
Ftpor. 

Germany Oi paper 0 5 5 pef cent. 0 1 10 por cent. 4 2 4 
metro. ~fr. 

Phosphate of amonia Belgium 46 0 o per ton. 17 8 o per ton. 4 2 4 

Amorphous 1 hospho. Norway 221 0 o per ton. 47 8 o per ton. 4 15 8 
rua. 

Black Antimony .Germilny 56 10 0 Kg. 24 0 0 Kg. 4 2 4 

Red lead Germa.ny 40 10 0 Kg. Q 5 0 Kg. 2 8 1 

Peroxide of Manganese Germany 28 0 0 Kg. 10 14 0 Kg. 4 2 4 

J!'erric Oxide U.K. 23 0 0 Kg. 10 14 0 Kg. 4 211 

Chlora.te of l'otMh GermMY 33 10 o per ton. 6 5 o per ton. 415 6 

Bichromate of Pota.sh U.K. 50 0 0 Kg. 27 0 0 Kg. 2 7 9 

Sulphur Germa.ny 13 10 0 Kg. 15 0 0 Kg. 2 5 3 

Glass l'owder Germany 7 8 0 Kg. 5 6 0 Kg. 2 7 9 

Paraffin Wax U. S.A. 36 0 o }Xr ton. 9 10 o per ton. 3 5 1 

r otato Starch Holland 22 16 8 Kg. 5 9 0 Kg. 2 7 9 

Doxtrine. Holla.nd 29 15 o per ton. 6 2 o per ton. 4 211 

Gluo Germany 57 0 0 Kg. 5 10 0 Kg. 2 7 9 

Gum .Arabicum GermMY 55 10 0 Kg. 6 2 0 Kg. 1 11 1 

Gum Tragacllllth Germu.ny 177 10 0 Kg. 7 0 6 Kg. 1 11 1 

Gun Acoroides Germany 19 19 8 Kg. 6 5 0 Kg. 4 2 4 

NOTB:-

(1) Kg. = per 1000 Kilograms. 

(-}.) Customs duty in each case is 15 pel· cent., except for Sulphur which 
is duty free. 
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Bbargava Dipsbalaka Yantram, United Provinces. 

Letter dated the 4th ApriZ 1927. 

With reference to your No. 209, dated the 7th ultimo, I have the honour 
to inform you that because our factory is still in the experim?ntal Bt~g~ and 
we have started working only about a month back we are not In a pOSItIOn tn 
furnish you with the answers of the series of questjons you have sent. How
ever we may inform you that the capacity of our plant is 150 gross per day. 
but we are not turning out even that qU8,ntity at present. 

Letter from tbe Tariff Board, to all Local Governments, dated 7th 
January 1927. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the Resolution ot the Government of 
India in the Commerce Department, No. 235-T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926, 
in which the Indian Tariff Board was directed to investigate the question of 
granting protection to the Match Industry in' India. 

2. The subject of match manufacture in India has been dealt with in detail 
by Mr. R. S. Troup, Imperial Forest Economist to the Government of India, 
in his memorandum entitled "The Prospects of the Match Industry in the 
Indian Empire, with particulars of proposed Match Factory Sites and Woods 
suitable for Match Manufacture" which was published in 1909. Since ,that 
time, however, there has been considerable research work done in cOlldection 
with the suitability of various kinds of wood for the manufacture of splints 
and veneers and it is believed also that the number of factories has increased. 
The Board is anxious' to obtain as early as possible all information regarding 
the condition and prospects of the match-making indJlstry in your province. 

3. I am also to request that you will be so good as to furnish the Board 
with detailed information on the following points:-

A. (I}. The existence, quantity and suitability of wood for the manufacture 
of-

(i) splints, 
(ii) veneers, and 

(iii) packing cases. 

(2) The proximity and accessibility of the source of supply of such materials 
with special reference to the question whether, it would be possible to obtain 
them from a single source. ' 

(3) The quantity, kind and cost of fuel available. 
(4) The available supply of labour for tbe factory and the wages of such 

labour . 
. B. (1) The .sites (wh.ether included in ¥r. Troup's memorandum or not) 

WhIC~ are consIdered s~ltable for the establIshment of match factories in your 
provmce ,and the speCIal advantages of each site. If possible maps indi-
(lating the ,ites may be supplied. ' 

(2) The number, location and size of the match factories in your province 
and the approximate date of the·establishment of each. 

(3) The extent to which indigenous wood is utilised in such fp.ct-ories for
(a) splints, 
(b) venee1'll, and 
(c) packing cases. 

(4) Whether any suck factories have been erected on the sites selected by 
Mr. Troup in the memorandum referred to above. 

(5) Whether any such factories have been closed as a result of financial 
l0S5es and, if so, what hp,ve been the main causes of such failurel. 
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(6) Whether any such factories are owned, controlled or managed by foreig~ 
capitalists. 

C. (1) What arrangements are in force for the sale of trees from Govern· 
ment fort-sts to ,match factories? 

(2) What is the royalty levied? 

(3) Have any concessions for extracting timber for the manufac&u1"e 01 
splint.~, veneers or packing cases been granted? If so, to whom? 

(4) Wbethel' aR a general question of l'()lic~' any rostrictions are imposer] 
by the Local Government on the grant of concessions to applicants of fc)reigli 
nationality. If so, what is the nature of such restrictions? 

(5) Hns the Forest Department undertaken or is it likely' to undertnk<3 ill 
the near future any operations for the establishment of plantations of treel! 
suitable for the ~anufacture of matches? 

(6) Have any areas been planted with suitable trees by companies 01' firm! 
undertaking the manufacture of matches? 

D. What are the conditions of transport: 

(a) during the monsoon; . 

(b) during the dry season; 

and what is the cost of freight by road, river, rail or sea, whichever method 
or methods would be necessary with reference to each site mentioned in reply 
toB(l)P 

E. What is the extent of the local demand for matches? How far can the 
factories dispose of their outturn in the lo('al market? 

F. 'Vhat stage has the industry reached in your province? 

4. I am to say that the Board may find it necessary to inspect some of the 
factories or sites for factories in your province and would welcome any sug
gestions which the Local Government may make in regard to the arrangement 
of a tour programme for this purpose. -

5. The Board would be glad to receive your reply to this letter before the 
20th of February 1927. 

Government of Burma. 

Llltter dated the 7th February 19117. 

In reply to your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1927, I am directed 
to fm'wllrd for the information of the Tariff Board a copy of a memorandum 
prepare(1 by the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma, together with a copy 
of lett·er No. 320-1-2.8, dated the 26th January 1927, froIu the Chief Inspector 
of Factories, Burma, containing the information on the points referred to in 
paragraph 3 o! your letter quoted above. 

9. As regards paragraph 4 of your letter, I am to say that the question 
of tour programme has been dealt with in the demi-oflicial letter· No, 12.1.. 
d'lt.od the 4th February 1927, from the Hon'ble Minister for Fort'Sts to Mr. P 
p, GinwalR. 

S. A statement showing the value of matches and match· making mate
rials imported into and exported from Burma during the period 1907-08 to 
1925.26 so far as figur6l! are available, is also enclosed for the informatioI! 
of the J\oard. 

• ~ot . printed. 
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Enclosure No. I. 
THE MATCH INDUSTRY IN BURMA. 

Memorandum on the points detailed in paragraph 9 of lett6r No. 58, dated" 
7th January 19B7, Irom the Secreta;ry to the Tariff Board to the Ohi~! 
Secretary to the Government of Burma. 

Before attempting to give the information called for under the detailed 
heads, I must point out that Mr. Troup's Memoir on the prospects of the 
match industry in the Indian Empire was published in 1910 and in ~iew 
of the position of the industry in India at that time, could only be of the 
nature of a preliminary reconnaissance of the possible prospects of the match 
industry. So far as concerns Burma, there were no statistics of the quantities 
of timber suitable for the match industry that werjl available in the country 
and in the absence of statistics any tentative selection of sites could only bp 
theoretical. Except in respect of statistics recently collected for Insein Divi
sion, we have as yet no statistics as to the possible supplies of timber suit
able for the match industry. With this preamble, I give below what informa
tion I can under the detailed heads. 

A. (1) The ezi8tence, quantity and 8uitability ~f wood faT the manu!arlu1'f 
01 

(I) Splint8. 
(il) Veneer8. 

(iii) Packing cases. 

The ilame woods are, -as a rule, used for splints, veneers and packing 
clll!es. As there is no great export from Burma, packing cases are not greatl~ 
in demand and are mainly made from timber which has been rejected as 
unsuitable for splints and veneers. 

Suitable woodd for the manufacture of matches exist in the forests ;)f 
Burma and the quantity is adequate. They are, however, scattered over a 
large area in a sparse mixture with other species and it is very doubtful 
if extraction for the purpose of a sustained supply to a factory can be under
taken aA an economiC' proposition. - To work any but the most acc88sible areaE 
wiII render the CORt of the timoer delivery at the factory prohibitive. The 
supply of suitable timber on these areas is limited and precarious and the
agenl'ies available for delivering the timber at the factory are uncertain and 
unreliable. The only !,ossible exception to this generalisation is the case of 
pine (Pinu9 Khasya) of which a concentrated and reasonably accessible supply 
i, available in parts of the Federate,l Shan States. I understand, however, 
~hat resin and the existence of knots cause this wood to be viewed with dis. 
favour by the match industry. 

Such being the position, it is believed that for purpoSes of 1;he economic 
lupply to a faciory it wonld be neceRsary to undertake planting operations. 

A. (2) The prozimity and accessibility of the SOUTce of 8upply of such 
",at~TiaI8 with special refcrcnceto the que.finn wl,ff;/wr it would he pos.iblr 
tn obtain them from a Bingle 80urce. 

This query is largely answered by my note under A (1). There is, so far 
as is at present known, no accessible source of supply that is capable of afford. 
ing a sustained yield. In all fore~ts timber suitable for the manufacture of 
matches is "caUered over large areas frequently presenting difficulties in 
working Rnd seldom aggregating on an Rverage more than a fraction of a ton 
'0 tbe BC're. 

A. (3) The qtlllntity, kind and cost of fuel available. ; 
Tn Rangoon town wood fuel in the shape of conversion wastage iA at present 

available at about Rs. 7 per 100 cubic feet within a radiu~ up to two miles of a 
~awmi11. For factories leRR favourably situated the cost of wood fuel may be 
"Iaeed at Rs. 12 per 100 C'\lbic feet stacked. There should however be con· 
~iderable quantities of fuel available from wastage at the factory itself. 
ilutRide Rangoon and 6O'pecially away frOID main tradinl" 'entres, the suppl,}' 
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(,f wood fuel is precariouB and any concern requiring fuel should base its cost 
on the coet of coal. 

A. (4) The available supply of labour for the factory and the wanes 9/ 
mch labour. 

Unsldlled labour for a factory is obtainable at Re. 0.12-0 to Re. 1 
per day per individual employed. Reliable ~killed labour is difficult to obtain 
and . it is believed that a European engineer is essential for supervision 
!f .the complicated machinery of a match factory. is to be maintained in a 
~easonable. state of efficiency . 

. B. (1) The Bites (whether included in Mr. Troup's Memorandum or not) 
:I'hich are con.idered suitable for the establishment of match factories in your 
.7rovince and the special advantages of each site. If p08sible maps indicating 
!h e Bites may bl! supplied. 

In view of the precarlouB nature of the timber -and fuel supplies and the 
fact that all chemicals have to be improved, it seems to me that the only 
sites that need be· considered at present must be in the vicinity of large 
towns and probably only Rangoon, Mandalay and possibly Moulmein are 
lVorth considering. A site close to the forests for the manufacture of veneer 
and splints only combined with a· fini.:;hing site near the market is not a 
.1ractical proposition under existing cClnditions. Subject to the above, I give 
below a list of possible centres and append a map· showing their location. 
I must add that these centres are listed entirely on theory and that before 
any site could be considered in practice, a proper examination of all th" 
factors involved would be necessary. No ~uch examination can be made on 
the existing information. To collect reliable statistics for the purpose of 
gauging supplies of timber would involve a detailed examination of the foreflt 
concerned in each case. This detailed examination would take time and 
would probably involve an expenditure that was incommensurate with the 
results to be gained. 

Possible centre8 for ntatch factorie8. 

I, Katha (Troup S. N. 3). From its position any supplies available from 
the forests on the Irrawaddy above Katha can be collected there. It is also 
connected with the rest of Burma by railway and steamboat service. 

2. Inywa at the mouth of the Shweli river below Katha is in a po!<ition 
to tap supplies from the Shweli !"iver and connected with Katha and Mandalay 
by a regulp.r steamboat service. 

S. Mandalau (Troup 8. N. 1) is the centre of the timber trade in Upper 
Burma and under existing t'Onditions would be & more suitable site than 
Katha or Inywa. 

4. Mon!lwa or Alon (Troup S. N. Rand 9) is at railhead on the Chindwin 
dYer and iR. the mO!lt Imitable site to deal with supplies from that river. 

5. P!linm.aroa is at the junction c,f the branch railway line to l\fagwe which 
t.aps r.(,n~iderable foreRt areas that are not unduly difficult to work. 

6. Myohla. (Troup S. N. I2).-This site is advocated by Professor Troup. 
rt is just below Pyinmana and has certain far.ilitie~ in that water tran!<port 
iR available in addition to rail trAnsport. 

7. T01lnl/no (Troup S. N. 26).-There are possibilities of obtaining timbpr 
,'i~ the J{abaung and Sittang rivers. 

B. Pegu (or 80ltle 8ite on the Pegu river above Pegu).-There are sca.ttered 
.. upplies in the drainage of this river and little doubt tha.t the forest~ will 
\\;thin a reasonable time be connected with Pegu by a motor road. 

9. Rangooll . .L.The main trading centre of Burma. 
Ill. lIfoulmein. 
11. Ta"o!! (Troup No. SO).-Tavoy will shortly be connected with the rest 

of Burma by 1'8:1 and a site there or on the railway to t.he north ·will be 

• Not ·printed, 
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worth considering. There are large quantities of timber but their suitability 
for match woods has not been investigated,. 

U. Mergui (Troup No. lII).-There are large quantities of timber hut their 
suitahility for matchwood.! has not been investigated. Labour would have 
to be imported. . 

13. Kalaw in the Federated Shan State8.-Kalaw ie ou the railway line 
and p088e88e8 cOIlSiderable possibilities if Pinu8 Kha8ya ie acceptihle to the 
match industry. There are eoniderahle supplies of thi.j speoies in the vicinity 
and under proper working a sustained and reasonably accessible supply of the 
timber could be mode available. ' 

B. (2) The number, location and 8ize of the match factories in your pro
t·ince and the approximate date of the establishment of each. 

There are at present four match fat"tories, all looa,ted in Rangoon, as 
follow. :-

(1) The Mahlwagon Match Factory-owners Messrs. Adamjee Hajee 
Dawood and Company, Limited: Established in 1923 (about). Situated in 
Rangoon on the railway line Bnd conneoted by a small iltream with the Pegu 
River. Outtum-2,5oo cases of 50 gross ?aph per month. . 

(2) The Kamaung Factory-Owners The Burma Match Company. Estab~ 
lished in 1910. Situated on the right bank of the Rangoon river abol)t 3 miles 
below Dalla (Rangoon). Outtum--5oo cases per month. . 

Changed hands twice, being opened by Mr. Lim Chin 'I'song, then trans
felTed to a Chetty firm and later in 1925 to the Burma Match Company
a subsidiary company of the Kemmendine Match Company. Influenced by 
Swedish Match Companies. . . 

. (3) The Kamayut Factory or Muslim Factory. Established about 1922. 
A very small factory on the Prome Road, Rangoon, belonging to Mr .. Abawath, 
28, Edward Street, probably turning out about 200 cases per month of a 
very inferior match~ 

(4) The Rangoon Match Works. 'Established about 1923. Si~uated in 
Rangoon and about the same size as the Kamayut Factory No. (3), and turn, 
ing out about 500 cases per month. 

This factory is under the control of the JapaneRe Match industry audde
pends almost entirely on imported woods. from Japan. 

B. (3) Tile extent to which indigenous wood is utilised in sucll factories lor 
(a) splints, 
(b) VeneerB, 
(c) packing caBeB. 

The Rangoon Match Work.; (No.4) depend almost entirely on wood~ 
Imported from Japan. The other factories use local woods as far as possible; 
but subsidize their supplies by imported wood. Messrs. A damjee Hajee 
Dawood and Company (No.1) import some of their supplies from the 
Andamans. 

B. (4) Whether any 8uch factories have been erected on the BiteB selected 
by lIlr . . Troup in the memoTandum referred to above. 

The only siteeuggested in Mr. Troup's memorandum referred to tllat 
hns been utilized is Mandalay and the Factory there has closed down. 

D. (5) 1Vhether any 8uch /actoTieB have been closed a8 r6s·ult 0/ financial 
10886s and, if 80, what have been the main caU8eB of Buch failure8. 

In odidtion to the factcries enumerated under B (2) above, there was s· 
factory at Mandalay, vide detaila below, and a. small factory in Kemmendine, 
Rangoon, which was bumt down in 1926.. . 

The Irrawaddy Match Factcry, Mandalay, was established by Mr. Darwood 
about 1910-11 and closed down about 1918 apparently on the grounds of 
financial loss98. It was bought by the Kemmendine Match Company (see 
No. (2), B (2), under Swedieh control) in 1925 and run for a yea.r when it was 
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again cloSed ,down, apparently for fiDancial reasons, one reason _being that 
the match manufactured was inferior. 

B. (6) Whethe,r any such factories are owned, controlled or managed by 
foreign capitali8ts. 

Foreign capitalists are interested in two factories, the Kamaung Factory 
(Sweden B (2), ~o. (2» and the Rangoon Match Works (Japan, B (2), No. (4». 

0.' (1) What arrangement8 are in force for the 8ale of tree8 from Govern
ment fore8t8 to match factorie8 '1 

Outside reserved forests trees are extracted under lieense in the ordinary 
way. Inside reigerved forests the right to extract is settled by putting areas 
up to tender. • 

C. (2) What i8 the royalty levied? 
The royalty on timber extracted by license variel! from Re. 2 per ton of 

50 cubic feet in Upper Burma to Rs. 4 per ton of 50 cubic feet in Lower 
Burma. The royalty on timber extracted from reserved forests is based on 
the tenders received. Normally it would be about Re. 4 or Rs. 5 but in one 
case as much as Re. 12-8-0 per ton of 50 cubic feet was tendered and iq 
being paid. 

C. \3) Have any ccmc6ssions for' e:x:tracting timber for the manufacture of 
splints, Vene61'8, or packing caseB been granted? If so, to whom? 

In 1910 an agreement was entered into with Mr. Lim Chin Tsong to work 
timber suitable for match(\~ from the Mahuya and Paunglin reserves of the 
Llsein Forest Division at a rate of Re. 1 per ton of 50 cubic feet during 
the first five years Rnd at ordinary rates, Rs. 3 IJer ton, thereafter. Working 
under this agreement ceased in 1922. Extraction totalled 400 tons during the 
concession period and rO\1ghly a total of 1,000 tons thereafter. 

In 1914 Messrs. J. W. Darwood & Co., Mandalay, were granted favourable 
royalty rates (annlld eight per log over 4}' girth and annas four per Jog 
below 41' girth) for a period of seven years. 

C. (4) Whether as a general question of policy ani/restrictions are impos6rl 
by the local Government on the grant of concessions to applicants of foreign 
nationality. If so, what iB the nature of Buch re8triction8' 

The question has not, in my experience, arisen. 
C. (5) Has the ForeBt Department undertal,en or i8 it likely to undertake 

in the near future any operation8 for the e8tablishment of plantations of trees 
8uitable for. the manufacture of matche8' 

The Forest Department has not undertaken any operations for the estab. 
lishment of plantations of trees suitable for the manufsclure of matches. ~t 
is posllible that such plantations would be a sound investment; but until 
experiments have been undertaken it is impossible to gauge the finance of the 
prospects of growing matchwoods· as a pure crop as little is known about their 
silvicultural requirements. ExpPl'iment is n('ep~sary to test results on different 
soils. 

Whether these experiments should be undertaken is for Government 1<0 
decide. They are unlikely to yield conclusive results in less than 15 years. 
Personally I favour these experiments being undertaken by Government ~d 
am of opinion that private conMlrns would be well advised. to leave plantm.g 
alone until experiment has settled the economy of the operatlOlll!. That expefl. 
menta have not been undertaken hitherto by the Forest Department is due 
to shortage of staff and the fact that its energies of recent years have been 
concentrated on solving the question of providing timber and fuel for the local 
people in the acc8>!sible parts of the reserved forests. 

C. (6) Hat'(J amI arclUl I.cen plantrd with suitable trees by ('oJiipatlie8 or 
/irm8 undertaking the manu/acftlre of -matches' 

No areas have been !planted by companies or firms. 
D. What are the conditions of transport' 

(a) during ihe mon800n; 
(b) during the dry 8eaaon .. 
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end what i. the cost of freight by road, river, Tailor 8ea, whichever method' 
aT method, would be necessary with reference to each 8ite mentioned in ,·eply 
to B (1)' . 

In view of my reply to B (1) it seems premature to deal with the factor 
of transport in r8llpect of sites noled as possibly worth considering. The 
conditions of transport depend entirely on the situation of the forests with 
reference to the site. Where rail tlllIll'lport is available, it would probablJ 
be given preference over water transport as it is quicker and less prec,arious. 
Where roads exist as in the caBe of some of the forests cO!1Dected with 
Rangoon and where distances are moderate, it is probable that motor trans
port would displace both road ~d· lail transport in view of the lighter tran. 
shipment chargee. 

The all.in cost of timber dellvere(l in th~ factories in Rangoon is abou, 
Rs. 30 per ton of 50 cubic feet. 

E. Wllat i. the e",tent of local d,mand faT matche8? Row far can the 
fact.,ries dis~'os8 of their outtum. in the local market? 

The loeal. match is now trying to live down the bad reputation of th~ 
matches mode in the beginning of the industry. People regard a white match 
as a good one and though now the local match is white, the Jirst· matches 
were 'grey coloured and not so good. The demand for local matches is there. 
fore not very great and the biggest of the local factories now exports to 
Madras. It is believed however that with improvement in the quality of the 
Olltput, the demand will increase. 

}'. '~hat 'tage ha, the indu8t1'y reached in yom province? 

The industry in Burma is still in the pioneer stage. It 8tarted in 1010.11, 
It has progressed but it has not prospered. Nor does it appear to be, estab· 
Iished on n fiml· basis. It has suffered from the usual undue, optimism and 
baste whidl so frequently characterize new lines of entenprise in the country. 
There was no plOper attempt made to study and take stock of the possiblE; 
supplies of ru'v material before a factcry W9.t! started. The supplying agencies 
were not properly organized with the result that sUipplies Vlere always prc' 
cariolld and when competition arose the cost of raw material bacame prohi. 
bith·e. Expellsh'e and complicated machinery was introduced without thp 
necessary skilled labour to keep it efficient with the result that the factor 
of wastage was abnormally high. ' 

G. General.-The Forest Department is solely concerned with the supplies 
of wood required for the industry and I confine my remarks to this subject. 

Sowrces of supply of timber8.-I have already pointed out that wood snit
able for the industry (eltcept pine whieh the industry in Burma cloes nol I!.('l·ept.) 
are nowhere found concentrated in the natural forest but occur scattered ovei' 
large arel»! in a mixture with oth"r ~p.w'"s.This fact alone must rendel' the 
slipply of raw U1utflrial to tl>e mill expensive and even precal'iong. 

Statistics are admittedly inadequates as legards the quantities of those 
wooUs that exi~t. This is being remedied gradually, but i1 view oC t,he 
see.ttered occurence of the woods, it is doubtful if reliable statistics Rre 
obtainable and if, when obtained, the~ will help much. . 

It seems therefore that if a steady supply at reasonable rates is to bl' 
made available this supply will have to be artificially created by planting. 
Such planting should however not (,e rushed at; but should be started only 
after full consideration of the financial aspect as a result of careful experi~enf. 
The forest soils of Burma are very ~Rriable and it may not be easy to get 
an acceMible continuous block that will yield good result. If Government 
country is unable to produce auy of the ingredients required to' manufacture 
lines, I recommend that these experiments should be undertaken by the Forest 
Department. In this connection it must however be remembered that the. 
country is unable to produce any of the ingredients required to manufacture 
matches except the wood. All chemieals, machinery and even paper have to 
b. imported. Under the circumstance,; it is questionable whether the arti· 

2» 
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ficial creation of supplies of wood in the 'country is of sufficient importance
to justify special steps being taken to this end. 

Organization of 8upplie8.-Variou~ suggestions have from time to time
been made by' those interested in the industry that Government should take
special measures to safeguard supplie.t and generally create a 1:U00;lOpoly in 
favour of the industry. These suggestions were generally CD the lines of 
prohibiting the extraction of speci6tl suitable for the industry for other pur
poses and allowing favoured rates of royalty OD those species. In the early 
clays of the inclustry these 8uggestioIlt! were acceded to 88 far &8 possible. 
Generally however the 8uggestione were vague and unpractical. In the light 
of practice they have not helped the industry. 

The supplies from the unclasiled forestll are uncertain. The only reliable· 
sources of supply are the reserved forests and the area of these forests 
accessible to the economic extraction of matchwoods is very limited. The
accepted policy of Government in respect of reserved forests is that extrac
tion should be undertaken by private agency and that the right to extract the· 
produ<'6 available should be decided by competition at auctions or &8 a result 
vf calling for tendere. 

In consideration of the demands of the industry the right to work specie .. 
of known utility for matchwoods has so far &8 possible been put forward for' 
tender separately from the right to work other species. It is doubtful if this 
is economically sound as normally it should be cheaper to work all woods in 
one operation. The extraction of timbers other than teak throughout the 
province is however so ill-organised that it seems desirable to give thooe 
interested in the Match Industry II. d'ance to make indepennent arrangements. 
for extracting their supplies. 

Imports of tim.ber for the Match Industry.-The principal sources of import 
are the Andamans and Japan and the quantity imported is not great. In view 
of the precarious supply in the country it is under existing circumstances 
undesirable to interfere with these imports. 

Enclosure No.2. 

Letter No. 92Q-1.S-8, dated the 26th. January 1927, from the Chief In8pector 
0/ Factorie8, Burma, to the Secretary to the Development Commissioner, 
Burma. 

Subject :-Match Industry in India-Investigation by the Tariff Board into. 
the question of granting protection to the. 

In reply to your letter No. 83[>-61-9 (27), date-d the 20th January 1927, on: 
the subject noted above, I have the honour to repmi that J have mane inqui
rieB and 110 submit the following vieWl!. As I presume that the Forest Depart. 
ment have been addr8t!sed on this subject I have practically no ob!lervations 
to make on the wood supply. The numbering of paragraphs in this letter 
correspond to those in India's letter under referenee. . 

SA. (1) Splints, veneers and pat"king cases are all mane, so far as :-n..
inquirie~ go, now from timber obtained in Durma, 01' from India or the 
Andamans. 

SA. (3) There is sufficient refuse wood for the heating and part of the 
power requirements of the factorie.;. Electricity from II. ipublic suppI.v ;~ 
generally used for the rest of the power. 'Vhere this cannot be obtained 
wood fuel is used. At present the amount of refuse is considered to be excessive, 
mo.inly owing to lack of skill on the part of the workmen. WIlen this i~ 
remedied the fuel question may become more important. 

8.\. (4, The machine work ill mainly done by Indianil frem tlle Sentn.! 
Provinces and by Tolugs and Oorills.. They have to be trained and do n01 
at.ay long generally at the fartories. "PRY from RI3. 21 t.o }ls. l!!i. TaboUi 
supply is insufficient and rather nnsatisfactory. 

The filling. etc., is done by Hurmese girls. This cla..<;8 otlabour is mor~ 
permanent and 9I1tisfactor~·. Thl'~' heeomlJ much more skilful than the corre· 
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eponding labour in Indian factories SO taat although the piece work rates Ire 
no~ mUl"h tigher than in India lIomi! of the girls get Il!I much 811 Rs. 8 or 
more a week. The supply of this labour is adequate. . 

SB. (2) The accompanying table gives the particulars asked for:-

LiBt 0/ Mateh Factories in Burma. 

N1IlJ!.ber of I Approximate 
No. Name. Locality. persons date of 

employed. est .. blishment. 

.- .----- ---~-- .. -
1 Adamjee Haj~e Dawood 

& Co's Match Factory. 
Upper Pazundanng, 

Rangoon. . 1 
1,340 10th JannArY 

1924. 

2 The Rangoon Match- A. V. Jo.eph's Road, I 130 See note. 
Works. Mahlwagon, Rangoon., 

3 Mes .... M. E. Abowath Mile 5, Kamaynt, Ran- 115 2nd September 
'" Co.'s Muslim Match goon. 1925. 
Factory. 

464 19th April 1916. 4 Dewan Bahadnr'. The Kanoung, Pyawbwe P. I 
Burma Match Com- O .• Hanthawaddy Dis· I 

I pany's Match Factory t trict. , 
5 I The Mandalay Match C. Road. Minde Ekin, 1 192 27th March 

I Company's Match Fac- Qr. Mandalay. 1913. 
I tory. I 

I 

* It was first established by OtIman Masti Khan in 1924, it was burnt 
down in 1926 and was taken over by the present owners and rebuilt. It may 
be noted that the present owners had previously another factory established 
in 1924 which was burnt down in 1926. 

t 4. 'rhis was established in 1916 by a Chinese British eubject. He failed 
and the mill was taken oV'l3r eventually by the present owners. 

BB. (B) Splints are made from logs from Burma and Port Blair, Veneer·; 
from Burmese and Indian logs and packing cases from Burmese . timbers. 
'rhe supply of these timbers appears to be adequate now although there has 
been trouble in the past. No factories for the manufae1;ure of splints, etc., 
have been established in the forest although this idea has been considered. 
These separate establishments will probably not be found necessary until t.he 
factories have to go further afield for their supplies. It does not appear 
that any woods obtained from outside the Indian Empire are used. The im
ports of splints seem to have quite stepped although when the industry was 
first started this was general. 

BB. (4) Only B class factories have been erected. Their situations are shown 
. in the table given above. 

BB. (5) Some factories have had troubles with finance. All the factories 
mentioned in the table are running now except the one at Mandalay. It is 
rumoured that this is to be moved. 

BB. (6) One factory No.2 in the list is understood to he largely finance;! 
by Japanese although nominally an Indian concern. Another No.5 is under 
Swedish control and management and it is believed that Swedisb or Japanes~ 
interests are represented in some of the others. 

6D. In the case of a large Rangoon factory 80 per cent. of the timber 
comes by water and 20 per cent. by rail. This refers to Burmese woods 
only. The amount of woods imported from India and Port Blair is believed 
to be unimportant. There is no difficulty in transporting the timber. If it 
were d6tlir6<i to use timbers from far upcountry no doubt separate splint 
factories would have to be built if the timber could not be T<l.fted. 

6E. There is no difficulty in disposing of all the matches n,)w manufactured. 
(jne factory sends B5 per cent. of its outtum to India, more, it is believed. 
to attack the importing Swedish firms than because there wotlld be any diffi-
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Multy in selling the matches locally. The idea seems to De to prevent the 
Bwedish fil'lllJl putting up the priC'6 in India and using the high profit6 1:<> 
.. mabie them to dump in Burma anll to ruin the Burma Match industry. 
There is considerable rivalry between the local producers and importing firms 
lind kid gloves are not in much demand by either side. 

F. The industry in this province is quite healthy and growing up nicely. 
It still requires protection owing to the labour being unskilled and the wastage 
~onsequently high, but the manager of the biggest firm here said that in 16 
.years time protection would no longer be required.. The number of persons 
employed in the industry is only shown in part by the tl;\ble in this letter. 
No account has been taken of the forest workers, rafters, etc. As a Ret off 
to the drop in customs duty on matches it is suggBllted that the extra duty 
on chemicals, labels and papers, tbe income-tax obtained from manufacturers 
tmd the royalty on forest produce should be considered. 



• 
Enclosure No.8. 

Statement slwwing tke value of matcMs and m'1,tch making materials imported into and exported from Burma and tle amount of import duty realised tMreon during the period 1901·08 to 1925·36. 

IMPORTS. EXPORTS. 

MATCHES. 
·rU[BER. USED FOB THE MATCHES. 

MANUFACTURE OF 

Years. From India. MATCHES. Duty To India. 
Total Duty on Total 

Cols.6-8. on splmts Cols. 10-11. To Total From From other Total Cols. matches. and 
Europe. countries. 2-5. veneers. 

Foreign Cols. 
Foreign Indian Pine Bnd Splints and Countries. Foreign Indian 13-10.. 

merchandise. merchandise. dealwood. veneers. Merchan- M.erchan-
dise. dise. 

1 2 is 4 5 I) 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Val. Rs. l~s. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Val. Rs. Val. Rs. Val. Rs. Val. Rs. 

1907-08 · 1,93,755 ~1,18,485 45,486 ... 13,57,726 . .. ... 13,57,726 ... ... .. . . .. 2,872 . .. 2,872 

1908-09 . 1,81,798 !0,29.337 42,356 . .. 12,53,491 ... '" 12,53,491 ... . .. '" ... 23,596 .. 23,596 

1909-10 · 1,53,015 14,42,018 40,820 ... ]6,35,853 ... ... 16,35,853 ... ... . .. . .. 27,595 . .. 27,595 

1910-11 · 1,95,759 13,27,379 54,233 ... 15,77,371 ... . ~ .. 15,77,371 ... ... .. . 1,440 28,385 .. . 29,825 

1911-12 J ,66,819 13,06, l19 45,666 ... 15,18,604 ... ... 15,18,604 ... ... ... 397 30,331 .. . 30,728 

1912-13 . 1,78,706 17.11,004 61.663 ... 19,51,373 ... ... 19,51,373 ... . .. .. , 2,310 28,£04 . .. 31.214 

1913·!4- . · 1,.8,698 13,30,121'1 76,041 . .. 15,84,867 ... ... 15,84,867 ... '" ... 3,299 18,867 .. . 22,166 

1914-15 1,(j9,96~ 12,16,500 88,819 ... 14,75,284 .. ... 14,75,284 ... ... ... 13,653 20,973 . .. 34,626 

1915-16 1,2~;687 19,3 ',031 80,158 ... 21,41,876 ... ... 21,41,876 ... ... ... 16,613 6.660 ... 23,273 

1916-17 , 
~ 

, 1,87,055 17,06,276 1,05,4,05 .. , 19,98,736 ... ... 19,98,736 1,42,069 ... 1,42,069 2,350 5,609 ... 7,959 

1917-18 47,526 21,42,311 83,820 ... 22,73,657 ... ... 22,73,657 1.64,821 . .. 1,64,821 ._ . 5,453 5,453 

~918-19 . .. 34,89,660 1,52,376 .. , 36,42,036 ... ... 36,42,036 2,61,947 .. 2,61,947 ... 1,191 ... 1,191 

1919·20 . 7.036 28,60,885 1,95,254 .. 30,63,175 .. . ... 30,63,175 2,13,687 ... 2,13,587 4,571 956 ... 5,527 

1920-21 33,669 18,37,597 1,24,274 ... 19,95,540 ... ... 19,95,540 1,93,433 ... 1,93,433 38 1,772 ... 1,8W 

1921-22 . 1,01,786 30,24,331 2,09,806 '" 33,35,923 ... .. , 33,35.923 ]7,61,732 ... 17,61,732 ... 2,316 ... 2,316 

1922-23 23,120 21,64,620 2,29,362 ... 24,17,102 31,331 . , . 24,48,433 21,94,332 ... 21,94,332 ... 3,019 ... 3,019 

14,15,907 1,77,661 16,20,926 1,05,578 17,26,504 15,74,427 15,74,427 9,991 I 9,991 1923-24 27,358 ... ... ... ... .. . 

1924-25 22,615 8,52,307 1,04,666 ... 9,79,588 530 1,89,881 11,69,99.1 9,50,679 2,17,993 11,68,672 ... 575 . .. 575 . 
1925-26 6.0i,551 9,87.495 61,649 64,271 17,20,966 1,55,550 23,380 18,99,896 17,58,937 55,130 18,14,067 ... 303 3,21,029 3,21,332 
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Government of Madras. 

'(1) Letter dated the 17th February 1927. 

Wi~h reference: to your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1!l27 , 
regard~ng match mdus~r'y, I am directed to forward a note prepared by 
the Dlrector of Industrles and the Chief Conservator of Forests on the 
several points raised in your letter. Many of the match factories in this 
Presidency are not sufficiently important to be visited by the Board. The 
Board may, however, inspect the three factories situated in Madras if their 
p~~gra~me includes a visit to this city. 'fhey may also, if time permits, 
VISlt With advantage the factorills at Olavakot and Sattur as' w.ell as the 
power driven factories at Tirumalai and Alwaye in Travancore and Cochin 
respectively. 

Enclosure No. I. 
NOTE. 

At the outset, it may interest the Tariff Board to know what assistance 
has been given during the last few yeal's by the (two) Forest and Industries -
Departments to persons who contemplated the esiablishment of match fac
tories. The question of conducting a survey of the possibilities of the match 
industry in the Madras Presidency received consideration, but finally it 
was decided that the Department of b.dustries could best assist the industry 
hy furnishing, in eOl1sultation with the Forest. Department, inquirers with 
information as to the availahility of timbers likely to prove suitable, thei" 
qlllality and distribution and the price 'at which they eould be made availahle 
at various centl'!!s, and by placing the inquirers in touch with manufaeturers 
of up to date machinery and chemicals. Assistance bas been rendered on 
tbese lines to a considerable number of enquirers. . A number of industria" 
lists who have started or co;ntemplate starting small factories do not appear 
adequately to haye appreciated the yital necessity of selecting a suitable 
site for their operations, and of ascertaining before-hand whether suitable 
match woods can he delivered at the factory site at a lwiee whieh will admit 
of manufacture at a profit. Instances have occurred, and will be referred 
to later, where small concerns have come to grief owing to the failure of their 
proprietors to make the f'SSential preliminary enquiries. A scheme for the 
starting of a small match factory requires to be very carefully investigated 
as it seeDlS doubtful whether in view of the development of the larger match 
making eompanies small factories worked by hand can possibly hope to 
operate at a profit. It ill e.ertaiuly' essential that before a factory of this 
kind is started, the cost of raw materials at site, chemicals and labour should 
he worked ont with the greatest care aud it should preferably be established 
near the source of timber supply and in proximity to a forest depot. The 
difficulty of extracting timber at a priee'low enough to e~able match m~mn
facture to be eonducted at a profit is not always appreClated by enqmrers 
who appear to think that it should be an easy matter for the Forest Depart
ment to snpplv them with timber in the required quantity at a sufficiently 
low price whe~ens the !'Bntres where suitable timber is available appear to 
be very few. 

2. We will now proceed to reply so far as information is available to the 
qlleRtionnaire for the Tariff Board. 

A. (1) The existence, quantity and ,mi.tability IiII wood lor the manular. 
ture 01 (i) Sprints, (ii) T'en.eer.~ and (iii) packin.g rases.-In. order to answel' 
this question adequately, a detailed survey of the Pres!deney would be 
required. The idea of snch a survey was first mooted m Janna~. 1922 

• and the Chief Conservator of Forests was called upon to collect prehmmary 
details with a vil"w to facilitating the work of the special officer if appointed 
subsequently. The preliminary enquiries that were made by the Forest 
flepartment went to Rhow that Bombax and other species suitable for match 
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~lng that grow in deciduous forests are so scattered that extraction 
costs are rendered excessive. Mr. Cox, the then Chief Conservator of 
Forests, suggested the ever green forests as a source of supply, and as a 
result it was arranged to test some of the commoner species of the ever 
greens. The Chief Conservator, however; on learning that 10 annas a c.f.t. 
at the factory was as much as the industry could alford to pay, considered 
that any idea of starting a match industry should, be abandoned as 'far as 
timber is concerned. The projected survey was therefore definitely aban
doned and hopes for the industry were centred on the utilisation of the 
Eeta bamboo, which unfortunately the Malabar Match Company have found 
impossible to exploit successfully for their Alwaye factory. As no systematic 
collection of data in regard to the availability and suitability of wood for 
the manufacture of splints, veneers and packing cases has been made, this 
question cannot be answered in any great detail .and the information given 
below has for the most part been collected from Mr. Troup's reports, 
Mr. Ohose's possibilities of Match Industry in Bengal, "Note on Prospects 
of establishing Match Factories in SOl,lth India" by the Conservator of 
Forests, Travancore, and reports from the Forest Economist, Dehra Dun and 
various interested firms. 

(i) Spl·jlJ,ts.--.-Tests carried out by different firms on the same species are 
in many cases contradictory; for instance, Ashleigh and Co., Londoll, 
reported that CuJlania excelsa was entirely unsuited for match making, 
whereas a Calcutta firm considered it suitable for splints, if bleached. 
Mr. Ohose gives a long list of suitable woods but Mr. Pearson of the Western 
India Match Company, a unit of the Swedish Combine, says that in the 
course of his investigation he has only found two really suitable species. 
Populus euphratica which is not found in Madras forests, and Mango 
which is not common in reserved forests. The requirements of a good match 
wood are that it should be white, straight-grained, moderately light and 
porous and unfortunately few of .the available timbers come up to this 
s peci fica tion. 

The following is a list of woods that might be suitable for splints. 

Deciduous. 
Ailanthus excelsa.· 
Bombax. 
Anthocephalus Cadambn..· 
Roswellia serrata. 
Gmelina arborea.· 
Odina Wodier. 
Hymenodictum excelsum. 
Semicarpus anacardiaceae. 
Sterculia ureos. 

Everareen. 
Vateri~ indica.* 

. Alstonia scholaris. * 
Lophopetaillm Wightianum. * 
Machilus. 
Polyalthia . fragrans. 
Diospyros. 
Canarium strictum.· 

Tetrameles mudiflora (said by Tro~p 
to be unsuitable). 

Trewia nudiflora. 
Garuga pinnata. 

(Those marked with n.stel'isk • weuld probably fetch bettel' prices for 
purposes other than match-making.) The species included in both lists grow 
scattered among other trees rendering cheap exploitation impossible. The 

. ide" of. attempting to work the industry on these lines has been rejected 
many. tllnes by Forest officers whose judgment is borne out by the r_nt 
experIence of the. Western Ind!a Match Oompany who report, that they 
have proved that 10 most cases lt does not pay to exploit single trees from 
mixed deciduous forests. 

(ii) VeneeT8.-Many species appear to be suitable for veneers for boxes 
and those enumerated in Appendix B, attached have been favourably 
repor~d on. The species, however, are. not grega~fous and most of them' 
grow 10 ·forests usually worked for fuel coupes. 

2D 
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(iii) Pa~king c!l,es.-Th~re are many woods suitable for packing 1la8ell 
but the prices whICh factorIes can afford to pay for timber for this purpose 
aI'e on the low side. 

3. A-2. We are not aware of any situation in Madras forests which co~ld 
be worked to meet the demands of a match factory alone, because the 
lUatch industry cannot utilise all kinds of timber. A match factory cOuld 
only be cheaply supplied in conjunction with the working of the forests for. 
other purposes, i.e., timber production, and when it is considered that 
75,000 c.ft. would be required annually for a small factory, it wID 'be 
reali&ed that the area required to yield the supply would be very large 
and consequently extraction costs would be high. If the outturn of the 
forests is 400 c.ft. an acre, and half of that is allowed as suitable for 
matcbes it would require annually 375 acres to be felled over. A scheme 
for exploiting woods for match manufacture should preferably be linked 
with a general scheme for extracting all marketable timbers and utilising 
waste ends for splints and veneers by working them up at the site. The 
onl,y possibility of the successful establishment of a match factory would 
nppear to be in connection with a large scale exploitation unit such as 
has been proposed for Someshwar or Nilambur, the match factory utilising 
the species suitable for its use and the veneer plant and saw milla the 
I·emainder. The match industry cannot afford to pay much for its primat'f 
I'aw materials and it is only by large scale extraction tbat logs eould be 
made available for match factories at a sufficiently low price, - The only 
saw mill where the Forest Department have any quantity of soft woods 
is Olavakot, and there are already two match factories near there. 1ft 
any location the Forest Department would have difficulty at present in 
supplying a sufficient quantity of suitable wood and under present circum
stances, therefore, it seems probable that a large factory would have to lise 
imported timber for splints and veneers. 

4. B-1 and B-4, Mr. Troup has mentioned -in his memoir a number' of 
sites in the Northern Circle as possibly suitable for the establishment of 
match factories, but Mr. Lushington, a former Conservator of Forests, 
did not consider that any site in this circle would be suitable except some
where along the Godavari river. The then Cllief Conservator of Forests in 
1922 etated that he could not conceive of a regular supply of species being 
forthcoming from the Agency forests. A match factory has recently been 
set up at Bellary whil'h proposes to· draw its supplies mainly from the 
Forest Reserve near Chelama. The Government forests can only guarantee 
a supply of 15,000 c, ft, per annum and that in not very suitable species, 
so that the factory is likely to experience some considerable difficulty in 
carrying on operations. A Cocanada gentleman contemplated some time 
ago the notation of a. company with the object of starting a large scale 
match fa,ctory at Rajnmllndry bllt no rlOgress appears to have beel!. made 
with' the project. The objection to the establishment of factories at Telli
chery, Udumalpet and Ol\licut is that it would not be possible to make 
available a chenp supply from reserved forests, owing to the cost of extrac
tion and transport; while in the caso of the two former at least there would 
not be sufficient supplies. A smnll fnctory has in fact been started at 
Udumalpet but information as to the scope of its operatiOns and the source 
of its wood supply is not at present I\vailable. According to Mr. ~oup. a 
match factory to be successful should be able to command (i) a sufficient 
supply of s\;it,able and inexpensive wood, (ii) chel\p transport from the 
forest to the factory and (iii) cheap tl'ansport from the factory to the area 
of consumption, while the fnctory should he cl\pable of working all the 
year round .. 

Weare unaware of any site in the Madras Presidency which fulfils these 
essential conditions, Froiu the forestry standpoint, it is essential for the 
forests to be worked with a view to the conservation and improvement 01 
forest capital, which mealls that all the rrop must. be made use of and in 
such a manner as to enable a fresh crop to grow advantageously. Owing 
~o the nature of the Madras forests, it is impossible to procure adequate 
Slli)plitls of rheap timber. The Eeta bamboo in Tinnevelly gave promise 
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of satisfying the necessary conditions, but as already stated it has sO 
far. been found impoasible, in the factory established at Alwaye in the 
Cochin State, to overcome the technical difficulties experienced in utilising 
$his material. 

5. B-2. A statement, Appendix (A) embodying, BO far as information is 
available, the names and location of the match concerns established in 
this Presidency, their capacity, date of establishment, timber used an~ 
capital invested, is attached from whICh it will be observed that the number 
of factories working at present is nine. Numbers 3 and 9 are under the 
Bame management, the former deriving its supplies of splints and' veneers 
from the latter and working them up into manufactured form at their 
Madras factory. The Malabar Match Works, Palghat,is at present. the 
only power driven factory although the Madras Match Factory, which at 
presant contains only hand driven machines, will shortly, it is understood, 
be operated by power. , 

6. B-3. Indigenous wood appears to be utilised in all cases although the 
New Madras Match Factory has, it is believed, occasionally imported timber 
in logs from Japan. 

7. B-5. Mr. Troup's criticism made 18 years ~o that several of the match 
factories started in India up to thall time were not success;{ul owing chiefly 
to the wrong selection of sites still holds good and this coupled with the 
failure on the part of many factory proprietors to conduct the essential 
preliminary enquiries as to the availability of a suitable wood supply at 
a reasonable price accounts for the financial loss sustained by a number of 
factories. A typical case illustrating how an enterprise came to grief owing 
to the wrong selection of a site and insufficient preliminary enquiries into 
the supply of the requisite raw materials was brouglit to the notice of the 
Department of Industries in the year 1922-23. A firm in the Kistna district 
invested their capital in the establishment of a small factory without first 
ensuring that the requisite supplies of timber were available'in tlJ.e neighbour .. 
hood. After carrying on experimental manufacture for a year: they had 
to close down operations. Another' instance lIf failure occurred in Guntur 
where a party reported that *e machinery pbtaiJled from a. Calcutta firm 
had proved to be entirely unsatisfactory in practice. A ,party in' the 
Madura district first proposed to 'start a factory on the' banks of the 
Periyar river, but later transferred it to ,Madura, ,and then requested 
Government to open a timber depot there for the purpose of supplying 
him with certain varieties of wood. Inquiries made by the Forest Depart
ment indicated that while nine of the species required were not available, 
the remaining six were so scattered that their exploitation for a commercial 
enterprise would be entirely out of the question and furthermore they 
could not be made available except at a prohibitive cost and regular supplies 
could not be guaranteed. In April 1925, the proprietor transferred the 
machineS to Shencottah with a view to locate the factory in proximity to 
the forest areas where match wood were belillved to be available in quantity. 
As the coupe contractor was unable to supply the requisite quantity of 
16 candies por mensem, the proprietor intimated that he was willing to 
8hift the factory to any place, e.g., Kanjikot or Nilambur in South Malabar 
if the Forest Department would agree to supply him the quantity of 
timber required for an enlarged factory, 'Viz., 50 c. ft. per day. He was 
informed in reply that though the West Coast would appear to afford It 
more suitable location for his concern, yet difficulty would be experienced 
even there in obtaining supplies of suitable wood at sufficiently low rates 
as all suitable match woods are also in demand for coffee and tea boxes 
and prices are therefore comparatively high, while although the Forest 
Department have a quantity of 80ft woods available at their Olavakot Saw 
Mills, there are already two match faciories near there. A small factory 
Rtarted'in the Cauvery delta near Tanjore also experienced difficulty in 
obtaining timber for the manufacture of splints and veneers at a price 
which 'would render commercial manufacture poasible. These are ·not the 
only instances which have occurred of the establishment of factori8l! in 
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unsuitable locations which have had subsequently to transfer the venue o{ 
operations elsewhere. O~her factors which have contributed, in a greater 
or le~ degree, to th~ fIl:I~u~e of match co~cerns have been the high cost of 
chemICals,. the unSUItabIlity of the machmery, lack of experience, capital 
and technIcal knowledge and last but not least the keen competition. of the 
Buperior imported products. . 

8. B-6. There are no match factories in the Presidency which are 
owned, controlled or managed by foreign capitalists. The Swedish Match 
Combine ar~ understood to contemplate the starting of a factory in the 
Madras PresIdency but no definite information is available as to the location 
and scope of the projected factory. 

9,' 0-1. There are no special arrangements. 

0-3. No. 

0-4. The question has not yet arisen in any form. 

0-5. No, as it is not considered that the plantation of trees suitable for 
the manufacture of matches would be remunerative. 
0-6. No, not so far as is known. 

10. D. (a) On the West Coast, carting is usually impossible during the 
monsoon months. , 

(b) During the dry season country carts are used. 

11. E. The entire output of the nine established match factories does 
not exceed 268 gross per diem and so far as information is available, no 
difficulty is experienced in disposing of it. The quality and get up of the 
matches do not, generally speaking, approach the standard of the well 
known brands. The value of matches imported into the Madras Presidency 
during each of the last four yesrs was as follows:-

Years. Value in RI. 

1922-23 14,61,262 

1923-24 12,87,970 

1924-25 12,58,528 

1925-26 12,88,476 

Over a million gross of boxes are imported into the Madras PresidencJ 
annually, and of the 12'88 lakhs worth· imported during 1925-26 Sweder 
supplies matches to the extent of 10'08 lakhs and Japan 1'57 lakhs. 11 
will be observed that the imports of. matches into the Madras PresidencJ 
have not materially decreased as a result of indigenous manufacture whicl 
has so far made little or no impression on the market. The match con 
cerns so far established in Southern India, with the exception of the Soutl 
Indian Match Factory at Tenmalai in the Travancore State and the Malaba] 
Match Manufacturing Company (Managing Agents Messrs. Peirce Lesli, 
and Company) at Alwaye in the State of Cochin, are comparatively smal 
enterprises, whose production appears to commend a purely local market. 

12. F. The prospects of the match industry in this Presidency have beel 
referred to in the answers to the various questions. They cannot be consi 
dered very hopeful since it will probably always be difficult to obtain supplie 
of suitable wood at a price which will render commercial manufacture possibi, 
in view of the fact that such woods are found scattered in mixed forest 
intermingled with more valuable timbers. It is difficult to extract evel 
valuable timber at a remunerative cost. In the case of the match wood 
eheapness is the all important factor and unless the timber is concentrate, 
the cost of felling, logging, dragging and sawing into convenient ~izes fo 
match making will generally render the price prohibitive. In fact th 
conditions in the Madras Presidency appear to find a close parallel in tb 
l'hilippines and in view of its applicability to Madras we venture to 'quot 
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the following extract from pamphlet No. 24 of the United States Department 
of Commerce, Trade Promotion Series. 

II An economic exploitation of the Philippine match woods is very 
doubtful. No doubt sufficient match woods are available iD 
the Philippines for a factory of fair ~ize, but because of their 
distribution, economic exploitation is not practical. Match 
woods are abundant but are very widely distributed. They are 
not obtainable in large quantities at anyone place for economio 
handling. The native woods so far used by the looal match 
factory have not proven very satisfactory on account of their 
having coarser texure and more crooked grain than American 
match woods. Matches now made in the Philippines cannot 
compete with matches made in Japan or in the United States ". 



APPENDIX B. 

Lid 01 &fJee~, "~ed to be &uitable 1M' 'Veneers. 

1. Ailanthus malabarie.. 20. LitsEa Polyantha. 
2. Alstonia &cholariB. 21. Lophoptf;ulam Wightiamu •• 
3. Antbocephalus eadamb... 22. Macaranga. 
4. Bombay insigne. 23. Machilul macrantha. 
5., Bombax malabaricum. 24. Mallotul Philippenisis. 
6. Ora.via religiOia. 25. Meliosma simplicifolis. 
7. Cullenia excelsa. 26. Michelia Champaca. 
B. Dillenia pentagyna. 27. Michelia Nilagirica. 
9. Dysoxylum benecterif.rum. 28. Odina wodier. 

10. Ebeocarpus agaI1ocha. 29. Premna latifoiia. 
11. Exeocaria agallocha. 30. Pterospermum acerifolium. 
12. Ficul Benjamina. 31, 8ali!lr tetra8pePlB •. 
13. Ficus cunia. 32. Sterculia alata. 
14. Givotia rottleriformis. 33. Sterculia. urens. 
15. Gmeline arbrea. 34. SymplocoC08 Spp. 
16. Holarrhena antidysentriea. 35. Tetramel888 nudiflora. 
17. Holoptelea integrifolia. 36. Trema orientalis. 
18. Hymenodictum excelsum. 37. Trewia nudiflora. 
19. Kydia calycina. 

(2) Lettllr No. 1461-11-27-1, dated the 7th. MOIJ/ 1927. 

In continuation of Diy letter No. i44-il.'-:'27-2, dated 17th February 192T, 
I am directed to forward a statement containing particulars of oertain other 
match factories in the Madras Presidency. Information regarding these con. 
cerns was not received in time to be incorporated in my previous letter. 



. Serial No. Coat of productiou. Sale prioe . 

1 R •• 1-8-0 to BII. 1-12-0 per gross ... 

2 ...... ... 

3 ...... ... 

4 " 1-10.0 per gros •• ... 

.') 

" 
1-8.0 

" 
Bs. 1-12-0 per 

grOSI. 

0 " 
1-8·0 .. Rs. 1·10-0 to 

1-12.0 per 
gross. 

'i " 
1-6.0 to Rs. 1·'7.0 per grOBS. Rs. 1-8-0 per 

groSI. 

:, 
, .--

Approximate - ' 
coat of

machiueri' 
installed. , 

Rs. 

Extent of local demand. 

7,000 Sufficient local demo.nd-:'pro
vided sale price iR chea.~ _ :, 

-... 

--
.. --

5,000 
, 

40,000 

300 

-, ... .... 
~ , 

I 

. ..... 

: 
Good 10co.l demand, but for the 

competition of Swedish firms' 
matches. 

.... 

No local demo.nd, but matches 
Bent to Coimb"tore, Ma.dura 
o.nd Tinnevelly for so.le. 

No loco.l dema.ndj but matches 
sent to Erode o.nd Tirnpo.tur. 

Only wooden fro.mes and polio 
shers all constructed lucally 
-gcod loco.l demand. 

Remarks offered by propriator on 
p~obo.ble results of a. reduction in duty. 

:, 

The:lo~tiriDg Of the present ra.teof duty' 
would cmsh the indilfenous industry. 

If the duty is reduced, the conoern.': 
would be greo.tly o.ffeoted prejudicially; . 
on the other bnd, it is a.dviso.ble to 
increase the present duty on imPQrted 
matohes a.nd &SQ tho.t on imported 
foreign wood.' (A: duty ahould &80 be 
levied on, foreigti co.pita.i in: Indian 
Match Compo.nies.) - , 

If the duty i~ reduced. -'the compo.ny 
would not get any profit.' 

If the duty is ~educed: the industry 
would be prejudioially affected. 

If the duty is reduced, the conoern will 
be &lfected, even vita.1ly," 



.. 
" 

1 +0 per grola • Re. 1-8.o to 10,000 No looal demandS but matchea If the duty ia reduoed. tile oonoem will 
Ra.l-lO.o. exported to outhem Dis- have to be wound np. 

mots. 

I .. 1-9..() Ra.2..()..() If tbe duty ia reduoed. 
would be a.ffeotod. 

the indu&tr7 

10 .. 1-8"() .. 1-I2.o Local demand about 80 groal If the dutl; ia reduoed. the oonoem will 
per week. have to e wound up. 

11 Splints Ra. 2-8.o per maund .. 8-0.o 9.000 No local demand, but matohes If the duty is reduoed, the industrJ 
aent to Madr&a, Vellore. Tri- would be a.ffected. 

Box-wood 2-8.o for 50 grOIS S..()..() ohinopoly. eto. 

12 RI. 1-8-0 per grOBB ., 1-12.o . 7,000 SO graBI per month , If the duty is reduoed. the industry 
would be all'eoted. 

13 .. I-S.o .. 1-12-0 5,000 100 d". If the duty ia reduced. the factory will fie have to be olosed. C11 



Serial 
No. 

Name and locality of the 
Match Factory. 

Approld- EXTBM'r TO WHIOH DlDIGBM- I 
Size mate OU8 WOOD II VTILIZBD I'OB 

(ontput date of 
per estah- Packing 

day). lish- Spliuts. Veneers. 
ment. oaseB. 

'Worked' 
by 

hand 
or 

power. 

Supplies of wood 
whenoe obtained. Labour and wages. 

--11---------,------ - '----1----1·----:,--- ------1--·-----
1 The Indian Match Factory, 30 April BpOfUliG, Bomba,. ." Monthly I Hand. Obtained from 

Madura. gross. 1923. rnagnijllf'a.. tna.laba.n- 'oODBumption 
cum. of wood I 

about 20 
oandies. 

neighbouring reo 
serves and from 
forests near 
Shenoottah.. Sup
pliel inadequate. 

Available locally. 
Boys BIt. S to 6 per 
month; adults Bs. 12 
~ Bs. 20 per month. 

2 The Agniswar& Matoh Fac
tory, Tirnkatpalli (Tan
jore Diatriot. 

II L. Jaganadham, Matoh 
. Manufacturer, Masuli
·patam. 

5 

8 

The South Indiim LUcifer 
Matoh Works, Sivakasi. 

i I 
Thl' Salem Safety Match.\ 
' li'actory, Salem. 

The Impregnated Match \1 

'" orka, Salem. 

10 
grOBS. 

April 
1925. 

Supplies of wood obtained 
from . Clavakot (Malabar, 
District). Bomba. rnalaban-,' 
cvm avail"ble locally, used 
in the beginning, but dis
oontinued owing to ita bad I 
oolour and crOBB grained 
oharacter. : 

I 

\ Do. Suppliel of wood 
obtained from 
Ola.vakat (Mal ... 
bar llistriot). 

Availa.ble locally. 
Boys Bs.:; per 
month; men RI. 8 
to 10 per month. 

Manufacturel pyrOleohnio matches at present. IFormerly manufactured l&fet,. matohel on a ImaU soale from looal 
woods, but abandoned as it did not pay) • 

30 4th P'eb-' Splints and veneers Packing Daily reo Hand. Looallupply mode- 35 labourers -average 
grOSIl. rnary obtlLined from olLses qnirements ,rate. wage at Bs. 10 per 

1924. Palghatand Kan- obtained if of raw month. 
ji Kode in Mala.- second woOd,7\ 
bar. hand o.ft., pac • 

locally. ing oase 1. 

15 ; Angust I Wood obtlLined from the ... . .. . ..... BCYI Rs. 3 to 'Rs. 8 
gross. 19'14. Matoh Works. Mala.blLr, per month. 

Pa.1ghat. 

5 Novem-I Wood .,btaiued from C. A. ... .. , . ..... 5 to 6 persons-Bs. 5 
grOSI. bel' I Mani & Co., Trichur. to Re. 8 per mouth. 

1925. 



7 I The SuU_ MJltch Faotory. 111 to 18 October
l 

Splinte and veneere obtained 
Elipur, nea1' Xanaparai, I trrOl •• ' 192:.. from Kanji Kode and 
R. 8. Diatriot Triohina- I Palghat; .eoond hand deal· 
polT. I I wood boxe. obtained from 

looal meroh&nts. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Malabar Mat.oh Works, I IiO Novem Wood got from Malabar 
Erode. I trro••. ber Matoh Work., Palghat. 

1926. Bombq" m",,,6.....wum Am· 

K. R. Krishn ... wamy COOt.- j 
ty'. Match Faotor)', 
Udnmalpet. 

, 
5 ; April 

trr088. ; 19l14.. 
! 

Kriahnaewa.my Naidu'. I to 31 April 
Match Faotory. Idngarai 1"'088 1926. 
Thndiyalnr. Dietriot. 
Ooimbatol'fl. 

PUlIhparai JIlatolt Works, 200 I. Jnly 
Kuji Itilde, South Mala- ,trr0l8 19~b. 
bar. box I 

maklftg l !material , 
!mannd8 

of 
splinta. 

ataU and Palai for .plinta 
and veneerl. Packing 
OMe8 pnrohaaed locally. 

Splint. and veneer. got from 
Caloutta. 

Splints and veneer. got from 
PalaniaP}'a Chetty, Palghat 
and. Manl "IJo., 'friohnr. 

Bomb"", McalcabaN'''''' got 
100a\ly. 

12 Sqnirrei"Matoh' Faotory, 5 trr088 Maroh 8plint. and veneen got from 
Vanipmbadi. per dar. 1923. Palghat. 

13 Swan Ma\oll. Fa.otory, De· 20 grOBS1Septem'

l 
v&ljth&Dam V.,aiiamba.di. per. d&)'. ber 

1925. 

Ditto. 

Hand. 

Do. 

Do. 

Stea.m 
power. 

Hand 
power, 

Do. 

Snitable wood oan· I Cheap lahour available. 
not:be obtained! 18to~boy. 'annal 
anT'Yhere in the ' to 12 anuaa per day. 
n81ghbourhood. 

RI. 1-8·0 to RI.8 pew 
head per week. No 
8lDplored 76. 

R •. 160 a month. 

R •. 3 to 'per month. 

3 anna. to 8 anuaa 
per head per day. 

R •. 2 per day for " 
to Ii coolie •. 

Rs. 5 per day fal! 10 to 
12 ooolies. 

CO 
~ 

"'" 
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Government of the Central Provinces. 

(1) Letter, dated the 19th February 19B'!. 

~ith reference to your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1927, on the 
IlUbJect of the condition and prospects of the match-making industry in the 
Central Provinces and Berar I am directed to communicate the following 
information on the various points raised therein:-

A. (1) The woods in use at present for the manufacture of splint, 
veneers and packing cases are:-

(i) Sernal (Bombax malabaric'Um) used for splints, veneers, fl"l. 
making boxes both inner and outer and for packing cases. This 
is the most suitable of local woods for matches. 

(ii) Sahli (Bolwellia serrata) largely used for packing cases and to a 
smaller extent for splints. Veneers of ,alai are also used for 
making inner cases of match boxes. 

(iii) Pulla (Xvdia t-alycina) used for packing case. 
(i,,) G1Mt,fa COdina wodier) used for making inner cases only. 

(2) Woods Nos. (ii) , (iii) and (i,,) are obtainable in sufficient quantities 
from Government forests and malguzari and Bamindari areas and from Feuda
tory States, but the supply of semal is very limited in all the. forests and 
particularly those adjoining the sites of factories working at present. It 
has to be imported from distant pl/i('es, entailing heavy transport charges. 
In one case, 'Viz., the Laxmi Art Mat('h Factory, Bilaspur, all the woods 
are obtained from Jamgaon in the Raigarh State of the Central Provinces 
on the Bengal Nagpur Railway where the factory has taken a forest lease. 
In another case, "iz., the Amrit Match Factory, Kota, semal is obtained from 
the Balaghat and Bilaspur Forest Division!!, Kendra Zamindari and Rewah 
State, while .alai is obtained from the local forests. In the third case, "iz., 
the Housa Match Factory, Kota, ,emal is obtained from the Pandaria State 
(42 miles from Kota), and from the Kendra umindari (5 miles from Kota) 
and a small quantiiy from the Government forests, while ,alai and Jl'Ul1a are 
procured from local malguBari forests. 

(3) Fuel is sufficient. The waste wood of the splints, veneers and 
packing cases is utilised as fuel. In one case a kerosene oil engine of 
5 horse power is worked, the cost of oil consumed being Rs. 79 per mensem 
and in two other caseR ('oal is used for the boiler, the cost of coal being 
Rs. 300 and Rs. 500 per mensem respectively. . 

(4) There is an abundant supply of labour, the wages Bveragill.g all 
follows :-

Men (skilled) Re. 0-12'() to Rs. 1-8-0 per day. 
Men (unskilled) Re. 0-5-0 !.o Re. 0-6.() per day. 
Women (skilled) Re. 0-6'() to Re .. O-12.() per day. 
Women (unskilled) Re. O~'l-O to Re" 0-4.() per day. 
Children Re. 0-3-0 to Re. 0-3-6 per day. 

B. (1) ·No investig~tion as regards sites has heen made in this province. 
(2) There are .three factories. Two are located at Kota, railway station 

Kargi Road in the. Bilaspur distri;t .on t~e Klitni-Bilaspur branch of the 
'BElnga1 Nitgpur RaIlway and onEl IS In .Bllaspur town. The names of the 
factories lire: as follow.: - . . 

The Amrit:Match Fa('tory, Kota .. 1 Bila.8Pu.r distrirt.· 
Th&. Housa: Match Factory, Kob. 5 . 
The LaxmiArt Match Works, Bila~pur: ......• 

All the~e factories are owned, controlled and financed by Indians. The Amrlt 
Match Factory, the capital of which is Rs. 1,00,000 is the biggest of i~ 
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kind in the province and one of the oldest in India, having been established 
in 1897. The following machines are used:-

5 peeling machines, 2 chopping 'machines, 12 frame filling machines, 

1 dipping machine, 6 outer case making machines and 6 inner case 
making machinas. P.ower is supplied by a steam engine. The 
packing of match sticks in the boxes is done by manual labour 
by women. There are 400 employees in this factory. 

The Housa Match Factory which was opened in 1926 with a capital of 
B.s. 60,000 is a small concern and appears to be badly organised. The 
following machines are used. 

2 peeling machines, 3 splint chopping machines, 3 frame filling 
machines, 1 dipping machine, 3 outer case making machines ond 
1 inner case makin~ machine. Power is supplied from a steam 
engine of locomotive type. Inner cases 'are also made by local 
women at their homes at the rate of 2 gross per ·woman per 
day and they are paid at the rate of one anna per gross, the 
material being supplied by the factory. The factory employs 
60 hands. 

The Laxmi Art Match Works which was opened in October 1925, with a 
capital of B.s. 20,000 is a small factory ill which machine production plays 
a small part. The following machines are used:-

1 peeling machine, 1 dipping machine, 1 frame filling machine, 
1 chopping machine, 1 outer case making machine, 1 inner case 
making machine and 2 grinding machines for ('omposition. 
Power is supplied from a 5 horse power kerosine oil engine, 
This factory employs 50 hands. 

(3) The wood used in the factories is wholly indigenous, 
(4) No. 
(5) The following five factories which were established in the province 

have been closed:-

The Ellichpur Match Factory, Ellichpur, Amraoti District, Berar, 
The Laxmi Match Factory, Tumsar, Bhandra District. 
The Saraswati Match Factory, Bala·ghat. 
The Oriental Match Factory, Wardha. 
The Kiran Match Factory, Sehora, Narshinghpur District. 

The Ellichpur Match Factory was closed down during the war, partly 
because it could noli import splints and chemicals from Germany as it used 
to do before the war and partly because it 'did not work throughout the 
year. 

The Luxmi Match Factory was started with a capital of about Rs. 3,000 
and worked with three ~mall hand machines. The main cause of failure 
was lack of. sufficient capital, and til!! following were contributory factors:-

(1) The factory used to obtain wood from a Ion/!: distance instead of 
from the .Government forests close by .for which heavy transport 
charges. were incurred. '. . 

(2) The wood thus obtained could not be used early and most of it 
was rendered usel~8 in the rains. . , . 

(3) The lower wages paid in the· beginning had to. be raised to the 
level prevailing iri bidi factories in the locality. . 

. . The cost of. production, therefore. equalled. if not . exceeded the.pricea 
.. ruling· in the market; hardly leaving· any ma'rgin of profit. 

The S~raswati Match Factory was making matches by' han'd. It used to 
import splints, veneers and packin/!: casf'S from Calcutta. The main cause 
of failure was financial losslClS brought "bout by the necessity of Importinu 
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splilllA!, etc., The owner states that if he had been in a position to purchaae 
machinery, which would have cost about Rs; 6,000 he could have made 
matches from wood produced in the. district. 

The Oriental Match Factory used to make matches entirely by hand 
without any machinery on the lines of cottage industries, which resulted 
in the cost of production being nearly tlqual to the selling price in the 
market. The factory could not therefore hold its own against foreign 
matches. 

No recent information is available regarding the causes of failure .. of 
the Kiran Match Factory. But from previous reports it appears that this 
factory produced only 6 gross per day by hand dipping and that it could 
not compete with imported matches,. partly because it used to import splints 
and veneers and partly because the plant which it had purchased was not in 
working order from the very beginning. 

(6) No. 
C. (1) No special a~rangements are made. If desired permits to extract 

wood can be taken from day to day as is done by one factory. 
(2) The royalty levied on one cart load of wood taken from Government 

forests is Re. 0-8-0 though a conoession rate of Re. 0-4-0 is also allowed. 
The rates of royalty on wood obtained from the neighbouring states and 
local malguzari and Ilamindari forests vary ·from annas 8 to Re. 1-4-0 per 
cart, the States charging higher rates of annas 12, 13 and Re. 1-4-0 per cart. 

(3) No general conoessions have been granted. But the Amrit Match 
Factory obtains wood from the Balaghat and Bilaspur forest divisions at 
coneession rates. 

(4) No restrictions have been imposed. 
(5) No, and no such plantation is at present under contemplation. 
(6) No. 
D. (a) During the monsoon it is impossible to get any wood as there are 

no metalled roads in the interior of the forests and the wood has therefore 
to be stacked in the factories before the setting in of the n.onsoon. 

(b) No special difficulties are experienced during the dry season. In 
the case of sema.l, the local supply of which is limited and has in consequence 
to be brought from long distances by rail and road, the cost of transport is 
ronsiderable. On the whole the cost of transport by cari; and rail, together 
with supervision charges, comes to about a rupee per cubic foot. The fac
tories, however, do not have a single source of supply, and the cost of trans
port of individual factories must therefore vary according to distances. For 
instance, the Amrit Match Factory at Kota has to obtain st-mal from the 
Balaghat forest division, which is its furthest source of supply. The railway 
freight for one wagon load of wood (20 carts) costs the factory Re. 96-4-0 
and in addition the carting expenses from the forest to the railway station 
(about 10 miles) come to ann .... 10 per cart or Re. 12-8-0 per wagon. The 
cost of transport only in this c&lle works out at annal 10 per cubic foot. 
This factory'. nearest souroe of lupply i, the Bilaspur forest division. In 
this case the cost of transport by road. from the forest to the factory, 40 
miles, cornel to RI. 10 per eart. 

The Laxmi Art Match Works at Bilaspur obtains aU its supply of 
wood from Jamgaon in the Raigarh State of the Central Provinces. In: this 
ease the cost from the forest to J amgaOJ1 railway station is Rs. 1-8-0 per 
cart and that from Bilaspur railway station to the factory 3 annas per 
eart, while the railway freiglit from JamgatlD to Bilaspur is RI. ~ 
per wagon (25 carts). 

The House Match Factory at Kota does not incur Ilny expenses on account 
of transport of wood by rail, all its supplies being obtained by road from 
the neighbouring forests. Its furthest source of supply is Pandaria State 
which is 42 miles from Kota. The carting expenses come to Rs. 9_8-0 
per cart from the forest t? the factory. 



E. The consumption of output is largely outside the province. The 
Amrit Match Factory's output is consumed as follows:-

Central Provinces 40 pet' cent, 
United Provinces 30 per cent. 
Bihar and Orissa 30 per cent. 

The Housa Match Factory sells about 50 per cent. of the output locally, 
the other half being exported to the United Provinces. 

The Laxmi Art Match Works sells locally 12 per cent. of the output 
and 88 per cent. ill the other districts of the Central Provinces and the 
neighbouring districts, of Bihar and Orissa. 

F. Excepting the Amrit Match Factory, which is one of theold~st 
established factories in India, the other factories are new. The full capaCIty 
of the Amrit Match Factory is 1,200 gross per day, but owing to excessive 
competition the average output is 4DO gross per day. The average daily 
output of the Housa Match Factory is 50 gross and that of the Laxmi 
A.rt Match Works 100 gross. ' 

2. As regards paragraph 4 of your letter under reply, I am to suggest 
that, should the Board desire to inspect some of the factories in this province, 
the most suitable place would be Kata in the Bilaspur district on the 
Bengal Nagpur Railway. 

(2) Letter, dated the 9th March 1927. 

In continuation of this Government's letter No. 622-5O-XIII, dated 'the 
19th February 1927, I am directed to enclose for the information of the Tariff 
Board, the accompanying extracts from a report of the Chief tJonservator of 
Forests, Central Provinces, furnishing certain additional information, on the 
Bubject and to Bay that this could not be incorporated in the previous letter 
cited above a8 the report was not received in time. 

E:ctract copy oflette'l" No.O.-146-P.-265, dated Pachmarhi, the 15th Feb'I'Uu'I"Y 
1927, from Ohief OOfW~'I"vatO'l" of Forests, Oentro' P'I"ovinces, to the Revenue 
Secreta'l"l/ to Government, Central P'I"ovinces, Nagpu'l" • 

• • • * 
B-1. As Troup points out in his llook (Chapter X)' success in the, Central 

Provinces largely depends on the suitability of Salaiwood.' The' following still 
seem very suitable. . , 

South Ohanda Division.-As Rajamundry is in Madras but getting its 
Bupplies from South Chanda Division by :floating oD. the Godavery. ' 

Ramte" (or near by).-Large and easy supplies of Salai fuel, etc., from 
Pench Ranges and Seoni district: large tanks near by: labour rates probably 
aomewhat above the ordinary. ' . , 

South Raipur.-on the forest tramway near Mohdi or the :M:ahanadi: Salai 
and fuel cheap, labour cheap. . ... " ' " 

~imar.-on the railway anywhere between Khandwa and Burhanpur: 
Salal and fuel cheap and easy: labour plentiful but only fairly cheap. 

. Mandla.-8alai, fuel and labour probably plentiful and. che~p. The above 
Bites would seem to, be first for consideration in the Central Provinces. The 
others .8~g.gested by Troup, namely, .Ghatera (Damoh), Bagra (Hoshangabad), 
Gangalhil'l (Bhandara), Shahpur (Betul) are all on the'railway 'very 'close to 
the sources of supply and with ,¢heap J,abour: they are only B~ond to those 
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llieiltioned above. Others of an exactly similar suitability and hitherto not 
mentioned are: - ' 

Mahasamund.-In Raipur or near the Mahanadi. 
Balaghat.-Any, station between Nainpur and Balagha'&. 
Nimar.-If the Khandwa-Akola railway is built then near the Tapti crossing . .. .. .. * 
C-5. No. The subject of plantations or Bombal[ malabaricum has recently 

been considered but no decision has been reached • .. .. .. * 
D (c). All the sites in B-1 have been selected as on the railway and for 

proximity to the sources of supply of Salai, fuel, etc., Rates for these could 
hardly be cheaper anywhere than they would be at these sites • .. • .. * 

2. The whole question of match factories in the Central Provinces appears 
to hinge on the suitability of Boswellia serrata (Salai). If it is unsuitable then 
it would be a waste of time for the board to tour in the Central Provinces. If 
suitable, then the possibilities from the point of view of cheap raw material, 
cheap labour and sites on the railway would appear to be rosy and the following 
tour could be made. 

llaipur.-Visit by motor the match factory at Kotah, Bilaspur, Mahasa-
mund, and the forest tramway site. 

Balaghat. J --.-
MGndla. To Ramtek and Pench forests by motor; also lS"agbhir. 
Nagpv,r. 

Hoshangabad and Chanda.-Motor to Shahpur and Bagra (open season only). 
Khandwa.-By this tOur all the suggested sites could be visited except 

Ghatera and Gangajhari neither of which is lj,kely to be very important. 
Rajamundry could not be visited from the Central Provinoes but, is easily 
accessible from Waltair. 

Government of Bihar and Orissa. 

Letter, dated B1st Februa1"J/, 1917. 
1 am diIected to acknowledge the reoeipt of your letter No. 58, dated the 

8th January and to forward for the in-
1. Lotter No, 0.-274, dated the 25th Janll- formation of the Board a copy of the 

ary 192', (rom the Conservator of FDresta. letters noted on the margin together 
2 . .tetter No. 478, dated the 12th January with a oopy of a Bulletin* prepared on 

1927, ~m the Dlreo\or of Industries. f 
8. Letter No. 1974, dated the 7th February behalf o,f the provincial department .0 

1927 from the Director of Industries. Industries by Mr. A. P. Ghose comprlB-
, ing his report on investigations whioh 

he made in 1924 into the possibilities of the Match industry .in this province. 
2. The Conservator of Forests (Mr. A. J. Gibson) states that he had 

particular experience of the problems of the match industry when serving 
in the Punjab, and the reply given III his letter No. C.-274, dated the 25th 
January 1927 is in general terms. '1'hl' Director of Industries' letter No. 473, 
dated the 12th January, is in reply to the Press Communique issued by the 
Tariff Board on the 29th November 1926. In his second letter No. 1974, 
dated the 7th February the Director of Industries replies briefly to your 
Questionnaire. I am to request that the opinions expl'esse~ .both by Mr. 
Gibson and by Mr. Gupta may be read as the personal opInIOns of those 
two officers. 

3. If the Board decides to inspect any of .the match factories in this 
pr~e (including the Government DemonstratIOn Match Factory at P~ 

.. Not printed. 
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or any possibly suitable site. for factories, the Local Government will be 
pleased to arrange a tour programme, on learning of the probable dates of 
the Boatd's visit and the length of time that it could spend in the province. 

I 
~llclosure No.1. 

VOW oJ letter No. V.-27.6, dated the 25th Janv,arll 1927, from the Conserva
tor 0/ Forests, Biha,. and Orissa, to the Sec1'etal'Y to the Government 
0/ BiJr.m' and Orissa, Revenue Department. 

SUBlB(J'r: The Indian. Match Industry. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your memo. No. 223-Com.
ll-U-27, dated the 21st January 1927, asking for informatioA required for 
communication to the Tariff Board on the subject of the match industry in 
Bihar and Orissa. 

2. Before discussing the conditions prevailing in Bihar and Orissa, I have 
BOme general remarks to make. 

In paragraph 2 of letter No, 58, dated the 8th January, 1927, from the 
Tariff .Hoard, to the Chief Secretary· to the Government of Bihar. and Orissa, 
which formed an enclosure to your mE>mo. No. 22Wom.-ll-C.-27, dated the 
21st January 1927, reference is made to Professor (then Mr.) R. S. Troup's 
memorandum of 1909 on the match industry in India. That was a most un
fortunate publication, prematurely issued mainly on information supplied 
by a German firm making match machinery. In confirmation I would draw 
your attention to paragraph 64, second sub-paragraph of the report of the 
Indian Industrial ()ommission, 1916-18, published by the Superintendent, 
Government Printing, India, Calcutta, in 1918.. ' 

In 1920 1 was deputed by the Punjab Government to investigate the match 
industry in Sweden. I failed to get access to any match factory in that 
eountry but I learnt a good deal about the strangle hold Sweden then had 
and were still getting over the match industry of the world. On coming 
back to the Punjab 1 got reputable Indian and British firms interested in the 
Bubject of the match industry in the Punjab where the question of the sup
plies of suitable timber was specially favourable, but for reasons best known 
to themselves the Punjab Government squashed the negotiations. The 
lIpportunity was lost, and now every match factory of any importance in 
India is controlled by the Swedish match combine. This faet has, in my 
opinion, a very pertinent bearing on the subject of continuing protection to 
the match industry in India. 

3. As regards the match industry in BIhar and Orissa, reference is in
vited to the comprehensive though possibly rather superficial report of Mr. 
A. P. Ghose, published by the Department of Industries in this province in 
lIl24. This report practically co\'ers the whole of the Questionnaire of the 
Tariff Board and unless Government wishes me to review the information 
given by Mr. Ghose's report I do not propose to go into the matter in detail. 
Besides much of the information required by the Tariff Board can only be 
supplied by the Director of Industries in this Province. 

4. As regards timbers suitable for match making in Bihar and Orissa my 
own opinion is that the Province is ba.dly situated in this respect. There are 
suitable species but they occur scattered over large areas, mixed with other 
miscellaneous forest trees, genarally remote from lines of transport. Owing 
to the conditions under which the trees have grown the timber is often 
crooked and not very suitable for the 'bolts' required for the match veneer 
cutting machines. Consequently wastage is high which re-acts adversely on 
costs. 

5. The remedy lies in starting plantations of trees suitable for match 
making. A start has been made in the Kolhan Forest Division at Posoita 
where 60 acres of inferior sal forest were cleared early in 1926 and partly 
planted up with suitable species from a nursery established at Goilkera. Thia 
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area, is beb~g further extend~d ~y 400 acres this season. The piantation is 
adm,lrably sl~uated oIl: tbe mam lm~ of the Bengal Nagpur Railway (Railway 
station Posolta) and It is hoped will be able to feed any match factories in 
t~e Singhbhum district if the latter are situated at railhead. Another planta
tion has ,been s~arte~ at Berbera, Puri Forest Division, near Balugaon rail
way statlOn WhiCh wlll be able to feed match factories at Cuttack or PurL 

, 6. No trees have ~een sold b~ the Forest Department, Bihar and Orissa, 
duect to match makmg compaDles, The Bettiah Raj forests have supplied 
the Gulzarbagh Government factory with some match woods, . 

7. T~e Questionnaire of the Tariff Board covers a large field at present 
la~gely In the ~alm of theory as regards Bihar and Orissa, and if further de
talls are reqUired, I Buggest that I may be called as a witness before the 
Board when they come and inspect the existing match factories in the 
province. 

Enclosure No.2. 

COP'll 01 letter No. ~78, dateci the 11th Jafl/1J4f"1J 1917, from the Director 01 
Industries, Bihar and on"a, to the SecretOll''II, TariH Board. 

With reference to your Press communique dated the 29th November 1926, 
I have the honour to submit my views on the subject as \hereunder:-

(a) The match industry of this province as represented by the Govern
ment Demonstration Match Factory at Gulzarbagh, Patna, ful
fils all the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission and is, therefore, entitled to Tariff protec
tion against foreign competition or competition by matches made 
in this country partly or wholly with foreign wood. 

(b) I am of opinion that in addition to maintaining or even increasing 
it deemed necessary, the present rates of import duty on finished 
matches, veneer. and splints a suitable duty should be levied on 
all timber imported for the manufacture of matches, splints and 
veneen in thia country. 

(c) All papers, chemicals, machineries and spare parts thereof requiMCi 
for the match industry should be allowed to enter the country 
entirely duty free. 

(d) Royalty on all match wood from the Government Forest should be 
reduced to as low a figure as possible. 

(e) Special freight concession and transport facilities should be afford. 
ed to the industry in order to enable it to avail itself of suitable 
match wood grown anywhere in this country. 

(I) Forest Departments both Imperial and Provincial should be in
structed to put down extensive plantations of suitable match 
wood without further delay. My information is that there are 
some varieties of match wood which grow fast enough to be 
ready for felling within {; to 7 years. 

(11) Government to make an investigation into the working of various 
trusts and combines which have established match factories in 
this country .in order to determine how far they are resorting to 
unfair means of competition against the smaller factories and 
thereby establish monopolies to the det~bnent of th~ purely in
digenous enterprise. Enactment of anti-trust laws In order to 
check and control the operation of combines and trusts inter
ested in the match industry in this country should be under
taken if it were found that they were inimical to the best in
terests of the indigenous industry. By indigenous is meant 
those factories which work entirely with wood grown in the 
country and not imported wood, splints, veneers, etc. 
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COP'll o/letter No. 1974,· dated tlle 7th February 1927, from the Director 0/ 
. Ind'Ulltries, .Bihar and Orissa, to the Secretary to the Government of 

Bihar and Orissa, Revenue Department, Patna. 

SUBJBCT: -Protection to the Match Industry in India. 

With reference to the Government memo. No. 222-Com.-C.1l-C.-27, dated 
the 21st January 1927, forwarding a copy of letter No. 58,. dated. the 8th 
idem, from the Secretary, Tariff Board, on the above subject, I have the 
honour to submit the following information: - ... 

2. When Mr. R. S. Troup, Imperial Forest Economist to the Govern
ment of India, wrote his memorandum entitled "The Prospects of the Match 
Industry in the Indian Empire with particulars of proposed Match 
Factory Sites and wood suitable for Match Manufacture," which was pub
lished in 1909, the province ·of Bihar and Orissa formed a part of Bengal and 
there was no special mention of it in the memorandum. At the instance of 
the Government of Bihar and Orissa, however, one Mr. A. P. Ghose; Match 
Expert, was engaged to investigate into the possibilities of the match in
dustry in this provinoe and his report entitled "Report on, the Investiga
tions into the possibilities of match industry in Bihar and Orissa·" was pub
!shed in 1924, a copy of which is enclosed* for reference. it may be noted 
that as a result of this report, the Government have established .0. match 
factory at Gulzarbagh _which commenced work in April, 1926. 

3. A-I. For supplies of match wood, Chapter V at pages 38-43 of Mr. Ghose's 
report may be referred to. Of the woods mentioned in Mr. Ghose's report, 
the three speoies, viz., Trewia Nudillora, Bombax· Malabaricum and 
Odina Wodier have been found to be particularly suitable. 

A-2. With proper organisation and whole hearted co-ope~ation of all con
cerned, it should be possible to obtain all the requirements of wood from a 
single source. 

A-3. The best fuel is coal, which is plentiful in this province and can be 
had at a reasonable price almost anywhere in the province. . 

A-4. There is no dearth of labour, skilled or unskilled. Skilled labour can 
be had from anUM twelve to rupees two per day depending on the degree of 
skill. Unskilled labour can be had from ann as four to annas eight per day. 

B-1. The sites mentioned in Chapter VI of Mr. Ghose's report are all 
more or less suitable. 

B-2. (a) Government Demonstration Match Factory, Gulzarbagh, was 
started in January 1926. Its capacity is 100 gross JIlatches (1 size) per day. 

(b) Orissa Match Works, Cuttack, was started in June 1925. Its capacity 
is 50 gross (full size) matches per day, which ought to be about 70 gross a day 
with half size. 

(c) Purl Match Industries Company, ·Puri. It was started in 1922 with a 
capacity of 15-20 gross a day and has since increased its output. The Com
pany have also applied for additional machines under the Bihar and Orissa 
State Aid to Industries Act to be installed with a view to further increase 
production to 50 gross per day. 

B-3. All these factories use indigenous woods for splints and veneers and 
packing cases. 
I B-4. Mr. Troup did not mention any place in Bihar and Orissa, in his 
memorandum. 

B-5. About the war~1Jime the undermentioned factories were started:-

1. Santosh Match Factory, Purulia. 
2. Laxmi Match Works, Cuttack. 
3. Sas Match Factory, Ghatsila. 

,. Not printed. 
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4. Sun Match Works, Ranchi. 
5. Keraikela Match Factory, Chakradharpur. 
6. Banpur Match Factory in Puri. . 
7. Match Factory· at Arrah. 
8. Baldeo Match Factory, Kendrapara. 
9. Swadeshi Match Factory, Muzaffarpur. 

10. Rajmahal Match Factory. 
11. Leo Match Factory, Rajgangpur. 
12. Jenapur Match Factory in Cuttack. 
13. Sahu Match Factory, Motihari. 

All of them have either been closed or are in a precarious condition due 
to one or more of the following reasons:-

(a) insufficient capital outlay; 
(b) under estimate; 
(c) wrong selection of match machines and system of work; 
(d) wrong choice of factory sites; 
(e) want of proper technical help; 
(I) difficulty of obtaining proper wood for matches; 
(g) incompetent management; and 
(h) inability to compete with foreign matches or superior matches 

made in the country with imported. wood, veneers, splints, etc. 

B-6. None of the factories a~e owned, controlled or managed by foreign 
capitalists. 

C. 1-4. No information on these points is available in this office. 

C-5 •. The Forest Department appears to be very keen about the planta
tion of match wood but no definite information is available in this~ office as 
regards their future policy and the scope and extent of their present opera.: 
tion in- this direction. 

C-6. No companies or' firms undertaking the manufacture of matches have 
planted suitable trees anywhere in the province. 

D. Rail transportation would appear to be prohibitive unless special con
cessional rates are granted. Floating down the river after the monsoon to 
factory sites from the interior is the cheapest if not by far the most satis
factory method of transport. The actual cost of this method of transport is, 
however, not known as the BeUiah Raj supplied the wood at annas ten per c. 
ft. delivered at Gulzarbagh Match Factory. . 

E. At page 58 of his report, Mr. Ghose says that the province requires in 
a round figure about 1,200,000 gross of boxes of matches per year, and in 
order to be self-contained it needs 40 factories with 100 gross production per 
day with 300 working days in the year. It is, therefore, evident that the 
existing factories can very easily dispose of their production in the local 
markets provided they are able to compete with matches made in Bombay 

. and Calcutta from foreign· woods and in fact the matches are seldom sent out 
of the province. • 

F. Match industry in the province has only recently been commenced. 
Its pros and cons have been fully examined at the .Government Demonstra
tion Match Factory, Gulzarbagh, and it is sure to prosper and develop with· 
tile concessions referred to in my· letter No. 473, dated the 12th January, 
1927 submitted to Govet"nment in the Education Department for transmissioJ:! 
to the Secretary, Tariff Board. 

4. I shall arrange for a tour programme of the 'l'ariff Board, and inspec
tion of factories by them on receipt of sufficient notice to this effect. 
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Government of Bengal. 

~etter, dated the 23rd February 192'1. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1927; 
in which the Tariff Board . asked for certain information regarding the 
condition and prospects of match making industry in Bengal. 

2. In reply I am to say tq.at an enquiry was made in 1922 by Mr. A. P. 
Ghosh, Match Manufacturing Expert, at the instance of the Government of 
Dengal, into the possibilities of match industry in this province and I am to 
iorward herewith a copy of the report* submitted by him which contains 
much of the information asked for in your letter wider reference. I am. also 
to enclose herewith copy of a-letter from the Conservator of Forests, Bengal, 
No. 1473-1-T.-27, dated the 20th March 1925, as well as an extract of this 
department letter to the address of the Director of Industries, Bengal, 
No. 5461, dated the 11th November·1925, embodying the considered views of 
this Government on the several recommendations made in Mr. Ghosh's report. 
AB explained in this department letter referred to, the Government of 
liengal came to the 'conclusion that there were possibilitieS 'for the en
couragement of the match industry, especially as-a home industry, in this 
province, and the Director of Industries, Bengal, was accordingly asked to 
e~amine the matter from thia point of yiew., The ma.tter is still under 
investigation by him and his report is being awaited. 

3. I am also to forward herewith a statement giving detailed information 
as far as available on the various points referred to in paragraph 5 of your 
letter under reply. . 

4. As regards the proposal made in paragraph 4 of your letter, I am to say 
that the (1) Calcutta Match Works, Garden Reach, (2) Western India.Match 
Company's factory, Canal East Road, (3) Esavi India Match Manufactory, 
Muraripuker Road, (4) Pioneer Match Factory, Dum Dum and (5) M. N. 
Mehta Match Factory, Ultadinghi, are good examples of the different types 
of factories for the purpose of inspection. It is however understood that 
the Director of Industries, Bengal, is already in communication with you in 
this matter and is arranging for necessary facilities being given for inspec
tion of some of the factories by the Tariff Board. As regards the inspection 
of sites for factories, I am to suggest that, if the Board find it necessary, 
after perusal of Mr. Ghosh's repol·t, to inspect likely sites in the forests, 
thE' sites selected for such inspection and the proposed dates may be com
municated direct to the Conservator of ~'orests, Bengal, who will thon 
arrange the necessary tour programme for the purpose. 

~;nciosure No~ I. 

No. 1473-1. T.-2'1, dated DaryeeZing, the 20th March 1925, from N. O. 
Milward, E&q., Oonser'llator 0/ l!'orests, Bengal, to the Secretary to ihe 
G01lernment 0/ Bengal, .Re'llenue Department. 

In reply to your No. 1740-For., dated the 21st February 1924, I have the' 
honour to say that I consider the report to be both interesting and' infor
n.ative but much too optimistic in regard to the supplies of timber available 
for the match industry. 

2. From figures given in the report (page 44 (a) and (d» it seems that 
34 cubic feet of timber are needed for 100 gross of splints and 40 cubic feet 
for 100 gross including boxes. Working on these figures and those of 
pages 38-41 and comparing them with the figUl'es of outturn in Form No. 19 
of the Bengal Forest Annual Report for 1922-23 the requirements for the 

• Not printed. 
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match industry exc1usive of waste as compared with the outturn of timber 
and fuel.from all .sources during that year are as follows:-: 

Darjeeling 

K~e()ng. 

Kalimpong. 

Sunderbans 

Jalpaiguri 

Duxa 

Forest Division. 

Chittagong Hill Tracts 

('os's Bazar 

C'hittagong 

'l'OTAL 

Requirements ~ 
not allowing 
for waste. 

(c. ft.) 

1,366,800 

372,600 

617,400 

2,916,000 

122,400 

387,600 

510,000 

60000 

204,000 

._-----
6,556,800 

Total outtum in 
1922-23. 
(c.ft.) 

1,183,000 

741,000 

1,I!87,OOO 

9,940,000 

2,508,000 

3,400,000 

810,000 

1,042,000 

1,166,000 

----
22,477,000 

Of the 2,241,700 cubic feet 13,070,000 were ·fuel and 9,407,000 timber. In 
Darjeeling Division, for instance, fuel amounted to 1,007,000 .and only 
176,000 cubic feet were timber. Since nearly the whole of the supply from 
the acceBSible forests in this Division is required for Darjeeling and the 
tea gardens which have for long depended upon it, it is unlikely that the 
match industry will obtain what· it wants in the accessible areas near 
l.larjeeling and Ghoom. If coal replaces wood fuel in the hills there will be 
more splint wood available but it is doubtful whether it will do so. On the 
other hand . there are some of the leBS accessible areas in and beyond 
Manebhanjan in the Singalila range which may be opened up but clear 
felling can only be done if the forest can be artificially restocked. The gist 
of all this is that anyone who wishes to start a splint or complete match 
factory in the Darjeeling Division can draw useful information from this 
report or the local forest staff but he cannot expect to displace other indus
tries of long standing and must be ready to make a detaile~ examination of 
all the conditions. 

8. The Forest Department has no accurate figures of the available-crop. 
This is a great drawback which has been mentioned before but it must be 
understood that the enumeration of match timbers would be a large and 
expensive undertaking. The species said to be Buitable are many and I 
know of no reason to doubt the accuracy of this part of the report, which 
is after all a specialist's work. The species named by the match expert 
include some suitable for timber but most of them are only used for fuel. 

4 .. The. forests of the province are being worked now so as to make the 
largest possible amount of material available for industry of all kinds from 
accessible areas, consistent with their restocking with species suited by the' 
climate and locality .. Many people seem to be ignorant of the fact that 
trees Qannot be forced to grow. in climates and localities Which are unsuitable 
to them. Mr. Ohose has mentioned some .of the localities which ate being 
lesa heavily worked either on account, of inaccessibility or because there is 



less 'local demand. In the forme~, category, may be meJ!,tioned the north
east and higher part of the Kalimpong ,Division and the north-east of the 
Kurseong Division, and in the latter a' good, deal 'of the, Buxa. Division (for 
kukat species, now that the Duxa Timber and, Trading Company,has,gone 
into liquidation) and much of. ~he forests of, the, Chittagong ,Hill Tracts. 
Most of the- other forests are heavily worked for woodS' which are suitable 
for the match industry and among them, the Sundarbans must, be included. 
In the latter although genwa is already ,being largely used for, matches it 'is 
being obtained each year with more difficulty as there is no regulation in its 
cutting. Paragraph 60 of the 1922-23, Annual Report gives, figurea,of the 
outturn of timber in. the circle. 

'5. Provided that ,the demands of tnose interested 'in' the industry, are 
reasonable, the help which Mr.' Ghose hopes for from, the' Forest Department 
at the bottom of page 51 of his report will be forthcoming but funds will be 
needed for opening up .inaccessible areas and replanting areas cut over. 
Special royalty rates do not appear to be necessary to a well·protected 
industry-the figures on pages 44-~ corroborate this-nor ,can such be hoped 
for if money has to be found by Government for the further development of 
the forests. 

Attached are the opinions of two Divisional Officers (Darjeeling and 
Kurseong). 

Opinion of E. A.. O. Madder, Esq., Deputy OomertJator oi Foresta, Darie61i~, 
Di'lli8Wn. 

The writer of this bulletin has unfortunately ignored the fact'that ther~ 
is a heavy loc,!-l demand' for all classes of forest produce in some of:the 
f9l'ests visited by him. For example, I fail to see the 'object of inclUding 
certain portions of Darjeeling ,Division, such as Ghumpahar Range, where 
we cannot meet the existing local demand or of suggesting a splint factory 
at Sonada when every stick in Senchal 4 is required for the ,firewood and 
timber supply of Darjeeling. 

2. There are, however, certain areas where timber for makiJig matcheS is 
available, but it will be advisable for those interested to first consult th. 
Forest Department as to the, quantity of timber that 'can be spared fot 
matches, after meeting local demand. 

3. On page 54 it is stated that there is an abundance of match wood in 
the Bengal Forests and that a different forest policy is needed to remov. 
all doubts and difficulties in the way of supplying match woods. 

Mr. Ghose has conveniently closed' his eyes to the fact that'a' very lar~ 
number of species mentioned by him are used locally and often in very large 
quantities. ,': 

As'regards a change of policy does :he suggest th~t tlie iocal 'inh~bit$nts 
and local industries should be deprived of the fuel and timber they have ~eJ!. 
~ustomed to purchase from the forests fOr 'years' and"that, Itn. ,timber 
eUltable for matches be reserved for. this PUl'pose:regardlElBlt of l?cal re,q,uirllo', 
ments P __ ., ' 

4. I do not think any change of 'policy i~,'needed by, the For~t Depart
ment: what is 'wanted iathat those interested in. the match ',industrY' must 
realise that the requirements, afthe, local: inhabitantS ,and .local. Industries 
must come first. Had this been realised and had those, intereSted 'in ,£1u;. 
industry been prepared to work in areas where: produce is available, instead 
af pe~is~ntly and deliberately,tryingto, plant. themselves in: for~ts ,'where" 
thte

j 
eXlt8tml~ttllocabl deh~and. eXceed, i. he supply",mattoril ':VouJ,d ,<have _ p.rogr~~~~ 

8 . eas, ale y t lS. ,,' , , ., , 

-- 5. On page 3(( Mr.Gh~ .~~~t~s th'~t .most ~fih~ sP6ci~ suita;bl~ for 
lDatch~ come under thec:ategory ." Kukat. ,*. __ .* '., * *Kukat, h~ 
1Il1S, Ie used as fuel and BOme Kukat haa ~V\lP' lIQ fuel value. 
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Again on page-17, it is stated" Specimens that have much timber 'value 
• * * have not been included in this report." 

- A glance at the results of the timber tests -given on pages 18 to 2Rwill 
ehow that the above two statements are misleading and inaccurate. Some 
o~ the species mentioned are valuable timber trees, e.!I., Gamhari, Lampati, 
Kawla! Lepcha Kawla and the Sundarbans Pussar. Speaking generally, 
there IS a fairly good _ demand for at least 25 of the 99 species mentioned for 
tImber. Samples of 16 specimens from Darjeeling Division have been tested 
(see pages 23 to 25). Eleven of these 16 are sold as timber at present in 
l\CCessible areas. I am inclined to think that the percentage is nearly as 
high in a few other divisions. 

6. The terms "good supply," "fair supply" and "small supply" used on 
pages 32 to 37, when estimating the approximate quantity of timber of each 
species available, must not be taken too seriously; in fact, they are often 
misleading. For example, under "good supply" we find- -

(I) Hemlock (Thingre Salla) extending over a few hundred acres in the 
Darjeeling Division. . 

(2) Chipit extending over many hundred of miles in the Chittagong' 
HilI Tracts. -

(3) Geneva which is not- uncommon over 3,000 square miles in the 
Sundarbans Division. 

7. On page 54, it is suggested that the Forest Department should reduce 
r(lyalty rates for timbeI' for matches. On page 45 Mr. Ghose estimates that 
after paying 3 annas royalty plll8 6 annas felliJ:~ and carriage-9 annas, 
a very fair rate, there will be a minimum profit of Re. 1 per gross of makhes. 
On page 44 it is stated that 1 cubic feet will produre matches for about 
8 gross boxes. Six cubic feet 7will yield about 100 gross cases. 

Our royalty rates for the class of timber required are, on the whole, 
Dot high, and unless the produce is to be given as a gift, I fail to see why 
there should be a reduction except in special cases. 

My No. 254-17-26, dated the 2nd October 1923, on Mr. Sailendra Nath 
Mittra's application may be of use in working out the royalty rates that 
should be charged in this division at least~ . 

8. As regards setting aside special areas for match-making and planting 
suitable species, there should be no trouble or objection provided local 
industries and the local demand is adequately safeguarded. 

Opinion oj W. E. Hodge, Esq., Deputy Conservator oj Forests, Kurseong 
- Di~ision. 

Page 9.-Splint factories.-All produce in accessible places is sold to tea 
p;ardens for box planking or fuel. Small parts of tops, etc., are cut into 
fuel. 
- - Water-aupply.-It is doubtful if the water-supply is sufficient at Sukna 
or Latpanchar. This difficulty could be obviated by installing oil engines. 

Floating.-It is very doubtful if floating is feasible in the Teesta. 
Labour·supply.-I think that Mr. Ghose does not fully appreciate the 

clifficclty of getting labour at Sukna or Sevoke.In the former place there -
ilia fair supply of hill labour which comes down from Tindharia, etc., and 
VOAS back at night. - _ 
• l'his form of labour is very expensive not only from the point of view of 
ahort working hours, but owing to competition with the tea gardens, who 
can afford to pay very high rates during the plucking season. 

In the. latter place there is no local labour available and hW coolies for 
t.he cold weather' months only can be obtained.-- . 

In the hilTs labour for Latpanchar: and Mana will-also be difficult. It will' 
probably be necelsary to open 'out vill!\ges within the for(!St to llrovido 
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labour if anything on a large scale is to, be done. Labou~ will be needed 
for the extraction as well as' the splint making. 

Timber .lIpply.-At Toong and Sakna and also in the Bagdogra Range 
practically all timber is sold to tea estates as box planking or fuel: it hardly 
seems possible to take produce from an established industry to give it to 
one that has only just started. In my opinion we should try and get the 
match people to work at the Latpanchar and Mana and perhaps in some 
place Jlt the foot of the hills between Sukna and Sevoke, but only in the 
latter if they can get people to work there. 

Enclosure No.2. 

Eztract Irom Department of Ayricllltwre and Indll.trie, letter to Director 
of Ind'U8trie., Bengal, No. 6461, dated 11th November 1926 • 

• • • • • • 
2. The recommendations made by Mr. Ghose for the development of the 

Match Industry in Bengal have been summarized in Chapter VII of the 
rf'port. These recommendations so far as they refer to Government may be 
claasified broadly into two groups :.- . 

. (1) those concerning the Forest Department, and 
(2) those concerning the Industries Department. 

The recommendations which directly concern the Forest Department are 
88 follows: - . 

(1) Formulation· of a definite forest policy which would once for aD 
remove all doubts and difficulties in the way of supplying 
matchwood. 

(2) In areas recommended by Mr. Ghose as suitable for the erection of 
match factories plantations of the species which ar(' suitable for 
match wood, as mentioned by him,' in respect of each particular 
locality. 

(3) Conservation of particular species suitable for matchwood purposes. 
(4) Conservation of particular forest areas for the above purpose. 
(5) Granting of special royalty rates. 
(6) Granting of special facilities and help from the Forest department. 

including guarantees of specific quantity and quality, sustained 
supply from particular areas and d~visionB and utilization of 
thefore&t staft' for this pUl1!0se. 

The recommendations which directly concern the-Industries Department 
are the fo11owing:-

(1) Obtaining concessions of freights from the railway and steamer 
companies for raw materials and finished goods. 

(2) Granting loans or Bulisidising in some shape. 
(3) Buying local products for Government or State use. 
(4) Retaining the enhanced import duty on all foreign matches 80 as 

to serve as protection and not enacting to levy any tax on local 
manufacture. . 

(5) Reducing the import duty on chemicals and other raw material 
for matches. 

. (6) Giving general technical advice. 
(7) Starting model match-making factories. 

S." As regards the recommendations which concern the F10rest Departm"nt, 
1".IIl· tp \lnclQse herewi~h for your lnfQrll!ation a copy of tbe letter 
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No. 1473-1T-27, dated the 20th March 1924, from the Conservator of 
Forests, and its enclosure, containing his considered opinion on the subject. 
The Forest Department are on the whole prepared to accept these recom
melldations as guiding factors in dealing with any application made to tJrem 
by individuals for the purpose of obtaining a supply of wood for match 
making provided that the establishment 'of a factory for any branch of the 
match industry does n6t interfere with the supply in any particular locality 
for purposes of fuel wood or wood for tea boxes, etc. It is already the 
accepted policy of the Forest Department to make regular plantations of 
many of the species which are mentioned by Mr. Ghose as suitable for the 
industry, as some of them are also required for the purpose of fuel wood, 
etc. They, however, cannot undertake to make plantations specially of species 
which are useful for match purposes only but not for other purposes unless 
they are satisfied that the industry is likely to be developed in a particular 
area. The same remarkS also apply to Mr. Ghose's recommendation for the 
conservation of ,certain particular species and certain forest areas for the 
purposes of match wood. In regard, however, to the recommendation for 
special r.oyalty rates, the Forest Department would not entertain any appli
cation fl>r any reduction in areas where the supply of wood was barely equal 
to the demand but would be prepared to allow reduced rates, at least tem
porarily in order to secure new business and to develop new areas for which 
there was at present very little demand. Such concession has already been 
aHowed in the case of the ,Bande Mataram Match Factory. 

4. With regard to the recommendations which affect the Industries Depart
ment, I am to say that so far as item 6 of the recommendations regarding 
the rendering of general technical help, mentioned in paragraph 2 above, is 
concerned, Government are prepared to give such help whenever required. 
As a matter of fact, this kind of help is being rendered at present by the 
Industrie!! Department., As regards items 1 and 3 of the recommendations 
which relate to railway and steamer freight concessions and State patronage 
of the products of the local manufacture, I am to state that Government 
would be prepared to consider each application on its merits. Item 2 of the 
recommendations regarding the granting of loans or subsidies can only come 
up after the proposed State aid to Industries Bill has been passed. As 
regards items 4 and 5 of the recommendations dealing with import duties I 
am to Bay that these are matters which concern the Government of India 
and that the Government of Bengal are not required at present to take any 
action in regard to them. ' 

5. As regards the recommendation for the starting of model' match fac
tories you considered the possibility of the establishment of an up-to-date 
match factory capable of producing 1,000 gross boxes per day on the lines 
8uggested by Mr. Ghose in the report and raised the question as to whether 
Government were prepared to accept in principle the desirability of establish
ing a demonstration splint factory at the cost of the State. What you, 
however, evidently intended was the establishment of a self-contained demon
stration factory as the starting of a model splint factory would be quite 
useless unless there were some finishing factol'ies to take over the products 
of the former. 

The match industry is undoubtedly one of great importance, but it is 
already in existence in this province. It appears that the Industries Depart
ment have already undertaken a considerable amount of research work in 
connection with' the, industry, e.(J., as regards damp-proofing and on the 
completion of the new research laboratory huildings already taken in hand 
the department will have facilities for undertaking any fnrther chemical 
rAsearch that is requil"lld. It also apPears that experimentS in splints and 
woods have been made in one of the existing factories. In the circumstances. 
it does not appear that there could be much utility ofstartin~ a model 
factory unless it is intended to demonstrate the commercial possibilities of 
match-making. But .the possibilities of making the industry commercially 
successful depend very largely on wood supply and the position of the factory 
as regards the untettered supply of wood and labour and it is- obvious that a 
Government factory in one. spot would ndt necessarily demonstrate the com-



mercial possibilities ,of a factol'3f in ,another, Ilpot.,', Apart ,from this con
sideration Government feel doubtful as to the soundness, of, ,thellolicy' of 
demonstrating the commercial possibilities of a big factory at the present 
stage and it is evident that only a big factory will pay. Moreover, the 
establishment of a self-contained .factory cannot ,help the cottage industries 
unless 'it is able to build up subsidiary industries of splint and box making 
and confine itself to the finishing, but in that case all its own machin03ry 
being on too large a scale will be useless. In order to help the cottage indus-' 
tries such a factory would also have to be situated in the middle of populated 
country where the home industry can ilourish, and the slopes Of Senchal 
hills where you suggest the 'erection of a demonstration' factory would be 
unsuitable for this purpose. 

6. In the circumstances explained above, Government are of opinion that 
there is no scope for the, establishment of a self-contained, match factory on 
the lines' recommended by :a.,:r., Ghase. They are, however, prepared to 
consider any practical proposals for the encouragement of the match industry 
ill Bengal, especially as a home industry. I am accordingly to request that 
you will be 80 good as to examine the matter from this point of view and to 
submit definite proposals, if,any/for the consideration of Government in ,due 
course. It is understood that, the Government of Bihar and Orissa in the 
Industries Department have started a scheme for the development of the 
match industry in that p~ovince ,and I am to request that you will be good 
enough to obtain details of the scheme for consideration in connection with 
any proposals which may be put forward. 

• * • • 

Enclosure No.3. 

Statement gi"jng detailed in/ormation on tke "anous point. re/wrred to in 
paragrapk 3 0/ tke Tariff Board', letter under reply. 

,A. '(I) (i) and (ii).-Vide pages 17-28 of:a.,:r. Ghosh's report and letter 
No. 1473-1-T.-27, dated 20th March 1925, from the Conservator of Forests, 
Bengal. ' ' • " '. " , 

(iii) Wood for the manufacture of packing cases is available anywhere 
where wood for matches is also available. 

(2) Vide pages 29-37 of 'Mr. Ghosh's report.-
(3) For any factory situated near a ,forest where wood is obtainable in 

Bufficient quantities for matches woOd tor burning as fuel would also be 
available. Only a small proportion: of the' Bengal ,forest trees are suitable 
for anything else except fuel. But near towns or thickly populated areas 
there is a local demand for fuel and the supply would not be unlimited and 
as Mr. Ghosh says on page 52, it might be necessary. to burn coal., 

Mr. Ghosh's report gives' rates for all claSses of tiinbe~ and presumably 
the cheapest rates apply to log required for fuel. It is impossible to give 
estimate of the cost of fuel and the quantities available for fuel for the 
whole of Bengal in more detail than Mr., Ghosh has done. 

(4) Generally speaking labour is plentiful with all factories which 'have 
been established for sometime j but some concerns particularly those which 
have Jute or Cotton Mills as neighbours complain of Huctuation due to 
employees being reluctant, to, remain, for a ,short :timi! with comparatively 
low earnings in order to gain sufficient skill to earn more. In' common with 
other industries some of the smaller. concerns experience difficulty in obtaining 
labour during the harvesting period, but this difficulty is not so great as it 
might be since this, period coincideliwith-the off seasons of the match indus
try. Some of the larger concerns have now installed Box Filling Machines 

* Not printed. 
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80 that child labour .hitherto taking care of that portion of the process have 
,now come into the market for similar ~mployment in smaller capitalised 
factories. 

In so far as future small match factories are concerned; there should be 
no difficulty in obtaining the requisite child labour in view of the attraction 
to the latter being able to earn comparatively high wageS. . 

MATCH F~CTORY: WAGES: (Average per month). 

:Box FILLING DEPARTMENT. 

Children (12 to'15 years). 

Men 

Rs. 20-0-0 (6' ho\11's per' .day, 6 days 
per week). 

Rs: 22-8-0 (10 hours per day, 6 days 
por week). 

. Women Rs. 25-0-0 (10 hours per day, 6 days 
per week). 

In the. larger European Match Factories box filling to a great extent is 
carried out by machines so that few persons are employed in that branch of 
the proceaa. 

Children 

Men. 

Women '. 

Box' MAKING DEPARTMENT (by hand). 

. ... 

Rs. 21Hl-O (Contract) (6 hours per day, 
.. . 6 days per week). 

Rs. 21Hl-O (Contract) (10 .hours per 
day, 6 days per week). 

·Rs. 26-0-0 (Contract) (10 hours .per 
. day, 6 'days per' week). 

The larger concerns do thi~ work either by machines or arrange to' get ~t 
done by contract 'I1orkers working in their own: homes. 

Box MAKING DEPARTMENT (by machine). 

Men Rs. 28 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). '-

DIPPING DIIIPARTMENT. 

Men Re. 28 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). 

FRAME FILLING DEPARTMENT. 

Men Rs. 40 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). 

PIIIIIILING MAollINB DEPARTMIIINT (veneers). 

Men Rs. 35 (daily h~nds) (10 hours per day,. 6 days per week). 

STIOK PWNG DEPARTMENT. 

Men • Re. 85 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). 

STIOK CUTTING DEPARTMENT. 

Men Rs. 28 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). 

. B. (1) Vide pages 88-41 of Mr. Ghosh'a . .xeport.. ... ._ .... . . ..... _. ____ _ 
1d:apa illustrating the sites mep.~iOlw4 ill th\l repor;; ~ot availabl~, 
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(2) It i8 understood that a detailed statement showing the number, loca
tion, size of factories in Bengal, including those working on cottage industrs 
lines, and the, approximate date of establishment .of each' factory has already 
been furni$hed:to- the Tariff Board by the Director of Industries, Bengal. 
A list of registered factories in' Bengal, as now furnished by, the C. I. F., 
Bengal, with such details as are available is enclosed herewith. 

(3) It is understood that a statement on this point has been forwarded 
to the Tariff Board by the Department of Industries, ,Bengal, direct~ 

(4) With the exception of Khulna and Calcutta no match factory 'of any 
magnitude has been started in any other place recommended either in 
Mr. Troup's memorandum or in Mr. Ghosh's report. ' 

(5) None of the factories mentioned in the list referred to in B above 
have been closed, except the Supermantosh Match Factory which was closed 
for the reason stated therein. 

(6) Of' the 14 registered factories mentioned in thE! list one is owned, 
controlled and managed by Japanese, one is owned, controlled and managed 
by Swedes and the rest are Indian owned, controlled and managed. 

C. (1) Almost all the factories are located in or near about Calcutta. 
The only arrangement that has been made for the sale of trees from 
Darjeeling forests (Senchal Block II) to the' match industry is that with 
Babu Sailendra Nath Mitra, Proprietor of the Bande Mataram Match 
Factory by which he has been permitted to remove from coupes in the same 
felling series before they are sold by auction, trees suitable for match-making, 
paying royalty at the ordinary scheduled rites. 

(2) One anna per cubic foot for match wood to be taken from the 
Darjeeling forests (Senchal, Block TI) with effect from March 1927. 

(3) Vide reply to C (l);"boVe. 
(4) As no such applications have so far been received by Government, the 

questions do not arise. ' 
(5) Vide paragraph 3 of this department, letter No. 5461, dated 11th 

November 1925. " ,. . '" 

(6) No. 

D. Vide Appendices It and TIl to Mr. Ghosh's report. 
E. and F. The figures relating to the import of matches into Bengal as per 

statement enclosed and those relating to the estimated production of the local 
factories as shown in the detailed statement which has been furnished to the 
Tariff Board direct by the Director of Industries, Bengal, will furnish an idea 
of the extent of local demand for matches ·and also the stage the industry 
has reached in Bengal. 

Number of registered match factories in Bengal-14. 

Calcutta 
24-Pargana. 
Khulna 

Name of 'factoriflll. 

Locatio-n.. 

Oalc'Utta. 

... (. 

1 

12 
1 

Employees 
app.roximately. 

601 
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S4-Parganal. 

Name of factories. 

1. Calcutta Match Works 
2. Western India Ma;tch Factory 
S. Esavi India MJl.tch Factory • 

Employees 
approximately. 

890 
914 
946 

I. Supermantosh India Match Factory . 

S. Pior.eer Match Factory 

ciosed for p;U;t 12 ~onth~ 
since fire took place. 

6. Radha-Shyam Match' Works 
7. Karimbhoy Match Manufactory 
8. M. N. Mehta Match Factory 
9. Sukalu Match Factory 

10. Sultan Central Match Works 
11. Standard Match Works 
12. Bhagirathi Match F.actory • 

Khutna. 

1. Sunderban Match Works 

Name of factories. 
Oalcutta. 

.. 

.. 
400 
63 

275 
756 
33 
19 
49 

125. 

39 

Date of Establishment. 

1. F~avi India Match. Company's Factory, 36-A, 
Hogulkuria Gulley January 1925. 

S/,-PargotnaB. 

1. Calcutta Match Works, Dilwarjah Lane, Garden 
Reach . 

2. Western India Match Company's Factory, 46-5, 
Canal East Road· . . . • • • 

3. Esavi IndiaM~tch. Manufactory, 46,46-1-1, 
Muraripukur Road 

4. Supermantosh and Company's Match Manufac~ 
tory, 25, South Road, Entally . 

6. Pioneer Match Factory' 16, Dum Dum. Road 
6. Radha-Shyam Match Works, 10, Roy Mathura

nath Chowdhury's Lane, Baranagore 
7. Karimbhoy Match Manufactory, 32, Canal West 

Road 
8. M. N. Mehta Match Factory, 104, Ultadinghi 

Main Road. • . • • 
~. Sukalu Match Factory, 1~ Gurud~ Datta's 

Garden Lane 
10. Sultan Central' Match Works, 35-5, Canal West 

Road 

October 1924. 

September 1924. 

January 1925. 

Ja~uary 1925. 
June 1925. 

August 1925. 

August 1925. 

October 1925. 

November 1925. 

December 1925. 
11. Standard Match Works, ~3, Paikpara Road, 

Tsllah . April 1926. 
12. Bhagirathi Match Factory, 1, Jogan Bysack Roalf, 

Barnagore November 1926. 

Kh·u.Z'I'IQ,. 

I. Q'lD.iorban Ma.tch Works, Khulna. June 1925. 



Quantity in gross 0' boxes. Valua in,Rupe88 . 

-.. . -
Matohes. 

·1920·21. 1921-22. ; 1922-23. 1923.24. 1924-25. 1920-21. . 1921-22. 1922.-23. 1923·24 . 1924-25. 

!. , - .. 

Sl!fety }l.879,961 3,968.839, 3.268.417 .3.002,587 2,157.211 42.06,338 .6460,748 44,72,802 47.49.112 30,90,761 

CthQ sorts . 62,047 12.500 ;87481 39.409 78.90:! l.O',513 26,578 1.03.913 54.875 1.37.648 

,. - • 
,T'1TAL .MATCHBII . : 2.942,008 . 3,981.339 .. 3.355,898 3,041.996 2,236.120 43,14,851 .61,87,326 45,76,715 .48,03.987, 32,28,409 

. . .. 

,Quantity in lb. Value in Rupees. 

~~a.toh-ma.king materials (at 
. the Caloutta port). 

·.1920-21. )921-22. ;1922-23. 1923-24. 1924-25. 1920-21. 1921-22. 1922-23 .• 1923-24".· 1924-25 • . 
\ .. . 

Ul?;dipped splints ... ... -.. '" 319,190 ... ... ... .. . 71,861 

Veneers for matoh boxes and ... ... '" '" 705.132 ... '" ... ... 2,71,812 
J!:Illpty boxes. . 

I 
I 

TOTAL ... ... '" '" 1,024,322 ... '" ... .., 3.43,673 
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Government of the Punjab. 

Letter, dated S.&th Februaf'1J 19$7. 

With reference to your letter No. 58, dated 8th January 1927, to the 
address of the Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab, I am directed to 
forward herewith a copy of a joint note on the Match Industry in the Punjab 
written by the Director of Industries and the Chief Conservator of Forests, 
Punjab, which deals with all the points raised by the Board. 

2. With reference to paragraph 4 of your letter under reply I am to say 
that if the Board could give an indication aft\lr a perusal of the enclosed 
joint note as to tbe approximate date of their visit with the places to be 
inspected, necessary suggestions for a tour programme will be forwarded. 

The Match .. ,naking Industry in the Puniab. 
(A note compiled with special reference to the Secretary, Tari1l' Boord letter 

No. 58, dated ~th January 1927, to the Chief. Secretary to the Government 
of the Punjab.) 

(Vide Secretary, Development Department, Punjab's endorsement No. 423-
A.D., dated 27th January 1927, ,to the Chief Conservator of Forests, 
Punjab.) 

General. (Last sentence of paragraph 2 ,of the Tariff Board's letter.) 
The present condition (If the match-making industry in the Punjab cannot 

be described as flourishing; but there is little, if any, reason to despair 
provided that it is recognised that the building up and growth of the industry 
depends:-

(i) ·On ready co-operation between the Punjab and its neighbours, the 
Kashmir, Chamba and Bashahr States; , 

(ii) On reasonable protection against the unduly cheap marketing of 
foreign matches or matches manufactured from foreign wood in 
India by powerful foreign match companies and combines; 

(iii) On the grasping of every favourable. opportunity to improve com
munications and cheapen transport with the forests of the higher 
hills, which contain a very large supply of wood believed to be 
suitable for match making. 

At the moment there is only one match factory in the Punjalr-The Maha
lakshmi Match_Factory'at Shahdara, near Lahore, owned and operated by 
Sir Daya Kishan Kaul and Sons. This factory is equipped with up to date 
and efficient machinery and is conducted with sufficient expert knowledge of 
match making; but it is hal~dicapped by the fact that it was erected without 
adequate consideration of the difficulty of obtaining, near Lahore, a sufficiency 
of cheap wood suitable for rnatchsplints and box' veneers. It should at once 
be made clear that this factory was started without consultation with the 
Forest Department, who cannot, therefore, take any responsibility for the 
difficulties in which the factory now finds itself. The factory continues to 
work by buying blue pine (l>inus excelsa) wood in the open market and supple
menting supplies of this wood by small quantities of other woods, chiefly the 
Bill Poplar (Populus ciliata) and the riverain Poplar (Populus eupbratica): 
bllt Blue Pine wood is in reality too valuable a wood for match splints, 
(though entirely suitable for box veneers), while the other 2' woods cannot be 
had in sufficient quantities or of .,:000 enough ~uality at present. The pros
pects of the match-making industry in the Punjab are sutliciently good, pro
vided that it is recognised t·hat development must, by the condition of things, 
be slow and muSt involve the investmen~ of capital on a considerable scale. 



'l'he Forest Department's views on ilie prospects are set forth in -general terma 
in a note entitled" Note on the possibilities of establishing a Match Industry 
in the Punjab" iBBued by the Utilization Circle, with the approval of the 
Chief Conservator of Forests, Punjab, a copy of which is attached (En
closure 1). 

The J!'orest Department believes that a real development of this industry 
depends on the utilization of the lal'ge quantities of Silver- Fir and Spruce 
wood growing in the remoter parts ot the High Hills. But, since it ia clear 
from actual experience at the Mahalakshmi lfactory that these 2 woods are 
not suitable for " peeling" when the sap has been dried out after transp0rli 
by water over long distances, the development of the industry will, it -ib 
believed, depend upon the preparation of splints in special splmt factoriea 
erected in the close vicinity of the Silver J!'ir and Spruce ¥orests, and transfer 
of the manufactured splints from these factories to the plains, where th& 
finished match would be produced ata .central factory, located at a spot., 
where packing case and box veneer material, chemicals, .and paper can be 
obtained in sufficient quantities at reasonable cost. But development on 
these lines is very lal;gely dependent upon improved commuilica~ions, since 
the cost of transport of .. splints" must be as low as possible if a match is 
to be produced at a competitive price. In practice it would appear that _ the 
industry must be started on a small scale, utilizing such accessible forest 
areas as there may be at present, and gradually expanding as improved com
munications and cheap transport enable fresh forest areas to be exploited for 
match wood. Nor must it be forgotten that but a small proportion of the 
supply of Silver Fir and Spruce wood, available in Norther-n India, actually 
lies within the bouhdaries of British l'unjab; the proportion is probably nOli 
more than 10 per cent. of the whole, while Chamba (10 per cent.), Bashahr 
(10 per cent.) and Kashmir (70 per cent.) all contain forests which could 
provide these woods to a large central finishing factory situated in the .l'unjab. 
t;uch a factory, given patience and time, might provide for the whole of the 
mstch demand of Northern India,' (Punjab, United Provinces, North-West 
I!'rontier Province and the Native States ~djoining). 

Source', etc., 0/ wood 8uppZy.(A (1) of Tariff Board's letter.) 
Th& following \'Ioods in the Punjab are believed to be suitable. for IDat~h 

making:-

Silver Fir (Abies Pindrow) 
Spruce (Picea morinda) 
Blue Pine (Pinus excels a) 
Hill Poplar (Populus ciliata) 
Riverain poplall (Populus euphra-

tica). 

J For splints (when green) and packing 
cases. 

For splints and box veneers. 
J!'or aplin~. 
For splints. 

Simal (Bombax malabaricum). For box veneers. 

The Punjab Government only owns one important area of SiZver Fir and 
Spruce -/orestB, namely _ that lying in the Kulu and Seraj Forests Divisions. 
These forests can produce at least 1 million cubic feet of match wood annually 
in perpetuity, but without improved cO'llt1l~wnications they are economical!u 
inaccessible to the 1l1atcl~ manufacturer ,since the wood must be 'USed green. 

Subject to the qualifications as to accessibility there is a furth'!.r supply in 
the North-West Frontier Province Government forests of. Hazara District, 
which could yield probably another 750,000 cubic feet per annum (of which 
Bome 50,000 cubic feet may prove to be immediately accessible). The forests 
of Chamba State contain another million cubic feet, but are unlikely to be 
l!C(Jnomically accessible for many years to come, the same remarks applying 
to the forests of Bashahr Sta.te, (which will give another million cubic feet 
per annum). The Kashmir State will produce some 5 to 6 million cubic feet 
,er annum, of which probably 1 million cubic feet could be exploited imme
&iately. The visible supply of Silver l"ir Ilnd Spruce wood in the north of 
'Adia, utilizable by a Punjab Match industry is therefore round about 9-111 
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million'iinbic feet per annum, of which however probably a little more than 1 
million 'cubill feet lire at"present'economically accessible for 'match splints; 
while''Probably! rnillioncubic'feellmore could be produced from Kulu and, 
Seraj forests' fot packing cases," since"water-borne' wood" is, suitabht' for this 
purpose. 

'The Blue Pine is available in considerable quantities but has a value which 
places it beyond the -reach ,of the mamlfacturer 'of 'matches on a large scale, 
except' for box veneers~' t The, Punjab 'Government forests would' certainly 
produce '50.,000. cubic feet ,of' wood a year suitable' for this'purpose' and i:mnie. 
diately available, {since'water-borne ,Blue Pine wood is suitable). The other 
localities mentioned above' will produce 5 or 6 times,this quantity so that 
there is no question' that sufficient quantityof this wood is available for 'box 
veneers for the largest factory. ' 

_ The Hill Poplar is"not at present found in large 'enough quantity in con~ 
centrated' areas to allow of sole dependence upon this wood by a factory. 
However even at present it might prove a ilseful source of supplementary 
supply: while it is possible that plantations of this tree could be groWliin 
~uitable localities without very great difficulty; " 

,The Riverain Poplar' is 'at presel1t found' in considerable quantities only 
along the Indus river in the Muzzafargarh and Dehra Ghazi Khan Districts. 
The present stocking of' the forests is, extremely poor owing to past neglect, 
and the production' of wood buitable for match making does not exceed 10.,000. 
cubic feet per annum. Steps are now being taken to improve the quantity 
and quality of wood in these forests, and it is possible that after some 20-25 
years the supply of wood will gradually increase to a maximum of 75;000 
rubi(' feet per annum. It is also posSible that the supplies of this wooi, 
could be considerably increased by plantations in riverain areas, or even in' 
parts of the Irrigated plantations ~f the Punjab. ' 

The Simal does not at present form large forests in the Punjab so that no 
large quantities of this '\food are at present available for box veneers. It is 
just possible that supplies of this wood could be increased by planting. 

Proximity emd /Jccessibilityo/supplies. (A (2) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

Information on this point, has been included in the preceding section. 
To sum up it can be said that supplies. of the most abundant woods; namely, 
Silver Fir and Spruce depend entirely on improved communications. These 
2 woods could not be 'obtained in full quantity from' a single source, thll 
position is summarised as follows for these 2 woods..:-

Silver 'Fir and spri",ce. 

8o'lrce. , available. avaiIabl'. 
\

' U1tima.tely. Now 

-------------~ ----'--- ----,---

Punjab, (Kul,l SeraH 

North West Frontier Provinoe (Kagan) 

Chamba. States 

Basha.hr State 

Ka.shmir Stat' 

TOTAL 

C. ft. 

1,000,000 

750,000 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

6,000,000 

9,750,()00 

C. ft. 

50,000 

1,000,0111) 

1,050,003 
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The blue pine forests are all accessible by river and subject to cost, (which 
i.e to-day round about 12-14 annaa per cubic foot in the log), are in suffi
ciently close proximity for use in a plains finishing factory for bDx veneers: 

The Rinll.in poplar forests are the only .other immediate source of supply 
and are concentrated in 2 neighbouring districts in the South. West Punjab. 
Supplies are at present limited, but will increase. The forests are all acces
Bible and are in close enough proxilUity to any locality likely to be used for 
match manufacture. 

Fu,d 8U,PP~JI. (A. (3) Tariff Board's ietter.) 

The fuel woods available in tbe plains are Shisham; Mulberry, Jhand. and 
Fa'l'ash, the 2 former growing in irrigated plantations a.ndthe 2 latter in the 
dry rakhs. Supplies from dry rakhs will rapidly decrease with. the advance 
of irrigation. There ·will always be aIlJPle supplies of fuel for match factories 
in the plains at a l'ost of approximately 10 per cent. c. ft, stacked for Skiskam 
and mulberry and Rs. 6 per cent. c. ft. stacked for Jh.and. and Farnsk, For 
splint factories in the Hills there will be ample supplies of fuel in the form 
of waste· wood from conversion, .branch wood, etc., at a -cost of some ,4. annas 
per maund. 

Available B1lpplll ollab~u.'C and wages, (A. (4) of Tariff Board's l~tter.) 
The Mahalakshmi Match Factory experiences no difficulty in getting an 

adequate supply of labour. The whole process of match manufacture, from 
the sawirig of the logs to the packetting of finished products requires a certain 
amount of skill, which is not difficult to acquire. The labour employed in the 
factory consists of:-

Skilled 137 men and boys, working on machines. 
Wages range between B.s. 8 and Re. 25 per mensem according to 

qualifications and age. 
SkiUed 12 mechanics, mistries, fitters, etc. 

Wages range between Re. 15 and Re. 80 per mensem. 
UnskiUed 35 men working in the timber yard, stores and for transporta

tion of finished pEoducts. 
Wages range between Rs. 20 and its. 25 per mensem. 

Match FactO'l'Jl sit ea. (D. (1) of Tariff Board's letter.; 

Mr. Troup has mentioned Beas and GhaziGhat as 2 possible but not pro
mising sites for match factories. Beas is not suitable in view of the fact that 
sufficient supplies of cheap wood for splints would not be available, owing to 
the more or less established fact that Silver Fir 'and Spruce timber when 
carrieci long distances .by water is not suitable for match splints; the site is 
by no means the most suitable for a central finishing factory. At present at 
any rate Ghazi Ghat is not suitable for a factory, since present supplies of 
wood are insufficient to feed even the smallest factory. In fact an investi
gation carried out in 1909-10 by Messrs. Macbeth and Monto proved this to 
be thio case: the position has not yet sufficiently improved to permit of revi
sion oi their decision. After the lapse of some 20 years it is possible that 
the supply of suitable wood will have sufficiently increased to justify the 
erection of a II Splint" factory at this place. 

For reasons already stated the Forest Department advocates a Central 
Finishing Factory to which prepared "splints" would be sent from special 
splint factories, located in the neighbourhood of the forests growing suitable 
.. splint" wood. There will be no objection however to "splint" machinery 
at the Central Factory on a small scale to deal with such quantities of suitable 
woods as can be economically obtained but not in large enough quantities for 
anyone locality to justify the erection of a splint factory in situ.. 

Probably Lahore is a quite suitable locality for the Central Finishing FaG
tory, which will deal with the chemical side of the industry, making of packing 
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cas'~s, m~king of match boxes, making of splints (In a smail scale, and labeiiirig 
and packing. -Such a factory must be on a main line of railway, as near as 
reasonably possible to ports, admitting the necessary chemicals, etc., and yet 
not unduly far from the centre of thl' wood producing areas-Lahore fulfills 
this purpose sufficiently, so that the Mahalakshmi Factory may be considered 
to be satisfactorily located. 

Splint factories could almost certainly be established immediately in the 
Vale of Kashmir where supplies of Silver 1!'ir and Spruce wood are unusually 
accessible. No details can however be given by the Punjab Forest Depart
ment as to the number and location of such factories. 

Lack of communications at present limits the possibility of establishing 
splint factories elsewhere: but it is believed that a' factory would be justified 
at Balakote at the foot of the Kagan Valley in Hazara District and possibly 
also above Shinkia::-i. in the Siran Valley of the same district. .An extension 
of rail facilities to the borders of or on to Kulu coupled with good cart 
roads would open np a possibility of 2 more splint factories, probably located 
at (1) Bhuin (at the junction of the Beas and Parbatti Rivers), and (2) above 
Monall at the head of the Beas 1tiver. Other factories in the High liills are 
out of the question unless good communications are established, and there 
seems little immediate prospect of such a development in Chamba and 
Bashahr States in the near future. .As already stated a splint factory at 
Ghazi Ghat may prove feasible 20 years hence. 

Number, etc. of Match factories in the Punjab. (B. (2) of Tariff Board's 
, letter.) 

The only match factory in the Punjab is the Mahalakshmi Match factory 
(proprietors-8ir Daya Kishen Kaul and Sons) located at Shahadra, near 
Lahore, started in 1925 and equipped with modern machinery of German 
make. It is understood that a splint factory subsidiary to this Central fao
tory has just been erected in Kashmir State to utilise a concentrated area of 
poplar (populus alba) forest which is the property of Sir Daya Kishen Kaul: 
but no particulars are available in the Forest Department. The factory at 
Shahdara is at present designed to deal with 1,000 gross boxes of matches 
daily, but is at present believed to be working at about I of its full capacity 
owing to lack of wood. The factory started work in 1925. 

Utilization of indigenous wood. (B. (3) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

Owing to (1) difficulties of extraction, (2) laek of communications with the 
important sources of Silver Fir and Spruce wood supply and (3) the dearth 
of w,ood, other than Silver Fir and Spruce, suitable for match making, the 
Forest Department has not yet been able to supply large quantities of wood 
for the manufacture of matches. The following statement gives the necessary 
statistics on this point:-

Price por Cost por cub'o 
Kind of wood. Quantity sold. cubio lOOt. foot solid of 

soli 1 realised. extraction. 

C. ft. Re. A. P. Rs. .t. P • 

Riverain Poplar . .. . . 17,000 ·0 3 0 0 1 5 

Blue pine . . 12,903 012 9 

I 
o 10 0 

Fir . . . 1,666 0 6 9 o 14 0 

• Price for firewood and match logs combined works out at approximate 2 
'anl'las per 'c. ft. solid. This figure has been r.aised 50 per cent.' for match 
logs alone. 



Erection ollactories on Mr. Troup', sites. (B. (4) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

No match factories have been ereoted on the sites contemplated by Mr. 
Troup for reasons already explained. 

(J1,osur6 o"actories owing to jinanciallosses. (B. (5) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

No match factories in the Punjab have so far been closed owing to financial 
losses: but unless conditions governing the supply of Silver Fir and Spruce 
wood can be improved (chiefly by means of improved communications with 
the Inner Himalayan forests), the position of any Match factory in the Punjab 
must remain precarious. ' 

Foreign capitalists and the Match Industry. (B. (6) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

No Match factories in the Punjab are owned or controlled by foreign 
capitalists. 

Arrangements for sale of wood from Government forests. (C. (1) of Tariff 
Board's letter.) 

Wood is purchased by the Mahalakshmi factory in the open market, either 
at auction or at rates based upon prices realised by sales of similar wood at 
auction, from the Government depots. 

Restrictions on concessions to foreigners. (C. (4) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

The royalties on wood sold by the Punjab Forest Department to the Maha
lakshmi Match Factory have been approximately as follows:-

(i) Blue Pine (Pinus excelsa) 1 anna per c. ft. 
(ii) Silver fir (Abies pindrow) and Spruce sold at a loss. 

(Pices morinda). 
(iii) Riverain poplar ~Populus eupbratica) 1 anna per c. ft. 

Concession, for extraction of wood. (C. (8) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

No concessions have so far been granted. 

Restrictions on concessions to foreigners. (C. (4) of Tariff Board's 'lettei .. ) 

The question ha., not so far arisen in the Punjab so that,no general poli('y 
has as yet been formulated. 

l'lantations for production 01 Match wood. (C. (5) of Tariff Boal'd's letter.) 

No plantations of this nature have so far been formed in the Punjab for 
production of wood, suitable for match-making. In the event of a successful 
development of the resources of Silver Fir and Spruce, such plantations on a 
large scale would hardly be necessary as ample supplies of these woods exist 
to meet all possible demand for matches in Northern India. Some experi
ments are, however, about to be undertaken to see whether the supplies of 
riverain poplar (Populus euphratica) and Simal (Bombax malabaricum) can 
be increased by planting on an economic basis. 

Plantations bll manufacturer of matches. (C. (6) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

No plantations of this nature have been made in the Punjab. 

Condition, and cost of transport. (D. of Tariff Board's letter.) 

Road transport in the High Hills is possible between April and December: 
snowfall stops traffic during December-March. Innudation prevents tranll" 
port frgm the riverain poplar forests during the monsoon period. ' 
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River Transport of logs is usually carried out in the spring and early 
summer between the melting of the snow and the flooding of the rivers with 
the establishment of the monsoon in July-August, some log floating fs also done 
in the autumn Qommencing before the monsoon begins to subside. 

Rail transport is possible at all seasons of the year. The cost of transport 
can be put at the following rough figures:- '. 

(i) By ropeway, timber slides, etc. 
(ii) . By bridle road (pack animals) 

(iii) By hill cart road 
(ill) By other cart roads 
(11) By river 

(vi) By rail 

6 pies per maund per mile. 
1 anna per maund per mile. 
3 pies per maund per mile. 
Ii pies per maund per mile. 
t pie per maund per mile. 
t pie per maund . per mile. 

(And 2 pies per maund terminal charges.) 

For the Central finishing factory at Lahore methods (i), (iii), (11) and (lIi) 
would be utilised for wood or splints required.. For splint factories in the 
hills methods (i), (ii) and (iii) would be utilised. 

Local demand 'Ior matche!: dispo.mls Irom local lactone,; . (E. of Tariff 
Board's letter.) 

It is difficult to find out exact figures of consumption of matches in the 
Punjab,as imports of matches into the Punjab are not separately recorded 
in the Provincial Trade reports. However, a statement showing the imports 
into India of matches and the estimated imports into the Punjab is enclosed 
(enclosure II). The figures for the Punjab have been arrived at on a popula
tion basis, i.e., 1/13th of the total Indian imports. The imports for the last 
two. years have considerably decreased. The decrease might be attributed to 
the establishment of match factories in India. The Shahdara factory which 
is capable of turning out 1,000 gross of boxes per dayis at present producing 
750 gross a day. 'rhe output during 1925-26 was 95,682 gross of boxes, which 
represents about 1/5th of the estimated consumption of matches in the Pro
vince. The entire output of the factory is disposed of in the Punjab and 
North-West Frontier Province through agents. The demand is far in excess 
of what it can possibly tUrn out. 

State which the Match Industry has reached in the PWfI,jab. (F. of Tariff 
Board's letter.) 

The industry is still in its infancy in the Punjab and development must of 
necessity be slow, depending as it does (i) mainly on the opening up of the 
inner Himilayan forests by adequate cart road and railway development, (ii) 
the steady, but uecessarily slow improvement of the riverain poplar forests 
in the S. W. Puniab.' . 

Inspection 0/ Matd. /actol-ies by the Board. 

The Mahalakshlui Match Factory can be visited from Lahore at any time 
on application to Sir Daya Kishcn Kaul and Sons, Abbott Road, Lahore: as 
also the recently erected Splint Factory in Kashmir, .by rail and motor from 
Lahore to Srinllgar (2 days' journey). 

Enclosure No. I. 

Note on the Pos.~ibility of establishing a Match Industry in the Punjab. 

1. This note is dl1signed to supply vreliminary information to the many 
firms and privata individuals who appear to be anxious to establish match 
factories in the Punjab and elsewhere in India, by using wood from the Punjab 
forests. 
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2 •. There are very large quantities of silver fir and spruce wood in the far 
distant and not easily accessible forests of. the. Himalaya proper, notably at 
the head of the Beas, Sutlej., Chenab and Jhelum valleys-by far the greater 
part of available supplies being situated in Native States, such as Kashmir 
(Jhelum and Chenab rivers),. Chamba (Chenab and Ravi rivers) and Bashahr 
(Sutlej river) .. The forests lie in the heart of the Himalaya proper at adis
tance by river or by bridle path and cart road of. 300 miles or more from 
the Punjab plains. Both these woods are suitable for packing cases and, 
under certain circ'tmstances, for match splints. They could ·be supplied up 
to a total of some 25 lakhs of cubic feet of logs a year.· But the circumstances 
under which silver ·fir and spruce are suitable for match splints are an a11-
important factor; and require detailed expert examination before anyone 
would be justified in establi8hing a match factory, depending mainly upon 
these woods. Sa far as the limited information in the possession of the 
Forest Department goes, it can be said that these woods must be put thro~gh 
the splinting machines green (that is to say, with the natural sap still in the 
wood, and that they lend themselves more to conversion into round grooved 
splints of the "pine vesta" type than to conversion into the more' common 
square splint. At the same time it is possible that experiments with green 
wood (which have· not yet been carried out) ·may prove that good square 
splints can be made from such wood. It must be clearly understood, there· 
fore, that it is very doubtful if silver fir and spruce logs carried to the Punjab 
plains by water will be suitable for any other purpose than packing cases and 
similar purposes; gO that it may prove necessary. to arrange for splint manu
facture in the vicinity of the forests, and not in th!! plains. It is clear from 
the above that very careful calculations of costs, etc., are essl;lntial before 
launching any large schl;lme of match manufacture in the Punjab. 

On the other band, there are large supplies of kail wood'in the sam!! loca
lities to. meet the demands of large match factories for match box veneers 
and splints. . For both these purposes" this wood. is quite suitable, even. after 
extraction to the plains by water. . 

3. While it is true that large supplies of wood are available in the forests, 
it is·by no means hue that any·of these woods can be obtained in the plains. 
either in a form .(see the remarks above regarding silver fir and spruce wood) 
or at a price which makes their use. for match-making a sound commercial 
proposition. In the case of silver. fir. and spruce. forests, extraction from the 
forests, and by th" rivers, is a very difficult and comparatively expensive· 
operation: .nor can costs. be reduced without very heavy initial capital outlay 
on lines of transport (such as ropeways, logging roads and flumes), and on 
river improvement (to pnable logs to be,. floated out of the higher reaches of 
the river). Without such capital outlay it is impossible to tap more than 
perhaps 10 per cent. of the silver fir and spruce forests at: all, while sO' far as 
limited experience has shown, even in the case of this 10 per. cent. it is prob
ably impossible to deliver logs~ of these timbers in the plains. at a cost price 
figure of less than 9 to 12 annas perc. ft. (thi~ figure including no value for 
the wood itself). The ('ost of delivering silver fir and spruce logs at a factory 
situated'·in~~the near vicinity of the forest would probably be round . about 4 
annas per c; ft. (again this figure includes no value for the wood itself). 

The position lD the case of kail wood is somewhat more favourable as re
gards extraction; but the demand for this wood for general purposes is suffi
ciently keen to give a market value to the wood, which tends to {lut the wood 
almost out of the reach of any but the largest and most highly organised' 
match factories. This wood is, to-day, worth some 14 to 16 annas per c. ft. 
in the log, sold at plains depots. 

4. Apart from the problem of wood supplies, a Punjab match factory would 
be faced with difficulty in obtaining the requisite chemicals and paper at a 
reasonable price, since, at present at any rate, India does not produce these 
requisites ill large enough volume or at a price, to enable Buccessful competi
tion with the large match" combines" of Europe and Japan. So real is this 
difficulty that, even where wood has been obtained in India for match splints 
and boxes, firms have preferred to sell thO!!e unfinished products to the large 
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European /I combin~s " to be turned into the finished match. For this reason 
also it follows tha~ none but the biggest scale and most highly organised 
C'oncern could hope to establish a profitable match factory in Northern India. 

5. Even if the difficulties detailed and implied above were surmountable, 
it cannot be too str!)ngly emphasised that none of the suitable woods could be 
used at any distance from the river depots, to which they are brought, owing 
to the high railway freight chargeable on so bulky a commodity (thus enquiry 
showed that freight from the Punjab depots to Patna in Bihar s.nd Orissa 
would amount to some 14 annas per c. ft.). This, combined with a relatively 
high initial cost of wood, obviously makes the export of Punjab woods to other 
parts of India for match-making an entirely uncommercial proposition. 

6. Enquirers often ask whether Government will supply wood for match
making purposes at concession rates. The answer to that question must be 
in the negative, since the Punjab Government rightly holds that a business, 
dependent upon a permanent Government subsidy, (which is what a concession 
price, namely one below the market price of the raw material, amounts to) 
is not to the commercial advantage of the Province. While some temporary 
subsidy of this nature might conceivably b!l considered for a limited period 
during and after thE. establishment of a match factory, it is useless for en· 
quirers to base any plans upon a price for wood below the ruling market price 
from time to time, or for them to count upon obtaining a very long period 
contract with Government for the supply of timber at a fixed price. It may, 
however, be said that, ~o far as can be foreseen, it will be many years before 
the general market price of silver fir and spruce wood will rise to a figure 
approaching that for ku.il, so that subject to cost, the purchase price of these 
woods probably is and will be within the rllnge desirable for match-making, 
provided the industry is based upon large scale production and a high standard 
of efficiency. 

7. From what has appeared, above, it cannot be advised that any firm or 
individual, should consider the establishment of a match factory except upon 
a really large scale and upon the most up-to-date and efficient principles; 
,while it is a matter of grellt practical importance to consider what hope, if 
any, there is of competing with the powerful "combine," which control the 
match industry in Furope, or with the low prices at which Japanese firms 
lire prepared to sell in India. Centainly no one would be well advised to 
commit themselves to any scheme for match-making in the Punjab until they 

'have had the advantage of the best availa,bleexpett advice from specialists, 
who have had long and intimate experience of match-making as carried on in 
Europe and Japan. 

S. The Forest nepartment will always be ready to consider the question 
of supplies of wooi if, and when, a firm or individual can prove that the 
proposition is based, upon a sufficient knowledge of the actual problems to be 
solved and sufficien;; financial backing to ensure that large capital outlay in 
the forests would not be followed by the disappearance of the demand with 
t.he disappearance of the match manufacturer. It will readily be understood 
that nothing but a really large ,and permanent demand, at a fair price, for 
the woods, indicated as suitable for match splints, would tempt Government 
to invest the large capital required to open out the forests. 



TneJ"sure No. n., 
StGtBm"" .AOtDingtA. imjlorl' illto I"li~ ~nd .dim~tBd import' i"to tA. p"nj~& 01 tlllJtcAe. .nd mlltoA-mdi"9 m~t.ri.l" untlipped .pli"'., 

. " . ' flene,r. f06 ~fc" &02:U .nd 8mpty 110111". 

IMPORTS INTO INDU- IMPORTS INTO THE PUNJA.B ON THE POPU-
LATION BASIS i.I., I-13TH OF INDU-

l'riATCBBS. ·MAll'OH·MAltIWG MATBBJAL. MAll'OHBS. I MA'1'Oll·MAltlliG MATBBJAL. 

Year •• _ .. -----.-----
Quantity Gross 
. Gross of Value • Quantity. Value. of Value. Quantity, . Value. 

boxes. boxes. 
I 

;£ Ibs. Rs: 
;£ I Ibs. 

1913.14 :' . 13,894,318 697,651 .. .. 1,068,794 46,973 i .. .. 
19140lli .' . 16,415,420 753,245 .. .. 1,185,801 67,942 ! .. .. 
1915·16 " 18,304,787 922,040 .. .. 1,408,061 70,926 i .. .. ~: ~ 

1916·17 ',' 11,159,036 771,318 .. .. 858,377 69,332 .. .. 
11:917.18 . ,17,226,856 1,565,585 .. .. 1,325,143 120,430 I .. .. 
1918·19 ll,1l9,052 1,098,353 .. .. 855,312 84.489 .. .. 
1919·20 15,015,109 2,048,323 .. .. 1,155,008 157,563 .. .. 
1920-21 12,398,733 1,670,137 .. .. 953,749 128,472 .. .. 

1,052,369 
Rs. Rs. 

192i.22 . . . 13,680,801 2,03,80,469 .. .. 15,67,728 .. .. 
1922-23 1l,285,740 1,61,80,658 .. .. 868,134 12,44.666 ' .. .. 
1923·24, ~ 11,2~,745 1,45,91,813 .. .. 864.903 

11'22'
447

1 
.. .. 

1924·25 . 7,264,785 88,88,611 

! 
3,747,368 12,04,348 558,829 6,91,431 } Proba bly nil 1925·26 . 7,928,522 93,45,036 1,154,272 3,91,719 609,886 7,18,849 

• Sep801'ately reoorded from 19~4.25. This material is believed to be wholly absorbed i!1 the Bombay Pr,,'sldcnoy: little, if any, oomes Into 
" tbe Punjab. ' 
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Government of Assam. 

Letter, dated the 25th February 192'1. 
I am directed. to refer to your letter No. 58, df-ted the 8th JanuarY,I927, 

Rnd to forward a note recorded by the Conservator of Forests, giving the 
information required regarding the condition and prospects of the match 
making industry in Assam. 

2. Should the Board desire to visit any sites in this pro~nce I am to 
request that this Government may be informed so that arrangements can be 
made and a tour programme suggested. 

E:nclosure. 
Note by the Oon.er'IJator o/.Foresb, Allam. 

A. (1) The existence, quantity and suitability of wood for the manufac· 
ture of-

(i) splints, 
(ii) veneers, and 

(iii) packing cases. 

,Only the species which are available in large quantities -have been 
mentioned. 

(i) (ii) (iii) 
Spaoiea. i:plints. Veneers. Packing 

oases. 
I 

1. AnthrocepbaluB C'adamba Yes. Yes. Yes. 

2. Bomhall: malabaricum 
" " " 

3. Duabanga Sonneratioides .. " " 
4. Gmelina Arborea " - -. 

S. MaUotu8 philippinenais - Yes. -
6. Pinus Khasya . Yes. 

" -
7. Sterculia villosa - " Yes. 

8. Maahilus Bombyciua Yes. " -. 
.. (2) The proximity, and ~ccessibility of the source of supply of~ IUch 

materials with special reference to the question whether it would be possiUe 
to obtain them from a single source. i ~ . 

. Nos. 1 and 8 above can' be obtained together from the Manas river to the 
existing Match factory at Dhubri; the time takeR for -delivery at ~he factory 
is. about· one month from' the time' of felling. In other districUf the same 
time would probably be required; but much depends on the dept'" of' water 
in: the streams feeding the Brahmaputra..; in many cases the floating.wollld 
have to be restricted to the months in which the streams were in. flood. " 

. (3) The quantity, kind, and cost of fuel available. 
- ,Ampl~ wood. fuel is available, and coal, is fairly cheap; woodi fue} , as: a 

rule would haye to be. floated down 'with the logs for the matches; the cost 
would vary from 2 to 4, annas per 10 maunds. Coal would vary in cost from 
annas 9 to annas 14 per maund. 
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(4) The available supply of labour for the factory and the wages of such 
labour. ' 

Very little local labour is available, and labour would probably have to be 
imported; cost from annas 8 to Re. 1 per day. 

B. (1) The sites (whether included in Mr. Troup's memorandum or not) 
which are considered suitable for the establishment of match factories in 
your province and the special advantages of each site. 

Place. 

1. Kulai . 

2. Bilasipara . 

District. 

• Kamrup 

. Goalpara • 

Although Mr. Troup inciuded this in his 
list, I do not consider it suitable at 

present; but' I understand that the 
proposed railway line from Gauhati on 
the south bank' of ,the Brahmaputra 
may go J;lear Kulsi; in. which case it 
mal b9 11. very. good site. 

This site is on the' Brahmaputra north 
. bank, and is a calling station for river 

steamers. 'Floating from the Manas 
river would be cheaper than 'to Dhubri . 

.A map indicating the sites is attached. 

(2) The number, location and size af the match factories in your province 
and the approximate date of the establishment of each. 

One has been erected at Dhubri, Goalpara district in 1925; the output 
is said to be 10 cases of 50 half gross packets per day. 

(3) The extent to which indigenous wood is. utilized in such factories for

(a) splints, 
(b) veneers, and 
(c) packing cases. 

The use of indigenOus timber is still under experiment; Bombax malabari
cum (NQ• 2) and Machilus Bombycina (No.8) are. chiefly being .tried both for 
splints and veneers. . ',' . . ._ 

(4) Whether any such. fiWtOries :have been ,erected on the sites selected by 
Mr. 'Troup 'in the memorandum 'referred to above. . . . 

No. 
(5) wtietilEir any such "facrorieS h8.ve beelL Closed· as a, result of financial 

losses and, if so.' what have been the' main causes' of such' failures. 
, N~.'· , 

. (6) whether ~ny such, factories are. awned,controlled or managed by 
foreign capita}isll!.. ;. ',. , " 

The, factory·at DhubrUs controlled' by 'the ,Swlldish 'Match Company. 
, 0.,,(1) What arrangements . .are in force for the sal", of. trees ff()m G:overn-
ment: 1or'ellts tcJc,match'.factoriesP ....,.. . ,,',': .. , ,'d., , 

' .. : Th4i"Ooinpany 'had 's1ease for.s -year/ itis.\llow· w.rking 'lInder,-ordinary 

~~;~~WJiati~~~&to~a~y:l~~~~;':~':~'~' ,,~ .• ,' ,.,.:'., "" .. '," .,:.,.' 
Uj\der the 'ljlase.6 p~~ 'pe~ cu.bil(foot;"uhderpermi£ Re. 2'per-iiree . 

.. :: (3)'HaveanY"cOiieeUioJ;ls fo;,extr8.Cii,ng t~mhei, fo~ the' nianut~c~ure.c:if 
'splints, veneers. o~ packing"ca.ses:, been .. gran.tedP, ,If,sq,. to whl!m? 

,Yes, ,under the lease . above mentioned.· , ,. , , , 
(4) Whether as a general question ~f policy any reBtriction~-a,r~ 'i~p~~ed 

by the local Government on the grant '.of concessions to applicants of foreign 
nationality. If 80, what is the nature of Buch ,restrictions!>. __ 

No restrictions were imposed in the case of the company now working. 
Such restrictions are imposed in all mining concessions and it is open to 



Government toimposesl1ch re~trictions in the case of other enterprises. 
Sucb restrictions would take the form of requiring the company to be 

controlled l)y British subjects. 
• (5) .Has the Forest Department undertaken or is it likely to undertake 
m the near future any operations for the establishment of plantations of 
trees suitable for the manufacture of matches? 

No operations have been undertaken so far, nor are contempiated. 
(6) Have a'!y areas been planted with suitable trees by companies 01 

firms undertakmg the manufacture of matches? 
No. 
D. What are the conditions of transport

. (a) During the' monsoon; 
(b) During the dry season, 

Rnd what is the cost of freight by road, river, rail or sea, whichever method 
01' methods would be necessary with reference to each site mentioned in 
reply to B. (I)? 

Transport by river is the only method by which logs could be brought at 
an economic price to a factory; the cost of rafting to the exi~ting factory 
at Dhubri (after formation of raft) is about Rs. 3 per ton or 50 cubic feet. 
In the other sites mentioned under B.(l) the cost would be about the same. 

E. What is the extent of the local demand for matches? How far can 
the factories dispose of their outturn in the local market? 

The demand is large; one or two more factories should easily be able 
to dispose of their outturn within the province. 

F. What stage has the industry reached in your province? Altogether 
in its infancy. . 

Government of Bombay. 

Letter, dated the e5t.". February 1927. 

With reference to your letter No. 58, dated 7th January 1927, requesting 
!o be furnished with information r€j!:arding the condition and prospects of 
the Match-making Industry in the Bombay Presidency, I am directed by 
the Government of Bombay (Tranllferred Departments) to state as follows 
in regard to the various points mentioned therein. 

2. Paragraph 2.-The condition of the Match Industry in this Presidency 
ill 'liven in detail by the Director of Information in his note enclosed herewith; 
The Forest Department is now doing all in its power to help the exploitation 
of match woods. As regards the prO!Opects of the. industry as affected by t.he 
s\lpply of matchwood from the Bombay fOl'ests, I am to observe that the 
kind of timber suitable for matr.h manufacture is !lrattered throughout the 
Pl'esirlency, pa;rt of it locked up in inaccesRible lireas and part too for away 
from probable ffl('tory sites to arlmit. of profitable exploitation, leaving a small 
balance which will not be sufficient to meet more than a fraction of the re
quirements ofthil·,variousfa.l)tories working in' the Presidency j and unless the 
existing stock is supplemented by extensive plantations of suitable species 
at convenient centres, there is no prospect of the industry working indepen
dent of imported woods... The. Forest Department is doing all that it pl)SSihly 
C'QJl with ~he present reduced' establishment in the way of starting such 
plantations: but tjIe funds available do not admit of' much being done and 
it will be worth while for the factories to undertake sut'h plantations on their 
own account. The Forest Department will give every help and encOlitage. 
inentthey can: . 

Paragraph SA (l)'.-The following species have been extracted at op.o 
time or other for match . manufacture from '\;h~ forests;-

(1) A ilan thus·malaba.rica, 
(2) AZbizllia itipuZata; . 



*(3) AlstoniascAolan.,;
*(4) Bomba:r: malabaricmlt. 
-(5) Bombaz insigne. 

"(6) Boswellia 8errata. 
(7) Cinnamomum spp. 
(8) Elaeocarpus species. 

n(9) Garuga pinnata. 
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··(10) Holoptelea integri/olia. 
(11) Hymenodictiyon Ezcelsltm. 
(12) Kydia Calycina. 

*(13) Lophometalum wightian'Um: 
*(14) Machilus macrantho. 
*(15) Mangi/era Indica. 
(16) Melia dubia. 
(17) Myristica species. 

**(18) Odina Wodier. 
-*(19) Spondia8 mangi/era. 
*(20) Spondias acuminata. 
(21) Symplocos Beddomel. 
(22) Trewia nudi/lora. 
(23) Buchanania lati/olia. 
(24) Dyso:r:ylum binectari/erum. 
(25) Holigarna arnottiana. 
(26) Dio8pyroB paniculata .. 
(27) Erythrina suberosa. 
(28) Erythrina indica. 
(29) Fig spp. 
(30) SteT'culia /octida. 
(31) Tetramele, nudi/lora. 
(32) BoswelZia Berrata. 
(33) Populu8 euphratica (in Sind). 

The manufacturers know best -what_ species are suitable for splints, veneers 
and packing cases. The following information has been ascertained by the 
local officers from agents of factories or ptherwise:-

Species Nos. (1) to (22) and (33) are reported to be suitable for splints. 
Those marked with * are reported to yield superior splints. 

Most pfthesespecies; i.e., Nos.-m to (22); (33) ana alSo (23) to (25) are 
reported 88 suitable for boxes. 

Species Nos. (26) to i32Lare J:ep~r..ed to ___ beJiuitabhdbr the manqfacture 
01 packing cases. 

It is impossble to give an accurate estimate of the total matchwoiia stand 
when a good deal of it is not available for economic exploitation for match 
manufacture, e.g-., large quantities of Boswellia serrata (annual yield- of 
about 2,000 tons) located in the Satpudas cov.ering over 400 square- miles of· 
rugged country which cannot be exphited because its exploitation wilLbe~ too: 
expensive in view of the large average lead; rough country and absence- of 
extraction roads. It_ is noteworthy _that though the species is reported to be 
suitable for splints, no match manufacturing - company has attempted' its 
exploitatie&·Hom--th&--lil~d88, --J<JKper-Jments . are at present in _ progreB£! in 
Nortli:Kh'Bndesh-to-determinetQe suitability of this-species for bein~ tappecl 
for its Oleo-~um-resins. - -
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The appended statement shows the quantities of matchwoods in column 
4 roughly estimated to be available in the forest areas shown in column 2 
for match manufacture in factories at the places shown in column 5. 

A. (2) Information on the point is furl1ished in column 7 of the statement. 
A. (3) Infor~ation on the point is furnished in column 8 of the statement. 
A. (4) Information on the point ill furnished in column 9 of the statement. 
B. (1) The sites considered suitable ft)r the establishment of match fac

tories have been indicated in the statement. The principal advantage of 
these sites is that they are fairly near the source of supply and that labour is 
available. Ahmedabad or the neighbourhood of Bombay has been included 
because there are well established fa-:tori,lS there already. 

B. (2) Full information is given in the statement enclosed herewith. 
B. (3) The following quantities W<lre removed by the various match manu

faoturing companies fl'om Government fmests.· Separate figures for splints, 
veneers and boxes are not available:-

During 1915-16. 

Quantity in tons 
Name of match factory. of 60 cubic 

ft • 

Western Indis Match Co. { •. OW} f 
2:i 1,321 

Gujrat Islam Match Manufaoturing Company 410J f , 620 
]lu 

Santa Cruz Match WOl·k., Bombay . 200 
Il arad Match Manufaotulin~ Co. ~90 
Belgaum Match Manufacturing Co. B ----

2,645 

During the 5 "ear. 1910-IJ to 191.&-15. 

Division Circle. 

1 

No. of ton,' 
of wood 
lIupplied. 

Period. 

8 

Source of supply. 

Kausl'a S. D. 
Kanara W. D. 
Kanars and 
East Thana. 
Panch Mahala. 

Burat. 
Surat. 
Samra. 
Belgaum. 

Remarks. 

Panoh Mabals 
Sllrat' 

864. pur.in~ th~ last 0 y~rs ' 
40 .... DItto. . 

Kolaba . 

Satam. 
J}elgaum 

Sind 

270 During,~~,~ last. ~ years 

632 . Ditto .. ···, . 
28 Durinjt' 11123·24. . and 

'1924·25. • . 
. 61 Dilling the last I) years 

, ... ___ ... ~. _. _~. •. :,. _~ •• 4:... . .• "_ , .. 

Not'.·,8upplied 
before., 

Ditto. 
Ditlo ... ' 

B. (4) No such factories have been erected on the sites selected by 
Mr. Troup. 
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B. (5) The Deccan Match Factory at Karad is reported to have been closed 
down this year on account of financiallo!'Ses. 'The causes are not known. . It 
is reported that the factory, was co~ducted on very unbusinesslike and primi
tive lines and had not the remotest 0IlaI1C(' of ever succeeding. 

The hand factory in Sind closed down at Rohri owing to a dispute and 
haa not heen seriously tested at Bubak. 

B.(6)The Western India Match' Company at Ambernath which is the 
biggest factory in the Bombay Presidency is a Swedish concern with an autho

. rized capital of Rs. 75,00,000 and subscrihed and paid up capital of Rs. 6,40,300 
(up to 8th April 1925). 

C. (1) The practice prevailing 'litherto was that the match companies were 
allowed to remove specified match spccies at fixed royalty rates from specified 
areas for,S fixed period-the 'arran,?;9rnent being arrived at by private nego
tiations. In the case of the Kolaba and Thana forests where the supplies are 
far short of the requirements 'of the 'V8,riouS match factories, in or near 
Bombay, looking to them for indigenous matchwood supplies, this 'system did 
not ,work to the satisfaction of the .factories concerned. It was therefore 
decided to dispose of the :right to extract mat:Chwoodspecies in them by tender 
or auction in open competition; -and matchwood specieS in 7,288 acres in 
North Thana and 6,009 acres in West Thana have actually been so disposed 
of during the current year at Re. 1-1-0 and Re. 0-9-3 per cart load of material 
removed from main Felling Series, and Pole, Series in North Thana and 
RH. 2-6-0 per cart load of material removed from West Thana. 

A public sale is notified inviting tende!'ll for, the exploitation of matchwood 
species jn Kolaba forests. 

Some factories obtain a part of theIr supplies direct from coupe contrac
tors and this system, which is the simplest of all,' is reported to be spreading. 

C.' (2) Royalty varies according to' accessibility or 'otherwise of theextrac
tion area, quality of wood extracted and other circumstances. The rates at 
present are:-

Dangs 
Panch Mahals • 
Kolaba 

Kolaba 
Satara 
Belgaum 
S. D. Kanara • 

. S. D. Kanara • 

Re. 0-4-0 per cart load. 
R\!. 0:,6-0 per car~ load. 
Rt-. 1-0-0 per cart load of matchwood 

species excepting mango. 
Rs. ,4.0-0 per cart load of mango. 
Re. 0-8-0 'per cart'load. 
Re. 0-8-0 per cart load. 
Rs. 6-0-0 per acre for removing match-

wood s~cies, only~ , 
Re. 1-8-0 per ton of 50 cubic feet solid 

if trees are felled by selection. 

C. (3) Except the right of removing matchwood on royalty from Govern
ment forests, no concession has been granted. 

C. (4) All the match coinpanies receive equal treatment in the, matter of 
woods required by them irrespective of their nationalities. 

C. (5) 50 acres were planted with BQmba:ll malabaricum in Kalol Range 
of the Panch Mahala Division jn the raills of 1924-25, and a further area was 
taken in hand in the rains of 1926-27. In addition to the plantations in the 

, Panch Mahals 75 acres will be taken in hand annually in Thana. ,For Kolaba 
a scheme haa been laid down to plant an area of 5,400 acres in 40 years. 
205 acres will be taken in hand in the coming rains within a reasonable dis-
tance of the railway. .. 

If the PapuZu8 aupMatica is found to be suitable for purposes of match 
manufacture, a regular yield of 1 to 2 thousand tons can be made available 
annually from Sind forests, working the forests unde:' a lIeparatll .w:orking 
plan IJIl a Bhort rotation. ., , 



O. (U) About 1914 the Gujarat Islam Match Manufacturing Oamp'any 
started a plantation of Bombaa: and AilanthU8 123 acres in extent in the 
n~ighbourhood of Ahmedabad; the largest trees are now about 36 inches in 
girth. 

D. Tadri and,Hona1!ar.-The material can be brought from the forest from 
within 5 miles by carts to the river whence it can be rafted down to the 
factory. The two places are conne::ted with Bombay by water, being seaports 
situated at the mouths of rivers. Transport of the material to the factory 
will cost about 15 to 20 rupees per ton. 

Khanapur.-The raw material can be c:,rted to the rail from within 5 miles 
and thence railed to the factory. Transport will cost about B.s. 15 to 20 
per ton. 

Kolaba.-The material can be carted from within 20 miies to the nearest 
railway station or bunder whence it can be brought to the factory. Transport 
of the material to the station or bunder will cost on the average about R&. 20 
to 25 per ton. 

Satara.-The material can be brought to the nearest railway station from 
the forest from within 20 miles, and thence railed to factory. Transport 
from the forest to the nearest railway station will cost about B.s. 20 to 25 
per ton. 

Thana.-The material can be braught by carts from the forest from within 
10 miles to a railway station whence it can be railed to the factory. Transport 
of material to the rail will cost on the avorage about Rs. 20 to 25 per ton. 

Dangs and Mandvi.-Material extracted from within 20 miles of rail can 
be brought to the railway station a~ Jharia in the case of the Dangs and to 
Madhi Railway Station in the case of Mandvi forest. Transport to the rail
way station will cost about Rs. 20 to 25 l'E'r ton. 

Godhra.-Material from within 20 Dliles can be brought to the rail at a 
cost of Rs. 20 to 26 per ton. 

During the monsoon the work of felling, carting and floating either com
pletely stops or considerably slows down; and the factories will have to make 
arrangements to store sufficient quantities of match woods 'before the rains to 
tide them through the 4 or 5 months of the monsoon. 

Sind.-During the flood season (June to September) no forest work can 
be carried out. Carts, camels and donkeys can be employed during the re
mainder of the year for transporting wood from the forests to the river bank. 
The cost of freight will be as under:-

Rs. 

By road heavy material by cart, say, 2 miles per 100 
maunds. • • • 8 

lly road heavy material by cart, say, 1 mile per 100 
maunds 6 

By road billets by camels or donkeys, say, 2 miles per 
100 maunda • . • • " . • . 6 

By road billets by camels or donkeys, say, 1 mile per 100 
maunds. • • • • • • • . 4, 

By river 25 miles per 100 mallndll 5 

By river 50 miles per 100 maunds • 7 

E. No figures Are available in this office. 
}" The information regarding the stage reached by the Match industry 

is furnished in the note from the Director of Information r~ferred to above. 
Paragraph ".-Regarding the inspection of match factories or sites by the 

members of the Tariff Board, a tour programme can be arranged by th( 
Government of Bombay if information it! given beforehand regarding the 
areas which the Board intend to inspect. 



:;ummary oj a Note prepared by thB Director of Information, Bombay, on the 
Match Induatry in ths Bombay PrBBidency. 

Prepared by the Department of Industries, December, 1926. In 1916, the 
Indigenous Industries Uommittee investigated the Match Industry, and made 
certain Buggestions and recommendations LO liovernment, pointing out that 
the chief problem to be solved, particularly in the Bombay Presidency was the 
lIupply of wood suitable for the manufacture of matches that could hold 
it!! own for quality with the imported article, and until this problem W8B 

lIolved, no progress could be made in the development of t.he industry. ~rhe 
ilepartment of Industries was created in 1918. At that time, there Wele 
apparently only Five Match Factories in tltis Presidency, of which two were 
in Ahmedabad, one in Kared, Satara District, one in Dn!l.rwar, and one in 
llelgauDl. The .Gujarat Islam Match :Factory of Ahmedabad was the only 
one working regularly. It was started in 11197 and in Ell8 was llroducing 
about 800 gross of Match Boxaa per day. The other Pactory at. Ahmedabad 
was producing about 200 gross pyrotechnic matches. Both were working 
under difficulties, owing to their inability to obtain, suitable wood and the 
difficulty of getting chemicals owing to the war. 

'l'he Import Duty on Matches which had hitherto been [) per cent. ad 
valorem, was increased to 7i per cent. in 1920.21 and from the 1st March 
1921 to the 28th of February 1922 the ad valo1"6m duty was replaced by a 
specific duty of 12 annas per gross boxes each containing not more than 75 
matches. 'fhis Wlla again increased to Re. 1-6-0 per gross boxes iri March 
1922, with a stipulation that each box must not cuntain more than 100 
matchaa. This heavy import duty gave a definite impotus to the Industry, 
although only four Match Factories were working in the Presidency at that 
time. A match factory was started as Santa Cruz to import ready made 
splinte and veneers for match boxes and chemicals. This factory started 
work in .February 1923 by making matches by a hand process out of the 
imported materials. Three or four other Match Factories were established 
on similar lines, and, in the beginning of 1924, six Match Factories were 
working, using imported splints and veneers for boxes. These factories made 
largle profits for the import duty of Re. 1-8-0 per gross gave a protection of 
more than 200 per cent.. to this industry, for the cost did not amount to 
more than about 14 annas per gross, but the selling price wos from Rs. 2 
to Rs. 2-4-0 per gross. Imported Japanese matches were at the time sold 
in Bombay at a little less than Rs. 2 per gross, of which Re. 1-8-0 was the 
import duty. In 1921-22 the total import of matches from all foreign 
c('unt11eR was valued at about 200 lakhs, of which Japan supplied matches 
worth RH. 184 lakhs. More factories might perhaps have been started but 
for uncertainty aa to the position regarding the protective duty which, it was 
feared, might at any time be revoked or reduced. 

In November 1922 a Swedish Engineer arrived in Bombay from Stockholm, 
apparently to investigate the prospects of the Match industry in this country. 

The manufacturers of matches who use indigenous wood were greatly con
cerned by the competition set up by the factories started in the suburbs 
of Bombay and manufacturing matches from imported splints and veneers. 
There was a considerable fall in the import of matches from 1921-22 to 
1922-23, amounting to more than 16 lakhs gross, with 11 consequent drop in 
revenue of more than 24 lakhs in the form of import duty at Re. 1.8-0 per 
gross. It was found that the cost of 1)0 gross of imported splints and veneers 
was only Rs. 33 on which the import duty at ~he rate of 15 per cent. ad 
vaIoTs,,, amounted to about Rs. 5, which was .equivalent to 1 anna 7 pies 
per gro~s. Imported splints are superior to the splints made from indigenous 
wood and the indigenous factories, therefore, found ij; impossible to meet 
the competition with matches made from imported splints, either in quality 
or in price. 

In September 1923 a Joint Stock Company was registered in: Bombay 
under the name of Western India Match Company, Limited, with a capital o'f 
Rs. 1 lakh. The authorised capital of the Company has since been increaaed 
to Ea. 76 lakhs, with a paid up capital of Rs. 6,40,300.T.be Company waa 



386 ... 
started with the object of building match factories in Bombay;." Calcutta, 
Madras and Karachi, . the machinery and stall to be imported directly from 
Sweden. The Company acquired land in the Ambernath industrial area, and' 
the factory was started at the end of' September, 1924. They started by 
manufacturing matches from imported splints and veneem, applying the chemi
cal tips in Bombay as other flWtories in Bombay were doing. The capacity 
of the factory is now 8,000 gross per day of 10 hours. The e\'a..,ion o~ the 
import duty on matches by importing splints and veneers end manufacturing 
ma.tcht"s in this country having resulted in a great 1000s of !I;venue, and having 
created an unhealthy competition with· match factories using indigenous wood, 
the Government of India levied ,an import duty of .( annas 6 pies. per pound 
(,11 splints and 6 snnas per lb., on veneers on the 1st of Mar~h 1924., In May 
1924, the Director of Industries visited the match fa.ct<.ries in the suburbs of 
Borllbay and found that a1m08t',aU of· them had ordered out match wood logs 
from Japan, Sweden, Russia, etc" together with suitable mlWhinery and 
were busy cOllverting thEiir·factoria* into power driven Olles formanufactur
ing splints and veneers from imported logs. Some fac{ories had .very ,large 
stock~ sufficient for 9.' year or more,.and owing to the foJl in the Japanese ¥en 
ExclJange, it was found still profitable to' import splints Illld veneers from 
Japan. The original idea .of making matches by. hand process out of imported 
splints and veneel'8. was now abandoned,. and elaborate and uptodate machinery 
was imported for manufacturing matches, b:om imported .10gs, Oll· which the 
duty is· only, 15 per. cent. ad ,valorem. or from indigenous wood available. 
R)llIe factories. uRed imported wood for making splints, as the splints. made 
therefrom are white and strong, and indigenous wood is used for making bol'es 
the colour of which does not ma.tter much, as it is concealed by the cover
ing label. The output of the 14 ma.tch factories in the Presidency in 1924-25 
IImounted to about 40 lacs gross 'per year., 

A 'new cottsge industry has sprung up in the suburbs of Bombay, in 
making empty match boxes from veneers supplied by the 'faetories now estab
lisheJ in Santa Cruz, Andheri, Kurla a.nd Chatkopar, giving employment to 
several hundreds of psople in their own homes. Ready made veneers, papers, 
labe1s, splints, etc., are supplied by the factories to the cottage workers 
who, with the help' of their wom.en and children, manufacture empty match 
boxes, for which they are paid at the rate of Re. 1 per 1,000 boxes. It is 
estimated that a man can prepare about 800 boxes per day. 

Two of the factories in the suburbs' of Bombay are entirely owned and 
managed by Japanese. A smoJl match factory was esta.bli~ed at Sukkur 
and subsequently removed to Bubak in November 1924. The factory is now 
worked by hand only and Bahan wood is now being, tried. 

The annual report of the Forest Administra.tion. for 11125 stated on the 
que~tioh of the organization. for extracting match wood in forests that, of all 
thtl new concerns, only one, the 'Western India Match Manufooturing Com
pauy, succeeded in their experiments with such ID:di~ soft woods as were' 
a\'aiJable at hand, and were able t,o create an orgaUlzatlOn l>apable of extract
ing soft woods from the forests of.Kolaba and East Thana in the neighbour
hood of their factories. The present, position of the in:lustry is undergoing 
a very keen internal competition in 'price,cutting between the match factoriel!. 
The present wholesale price of imported Swedish matches is from Rs. 2to 
R8. 2,4-0 per gro..qs in Bombay, while the import,s. from Japan ars negligible. 
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~er of 

lI"ame "f yed 

1. Tbe Bolgaum 
toring Compan 

2. The Weotem I 
pauy, Limited. 

S. The Natioual M 

4. The Aeada Mat! 

5. Tho Rnaacini M 

6. The Bori'l"li 
turing Compan 

7. Tbe Filwaza Ma~ 

8. The Ar.dheri M. itory 

9. The Ahmedeba< 
]i'actory. 

10. The Guiret lsI 
faotnring Com 

11. 'l'be Bombay]l ory 

12. Tho Santa ern 

13. Tbe Deccan M 

H. The Swadcshi 
tnring Compa! 

~ 

M&nnfaoture and sale of matches 
per year since the factory was 

atarted up to now. 

Not given 

1924-182,290 
1925-785,950 
1926-795,300 ---

Total 1';,63,540 

gross 

" 
" 

REMARKS. 

The factory was closed since 
1914 dnring war and has been 
recently started &gain. It 
could not be :regularly workod 
for W&nt of wood, tbe forest 
officers consta.ntly changi,,? 
prices of wood. 

1925- 72,000 
1926- 73,000 

gross Up to 31st J nly 1926. 

---
Sales 70,000 

1925·26-105,000 
(September to 
Jnly). 

1924-25-120,000 
1925-26-170,000 

1925 - 37,200 
U)26 -106,000 

Not given 

Prodnction. Sales. 

9th September 1925 to 31st Dec· 
ember 1925. 

1st J annary 1926 to 31st J lily 
1926. 

1924-420,000 400,000 Gr. Janua.ry to J nne 19211; 
1925-630,000 600,000 
1926-450,000 420,000 

19'25- 68,335 67,401 
1926- 31,255 lIl,Ho3 

1923-180,4440 180,444 
1924-177,334 176,304 
1925-205,331 161,436 

1923- 26,900 
1924-599,700 624;400 
1925-660,150 643,000 
1926-403,000 363,350 

1924-25-635,500 
19'25-26-745.500 
1926 - 305,400 

Up to 31st Jnly 1926. 

Up to 30th June 1926. 

16th March 1924 to 28th Fehn· 
ary 1925 

1st March 1925 to 28th F61:.rnary 
1926. 

1st March 1926 to 31si J nly 
1926. 



--------~.r.--------~------------_r------------~------------~----------~--------~--~----------------~----~------------, I Date, month IIoI1d yetlor 
ofsta.rting the 

factory. 
Same cf Factol·y . 

1. Th~ :8etgaum Matoh Mauufac- 1908-09 
turing Compauy, Limited. 

2. The Weetem' India. MatohCom- 1st October 1924 • 
. pany, ,Limited. 

3. The Natioual Match Works 8th J annary 1925 . 

40. The A.sada Match Factory . 20th September 1925 

5. The Husacini Match Factory 7th March 1924 

6. The Bori-vli Match Manufac· 9th September 1925 
turing Company. 

7. The Filwaza Match Factory 30th May 1923 

8. The AJ:dheri Match Company Jannary 1924 

9. The Ahmedabad Sultau Match 15th September 1922 
]j'actory. 

10. The Gujrat Islam Match Manu- 1st September 1897 
factnring Comp8oJ:Y, Limited. 

11. The Bombay Match Works 27th November 1923 

12. The Santa Cruz :r.ratch Works 16th l\farch 1923 

13. The ~eccan Match Factory } 

14. The Swadcshi Match Mauufac
turing Company. 

No information. 

Capital iuvested. 

Rs. 

'70,000 
approx. 

20,00,000 

50,000 

30,000 

150,000 

120,000 

Not certain 

41JO,(lOO 

45,000 

1,00,000 

Not a Limited Company 
and oa)?ital fluctuatiug 
accordmg to require
ments . . 

4,00,000 

Capacity of factory in 
gr.OBS boxes per day 

of 10 hours. 

200 gross 

8000 " 

400 " 

500 " 

1200 " 

1000 " 
(per day of 9 hours .) 

480 gross 

3500 " 

200 " 

1000 " 

2000 to 
3233 gross 

2WO " 

;, 

Production during last 
12 months in gross 

match boxes. 

3,000 gross about 

13,11,000 

72,000 

1,25,000 
(10 months from Sep

tember 1925 to July 
1926.) 

2,00,000 

37,200 
(9th September 1925 to 
31st December 1925.) 

272,000 

320,000 
(July to December 

1925.) 
450,000 

(January to June 1926.) 

770,000 

68,335 

205,331 

660,150 

785,500 

Average number of 
hands employed 

per day. 

20 

1100 

150 

260 

450 

450 

200 Malvas 
300 Titwala 

500 

350 in Factory 
150 outside 

500 

80 

200 

600 in Fa.otorv 
400 outside " 

1000 

]200 

. P . 

Manufacture and sale of matches 
per year since the factory was 

started lip to now. 

Not given 

Total 

1924-182,290 
1925-785,950 
1926-795,300 

l'i,63,540 

gross 

REMARKS. 

The factory was closed since 
1914 during war and has been 
recently started aga.in. It 
could not be .regularly workod 
for want of wood, the forest 
officers constantly changing 
prices of wood. 

1925- 72,000 
1926- 73,000 

grOBS Up to 31st Jnly 1926. 

Sales 70,000 

1925-26-105,000 
(September to 
July) . 

1924-25-120,000 
1925-26-170,000 

1925 - 37,200 
1926 -106,000 

Not given 

Production . 
1924-420,000 
1925-630,000 
1926-450,000 

1925- 68,335 
1926- 31,255 

Sales. 
400,000 Gr. 
600,000 
420,000 

67,401 
21,143 

1923- 180,444 180,444 
1924-177,334 176,304 
1925-205,331 161,436 

1923- 26,900 
1924-599,700 
1925--660,150 
1926-403,000 

624,400 
643,000 
363,350 

1924-25- 635,500 
1925-26- -745.500 
1926 - 305,400 

9th September 1925 to 31st Dec
embet 1925. 

1st January 1926 to 31st July 
1926. 

January to June 19211. 

Up to 31st July 1926. 

Up to 30th June 1926. 

16th March 1924 to 28th Febtu
ary 1925 

1st March 1925 to 28th F&1ruary 
1926. 

1st March 1926 to 31ai July 
1926. 

21 
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Imports of matchwood logs, splints and veneers for 1924-25. 

Logs of matchwood 
Undipped splints . 
Veneers for match 

boxes 
boxes and empty 

• c. ft. 278,859 
Ibs. 276,997 

Ibs. 1,655,924 

TOTAL 

Value. 
Rs. 

4,37,752 
69,898 

5,69,588 

10,77,238 



Seria.!. 
No. 

Locality. Species available. 

Annual 
quantity 

available, 
in tons. 

Site of factory. 

389. 

Remarks. 
The proximity and accessibility 

of the souroe of supply of 
such materials, etc. 

Kind and quantity of fuel 
available. 

Available supply of labour for 
the factory and wages 

of such labour. 

____ .1----------------- ------------------1-------1-----------------1-----------------------1-----------------------1-----------------------1----------------------·-
1 

2 

3 

r 
4-( 

l 

5 

(j 

8 

40,000 acres in water-l 
sheds of Kandnani \ 
Ga. ngavali and Agha
nashini rivers. 

20,000 acres in the r 
watersheds of riverJ 
Shiravati. and its 
tributaries and por
tion of Bhatkal. 

From within 5 miles of 
M. & S. M. Railway in 
Belgaum Division. 

Kolaba District forests 

Thana District forests. 

Most of the species enu
merated above and. other 
soft woods not yet 
tried. 

Principal species :
Bombax malabaricum. 
Odina wodier. 
Spondias magnifera. 
Trewia nndiflora. 
Buchanania latifolia. 

Principal species: .. 
Bombax malabaricum. 
Garuga pinnata. 
Holoptelea integrifolia. 
Magnifera indica. 
Odin,a wodier. 

Mangifera indica. 
Bombax malabaricum. 
Garuga pinnata. 
Hymonodictiyon excel-

sum. 
Spondias magnifera 
Trewia Nudiflora. 
Odina wodier. 
Ailanthus excelsum. 

Dangs and 
forests. 

M andvi Ditto. 

Panch Mahals Ditto. 

Bvergreen forests of Elaoocarpus, Oblongus 
Patan Range in Satara and Symplocos Beldomi. 
Division. 

6000 acres Sukkur, Populus euphratica 
'Shikarpur, Larkana 
and Hyderabad Divi-
sions in Sind. 

1000 

1500 

2000 

1050 

800 

50 

2000 

Tadri (North Kanara) 
Bombay Survey. 

I" = a mile, Sheet 
No. 248. 

Hanawar (North Kanara) 
Bombay Survey. 

1" = a mile Sheet 
No. 249. 

In 1921;-26, 208 tons were re
moved by the Western India 
Match Manufacturing Com
pany to their factory at 
Ambernath in Thana. 

Accessible on either side of the 
rivers within a distance of 1-5 
miles. The working expenses 
will not be more than 8 annas 
a c.ft. delivered at depot on 
mouths of the rivers. 

About 6,000 tons of wood fuel 
available annually at eaoh 
pJace. The current price of 
firewood about Rs. 10 per ton 
(tOO c ft. stack measurement) 
on the river side depot 

Unskilled labour is available in 
limited quantities at these 
places at 8 annas to 12 annas 
per man, 6 annas per WOmB!1, 
and 4 annas per boy. except in 
Bombay and Ahmeda1:ad wher<! 
wages are probably consider
ably higher. 

Khanapur (Belgaum), a The woods from' this area are Easily Rccessiblc within 5 miles 
station on M. & S. M. utilized in the factory at of tho M. & S. IlL Railway. 
Railway. - Belgaum. 

Best hardwood fuel available 
in quantities up to 15,000 tons 
per annum. Price per 100 c.ft. 
stacked at Khanapur about 
Rs.12. 

Ditto. 

Could be utilized in a 
factory near Bombay. 

Ditto. 

Ahmedabad or near 
Bombay. 

Ditto. 

~upplies do not justify 
the establishmcnt -of a 
factory. 

Sukkul' or Kotni, rail
way station on N. W. 
Railway, . or any spot 
on the river Indus 
between these two 
places. 

In 1925-26, 1050 tons were re
moved by Western India 
Match Manufaoturing Com
pany, to their factory at 
Ambernath in Thana District. 

62 tons were '.' removed from 
East Thana' Division by 
Western India Match Manu
facturing Company to their 
faotoryat Ambernath. 

110 tOllS matchwood werc re
moved by Gujrat Islam 
Match Manufacturing Com
pany to their factory at 
Ahmedabad, a distance of 211 
miles by rail and an average 
lead of 10 miles by road from 
the source of supply. 200 
tons were removed by Santa 
Cruz Match Works to their 
faotory at Bombay, a distance 
of 173 miles by rail with an 
average lead of 16 miles by 
road. 

4:)0 tons of matchwood were 
removed by Gujrat Islam 
Match Manufaoturing Com
pany to their faotory at 
Ahmedabad, a distan~e of 82 
miles by rail and an average 
lead of:'10 miles by road from 
the source of supply. 

The woods from this area were 
utilized in th8 faotory at 
Kamd which is noW however 
closed down. 

In 1924 hand factory was 
supplied with 41 tons at Rohri 
and 20 tons at Bubak. 

The species occur all over the 
distri ;t. The exploitation is 
partly by rail and partly by 
water to Bombay. All the 
forests are within 1-20 miles of 
exporting station or Bunder. 

Accessi ble within 20 miles from 
the nearest railway station. 

Plenty of firewood available in 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

Ditto. 

20 miles by cart traok from the Plenty of fuel available in 
nearest railway station. Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

Within 20 miles of railway 
station. 

Within 25 miles from the 
nearest railway station. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

'rho supply issca ttered over a 
long belt of country extending 
from Bahawalpur State in the 

Large supplies of excellent Labour not plentiful. Wages are 
wood fuel are available every- high from]2 annaB to Re. 1 per 
whcrc at following rates :- diem. 

North to Hyderabad in the 1---"""'11""""--------1 
South. 

Kind. 

Babul 
Kandi 
Lye 

Average rate per 
100 c.ft 

At railway 
depots 

iltacked. 

Rs. 
10 
8i
G 

In 
forest 

staoked. 

Rs 
8 
6f 
4 
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GoverOlnent of United Provinces. 

Letter, dated the 26th February 192'1. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 58, dated January 8 1927 asking 
tor information on the mat~h industry in this province. ' , 

2. Paragraph 3 of your'letter. A number of species of wood have been 
tested and reported to be more or less suitable for the mailUfacture of 
splints and veneers but only a few of them are of any practical importance 
as the rest are either found in small quantities or in localities where their 
extra~tion would be difficult, and costly. The following species are worth 
D'.entlOn : -

.. ,,' (1) Bombax malabaricum (Sema,l) is plentiful in Haldwani, the Terai and 
. ". lUia;b'lt1" Estates, North Khel'i and Dehra Dun. An annual supply of about 

: '21?",~cubil? feet is ~vailable. The wood is good for boxes but soon becomes 
. dIscoloured If kept 111 the log for any length of time, and splints break 

rnther easily and glow. , 
, .. '(2) ''rrewia. nudiflora (Bhillallr) exists in North Khed, the Terai, and 
Bhabar. Estates, Dehra Dun, South Kheri, Gonda and Bahraich. An annual 
supply';'Of about 20,000 cubic feet is available. It is suitable both for splints 
and veneers . 

• ; C" (3). Qdina TVodier (Jhi(Jna) is common in miscellaneous forests and is 
. '. fttirlyabundant in quantity. It is good for both splints and veneers. 

~ ""-'(.4,)' 'OaT11(la pinnata is common in all miscellaneous forests of the plains 
and about 20,000 cubic feet is availahle annually. It is fairly suitable for 
splints but not for boxes. 

(5) Heloptelea lntegri/olia (Kal1jll) is ahundant in Haldwani division and 
VE'ry common in miscellaneous forests all :llong the tramline. About 20,000 
cubic feet or more is available annually. The wood is suitable for inside 
boxes but rather brittle for outside one~. 

(6) Kydia Oalycina (Pula).-An annual supply of about 8,500 cubic feet 
is available and the wood is fair for splints and good for boxes. 

(7) Magni/em Ind,ica (Am).-The supply of this wood is abundant and i1 
is fair for splints and good for boxes. 

Wood for packing cases is available in sufficient quantity. The three 
varieties, viz., Bombax !lalabaricum, Heloptelea Integrifolia and Boswellia 
serrata are very well suited for the purpose and should meet all demands for 
packing cases. The latter species is abundant in the Government Dudhi 
e8tates, Mirzapur. 

3. The species mentioned in paragraph 2 above are found in mixed 
deciduous forests in localities where transport is easy. For an ordinary 
factory it is quite possible to obtain timhers suitable for splints, veneers 
ond packing cases from the same locality. If the fnctory is a big one II 

compnratively large a-rea will have to be tapped. . 

4. Cheap fuel is available in sufficient quantities. In fact the branch 
timbers and waste pieces left from the manufacture of matches might often 
give sufficient fuel. The cost of the former is from four annas to six ann as 
per maund at site. 

S. Unskilled labour is abundant and can be had at a rate of from two 
annas to seven annas per day. 

6. 3 B. BareiIly is the l)est site for a, match factory in the United Pro
vinces, although small foctories can be started in m~t large ~owns on. the 
railway, which have a sufficient local dems,nd for the filllshed !lrt1cle, prOVIded 
Rfltisfactory arrangements can be made for th~ supply of sphnts and veneers 
at reasonable rates. The manufacture of sphnts and velleer!! should be al'! 
ncar the farest as possible. 
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7. The fo!lowing eight factories were established in these provinces:-·. 

Name. 

1. Nortl1 India Matches, limi. 
ted. 

2. UonBland Match Factory • 

3. The SitJa Match Factory 

Location. 

BareiUy . 

J_la.pur near 
Hardwar. 

Benares • 

Established in 1910. 

Started two years ago and oID .• ed 
• year ago. 

Established in 1922. 

4. The Standard Match Facto.y Nagina (Bijnor) Established in 1923. 

5. The Bbarga va Dipsbala.ka 
Yantram. 

Muttra • Started early in 1926 with hand 
and power maohines on a .mall~ 

6 Ue Star Match FlLctory Luoknow 

7 Mess1'9. BaJdeo Prasad & Co. Mirzapur •. 

8. The BaMlly Match Factory Baieilly. 

scale. . 

Started in 1923, closed in 1926. 

Started in 1925. 

Work was to start from February 
16th, 1927. Up to date Roller's 
maohinery worth two lakhs is 
instaUed. Production per day 01',· 
ten hours is estimated at 1,500 
gross hexes. 

Nos. 1 and 2 are large factories; the rest are small. 
B. Indigenous wood is utilized in factories Nos. 5 and B above for splints, 

veneers and packing cases. 
9. Only the factory at Hardwar is on a site selected by Mr. Troup. 

10. The North India Matches, Limited, closed down for reasons recorded 
in the enclosed note. The Nagina factory closed for want of expert advice 
and of suitable machinery. The Mirzapur factory did not work because of 
internal troubles of management and insufficiency of capital. The Jwalapur 
factory closed for the following reasons:- . 

The proprietor of the factory prepared splints and boxes from Trewia 
nudiflora. The matches were of a tolerably second class quality, 
but he made no arrangement for storing the timber, 60 per cent. 
of wbich became disc!>loured and generally unsuitable. The 
Divisional Forests Officer, Dehra Dun, was prepared to sell him 
trees but the financial position of the proprietor forced him 
to close his factory. The proprietor moreover was inexpert in 
the use of chemicals. 

11. The Bareilly Match Factory is reported to have a German expert as 
manager, though it is owned by an Indian. No factory is owned or con
trolled by foreign capitalists. 

12. 3 C. No arrangements are in force at present for the sale of trees 
from Government forests to match factories. 

13. As there is no contract no royalty can be quoted, but two annas per 
cubic feet in the round is probably the least which the Forest Department 
eould charge. . 

14. A conceBBion ·for extracting Bema'" timber for the manufacture at 
matches was granted in 1910 to Messrs. Gavin Jones and Son of Cawnpore 
who transferred their rights in 1911 to a Company called NOl'th India 

2K 
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Timber Limited. This Company subsequently became North India Matches, 
Limited under the control of Mr. C. T. Allen of (Jawnpore. 

15. The Question of granting concessions to applicants of foreign nation· 
ality has not been considered so far. 

16. The Forest Department has undertaken no plantations having match 
timbers as their direct objective. The department is constantly experim ... :.t
ing with afforesting bare lands, and with replacing existing crops by artificial 
means. The object is to grow the most valuable species, such as sal, 
shisham, teak and sain, which can be grown easily and quickly. Sewal 
nnd a few others which might serve as match timbers have been tried, but 
without much success so far. 

17. No areas have been planted with. suitable trees by companies or 
firms undertaking the manufacture of matches. 

18. 3 D. Transpoi:t within the forest during the monsoon is impossible. 
During the dry season transport is by kutcha road~ and cart tracks to 
railway stations. Transport in the chief Semal bearing areas is practicable 
as the ground is generally flat and not intersected by ravines. Bareilly, 
which is the best site for a match factory, is a railway centre and is not 
far from a forest area. 

19. 3 E. The estimated consumption per day in the United Provinces is 
6,000 gross boxes. 

Local factories are so small that their whole outturn is sold locally. 
One selling agent has taken the sole agency of the production of the Bareilly 
Match Factory which is estimated at 1,500 gross boxes per day. 

20. 3 F. The match industry in this province is still in an experimental 
stage. Neither the Bareilly Match Factory which is equipped with large 
up-to-date plant, nor the other factories which are working with small 
machines can yet be said to have established business on a firm footing. 
Government often receive applications for assistance, and inquiries for 
information on the possibilities of the industry; there are also other indica
tions of a desire to start small factories, but the possibility of a power 
factory owned, controlled and financed by men of the province seems remote 
Government have assisted the industry in the following ways:-

(1) By supplying capital to small factories. 
(2) By giving expert advice on the suitability of woods for matchea 

and of formula for the manufacture of match heads. 
(3) The supply of ready made splints and veneers to small manufac

turers in, the mufassil. A Government demonstration fact.>ry 
for this purpose is '/Ieing started at the Wood Working Institute, 
Bareilly. 

(4) A concession £01' extracting timber. 

21. If the Tariff Board wish to tour in this province, they would do well 
to visit Bareilly which is equipped with foreign (German) machines capable of 
producing 1,500 gross boxes per day of ten hours. They might also visit 
t.he Dip Shalaka Yantram at Muttra which furnishes an example of the 
match industry run on a small basis. 

Note rubmitted by North Indian Matches Limited, BCbl'eillll. 

The Match Indust1'1/ in the United Provinces. 
In recounting the history of this industry and its initiation in the 

United Provinces, it would seem desirable and only fair to those who may be 
attracted by the idea of commencing this or other new industries, that thil 
"icissitudes that may impede promoters should be recorded. 

Early in 1910 Messrs. Gavin Jones and Son of Cawnpore were given, as a 
concession, a guarantee from the United Provinces Government that if 
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they would start a Match and Packing-case Factory they should be allowed 
to extract from the Terai and Bhabar Estate Forest not less than one lakh 
cubic feet of Semul timber annually; such timber to be marked by the 
Forest Department within a distance not greater than eight miles in a 
direct line from any station on the Uohilkund and Kumaon Uailway such 
trees to be not less than eight. feet in girth: at a rate of one anna per 
cubic foot in the forest, a rebate of half,anna per cubic foot to be made 
in due course should the Company fail to show a return of 10 per cent. profit 
per annum~ 

No progress was made however until a year later when MeSsrs. Gavin 
Jones and Son transferred their rights, in exchange for cash and shares in a 
prospective Match and Packing-case Company: this Company North India 
Timber, Limited, was formed and registered in 1911, and although the 
capital of the Company only required to be 31 lakhs paid up, there was 
perhaps a natural difference shown. by those who were asked to ilBSist iIi 
raising even this small amount; match machinery was obtained from Germany 
and a complete box-making plant with an up-to-date power installation 
from England. Bareilly has proved itself to be a most suitable centre for 
this industry, and an excellent site was hit upon outside the city. 

Meanwhile the. authorities responsible for the Terai and Bhabar Forest 
were impressing upon this Company that the concession was dated back to 
more than a year ago, and that unless activity was immediately displayed 
in the felling and carting of timber the concession would have to be with
Grawn. Actually the promoters had lost no time in obtaining the necessary 
plant from E.ngland and the Continent, and in setting up factories, godowns 
and offices; they had indeed made much progress with the above, that at 
this stage they could not risk the cancellation of the concession and they 
thereupon proceeded to fell and cart timber although their factory was 
actually not then in working order. The task of extracting huge logs 
over the notorious Terai and Hhabar country intersected as it is by streams 
which Hood with the I"ast rain in the hills, was one of exceeding difficulty; 
contractors could mi. !..oe induced to undertake the felling and carting at 
auything like a reasonable· rate, and it was therefore necessary for the 
Company to employ a European in supervision, and purchase its own 
buJfaJoes and carts. lJ.eavy expenditure inevitably followed, added to which 
the Compauy had to reckon the loss involved through their being com
pelled, in order to save their concession, to cut timber before they were 
ready for it. Semal in itself is probably one of the most unsatisfactorY 
timbers extant; a tree of eight feet in girth almost always has huge 
buttresses about 5' from the ground, and a large rotten core: "straight" 
timber is rather the exception than the rule; it is soft without grain and full 
of moistul'e, which evaporate very quickly indeed: the result being that logs 
when felled, dry up rapidly at each end, and as the log dries, so it turns to 
powder. It is said that logs may be preserved for some time by being 
immersed under water; but facto.ries not so fortunate as to be situated on 
the banks of a river, cannot well afford enormous tanks to hold thousands of 
cubic feet of timber. One, therefore, of the problems which has faced and 
still faces the Bareilly factory, is that of obtaining fresh timber supplies in 
the four months when entry to the Terai forests is not only forbidden but 
impossible: otherwise storagl3 tanks must be built and heavy expenditure 
mcurred. The quality of Semul timber is such, that in order to satisfy the 
requirements of the expert match-maker, each and every log, however fresh, 
has to be boiled before being put on to the Peeling machines. Then again 
every log before going to the boiling vats must be trimmed of all dry portions 
and irregularities inclusive of the bark, which in Semul trees, is very thick: 
the los8 in wood on this count is very heavy indeed, generally running to 
30 per cent. in average supplies of timber. 

To those who have not had the opportunity of studying .the conversion 
of logs into matches and match boxes, it is difficult to convey how perfect 
the .. temper" of the peeled wood must be, in order to obtain boxes which 
will bend readily to shape, or splints which will not prove eithe.r too soft 
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til" too brittle. For this reason too the United Provinces Forest Department 
have been asked to supply logs for splints from Chakrata. Having arrived 
/l.t this point, however, in the process of manufacture, the rest is com· 
..,aratively easy, provided the trained labour is quick and skilful, machines 
are kept regulated to a nicety, and chemical mixtures are most carefully and 
constantly controlled. 

In pre-war times the Continental market underq1}.oted England, America 
or Japan, for almost every requirement in chemicals, paper labels, etc. 
With the cutting off of these supplies, fresh difficulties arose, extra prices had 
to be paid, and the regularity of shipments was completely disorganised. 
For a few weeks supplies of matches to India ran small, prices rose by BOme 
40 per cent.: but the Japanese Match Industry promptly availed itself of 
thE> opportunity given to flood India with the cheapest possible quality of 
match, sold at a price which could not have been quoted but for the assistance 
rendered by the Japane~e Government. Authoritative enquiry is now pro
('eeding in regard to how far this subsidizing is extended by the Japanese 
Government; but there is no doubt that in shipping freights particularly, 
very special inducements are given. Japanese matches are still to be had 
in enormous quantities at annas 1 and annas 8 per gross boxes c.i.f. Calcutta, 
and it does not seem as if manufacturers of matches in India, near Indian 
ports, would have much chance of surviving, until the Government of India 
decide to protect them :\gainst this unfair competition. 

The manufacturer in these Provinces is assisted to BOme extent by long 
leads over rail from ports: but here again the up-country manufacturer 
does n'ot receive the same rates as the importer can obtain on his consign
ments sent up-country. 

At the end of 1928, the Bareilly Match Factory, after a three years 
~truggle was in the following position:-

Total outlay 

Profit 

Losses .' 

Rs. 

3,48,09l 

Nil. 
39,211 

. It was at this stage tbt the Company's Match Expert admitted, that with 
a single plant turning out at most 100 gross boxes per day, even with the 
establishment and all other fixed charges of the very lowest, an adequate 
profit could hardly be hoped for. Likewise the Directors found that no 
profit was to be made in the manufacture of Semul wood packing cases in 
competition with the bazaar, who were able to meet the bulk of North 
Indian's demand by a supply of English imported "piece-goods" cases. 
Thus, when a Burma Company, also having a single output plant, offerlld to 
amalgamate with the Bareilly Company, oli certain conditions, the offer was 
nccepted. 

The position of the Company at this time, August 1924, was as follows:-

Total outlay 

Profit 
:J,osses 

·Ra. 

3,63,015 

Nil. 
68,199 

The Burma Company's conditions included the complete removal of the 
Sawmill and Box-making plant, which had proved itself unprofitable;, the 
writing off of all losses up-t~ate (August 1914): a drastic writing down of 
values, and full depreciation on all machinery and buildings: a matter of 
Rs. 2,13,600 to be written off. 
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The promoter of the industry, Mr. C. T. Allen, took it on himself to 
relieve the Company of the above Rs. 2,13,600 against which there ranked 
the following assets which he agreed to take over as a set off:-

Sawmill machinery (estimated to realize) 
Refund due by Government (claimed 14th Septem

ber 1914; still due in part 9th October 1915 
Book debts 

TOTAL 

Leaving a 'deficiency of 

Rs. 
6,000 

14,020 
5,770 

25,790 

1,87,810 

In the new Company now registered as North India Matches, Limited, the 
shareholders are to receive the equivalent of their holdings in the old 
Company; Mr. C. T. AII"n receiving, in addition to his holding of Ordinary 
Shares, a nominal holding of 11,250 Deferred Re. 1 shares, which :will only 
benefit after the Ordina\'y Shares have received a dividend of 6 per cent.: 
the Burma Company also receive a &malf number (3,750) Deferred Shares 
for Goodwill. 

As to the future, the United Provinces Government have admitted that 
the terms of the Timber Concession were .unworkable, and they have there
fore agreed to revise these. On these new terms depend the future of the 
industry in 80 far as these Provinces a1"e concerned. The following is a 
summary of the terms under which certain other match manufacturing 
Companies in the east have obtained timber supplies: 

Ahmedabad Match Factory.-This Company was granted a concession by 
the Bombay Presidency for 15 years for the following timber: 

Semul (Bombax Malabaricum), Boswellia Serrata, Alianthus Excclsa. 
The price paid under the concession was two annas per carload of 50 maunds, 
which works out at 40 ';0 45 cubic feet for a royalty of two annas, or con
siderably more than 20 cubic feet for one anna. The above concession 
expired in 1912, an., the Lieutenant-Governor, during a public reference to 
interested bodies, made the following statement in regard to the Maich 
Industry of that district:-

.. As regards the supply 'of wood, the position is happily silllpler, and 
the powers of the Government of Bombay are adequate. I under
stand that the present concession expires on the 15th June next. 
I! extension is applied. for, rest 3ssured that it will be gladly 
gIven," 

Rangoon, Match Factcry.-The royalty Paid to the Government in this 
ChSe amount<! to 50 cubic feet fO.r one rupee, or four pies per cubic foot, for 
So!mul wood. 

Belgaum Match Factcry.-The following is a significant clause from the 
p-ospectus of this Company: 

Ie 1. Government have graciowdy granted free of royalty all the wood 
required for the faetory." 

Travancore Match Factory-which was inaugarated in April 1914. 
The industry at this place has received the following assistance from its 

Government. 

1. A large area of eight acres has been granted free for the purpose 
of eetabJilihing; the match factory. 

2. All wood whieh iH required for building purposes, Factory, Godowns, 
Manager's quarters, coolie lines, etc., ill Rupplied free of cost; 

. thill includes valuable hard woods. 

:to The Government undertakes to deliever for the first three years 
wlIDd for lIlatch manufacture at the rv.tv 9f 81 a~. per. cubic 
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f~ot, free at factor!1 site; for the subsequent 11 years there is " 
guarantee that the wood shall not cost more than 4t nnnn~ 
per cubic fOOlt. 

The Bareilly Factory, with its four years bitter experience behind it. 
:s now in a position to detail with the utmost confidence, the only conditions. 
terms, establishment chn,rges. working charges, etc., etc., with which the 
match-making industry in this provin('e can suC<'essfully cnrry on. Every 
phase of the rlUsiness has been tested, most careful records made, lind data 
are now to hand which ennble them to say with certainty whether conditions 
are such that they can continue with the ultimate hope of success, or whether 
it is advisable to close .lown in order to avoid throwing more good money 
nfter bad. 

The industry, as is generally known, is exceedingly finely cut, and since 
everything turns on the Question of the quality and price of the timber, it 
lies entirely with the Gov('rnment of these provinces to say whether the 
industry shall he adequately assisted. or allowed to die, never to start ngnin. 
It is for the Government of these Provinces to decide whether they will or 
will not forego a small and fluctuating profit from the sale of their semul 
and spruce timber and by doing 80 determinate or encourage this industry; 
for it is Quite certain that failure will prevent anyone else again venturing 
any decision they may now come to regarding the rates they may charge and 
terms they may offer. should not be influenced by war time demands from 
cOntractors for packing case wood: demands that will cease as soon as trade 
in piece-goods revives. In course of time too, before serious harm is done 
the Government of IndiF, may be induced to protect this country from the 
11nfair Japanese competitiop that is now swamping it.' 

In concluding this note a statement showing in some detail costing of 
matches a nd the selling price that can be realized, will probably be found 
useful. ! 

Cost. of matches per gro~!I, Ntlculated upon a double outturn of 1,400 gross 
. daily ror 25 days=35,000 gross monthly. 

Re. A.. P. 

Chemicals .' 0 2 6'13 
P~r ooro 
Labels 0 0 1 
Wood 0 2 0'81 
Packing cases 0 1 3 
Power 0 0 9 
Wages 0 0 9'90 
Salaries 0 0 1'60 
Depreciation, Interest and General expenses 0 1 0 

TOTAL COST PER GROSS 010 6'10 

The present wholesale Bollling price is Ra. 0-11-10 per gross nett: a higher 
rate could be obtained for ~plints made from spruce wood. 

Indi'll" Match Manufacturers' AssociatioD, Calcutta. 

(1) Letter to the Secretary to the GO'IJernmen,t of India, Department of 
. Oommerce; No. 527, dated the 16th October 1926. 

T am dire"t"d to enclo~e herewith a copy of the Resolutions~ passed at an 
emergflncy mPAting of the Executive Committee of the Indian Match !Janufac
turers' ARRoointion. held on ThurRday. the 7th October 1926. to conSider your 
Departmental Resolution No. 2M-T. (14), remitting the :Match Industry to the 
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Tariff Board, a copy of which was forwarded to this Association under cover 
of your letter No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October last.· .... 

I beg to point out that, though the Executive Committee must ·necessarily be 
limited to Calcutta Members, we are able to Bay that these Resolutions, p~ssed 
by the Executive Committee, are generally approved. You· have no doubt 
noticed that they were promptly published in every important paper in India. 

luding vernacular ones. The leading Calcutta papem, daily as well as 
'iodical, published them in full, and no criticism has reached us or, has, as 
III! we know, appeared in any paper after this publicity. 
According to your Resolution, the immediate cause of reference of ,the 

IlIStry to the Tariff Board is the fall of Revenue on the import of matches, 
ints and veneers which haA been estimated at 40 lakhs of rupees in 11125.26. 
against the receipt under those heads in 1922-23. and the loss is considered 
ely to become more serious as the Indian factories overcome their technical 
~cu1ti89 and attain full production. 
My Cpmmittee, however, pleading for sympathetic treatment of Indian efforts 

vards industrial development, beg the Government to consider the following 
,ts:-
The value of certain imported raw materials. such as, chemicals, timber, 

per, gllm, machinery, etc., required for the Industry, has increased enor
msly-alt appears from Government Reports,-i!ince the Industry has been 
cen up in this country with the conversion of the import duty on matches 
m an f/d t'al01em to the specific character. The Executive Committee, there
'e, believe that the loss of Revenue on imported matches has been appreciably 
mterb,l!anced bv the increased Customs receipts under those heads. They 
I, of clurse, fully aware of the fact that, since the conclusion of the European 
ar, there has been a general development of various industries in India, and 
lers using the above materials have to Borne extent, contributed to the increase. 
ey, neverthel""s, believe that the Match Industry has consumed the largest. 
are of the increased importation. Tbis, of course, cannot be proved in detail 
the at-sence of any definite statistical information; but if the requirements 
the Industry were properly ear-marked for at least one year this statement 
mId be well maintained. 
The F.xecutive Committee also direct me to refer to the Income and various 

het' local t.axE>s, paid by those carrying on the Industry, which also diminish 
e 1088 of Revenue. 

They, therefore, believe that the loss is appreciably less than it appears. 
It seems from your Resolution that the Tariff Board is to confine its enquiry 

sinly to the following items :-
(1) WbethAr the three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report 

of the Indian Fiscal Commission .are satisfied in the case of the 
• Match Industry in India, and whether the Industry should bl) 

protected. 
(2) If the finding of the Board be in the affirmative, it is to report at 

what. rate the import duty on matches, splints and veneers should 
be fixed in order to afford necessary protection to the Industr;v 
and whether alternative measures of protection could be suitably 
adopted. It has been hinted in this connection that, if the finding 
of the BOllrd be in the negative, the Government will be theoreti
callv free to lower the import dutv on matches in the interest both 
of the consumer and their own Revenue. 

(3) The Board is to report as to the extent to which vested interests have 
been created in India ap a result of the present rate of duty; how 
far these interests require consideration, and what prospects there 
are of the Industry establishing itself if the present rate of duty 
is maintained, 

(4) In the latter case, or in case the duty is maintained approximately at 
t,he present figure, whether the loss of Customs Revenue can be 
made up, in whole 01' in part, by any other appropriate form of 
ta~atio~ of the lndustry. 
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.. I bee: to fltate that item (1) has already been answered in my letter No. 163. 
elated the 25th April H125. from which it will be seen that it is no longel" 8n 
.. aBllembling industry." The low import of splints and veneers will also lend 
support to this view. 

It remains for the Board to answer item (3) in course of its enquiry. 
The only matter that requiros fuller reply is in connection with items (2) and 

(4), although item (2) has been partially dealt with in my letter No. 163. dated 
the 25th April 1925. TheRe items have in fa,t a direct bearing on the immediate 
cause of reference of the Industry to the Tariff Board. 

The Executive Committee believe that the Industry has a future, and if 
allowed to grow under fAir conditions. will be a message of hope to the unem
ployed middle classes. This is perhaps its special feature. 

The following are the facts they desire to urge strongly for consideration 
of the Government:-

The Industry has not yet bad tims to overcome its technical difficulties and 
India being new to industrial development some yearl! must necessarily elapse 
before it can do so. 

In its present state it is obviouslv liable to be orushed by combinations with 
the advantage ·of ample capital and long oxperience. 

It wa<J to ward off this danger that the Association proposed 8n excise on 
matches, manufactured by factories financed wholly or in part bv foreign capital. 
The danger this Association apprehended very soon appeared in the form of a 
TTust, establishing factories in several important commercial centres of India. 
With its combined capital anil. experience, it certainly hI'S the strength to 
crush the Indian Industry. 

In Tlresence of the actual danger I' dl'lputation of this Association waited upon' 
the Hon 'ble Members in charge of Finance and Commerce on the 18th of 
Decemrber 1924, and laid the following suggestion before them: That an 
exci~e duty of annas eight per I!"rOilS of matches be imposed on factories, financed 
wholly bv foreign capital, if they yield an output of more than 100 gross pAl" 
diem. That in the caRe of factories. financed by mixed capital. the excise be in 
proportion of the foreign capital employed (t';d6 my letter No. RIl, dated t,hf' 
24th December 1924). 

In ihis connection I am desired to state that the above suggestion was based 
011 the following consideration: 

Before this foreign competition sroseo, the Indian firms sold their m8tchl'~ 
at about Rs. 2-8 per gross on a ~eneral avers!(€'. But sinl'e it has arisen. those 
using the native woods have been compelled to reduce theoir prices and now 
th",v are selling their matehes at about Re. 1·9 (instead of nol'l. 2.8) per g1'(\q", 
while those uBinJ!' foreign timbel' are sellinI!' at about Rs. 2, on an ayerage. The 
result has been that a large number I)f Indian Industries have had to shut down. 
'Now. as is immediately apparent, the reason for our sU!!,gBsting the eight annAS 
dis(ll"iminatinl!' E''tcise is that it would approximatelv re-establish the former 
position. The effect, in general terms, would be that the consumer would lluve 
to pay exaotly the same price as now, leaving a reduced, but still !<ufficiert. 
margm for the distributor. An important incidental effect wonld be to induc!' 
~hp manufacturel"S. paying the "Excise. to make a larger use of imported wood 
(selling at Rs. 2-8) as ~t would he more attractive to the distributor lenvin!!: 
him a higher percentage. 

There is another important point that may be usefully mentiolled here. 
namely. that whilst the foreign producers are able to operate in combination, 
the Indian ones. small, scattered and unorl!anised, are not. They must, there
fore. look to the Government for help. If the help is denied the whole Industry 
will pass into the hands pf foreign TruRt,s in no distant future. 

In view of the ahove facts the Executive Committee beg to Tlrotest most 
Amph8tically against the imposition of any direct tax indisl'riminatelv on all 
fRl'tories in India. whioh, they believeo, would increase their danger and stren!!,
then the hands of the foreign (lompetito1"S to crush the IndiRT\ Industries and 
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would be ruinous from every point of view so far BB the' interest of the Indians 
in the Industry is concerned. ' , 

The Association, having every confidence in the sympathetic attitude of 
the Government of India towards Indian industrial efforts hope, that they will 
request the Tariff Board also to consider the circumstances of cottage industries, 
which have to pay a larger cost of production, and are handicapped in various 
other ways. My Committee believe that the Government will realise the impor
tance of cottage industries BB a first step towards the practical industrial 
education of the people of India. 

It is in view of all the above facts that my Committee venture to request 
the Government of India to refer this as also their previous correspondence on 
the subject, namely, my letters Nos. 3, 85, 163 and 191, dated the 6/7th June, 
1924, 24th December 1924, 25th, April and 27th July, 1925, respectively, to the 
Tariff Board, and to allow them an opportunity to give their evidence ~ the 
Board. 

Enclosure. 

Extracts from the proceeding8 of an emergency meeting of the ExecutivlJ 
Committee of the Indian Match Manufacturers' A880ciation, held on 
Thur8day, the 7th October 1926. 

* * * • * • 
The Honorary Secretary placed before the meeting a letter from the Assist

ant Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Commerce, for
warding for information a copy of the Departmental Resolution No. 235-T. 
(14), dated the 2nd Ootober 1926, remitting the Match Industry to the Tariff 
Board. 

OnDERED.-.JI'hat the following resolutions of the Committee be communicated 
to the Government of India Department of Commerce :-

1. That thll duty on lUlportfld matches, splints and, veneers be trans. 
ferred from the schedule of Revenue to that of Protective Duty. 

2. That the existing import duty on matches, splints and veneers be 
retained as it is. 

3. That it be pointed out to the Government of India that the Indus
try hBB not had time to get over technical difficulties. 

4. That the Government of India be informed that'the association can 
but most emphatically protest against the imposition of any 
direct tax on the local Industry unless on the terms urged by 
the Assooiation in thtlir Honorary SE!cretary's letter No. 85, 
dated the 24th December 1924. 

5. That it be pointed out to the Government of India that the Asso
ciation believe that the fall of Revenue on matches, splints and 
veneers have been substantially recouped from the enhanced 
revenue on the import of certain raw materials, required for 
the Industry, such as, chemicals, timber, paper, j!um, machinery. 
eto., a8 also from Income and various other local taxes, payabJe 
by factories. ' 

6, That the Government of India be requested to ask the Tariff Board 
to suggest special facilities that may be offered to cottage indus
tries with a view to enabling them to survive in the face of 
oompetition of mass production. 

7. That the Government of India be approached with a request to 
refer all previoua oorrespondenoo on the subject passed between 
them and the Association, to the Tariff, Board. 

S. Thu the Government of India be also requested to allow the Al!8o
elation to ccnJ their representatives to give evidenr;f) to the 
Doard. 

OnDI!R~D AL80.-That a copy of the above Resollltions be forwarded t:n the 
Tariff Board. 
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(e) Letter d-ated -the eend June 1927, from the Indian Match Manl,.jactu1·er.i' 
A.~soriation, (!alcutta, to the Tariff Board. 

, In continuation of our l.tter No. 643 of the 27th of May 1927 I beg to 
forward herewith two pnposals, one being an alternative to the oth~r in com
plilt\1(~e with the requost m~dc by the members of your Board at a discussion 
held between them and the representatives of this Association on the 9th of 
May last. 

We are asked fn'lt to describe the kind of competition against which our 
members desire prot-'ction, and the manner in which we think it might be 
given, and to mak~ qome Fuggestions as to the lines on which the legislation, 
in connection with the excise proposed, might be undertaken so as to rna\''' 
as effective as possible, and prevent evasions of payment. 

To recapitulate: ~ 
The Foreign Trusts which have established match factories in India are 

at a great advantage relatively to purely Indian concerns in the following 
respects, among others:-

(a) Financial strength. 
,(b) Combination. 
(c) Efficiency due to larger experience. 
(d) Lower cost of production due to larger capital and production and 

consequent greater use of labour-saving appliances and methods. 
(e) Reduction of overhead charges owing to larger production. 
(f) Advantages in respect to raw materials and machinery which, in 

the case of this industry, nre mostly imported from·Sweden. 

These advantages, it is believed. reduce the cost of production to the 
extent of about 8 annas per gross. The Indian concerns, small an!! scattered 
as they are, with little combination, cannot compete with these Trusts unless 
helped by Government till they gain more experience and thereby learn to 
reduce the cost of productioTI and improve the quality of their products. 

The discriminating excise, if imposed, will make it difficult for factories 
belonging to Foreign Trusts to ruin their Indian competitors or to deprive 
the Government of its revenue from matches. 

It is to the advantage of all the parties concerned to save the Indian fac
tories in the present crisis and enable them to work side by side with those 
owned by the Trusts; but if nothing is done the Indian factories will be all 
ruined and the oonsumers will ultimately have to pay more when the Trusts 
have no competitors and we shall have the evils of monopoly. 

The reason for which some additional measures of protection for cottage 
industries are applied for, is that, without such protection, they cannot sur
vive in the face of competition of mass production. Their cost of production 
is high owing to thefaot that they invariably buy raw materials at retail 
prices, and carryon all the processes by hand and, moreover, they cannot sell 
their produce on credit and get a fair price. In fact, many of them have 
shut down during the last few months in the absence of any measure to pro
tect from the effect of ruinous price-cutting. 

The second proposal we make we believe to be a simpler one, and if ac
cepted it seems calculated to satisfy all parties concerned. 

It will enable Government' to m'ake 'the largest' possible income from 
matches, the Indian factories to continue, and will at the same time make it 
possible for the consumers to continue buying matches at 'the' present market 
rate. Factories belonging - to the Trust too will' earn "sufficiently well to 
justify their enterprise in the direction of making this country produce its 
own matches. - -

III this oonnection I refer to our letter No. 527 of the 16th of October 1926, 
from which it will be seen that these proposals should not affect the consumers 
who should pay the same price as now, l~!lving a reduced l?ut still quite ampl\! 
mnrgin for the distributor. - . 
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Another anticipated effect of the excise would be to make the excise-paying 
factories leave the use of Indian wood to Indian firms and concentrate on the 
production of matches with foreign wood which command a higher price. The 
tendency of this might be to cheapen the Indian wood to the benefit of Indian 
firms, whilst the increa.~ed importation of foreign wood would increase customs 
revenue. 

It will he seen that the proposals made by the Association are as simple as 
they can he made, and are not difficult to be carried out if it is the desire of 
the Government to help the country to develop industrially in the interests of 
its people. -

The following firms manufacturing matches on cottage scale will welcome a 
visit by the Board on any date to be previously arranged by correspondence 
with the President or the Honorary Secretary of this Association:-

1. National Match Factory, 64, mtadingi Main Road, Calcutta. 
2. Bangiya Diasalai Karyyalay, mtadingi Road, Calcutta. 
3. Bengal Match Works, 2, Krishnataran Nasker Lane; Naskerpara, 

Ghoosery, Ho=ah. . 
4. Prasanna Match Factory, Dacca. (If convenient to the Board.) 

The following factories are willing to send their representatives to appear 
before the Boards and to give oral evidence in support of the Claims of the 
lndian Match Industry to protection:-

1. Karimbhoy Match Manufacturing Co., 32, Canal West Road, 
Calcutta. 

2. Pioneer Match Factory, 16, Dum Dum Road, Dum Dum. 
3. Bhagirathi Match Factory, I, Jogen Bysack Road, Barnagore, 24-

Pergannas. 
4. National Match Factory, 64, mtadingi Main Road, Calcutta. 
5. Bangiya Diasalai Karyyalay, mtadingi Road. 
6. Lucifer, Ld., 1/1, Gurudas Dutt Garden Lane, Calcutta. 
7. Bhowani Engineering and Trading Company, 56, Gauribari Lane, 

Calcutta. 
8. Jalpaiguri Industries Company, Limited, Jalpaiguri. 
9. Bengal Safety Match Works and Medical House, Ld., Rangpur. 

10. Prassana Match Factory,30, Becharam Dewn, Dacca. 

INDIAN MATCH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION. 

(Established 1923.) 

7, BIswAI[(JaH LANa, BAGlIBAZAR, CALCUTTA, DATED 15TH JUNE, 1927. 

8chemtl. 

It has been 8Ug~ested that factories financed by Indian capital are unable 
to continue competing with those financed by foreign capital. . The remedy 
IJUll:gested by the Association is that a discriminating excise at the rate of 
annas eight per gross be imposed on the products of factories financed by 
fcreign capital, the amount of the excise to be raised on the products of those 
financed by mixed capital being proportionate to the amount of foreign capital 
invested. 

In order that factories liable to pay the excise may not evade payment 
it is 8uggested that the following interpretation of the term" Foreign Capital ,; 
he accepted:-

" Any .capita~ not subscribed in India by Indians or peoplQ c;lomicUei\ 
In IndIa Ihould be treated as foreign capital." 
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An Indian factory to be exempted',from payment; or any eXCIse WIll nave 
to show, in addition', a directorate, at least three-fourths of which will be 
Indian (including foreigners genuinely domiciled in India). 

We suggest ,that it should be ruled that every factory (excepting ,cottage 
industries manufacturing without the aid of motive power) shall make an 
annual declaration, producing its books in support, to obtain a certificate 
from the appointed authority, whatever it may be, according to which it will 
be made to pay the excise or wholly or partly exempted. 

In addition to the imposition of the excise proposed, some other steps 
would have to be taken to enable cottage producers to survive in the face of 
t,hs competition of mass production, and it is suggested that they may take 
the shape of:-

(a) A small bounty for a short period of, say, 5 years, at the rate of 4 
annas per gross of matches. 

(b) Financial help by the Government for the formation in each pro
vince of a. co-operative organisation for buying and selling 
matches manufactured by cottage industries, and for selling raw 
materials to all manufacturers. The Department of Industries 
in each province should offer all possible help, including facili
ties for extraction of wood and transport, helping also by estab
lishing factories near forests in connection with the above co
operative organisation, for manufacturing splints and veneers to 
be sold at cost price including the depreciation of machinery, 
etc., to all who may want them, specially to cottage industries. 

As an 
tion:-

1. 

alternative proposal the Association makes the following sugges-

It has been said that Government are losing heavily in consequence 
of the development of the Match Industry in India. The retail 
price of Swedish matches, which used to be imported in large 
quantities a few years ago, and which are still being compara
tively largely imported, is one and a half pice per box. This 
means that the retail dealers Bell them fOT Rs. 3-6-0 per gross, 
whereas the wholesale price is about Rs. 2-1~, so that there is 
a margin of 10 annas for, the distributors to earn. 

2. This is a very big margin, specially for such an important article of 
daily use. ,The distributors will, no doubt, feel induced to sell 
them at a lesser margin. In fact the pre-war price used to leave 
them a very narrow margin of profit, varying between As. 1-6 
to As. 2-0 per gross of imported matches. 

It may be suggested, therefore, that the Customs dutv on matches bR 
raised to Rs. 1-12-0 per gross; this will still leave them It margm 
of As. 6-0 per gross, which is undoubtedly ample. Simultane
ously an excise of annas 4 should be raised from all factories in 
India (excepting cottage industries financed by Indian capital) 
and so 12 annas (i.e., 8 annas discriminating or protective excise 
we are sl1ggesting plus the 4 annas correspondi~g to tl,le addi
tional import dntYI on factories nnanced by foreIgn capItal. Tf 
this suggestion be accepted the difficult question of bountie.~ 
would not arise because it would give sufficient protection to 
cottage industries, and, as exp1ll:ined, consumers too. would cer
tainly be able to get a box of foreIgn matches for Ii PIce as now. 

Burma Indian Chamber of Commerce. Rangoon. 

L~tter, dated t'ke sot'll, November 1926. 

With reference to the resolution of the Government of India, Department 
of Commerce, No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October 1926, entrusting an 
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enquiry into the prospects of the match industry in India to the Tariff Boa~d, 
I am directed by my Committee to send hereby their views in the matter. 

2. The resolution states that "the first point for enquiry is whether the 
tbree conditions laid down in paragraph, 97 of the Report of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the case of the match industry. in India, 
IIIld whether the industry should be protected." My Committee therefore 
propose to examine, at the outset, these three conditions seriatim: ~ 

The first condition laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission is that " the 
industry must be on<i possessing natural advantages, such as an abundant 
supply of raw mat~rial, cheap power, a sufficient supply of labour, or a large 
home market." 

The chief raw mat,erial in the manufacture of matches is wood, which is 
available in abund~nce in Burma as well as in India. My Committee are 
aware that some of the factories have to rely upon ,imported wood but it is 
generally believed that this is due more to the lack of proper development 
of the forest resources in this country than to the absence of suitable woods 
in sufficient quantities. So far as my Committee are aware the industry has 
not experienced any difficulties with regard to. the supply of cheap power or· 
sufficient supply of labour although in the present stage of the industry, it 
has per force to rely to some extent upon imported skilled technical labour. 
But my Committee have no doubt that in course of time, it will be 110ssible to 
displace imported technical labour by Indian labour. ·That there IS a large 
home market for matches can hardly be disputed as they are an article of 
daily necessity even to the poorest of the population. This can be easily seen 
from the following figures of importe of matches from foreign countries:-

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

G :OJ:" of b "" . 

12,398,733 
13,680,801 
11,285,740 
11,243,745 

7,264,785 
7,928,522 

The marked decrease in 1924-25 and 1925-26 is accounted for by the steady 
growth of the match industry in India. 

The second condition laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission is that 
" the industry must be one which without the help of protection either is not 
likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desirable in 
the interests of the country." The Tariff Board are no doubt aware that 
prior to the year 1922, when the present rate of import duty, viz., Re; 1-8-0 
per gross, was levied, efforts made to start the industry in . India were not 
successful and she was entirely dependent on foreign matches., As soon as, 
however, the rate of duty was raised to the present figure numerous match 
factories were established in India because the high rate of duty, though 
ievied for revenue purposes, served as a protective duty. The fact that the 
match industry in India showed a good progress only after the import duty 
on matches was raised to the present figure is sufficient to show that the 
match industry is one which is not likely to develop without the help of 
protection. . 

The third condition laid down by the Indian }'iscal Commission is that 
" the industry must be one which will eventually be able to face world com
pe~ition !,ithou~ prot~ction." M! Committee are of opinion that during the 
brIef perIod of Its e>Jstence the mdustry has shown steady progress in spite 
of the many difficulties, which a new industry has necessarily to face. There 
can be no better pro'lf of the progress of the industry than the comparatively 
substantial decline ill the imports of matches in 1924,25 and 1925-26 and the 
progressive decline in the customs revenue from matches since 1923-24 which 
has necessitated the present enquiry. The Government of India the~elves 
adlllit that II as the Indian factories overcome technical difficulties and !'ottain. 
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their full production; the decrease in customs revenue is likely to hecollie 
more serious." My Committee therefore feel sure that the match industry 
will eventually be able to stand on its own legs and face world competition 
without protection. 

3. My Committee hope that what has been stated above will convince the 
Tariff Board that the match industry fulfills all the conditions laid down by 
the Indian Fiscal Commission and is therefore fully entitled to be protected. 
With this end in view, my Committee strongly urge that the import duty on 
matches, splints and veneers should be declared as a protective duty and the 
existing rates of duty on these articles should be maintained. They beg to 
point out that the kdustry has not had sufficient time to get over technical 
diffioulties and any reduction at this stage in the present rate of duty on 
matches will therefore seriously jeopardise the prospects of this important 
and promising industry. 

4. My Committee note that the present enquiry has originated on account 
of the progressive decline in the customs revenue derived from matches since 
the year 1923-24. They feel that the Government of India should not attach 
far more importance to considerations of their revenue than to the develop
ment of an industry which not only supplies an article of daily and universal 
oonsumption but which has also already given indications of a useful and 
steady growth. Apart from this, my Committee beg to point out that with 
the development of the match industry in Indi.a, the import of the various 
materials used for the manufacture of matches; such as chemicals, wood, 
timber, zinc sheets, starch, labels, printing materials, glue, machinery, etc., 
must have necessarily increased. They therefore beg to submit that the 
decline in customs revenue derived from matches, splints, and veneers should 
have been substantially recouped from the enhanced revenue on the import of 
articles enumerated above. My Committee also beg to point out that the 
match factories in India must be paying large amounts as income tax. These 
factors should therefore be taken into account in deciding how far Govern
ment revenues have been actually affected by the present rate of duty on 
matches, etc., and my Committee feel Bure that if this is done, the decline 
in revenue should be comparatively small. 

6. The resolution of the Government of India states in paragraph 2 that 
" if the Tariff Board decides that consideration must be paid to the industry 
brought into existeace by the present rate of duty and that the duty should 
be maintained at the present figure, or approximately at the present figure, 
it will further report whether the loss of customs revenue can be made up in 
whole or in part by any other appropriate form of taxation of the industry." 
In this connection uy Committee beg to state that as pointed out above, the 
actual loss in revenue should be comparatively small. My Committee believe, 
however, that it is not in the best interests of this country to allow foreign 
syndicates, with vast resources and a long technical and business experienre 
in the line, to start match factories in India behind the wall of protection, 
as it would be very difficult for Indian industrialists to compete with them. 
The object of any protective duties, my Committee submit, should be to en
courage the development of industries by Indians themselves with Indian 
capital. They beg therefore to suggest that a discriminating excise must be 
levied on the products of these factories, which are wholly or mainly financed 
by foreign capital. ,Under no circumstances, however, should any burden 
whatsoever be impo,;ed on factories, run purely by Indian capital and Indian 
enterprise. 

6. In conclusion, my Committee beg to submit that as a result of the 
present high duty, although levied purely for revenue purposes, substantial 
vested interests have been created throughout the country. During the last 
four years, numerous match factories have sprung up, involving a large 
amount of capital, which are not only employing a large number of workmen 
III the factories but which have also created work "for labourers in forests, 
cartmen coolies, etc. The industry on the whole has, during the brief period, 
shown g~od progress and promises immense possibilities. As several match 
factories are using indigenous woods, the forest resources of the country have 
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been graduaily developing, 'lnd with this development the revenue of the various 
provinces from this source is bound to increase. When ,the match industry 
is fully developed, it is also possible that other industries connected with 
chemicsls, papers, etc., which are extensively used in the manufacture of 
matches, will also develop. The Tariff Board will thus no doubt, realise that 
on their findings in the present instance depends the future of many import
ant industries in India. My Committee therefore beg to point out that any 
reduction in the import duty on matches, which would be tantamount to the 
withdrawal of protection from the Indian match industry, will be extremely 
detrimental not only to the match industry but also to the..general industria. 
interests of the country, and beg to suggest that besides recommending the 
continuanoe of the present rates of duty on matches, splints and veneers, the 
Tariff Board should also suggest special facilities to be accorded to' this in
dustry which is still in the stage of transition, e.g., facilities for making 
suitable indigenous woods in sufficient quantities available to Indian mawh 
factories, transport. facilities, etc. They feel sure that the Tariff Board will 
not allow the interests of an essential Indian industry being sacrificed to the 
revenue exigencies Clf the State. 

7. My Committee will be glad to depute a representative or representatives 
to tender oral evidence before the Tariff Board. ' 

8. To sum np : -'-
(1) The match industry fulfills all, the conditions laid down in para

graph 97 of the Indian Fiscal Commission and is thus entitled 
to be protected. 

(2) The import duty on matches, splints and veneers should be declared 
a protective duty and the present rates of duty should be main· 
tained. 

(3) If the increase in customs revenues from the import of articles used 
for the manufacture of matches and the amount paid by Indian 
'match factories as income-tax are considered, the decline in 
customs revenues should be comparatively small. 

(4) A discriminating excise 'duty on the product of factories, financed 
wholly Qr mainly by foreign capital must be levied; but under 
no circum~tances should any burden be imposed on factories run 
purely by Indian capital and' Indian enterprise. 

(5) Besides recommending the continuance of the present rates of duty 
on matches, splints and veneers, the Tariff Board should suggest 
special faoilities to be accorded to this essential industry, whicn 
is still in a stage of tJ ansitiull. 

Indian Match Manufacturers Association, Bombay. 

Letter dated 29th December 1926. 

1 beg to send you herewith a representation on behalf of Indian' Match 
Manufacturers Association (Bombay Presidency) for' the consideration of 
the Indian Tariff Board. I also enclose herewith six spare copies of the' 
same. My association will be glad to depute a representative' or representa
tives to tender oral evidence before the Tariff Board whenever the Board de
sires. I shall feel obliged if you will please let me know when the Tariff 
Board is likely to visit Bombay and to hear evidence. 

For your information I may state that the list of the Indian Match 
Manufacturing Companies oli whose behalf I am forwarding this representa
tion will be found on page 13 'and the vested interest that have been 
created in these concerns are enormous and far more than the vested inter
e,t of Indians in this industry in any other Presidency. 

I have received' a letter from one of ,the largest Indian Match Manufac
turing Company of Calcutta which I enclose herewith with a request that 
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a .note be taken that this companr quiie agrees with our representation and 
wishes to be put do,!n 88 supportmg the same. 

Enclosure I. 

Copy of D. O. letter, dated 28th December 1926, from the Esavi India Match. 
Manufacturing Company, Calcutta, to Hooseinbhoy A. Lalljee Esq. 
President, Indian Match Manufacturers Association (Bombay' Presi~ 
dency), Calcutta. 

We have gone through the representation to be sent to the Tariff Board 
lUld quite agree with it. We shall thank you to include our name therei4 
a"l one of the interested party. 

Enclosure II. 

From The President, Indian Match Manufacturers Associatio. 
(Bombay Presidency), Bombay, To The Tariff Board, Calcutta. 

Bepreat",tatioo dated lend December 1916. 

With reference to the Resolution of the Government of India, COD/. 
merce Department, No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October 1926 referrina 
to the Indian Tariff Board for investigation the question of granting protectiCln 
to the Match Industry in India, I am authorised by my Association to sab. 
mit on their behalf the following representation for the consideration of 
the Tariff Board. 

The Government of India have instructed the Tariff Board to examine 
the whole position of the match industry with special reference to three 
points referred to in their said Resolution. The Resolution states that 
.. The point of inquiry is whether the three conditions laid down in para
graph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the 
('I\se of match industry in India and whether the industry should be pro
tt>cted." 

The Indian Fiscal Commission laid down the first condition to be that 
.. the industry must be one possessing natural advimtages such as an abund
ant supply of raw material, cheap power,a sufficient supply of labour or a 
large home market." 

The chief raw material in the manufaoture of matches is wood which is 
m'ailable in abundance in Burma as well as in India and if some of the fac
tories have to rely upon imported wood it is because of lack of proper deve
lopment of forest resources rather than to the absence of suitable w~od in 
sufficient quantities. As for cheap power, the industry has not experienced 
any difficulty. The supply, of labour required for this industry is m?re than 
what is required and with India it will never be a question of aDXIety. It 
has for the present to rely, to some extent upon imported skilled t:echnic!,l 
labour but in few years' time tliis kind of labour will also be avaIlable tn 

sufficient number. The third advantage which India possesses naturally is 
in extensive home market at hand. 

The second condition laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission is that 
.. the industry must be one which without the help of protection either is 
Ilot likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desired 
In the interest of the country." It 11'88 in 1922 that when ~he ~uty of 
Re. 1-8 was levied by the Government for revenue purposes, thIS hIgh ra~e 
of duty served as a protective measure to the match industry and now It 
promises to develop if there is no unfair foreign competition. ' • 

The third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission is that "i~d~s
try must be one which will eventually be able to face world _ competition 
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without protection.". My Association con.lidently believe that the match in
dustry if allowed to be developed on the lines suggested in this represent&'< 
lion of theirs the industry will in a few years' time be"able to face the world 
competition without any protection from the Government. 

The Government of India in their Resolution under reference states· in 
paragraph 2 that II if the Tariff Board decides that consideration must be 
paid to the industry brought into existence by the present rate of duty and 
that the duty should be maintained at the present figure or approximately 
at the present figure it will further report whether the loss in the customs 
l'3VenDe can be made up, in whole or in part by any other appropriate form 
of taxation on the industry." My Association have fully dealt with all these 
points in detail in this representation which they trust will receive serious _ 
consideration at the hands of the Tariff Board. 

When the import duty of Re. '1--8 per gross was levied on matches 80me 
match-importers and dealers thought of starting this industry iIi India. AI 
no European experts could be then had their attention was drawn towards' 
Japanese. The Japanese who had, by then realised their position at once 
agreed to come out to India as soon. as they were invited and thus this 
industry was started in the first instance by the help of the expert Japanese. 

In the beginning the splints and veneers were both imported from Japan 
alld the only thing that was done this side of India was preparing the chemi
cal mixture and dipping of the splints and filling and releasing the splintll 
in.to and from frames. and its packing, etc. 

The Indian labour at first was .rather nervous in joining match factories 
an.! therefore every inducement was given to them such as payment of daily 
fi);~ wages no responsibility whatsoever was fixed for the enormous quantity 
of wastage which they made owing to the fact that they were quite inexperi
ellced and further they were guaranteed continuity of employment for several 
mcnths; these facilities encouraged them and at present they are pleased to 
work in match factories. It also took Bome time for Indian intelligent work
ers to learn the mixing of chemicals and working of splints-frame-machines 
tor filling and releasing the same and by now it may be taken that so far this 
simple splint-frame machinery working is concerned they have acquired avery 
fair knowledge of it but as regards the mixing of chemicals they have not yet 
become 80 very expert as the J aplDlese and it is hoped they will not take long. 
to pick up the knowledge of the same in .a short time. 

On the Government levying the duty on veneers and splints these factories 
imported further wood-cutting machinery and started manufacturing splints 
and veneers from the logs which they began iInporting. They also began 
employing a large number of village women for pasting veneers as is done 
in Japan and at present hundreds of village women are doing this work in 
the factory as also at their homes during their leisure hours. A factory 
employs about 6 to 8 hundred persons. 

Thore would have been no need of importing logs, but it is II. well-knoWJI 
fact that upto now no suitable wood has been found for manufacturing splints 
ill India. Tho) factory owners in their own interests have been doing their 
best .to find out wood but upto now they have been succeBBful in finding 
out wood suitable for veneers which is, about 50 per cent. of their 
total requirements. 

It must also be noted that it is very eBBential that wood for splints ought 
to be as white in colour as the imported logs because it is an established fact 
that if these splints are either dark or coloured the consumers do not touch 
it. It ia this fact that has upto now not made the old existing pre-war 
match factories a paying concern. The foreign competition is 80 keen that a 
alight difference in quality which apparently signifies inferiority in any way 
is sufficient to stop the sale of Indian produce. Therefore so long' as wood of 
the quality for splints is not made available any duty on its iInport is bound 
to affect seriously this new promising industry :which not only at present 
"llpplies work for hundreds of poor persons in manl villag811 but promises te 
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supply work to thousands in every district in India and supplies a mdst heeded 
article of every da-y use, and being a bare necessity. 

It has been said that Japanese Government has been doing their best to 
see that as much less of automatic machinery as is possible be made use of 
80 long as the cost does not go up in /lI'lly appreciable extent in order that 
employment be made available to people specially to those in the villages and 
we have been following the same principle and which we trust our Govern. 
ment will also like to encourage. 

We believe that if Government make careful research, wood for splints 
would be available in India and it is for the Government in the interest 
of the industry and the forest revenue to do their best to find out such white 
wood as is required for the manufacture of splints and further to arrange fOf 
cheap 'railway freight as the cost of carriage is the chief factor but until that 
i-s done the import of logs must not be handicapped in any way. The Indian 

I l'..lanufactur~r wants to be independent of 'foreign logs and therefore he is very 
anxious that the Government should take up the research work in all serious· 
ness in the interest of the people as also for the purpose of increasing the 
revenue of forest. 

The wood in Northern part of India may be considered' suitable for 
Inatches but the railway freight at the outset is prohibitive and secondly no 
lllove has been made by Government of this presidency for making any investi
g§tion for match-wood, as has been done by Bengal Government, who have 
appointed Mr. Ghose and full report is to hand, and consequently Bengal is 
decidedly in a better position to use indigenous timber of India than what 
this presidency is. 

The match industry in India is in a great danger owing to foreign com
petition and the opening of match factories in India by foreigners is like a 
hanging sword on the heads of Indian population in general and the factories 
i,n particular. 

There is a powerful syndicate in Europe known as the Svenska Trust main-
13 controlled by Swedish and Americans whose only aim is to control the 
match production of the world and to sell their own made matches at a heavy 
profit where there is no competition. They succeeded in driving out th'3 
Japanese competition in India by dumping sales with the result that they 
were able to starve a large number of Japanese factories and finally taking 
over some of these works and thus eliminating Japanese competition for ever 
from ,India. 

They have taken over several factories in Japan the, output of which 
amount to about 50 per cent. of the total output of Japan and therefore it is 
believed that a special bill has been introduced in the Japanese Diet prohibit
lllg the imports of foreign capital for industral concerns of Japanese origin, 
lest even in Japan this foreign Syndicate may not capture their whole trade 
and thus ultimately make Japan pay heavy prices and be dependent on foreign 
produce. 

This Trust has also started purchasing factories in India and have syste
l.latically started reducing the prices of matches manufactured by their works 
so that the various other works which they have not been able to capture 
up till now may be forced to be closed down or be sold to them. It is note· 
worthy that they make no secret of this their policy' and one and all works 
have by now directly or indirectly being approached by them or their agents 
lond clearly told that if it is not sold to them they will soon find that they 
will have to stop their works. We cannot help saying that we feel that it is 
only in India that a foreign syndicate can boldly do such things. 

They started a match factory at Ambernath near Bombay under the name 
lind style of Messrs. Western India Match Manufacturing Co., Ld. with no 
Indian capital; and in September 1924 they first produced the stuff and sold 
it at Rs. 2 per gross. They were since then as has been their policy reducing 
the prices and at present they are selling at Re. 1-5 and Re. 1-6 per gross iIi. 
the open market while to certain constituents they have been &iving private 



rebates and the prices at which they are actually being sold to them is about 
Re. 1-4 per gross. Their aim is to undersell, and thus make all the Indian 
i"actories lose heavily. They have a very large capital and with an object of 
capturing the world's match trade it is no surprise that they are following 
these tactics. It is well-known fact that it is their principle not to sell their 
produce made in India for any port or town where Swedish foreign matches 
prE' being sold. l'hoy only sell and under-sell where Indian manufacture is 
finding a market. -Attempts have been made to bind over Indian concerns to 
sell at certain rates and in certain parts only. These facts clearly estahlish 
tho case that they are here for the promotion of foreign Swedish match in-

• dUtiuy. 
The activities of this Trust are weH and fully defined in·an article appear· 

ing in " Trade Review" for Asia extracts from which are' given below: -

l'RADE REVIEW FOR ASIA 

for promoting Asia's industrial development and foreign trade relations. 

To FOBBlGN DANGER TO INDIA'S MArCH hmUSrBY. 

The time is rapidly ceasing to 'be when India was solely a supplier of raw 
materials to foreign countries and buyer of manufactured articles. The 
country is being industrialised, and foreign capitalists, whose only Fatherland 
18 the land which provides the best opportunities for lucrative investment, are 
not slow in casting their greedy eyes upon the unexplored resources and cheap 
mbour of the Indian continent. The problem has now become extremely 
acute and Indian opinion is rightly concerned about the alarming growth of 
ioreign private and joint stock companies which not only cause a large drain 
OIl India's wealth in the form of interests and dividends but what is mbre 
ilerious, tend to transfer the key-industries of India into foreign hands as well 
1110 to prevent the growth or prosperity of a number of industries in which 
wdia could be self-dependent and self-supporting. 

To this latter category belongs the match industry. It was long believed 
:.hat Indian match industry wail doomed to failure for want of suitable 
t.imben. .But during the 'last few years it has been clearly proved that this 
is a fiction. India is one of the largest markets in the world for the consump
tion of matches and she is obliged to import enormous quantities from 
foreign countries. The most important of those is Sweden; the import from 
!'ustralia, Hungary, Japan, Norway, Czecho-Slovakia or Finland is incon
Siderable in comparison with Sweden. That country has, therefore, a. very 
btrong interest in preventing the growth of the match industry in India, for 
it would be a severe blow to Sweden's largest export trade if India should 
~ucceed in manufacturing matche& on a sufficiently large scale to satisfy the 
demands of the Indian market. 

The Swedes have, therefore, decided to start their own factories in India 
II fact that has already aroused considerable indignation in national Indian 
circles. But the exact manoouvres of Swede& still 'Seem to be not clearly 
ullderstood by the large majority of Indians and it will therefore 'be very 
in~tructive to them to read the' following facts that have been placed at our 
disposal by a German match expert who has recently returned from India 
after many years' stay there who has set up match factories for a num-. 
ber of Indian capitalists and who is sincerely and enthusiastically interested 
in the development of match industry in India. He says: "It is well
known that India is to-day the best customer for Swedish matches. This is 
ijolely due to India being unable to produce her own matches. And this again 
was and is still due to lack of enterprise 'and difficulties in obtaining timbers 
suitable for match manufacture. Lately however things have considerably 
improved. Since over two years the Indian match manufacturers have been 
l.rotected by an import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross of boxes of matches. As 
the cost price of good matches made in India is somewhat below Re .. 1-8 per 
groilil it is obvio~s,' that a good return for the capita.l outlay is assured and 
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there is n~ ~oubt .a fair 1)pe~ing for match i~dustry in India. In fact some 
of ~he .Indla~ busIness men are at present very keen on starting match fao
~rles In IndIa and lately some well equipped factories have been started. It 
11 almost certain that ~n course of time India will be able to produce her own 
tlJ.atches and ~hen the Import of foreign matches chiefly of Swedish make will 
atop automatically. Sweden or to be quite correct the Swedish American 
match combined is watching this development with keen interest. They 
have already launched an offensive against the Indian Match Industry on a 
large scale. They did this in such a cunning way ~hat most of the Indians 
have been taken unawares. .It is worth while to go a little further into the 
practice of the said Combine. Above all one thing is certain; the real aim 
of the said Match Trust is to monopolise the world's match trade. The 
lI!'eans employed by the Trust to attain this aim are numerous. According to 
Circumstances they employ fair or foul means. To be just it must be admit
ted that they employ fair means first. If unsuccessful they will use foul 
llleans unscrupulously. It is impossible within the available space in this 
paper to depict the. various ways and means employed by the Trust. Gener. 
ally the practice employed is as follows: After having undersold the matches 
manufactured in the country for a considerable time (the English call this 
dumping) they approach the factories with a proposal to buy the whole busi
l1ess. As a rule the price offered is a decent one. Of course the owner wilL 
be bound over not to do any more business in matches. Very often after 
baving bought the factory it will be closed down. . Then of course the import 
3f matches must commence again. Quite a number of match factories in 
J:;urope and elsewhere have come under the influence of the Trust and a great 

_'"Jmber have been bought by the Trust. 
What means is the' Trust now employing in India P Before it must be 

perfectly understood that the Trust is out for killing the existing match 
lactories in India in order to obtain their real aim that is to govern the 
world's match trade. To attain this aim this Trust has started a factory 
at Ambernath near Bombay and another in. Calcutta. Both these factories 
IIore already working and an extensive underselling .of Indian made matches 
bas already begun. In addition factories at Karachi and Madras are in 
course of construction. Moreover two existing factories one in Colombo and 
the other in Rangoon have beeg. bought by the Trust. Further some of the 
important factories in India have received very favourable offers, fortunate
~ so far without success. i'hey have also opened the Match Manufacturing 
Supply Company in Bombay. This Company besides supplying paper and 
chemicals for match manufacture (most of Swedish make) is acting as agent 
for Messrs. Gerh. Arehm, Stockholm. . The last named firm is supplying 
match making machinery but lost its independence some time ago or in other 
words it belongs to Trust. The said supply Company comes as a wolf in 
sheep's olothing to the Indian business man. They offer materials cheaper 
than any continental or English firm. Indeed this Company undertakes to 
equip factories almost for nothing. They offer to take payments after years. 
WhyP Any man with a re!lSonable amount of business brain will feel sure 
that there must be a ' fly in the ointment' somewhere or as the Indians say 
" Kuohh dal men kala kala hai." And so there is. If, for some reason or other, 
the payment is not forthcoming after the agreed period the ~rust ~ ta~e 
over this factory without much ado and thereby strengthen Its posltlOn In 
India more and more. .MOst of the readers of this paper will say there will be 
oomparatively few Indians who will go into this trap. . This is not. so. It 
may be mentioned here that. lately the Gove;nment of. Bihar a~d Onssa. haa
been trapped in the aforesaId way. There In Patna the SwedIsh AmerIcan 
Match Combine is erecting a small demonstration factory on behalf of the 
Ul)vernment. By allowing that the Government of . Bihar a.nd Orissa haa 
assibted the Swedish Match Trust and has acted agaInst the Interest of the 
country and people. It must be mentioned here however that the Govern
ment did not know at the time that the Match Manufacturing Supply Com· 
pany and the SweJish American Match Combine are identical. Unfortunate
ly only D few Indians are acquainted with this fact. 
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During the last year a few big factories have been started near Bombay 
by enterprising Indians. These factories import suitable, wood in logs, from 
Siberia. Their matches are finding a ready sale. The Swedish factories in 
Ambernath and Calcutta import wood in logs also. There is no import'duty 
on wood in logs. Now the Trust is feeling the competition of these factories 
and in order to get rid of them they urged the Government to, pui;, a high 
duty on wood in logs also. They did not do this in a straightforward way but 
t.(ot behind BOme officials and other influential people. Fortunately the Bom 
bay business men are wideawake and the attempt of the Trust failed. If 
they had succeeded the Indian factories besides the Swedish factory near 
Dombay would have had to close down. As the mentioned Indian factories 
are considerably larger than the Swe4ish factory this would only mean that 
the Trust is getting nearer its real aim that is to govern the world's match 
trade. The last mentioned move of the Trust was a very clever one and 
quite a number of Indians were unable to see the real object of the Trust. 
The Trust is keeping up its propaganda regardless ot the expenses. 

It will be of interest to mention a few items about the Trust. Th& capital 
of the Combine is 180 million Swedish Kronen (about 15 crores Rs.). On 
the board of directors are names like Percy A. Rockfeller, Samuel F. Pryor, 
H. Havenmeyer, John McHugh of the Mechanical-Metal-National Bank, F. 
L. Higginson of the Bank Lee Higginson & Co., New York. Chairman is 
the Swede, Ivar Kreuger. 

There is no doubt that, if the Trust is able to monopolise the World's 
Match Trade the consumer will have to suffer. Because after attaining their 
aim, they will fix the price at such a level that they will more than recover 
their former expenditure. Moreover, it is of no interest to Indians if their 
industries are organised solely, with foreign capital. 

Let us hope that India will be among the countries where the Trust is 
l1:1able to secure a footing.' 

Now this same Mr. Kreuger, ,the director of the Swedish Match Com
pany has been clever enough to publish a review of the World's Match In
dustry with the special object of throwing sand into the eyes of the Indian 
people. After showing how Sweden has been able to overcome the difficul
ties caused by the War and to compete successfully in the world's market, he 
II\YS: 

.. It is easy to understand however that if the Swedish 'match indUstry 
is to retain its leading position it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories 
and for this reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to 
go in, for a programme of taking an interest, in match factories abroad on 'a 
very large scale. We have now in operation newly built factories in India, 
one in Bombay and one in Calcutta, and we are building two new ones, one in 
Karachi and one in Madras, a,nd, we hav!, acquired to establish match fac
tories in Colombo and Rangoon. It is not our intention to try to monopolise 
the Indian match trade and we have decided to seek the co-operation of pro 
minent Indians in our Indian undertakings." 

The facts stated above are almost correct and although it may seem that 
&ome machinery manufacturers of Germany have published these facts in 
order to get machinery orders which by the way may be the object of the' writer 
but the facts written about the activities of this Trust and the manner in 
which they have been carrying on their work in India and the ultimate, 
objective stated therein are so far as the Indian match industry is concerned 
quite clearly stated and'therefore we are not repeating again all these facts 
and objects but have given a substance of it so far it concerns us for very 
careful and serious consideration. We wish to. add further the following 
facts which will implicitly prove 'that this Syndicate is so seriously out to 
c&pture this trade that they are not only going to dump and undersell but 
they are going, to use their financial powers in attempting to capture all the 
manufacturers of chemicals and machinery and tllul! I}ntirely paralysing the 
match industry in India.' ' 
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At prese,nt they are Clontrolling important works of Chlorate of Potosh, 
The Chlorate of Potash industry was with Frnnce and now in post-war timE'! 
it has also been ,estahlishen in Germany. There is a Syndicate formed h~ 
which all the French and German mauufacturers have ioined hands for sell. 
ing purpose and according to our report this syndicate is controlling the salE 
of Chlorate of Potash. 

Another important ingredient for manufacturing matches is Amorphon: 
T'ho~phorus which has practically the only use in matches. This artirll 

-is also in a trust and it is said that the Svenska Trust are controlling tlu 
same. All the important manufacturers such as Messrfl. Albright and Wn. 
sons of England are in the trust and there is only one factory which is ou1 
of trust. This factory has heen likewise n~ked to join the trust hut since i1 
hilS runninf~ orders from India it has not ioinec\ the trust as yet. This bein~ 
the case the different fnctories in' India lire approached by the Svenska Trus1 
and inducements have been put forth in their wny to give a r1mning hnsinps! 
to their own concern the Messrs. Match Manufacturing Supply Co .• Ld.. Sf 

t.hat the factory which is not now in the syndicate may be starved out and bE 
forced thereby to join the trust. . 

Thus their motive is clear; they mnv sunply for the time heing differen1 
wnrks with the stuff of Amorphnns Phosphorus and nfter tnking over th, 
only factory which is out of the Syndicate they may ns well starve the lora 
andian) fnetories and ns this article has prllctically the only use in matche! 
the factories have either to elose down or join the trust on their own term! 
and dictation. 

It wiII be interestin!! at this stage to recall as to how this Trust foreec 
the Japan Match and Chemical Factories to join it. Some time hark I 

representative of the Diamond Match Co. of Ameriea whieh is controlled b, 
n certain financial magnet went to Janan and carried on discussion wiH 
.Topnn Match Manufacturers to ioin the Ryndicate. The Japanese work, 
wnnted to have their own terms of business because the fnrtories han enoug} 
orderll from India then and the negotiations did not result into any sueress, 
This Diamond Match Co. of America are joined in Rwedish coneern and haVE 
formed into Sv~nska Trust. 

Since the Japanese works did not join the Trnst therefore the root oi 
t,heir orders which was India was caught Itnd as Indiltn business WItS onh 
done on indents they began bringing eonsignment.~ on their own RCrotm·~ 
and begn.n dumpinv: ~ales with the direct result thltt hy underseIlin/Z JnpanpsE 
works which hpgnn to starve owing to demand falling off from the India) 
market with the ultimate result that some of thpm had to join thp Trust 
To-day three imports.nt compltnies of Mpssrs. Nippon Match Co.. InollYE 
1'.fntrh Co. Itnd the Kobayashi Mlltch Co. lire gone into the Trust. 'rh"s t1IE'it 
aim was to starve the work~ and hacked hy huge finllnre and heavy financia 
resonrres they are practically in a position to command. 

There WitS one Amorpholl~ Phosnhorus Fnrtorv in .Tapnn which thev hIm 
bou/Zht over and at the outset they stop ned exports to Indilt and sold onl~ 
to the mlttch mltnufltcturer in Jltpltn. But Japanese factories soon founc 
out thllt their ultimate 'Objective was to starv!'> their works without thil 
imporllnt chemical Itntt thnt is why thpv stn.ned Itnother fartory with Mr 
Tnkignwa. nt t.he hend and have. startpn makin,!; their own Phosnllorus ani 
consequently the Trust eould not sllcreed in tltking up the other fIlctorv Itnc 
starve the remltinder of the factories. It is also inter!'>sting to re-call th, 
further Itctivities of this Trust as are now carried on in Europe Itnd they arl 
ItS U~M:- . 

. The Trust is now arrltnging to tnke o~er the mlttrh monopoly supply 0 

'French Govprnmpnt ItS per articlp npppn.rinp.: in A"gl1St 1926 issue of EUrOpeltl 
Finnnre plt!!"e 111.7 extract of which is ItS ,mdpr Itnd which we submit ·requires I 

very rltreful and serious ('onsidpration ItS to how powprf\ll the s;vndicltte is a.ne 
for ",hat they art! clearly Qu1;, 
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EUROPEAN FINANCE 

London, August 25, 1926. Page 187. 

The Swedish Match Trust has put proposals before the French Govern
ment for taking over of the French Match monopoly. The French Govern
DlE'nt is stated to look favourably upon this offer, inasmuch as the Swedish 
1Ilatch Trust is willing to pay a lump sum down iii respect of the concession 
immediately upon signing the agreement instead of making of annual pay
mE'nts. The Swedish Match Trust is also endeavouring to obtain the match 
r"onopoly in Czecho-Slovakia. The Trust was founded by Mr. Ivar Kreuger, 
,,-ho succeeded at the end of the late war in uniting all the Swedish Match 
"actories in one combine. Endeavours were then made to enlarge the scope 
of the combine by converting into an international Trust, and the necessary 
c:.pital for this purpose was obtained from American financiers. In 1923 the 
sister undertaking of the Svenska Tandsticks A. B. (Swedish Match Co.), the 
f"ternational Match Corporation was established and soon became the focus of 
the world's Match business. At present it is. not so much the quality of the 
matches produced by the Trust as the enormous capital it commands that give 
it a leading position amongst the world's most important undertakings. It is 
c.~timated that the capital of the Trust amounts to about Kr. 800,000,000. 
Armed with powerful weapon conferred by its huge capital the combine has
Fllc('eeded in securing control over half the total match production of the 
world. In its annual report the Trust stated that the undertaking possesses 
Rome 150 factories the estimated value of which is about-Kr. 270,000,000. In 
these factories over 50,000 hands are employed. 

Their next move is to take up Messrs. Plama United Match Manufacturing 
Co., Ld. of Czecho-Slovakia known as Solo and Helios Works and also 
Nitedale Works of Norway and they have therefore tied down important 
dealers who are selling their own goods prohibiting them from importing 
matches of these factories and the direct result is that Messrs. Nitedals have
now joined the Trust and it will not be a wonder if Messrs. Plama United also 
jc.in them hereafter. • 

Further they have been l'ep:otiating with the Russian Government for a 
monopoly for taking over the timber for Japan and India and have actually 
made offer but they have not succeeded so far. 

Endeavours have also been lilade according to our report to monopolise 
frame sticks and other articles from Japan as well. 

It is therefore the only aim of this concern of the Trust is to see that 
no other factories can exist outside the Trust and with this motive in view 
they are working. We therefore specially require protection against this 
foreign Trust of such a nature. -

This Svenska Trust is also controlling various manufactures of match 
machines and have captured some Swedish and German Works and further 
according to our report other important German Works have also been cap-
tured by them. ' 

This Svenska Trust have started -a couple of factories for manufacturing 
matches in other parts of India like Bombay and have also bought one existing 
factory in Rangoon which are worked entirely by automatic machinery and -
no Indian capital is invested therein nor do the Indian labourers get enough 
employment up till now in them and it is their objection to I'educe as much 
fndian labour a8 possible; while on the other hand the Indian Match Fac-
tories are ntilising as much manual labour as possible thereby giving employ
ment to several thousands Indian labourers although by doing so their cost of 
production comes to about 4 anna8 more gross and they have to sell at che~per 
rates than tbose of the Syndicate because the finish of their produce is not 

_ exactly like that of the machine-made goods thus tohe :rndian factories are fur
ther handicapped in ~hi8 respect a~ well, 
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Indian factorie~ therefore should be given adequa.te protection against the 
foreign Syndicate which employs a limited number of la.bourers and in which 
hardly any India~ or even a Britisher is employed on a responsible post. 

From the table of prices herein annexed it can be seen as to how this 
Syndicate has been systematically reducing the prices to achieve their object 
and thereby forcing the Indian factories to lower their prices of their own 
production. 

At present by reduction in the rates this important industry in its very 
infancy has come into a perilous condition and is threatened with total extinc
tion in a very short time to the great detriment of the people of this country 
~pecially the village workers and we hope that it will not go down in history 
that a national industry of a necessity of life which came into exi'ltence was 
nippe~ in bud by foreigners.and that Government were not able to protect it. 

Match Ohsmicals.-Indian factoriee have to depend for the following 
ingredients and chemicals for the~r requirements. 

They. are as under:-

FBo. EUBOPB 

Chlorate of Potash. 
Amorphous Phosphorus. 
Sesqui Sulphide Phosphorus. 
Glue. 
Paper. 
Zinc Sheets. 
Aspen Timber. 
Other Chemicals. 

'FROM: JAPAN 

Russian Timber. 
Glue. 
Some Chemicals. 

India at present provides all the labour required and a good deal of wood. 
Bhe is dependent on foreign countries for articles stated above which shtl 
has to import by paying a duty of 15 per cent. and the machinery and the 
other parts thereof are also imported ott which also a duty has to be paid. 

As already pointed out this industry requires at present some foreign 
in~redients and principally articles like AmorphousPhosphorus, Chlorate of 
Potash and Zinc sheets. These have practically the only use in a manufac
ture of matches and factories which produce these chemicals and which are 
outside the Trust are attempted to be starved into submission or are required 
to sell their produce to the Syndicate only, or if they wish to exist they 
must join the Trust. The main object of the Trust is to under-quote and 
under-sell even these articles in India with the ultimate result that they alone 
having a world-wide organisation can maintain and have free field since in 
case they undergo any loss in India the same is recouped in different parts 
of the world and thus ultimately they alone can remain in the field as match 
manufacturers, matches machinery makers, proprietor of works prodUcing 
(·hemicals essentially required for match manufacture . 
• Duty.-Government have stated that the duty they have levied was 
(.urely from a financial point of view and when the . expected' duty is not 
realised they have put forth the matter in the hands of the Tariff Board, 
but they have not considered the point that although the duty apparent
ly has decreased in reality the Government is not a great loser by having 
brought in a much needed industry into existence and further some of the 
foreign materials whioh are used in the manufaoture of matches such as:-' 
Ohlorate of Potash, Amorphous Phosphorus, other chemicals, Glue, Timber, 
Paper, and Zino sheets, being not made in India and also the machinery 
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used for. match making and the parts ,thereOf, ,these are all imported from 
·abroad and custom duty is paid on the same at 15 per cent., even starch 
which is required for pasting the match boxes is made from Dutch farina 
.. hich is imported by BOme factories from Holland and there are so many 
items that taking collectively on these materials Government can barely be oon
~ldered as a loser since it is dead certain that all these articles, 'Were never 
imported before in such big lots and their imports have increased because of 
the opening of these match .factories in India. 

Secondly the income tax and other incident,al taxes which Government 
will be getting from the factory owners and their employees can be attributed 
to only the fact that these match factories have been started in India. 

Thirdly if Government is losing heavily on duty it is because of the tran· 
shipment of matches to native ports in India and, specially the Native Sto,teB 
since the duty charged by the Native States is not paid to the British Gov-
ernment directly. . 

Fourthly at present hardly one-third of the total consumption 'of matches 
in India is manufactured in India and the duty on' the chemicals and. raw 
materials required for the produce of this quantity is paid to Government. 
Thereofre if the Government revenue has gone down a great deal it iB l'TO" 
bably due to the fact that a large portion of the remaining two-third con
Rumption which is as a matter of fact imported into India finds its wav into 
India without paying the duty at Rs. 1-::8 per gr088 and therefore we believe 
that it is in this direction that the Government should ca1lSe an inquiry to be 
made if there is a great deficit in revenue. 

Tranlhipment.-The duty which th" Governmen~ is losing is oli consign
ments which are transhipped from Bombay, Karachi, and other ports. 

One of the reasons for a deficit in the customs duty can be attributed to 
the cause of transhipment which has been according to our information BO~e
wbat abused. It is said that from the year 1922 to 1924 the various consign
ments of matches have been transhipped from Colombo to Cutchand other 
states where only 71 per cent., duty is charged and from there the goods were 
going "iIi inland to various railway stations of Kathiawad and to the 'whole 
of Kathiawad, Gujarath and as far as Berar but this has been stopped to a 
great extent recently. 

It is also said that for J amnagar and specially for Bedi :Sunder the goods 
il\ a large quantity are going transhipped from Bombay, Karachi, and 
Colombo which can be ascertained from the figures inquired at proper sour('.e8 
where apparently the duty at Re. l-::8 per grOBS is charged but it is doubted 
by BOme whether it is in reality a fact. . 

In the same way there is a port Navlakhia in Morvi State where also 
large consiguments of goods are going for transhipment and it is said and 
b .. lieved that matters are also managed there in the same way as they are 
at Bedi Bunder. 

This doubt commands more serious thought and consideration' from the 
further facts that the goods which are bought from Bombay dealers for 
transhipment to these places are purchased at about Re. 0-15-0 per gross 
and it costs annas 3 more per groSlt'including the reasonable profit of anna I 
pt'r gross and if the duty of Re. 1-::8 is added it will actually cost at Rs. 2-10 
rer gross whereas the goods are being sold at price of Rs. 2 to Rs., 2-1 per 
gr088 throughout the whole of Kathiawad and Gujarath; the matches made in 
Sweden and Czecho-Slovakia are supplied to these parts, "ia Bedi Bunder. 

Even at important places like Ahmedabad and Bhawnagar the goods from 
Bedi Bunder are sold and are said to be saleable at favourable prices than 
those sent from Bombay. Bhawnagar State has also the same transhipment 
rights but the goods are not imported there because it is said full duty is 
charged there. 

There is one port known as Bangrole in Kathiawad where also the goods 
from, Sweden Bent on transhipment are welcomed while the goods of foreign 
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origin on which the actual duty has been paid in British India- or the goods 
made in British India are subject to a duty of 50 per cent. so that the buyers 
have to perforce. purchase transhipped matches of foreign make. . 

At Verawal a similar state of things exists but there the duty varies 
from 35 to 50 per cent. levied specially on matches sent from Bombay duty 
paid or if they are Indian made. 

At Porbunder the duty on Indian matches or on matches on which the 
duty has been paid in Bombay, the duty charged is annas 12 per gross, in 
other words the merchants are forced to bring the transhipped matches in 
th is port also. 

At Jamnagar (Bedi Bunder) and Navlakhia (Morvi State) Swedish and 
other foreign matches are sold at only cQuple of annas higher than the Indian 
made matches and consequently Indian made matches cannot be sold in these 
"laces. 

If foreign matches for which the duty has been paid in Native States are 
ilOt subject to any duty in British India while the goods manufac1lUred in 
British India or foreign goods for which the duty has been paid in Bombay 
IHritish India) is subject to heavy ·surtax and duty as stated above. It 
is quite clear therefore that while on the one hand Government will be los
ing duty, the Indian industry on the other hand will also be handicapped with 
surtax and duty and the foreign goods will be more and more imported 
there. . 

From the above stated various points it could be seen that the foreign 
matches which are coming in large quantities give no duty to British Gov
ernment and this may be attributed to, the abuse ~f transhipment rights 
(lnly and the remedy is that the transhipment of the goods should only be 
allowed in such quantities as are actually required for the actual consumption 
ot the States where it is transhipped. ',' 

It is also said that Jamnagar State has made an annual contract of 
3,000 cases of Swedish matches to be brought by transhipment from Colombo 
if 80 then the Government cannot get duty thereof nor could they have any 
knowledge of it. 

All the above facts about native ports and N~tive States are stated 
from reports which the merchants have been circulating but it is for the Gov
ernment to make due inquiries and find out how much truth there is in any 
of these statements. If an inquiry is made as to what is the real consump
tion of the different Native States and what have been their imports directly 
or indirectly, we believe the true facts will be out and the Government can 
then do what they may deem necessary to protect the losses in duty if there 
is a loss to them on comparison that still only one-third of the total consump
tion of India is produced in the country while two-third is being imported 
from foreign country. 

From what has been stated above it will convince the Tariff Board that 
the match industry fulfils all the conditions laid down by the Indian Fiscal 
C.ommisslon and is therefore fully entitled to be protected. With this end 
in view it is strongly urged that the following steps should be taken to 
allow the new industry to be developed along right lines!-

1. That the present import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross should be declared 
. as protective duty and should be maintained at the same rate as 

this industry if allowed to be developed on right lines will soon 
he in a position to get over technical difficulties alld as the 
industry provides employment to thousands of labourers. 

2. That special protection should be given against the foreign com
petition of the Syndicate which is not a bonafide concern a~d 
whose activities should not be allowed to be 8uccessful. It 18 

therefore suggested that a discriminating exci~e duty' on ~he 
product of the factories financed wholly or mamly by foreIgn 
CI'l'ita.l should be leyied but unqer nO circumst",nces anr burden 
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should be imposed on the factories run purely by .Indian capital 
and Indian enterprise. . 

3. That proper control should be exercised on the imports of foreign 
matches into Native States by transhipment methods which are 
likely to be resulted into a deficit in the custom duties by the 
transhipment right being abused. 

4. That handicaps in the shape of extraordinary duties levied by 
Native States upon matches manufactured in British India 
should be removed. 

5. That suitable wood which we believe exists in abundance in Indian 
forests and which is the chief raw material in the manufactures 
of matches must be made available to the match manufacturers 
by the Government taking up the research work. in all serious
ness and by affording every facility for its transport by cheap 
railway and steamer freight. 

6. That in course of time if proper encouragement is given by the 
Government, it is believed that even the chemicals and paper" 
required in the manufacture of matches will be available in 
India and the match industry wiII be in a position to cope with 
the full demand of the country in a few years' time so it should 
be allowed to be developed on right lines, and the industry be 
treated as a National Industry as it supplies an every day's 
ne~essity of life. 

The List of Indian Match Manufacturing Factoriea in Bombay Presi-
clency':-

1. Andhery Match Factory. 
2. Santa Cruz Match Works. 
3. Bombay Match Works. 
4. Swadeshi Match Factory. 
5. National Match Works. 
6. Asada Matches Factory. 
7. Borivli Match Works. 
8. Titwalla Match Factory. 
9. Deccan Match Fadtory. 

10. Belgaum Match Factory. 
11. Husein Match Factory. 
12. Sultan Match Factory. 
13. Guzerat Islam Match Factory. 
M. Thana Match Factory. 

Rates at which factories sold their stuff to wholesale clealers in Bomhay:

Per gross. 

NOVEMBER 1923. 

Indian made matches at • • Rs.2-1-0. 

APRn. 1924. 

Santa Cruz, Andhery & Ora. Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1A2-O. 

NOVEMBER 1924. 

Swedish Syndicate (Western 
India). BB. 2. 

lniUali • • Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0, 
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MAY 1925. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western 

India). Re. 1-14-0. 
Indian 

A.ugust 1925. 
Swedish Syndicate 

India). 
Indian 

OCTOBER 1925. 

Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0. 

(Western. Re. 1-13-0. 

• • Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0 . 

Swedish Syndicate (Western Re. 1-13-0. 
India). 

Indian • • . Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0. 

APRIL 1926. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western Re. 1-10-fl. 

India). 
Indian Re. 1-8-6 to Re. 1-9-0. 

AUGUST 1926. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western Re. 1-8-0. 

India). 
Indian Re. 1-5-6 to Re. 1-6-0. 

NOVEMBER 1926. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western Re. 1-6-6: 

India). 
Inducement and rebates -given 

by Swedish Syndicate. 
Lot of 25 cases Re. 1-6-0. 

" 50" Re. 1-5-6. -
" 100" Re. 1-5-0. 

Indian _ Re. 1-2-0 to Re. 1-6-0. 

Northern India CJtamber of Commerce, Lahore. 

Letter dated 12nd January 1917. 

I am directed to refer to the Press Communique issued by you under date 
the 29th November 1926 on this subject, copies of which were forwarded to 
this Chamber with your No. 897, dated 30th November 1926, and to set out 
hereunder the views of this Chamber.on the question. It is relO'etted that it 
was found impossible to forward the views of the Chamber by the 31st Decem
ber as requested, and trust they will now be taken into consideration. 

To refer in order to the points set out in paragraph 2 of the Communique, 
this Chamber is of opinion that the three conditions laid down in paragraph 

. 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are fully satisfied in the 
case llf the match industry, and that the industry should be protected. The 

.first condition is that" the industry should be one possessing natural advant
ages, such as an abundant supply.of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour, or· a large home market," and Northern India satisfied eaeh 
of these requirements. Wood is, of course, the main raw material, of which 
suitable 'varieties for splints and veneers are plentifully available in the for
ests of the Punjab and Kashmir. The necessary.chemicals and paper, which 
constitute about 20 per cent. of the cost of the finished boxed match, are at 
present mostly imported, but India possesses great Ilossibilities in this direc
tion, and the' growing demands of the match industry must automatically 
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stimulate the developJ\lent of the chemical and paper industries. The raw 
material for these two 'Industries exists in abundance, and once a substantial 
demand is established, India would be able to supply, at least, her own 
requirements of paper and chemicals within a few yeara. Reasonably cheap 
power, such as required for the match industry, exists at present in ~orthern 
India and Kashmir, and when the. Mendi Hydro Electric Scheme begins to 
function in the near future, extremely cheap industrial power will be avail
able. Labour is plentiful, and although superior technical advice -is mostly 
non-Indian at present, and highly paid, Indians are being taught in the 
various factories, and quickly acquire the necessary skill. A very large home 
market also exists, which is at present almost entirely held by foreign manu
facturers. 

The second condition laid down in the Report of the Fiscal Commission iR 
. that, "the industry must be one which without the help of protection either 
is not likely to develop at all,' or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desir
able in the interests of the country." Since 1922 when the present import 
duty, which can be ranked as·a protective duty, was imposed,. the import of 
matches intI! India has decreased from 1,36,80,801 gross in 1921-22 to 
79,28,522 gross in 1925-26, a decrease over 57 lakhs gross. There is nothing 
to show that the consumption has decreased: the inferenoe to. be drawn from 
these figures is, therefore, that the import duty, acting as a measure of pro: 
tection to the industry in India, has enabled that industry to increase produc
tion in India by about the 57 lakhs gross above referred to. The match indus
try was started in India about thirty years ago, and made small progress 
until 1922-23, and while some of the recent progress made must he put down 
to the overcoming of technical difficulties, and the greater availability of Indian 
capital for industrial purposes, the great rise in Indian manufacture· is due 
mainly to the imposition of the present high rate of import duty in 1922 
which has acted as protection to the industry. It must be pointed out, how
ever, that the Indian industry using indigenous timber would have been still 
more firmly established by now, had it not been for systematic and continued 
evasion of duty on matches first by import of splints and veneer and latterly 
by the import of m~tch logs on which no special duty has, as yet, been placed. 

'The third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission is that" the indus
try must be one which will eventually be able to face world competition with
out protection." While the quantity of matches manufactured in India has 
arisen very rapidly during the last few years, the manufacture from indigen
ous timher represents only a portion of this increase. In order to -enahle the 
Indian match industry to eventually withstand world competition, it is neces
sary to develop the use of indigenous timber, which is, in the opinion of this 
Chamber, the slower but for surer process. There is no doubt that steady 
work with indigeiiilUs timber will enahle considerahle economy to be effected 
in the present cost of manufacture, within a few years, and that. the quality 
of the finished Indian match would be considerahly impraved. The prospects 
of securing these ends are very _encouraging in Northern India, and this 
Chamber is therefore of opinion that after a few years' protection, on the lineil ' 
laid down in the summary to this representation, the match industry will be 
established on a sound enough basis to compete successfully with foreign manu
facturers ill the home market, and possibly overseas, without further need of 
protection. ' 

The second point referred to in the communique is regarding the protection 
required, and the methods by which such pr9tection should be given. This 
Chamber is of opinion that the present rate of import duty on matches splints 
and. veneers should b!l retained and trans.ferred to the schedule of pr'otective' 
duties, and that an lDCrea8e of duty on Imported match logs be imposed in 
erder to protect the manufacturer in India using indigenous timber. It is 
here necessary to point out that the import duty of Re. 1-8-0 per gross on 
finished matches' was imposed in 1922, for revenue purposes ana that ever 
since that time a systelllatio and sucoossful attempt has been' made to' evade 
the duty, first by the importati~n of splints and veneers and when this .waB 
checked by the imposition of a higher duty ~hereon, by the ~p~t.of matcla 
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keeping with the previous policy of Government of pr~venting evasion of the 
duty on matches and is, moreover, essential if indigenous timber is to be 
afforded a chance ,to develop. 

A point which must be emphasized is the fact that the actual fall in 
revenue is not so great as it appears to be, for, as a partial set-off to the decline 
under consideration, there must be taken into account the increased customs 
revenue under th" head chemicals, paper and match logs, and if match logs 
are made dutiable at a higher rate, as suggeSted, the deficit will be very con
siderably made up. Another factor which deserves consideration in connec-' 
tion with the decline in match revenue is the increased import of matches 
through Native States Ports. It must be recognized that the industry if 
based on indigenous timber, will be a more substantial source of Government 
revenue as compared to the industry based on foreign timber. With the 
increase of matches manufactured in India, the fall in import revenue in the 
future is likely to become a serious question. The- greater use of indigenous 
timber will more effectively counterbalance this, for, in the case of indigen
ous timber in addition to forest revenue there will be an increased railway 
revenue on carriage of all raw materials incidental to manufacture. This 
Chamber is further of opinion that at this stage it would be fatal to the indus
try to tax, in any form whatever, the match manufactured in India from 
indigenous wood. 

This Chamber has taken up this question from the view-point of -the manu
facturer in India using indigenous timber, as the Chamber is of opinion that 
the indigenous timber has a genuine and strong case for protection, and that 
match industry in India can properly develop, flourish and rightly claim to be 
an industry of the country only if indigenous timber receives a suitable stimu
lous, which it pre-eminently deserves in Northern India. The manufacturer, 
Indian or foreign, using imported logs is, as things stand at present, only bene
fiting himself by evading the taxation levied to meet Government budget 
and so thereby injuring Government revenue. Between manufacturers using 
imported wood, the Indian,claim for preferential treatment over the foreigner 
is therefore clearly based more on selfish considerations, than on grounds of 
sound economics; and this Chamber therefore consider their case to be a poor 
one. Moreover the Indian manufacturer using foreign wood is in many cases 
the agent of foreign manufacturers, and preferential treatment to them may 
seriously jeopardise the development of the industry using Indian timber. 

To summarise the statements made above, this Chamber is of opinion 
that:-

1. The three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report of the 
Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the case of the match 
industry in India, and that the industry should be protected. 

~. The present rate of import duty on matches, splints and veneers 
should be retained, and made a protective duty. 

8. A suitable increase in the duty on imported matah logs is essential 
in order to 'adequately protect the interests' arid development of 
the indigenous match timbers, and also to prevent evasion of the 
duty on matches, splints and veneers. 

4. It would be detrimental to the industry to tax the manufacturer 
using indigenous wood, at this stage with a view to recoup \ the 
whole or a part of the deorease in Customs revenue from foreign 
matches and raw material. 

~ 

'l'his ChllIllber desires to emphasise the fuet tll!Jt the abo_ proposals will 
inflict no hardship on the consumer, and it is net sttggested thdt the duty on 
foreign matches should be increased, whil:st the 'In&!lufacturer using Indiall 
timber will be enabled to place first .cl¥ss mstches en the market at a much 
lower priC6ll. " _. .,. ~ ., 



The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce; Bombay. 

Letter dated 15th Feb1'1UJry 1927. 
I am directed to forward heltlwith a copy of the resolutions adapted by 

the Fourth Session of the Indiau Industrial and Commercial Congress and 
to draw your attention to Resolution No.8, with a request to place the 
same before the Tariff Board for its information. 

• " " *- " -* " 
8. (a) This Congress is of opinion. tha~ the Indian Match Industry fulfils 

all the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian Fiscal Commission 
and therefore deserves to be protected. 

(b) This Congress, therefore, urges that the present rates of import duty 
on matches, splints and veneers be maintained and that facilities be provided 
to make suitable indigenous woods easily available and that transport 
facilities be afforded to the industry. 

(c) That this Congress recommend to the Goverrunent of India that in 
order to enable the Indian Match Industry' to overcome its technical ,liffi
culties and to be developed, legislatioll be undertaken by them to the effect 
that all Trusts of foreign capitalists establishing factories in India, should 
pay an excise on their products, the amount ot' such excise being fixed at 
a figure, calculated to prevent such Trusts from. strangling the IndialJ. 
Match Industry with a view ultimately to monopolising the market. 

(d) That it be also enacted that the inclusion of a few Indian capitalists 
in Buch a Trust should not be considered a plea for its exemption from the 
operation of the above rule, such mixed l'rusts being entitled only to a 
reduction in the amount of the excise in proportion to the Indian capital 
thus employed. 

" " " " " " * " 

The Buyers and Shippers Chamber, Karachi. 

Letter, dated 19th March 1927. 
With reference to the Government of India, Department of Commerce, 

Resolution No. 235-.T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926, re enquiry into the 
prospects of the match industry in India, I am directed by my Chamber to 
state as under. 

The fact that the decline in the Customs revenues has been the cause for 
the enquiry in the matter leaves a presumption that Government has its 
revenues &8 the foremost point for consideration in coming to a decision in 
this behalf. But my Chamber, would, with due deference, suggest that ~o,·
ernment should rather have as basis for their decision in the matter the fad 
that prosperity of the subjects is the prosperity of the State and that there· 
fore the State need naf: hesitate to make a little sacrifice if it could help the 
general prosperity of its subjects. Now if this be the angle of view" the result 
is that Government must needs encourage an industry that would lead to the 
pro~perity of the country regardless of its temporary adverse effects on the 
revenue to any reasonable extent. 

Now the wood-the chief raw material in the manufacture of matches is 
already available in many parts of India and Burma with proper development 
of forest resources there could arise no question of any difficulty in the requi
site supply thereof: •• Again matches being an article of daily necesaity even 
to the poorest of t~ population, the .question of inadequate home consumption 
could have no place in a vast c<o~ntry like India. 

The comparative standard of India. ill &l'ts IlIld industries is in itself suffi
oient proof of urltent necessity for .an..- p-ossl.~l., pl'o~ctiye measures to be 



adopted with !1 view to elevate its present standard side by side without 
which every enterprise is bound to meet with failure as a result of confronta
tion from outside competitions. This fact gets well supported by the fact 
that but for the present enhanced rate of import duty on this commodity it 
would have been impracticable for the Indian match manufacturers to achieve 
what little they have. . 

With wood in abundance as a result of proper development in forest re
sources, great home consumption, cheap labour as is always available, doing 
away with imported skilled technical labour at present employed and removal 
of other minor difficulties at present facing there is, in the opinion of this 
Chamber, every likelihood of this industry being eventually able to face world 
competition without protection. 

My Chamber are though inclined to believe that this industry,which a8 
explained above, satisfies all the three essential conditions laid down in para
graph 97 ·of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission, may in the long run 
help to make up the losses. meanwhile sustained in the revenues, of course, in 
some different shape, say, by increase in Income-tax and in Customs duty on 
the necessary chemicals imported, as well as the export duty on this commodity 
supplied beyond British India, yet with the facts in hand it is beyond doub' 
that this industry should fail to lead to the prosperity of the country, if allow
ed to live and as such it ought to, in view of the general prosperity of the 
country, be encouraged regardless of loss to the revenues to any reasonable 
extent. . 

BQrm~ Chamber of Commerce. Rangoon. 

Letter dated the I.&th March 1927. , 
I am directed to .thank you for your letter No. 201, dated March 3rd, 1927, 

and to say that this Chamber has no useful evidence to offer in respect of the 
. Match Industry. 

Burmese Chamber- of Comn:.erce. Rangco1!. 

Letter dated the 19th March 1917. 

With reference to your letter No. 247, dated the 25th March 1927, I am 
Jirected to express regret at the shortness of notice from you,. and that the 
Chamber is of opinion that Burma affords a good field for the develOPment 
Jf match industry in the province. 

But for the encdUragement of the local industry, my Chamber is of opinion 
that there ought to be no change of the import duty on matches, i.8., my 
Chamber believes that the duty should be kept as at present and no increment 
is to be contemplated as otherwise the consumer will be badly affected; but 
with a view to encourage local industry, my Chamber believes that import 
duty on raw materials, such as special machinery, Phosphorus, Sulphur, etc., 
necessary for the industry, should be reduced and that the Forest Depart
ment should take less royalty or exempt for some period of years, if possible, 
on match wood. Further, the Forest Department should help in the en
couragement of industry, by planting such trees, as suitable for match wood, 
at one spot, so that transhipment of timber may not be too costly. The 
Chamber also learns that the matches, at present, produced are rather inferior 
in quality and as such the proprietors should be made to guarantee to impron 
their products, as a condition for preferential treatment, proposed. 

With reference to your request to depute &, delegate, I am directed t-e 
litate that U Thin Maung, Proprietor, Burma National Stores, has been 
deputed. to give evidence on the lines auuested above. . 
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The Burma Indian Chamber of Commerce, Rangoon. 

Supplem.entaT1J statements handed on the 31st March 1927. 

(1) Note regarding the Swedish Trust. 
We have sufficient materials, we believe, to prove that the Swedish Trus!; 

does exist, that it is operating in India and that it is operating in a way pre
judicial to the interest of the Indian match industry. 

The origin of the Trust goes back to the establishment o{ a match factory 
in the Swedish City of Jonkoping (1848) which was soon followed by numerous 
others. After fierce struggles between the competing firms, an agreement was 
arrived at by them in 1917 which provided for the amalgamation of all the 
Swedish match producing concerns under the name of tho! Svenska Tandsticks 
A. P. with headquarters at Stockholm. The completion of this process of 
cc;ncentration enabled the Swedish match-producing industry to devise vigo-

"rous measures "by which to extend its influence in the world's markets. By 
cleverly adapting its policy to the conditions created -in the various countries 
through the war, the Trust secured to itself a considerable influence upon 
production abroad .. In some countries, e.g., Peru, Turkey, Greece and Poland, 
the Trust has obtained an actual monopoly. In Japan, their activities have 
practically jeopardised the national industry. In the beginning, the Trust 
joined as Managing Partners with some factories and after making heavy 
losses for some years, they succeeded in forcing the proprietors to sell off their 
factories to the Trust. In some factories, they have got half shares and the 
Japanese partners are now tired and are likely to sell off their shares in the 
concerns to the Trust. Their activities in Germany are described in an article 
which recently appeared in the" New Empire." Copies of whicb we hand over 
herewith. 

In India, when the import duty on matches was raised to the present 
figure, the Trust found that manufacturing matches in their own country for 
export to India left them very little profit, and consequently they started 
factories in India. They increased their sharI! capital and issued 272,500 
shares of £7-5-0 each, which were over-subscribed in the London market. The 
Swedish Company thus created a British interest in the industry expecting 
perhaps to have things smooth for them in India. The activities of the Trust 
in India are described in the following "extract from the speech of Mr. Ivan 
Krouger, Managing Director of the Swedish Match Company, at the meeting 
of Shareholders held in London on 15th May 1925:-

.. It is easy to understand,however, that if the Swedish match industry is 
to retain its leading position, it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories, and 
for this reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to go in for 
a programme of taking interest in match factories abroad on a very large Bcale. 
\Ve have now in operation two newly-built factories in India, one in Bombay 
and one in Caloutta, and we are building two new ones, one in Karachi and 
one in Madras, and we have acquired two established match factories in 
Colombo and Rangoon. It is not our intention to try to monopolise the"Indian 
match trade, and we have decided to seek the co-operation of prominent 
Indians in our Indian undertakings." 

The Trust is thus selling some shares in India to establish the fact that 
their. is mixed capital and that their interests are bound up with those of the 
Indians in the industry. We have the concrete case of the Assam Match 
Company, which has got 3 Indian Directors out of 7. Their activities in India 
and the means employed by them are described in an article which appeared 
i!l the." Ind~strial !rade R~view for Asia" in October 1925, which is pub
lished 10 Beriln, copIes of whIch are handPd I'VE-r herewith. 

EztTact from. an article in the" New Empire," dated 8th. March 1927. 

The Trust began to exercise a certain influence on the position of the 
German match producing industry as early as 1919~20 when it sold 4.0,000 casel 
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~f Swedish matches to German buyers, and when it placed part of the sale 
price at the disposal of the Allgebeine Zundhelzexport-Zentrale G. m. b. H., 
of Hamburgh\ in the shape of a loan granted to the latter ·concern. It next 
secured three~quarter majorities in the firms of Messrs. Stahl and Noelke 
A. G. and Deutsche Zundhol. fabriken A. ,G. (the so-called "Kasseler 
Konzorn "), and, shortly afterwards it acquired an important percentage of 
the shares of the Union A. G., of Augsburg. At the 'same time the small 
factories dependent on these three concerns were also brought under its in
~uence. In th~s way the Trust acquired c'ontrol, within it very short space of 
time, of 70 per cent. of the German production. 

Advance of the Trust. 
. The correct policy of the remaining concerns that had saved their in. 
dependence would have been to combine their forces against the further 
aevance of the Trust. Instead, however, of doing this, they continued to 
underbid each other, and finally approached the Government with the request 
to reintroduce the system of rationing production. But events had moved 
too fast, and the Government's economic council (Reichswirtschaltsrat) after 
studying the problem in great detail, came to the conclusion that the proposed 
measures of difference were ineffective, and that the creation of a state mono-

. poly would also be liable to serious objections. Thus the only thing to do was 
to let matters take their natural course in the direction of a private monopoly 
and to ensure that proper provision was made for the protection of the general 
public and its interests. The intervention of the Government led to the 
conclusion of a syndicate. agreement to which all the producers were parties. 
All of them with the exception of the Grosseinkaufts-Genossenschaft deutscher 
Konsumvereine, undertook to place their output at the disposal of a selling 
organisation in the shape of a limited company or corporation which is to 
fix prices, to anange for the proper distribution of the output among home 
consumers, and to take in hand the exporting business. The capital of the 
Company is one million reichmarks, one-half of which sum represents the 
share of the Trust, whilst the other half has been taken over by the German 
producers and the German Government. The participation of the Trust in the 
capital, ·therefore, is less than its share in the production it controls, which 
amounts, as has been said to 70 p,er cent. The agreement is to run for twenty
five years, and contains a clause entitling the Government to a certain in
fluence on the fixing of prices, so that the interests of the consumers may be 
properly prot.ected. Another important stipulation is that the Government is 
to issue, prior to March 1st, 1927, an enactment making it illegal to manu
facture matches without the consent of the Government--a measure intended 
to make a renewed over production imposSible. 

!Jxtract from the" Indian Trade Journal," dated 4th Februa.ry 1926, page 175. 

MATCH INDUSTRY IN BIHAR AND ORtSSA. 

'l'he' following is an extract from the Annual Report of the Director of 
llldustries, Bihar and Orissa, for the year 1924-25:-

'fhe scheme for a demonstration match factory mentioned in last year's 
report was placed before the Board of Industries in August and eventually 
sanctioned by Government. The project is for the erection of a match factory 
in the old saw mill belonging to the opium factory at Gulzarbagh on the 
outskirts of Patna City. The saw mill used to obtain its supplies of wood for 
opium chests from rafts floated down the Gundak and Gogra rivers from North 
Bihar to the mill compound which stands on the banks of the river Ganges. It 
y proposed to obtain supplies of wood for match-making from the forests of 
Bettiah and Ramnagar tlstates by the same method. The project was bnsed 
on the supply of wood at the factory at 15 annns a c.ft. but the Bettiah estnte 
has undertaken to deliver 10,000 c.ft. at the factory for 10 annns a c.ft. so 
that after due allowance for wastage, etc., it looks as though production will 
he cheaper than was anticipated. 



The woods which it is proposed to use are Celtis Austr.alis, Trewia Nudillora 
and Alstonia Scholaris, which are reported by Mr. Ghose to be available in large 
quantities in these forests. The woods were not only tried in Calcutta, but 
have heen subsequently tested in Bombay by the Match Manufacturing Supply 
Company which is supplying the machinery to the factory, with very satis
factory r~ults. Trewia Nudiflora has long been known as onl! of the best match 
woods in India, and the other two appear to have all the qualities of a good 
match wood. There are said to be other suitable woods available should the 
supplies of these woods prove insufficient. The estimated minimum output of 
the factory is 30 thousand gross per annum, viz., 100 gross a day for 300 days, 
but it is hoped with the machinery provided that a larger output will even
tually be achieved. The objects of the factory 'are as follows:-

(1) to see whether good matches can be made in India from Indian woods 
at a profit in a well-equipped factory j 

(2) to enable persons to see the best match machinery in action j 
(3) to enable Government to give advice with confidence to persons who 

required it j and 
(4) to train any person, who desires to learn how to ma.k:e matches in an 

up-to-date manner. 

The location of the factory at Patna, besides making supervision easier, will 
facilitate inspection by would be manufacturers. The project was accepted by 
the Legislative Council and Rs. 85,000 has been provided in my Budget for 
the present year. Of this Rs. 15,000 is assigned for working capital, and the 
balance for machinery and plant, erection charges and preliminaries and con
tingencies. It appears likely there will be a substantial saving in the estimate. 

Eztract Irom the "Indian Trade Jowrna~," dated 17th February 1927, 
page 295. 

MATCH INDUSTRY IN THE MADRAS PRESIDENCY. 

'l'he following is an extract from the Report of the Department of Indus
tries, Madras, for the year ended 31st March 1926:-

There are no further developments to record with reference to the match 
industry in the Madras Presidency. Two new companies were registered 
during the year with the object of manufacturing matches, viz., Sri Briga
nayaki Match Factory, Ld., Cuddalore, with a capital of Rs. 1,50,000 and the 
Sri Krishna Match Company, Ld., Palghat, with a capital of Rs. 6,000 and 
the progress of these concerns will be watched with interest. The proprietor 
of a match factory in Bellary has applied for a loan of Rs. 20,000 under the 
provisions of the State aid to Industries Act for the purpose of installing 
additional plant and providing the further capital required by the concern 
and this is now under consideration. The vital necessity of selecting a suitable 
site for the establishment of a match factory and of ascertaining beforehand 
whether suitable match woods can be delivered at the factory site at a price 
which will admit of manufacture at a profit cannot be too often and too 
~trongly emphasized as instances have come to notice where essential preli
minary enquiries as to the availability of a suitable wood supply have not been 
made. The difficulty of extracting timber at a price low enough to enable 
match manufacture to be conducted at a profit is not always appreciated by 
enquirers who appear to think that it should be an easy matter for the Forest 
Department t~ supply them with timber i.n the re9uired quantity at a suffi
Ciently low pnce whereas, so far as the mformatlOn at the disposal of the 
department extends, the centres where suitable timber is available are very 
few. The b~t location for a match factory in the opinion of the Forest 
])e~artme':lt, is o~ ~he West. Coast although even. hel:e difficulty would be ex
perienced In obtammg supplies at cheap rates whICh IS essential for success ali 
all suitable match woods are also in demand for coffee and tea. boxes and prices 
are therefore comparatively hili:h. .As previously pointed out, any schen1'el for 
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exploiting woods for match manufacture should preferably be linked with a 
general scheme for extracting' all marketable timbers and utilizing waste ends 
for splints and veneers by working them up into match woods. The only wood 
which will be ~heap is waste from saw mills but the only saw mill where 'the 
Forest Department have any quantity of soft wood is Olavakot; and there 
are now two match factories near there. In any location, the Forest Depart
ment would have difficulty at present in supplying a sufficient quantity of 
suitable wood and under present circumstances therefore it seems probable that 
a large factory would have to use imported timber for splints and veneers. 

Extract from the" Indian Trade Journal," dated 11th March 1926, page 1.25. 

MATCH INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED PROVINCES, 1924-25. 

The following is an extract from the Annual Administration Report of the 
Department of Industries, United Provinces, for the year 1924-25:-

General Position. 
The possibilities of manufacturing matches conti~ued to engage the atten

tion of capitalists in these provinces. A power-driven factory was started at 
Muttra and a small factory for the manufacture of matches for splints and 
veneers imported from Calcutta was started <at Agra. A third one was started 
at J walapur near Hardwar and several schemes were in the air. Of the 
factories which had been started in previous years, the only ones which were 
going concerns were the factories at Mirzapur and Lucknow. The factory at 
Nagina did not work." ' 

Supply of damp-proof formula. 

One of the main hindrances which impeded the progress was the difficulty of 
obtaining a formula for making damp-proof matches. The department there
fore arranged to obtain such a formula from Mr. N. B. Mukerji, B,Sc., Con
sulting Match Expert of Cuttack, on payment of a remuneration of Rs. 1,000 
plu3 other expenses sanctioned by the Board of Industries. This formula was 
demonstrated and examined at the Technological Institute, Cawnpore, and the 
matches made from the materials supplied by Mr. Mukerji were found to be 
as good as some Swadeshi matches on the market. The formula is available, 
without any payment, to bona /ide manufacturers. 

Grant of concession rates for wood purchased from Government Forests. 
The decision of the Government with regard to this form of assistance was 

that they were unable to grant any general concession prior to receiving appli
cations but that they were prepared to consider on their merits individual 
applications for aid. Individual cases are being examined by the Forest De
partment. 

Supply of veneers and splints. 

It has however been found that a more suitable 'form of subsidy than a 
timber m~nopoly 0; a reduction of royalty, would be to arrange for the supply 
by the Department of Industries of splints and veneers at cost. price. of manu
facture. This arrangement would,. apart from all other conSIderations, save 
freight on 50 per cent. of the materlSl. The Government have therefore sanc
tioned a scheme framed by the department in consultation with the Forest 
Department, for putting do:wn a pla~t at the Gover~ment Central Wood Work
ing Institute, where a peelIng machme a~ready eXISts for the manufa~ture of 
finished splints and box veneers. .Th.es.e .wIlI be made from several speCies to .be 
drawn initially from the Haldwam dIVISIon and to be supplemented by supphes 
from Tarai and Bhabar estates. If the scheme is sanctioned it will be possible 
to supply splints at Rs. 10-8 per ml;'und .and veneers at Rs. 14-8 per gross of 
boxes. The price of Japanese splInts IS about Rs. 15 per maund and of 
veneers about Rs .. 20 per hundred gross of boxes., ' 
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Eztract from the If Indian Trade Journal," dated 9th September 1926, 
page .US. 

MATCH INDUSTRY IN BENGAL DURING 1925. 

The following is an extract from the Annual Administration Report of thE 
Department of Industries, Bengal, for the year 1925:-

A number of large and up-tO-date match factories have been established 
in and near Calcutta, eight in all, and the approximate output of these fac
tories will be of the order of 13,000 gross boxes of matches per diem. ThE 
smaller match factories using hand machines have either ceased to exist or arE 
in a moribund condition. It appears that the cottage system for the manu· 
facture of matches will not be able to hold its own and face competition with 
the modern factories using up-to-date power-driven machinery. As many 
operations are involved in the production of finished matches and as the pro
ducts are of comparatively small value, it is unlikely that the manufacture of 
matches on the cottage system will be successful. -

Though many species of wood in the Bengal forests have been found suitable 
for the manufacture of first class safety matches as a result of the investiga
tions carried out by this Department, little advance has been made in the 
utilization of these species chiefly on account of the scattered occurrence of 
these woods and also on account of the unfavourable railway rates. 

Most of the factories are using imported logs chiefly from Sweden and 
Siberia though some of the factories are trying to use Gengwa wood which 
occurs plentifully in the Sunderbans and which can be brought to Calcutta by 
means of country boats at a reasonable cost. The available supply of Gengwa 
wood is, however, not inexhaustible and until systematic cultivation is taken 
up there can be no security for continuity in this direction. Successful experi
ments have been carried out by the Industrial Chemist to bleach splints manu
factured from Gengwa wood. Though first class splints complI-rable to the 
splints made from imported wood could not be produced, nevertheless it has 
been demonstrated that matches of good quality can be made from this wood. 
Schemes have been prepared by this Department for different sized match 
factories, and the conditions, both economic and technical, have been analysed 
for the benefits of the persons interested in this industry. The chemical 
composition of matches and the conditions governing the production of damp. 
proof matches have been studied by the Industrical Chemist with the help of 
power-clriven laboratory machines. First class compositions for match heads 
bave been prepared, and further experiments are now being conducted to 
ensure the complete success of this industry in Bengal. In conclusion, it can 
be said that the match industry, in spite of many difficulties, is on the way to 
success and the factories 80 far established or contemplated in Bengal are 
sufficient to meet all her requirements. 

(2) Note regarding restriction, on foreign capital and foreigners doing 
bunnell in 'Various countries. 

SWEDEN. 

Permission is necessary before -a foreigner may engage in trade or manu
facturing activities in Sweden. Applicants must be 25 years old and must 
offer guarantee or security for the payment of rates of taxes to State and 
municipality for a period of three years. Foreigners must obtain permissiofl 
to form a trading company or become partner in such company. Only 
Swedish may found joint stock banking companies or unlimited liability bank
ing -companies or be shareholders in banking or railway companies or prin
cipal stock-holders in solidary banking companies. Foreign subjects, cor
porations, or institutions, to a certain extent, af(l f(lstricted from acquiring 
aharell in ordinary Swedish companies. 
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SPAIN. 

In order that firms may be qualified for receiving certain benefits under 
Spanish Royal Decree, dated 30th April 1924, they must comply with the fol
lowing condititins :-

(1) The Board of Directors and the management must be Spanish, but in 
the case of limited liability companies one-third of the Board of 
Directors may be foreigners. No foreigner, however, may be 
President of the Board or Managing Director. 

(2) 75 per cent. of the capital must be owned by Spaniards. 
(3) 80 per cent. of the office staff and workmen employed must be of 

Spanish nationality. During the first three years, however, the 
employment of foreigners in the following proportions will be 
permitted: 75 per cent. during the first year, 50 per cent. the 
second year and 30 per cent. the third year. 

(4) The fuel, material and fittings used must be Spanish production, 
excepting where for technical or other special reasons they have to be obtained 
from abroad. 

JAPAN. 

F01'eign Corporation.-As explained at length by Mr. T. 'Miyoke, Barrister
Counsellor at Law, in the August No. of the America-Japan, foreign corpora
tions in Japan are taxed as follows on that portion of the profit which is in 
excess of 10 per cent. on the invested capital, that is to say:-

(1) On the amount in excess of 10 per cent. of the capital 
(2) On the amount in excess of 20 per cent. of the capital 

'(3) On the amount in excess of 30 per cent. of the capital 
Also on income derived from business or assets in Japan 
Thus a foreign corporation will in any case be taxed 

FINLAND. 

Per cent. 
4 

10 
20 
n 
7! 

December 14, 1923, law passed relative to the State tax of 8 per cent. on all 
foreigners drawing interest on deposits in Finnish Banks on dividend on shares 
held hy them in Finnisli companies. ' 

FRANCE. 

F01'eign Insurance Oompanies in France. 

Foreign Insurance Companies required by law of February '15, 1917, to 
obtain approval of the Government Insurance Companies which have not 
obtained the authorisation of the Government are not only forhidden to sue but 
are also liable to a fine of 100 to 5,000 francs; in case of serond offence 500 to 
10,000 francs. 

UNITED KINGDOM. 

Profits arising from sources outside of the United Kingdom and utilised by 
their owner are taxable if owner whether British or foreign is a resident of the 
United Kingdom for a total of six months in any assessment. 

TURKEY. 

Forma/iNe.! in establishing TU1·ld.~h ('ompo1l-ies. 

In order to become officially established in Turkey a company must comply 
with certain regulations in regard to registration, taxation and employees. 
Registration required declaration of company's proposed business activity, its 
capital and financial resources. Income-tax is virtually the only tax imposed 
011 private firms and ('orporations. Employees except heads of Departments, 
managers and technical assistants lIlUS~ be Turkish subject!! ~nd 'furldsh is th~ 
pnly official langtlage. 



Telegram which appeared in the" Rangoon Daily News," on S6th March 1927. 

FBENOH MATOH MONOPOLY. 

M. Poincare' 8 Statement. 
Paris, March 25: M. Poincare made a statement to the Cabinet regarding 

the Match Monopoly Bill. He said the Company and Board must be exclu
sively French and foreign holders of shares would not be entitled to any control 
over the management of the company. The deposit with the State would be 
roughly a hundred million dollars and also the Company would guarantee an 
annual payment corresponding to the yield of the monopoly hitherto, plus a 
large share of profits. The State would fix prices. 

(3) Note regarding restrictions on ,foreigners. 

1. In the case of limited liability companies, I suggest that:-
(a) No company should be allowed to manufacture matches in India unless 

it is registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1913, and it has a share 
capital, the amount of which is expressed in the memorandum of association in 
rupees. 

(b) No company, having for its object the manufacture of matches in India 
should be registered unless at least 75 per cent. of its authorised capital is 
reserved for Indians in the first instance for a definite period 9f time. 

(c) No forest concessions or leases should be granted to any company unless. 
at least 75 per cent. of its capital is subscribed by Indians in the first instance. 

(d) The number of foreigners on the Board of Directors should not exceed 
one-third of the total number of Directors. No foreigner, however, should be 
allowed to be the President of the Board or the Managing Director; no firm 
more than one-third of whose partners are foreigners should be allowed to 
beoome Managing Agents. If possible, every foreigner should be required to 
obtain permission from the Local Government, to join the Board of Directors 
or the firm of Managing Agents and the Local Government, before granting 
such permission shall enquire as to whether the applicant is directly or in
directly connected with any foreign trust or 'combine, whose activities are in 
any way prejudicial to the interests of the Indian match industry. 

(e) Excise duty must be levied on a sliding scale on the products of those 
fal'tories which are wholly or partly financed by foreign capital in proportion 
to the foreign capital employed. 

I suggest that the excise duty should be levied in the following manner:-

Where foreign capital does not 
exceed • 20% 

Where foreign capital exceeds 20 
per cent. but does not exceed. 40% 

Where foreign capital exceeds 40 
per cent. but does not exceed. 60% 

Where foreign capital exceeds 60 
pr.f cent. bu~ d(le!l nQt exceed, 8Q% 

1 per cent. of the existing imp~rt 
duty for each per cent. of foreign 
capital. 

11 per cent. of the existing import 
duty for ~ach per cent. of foreign 
capital. . 

11 per cent. of the existing import 
duty for each per cent. of foreign 
capital. 

It per cent. of the existinj!( import 
duty for each per cent. of forejgJl 
~pital. 
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Where foreign capital exceeds 80% 2 per cent. of the existing import 
duty for each per cent. of foreign 
capital. 

(I) A. company, having more than 25 per cent. of its capital in the hands 
of foreigners should be required to provide adequate facilities for the training 
of Indians. 

2. FOREIGN INDIVIDUALS AND FmMS. 

No foreign individual 01 firm should be allowed to start matc~ factories 
in India. Foreigners should be required to obtain permission from the Local 
Government to become a partner in a firm having for its object the manufac
ture of matches in India. 

In the case of firms financed partly or wholly by foreign capital, duty should 
be levied on the same basis as in the case of limited liability companies. 

3. TBuihs AND COMBINES. 

To prevent Trusts and Combines from starting match factories in India, 
I suggest that there should be an anti-Trust legislation. 

I desire to make it clear that these detailed suggestions are not yet consi
dered by the Committee of my Chamber but I have thought it fit to put them 
before you in the hope that they will form a basis for discussion and enquiry. 

RANCHORDAS H. GANDHI. 

The Indian Merchants' Chamber. Bombay. 

Letter, dated 20th. ApriZ 192'1; 

I am directed to send to you hereby the views of the Committee of the 
Chamber with regard to the various queries referred to in the questionnaire. 

2. My Committee do not answer the questions seriatim as many of the 
questions relate to matters technical concerned with the actual working of 
the match manufacturing factories, with which they are not directly con
versant and as such are not in a position to express any opinion thereon; 

3. There are, however, certain points in the questionnaire which are of 
general importance and they would like to deal with such points only. 

4. Introductory.-My Committee are aware that there is a general belief, 
though unfounded, to the effect that aU-Indian Matches are inferior to the 
imported ones. While they do not subscribe to this impression, they have 
reason to believe that it is due to an erroneous idea of considering the 
·colour of the splints to be the main deciding factor in the quality of matches; 
if the quality is considered from the standard of utility of imported against 
Indian matches, it will be difficult to maintain that the Indian matches are 
not equal in quality to the former. 

S. Wood.-Wood soft and suitable to the requirements of the manufacture 
of matches is the principal raw material and such soft wood is neither used 
as timber nor as fuel but forms merely a part of the forest-waste and was 
so considered till match. factories in India came· into existence. My Com
mittee are of opinion that India with such vast and unexplored forests 
should be in a position to supply all the soft wood required for this purpose, 
if proper researches are undertaken seriously by the Government. They are 
informed that the Government of India have directed the Forest Research 
Institute I'f Dehra Dun to make researches into the suitability of soft woods 
available for the manufacture of matches and that some attempts have 
already been made towards that end, and they will much appreciate if these 
attempts result in proper utilisation of Indian forcsts towards building up 80 
important an industry which supplies an every day necessity of life. My 
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Committee would like to suggest that the forest Department. should also 
take in hand the plantation of such species of soft woods as would be re
quired for this industry. The Government of Bombay have, they learn, 
made a beginning in planting Sawar trees (Bombax Malbaricum) and if such 
plantations are made on an extensive scale,. they will help the pl'oblem of 
the sufficient supply of soft wood to a great extent. There is anothel' handi
cap, which my Committee would like to point out to the Board, and it is 
the very prohibitive railways and steam transport charges for the wood. 
,",orne railways have now allowed these logs of soft wood to be earned at 
"fuel rate" instead of a higher rate of "timber," provided the l()gs are 
required for bona fide use of a match factory. But such a trivial concesRion 
,]oes not go to any appreciable extent in inducing Indian Match Manufac
turers to use Indian wood for their factory. My Committee believe that 
proper facilities by way of cheap -transport will encourage match manufac
turers to use Indian wood to a greater extent. They further suggest that 
right of extraction of soft woods from forests should be given by tender 
to bona fide match manufacturers only so that the resources of tht' Il).dian 
forests would be more and more utilised by this country. . 

6. Ot1r.BT TaW materials.-Other raw materials that are required in the 
manufacture of matches are mostly chemicals and my Comml'f;tee are of 
opinion that if the industry is established on a sound basis these chemicals 
are likely to be manufactured in India. 

7. Labowr.-India is a country which exports labour--and as such is 
never likely to be in difficulty to secure labour, either skilled or unskilled 
required for this industry. There is also a good number of experts in this 
industry who have either got their training in foreign countries or are 
trained loc,ally under foreign experts. There is again so much ilf unemploy
ment for both the skilled and unskilled labour that induRtries like the match 
industry which are so simple should be develoDed to lessen and ultimatllly to 
remove unemployment. 

8. Ma,rket.-India has a: vast demand for this commodity which is an 
everyday necessity of life that the yearly requirements of this country anlOunt 
to 1,700,000 IZrOS8 of matches per year. The figures of imports fol' British 
India alone for the year 1917-18 show the demand to be 17,000,000 gross. 
There is every possibility of this demand of 17.000,000 gross being increased 
in view of the fact that a portion of the agricultural class cannot at present 
affl'rd the luxury of the matches and have still to resort to the .primitive 
method of ignition by the help of steel and granite. My Committee have 
been pressing for a Committee of. inquiry regarding the deflection of trade 
from Bombay. This problem affects the match industry to a very large 
extent. Quantities of. foreign matches are sold in Ahmedabad ·and other 
places at R~. 1-14-0 when the present duty is Rs. 1-8"(). Without going into 
details with regard to such conditions, my Committee will al!ain press here for 
a thorough and searching enquiry into the situation. 

9. Oompetition.-The chief competition comes from Sweden and naturally 
Sweden is much more concerned in the development of this Industry in India. 
Unfortunately India is a land open to all Countries of the world to be 
explored and there are no measures to prevent any foreign country from 
exploiting the resources of this country by opening up factories here and 
thus depriving Indians of the natural advantages that may perhaps accrue 
out of certain measures which act as protective to any industry. The Tariff 
Board are, probably aware that one o! the effects of the import duty of 
RH. 1.-8-0 per. gross. has been the opemng of match factories by influential 
S~edlSh SyndlCat~s lD order to ta~e undue a.dvantage of. thi.\l duty to compete 
With. My Committee do not deSire to go mto. the details of this powerful 
Syndicate as the same seems to have been done by bodies more in the,know 
of its doings and directly a~-:cted b! t~em •. but they .would like toimpresR 
upon the Board the deslrablhty of mstltutmg a thorough enquiry into the 
intentions and d?ings of this Syndicate and the, result thereof on the develop
ment of the Indian Match Industry. This they believe will form Ii. definite 
part of their inquiry. . 
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10. Olaim lor protection.-My Committee are conversant with the con
ditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission to be satisfied by industries 
ciaiming protection. They are of opinion that there is a sufficiency of the 
supply of the chief materials required for this industry, namely, soft wood, 
if proper researches are seriously taken in hand hy Government to find out 
soft wood suitable for the manufacture of matches. Besides power is not a 
main consideration in this industry as most of the work can he done by 
manual labour and is being done at present in most of the factories that are 
o"tablisoed in India. Whatever power that is required is also available at 
moderate charge. The question of the supply of labour will not worry the 
llromoter of this industry as labour is abundant in Iudia. 

n. My Committee have reasons to believe that unless sufficient protec
tion for sometime is afforded to this industry, it is not likely to develop. 
But if it is at all developed under the fostering care of the Government it 
will soon be in a position to face the world competition without the necessity 
of protective duty. My Committee also wish to impress upon the Board 
the fact that during the Great War not only the prices of matches had gone up 
a great deal tut there was felt a great scarcity and had it not been for the 
Japanese import what would have been the position in the country could 
better be imagined than described. They also believe that had it not been 
for the Indian factories recently growip.g up. the prices would have been 
much more than those that are at present ruling for this bare necessity of 
life and they trust that the Board will seriously consider the future position 
of the country in this respect. 

12. It is also a well-known fact that India has been dependent upon 
foreign imports of matches all these years but-the llosition has never been so 
serious as at present, when a strong syndicate has been formed with an 
enormous capital to control the industry and to make enormous profits by 
acquiring factories manufacturing matches in certain parts of Europe and 
in Japan, t,he only sources from where matches used to be imported hereto
fore; even the machinery works and chemical works which manufacture 
machinery and chemicals for match industry are being taken over by this 
~yndicate in their control in order to preserve their monopoly. 

13. The activities of this Syndicate in India are all for the purpose of 
promoting the interests of the Syndicate that is tJ get as much of their 
nroduce as possible into India, and to captur(' the Indian market.~ ('ntirely 
for themselves. so that ultimately they can sell their products as they like: 
it is impossible to believe that this Syndica.te with this aim. object and 
activity has established some factories in India with the intention of eD
pouraging this industry in India and th('r('fore, it is hoped that India will 
not be left to its mercy for a bare necessity of life. My Committ('e are also 
of opinion that encouragem('nt to this industry will also be a help to the 
chemical and paper industries in India and will, while giving employment to 
thousands, develop forests and cause increase in forest revenues of the 
Government as also in the revenues of the Railways. 

14. My Committee are, therefore. of opinion that thE' present duty of 
Rs. 1-8-0 per gross should be maintained. Anything less than this will 
j('opardise the whole fabric of this industry and once it is pulled down, it 
will be very difficult for the industry to raise its head again. The reasons 
for the maintenance of this duty are manifold; the chief amongst them 
being, tbe industry being in the hand~ of a very strong syndicate out to 
control the world's output and demand, the raw mat('rials that are being 
imported in India for the manufacture of matches are sold at the maximum 
rate thereby already penalising the Indian concerns for their attempt to 
compete with the foreign ones. 

15. One of the effects of the protective duty will be that a few new 
factories will be opened in India hy foreign capital; such an advantage has 
already been taken hy the Swedish Syndicate in opening up factories at 
Amranath near Bombay, Ran/!:oon and Calcutta and their object bE'ing 
necessarily detrimental to the interests of the development of the Indian 
Industry can only be checked by all illlpgsition of ~~ exci~e duty pn th(l 
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produce of factories under the control of f~reign concerns in proportion to 
the capital invested by them. Such an excise duty will put a check to the 
mischievous activities of foreign trusl;s out to undermine this industry by 
dumping their produce on the Indian market. There is another form of 
indiroot assistance which my Committee would like to suggest and it is 
transport facilities by rail and steam for the finished goods of J ndian factories 
to the different parts of India. 

Southern India Chamber of Commercf', Madras. 

Letter dated 9rd May 1927. 

With reference to your letter No, 257, dated the 29th March 1927, for 
warding the questionnaire on -the match industry, I am dIrected to communi
cate to your Board the following views of my Committee on the subject .• 

There is no doubt that India possesses, even with any other match pro
ducing country like Japan or Sweden or Czechoslovakia, immense natural 
advantages for the match industry. Timber of the right sort is reported 
to be abundant all over India and if only the factories are located close to 
those areas there is no need to depend upon imported splints and logs. 
Although Indian manufacturers at first showed a predilection for foreign wood 
they have begun to appreciate, thanks to the heavy duty on splints, the 
qualities of indigenous wood. Cheap power is available in many places and 
there is no doubt that in the years to come there is going to be a rapid 
improvement in other place also. Though South India is at present deficient 
in the supply of cheap industrial power, . owing to the distance 
from the coal fields and the absence of electric power cheap 
enough for industrial purposes there are gigantic schemes like the 
Mettur and Pykara Schemes that are being worked out. South India 
abounds in cheap labour which is evident from the large emigration figures, 
but skilled and technical labour will have to be imported for some years for 
running big factories. The home market is ever enlarging and is sure to 
absorb an increasing supply year after year. 

Without the help of protection it is not expected that the industry can 
withstand foreign competition. It is a trade so liable to price agreement 
and price cutting by foreign vedted interests, that till the native made 
matches improve in quality, protection is necessary. The strength of foreign 
vested interests can be seen in that prices have declined recently in spite of 
the imposition of over 100 per cent. duty. It is the opinion of the Chamber 
that the industry will eventually be able to face world competition without 
protection as the industry is already competing in respect of price and has 
only to extend production and improve quality and finish. It is an industry 
in which the advantages of large scale production can be achieved and in
creasing output would mean increasing economy of production; it can also 
be legitimately 'expected that in course of time the whole needs of the country 
could be supplied by the home production. Further, in view of Indian 
economic conditions this industry can as in Japan give a subsidiary occupa
tion to the rural popUlation. 

. In the opinion of this Chamber, considering the progress the Indian in
dustry is making, though it may be necessary to retain the present rates of 
duty for a year or two it will be possible to reduce them considerably after
wards. It is however urged that the Indian industry stands in great need of 
protection against another competitor, viz: the foreign syndicates setting 
up match factories in India. With their technical knowledge and past 
experience and access to industrial finance they are sure to put their foot 
on this infant industry and it is therefore suggested that in their case a 
discriminating excise duty equal to the import duty should be imposed or a 
reasonable rate of bounty should be given tQ the llldian.owned fl1c1;ories 011 
the basis of prod~ctioll. 
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Karachi Chamber of Commerce. 

Letter dated ~th May 1927. 

With reference to the Press Communique forwarded with your letter 
No. 897 of the 30th November last and to the questionnaire received with 
your letter No. 257 of the 29th March 1927, both on the subject of protection 
to the above industry, my Chamber wishes to express the following views on 
the general question of such protection. 

On principle, the Chamber is opposed to legislation preventing· the free 
exchange of commodities, especially the free import of such a universal neces
sityas matches. The Chamber recognizes however that India must maintain 
Customs duties for revenue purposes and considers that matches are one of 
the best articles for inclusion in the Schedule as the burden of the tax is 
very widely distributed. The existing tax, however, in the Chamber's opinion, 
far too high and should be reduced at the earliest possible moment. It 
considers that the exorbit81lt duty at present existing has resulted in the 
growth of an inefficient and mushroom industry, speaking generally, as is 
evident from the number of factories which have closed down or carryon a 
precarious existence, largely owing to the difficulty of obtaining suitable 
wood: much instability of prices har. also resulted. 

There is little doubt that a definite announcement by. Government that 
tbe existing duty would be continued would cause a large increase in this 
industry and that eventually matches would cease to be imported from abroad. 
The Chamber feels that this would not be in the best interests of the con
sumer in this country as, owing to the lack of suitable raw material, India is 
never likely to produce such good quality matches as are made in countries 
which have far better natural facilities for the manufacture of this article. 
Moreover, the shutting out of foreign competition would almost certainly 
result in an increase in price to the consumer. It would also result in Gov
ernment losing the whole' of the import duty on matches and .. necessitate 
either the imposition of taxes on some other articles, the increase of some 
existing tax, or the imposition of an excise duty on Indian made matches. 
ThE' latter would assist in still further raising the price against the consumer. 

In conclusion the Cham"lier would point out that the Indian Taxation 
Enquiry Committee instances (in paragraph 143 of their report) the heavy 
duty on matches as one case where a duty, if not accompanied by an excise, 
results in losing Customs revenue, while fostering an unstable industry. 

Indian Chamber of Co~merce, Calcutta. 

Letter, dated the 17th May 19147. 

'1 am directed to send to you hereby the views of my Committee in regard 
to the various queries referred to ill the questionnaire forwarded to me under 
cover of your letter dated Rangooi't, the 29th March, 1927. 

2. There are several 'Iuestions in tWe questionne,ire which are of a technical 
character of which my Committee have no direct knowledge. They, therefore, 
do not propose to reply to, the questions ad seriatim but would like to deal 
with only such broad points therein as are of general importance. 

3. 1'n.trodu.ctory.-My Committee are not in agreement with the belief 
generally prevalent th~t the I~dian 1!lanufactured matchel! arl! inferior to the 
imported ones. That ImpreSSIOn whICh had some foundatIOn In fact.a couple 
of years ago when the Indian ·match manufacturing. industry was in its 
infancy is, in their opinion, now becoming groundless as a result of the 
subsequent. improvement in the 9-,!ality of matches .undl![ modern ~ethods of 
manufacture and expert superVISIOn and such' a vIew IS also gettIng slowly 
out of date. 
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4. Haw materiaZs.-My Committee are of the opinion that there are exten
sive t.racts of unexplored forests which can supply the essential raw material 
for this industry, viz., soft wood suitable for manufacture of splints an.! 
veneers, to the tull extent; of our requirements. What is now needed is only 
a definite forest policy on the part of. the Government which would overcome 
the difficulties in the way of obtaining a sustained supply of suitable match 
wood in requisite quantIty. My Committee are gratified to learn that tha 
Forest Research Institute of Dehra Dun are carrying on research into the 
availability of soft wood for the manufacture of matches and they only hope 
their efforts in that direction will bear fruit as the existence, sustenance and 
growth of this industry will depend a great deal on the success their experi" 
ments meet with. My Committee are informed that plantations of particular 
species of wood will be necessary and will be of great advantage. They would, 
therefore, suggest to the lforest Department the plantation of quick growing 
and soft SpecIes of wood such as Bombax Malabaricum, Anthocephalus Cada
damba, Trema sp., etc., which would reach exploitable sizes within periods 
varying from 10 to 25 years. There is another very serious handicap to which 
the match industry is at present subject. It is in respect of ·the freight 
charges for the transport of these logs of wood carried by Rail and Sea. 
Indian logwood is cheap in price, and almost all the factories could use Indian 
wood. But the cost ot freight in the transport of the wood to the factory is 
so heavy that it becomes almost prohibitive to use this wood. The truth of 
this remark will be borne out by only one instance. At present, logs of wooU. 
can be brought to port--towns, e.g., Calcutta from Siberia at less cost than 
from Assam. My Committee are of considered opinion that if cheap transport 
facilities by rail and sea are provided, !!lost of the manufacturers of matches 
will use Indian wood to a considerable extent. 

6. Other raw materia1.s.-As· regards chemicals with the exception of two 
or three items like Amorphous Phosphorus, Chlorate of Potash eyerything is 
manufactured in India hnd in the event of the match industry being firmly 
establilihed in India, there is a great probability of other raw materials. also 
being manufactured in India. Thus; with the establishment of the match 
industry on a sound footing other subsidiary.industries will a;lso come into 
existence and in the present depressed condition of India., this will be Jio 
small boon. . 

6. Labour.-It is all too well known that India has no scarcity of. labour, 
and we need not, therefore, have any apprehension on this score. There is a 
vast potential supply of labour, both skilled and unskilled. While the industry 
is in its infancy, foreign skilled labour will have to be imported, but ulti
mately it will be replaced by Indian labour. The match industry will create 
a new avenue of employment for both skilled and unskilled labour and will 
thus help to relieve to some extent the scourge of unemployment which is 
getting verY acute every day and by directing labour to this new industry 
will also relieve incidentally to some extent the pressure of the popUlation on 
agriculture as a source of livelihood. 

7. Market.-India's annual consumption of matches may be roughly esti
mated at 20 milhon gross boxes (Benga.l alone consumes 6 million gross boxe~ 
annually), and a considerable increase is likely to be witnessed in the consump
tion of matches as a result of improvement in the standard of living of the 
masses and the abandonment of primitive methods of ignition of fire by steel 
and granite now in existence in several small villages. At the present time, 
hardly one-third of our total consumption of matches is manufactured here, 
while all the rest is being imported. There is thus a vast home market to be 
catered for by the Indian match manufacturing industry. 

8. India's competition to-day is keenest from Sweden from where we now 
i~port the largest quantity of matches. Japanese competition has been eli
mmated from India, thanks to the Swedish Trusts' policy of capturing the 
Indian market from the Japanese by dumping matches in India at cheap and 
also perhaps unremunerative prices. . 

.9. Claim. lor PTotection.-The Match industry, in the opinion of my Com
~l1ttee. fulfils all the conditions laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission 
In paragraph. 97 of their Report. In India, there is an abundance of wood 



which is the chief raw roaterial for the manufacture of matches. My Com
mittee are aware' that some factories have to import wood from abroad, but 
it is due not to absence of suitable wood in sufficient quantities in India but 
to lack of tOTest development. ]f the Government seriously undertake to 
carryon research to find out 'soft wood, there is no doubt that a sufficient 
and sustained supply of soft and suitable wood will be guaranteed to the 
industry. The industry h3o! experienced no difficulties with regard to cheap 
power which has been available. As regards labour, India has no dearth of 
it and no anxiety need be 6ntertained regarding the sufficient supply of labour 
skilled and unskilled. Besides, India has a natural advantage of a vast hom~ 
!Ilarket for this article of daily use and universal consumption. 

10. It is now a matter of common knowledge that several experiments ot 
atarting Match factories ill India came to grief before 1922. It was in 1922 
that a duty of .Re. 1-8 per gross was imposed by the Government on the 
import of matches for revenue purposes. This high duty served as a protec
tive measure to the indigenous Match Industry and under the expectation of 
the continuance of these Cigh revenue duties which exerted a virtually protec
tive effect, many factories were established in India, and they have since been 
working with a fair amount of SU(''CesB. The fact that efforts for establishing 
the Match industry in India failed before 1922 and that they met with j) 

considerable amount of Success nfter 1922 when the present high duties were 
imposed points to the conclusion that protection was necessary to the progress 
and growth of this industry. My Committee are convinced that the Match 
industry is not likely to develop in India unless sufficient protection is accorded 
to it for some time to come. Developed under the fostering care of the Gov
ernment for some time, my Committee have reasons to believe this industry 
will be able to face world competition without protection. This belief of theirs 
:5 supported by the fact that the industry has shewn steady progress during 
even the first few years :If its existence, as can be seen from a steady decrease 
in the imports of matches from foreign countries and a corresponding increase 
of indigenous production during the last five years. The imports in the year 
1925-26 were only about ilU per. (.ent. of those in the year 1921-22. My Com· 
mittee would also like to observ.a here that, had it not been for the Match 
factories in India, in the prices of matches would have been much higher than 
they are to-day and the effect on the consumer of such a state of things in 
re.~pect of an article of ('H'ry day use and universal consumption should also 
!Ie carefully appraised. This is, therefore, an additional reason why India 
ihould be made self sufficient in respect of this commodity, There is anotber 
serious matter in regard to foreign competition which merits a very close and 
careful consideration of the Tariff Board, as it threatens out of existence the 
indigenous match industry, My Committee are referring to the formation of 
a huge Syndicate known as the S\'enska Trust, controlled mainly by the Swedish 
and American people, with the ave,wed object of controlling the production of 
the Match manufacturing industry. This Trust which has an enormous capital 
of about Rs. 16 crores of rupees behind it has started purchasing over Match 
factories in Japan and F:m'ope, out' chief sources of supply of matches abroad. 
It has started purchasing factories in India also. In order to capture fac
tories, this Trust employs (\ methIYl common to the mentality of all Syndicates, 
viz., cutting down the l>l'ices of matches manufactured by it to an extent that 
makes it unprofitable for other individual factories to keep on working. When 
this happens, these factories ha\'e to be closed down or sold to the i'rust, 
which is a ready buyer thereof, as it is a part of its general scheme of buying 
over as many factories liS possible. My Committee view with grave appre· 
hensions the effect on the Indian l'tlatch manufacturing concerns of the policy 
adopted by the rich alien Syndicate of undercutting th'3 indigenous matches 
in prices even at a loss 10 itself at present, and dumping its goods on the 
Indian market, with the ultimate object of undermining our industry and 
enhancing the prices of matches to an unlimited extent when it succeeds in 
acquiring the monopoly of production. My Committee feel that it is time th" 
Government came to the rescue of the industry which is in danger of being 
stifled, if left to itself, and if this is suffered to happen, the industry will find 
it extremely difficult to make headway again. . 



ii. My Committee; thl>l·efore, pl"OpOtSe that the prelient import dut$" 011 
matches, veneers and splint.. should be declared as a protective duty and the 
existing rates of duty on these articles should be continued for a period of-
8&y-l0 years in the first instanca, when a frelih enquiry may be undertaken 
to investigate into the l'osition of the industry and to advise regarding the 
continuance, increase or uecrease of the protective duty. Any reduction in 
the present duty will, in the opinion of my Committee, seriously jeopardise 
the prospects of this pr?mising industry. My Committee would also point 
out here that, even in respect of raw materials imported from abroad the 
Indian Match industry to.day is being handicapped owing to the very high 
prices charged in respect of these materials by this very Syndicate which has 
a('quired control over thes'} industries also. 

12. My Committee are also alive to the fact that, as at present, behind the 
wail of protection, many more factories will be established by this foreign 
ji;Ylldicate and it will be difficult for indigenous manufacturers to compete 
with this Syndicate backed by vast teliources. In the event of this happening, 
tbe object of protecting and developing this indigenous industry which is in 
danger of being crushed by the unfair methods adopted by the alien Syndicate 
Will be frustrated and t.he consumers will be unnecessarily penalised by having 
LO I!.ay higher prices now without expectation of any return in the form of 
cheaper prices in future. My Committee would, therefore, suggest that a 
~pecial protection should he granted to the indigenous Match industry by a 
ctiscriminating excise duty to be levied on the products of the factories financed 
~ud controlled wholly or mainly by foreign concerns at the rate of Re. 1 per 
grOES of their output. A large r&venue will accrue to the Government from 
the levy of this duty and this will allay to a considerable extent the anxiety 
af the Government on the score of decline in Customs revenue. Besides this 
source of revenue, t-here are two Otiier sources from which a higher yield of 
revenue may legitimately be expl'.cted, viz., the ]ncometax and the import 
duty on raw materials. My Committee would also emphasise here that reo 
venue considerations shonlo not deter the Government from extending protec
tion to this deserving industry which has already given promise of success. 

13. My Committee would like to suggelit another form of indirect aid to 
this industry which is yet ill a "tate of infancy, viz., provision of cheap trans
port facilities by rail and steam for the carriage of logs of wood to and 
finished lIIatches from ~he match factories. 

Mysore Chamber of Commerce. 

Letter, dated 11th JuJ,y 1921. 

With reference to your letter No. 287, dated 29th :March 1927, enclosing 
a printed copy of the questionnaire issued to all the Match manufacturers 
in India, I heg to inform you that at present this Chamber has nothing to 
offer on the subject. 

M. C. Kale. Esq •• Warda. Bombay Presidency. 

Letter, datea Bra November 1926. 

As I have five years experience of this industry working as manager of the 
National Match Works at Agra Road, Chatkepar, Bombay, since 1922 8S also 
w?r~ing as an Assistant Manager in the Western India Match Company, 
LLmlted; at Anlbernath servicp.s with the Swedish Match Company; and also 
as I have started two more factorieli in the suburbs of Bombay and one ill 
Orissa, I think I am in a position to put forth my opinion as regards tb.> 
changes to be made in import duty on finished matcheli and splint and Veneau 
and on imposing the direct tax on local match factories. 
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When the tax was imposed only on finished matches in 1922, the advant
age is taken of this duty only by-the merchants of Bombay and Calcutta who 
were already dealers in matches almost all Behra merchants who have opened 
factories in the beginning with Japanese in partnership in one form or the 
other. When again in 1924 the duty was imposed on splints and veneers the 
sa~e manufacturers brought in peeling and chopping machines from J~pan 
whICh are u.sed on Jap~n (Asp~n) wood only: The S~edishMatch Company 
brought their own SwedIsh peelmg and choppmg machmes who can use Indian 
wood to advantage (though still these require investigations for utilising 
great many species of Indian woods at different parts of India).' 

Now, the fact is that by starting factories by these merchants, the technical 
side of the Industry has been left with the Japanese only. Swedish Match 
Company have also got their own technical men and hence no Indian man 
could take the chance of getting himself proficient with the technical Bide of 
the industry as it was all the time kept secret. The' Indians are only trained 
how to run machines only. As far as I ciui understand these manufacturers 
have not the moral courage to take up this industry to the last and make 
improvements but as long as there is such heavy duty on matches and as long 
as they can take out mass production they may keep the concern going if not 
they will be willing to close the factories entirely. 

Now, the condition of India as regards this industry is such that cottage 
industries can be much more Profitably worked in India than mass produc
tion. But because of lack of sound technical knowledge amongst well educat
ed Indians and because of proper impetus not yet given to the development 
of cottage industry, this Industry is not yet developed on proper lines. 

In my opinion to give an impetus to cottage industry, a duty of annas 
three per gross should be imposed directly on all the match factories which 
take out mass production on Indian capital and a duty of annas six per gross 
on match factories supported by foreign capital. This direct duty will not 
induce merchants to go in for foreign production. Now the matches are sold 
at Re. 1-6-0 per gross and after the imposition of direct duty it will be sold 
at Re. 1-9-0 per gross. Moreover .when ,the prices range between Re' 1-4-0 
and Re. 1-12-0 per gross, :the general public is not affected at all because the 
retail matclies are sold at one match box for one pice. The profit goes to 
merchants only. So there will be absolutely no change in the situation of 
the market in matches by imposing Buch direct duty but it will no doubt give 
rise to cottage industries. 

Cottage industry as I mean can take out an output of 100 -to 200 gro.<d 
per day and hence mass production should mean an output of 300 gross and 
over per day. Cottage industry for match manufacturing cannot be started 
with a meagre capital of Rs. 2,000 or 3,000 as some manufacturers on Calcutta 
side have tried with Indian machines. But at the same time it should not 
invest more than Rs. '10,000 and within this amount a good factory can be 
started with 'combination of either Gerlllan or Swedish machinery' and 'Japan 
machinery and much of the work where there is much waste on machines, is 
to be done by hand labour profitably. . . " , 

I remember the Patna Government has started a demonstration match 
factory to train up experts and to spread up prospects of this industry. But 
as far as I could understand from report, the factory is started on wrong 
methods unsuitable for Indian financial condition. The factory is started 
with most up-to-date machines, no doubt, but the combination of all those 
machines is not necessary to run the factory economically. 

As for myself I am now trying to start my own factory at Nagpur on cot
tage industry basis with my own above mentioned ideas where I wish to give 
practical training to ambitious well educated men who will start their own 
factories independently or in partnership with men of their circle. 

This is all what I could explain through letter and hope that proper con
sideration will be made towards developing this match industry on proper 
lines. 
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: Mr. N. B. Mukerjee •. Bengal. 

(1) Letter, dated 1st November 1926 • 

. With reference t'? the letter No. 235-T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926, re
ceived from the AssIstant Secretary to the Government of India Commerce 
Department, Simla, enclosing a copy of the recent Government r.:solution on 
the above ~entlone~ subiect, I have .the honour to state the following facts 
for your kmd consIderatIOn for the mterest of development of industry in 
India and Government revenue from this source. 

(a) Effecta of a high revenue duty and a protectiv8 duty.-Though it is 
tru~ that a high revenue duty has naturally a protective effect but a pro
tective duty actually helps a proper development of the particular industry 
in the country in the most satisfactory manner, which a high revenue duty 
certainly cannot. Of course it is a well known fact that match industry cannot 
be made commercially successful without investment of. a huge capital on match 
machines. But a capitalist who desires to invest his capital on a sound basis 
cannot invest a huge sum on match machines relying on a revenue duty which 
may be abolished at any moment. Had the duty been a protective one I am 
sure that more capital would have been invested by the Indian people for 
proper development of this industry, by this time. I have formed that opinion 
from my' personal practical experiences for canvassing for German match 
machines, in the Indian market. Of course speculation and investment on a 
sound basis are quite different things. Taking the advantage of the revenue 
duty some speculators have started match industry no doubt but capitalists 
wbo want safe investment could not come forward. So this duty should be 
nade. a protective one considering what civilised' countries in Europe did in 
this respect to safeguard their local match industry against Swedish com
petition. 

(b) What other civilised' countries in Europe did in this respect.-From 
the Administration ~port of the Swedish Government (available in India 
Gov8l"nment Commercial Library in Calcutta) for the year 1922, you will see 
that Swedish Government explicitly admits that it is quite impossible for the 
Swedish match manufacturers to continue their industry in such a huge scale 
for high protective duties levied by different countries in Europe. French 
Government has the monopoly of match making in the country. Spain, 
pOI·tugal, Italy have levied a high protective duty to safeguard the interest 
of the local manufacturers. 

(c) Swedish-America'1l. combine to monopolise match industry i'1l. India and 
several Japan match factories in Calcutta to avoid Government duty.-I am 
sorry to note that there is no mention about this firm and several Japanese 
match factories, in the Government resolution. Most probably the Indian 
Government is aware that foreign capitalists have started several match 
factories in India to avoid the customs duty of the India Government. This 
Swedish_American combine have come in India to monopolise this industry. 
They impori, match wood in the log form from abroad so their production fetch 
better prices than the matches produced from the Indian wood. They even do 
not print "made in India" on the label. Calcutta Match Manufacturing 
Association have already drawn attention of the Government on the subject. 
" Amrita Bazaar Patrika " and "Forward" already drew the attention of 
the Government in a special article "Foreign danger in match industry in 
India" in the issue of the papers 27th December, 1925. 

When in the year 1923 some Japanese capitalists tried to import stick and 
box veneers from Japan to produce finished matches here to avoid Govern
ment duty, the Government levied a heavy duty on imported untipped sticks 
and box veneers to stop this bad practice. Now these foreign capitalists are 
the main causes of affecting the Government revenue from this source so 
seriously that their (;IOSflll should be very carefully considered. In the present 
days of unemployment these foreigners whose chief aim is to avoid Govern-

2N 
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inent duty should not be allowed to make huge profit at the expense 9f the 
poor Indian consumers. As long as they are in the field (without any duty 
levied on their production) Indian capitalists will not venture to run in com
petition with them, so actual development is much hampered thereby. 

(d) How loss of custom revenue can be made up. 
(i) By levying a duty rupee one per gross of match boxes produced in 

factories with foreign capital, who started factories in India only 
to avoid Government duty. They have no technical difficulties. 

(ii) By levying a duty on imported match wood in the'og form (matches 
from imported wood fetch better prices). 

(iii) A small duty on Indian big scale manufacturers after a few years 
when they are properly established. 

(e) Interest 0/ the consumers.-The Government has desired to lower the 
duty for the interest of the consumers. In this connection, I must point out 
that interest of the consumers is already saved to some extent by competition 
among the local manufacturers. The wholesale price of a gross of match boxes 
(full size) was Rs. 2-12-0 only in 1923 which is now Re. 1-11-0 only. I am 
sure that the present price will go down gradually as soon as the Indian 
factories attain their full production. 

_ I am the recognised match experts of Madras, Central Provinces, Mysore, 
Punjab and United Provinces Government so I am connected with many 
factories in India. If the Government pleases, and agrees to pay my halting 
and travelling allowance, I shall be always glad to appear before your Board 
in Simla to give other particulars in this connection. Please acknowledge 
receipt of this letter and oblige. 

(2) Letter, dated 30th December 1926. 

With reference to your Press Communique, dated 29th November 1926, 
regarding investigation of the question of granting protection to the Match 
Industry in_ India, I have the honour to state the fOllowing facts for kind 
consideration of the Board:- -

(A) Grounds on which the Match Industry in India can be considered to fulfil 
the condition laid down in pa-ragraph 97 of the Report of Indian Fiscal 
Commission. - -- -

1. (a) As regards the first condition, raw materials of match industry such 
as suitable wood, sand and some of the chemicals required are available in 
large quantity in India. This view has also been supported by the Govern
ment of India, Bengal, Bombay and Bihar and Orissa in their reports regard
ing match industry. 

(b) As regards labour question, work in a match -factory is light, easy and 
interesting and will suit juveniles and adults of both sexes who are incapable 
of doing any heavy and outdoor work. -

(c) Cheap power can be easily secured for this industry. 
(d) There is a large home market for matches in India which will be -evid

ent from the following facts and figures gathered from Government records: 
In the year 1922-23 (when practically there were a few match making con

cerns in India) the total import of matches into India was 11,285,740 grosses 
of boxes valued at Rs. 1,61,80,658 only. [ride Report on possibilities of 
match industry, Bihar and Orissa Government]. 

2. As regards the second condition, we find from the administration report 
of the Swedish Government that many European civilised countries had to 
levy a high protective duty to safeguard the interest of the local manufac
turer against Su.edish rompetitions. So this industry cannot be properly 
dE'v.;\oped in India against Swedish and Japanese competitions unless and 
until protected by the Government in every possible ways. So the second 
l'Ondition has been fulfilled in this case also. 
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:l .. As regards third condition, I must quo~e what Mr. Troup observed in 

tho) India Uovernment Report on "Prospect of match industry in Indian 
F.dnpire." 

" AIJ.y one who has studied the question of match manufacturing in India 
minutely from all s~des will unhesitatingly aIl:swer that India is herself cap
able of manufacturwg every match she reqUll'es and that there is a great 
future before the match making industry in India." This industry is sure 
to stand world's competition when the labourers will be properly trained and 
proper plantation of suitable trees will be done in the neighbourhood of fac
tories to lower thll cost of wood and when technical difficulties of Indian fac
tories will be duly solved. 

(B) Difference of the effects 01 the high revenue duty and the protective duty 
. into Match Industry in India. 

As the India Government (Commerce Department) states in the resolution 
No. 235-T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926. It is true that a high revenue duty 
has naturally a protective effect,,,but a minute consideration over this point 
will reveal that a protective duty .actually helps a proper development of the 
particular industry in the country in the most satisfactory manner, which a. 
high fevenue duty certainly cannot in such a manner. Ae regards this parti
cular instance it is a well known fact that match industry cannot be made 
commercially successful without investment of a large capital on match 
machines. But a capitalist who desire to invest his cap~tal on sound basis, 
cannot invest a huge sum on match machines relying on a revenue duty which 
may be abolished at any moment. Had the duty been a protective one I am 
sure that more capital would have been invested by the Indian people for 
proper development of this industry: by this. time. I have arrived at this 
decision from my personal practical experiences for canvassing for German 
match machines in the Indian market. Of course (1) specuLation and (2) 
investment on sound basis are quite different things. Taking the advantage 
of revenue duty some match importers; who had a good knowledge in this 
line, have no doubt started match industry, but capitalist who wants safe 
investment could not come forward. So this duty (Re. 1-8 per gross) on the 
imported matches should be protective one consi~ering what European civil
ised countries have done in this respect. 

(C) Foreign danger in Match Industry in Indiar--Swedish American combine 
'0 monopolise Match Industry in India,-so' protection in anothe1· form 
is also required. 

Most probably the India Government is aware that 'Swedish American 
combine, with a capital of Rs. 15 crores, having directors like Mr. Percy A. 
Rockfellor of America at their back have started match factories in India, 
to monopolise this industry and to avoid the custom duty of the Government 
of India on imported matches. They import match wood from abroad in the 
log form, (to avoid India Government d'uty on imported sticks and box veneer) 
so their' productions fetch better prices than the matches produced from 
Indian wood. They even do not print "Made in India" on the la~el. 
Calcuttlr match manufacturing Association have already drawn the attentIon 
of the Government on the subject. .. The Armita Bazar Patrika·' and 
.. Forward" drew attention of the Government in a special article .. Foreign 
danaer in match industry in India" in the issue of their papers of 27th, 
December 1925. In the year 1924, when some Japanese capitalis.ts tried to 
import untipped sticks and box veneers from Japan to finish them In Calcutta 
to avoid Government duty, India Government was pleased to levy a heavy 
duty on imported sticks and box veneers to stop this bad practice. 

Now these foreign capitalists (Swedish American Combine and some 
Japanese match manufacturers) are the main causes of affecting the Govern
ment revenue from this source so s~riously. So, their cases should be' .very 
carefully considered. In the present days of unemployment anlO,,!,g th,e. middle 
class educated people, these foreigners, whose chief aim is to aVOId IndIa Gov-

2N2 
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ernment duty should not be allowed to make a huge profit at the expense of 
poor Indian consumers. Moreover as long as they are in the field (without 
any duty levied on their production), Indian Capitalists will not venture to 
run in competition with them (who have no technical difficulties). So actual 
development of this industry with Indian capital is much hampered therehy. 

(D) How loss of revenue may be made up. 

(1) An import duty of annas four only per lb. should be imposed on 
imported wood suitabl", for match industry as matches produced from imported 
wood fetch better price than the matches from Indian wood. 

(2) An excise duty of annal six only per gross should be levied on the pro
duction of all Indian match factories having average daily output of more 
than SOO gross of boxes but less than 1,000 gross and an excise duty of twelve 
annas only per gross in the case of factories having daily average output 
exceeding 1,000 gl'OSS of boxes on the undernoted grounds. 

It is desirable that a very heavy duty should be imposed on foreign capital 
invested for starting match factories in India only to lI'IIoid India (Jovern,
ment custom duty on matches. But if it is done, I am afraid, these existing 
foreign Indian factories will playoff another trick upon the Government. 
They may wilfully wind up their business and appear under the name of their 
Indian clerks and patrons to avoid the Government duty. Practically speak 
ing there will be a .. Benami tra'll-Sfer" in order to chellt the GO'lle'Ntment. 
Secondly the new foreign enterprises will have also reconrse to the same 
tricks ; they will actually start factories in India in the name of their Indian 
Agents. In both the cases the foreigners will control the management from 
behind the screen. Viewed in this light, the duty on foreign capitals will be 
a farce and fail to safeguard Indian interest. I therefore suggest the above-
meniioned measure. . 

If the Government be pleased to accept this suggestion it will bring a 
heavy pressure upon Indian factories run with foreign capital for naturally 
these factories are all big concerns having daily output of more than 1,000 
grou of boxes. I suggest the lim it to 300 grOSI! simply because profits accrued 
after meeting the heavy expenditure on European Experts and establisbment 
nom factories of this type will not be attractive to the foreign capitalists. 

The existing bona fide Indian big concern may be apparently affected but 
they should not murmur as they have still a protection of Re. 1 only per groSI 
of boxes, (i.e., nearly 100 per cent. ad valol'em) and as the proposed measurE 
will exert every influence to check the foreign intruders in India. 

The advantages derived from this measure will give an impetus to thE 
development of match industry by thousands of unemployed educated men OE 

R Cottage indu ..• try sy .• tem as wen a .• on II moderate factory srale (having dailJ 
output of less than 300 gross), with a fair capital provided the technical tradE 
secrets are known to them. 

(E) Interest of Consumers. 

'fhe Government has desired to lower the duty for interest of the consumE'1'1 
in India. In this connection I must point out that interest of the consumE'rl 
are already saved to Borne extent by competition among the local manu 
facturers. Wholesale price of a gross match boxes (full size) waS Rs. 2-12-l 
in 1923 which is now Re. 1-11-0 only tho'llgk tke rate of imp()rt duty is th, 
.• mM. I am sure that the present price will go down further as soon as th, 
number of factories will increase by taking the help of protection and thes, 
factories attain their full production. Moreover in these civilised day 
matches are used by the rich and the poor, so every body must admit tha 
this tax is very fairly d~stributed over all communities. If this duty i 
lowered, the Government 18 sure to make up the loss of revenue from thi 
!louree by taxation on some other articles. So this rate of duty (Re 1-8"(] 
per gross should not be lowered because the foreign competitors will ge 
advantage in that case. 
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Mr. C. V. Mudaliar. Madras Presidency. 

Letter, dated :e7th. December 1926. 

. I humbly ~eg to say,. that I support the same resolution, which was p8Sl!ed 
In the Executive COmmittee of the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association 
Calcutta, as I am one of the members of the above Association. ' 

K. C. Sen, Esqr., Calcutta. 

Letter, dated 80th December 1926. 

With refere.nce to your Press Communique, dated the 29th November 192e, 
[ beg to submit that I am one of those who strongly believe that the Match 
IndustrJ satisfies all the conditions, laid down in the Report of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission in regard to industries claiming protection and venture 
therefore to. submit this representation for consideration of the Board. 

Most of the points referred to in your Communique have been exhaustively 
dealt with by me in a book, entitled" The Match Industry in Danger," a copy 
of which I beg to submit herewith for favour of your perusal. It will be seen 
that most of the difficulties I foresaw in 1924 when the book was published, 
have arisen and I am sure that others will also arise unless the remedies sug
gested are applied without much delay. 

RepJyiul; to the question regarding the retention of the import duty on 
the exist;ng Bcale, I beg to submit that the Match Industry in.India is bound· 
to coUolpse if the existing duty is reduced. It has not yet had time nor oppor
tunity to solve its technical difficulties so that at present the margin between 
the co~t of production and the selling price leaves a very little profit to fac
tories \vbde the cottage producers earn only what may rightly be called the 
wages of their labour. Besides some of the imported matches are being sold, 
I think, at cut prices to regain the Indian market. These prices after paying 
the duty differ only by a few annas per gross from the price at which the 
products of the Indian factories are sold. Any reduction, therefore, as has 
IIlready been mentioned, would be ruinous to the Indian manufacturers. 

Replying to whether the industry satisfies the conditions,laid down in the 
Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission, I beg to submit that-

(II) Numerous factories as also match manufacturing on cottage scale 
have come into existence during the last few years. This deve
lopment has, as has been admitted by the Government of India, 
caused a large drop in the revenue on matches. 

~b) That it has natural advantages is emphasised by Mr. R. S. Troup 
in his book, entitled "The prospects of Match Indus~ry in the 
Indian Empire," published in 1910 under the authority of the 
Government of India. The last few years' experience has only 
added weight to the assertion that" There is a great future before 
the match-making industry in India" made by that far-sighted 
economist. It may only be added that excepting a few chemicals 
and zinc sheets, aU other materials are ·or can be, manufactured 
in India. 

(c) It has already been mentioned above that without under the protec
tion of the existing duty it is impossible for the industry to 
develop. But in order to enable the country to enjoy the benefits 
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of this duty, an excise on the products of factories financed 
whony or, in part by foreign capital is essentially necessary. The 
amount of such excise, considered effective hy me, is annas eight 
per gross in the case of the former and in proportion to the amount 
of foreign capital employed in the case of the latter. Without 
this the Indians can never hope to hold their own. If no such 
excise is raised, the interest of the Indians, hoth manufacturers 
and consumers and of revenue, will suffer to the exclusive benefit 
of the foreign capitalists. The question is whether we want the 
foreigners to drain our financial resources or whether we want 
the Indians to have a: fair chance in the domain of commerc(: 
and industries and the foreigners to earn without being able tc· 
injure their Indian competitors. 

(d) I believe that it will be possible for the industry to flourish without 
protection after, say, 15 years, since by that time we expect to 
train our labour, to avoid loss due to the present want of expe
rience and insufficient technical knowledge, and to take advan
tage of other favourable circumstances. This ha,s been the case 
everywhere and there is no reason why it would he otherwise in 
India. 

Before suggesting categorically the measures of protection for the develop
ment of the industry, I 'heg to draw the attention of the Board to the distrEll's 
prevailing in India due to unemployment. There are countries .vhere the 
Government contributes to unemployment insurance. But there are no such 
paternal legislation in this country-the unemployed here are doomed to 
I3tarvation. Some industries therefore ought to be .protected. in such a wny a~ 
will help these poor people to make a living without leaving any p03~ihility 
of these,-their bread-earning work being snatched away from them by for~ign 

. capitali~ts. Match Industry is undoubtedly one of those industries ihat "au 
be carried on in one's own home with no difficulty to find market. Its 
adequate protection will go a long way to solve the problem of nnemployme'lt. 
It is indeed a matter for regret that owing mainly to the want of a timel.v 
protection numerous small cottage concerns in Bengal have already shut down. 

Gr(,at Britain with all her industrial skill and accumulated experience has 
found it necessary to pass a safeguarding of Industries Act. I leave it to the 
Board to decide how much more need has India of legislation of that kind. 

I beg, finally, to submit that the industry should be given protection ju 
the following manner:-

I. By retaining the duty on imported matches, splints and veneers at . 
the present scale for about 15 years. 

II. By transferring the ahove duty from the revenue to that of protec
tive schedule. 

TlI: By the imposition of an excise at the rate of ann as eight per gross 
on the products of factories financed wholly hy foreign capital, 
the rate of excise to he charged from factories financed by mixed 
capital heing in proportion to the foreign capital employed. 

IV. By taking steps to facilitate extraction and transport of the required 
species of wood from forests and to replant it to maintain tne 
supply • 

. V. By reducing the freight on the carriage of raw materials, specially 
wood, charged at present hy Railway and Steamship Companies. 

VI. By steps being taken to check profiteering in raw materials. 
VlI. By enabling the manufacturers to ohtain match-wood from the Gov

ernment reserved forests at reduced royalty rates. 

VIII. By the conservation of the required species of wood _nd forest areas 
f(>t nse of the industry. ' 
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P. C. Roy, Esqr., KbuIna, Bengal. 

Letter, ~ted Slst December 1926 .. 

With reference to your Press Communique, dated 29th November 1926 re
garding the protection of match industry, I beg to put in my views on'the 
subject as follows:-

Match' industry requires greater protection than any' other industry in 
India. The three conditions for the protection of any industry laid down in 
paragraph 97 of the Report of the Fiscal Commission of 1921..22 are amp'" 
fulfilled in case of Match Industry in India as it possesses all natural e.dvan: 
tages for considerable development. 

1. (a) Wood-the principal raw material for the industry is plentifully 
available in this country i with proper facilities by reduction of Railway and 
Steamer freights, it can be made available at all places throughout the country. 

(b) Coal and petrol for producing the power are abundant here and avail
able at a cheap cost. Electrification schemes taken up in different parts of 
India make electric power available at'a cheap cost very soon in the principal 
towns. 

(c) Labour is cheap and sufficient and though unskilled can be easily 
tre.ined in this industry. 

The earning of an Indian individual is the lowest in the world and can 
thus be cheaply engaged in this industry even after training. 

(d) The outturn has a ready home market, as it is an every day necessity 
for every household. 

2. But this industry cannot develop at all without the help of protection. 
An attempt was made to manufacture matches first in Bengal some 30 

)ears back. This as well as several others that followed collapsed for (a) want 
ot suitable wood being made available and (b) in consequence of foreign com
petition. 

At last in the year 1907 a systematic research for suitable wood was made 
in the factory started by the late Sir Rash Behari Ghose. The Government 
Forest Department helped this research by sending woods from their different 
forests. After a long experiment involving considerable expenditure, the 
proper woods for matches were discovered but .the factory could not succeed 
by reason of competition with foreign matches under specially favoured cir
cumstances. 

As soon as the higher import duty on matches was imposed the old factories 
opened their doors again and several new others came into existence. Since 
then the industry has developed to a certain extent, though the progress is 
slow on account of imperfect protection against foreign exploiters. 

To throttle this infant indtgenous industry in its own country the 
foreigners started big factories in -,:ndia with their unlimited resources of skill, 
capital and transport facilities of foreign wood under specially reduced freight 
in their OWl:. steamers. Moreover, they are putting up unfair combat by 
underselling their products in the markets created or likely to be created by 
indigenous smaller factories, thus compelling the latter. to. close down or sell 
their asset9 to these designing people. The Indian manufacturers being 
apprehensive of their intention made joint representations to the Hon'ble 
Member of the Commerce Department sometime ago and are still looking up 
to him for a fair basis of competition. . 

But for this indigenous design of the foreigners to evade the import du~y 
by an indirect method and an unfair and unequal combat as expressed In 

underselling their outturn indigenous match factories with Indian wood would 
have developed to a fair ~xtent even in this short period. 

(3) There is no doubt that match industry with proper protection. ~ 
develop considerably and will eventuall;y be able tQ face world competltl04 
witllout p~C?tIlction, 
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The natural,advantages as put forth in (1) will ultimately make the indus
try very successful and there is every possibility of ilie products of indigenous 
factories being exported into foreign countries after satisfying the full 
demand of India. 

Mr. Troupe, the late Forest Economist, rightly observed that II It is a 
question of time when India will not only manufcature her own requirements 
but will export her matches to other foreign countries." 

Under these circumstances I would suggest the following steps both for 
protection of this industry as well as for. recoupment of the falling revenue 
of the Government in this connection. 

(1) The custom duty imposed at present on imported finished matches, 
splints and veneers should be converted into a protective duty on the same 
scale. 

(2) Protective duty on match logs should be imposed. at not less than 
Re. 1-8 per cubic foot, one cubic foot of log being taken as yielding four 
grosses of matches. Indian factories working with foreign logs will not suffer, 
!IS the products from such logs usually sell at a higher rate than those from 
local wood. Adoption of this measure will lead to a greater demand for indi
genous wood and will develop another source of income to ihe Government 
in the shape of an increase in the forest revenue. 

(3) A suitable excise duty of not less than 12 annas per gross should be 
imposed on the production of factories-three-fourths of the capital and 
directors whereof are not Indian, as ~uggested by the minority report of the 
Industrial Commission. 

I strongly object to the imposition of any sort of taxation on the indi
genous factories for some time to come, as this will at once create additional 
Ildvantages to the foreigners and the Indian factories will be smothered. 

(4) On the other hand, 'f would suggest adoption of suitable measures for 
the transport facilities of Indian match wood throughout the country by 
securing a suitable reduction of Railway and Steamer freight, to lessen tbe 
cost of maJlufacture on this head, as well as for the sake of forest revenue. 

It will not be out of place to mention here that the actual fall of revenue 
due to the import duty is not so high as it appears to be. Match manufacture 
in India has increased the import of chemicals, papers and wood, etc., and 
has increased the consumption of wood from Government forests. The in
c.reasd revenue on these heads considered along with its apparent fall on 
matches would show the figures" much less. 

The actual fall in revenue will be further lessened by the adoption of the 
measure suggested above, which will also protect this indigenous industry at 
its child stage and help it on from its struggling existence to a fully developed 
adult condition in a short period when it will afford to be free and helpful to 
t.he revenue itself. 

Mr. J. B. Williams and other Merchants of Surat. 

Oow of letter, dated B7th January 1927, from Mr. J. B. Williams and othen 
01 Surat to the Secf"etaf"'JI to Hi, Ezcellency the Viceroy and Governor 
General in India. 

We the public Associations and merchants request your Excellency and 
your Tariff Board to consider over the match duty again as the last cop'" 
attached. and reduce the duty in protectin/!: the advanta.p;es of the Govern· 
ment's Customs increase of imports and the European and Foreign trades. 

Oopy of enclosure to the above letter. 
We all the public Msociations and merchants bel!: to. bring to YOUT 

Excellenoy's kind attention tho great deeply considering matter that in 
many parts of India and mostly in Bombay and Calcutta there have been 
established many match manufacturing factories on great' aeale and day b, 
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da~ il1cr~asing, and they are. selling their matches on great profit' arid" com 
petlng WIth those of the foreIgn made matches and selling the Indian made 
matches at less rate than the cost of the ~oreign. matches, because the foreign 
matches have to pay heavy customs dutIes whIle the Indian factories have 
t... pay no heavy duty. Therefore the foreign match factories and Gov
arnment are losing by ~e.ducing the. import of forei~n matches, the duty 
than before. In competItIon the IndIan match factones are saving the ad
vantage of Government duties while the Government are in disadvantage 
of duty very highly. 

Therefore we request and hope that Your Excellency will give your kind 
attention to fix the duty on Indian match factories as much as ruling on 
foreign match factories in the Government customs, to bring on equal cost 
and to bring the increase in Government duties. 

Forest Department, Burma. 

(1) Un-official note, dated the S8th February 1927, from the Chief Conservator 
of Forests, Burma, to the 8ecretary, Tariff Board. 

As requested I send a copy of the statistics of matchwood species in Insein 
Forest Division. These statistics are based on the result of actual countings. 

At our informal interview the other day I was asked to state which species 
of those enumerated on pages 64 and 65 of Mr. Troup's Memoir on the match 
industry were proved suitable for the purpose. I do not know to what extent 
all have been tested for the purpose, but [ understand that the following arp 
definitely considered suitable:-

3. A nthocephalus Cadamba (Mau). 
4. Bomba:lJ insigne (Didu). 
5. Bomba:lJ malabaricum (Letpan). 

25. 8110ndias magnifera (Gwe). 
8terculia campanulata (Sawbya). 

The following have not been tested definitely:-'-
7. Duabanga 8ofl,fl,eratioides (Myaukngo). 

14. GmeUna. arborefS (Yemane). 

Matchwood statistics for lnsein Division. 
Accompanying statement gives the full details of estimate of stock of tim

bers suitable for matchwoods in areas in which enumerations were carried out 
in 1925-26. 

The exploitable girth has been fixed at 5' 0" at felling.height which for 
purposes of estimating the yield has been taken at '18" dIameter at breast 
height. It is estimated that the average outturn per tree 5' 0' and ov~r at 
felling height is 1 ton. Working on these figures the tonnage per acre IS as 
follows:-

Mahuya Reserve, whole species enumerated as matchwoods: 
8awbya 8terculia campanulata. 
Gwe 8ptmdia, mangifera. 

{ 
A.nthocephalu8 Cadamba. 

Mau Barcocephalus cordatus. 

Didu Bomba:lJ insigne. ' 
Letpan Bomba:lJ malabaricum. 

Total area 47,776 acres. 
Total stock 18" and over--14,848 trMs, each equal to 1 ton. 
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Tonnage per acre-O-31 ton. 
PaungUn.-29 compartments out of a total of 100 but containing the moat 

accessible forest. 
Same species as in Mahuya. 
Total area enUmerated about 19,400 acres. 
Total stock-7,781 trees, each equal tc 1 ton, 18" and over. 
Tonnage per acre-O·4 ton. 
Western Plain •• -The H. Hlaing Yoma Plains, S. ffiaing Yoma Plains, 

Magayi and Thabyu reserves. Same species as for Mahuya reserve. but 
including thitpok (Tetrameles nudiHora) which is probably unsuitable. 

Total area--45,432 acres. 
Total stock 18" and over-ll,186 trees, each equal to 1 ton. 
Tonnage per acre-O"25 ton. 



Speoies. 

Mahnya Reserve (whole Sa.wbya 
area). 

Gwe 

Man 

Didn 

Letplm 

llATCHWOODS IN INSEIN DIVISION. 

BA8lID ON lINUll.BBATIONS IU'])lI IN 1926. 

E8timated """,bet' of matckwoocl tree. of 8·int!k diameter and 00111'. 

8-12 
inches. 

17,990 

8,305 

853 

1,213 

DUlIETEB CLASSES. 

12·16 )6-20 20·24. 
inches. inches." inohes. 

15,3l!S 8,006 2,977 

'1,312 3,402 895' 

93'1 969 812 

84.8 li4.1 263 

21 '1 12 

2t.-28 
inohes. 

961 

269 

539 

224. 

/) 

28-32 32 inohes 
inohes. and over. 

163 50 

99 69 

808 
40B 

114. 206 

10 

l'otal. 

45,5.00 

20,351 

4,920 

3,4.09 

102 

1----1----11------- _____ 1. ___ 11 ____ .1 ____ 1 

28,403 24.,4.67 12,925 4,959 1,999 892 737 74,182 

Remarks. 

.. The minimum girth 
prescribed in the 
Dawood lease (S' at 
point of fellin¥=4.'·6" 
at breast helght) i. 
oonsidered to fall 
abont the middle of 
thio diameter claso. 



DUlIIBTEB CLASSES. 

-- Species. 8-12 12-16 16·20 I 20-24. 24-28 28-32 32 in.hes Total. Remarks. 
inchea. iuches. inchea. inches. inches. inches. land over. 

---
Pauugliu Reserve 29 Sa.wb,.a 2,074 8,13' 2,560 1,017 302 75 SII 9,201 

compartments onl,. 
Gwe out of .. total for the 2,'74 2,594 1,915 835 331 67 93 8,309 

whole reserYe of 100 
aompa.rtmeuts averBjr- Mau 288 332 329 '38 235 137 1'19 1,938 
i_g 1 square mile lU 

&rea.. Didu 1,139 763 674 4046 228 181 419 8,!l56 

Letpan '. 0 8 5 ° 5 3 11. 27 

--------- ----- --- --- ----.---
5,975 6,826 5,483 ' 2,736 1,101 4.63 74.1 23,"25 

-
The whole of the W ... t;. Sawbya . 1,56' 1,835 8640 492 2l4. 408 73 5,090 

. ern Plaine aeries 
except the Hmawbi 
Reserve. Didu 10,366 5,935 . 2,220 866 34.7 140 175 20,04.9 

Gwe , , 
Mau r 38,181 23,~72 7,981 2,819 484. 24.tl 250 78,033 

Letpau ) 

Thitpok '" .. , ... ... . .. .. ... ... 

I 00,111 31,84.2 11,065 8,877. 1,04.5 434. 4.98 98,172 , 
I 
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(2) Lett.,. dated the 21st. March 1927, /rom the Ohief Oonservator afForests 
Burma, to the Secretary, Tariff Board. ' 

As requested, I have the honour to attach a financial forecast of plantin~ 
for purposes of supplying wood to the match industry. I may add that as 
statilll in the preamble this forecast is based on no data as no data on the 
subject are available and in the absence of data, it can have little value. I 
however, believe that it is on the safe side. ' 

Financial lorecast 0/ planting lor purpose. 0/ suppZying wood to the match 
ifid'Ustry. 

We have no actual experiments on which to frame estimates of the finance 
of planting matchwoods and I have already stated in my'report that to enable 
a safe estimate to be framed experiments up to 15 years would be necessary. 
In the absence of data based on actual experiments, any estimates put forward 
are pure guess work. It is on this ,acceptance that I put forward the notes 
below. 

Land lor pZantations.-There are two alternatives:

(1) to plant up suitable areas in reserved forests; 
(2) to reserve or acquire land outside reserved forests for the purpose 

of forming plantations. 

Under the first alternative the areas planted would not be continuous; but 
would consist of scattered patches throughout forest 'that was not suitable for 
purposes of planting. Apart from the difficulty in finding suitable areas 
aufliciently concentrated to allow of economical planting, the matter of plant.. 
ing for the supply of matchwoods will have to be considered with reference to 
other interests such as the requirements of the rural popUlation which in the 
future will have to be met largely from artificially created crops as also from 
Ule financial standpoint as it is probable that it will pay better to plant timber 
producing species. It must be remembered that the areaS in our reserved 
forests that are suitable for planting and at the same time accessjble to eco
u.omical extraction are very limited. 

The second alternative may prove expensive and difficult as aU accessible 
areas suitable for planting are more or less already occupied. 'Acquisition 

, JOsts would therefore be heavy and unless the areas were reserved the finance 
IIf the plantatjons would be further hampered by land. revenue assessment. 
Owing to accessibility the cost of protection would be heavy and the area 
would have to be completely fenced again,t cattle. 

Letpan (Bombax malabaricum) however spr,ings up naturally on newly 
formed sandbanks which have been raised above the ordinary flood level and 
Mould Government decide to have the possibilities of reserving land for the 
purpose of planting matchwoods investigated, a careful examination of the 
river in land should be undertaken. ThE're is undoubtedly much land that 
grows letpan naturally, notably along the Irrawaddy and its large tributaries 
above Mandalay. The matter should however be undertaken cautiously. The 
first point is to assure ourselves as to the extent to which planting or regene
ration of such land is an economic proposition. Our experience so far has 
shown that there is great danger of the young plants being washed out by 
floods and apart from this there is a general tendency to instability in the 
case of riverain land. Reservation should only be undertaken when the ques
tion of economic planting has been decided. 

Oost offormation.-The cost of formation would depend on whether com
munities practising shifting cultivation were available to undertake the work. 
Should these be available, the cost of formation should not exceed Rs. 30 per 
acre and in Bome cases it may be as low as Rs: 20 pe~ acre. Should commu
nities practising taungya cultivation not be available for the work, the cost 
would be considerably enhanced and may amount to anything up to Rs. 120 
per acre. 



CJ08t 0/ tending.~The cost of tending will depend entirely on the cost of 
protection against man and cattle, as apart from this there should be little 
or no expenditure outside the cost of formation. What little there is should 
be offset by the intermediate yields of thir'nings.and in the case of Bombaa:, 
the sale of cottOIl. Assuming that one man, on Rs. 30 per mensem can patrol 
320 acres, the cost of protection would worlt out at Rs. 1·1 per acre per annum, 
say Rs. 2 to include the cost of supervision. 

Yield per ac're.-We have no data as to what this will be. On a short 
rotation of 15 to 30 years I should not risk putting it higher than 25 to 30 
tons to the acre though there is reason to assume that. with a 30-year rotation, 
the yield will approximate to 60.tons to the acre. 

Financial /orecast.-Assuming that there will be no charge for taxation, 
I append a financial forecast on the'lines of that on page 34 of Mr. Troup's 
Memoir. On this forecast it should be possible eventually to sup~ly stand
ing timber at a royalty rate of Rs. 10 per ton round of 50 c.ft. whIch should 
allow of delivery at the mill at a cost not exceeding Rs. 35 per ton, the extrac
tion being undertaken by private agency. 

The :elst March 19t1. 

(Sd.) H. W. A. WATSON, 

Ohie/ Oonservator 0/ Forests, 
.Burma. 



Fina"f!ial fOl'ef!aat e:rcillriing any question oftal£ation, on tke land, 

: 
BASIC COST OF PRODUCING UTILIZABLlr 

Cost of TOTAL COST OJ' FORMATtON COST AT MATURJTY BIIICB:ONING AT STANDING TIMBliia PIIIB TON OJ' 50 c, 
f ormation , CAPITALISED, '% COMPOUND !NTRBEST, FT, ROUND CRB, AND DECJMAL8 

and OF A BUPEIII), 
early 

tending 
wendof; 

30 years 
15 years 20 l.ears .25 years 30 years 

firet 15 years 20 years 25 yeara 80 years 15 years 20 yeara 25 years rotation ro ation rotation rotatiotr 
5 years, rotation, rotation. rotation, rotation. rotation. rotation, rotation. rotation, 25 tons 30 tons 35 tons 40 tone 

peraere, per acre, per acre, per acre. 

---
Rs Rs. Rs, ;Rs. RB, Rs, Rs. R., Rs, 

10 E8~ 82'240 37-18 41'~ 44'58 58 8N 119,'94 1440'43 2'32 2'71 8'43 3'6L 
= 

20 :3~ ~~~ 42'2' 47')S 51'24 54'58 76 103'3 146'60 176'86 3'040 ,3'44 ' 4'19 40'42 
1» .. , 

~! eO Oll 

57'18 4:95 5'23 30 """P'! 52'~ 61'240 64'58 940 :125'2 : 178'26 209'29 3'96 40'17 
~t 

40 :! "r:~ 62'240 67'18 71'240 74,.58 112 147'1 189'92 2401'72 4"48 4'90 5'403 6'040 

50 
~~..; h: 

72'24 77'18 81'~ 84.'58 180 169'0 216'58 274'l5 5'20 5'35 6'17 !l'S5 = ~i= 
60 ,~h ~2~ S2'~ 87"18 91'24 94'58 148 190'9 24.3·~ 30i'58 5'92 6'86 6'95 7'6S; 1 ~,e 
70 ... '" , 92'24 97'18 101'240 1040'58 166 212'8 269'90 839'00 6'64 7'09 7'71 8'48 

~~g ~,~~ , , 
80 II e ~ ~cq 102'240 107'18 111'240 114'58 184. 234'7 296'56 371'4.3 7'36 '1'82 S"7 9'28 

90 "il:i~ ~2~ 112'24 117'18 121'240 ' 124'58 202 251)'6 323'23 403'86 8'03 S'55 9'23 10'10' 0 .. " " .. 
100' ",'" 

sg~ 122'240 127'18 13"58 ,278'5 349'88 436'29 8'80 9'28 10'00 lO'9o. .... 181'~ 220 .~ . 
110 :s~ .. ~8i 13~'2' 137'18 141'240 144'58 23S 300'4 376'54, '68'72 9 52 1001 10'76 11'72, 

1"1 I».l!l , 
120 <;;) !!l2~ 142'~ 14~'lS 151'24 154'58 256 322'3 403'20 50L'15 10'240 10'740 U'52 12'53-
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(8) Letter dated 24th March 1921, from the OcmBer1lator of ForestB, Hlaing 
O~rcle, Burma, to the Secretary, TariH Board. 

I have the honour to forward herewith fOUl copies of a note on matchwoods. 
I have telegraphed for the figures required in paragraph 6. . 

Matchwoods. 

GeneraZ.-Matchwoods are forest weeds. Their advantages are that they 
grow very fast and can be fioated but much of the forest from which they are 
exploited is also accessible to extraction by land. and the more valuable hard
wooJs are more numerous and more valuable. By a lucky accident we now 
receive lb. 121 for matchwoods from the Paunglin-Mahuya block in Insein, 
but a recent tende!.: sale of a more accessible block only realized Rs. 6 and 
that seems to be the true value. . 

2. Pyinkado (Xylia dolabriformis) alone is more numerous than all match
woods put together (aliout 37,500 accessiblo trees to 31,000 of matchwoods, all 
over 20 inches diameter in the Paunglin-Mahuya block) and a normal royalty 
fOI it is Re. 15 as against Re. 6. Many other species are worth more than 
matchwoods and teak Tery much more. It is therefore most improbable that 
operations to improve the growing stock will favour matchwoods to any appre
ciable extent. Extraction from mixed forests must therefore be considered 
temporary and is unli.kely to be very satisfactory. 

3. Among matchw:oods, the speci~ likely to be considered obligatory are:

Letpan (Bomba:.: malabaricum). 
Didu (Bomba:.: inrigne). 
Sawbya (Sterculia paniculata). 
Odein (Bhrdia IalwiI). 
Mauiettanshe (Sarcocephalu, COraalUS). 
Setkadon (Trewia nu.diftcwa). 

Optional species are:-
Thitpok (TetrameZe, nudiftora). 
Thabutgyi (Miliusa 1Idutina). 
Gwe (Spondias mangifera). 
Nabe (Odina Wollier). 
Thitpyauk (Sapium insigne). 
Letkok (Sterculia $p.). 
Bonmella (4.lbizzia ,tipulata). 
Myaukngo (Duabanga lonneratiodel). 
Thakutpo (8tereosperm1"" 'p.). 
Panga (Terminalia Chebula). 

4. Of these Sawbya, gwe, mau, didu and letpan were enumerated by 
Mr. Scott in part of Insein division and hu. estimated annualouturn for all 
matchwoods for the whole division is 7,000 trees of 41 ft. breast girth and 
upwards (probably averaging a ton each) from 287,251 acres .. This amounts 
to all outturn Qf a tQn a year for every 41 acres. This estimate is based on the 
15 years felling cycle and though the number of treu may remain constant, 
the tonnage is likely to decline. 

5. The distribution is so scanty and probabilities of increasing the stock 
so reillote that continued working ill mixed forests seems unlikely. Insein is 
likely to contain considerably above the average volume of matchwoods and 
there is no reason to expect anything better near any of the larger towns; in 
fact it ill questionable whelher there is anything better in the whole of Burma. 
The future of the match trade is therefore likely to depend on plaJlting. 
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6. In 1925 I inspected the letpan plantations in Henzada. They were 
formed under very favoin-able conditions, sandy alluvium on the banks of a 
Yoma stream. In th~ 1919 plant~tion, ~hen. 6 years Qld, the average on lower 
ground .was 43 feet high and 29 lDches 1n girth and on a higher shelf 54 feet 
high and 40 inches in girth. The averag£ for the whole plantation now 
(1927) is said to be feet high and inches in girth. A first class-teak 
plantation on more fertile soil runs to about 45 feet high in 6 and 52 feet in 
8 years and probably produces about 50 tons to the acre on a SO year rotation. 
It may not be too optimistic to expect 25 tons to the acre on a 30'year rotation 
for matchwoods provided that fertile sandy alluvium is chosen ·for planta-
tions. . 

7. The difficulty as regarde planting will be to find a large area of suitable 
!>Oil over which there are not too exacting claims. Reservation over 12,060 
acres ot soil of this kind for grazing (Pyinmana division) cost· Rs. 1,20,239. 
It is possible that a firm or an individual might acquire land·jn cheaper rate. 
'l'he~e are considerable stretches round Moulmein, especially,up the Salween, 
btit wo can hardly recommend planting ·on· a large scale by :firms or private 
individuals until we know more about the rate of growth and probable cost. 
Givl'n a suitable form of cultivation the direct cost should not exceed Rs. 50 
per acre but to this must be added the vlI-Iue' of the land if bought for the 

.purpose and the cost of protection. and supervisfon,Firmsand individuals 
should be able to cut the latter considerably below Government expElIi.diture 
hut it is not safe to put it much less than Rs .. 2 per acre per annum .and it is 
qui~ likely that fencing will be a!s0 n~ceSsary. The . Chief COliSetva~O! has 
sent'rn tables of cost and I agree With him that we must work for a Inlmmum 
charge of Rs. 10 a ton. 

S. I estimate the cost of formation with a suitable forDi.· of cultivation as 
follows:-

Rs. 16, Rs. 6, Rs. 4, Rs. 2, Re. I.-Re. 1 froin year fu year orahout Rs. 30 
per acre at ten years, but to cover failures it is better to put" the cost/at Rs. 50 
an acre. This may be reduced by sale of thinningsbetween ten 'years of age 
and maturity. At four per cent. this expenditure will amount to about Rs. 147 
and a cost of Rs. 2 per acre for supervision and protection to a further RH. 110 
or a total of Rs. 257. This shows a small deficit between·s·probable·selling 
value of Rs. 10 a ton for 25 tons and the ·cost at compound interll!lt,~but the 
expenditure should be slightly reduced by the net sale .. value of stems removed 
in thinoiogs at 15, 20 and 25 years. The.valui! of.$e lllnd is take as. nil. 

Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun. 
. . . , 

(1) Letter No. 996/97, dated 18th. january i927. 
With reference to your letter No. '39; -dated the 5th January 1927, I have 

the honour to enclose herewith copy of a Memo. No. 11.2208/M.F.P., ~ate.~ 
.the 15th January 1927, by the Forest Economist on the subJect an~ to e~qUlre if 
you would like this Institute to prepare a further note on th18 subJect. ~f 
BO, please intimate the. latest date this .n?te should be in' your hande us it 
will be necessary. to carry out Bome enqUlrles. 

Copy 0/ Memo No. 1/2208-6/M. F. P., dated the 15th JOIfI,uary 1927, /Tom 
the FOTest Economist Forest ReseaTch Institute and College, to the 

. President F:n.est Research Institute and Oollege, 
.'" D~hraD1IIT6: ';,', ., 

I give below such information as is available on the enquiry made by the 
Secretary, Tariff Board. _.., .'.' . . 

1. Subsequent to the pUblication of the "Prospects of the Match Iu;ua
try in the Indian Empire" by R. S. Troup, further researches have een . . 20 



~arried out, in '80 small way~ by thill Institute, into ~he qu~ti·on ·~f the fitnei;';; 
of Indian woods for the manufacture of matches. 

2. In the first place, a record has been made of the opiwons expr8l;5tJ11 
by manufacturers of the suitability of species which they have tested i~ thib 
respect and consignments of timber have from time to time been sent to 
Match factories for report as to their suitability for splints and boxes. 

3. Arrangements have also recently been made to supply trial 10gb 01 

Uifferent species to a firm in Bombay who have agreed to report on theu 
suitability for match making. 

4. As regards other work in this counection, I would draw the attention 
of the Board to Bulletin No. 12 .. .Report on the investigations into the 
possibility of Match Industry in Billar and Orissa" by A. P. Ghose, 
M.S.C.I. (Lond.), issued by the Department of Industries, Hillar and Orissa. 

The veneers and match BP~ts of the species tested under this investiga
tion are now in the Museum of this Institute and can be seen by the Board 
if they so desire. 

5. The Government of Billar and Orissa have recently instituted a mat,co 
factory at Gulzarbagh and in this factory are being tested the variout. 
timbers which have been suggested as suitable in the above publication. . 

6. The Wood Working Institute, Bareilly, has also installed match.machi
nery with the idea of trying out the timbers available in the United Provinces 
and encouraging match making as a cottage industry, 

1'he results of the tests made at these two institutions might prove of 
value to the Board. 

7. A factory in Lahore was also started some two years or more ago with 
t.he help of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Punjab, with the object of usj,ng 
coniferous timbers for match making. As this was the first and only at.
tempt made in India, to use coniferous wood, the reswts may be of interest. 
to the Tariff Board. 

8. In addition to the above I would also suggest that the Board address 
the various match factories in India and obtain their opinion on the species 
which they have tried and their experience as to the av:ailability of supplies. 

9. This Institute would be pleased to draw up a note on the information 
it has collected during the past five years or so concerning the Match Industry 
In India and the conclusions drawn from its observations on this Industry, 
for submission to the Board or to give evidence should the Board so desire. 

U such note is required I request you will kindly let me know the latest. 
date by which it can be submittod as it will be necessary to carry out Bome 
enquiries before it can finally be drawn up. 

(I) Letter dated the 11th April 1927. 

In compliance with the request contained in your letter No. lOS, dated 
20th January 1927, I have the honour to forward herewith copy of a note 
by the Forest Economist on the Match Industry in India with special refer
~·Dce to the use of IndiBJI. timbers. 

Note lor the Tariff lJoard 0" the information collected by th. Forest Research 
Institute, DeAra Dun, on the Match Industry i" India, with special rII-

lere"" to th. us. 01 India" timbers. . 

An enquiry into the existenn,e of indigenous timbers in India I\uitable for 
match making was started as far back as 1893. Much the same timbers were 
then tried as are now being considered. Of these the outstanding woods 
were spruce, silver, fir, 8emu.l (BQmbaz malaba"';cum) and {leon (EzclJecaria 
Aaolllocha). 



2. In 1897 the Bengal Assam Safei;y Match Manufacturing Company used 
almost only fl80n, even as to-day the Karimbhoy Shams uddin Match Factory 
in Calcutta does. Early in the 20th century spruce and silver fir were sen$ 
home to a certain match manufacturer in England for trial. The former 
was reported to be suitable and the latter unsuitable, but it was stated that 
the factory concerned did not consider it advisable to take up match manu-
tacturing in India at that juncture. •. 

3. Bemul has.been used for many years in most of the factories in· India; 
it is not a good tImber for match· splints though it is S1litable for boxes. 

4 .. In 1910, Professor Troup, the then Forest Economist at the Forest 
Research Institute, Dehra Dun, wrote his Indian Forest Memoir on "The 
Prospects of the Match Industry in the Indian Empire." This contained a 
large amount of useful information of which some has, however, in the light. 
of further Wl'perience been proved to be mistaktm. The year before this 
Memoir was written a variety of IndIan timbers had been collected and sent 
to Germany for trial for matches. These were sent to the makers of. match 
machinery, who proved to be human in that they consider their' own inter
ests betore strict accuracy, and reported as eminently suitable for making 
into match{lS, by their machinery, many timbers that are not so. 

5. This comparative perfidy was not suspected by the officials in India and. 
in Professor Troup's Memoir, these reports were given credence which they 
did' hot deserve, with the result that certain timbers were recommended to 
be suitable for the purpose under consideration which were not so. 

6. I give below a list of Indian timbers which have, at one time or another, 
been reported as useful for match making, by actual manufacturers in India, 
but it must be borne in mind.that experience has shown that a timber which 
in one locality is considered to make a good splint in another is reported as 

• being only useful for boxes, and again the same timber from the same locality 
is sometimes reported by one maker to be satisfactory and by another in the 
same town to be unsatisfactory for the purpose in view. I have remarked 
below on those woods as to the suitability in view. I have remarked below 
on those woods as to the suitability of which there now seems to be little 
doubt. 

List. 

Species. For splint". 

Bomba.t: mlllabllricum (semul) 
BombalD Insigne (didu) 
Omelina arbo,.ea 
Sterculia campanulata (papita) (probably the Shawbya 

of Burma) • • • • • • • 
BpondiaB mangifera 
E:rCIIBCaNa ..4.gallocla (geon) 
..4.lbizzill stipulata 
MangiftJrII indica (mango) 
POPUlUB eupl,.atica (river poplar) 
Popvlo ciliata (hill poplar) 
Loplopetalum Wiglltianum 
Holigarnll..4.rnottiMla • 
T,.ewill nudiflora 
Stm'B08permum chelonoides 
Sarcocepllalu, cordatUl (probably the Mau-Iettan-she 

. of Burma) 
Odinll Wodier 
Alstonia &chola.ri. 
)Jo8tllellill ,erra.tll (sa1ai) 

poor 

" 

fair 

" good 

" very good. 
fair 

" good 
fair 

" .. 

fair 

" 

For b03J". 

good 

" fair 

good. 
fait 
good 

to 

good 

good 
fair 

" .. 
;, 

satisfactorY • 
fair 
.. 

202 
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Specif8 
(Though a poor timber £01' the purpose is liable to 

be used considerably in the fut.ure owing to its 
prevalence and the fact that it grows in almost 
pure fore,t8 within rellsonable distance of I:\omb"y) 

BuclltJn77l.itJ latifolia 
Symploco8 8pp. 
Pinus e.rcel.1J \blue pine) 
PicelJ Morinrla (sprllce) 

F,.,. splints. 

fair 
good 

very good 
good but 
difficult 
to work. 

Fur boxes. 

7. Again an outstanding feature of this difficult question is that a timber 
may be reported by, let Ull say one of the factories controlled by the Swedish 
Match Co. as being poor, whereas it may be stated by one of the Indian 
factories in, let us say Calcutta, to be good. The point is that in all proba
bility the one manufacturer is comparing it with imported Aspen, which he 
llSes almost exclusively for splints, while the other is comparing it with an 
Lndian timber, such as Semul which he may have been using almost exclu
~ively in the past. 

B. 'fhere is little doubt however that there is not a timber in India pro
duceable at a competitive plice, if indeed one exists at all, that can be com
pared WIth Aspen for maklDg splints and that therefore if a first class match 
.i8 to be made in this country it will have to be of imported timber. It is 
pOssible of course that during the search for such a timber, that has now 
lasted for over 30 years, a suitable timber which does exist has been over
looked, but this is unlikely. And it is reasonably certain that no such timber . 
does exiet in sufficient quantities to be of any immediate use as a substitute 
to repJaC'e Aspen entirely. 

9. There are indeed many Indian timbers from which matches can be 
. made, Rnd these matches are good enough for all practical purposes, but 
even S() they cannot at prE'Sent be delivered in sufficient quantities or with 
sufficient certainty for it to be anything but dangerous to the industry as a 
whole to attempt to do without imported Aspen. There are' certain factories 
that even now do claim to use only Indian timbers, but these are usually spe
cially placed with reference to supply and cannot be taken as general examples. . 
I refer to such factories as Karimbhoy Shamsuddin's in Calcutta, which gets 
its ljIupplies of geon (Excaecaria AgaUocha) from the Sunderbans at unusually 
cheap :oate, Adamjee Hajee Dawood's in Rangoon which gets reasonably priced 
hmber from the Burma and Andaman.s forests, and to certain North Indian 
tactories which use only Indian timbers owing to the fact . that they would 
have to pay railway .freight on timber imported. at any sea port. 

10. It is therefore clear that imports of Aspen and other suitable timbers 
will have to continue. untii a sufficiently reliable supply of Indian timbers 
become9 available for ordinary matches, and that even when that stage has 
been reached Aspen will strI~ be necessary for the manufacture of what may 
perhap9 be termed the luxury match. 

11. At present tbe supply of Indian timbers falls far short of the total 
deman1 . 

. 12. There are two major difficulties in the way of making the supply; the 
first IS that the timbers which are suitable do not grow in pure forest J;lUt are 
scattered amongst a numb~r of other . miscellaneous species; this greatly in
creases the cost of extractio:l and renders the price that must be paid for the 
t.imber ~xcessive; and the ~cond is th.at a great part of the suitable timber 
grows in inland forests from which the only lead to the factory is by railway 
on which freights are excessive, whereby again the cost of the timber' is 
raised. . . . .. 

13. The solution of the difficulty is for the match factories to make planta
t.ions for themselves of the timbers they wish to use. This involves a wait of 
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anything from 7 to 1~ years before their supply is assured and aiso a con~i 
derable outlay ot capItal. 

14. T~erefoN. unless th.. industry is assured of protection from unfair 
competlhon for a number of years, it will obviously not be possible for indiVI
dual ma~ufacturers to go liO t!ie length of making such plantations. 

15. Again it cannot be said that the best type of timber to be planted 
for .this purpose has yet been finally dicided, and it would seem strongly 
advlSable that the Forest Department in the various provinces in which 

,match manufacturing is of importance, should without delay start experi
mental plantations with the object· of showing that suitable timbers can btl 
grown in a reasonably short space of time, and at a reasonable cost. In Bihar 
and Orissa such plantations have, 1 understand, already been started under 
the auspices of Mr. Nirholson, the Forest Research Officer of that province 
and their example might wtJIl be followed by other provinces~ Similar planta-' 
tions mIght also ",ith advantage be initiated at the Forest Research Institute, 
Dehra Dun. 

1~. In the meantime investigations are proceeding, at the. Economic 
Branch of the Forest Research Institute, into the suitability of varioUB 
timbers tor match making. More especially at the moment, is the possibility 
of rendering spruce and silver fir fit for splints occupying our attention. 
The supplies of tbese timbers that can be made available are so great, amount
ing as they do probably to many thousands of tons per annum, that the matter. 
cf utili .. ing them is one of considerable importance; further, the owners of 
the foi-6&ts which contain spruce and silver fir are anxiously seeking a market 
which does not at present exist for these species. 

17. 'l'he difficulty of utilizing them lies largely in the' fact that the timber 
when dry is too nard to c .. t cleanly on a rotary veneer. The time that 
elapses between felling' and delivery at any existing factory in the plains is 
somewhere between nine and eighteen months, during which time, even 
though water-borne spruce and silver fir dry out. Soaking and boiling in 
water have both been tried without success and now experiments in boiling 
~he timber under pres~ure are being carried out in the hope that sufficient 
penetration will thus be obtained ~o render it workab1e. 

lB. If this is not succe~sful it is possible that the solution of the diffi
culty willlie.in the erection of special factories for cutting splints and veneers 
in the forests, immediately after felling, while the timber is still green. 
These 6Flints and veneers would then be· distributed to various finishing fac-
tDries in the plains. . 

19. Were such factoriQS to be institutea" on a large scale they would prob
ably supply all the requirements of North India but it is questionable if ~he 
railway freight would not. make it impossible for them to compete WIth 
imported timbers further south. One company, in the Central Provinces, is 
already considering the installation of portable splint mills in the forests 
~o as to rconomise in cost of supplies of splint/! and veneers. 

20. There is ene of the Himalayan conifers of which there ,!,re la:rge ~up
"lies which is ce~tainly suitable for making splints and that IS ka~Z (ptn'US 
exceZsa). But there is already sufficient demand for this timber to make the 
price prohibitive for competitive working. . 

21. From thB statIstics available to the Tariff Board, it· will be easy for 
them to see the f'xtent to which the match industry has grown in India during 
the past few years, that is .to say since the imposition ?f the import duty on 
matches and, agr..in, of the further duty on match splInts and veneers. 

22. ~·here are a large number of factories now situated in varioUB parts 
of India and working, In. the main, at a small profit .. The. Japanese trade 
in matches has.almost dird out though incidentally, the Imports from Europe 
have to a certain extent cOlrespondingly increased. 

23. Match manufacturing· is therefore extending in India, ~nd vari?us 
examples of the proposed erection of new factories or the extensIOn of eXlSt
mg on6l! have come to my notice in the past few month~. Ther~ can however 
De no leal advance in this industry l-ltltH ~lw QQmmerclal pubhc fllel lillcurel 
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Rnd there is littl&doubt that there are ~ombinations in the world strong 
enough to break, should they wish to do so, the industry in this country, if it 
is not aSbured of the continued support afforded by the import duty. 

24. 'l:he advantages to India of the industry are obvious, involving con. 
Linuou~ employment for a large number of workmen and women the retention 
Jf capital in the country, and the utilization of large quantities of more 01' 
less valueless timbers belonging to both private owners and the State. 

25. Apart, however, from any such support as may be given by an import 
Quty there is one way by which the Indian matoh manufacturer can help 
ilimself, and this point needs emphasis.· There is no doubt that a large 
number of matches made in India by Indian companies are not up to the 
~tandard of those made in India by foreign companies or imported from 
Europe. The difference is not only that of the timber used but is also large
ly the composition of which the heads are made, and the fact that the dipping 
is badly done or is so constituted as to be ineffective during the monsoon. 
The principle of self-help is a very old one part and it should be a condition of 
continued support from Government that Indian match manufacturers should 
help themselves and prove their efficiency by showing that they can produce 
as good as match in India as anyone else. The firmly established prejudice 
against a match with a coloured splint, which exists in the minds of the 
public, undoubtedly owes its origin to the fact that originally practically all 
the discoloured matches tha+. were sold were of Indian manufacture and they 
were so badly made that many of them did not ignite when struck. The 
public thus arrived at the conclusion that a match with a white splint which 
was an imported match, wa~ preferable. 

26. The conclusions 1 would draw therefore are as follows:-

(1) That it would seem advisable to retain or possibly increase the pre
sent duty on imported matches, imported splints and imported 
veneers. 

(2) That no ~pecjal iluty should be imposed upon the import of timber 
in the log for the manufacture of splints and veneers in India, 
at all events until such time as a sufficient supply of indigenous 
timbers is marle available for the manufacture of all but luxury 
matches. 

(3) That the formation of plantations of match timbers by single fac
tories or grollps of factories should be encouraged by such means 
as special grants of land, advice as to species and methods of 
planting, etc. 

(4) That, further, experimental plantations of timbers considered 
suitable should be made by the Forest Departments of the various 
provinces intorested, and also by the' Forest Research Institute 
at Dehra Dun. 

(5) That special facilities and necessary financial support should be 
given to the Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun for the 
purpose of e~t"ending their investigations into the suitability and 
",vailability of match timbers indigenous in India. 

(6) That the advisability be considered of establishing a Government 
factory in the Himalayas for the purpose of making and distri. 
buting splints and veneers of spruce and '!Iilver fir to various fac
tories in the North of India, provided first that the possibility 
of cutting spruce and silver fir on a rotary veneer while yet green 
be fully established. 

(7) That it is esse'ltbl if the industry is to attain a really healthy 
condition t.hat the Indian manufacturer should not indulge in 
any false f>conomy in the matter of quality and quantity of his 
dip, and should take every precaution to see that he produees 
a'S good a makh 1'9 does his European competitor in India. It 
is of course recognized that ·certain Indian rnanufa-l'turers 
already work ~IP to this standard, but to kill the prejudice 
against Indian matches it is nectlssary that all should do so. 
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(8) Beein~ that there is a real difficulty in the matter of supply of 
ti.mber for mal;ch making those interested should be strongly ad
V1Se~ to co~ult t~e F,!rest Department as to. the possibility of 
gettmg theIr reqUIrements of tImber before they take any active 
~teps in the matter of establishing new factories in any parti
cular localities. We frequently have demands made on us for 
supply of match timbers after the erection of the factory has 
become an accomplished fact, in a locality within reach of whic4 
JlO such timber grows. . . . 

Chief Forest Officer J Andaman Islands. 

Letter from the TariH Board, to the Ohief Forest Officer, Andaman. 1SlaMS, 
Port Blaid, dated the 9th April 1927. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the attached copy of a letter addressed 
by the Indian Tariff Board to all local Governments and to that of the reply 
recei~ed thereto from the Governmen1; of Burma, and to say that the Board, 
jluring the course of the enquiry now proceeding into the circumstances of the 
Match-making Industry, has learned that certain of the match factories 
situated in Rangoon import some of their supplies of timber from the Andaman 
Islands. . This fact is of considerable interest to the Board, and I am, there.. 
fore, to ask you to be so good as to furnish it with detailed information in 
answer to the following questions:-

(1) The eJtistence, quantity and snitability of wood for the manufacture 
of-

(i) splints, 
(ii) veneers, and 

(iii) packing cases. 

(2) The proJtimity and accessibility of the source of supply of such timbers 
to Port Blair or any other port of eltport. 

(3) Have consignments of such woods been exported to India or Burma in 
the past r If so, please give the quantities-if availabl&-which have been so 
eltported during the last three years. 

(4) Have such consignments been erlracted and exported' by Government 
agency or by contractors? In either case' please state:

(a) the price f.o.b. port, 
(b) the cost of freight to Rangoon, and 
(c) the cost of freight to Calcutta. 

(5) If by contractors, what are the conditions under which permission for 
erlraction is given? 

(6) What is the royalty levied on the different species P 
, (7) What quantities of wood suitable for the manufacture of splints 01' 

veneers eould be eltported annually and in accordance with the forest working 
plans from the Andaman forests at a price not exceeding Rs. 35 per ton of 
60 cubic feet landed at Rangoon? In your answer please specify the differen~ 
killds of wood and the tonnage of each. 

(8) Have any concessions for extracting timber for the manufacture of 
splints, veneers or packing cases been granted? If so, to whom? 

(9) HaS the Forest Department undertaken or is it likely to undertake iD 
the near future any operations for the establishment of plantations.of trees 
suitable for the manufacture of matches in the forests under your charge? 

(10) Have any areas accessible to Port Blair or any other port pf exporl 
l!een ~la¥teil 'Yi~1,l suitable trees br an., outsid!!' a~enc;y P 
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,(11) What are'the conditions of transport from the forests in which suitable 
timber is found to the port of export: - ' 

(a) durin~ the monsoon; 
(b) during the dry season; 

and what is the cost of transporting the timber by each of any methods which 
may be employed P 

2, f am to add that the Board would be glad if your answers to these 
questions couid'be sent by the 16th May 1927. 

Letter from the ,Ohief Forest Officer, Andaman Islands, dated the 
17th May 1ge7. 

With reference to your letter N~. 301, dated the 9th/12th April 1927, I 
have the honour to reply as follows:-

(1) As the demand for these timbers has only recently sprung 'up, no 
enumerations are available of the quantities of suitable woods for matcb 
manufacture but as a rough estimate I give 3 tons per acre over 1,500 
square miles of forests, i.e., 2,880,000 tons say 144 million cubic feet but it 
is probably more. ' ' 

The only information I have of the suitability of timber for the different 
purposes has been obtained from Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood & Co., 
B.angoon. who inform me that Dhup (Canarium euphyllum) is the most suit
able wood which they have found for making match boxes and Sterculia 
campanulata for splints. I cannot give an estimate of the quantity of these 
woods available in the Andamans, they probably amount to lrd of the avail
able supplies given above. 

(2) Exploitation is not very difficult from any part of the Andamans as 
most of the timbers float and can be rafted. There are quite a number of 
good harbours where it can be shipped. The timber is now in the first 
instance carried by a Forest Department steamer to Port Blair or rafted to 
Stewart Sound and thence exported to Burma or India by the Government 
steamer. The sources can be tapped throughout the year by continual shift
ing of extraction camps to suit the different seasons. 

(3) The following are the exports during the last year:-
Papit ... 
Tons. 

To B.angoon 1,151 
To Calcutta 598 

(4) The timbe; is being extracted by Government Agency. 
No timber has been sold at f.o.b. rates. 

Dbur· 
Tons. 

3,494 
nil. 

Present price c.i.f. B.angoon is Rs. 35 for Papita and Rs. 40 for Dhup. 
Freight is B.s. 10 for Pap ita and B.s. 12-8-0 for Dhup. This low freight was 
fixed in order to enable UB to establish a demand for 'the' timber but these 
rates are likely to be increased in the future. '. -

The timber is sold in Calcutta at Rs.' 37-8-0 a~d the freight IS Its. 12-8-0 
per ton. " 

(5 and 6) There are no 1l'ontractorsand hence no' royalty is charged" 
m No working plan for these timber.s is -at' p~ent in eXisten~ but, t 

estimate that 5 to 6,000 tons could be exported annually at present' and SOl' 
6 times that amount if sufficient transport to India or' Burma were 'availalile~ 

I regret I have no figures for' the different kinds of wood bu:t':-include 
Sterculia campanulata, Sterculia alata, Canarium euphyllum, Bombax mals'
bsricum, Tetrameles nudiflora, Sterculia villosa and a few other species in 
the estimate given in paragraph 1. I hope the price of timber will go up 
to Rs. 50 per ton c.U • .R.angoon or B.s. 60 c-i.f. Calcutta as presentpricps 
lcave little profit. ,-

(8) No concession has been given but the forest d~-partment has a'greed 
to supply about 5,000 tons this year to Rangoon and 2,000 -\;0011 to Calcutta. 
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(9) The forest department haS made e;z:peri'ments 'with:' 'plantations of 
canarium euphyllum mixed with -Other timbers but . sufficient data .for the 
purpose of answering the enquiry of· the. Tariff Board jl.re not available. 
Nearly every part of the ADJlamans outside·the 'settlement, which 'is some 
50 square ,miles is under forests. 

(10) Noland is available for plantations of- matchwood by private agency. 
(11) Timber is brought to Port Blair liy' a forest departmentstilamer at 

a cost of Rs. 4 p~r ton and can be thus transported all through t/:le ,year. 

General· conclusion. 

I am of opinion. that' theestablishnient of a factory io¢ally would be the 
most economical in the. long run for the freight", of' timber will he too high 
to allow large quantities to be exported as there is very, little inward' cargo. 
That low frieght has .been secured, at, pr~sent is _due to the. fa,ct that a Gov
ernment steamer would go empty once a month to Rangoon ~ithout the 
cargo of logs. This" however, is not likely to last and the ruling commer
cial rates under similar conciitions'must betaken 'as" a basis -for, calculating 
freight for the future. Logs take' up too' much space in a ship to allow of 
tbis cargo being carried at a.low freight rate. . .. 

A site for a factory would probably b.e given free by o'overimlEmt. The 
main difficulties against establishing a factory locally are that skilled -labour 
would have to be imported and the supply of chemicals, etc., can only come 
to the Andamans by ·.the Government .steamer which leaves Calcutta. and 
Rangoon about once a month. Including 'royalty a steady supply can be 
assured at about Re. 30 per ton delivered in a· factory in the Andamans, the 
cost would probably 'be less in the beginning. Labour would perhaps cost 
Re. 1 per diem for adults with corresponding reduction for women and child
ren. Skilled artisans ·would perhaps average double this' amount. 

It seems to me that the most impot:tant factor for the successful working 
of a match factory is that timber supplies are always available so that the 
factory ,can be run at all times to its .full capacity. The supplies of chemi
cals and labour can be arranged with good management. Freight for the 
finished product is always available but stocks would have to, be kept in 
Calcutta and Madras. Freight for the finished product should not exceed 
Re. 10 per ton of 50 cubic feet as the' cases are small and paek well in the 
ship's hold. 

Collector of CustOD;1s. Rangoon. 

(1) Notes handed_ on 90th March 192.7. 

The import and export of matches, and the materials for the manufacture 
of matches: also the local industry of matches in Burma. 

,'. Matches. 

Two statements are atta~hed. The ici;o~tsior'sbr' years, i.e., iro~'1921-2~ 
to 1926,.27 .andtheexports- for the' quinquennial· period; it: was during ·this 
period, that the local industry .'1Vasfirat- established. '." - ,-, . 
: . From the' !lIpon statement, it :w.i11·'beseett that the local industry had 

practically' begun ;in ·1922~23, forj' ·during-the- succeeding, yearS, ·this comma: 
dity was exported, to . other . c()untries.··The valuej·;beiilg 'in" the- first 'year 
Re. 6;500 gradually· increased to· almost five lakhs .. -A corresp6ndil1~' d~reasf' 
hi the. imports 'wilI -be noticed d~ring -these· years, -i.or the· v~hie. whwhmf;hp. 
)ear 1921-22 'was Re. 31,26,1l7:feU to Rs. -14,19,108 1l\1926c27; '." 

.' -rt will also be noticed for- the- 'purpos6 of' the match industry that', -splints;' 
veheers, and logs were imported in the years 1924-25 and 192~-26. But dm:ing 
the last year, 'Only logs' to the value of R;s. 1,35,000 .were Impo~d agamst 
• ni" for splints and veneers. The reason IS that a SUItable class of wood has 
been discovered in Burma for this purpose. 
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Foreign matches,were also imported from Indian ports during these years, 
but even these figures indicate a considerable reduction since the value drop
ped from Rs. 2,09,806 in 1921-22 to Rs. 42,962 in 1926-27. The Indian pro
duce has also shown a corresponding decrease. 

There are in all five factories in Burma aggregating an output of one 
hundred and fifty cases a day, of which· a hundred cases are manufactured by 
Messrs. Adamjee Bajee Dawood and Company the largest manufacturers in 
Burma. Each case contains fifty gross boxes and the local prices range from 
RB. 80 to Rs. 95 per case. 

Matches imported from Siam via Kawkareik are now assessed to duty under 
the Land Customs Act, at the same rate of duty on those imported by sea. 
Several reports have, however, been received that matches of Chinese manu
facture are being imported across the Chinese frontier into the Northern and 
Southern Shan States. These quantities are reported to be limited and are 
oonsumed in the Shan States and not carried further into Burma. 

• • • • 
The local wholesale price of Japanese matches is between Rs. 110 to 120 

per case of 50 gross boxes landed c.i.f. price being about Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 per 
case of 50 gross wllereas the c.i.f. cost of Swedish matches is about Rs. 45 to 
Rs. 50 and the selling rate about Rs. 130 to RB. 135 the invoice price being 
about Is. 6d. a gross. 

(2) Letter dated the 16th A.priZ 1927 from the Oollector of Oustoms, Rangoon. 
I have the honour to enclose herewith for your information and for such 

action as you may find necessary copies of letters received from two of the 
kading match manufacturing firms in Rangoon regarding the alleged smug
gling of matches into Burma from China via the Shan States. 

Oopy of Zetter dated the 15th March 1927, from Messrs. A.damiee Hajee 
Dawood and Company, Limited, Rallgoon, to the Oonector of Custom,s, 
Rangoon. 

We have the honour to inform you that our Agent of the Thazi Branch 
reports that matches bearing the label enclosed herewith are being imported 
into the Shan States from the Chinese Borders via Loilem and are being sold 
there at very low prices, and therefore it is not possible to sell our matches 
there. 

We shall thank you if you will kindly make necessary enquiries into the 
matter. 

We also send herewith a matchbox bearing the said label for your 
reference. 

Copy of Zetter dated the. 9th .4-priZ 1927, from the Kemmendine Match Oom
pany, Limited, Rallgoon, at the OolZector of Oustoms, RangQon. 

We have the honour to quote below extract of a letter received froin'llur. 
Hongkong Representative', for your information: ' , ' 

" The chief brand whil'h is imported into Burma t,ia Bangkok is as enclosed 
being a tiger looking at a rising sun and which is known to us as 'Tiger and 
Sun' or' Tiger.' About 800 50-gross cases a inonth of this brand are 
shipped north for distribution throughout the very northerly section of Siam; 
Indo-China and Shan States. It seems probable that these matches find their 
way into Burma via China, so there may be no actual smuggling from Siam 
into Burma on a large scale, PS this is carried out by taking 'f;hllm into Indo
China (where the French do not dare to enforce duties on account of the 
savage tribes) and from there into Burma j should you find that there is no 
duty on goods imported from Indo-China and China into Burma it would 
Itppear s!lfe to assume that practicall;v !lH ll1atc~es goi.Tl~ into northerp lJurm~ 
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Clo so via this route. I find also that there are 0. large number of minor routes 
for smuggling matches into Rurma along the very southerly border of the 
two countries and I am told on.good nuthority that there is a steady though 
small tr'nffio acro.~s the border mto the country around Tavoy; this is only 
one of the many less known passes where illicit traffic is carried on." 

We specially draw your attention to ~he min~r routes of smuggling men
tioned hy our Hongkong Representative and particularly across the border 
around Tavoy. In this connection we also beg to inform you that we have 
Rent one of our canvassers to Mergui and Tavoy with instructions to investi
gate this matter as far as possible. 

We also confirm our verbal information that we have received a report 
from one of our dealers in Hsipaw to the effect that not less than 5,000 tins of 
matches under the label "Tiger and Sun" have arrived in this and adjoining 
towns. This matter is being investigated by us and we ~hall revert in due 
oourse. 

(9) Letter, dated the 26th April 1927 from the Oollector of Oustoms, Rangoon. 

In continuation of my letter No. 4733--C.-2, dated the 16th April 1927, ;r 
have the honour to forward herewith a copy of a letter together with its en
closure received from the Kemmendine Match Company, Limited, Rangoon, 
on the above Bubject. 

Oopy of letter, dated the 22nd April 1927, from the Kemmendine Match 
Oompany, Limited, Rangoon, to the Colkctor of Oust oms, Rangoon. 

We have the honour to refer to our representative's calIon you to-day, 
when the question of Border Trade hetween China and Burma was discussed. 
In this connection we beg to enclose herewith copy of a letter received from 
our Chief TraveIling Inspector, who has lately visited the places where this 
Boorder Trade is carried on. We believe that at present nothing can be done 
in the matter, hut in view of the circumstances reported in ·the accompanying 
letter, we trust that you will be able to' do something, as this trade, if it 
increases as it is doing, is liable to seriously affect the importers who are 
paying a very highperce¥tage of duty and who therefore should be protected 
118 far as possible. We have the honour in consequence to approach you for 
your help and action in stoppi~g this growing border trade. 

Thanking you in advance for an early and favourable reply on this subject. 

Oopy of letter from the Ohief Travelling Inspector, dated the 16th April 1927, 
Mandalay. 

Border Trade between Ohina and Burma. 
I beg to submit a further report on the border trade between China and 

Burma, with regard to Kyaukme, Ksipaw, Lashio. 
The dealers of these three towns report that approximately 5,000 tins of 

matches have been purchased from the Muleteers by the Chinese dealers of 
these towns during the month of March, and that this trade is regularly con
ducted batween the months of December and middle of April each year. 

In order to try and check the quantity mentioned above I visited all the 
dealers in each town on 'my outward journey and took their stocks and the 
s.ame on my return journey shows the following:-

Kvaukme.-Outward journey, 55 tins. Return journey, 26 tins which 
shows that 29 tins were sold during 5 days. 

Ksipaw.-Outward journey, 730 tins, Return journey 479 tins whiC'h 
shows that 251 tins were sold during 4 days. 

La .• hio.-Outward journey 79 tins, Return jQu:rney 60 tins, which show~ 
th",t 19 ti~8 W(lre SQld durin~ 2 days. 

\ 
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Basing the monthly sales on the above figures, it is evident that approxi
mately 2,334 tim! of matches brought over t!le border have been sold in one 
month in the 3 towns mentioned above. 

The dealers' report that they do not expect further supplies until about 
the end of next 'December, as the rainy season is almost fast approaching and 
the Muleteers are returning to China before the rains. 

These matches are brought over in tin packing already made up into 
packets for the Burma market. On the end of the tin is pasted a label written 
in Japanese, under which is a traingle with a capital "A" printed, and 
underneath that is written Hong Kong, with a small label the writing of 
which says Passed Matches, by the Nippon Match Manufacturers Association 
Inspection Bureau, Japan. 

The above labei shows that these matches are manufactured in Japan, and 
the dealers report that they are brought up by rail to Chieng Mai, which is 
the rail head, then on to Kenytung, and on by various routes through the 
jungle to Hsipnw. . 

While'in Lnshio, I called on one or two Government officials whose duty 
takes them to the Chinese frontier and surrounding jungle, and they report 
having seen large convoys of not less than 50 miles carrying matches, and 
which have been distributing from a town on the frontier called 'Mongnai. 
For purpose of calculating the quantity carried in each convoy, a mule 
carries six tins of matches, which brings the total seen in one convoy alone 
to 300 tins, and which the English official reports having seen such convoys 
on numerous occasions. 

The .last season shows anothl'lr label being introduced into the Burma 
market, which is known in Chinese as "To Hoe" brand, but the dealers 
report unfavourably about this label and anticipate it will not be brought 
into this country during the next season. _ 

I have despatched under separate cover a few samplss of the match imported 
together with three ends of the tins they are packed in, which shows the 
above writings. , 

I find it very difficult to understand the actual routes taken by the Mule
teers, as the Chinese dealers each mention different routes and names of towns 
or villages, but the English officials of Lasbio are of the opinion that Kentung 
and Mongnai would be suitable 'places to sit down and check the quantities 
arriving over the border, they also state that the routes over the border from 
Unan are very difficult to traverse, and thsy have not noticed any trade 
worth mentioning from this quarter. ' 

Excise Commissioner, Burma. 

Letter d{lted the 22nd April 1927. 

I have the honour to return herewith the copy' of the record of my 
evidence received with your letter No, 305, dated the 12th April 1927. My 
corrections to the record are iIi red ink. . ' 

2. I also enclose a short note on the collection of an excise duty on 
matches, as promised. 

Note Ol~ the collection 0/ all e.ui.'e duty Ol~ matches. 

I have visited the four match factories in Burma. All mamifacture is 
conducted in factories and there is no manufacture of ,DIatches on the Cottage 
Industry scale here. It is therefore somewhat difficult to frame proposals 
which will cover Cottage Industry manufacture. and it is possible that the 
methods of collecting duty suggested below may not be applicable to condi
tions in other provinces. It seems to me. however. that if it is difficult t,o 
collect duty on matches manuf'lctured under Ule Cottage Industry system 
and if it is essential to obtain revenue from matches manufactured ill India, 
it would be .botter to nbolish the Cottage Industry altogether and to issue 
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licenses to manufacture matches only to big factories capable of supporting 
a whole time Excise Officer in charge. 

2. So far as large facj;ories, are con'lerned, there should be no difficulty 
in assessing Imd collecting an excise duty. The best method seems to me 
to loa to assess the duty .on issues from. the factory, as shown in the manufac
turers' books, which should be checked by a Resident Excise Officer. As an 
additional safeguard, all 'completed packets of matches should be placed in 
a, warehouse under double locks, one key being kept by the Excise Officer and 
aU matches not yet packed should loe placed every night in a securll compart
ment which would similarly be ~nder doublE> locks. Issues from the warehouse 
would be made on gate passes issued by the Resident Excise Officer after 
payment of duty. 

3. 1.'he smaller manufacturers i.n Burma object to the system of pasting a 
stamp round every box being introduced. They say that if this is done by 
hand, it will add considerably to their cost, of production, and that if it is 

,done by machinery after the boxes'are filled there will be danger of fire from 
'concussion with the machinery. There is also the difficulty that the stamps 
might be removed by small shop~keepers and used again, by unscrupulous manu
tacturers and the difficulty of, dealing with imported matches under such a 
Bystem. It seems probable also that the cost of maintaining a watch for 
unstamped match boxes offered 'for sale in petty retail shops all over the 
country 'will be higher than the cost of supervision at the source. Moreover 
the opportunjties which a stamp system will offer to subordinates for haras
sing petty shop-keepers may tend to make the Excise duty very unpopular. 
I am therefore of opinion thatthili system would be unsatisfactory and 
should not'be adopted. 

4. I<'or each factory the staff required would be one Excise Inspector on 
a salary of Rs. 175-10-295 and a peon on Rs. 17-21. The average cost of 
this establishment woultf be roughly Rs. 3,000 per annum for each factory. 
If we assume that the cost of establishment to collect the excise duty should 
not excelld 5 per cent. of the duty, it follows that each factory should be 
capable of producing sufficient matches to pay Rs. 60,000 per annuin in duty. 
It this duty is fixed at 8 annas per gross of boxes no factory should be 
licensed to manufacture matches unless it is capable of producing I~O,OOO 
~ross of boxes per annum, and failure to produce that quantity in any year 
should be regarded as a good ground for refusing to renew the license 1ll 

the following year. 

5. As regards Cottage Industry manufacture; this could be taxed by means 
of a composition duty, based either on the implements employed or on the 
raw materials purchased, and fixed at a rate equivalent to the direct duty 
I'ate. A similar system is in force in connection, with salt in Burma. A 
direct duty is levied on salt manufactured in proper factories in coastal 
dstricts in Lower Burma while a composition duty based on the number and 
size of the cauldrons used for boiling is collecteci ~n Upper Burma. I under
stand that the Cottage, Industry match manufacl;urer must have a frame in 
which to fix the match splints before they are dipped, that he may also have 
a chopping machine for making splints, and that he has to purchase veneer 
from a large factory. A composition duty might be assessed on the number 
of frames and chopping machlnes used or on the quantity of veneer purchased. 
The frames and chopping machines would be of fixed sizes, and' the average 
output of each machllle could be estimated and 'the rate of duty fixed to make 
it approximate to_the direct duty. If the duty was based on the quantity 
of veneer' purchased the average output from a certaiIi. uqantity of veneer 
could be similarly estimated. Licensed Cottage Industry manufacturers 
could be compelled to purchase their veneer from a big li~nsed matc:h factory 
and the quantity purchased could be checked by the ReSIdent Exc~seOfficer 
at the big factory. The Resident Excise Officer at the nearest bIg factory 
could probably find time to inspect these Cottage Industri':8 an~ see ~hat no 
nnlicensed implements are being used and that full duty IS belllg paId. In 
that case no extra staff could be necessary.' 



Messrs. Martin and Company, Calcutta. 

Letter dated 26th October 1927. 

With reference to the enquiry into the Match industry, and the local evi
dence recently given, we have not been able to see ,a complete report of this 
but only, the short newspaper report; we have been informed however that 
..ome reference has been made to a shortage of suitable indigenous timber for 
match making purposes. 

Should this information be correct we wish to point out that this evidence 
is not in accordance with facts. We are the representatives of the Govern
lDent of India for the local sale of Andamans timber and in that capacity we 
dispose lDonthly of large quantities of papita logs to the local match making 
firms. Present deliveries could be increased somewhat under the present 
shipping arrangements but in the event of much increased demand further 
shipping facilities would be required when there would probably be no other 
difficulty. Of course if a'very large supply were called for then possibly the 
question of extra labour in the Andamans forests would arise. 

Large quantities of papita are at present being supplied under monthly 
contract direct to the Rangoon match firms from the Andamans. In addition 
to this timber there are other species suitable for other uses in the industry as 
dhup which is useful for match boxes. 

We are informed by the Chief Forest Officer, Andamans that the supply af 
pap ita is practically unlimited. ' 

If we can give the Board a'ay other information on this head we shall be 
glad to do SQ. 

Messrs. Steel Brothers and Co., Limited. Rangoon. 

Letter dated the 24th MaTch 1927. 

At the request of the President, I have the honour to undernote for the 
Board's information rates quoted by the B. I. S. N. Co. for freight on rO\llld 
timber from Burma to the main Indian Ports, vis. -

Calcutta 
Madras 
Bombay 

Rs. A. P. 

27 0 0 
34 4 0 
45 0 0 

} All ... ;,;, of SO ,.ft. 

It will also, no doubt, be of interest that above rates are double what is 
chargecl for converted timber. 

Letter from the TariH Board, to Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and Messrs. 
Eng Hing Hwat Bros., Rangoon, dated the 25th March 1927. 

I am directed to say that under the orders of the Government of India the 
Tariff Board is holding an enquiry into the question of the grant of protec
tion to the Match-making Industry in India and in this connection requires 
information regarding the price of imported Japanese matches. I am there
fore to ask if you would be kind enough to supply the Board as soon as is 
convenient to you with a statement giving the annual average prices of 
imported Japanese matches c.i.f. Rangoon for the years 1912-13, 1913-14 and 
from 1921-92 to 1926-27. ' 



Messrs. Mitsui Bussan· Kaisha, Limited, Rangoon. 

[-etter dated the 30th March 1927. 

With reference to your letter No. 246, dated the 25th instant we have 
the honour to s~ate below the annual average sale prices of impo~ted.Japa
nese matches c.1.f. Rangoon, for the years 1921-22 to 1926-27. The prices 
tor the years 1912-13, 11113-14 are not traceable:-

Rs. 
1921-22 , 86 0 0 
1922-23 > • 

.;~:·;t· 
66 1 0 

1923-24 
.. . ~' .;.,"~ 

60 5 0 , . 
1924-25 . '. ~ ... ... .., 49 2 0 
1925-26 ".: .. , 

" .. 4611 0 
1926-27 49 15 0 

The unit of prices is per case of 600 dozen boxes, full size. 

Matches. 

Messrs. Eng Hing Hwat Bros., Rangoon. 

Letter dated 31st March 1927, from L. Ohoon Fowng, Esq., Rangoon, to the 
Tariff Board, Oalcutta. 

With reference to your letter No 246, dated the 25th March 1927. and 
addressed to my clients Eng Hing Hwat Bros., I have the honour to r~ply 
under their instructions as follows:-

Re 1912-13 and 1913-14, my clients are unable to furnish you with parti
culars as they had not then started their match buSiness. They say that 
Messrs. Chip Hwat of No. 244, Dalhousie Street, Rangoon, may be able to 
enlighten the Board for that period. 

Re 1921-22 to 1923-24, my clj.ents state that they have already sent their 
account books to Eng Ring Hwat Bros. of Japan at No.2, Strand Road, 
Japan •• 

In 1925, annual average price uf imported Japanese matches ranged from 
44 to 49 Yens per case for the 1st class matches and from 38 to 40 Yens per 
case for the 2nd class. 

In 1926, the price was between 36 and 40 Yens per case for the 1st class 
and 32 and 36 Yens per case for the 2nd class. 

In 1927, my clients have so far imported only 1st clalls matches and the 
prices range from 26 to 28 Yens per case. 

The Kemmendine Match Company, Limited, Rangoon. 

Letter dated 1st ApriZ 1927. 
In response to your request to receive samples of imported Swedish 

matches as well as matches manufactured locally by the Burma Ma~h Co!D" 
pany, Limited, we send you herewith the d~sired samples. ~ou wlil.notice 
that most of the Swedish matches are of full SIze, and for your InfOrmatIon we 
beg to inform you that we are at present not importing any other aize to 
Burma, altho1l&h we sti.ll carry a limited stock of t size. 
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Our wholesale price of Swedish matches is at present Rs. 132 for 50 g~o88, 
Rangoon delivery. The ultimate retail price averages annas 3-6 per packet 
of 10 boxes. The wholesale price of local matches mam~actured from Aspen 
wood (manufa.cture of this quality has now been discontinued) is Rs. 90 per 
50 gross; the retail price in Rangoon is two annas per packet. The whole
sale price of local matches manufactured from local wood is at present 
as. 84 per 50 gros.~ and the retail pric-e is two annas pllrpacket. 

MGlPo-L-651STD-ll·l·28-15l1. 
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